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ABSTRACT
BEYOND THE VEIL: THE CULTURE OF THE KNIGHTS OF LABOR
FEBRUARY 1990
ROBERT E. WEIR, B.S., SHIPPENSBURG STATE COLLEGE
M.A., SHIPPENSBURG UNIVERSITY
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by: Professor Bruce Laurie
The Knights of Labor was 19th century America's largest and most successful labor organization,
yet historians have given it scant attention. Much of the work that has been done concentrates on the
Knights' decline and seeks to justify its demise. Aside from several superb community studies, few works
have analyzed the Order's achievements or given it credit for the legacy it bequeathed to future working class
movements. The last national survey of the Knights of Labor was completed in 1929. My study seeks to
address the imbalance.
The Knights organized more than a million workers in the 1880s and 1890s. What made it so
successful? What were the experiences of those who joined? What did future organizers learn from the
Knights? To answer these questions, I have turned to manuscript sources, the labor press, memoirs, 19th
century commentary, and a variety of 20th century scholars and theorists. In the pages that follow I sketch a
portrait of Knights' culture from both a local and a national perspective.
I find that the Knights' rich culture-embracing ritual, ideology, music, poeuy, fiction, material
objects, leisure activities, and religion-defined the essence of Knighthood, and was an element of the Order's
success. I idendfy five overlapping phases of Knights' cultural development, each of which was an
amalgam of working class and popular cultures. Ultimately, though Knights of Labor culture was creative
and strong, it could not overcome two larger problems facing the Order, internal factionalism and external
oppression. Though the Knights of Labor faded quickly after 1890, it left a brilliant legacy upon which
future working class movements were able to build.
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PREFACE
THE GILDED AGE
'To bring within tlie fold of organization every department of productive industry,
making knowledge a standpoint for action, and industrial, moral worth, not wealth,
the true standard of individual and national greatness."
"Declaration of Principles of the Knights of Labor
"It will be seen that [our book] deals with an entirely ideal state of society; and the
chief embarrassment of the writers...has been the want of illustrative examples. In a
State in which there is no fever of speculation, no inflamed desire for sudden
wealth, where the poor are all simple-minded and content, and the rich are all
honest and generous, where society is in a condition of primitive purity and politics
is the occupation only of the capable and the patriotic, there are necessarily no
materials as we have constructed out of an ideal commonwealth."
"Mark Twain and Charles Dudley Warren
In 1873, Mark Twain and Charles Warren lampooned American society in a novel that lent
its name to an era, The Gilded Age
. The poignancy of their tongue-in-cheek preface was made only
too apparent the very year the book was published, when Jay Cooke's banking empire collapsed and
a brutal depression ensued that idled thousands of the nation's most vulnerable citizens, industrial
workers. For the next two decades the Knights of Labor, an organization born four years before
Cooke's economic collapse, was at the fore of those who reminded erstwhile defenders of the status
quo that theirs was indeed a gilded age, a thin veneer of brilliance that masked underlying ugliness.
Twain and Warren had plenty of "illustrative examples" upon which to draw. Characters
like Senator Abner Dilworthy, "the golden-tongued statesman," and the scheming Colonel Sellers
were all too indicative of the power trust that dominated American society after the Civil War. As
Terence V. Powderly, the Knights of Labor's national leader recalled, "the great bulk of the army
was made up of workingmen." but Congress was made up of "bankers who enacted such legislation
as was beneficial to themselves... Those who returned to the walks of peace after the war flocked to
the cities and towns in search of employment, where they were forced to the conclusion that while
the war for the preservation of the Union was over, the battle for the preservation of life itself was
still being waged with unrelenting fury."
There were outward appearances upon which illusions of Gilded Age prosperity could rest.
American coal production jumped from 45 million tons in 1870 to over 120 million in 1885, while oil
production more than doubled from 1870 to 1880. The most visible symbols of growth were found ir
steel and steam. Pig iron manufacluries provided a scant 631,000 tons in 1850; by 1900 that figure
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stood at 15.4 million tons. Steel production was virtually nil in 1850, but by 1900, factories rolled out
10 million tons annually. Steel rails soon linked a vast nation that had only 9,000 miles of track in
1850. By 1865, there were 36,000 miles and expansion added an average of 4,000 new miles per
year. By 1890, the year that New York Knights of Labor lost a strike and most of its vital
membership to Vanderbilt's New York Central monopoly, five transcontinentals linked the East
Coast to the West.
Changes of scale led to changes in the modes of production, with thousands of workers
caught in the middle. As Susan Hirsch expressed it, industrialization was "the graveyard of the
artisan class." Though Hirsch overdramatizes the extent of dislocation, her point is nonetheless
suggestive. Thousands of workers lost control over tools, materials, knowledge, and wage-bargaining
as labor became increasingly "proletarianized" and "homogenized." As David Gordon, Richard
Edwards, and Michael Reich caution, the transformation of labor was not linear. The uneven
development of capitalism added to the social and economic turmoil experienced by Gilded Age
workers. The years 1873, 1877, 1884, 1893, and 1894 were depression years, and insecurity the
hallmark of working class life.
Work places and habits were a blend of the old and the new. Factories employing
thousands coexisted with small shops, and manufactured goods competed with bespoke goods in a
still inchoate urban marketplace. Artisanal outlooks did not disappear. "Blue Mondays," drinking on
the job, and time-honored rituals remained vital among a sizeable number of late 19th century
workers, as did the older mechanic's ideology that equated dignity with labor, defined "good" as
"useful," and saw work and community as inextricably linked. Those practices and values were
attacked by manufacturers bent on establishing the new industrial discipline, but victory came only
after protracted struggle.
Not all workers cared about artisanal values; many embraced industrial progress and
longed for a larger share of the wealth they produced. In 1880 Robert Ingcrsoll wrote to the Journal
of United Labor . "Reasonable labor is the source of joy. To work for wife or child, to toil for those
you love is happiness, provided you can make them happy...The hours of labor should be shortened.
With the vast and wonderful improvements of the 19th century there should he not only the
necessities of life for those who toil, but comforts and luxuries as well." IngersoU's letter
encapsulates both the promise and the problem of the age. Few workers could expect comfort,
luxury, or leisure when they toiled 10 to 12 hours daily and averaged a meager $558.68 per annum in
1883, a year m which an average family needed $754.42 to survive. As Philip Foner points out, few
could manage unless spouses and children also worked and even then prolonged unemployment
could force even the most frugal family into destitution. Work was not only long and arduous, it was
dangerous. By 1890, the railroad industry averaged one death per 306 employees and one serious
injury for every 30 workers; nearly 2,500 railroad workers died on the job that year.
The deferment of working class dreams contrasted vividly with the glittering opulence of
monopolists, entrepreneurs, and assorted "robber barons." Despite the preachings of sympathetic
clergymen like Henry Ward Beecher and pseudo-scientific justifications of wealth by Social
Darwinists like Wilham Graham Sumner, few workers accepted an ideology of greed masquerading
as progress, Cornelius Vanderbilt was worth over $100 million in 1877, a year in which federal
troops and state militia were called out against striking railroad workers whose brakemen averaged
less than $400 per annum. And though Andrew Carnegie might announce his support of unions,
speak wistfully of his immigrant youth and toiUng for $1.20 per week, it could hardly escape notice
that Carnegie mused from the luxury of his Scottish castle, raked in over $20 million per year in
untaxed profits, and employed one of the most brutal managers of the era, Henry Clay Frick. The
enormous extremes of wealth and poverty so alarmed Congregationalist minister Josiah Strong,
himself a profoundly conservative man, that he ranked "mammonism" with Mormonism, Catholicism,
immigration, urbanism, individualism, and socialism as an ill that needed to be corrected if America
was to retain its moral leadership over humanity. The extremes of wealth and poverty were obvious
to anyone who cared to look; small wonder that the labor press attacked Social Darwinism as
unsound, labelled Carnegie a hypocrite, called for an end to the wage system, and made Henry Ward
Beecher and Jay Gould hated figures among workers.
The backdrop for many of the age's changes and challenges took place in a relatively new
setting, the industrial city. The population of America nearly tripled from 1865 to 1917 (35 million
to 103 million). In standard indices 2,500 or more residents constitute a city; in 1860,
a scant 20% of
Americans resided in clusters that large. But that figure began to grow by leaps and bounds: 25% by
1870, 33% in 1890, over 50% by 1920. A substantial number of them were immigrants, as better
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than a third of the total population increase came from that source. According to Josiah Strong,
39.3% of the nation's Germans and 45.8% of the Irish lived in the 50 largest cities. In addition,
several cities were dominated by the foreign-born-Cincinnati was 62% non-native, Cleveland 83%,
Boston 63%, and Chicago 91%.
Cities were often far removed from the promises of progress. Population growth outpaced
institutional development and infrastructures. Cities lacked adequate housing or transport, and very
few had zoning laws. By 1880, New Yorkers inhaled the smells of over 125 refmeries and tanneries.
Garbage and untreated sewage ended up in the rivers that formed the cit/s supply of "fresh" water.
The urban poor crowded into tenements that lacked basics like cross ventilation; it is hardly
surprising that influenza, typhus, and yellow fever were endemic. An outbreak of yellow fever killed
over 7,000 in Memphis in 1853, almost 4,000 in 1868, and over 5,000 ten years later. Among the
dead in 1868 were the husband and four children of "Mother" Mary Jones. Jones scarcely got out of
Memphis to start a new hfe when a new urban tragedy befell hcr-she lost all she had in the Great
Chicago Fire of 1871. Like other future champions of the working class, Mary Jones began to
question the nature of her society. In the same Chicago that claimed her worldly goods, Jones
encountered the Knights of Labor, an experience she claimed crystallized her decision to dedicate
her life to the struggle for working class justice.
Gunther Barth sees the 19th century city as a place where people "forged a new culture,"
shaped by apartment houses, the urban press, department stores, ball parks, and vaudeville houses.
Barth is too optimistic; most 19th century city dwellers were left to their own devices and
participated in cultures that were bound by class, family, or ethnicity. Josiah Strong found all of his
worst fears "enhanced" and "focalized" in crowded cities where saloons outnumbered churches.
As Roy Rosenzweig observes of Worcester, Massachusetts, both saloons and churches were likely to
divide along class and ethnic lines. Alan Guttman and Steven Rciss reach much the same conclusion
about ball parks, as does Lewis Erenberg of cabarets and vaudeville halls. The preponderance of
ethnic newspapers in the 19th century speaks for itself. Observers like Barth, Robert Wicbc, and
Alan Trachtenberg correctly see the late 19lh century as a time in which America was becoming
rationalized, burcaucratized, and corporatized, but it is a mistake to see that process as finished.
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The period held special challenges for farmers, women, and people of color. Despite the
prevalent myth of the frontier, by the 1880s nearly 40% of aU farmers were tenants. In many
counties of the deep South over 80% of black farmers were sharecroppers. Everywhere farmers
were feeling the pinch of rising costs and railroad rates, expensive credit, and falling commodity
prices. In addition, rural Americans often felt threatened by emergent cities and city culture, though
few could resist the lure of industrial employment when farming failed. However, farmers too would
confront the challenges of the time and it is not surprising to fmd a group like the Knights of Labor
organizing in the countryside as early as 1880. Rural problems persisted throughout the Gilded Age,
and the countryside was the last to cast off the Knights.
Post Civil War America was a time of upheaval for women as well. Women who had
made tentative breaks with the private sphere in antebellum movements such as moral reform, the
temperance movement, suffragism, and abolitionism resisted Victorian attempts to confine them.
For some, the Emancipation Proclamation and subsequent 13th, 14th, and 15th amendments
represented a window of opportunity. If the rights of black men were constitutionally guaranteed,
what then of the rights of women, many of whom had been at the fore of the fight for emancipation?
The Seneca Falls Convention was held in 1869, and by the end of the year women in the territory of
Wyoming had secured the right to vote. But progress stalled abruptly and activists sought forums to
express their views. Again, the Knights of Labor was willing to help.
Changing economics eroded the borders between private and public spheres. By 1880,
over 2.6 million women were non-farm laborers, fully 15.2% of the total work force and a 30%
increase since 1870. In 1890, the number of working women swelled to more than 4 million, 17.2%
of the total labor force. For black women the figures are even more dramatic. Whereas a scant
7.3% of married white women worked in 1880, 35.4% of their black married sisters toiled. For
single black women the figure stood at 73.3% (23.8% for whites). As Susan Levine notes, for
working women "American society in the 19th century rarely offered a choice between home and
work; nor were the two worlds as separate as we might assume." White middle class women could
embrace or reject Victorian notions of true womanhood, but for the millions of women who worked,
Victorian stereotypes were a luxury they had not the leisure to consider.
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There was precious little luster to the Gilded Age for people of color. The promises of
Reconstruction dissolved in the reality of Jim Crow and many blacks found themselves as politically
and economicaUy disenfranchised as before the Civil War. In addition, debt peonage reduced many
black sharecroppers to positions of semi-serfdom scarcely distinguishable from their former slave
status. The very few who came North found Jim Crow waiting for them. Few skilled positions were
open for black men, and many trades unions excluded them. Black women fared even worse,
carrying the double burden of racism and sexism. Though thousands of them worked outside of
agriculture, nearly all were employed as domestic servants. Blacks did not passively or stoically
accept their fates; by 1887, no less than 90,000 had joined the Knights of Labor,
Immigrants were suspect and the xenophobic diatribes of Anglo-Saxon supremacists like
Josiah Strong reigned as conventional wisdom. Those whose physical characteristics set them apart
were especially scrutinized. Asians were especially vulnerable and the Gilded Age saw vicious verbal
and physical attacks on the Japanese and Chinese. In 1882, Congress signed the Exclusion Act
barring all Chinese immigration for 10 years, an act so popular it was renewed in 1892 and made
permanent in 1902. After intense lobbying efforts that often included labor organizations like the
Knights of Labor, Congress finally set up the Bureau of Immigration and Naturalization in 1891, and
yielded to pressures to end foreign contract labor, a policy that weighed most heavily on southern
and eastern Europeans whose traits and customs differed most from those of the Anglo-Saxon
majority.
Despite the promise of progress, the age was as "gilded" as Twain implied. The machines
that were supposed to liberate Americans ended up enslaving many. Twain himself realized this and,
in 1889, published A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court . Twain's protagonist. Hank
Morgan, is cast back into the 6th century and as "The Boss" begins to transform backward,
superstitious Old England with the same cold efficiency with which 19th century entrepreneurs
rationaUzed New England. Neither transformation went unchallenged. In Twain's novel, Morgan
and his minions go too far in their modernization quests. In a dramatic denouement, England turns
against "The Boss." Morgan and 54 faithful followers retreat to Merlin's Cave, and channel the
main power plant into an electric fence erected as a defense. The defenses work well; 25,000
attacking Knights die quickly and efficiently. But the machines that brought death to the
enemy also
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bring it to their "masters;" the air was so fouled by the dead that those behind the barricade sickened
and died. Modernization also haunted Mark Twain. He was threatened with financial ruin because
of poor investments m the unsuccessful Paige type-setter, and he too experienced many of the doubts
about progress that plagued his more humble contemporaries. Could true progress could exist
without carefully measuring the human cost? No 19th century group so consistently calculated that
cost as the Knights of Labor.
The portrait of the 19th century society that confronts the historian is contradictory and
complex. How much more so it must have seemed for those who lived it. In retrospect, much of
what the Knights of Labor championed, attempted, or resisted seems naive, ill-advised, or even
suicidal, but our vantage point is better than that of the KOL. Complex problems yield myriad
possibilities. The Knights of Labor offered solutions for social ills that failed in the long run, but
only after brief successes that made the future look brighter, and the dream attainable
The Knights emerged during a period of transformative change. At times, the Knights
seemed confused, and it is easy to find surface contradictions. The Order was officially against
political involvement, yet its first Master Workman quit to run for Congress and was succeeded by
the sitting mayor of Scranton, Pennsylvania, who sought other poHtical appointments after he left
office, but chided local assemblies that threw themselves vigorously into local and national politics.
Similarly, though the Knights' central office denounced socialists and anarchists, the Order spawned
them; Victor Drury, Joseph Buchanan, Daniel DeLeon, and two of the Haymarkct martyrs
sharpened their radical teeth in KOL locals. The KOL denounced strikes, but grew when they were
won; it called for an end to the wage system, but accepted employers into its ranks. Likewise, men
like Secretary-Treasurer John Hayes bitterly denounced capitalism even while misappropriating funds
for ventures he hoped would make him and the Order rich.
Socially, the KOL's record is equally mixed. The Order was steadfastly pro-temperance,
yet some its strongest assemblies were composed of brewers; lawyers were banned from the Order,
but appeared as heroes in KOL fiction; equal rights for women were supported rhetorically, but
many leaders and members upheld Victorian ideals. Worst of all for an organization ostensibly
'
based on the ideal of Christian brotherhood, it was marked by intense internal bickering of the most
petty variety that transcended ideological considerations. Powderly denounced Joseph R.
Buchanan
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as an anarchist m 1888, but apologized four years later when he needed allies to fight Hayes. The
fact that Buchanan was an anarchist was secondary to Powderl/s quest to maintain personal power.
But one should not make too much of the contradictions. The Knights of Labor reached
its peak at a time in which America was on the cusp of becoming a rationalized, corporatized entity,
and the triumph of mass consumer culture was nearly complete. As the transformations matured,
the Knights faded. The Knights remained generalists at a time in which America discovered
specialization, and thus seemed programatically and ideologically soft. Perhaps, but there was
enough coherence to KOL principles to frighten the likes of Jay Gould and William Vanderbilt.
More than any other single factor, the Knights of Labor was crushed by the combined efforts of
organized capital, not by its outmoded ideas or its contradictions.
A digression into the details of the Gilded Age is justified because of the confused nature
of Knights of Labor historiography. One of the major thrusts of past scholarship has been to explain
why the KOL "failed," and the American Federation of Labor survived. Samuel Gompers helped
spark the debate by calling the KOL a dual union that was mostly a "hodge podge with no basis for
solidarity with the exception of a comparatively few trade assemblies...an organization with high
ideals but purely sentimental and bereft of all practical thought and action." Frederich Engels was
equally brutal; he saw the KOL as a curious blend of "the most modern tendencies [clothed] in the
most medieval mummeries, and hiding the most democratic and even rebellious spirit behind an
apparent, but really powerless despotism."
In the 20th century, the KOL fell under the gaze of market determinists inspired by John
R. Commons. Selig Perlman (1936) chastised the Knights of Labor for its lack of organizing and its
ideological incoherence. He was especially critical of its "total absence of wage consciousness," a
condition he thought led to lost strikes, worker resentment, and the formation of ill-suited mixed
assemblies that suffocated craft consciousness. Perlman was echoed by Robert Hoxie (1936) who
declared that the KOL was "contrary to the reality created by modern industrial forces" because it
stubbornly clung to outdated ideas like cooperation, the possibility of fusing employer-employee
interests, and the denial of craft interests. He, like Perlman, saw the A.F.L. as a more appropriate
forum for labor's demands. Even Philip Foner (1955) fell prey to the tendency to treat the
Knights
as an anachronism. Foner declared, "the working people had become tired of paying dues to
an
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organization which did nothing to help them in their struggles against the employers and which
maligned and expelled aU who championed the cause of struggle. Those who were not driven out
dropped out of an organization which had given such promise, but whose destinies were controlled
by men who had no interest in and no plans for realizing that promise." As a final indignity, Gerald
Grob (1961) dismissed the Knights as reactionaries whose "program was based on the experiences of
workers from the age of Jackson through the National Labor Union. Refusing to accept the
permanence of an industrial society, the leaders of the Knights staked their careers on the hope of
re-establishing a more democratic and equalitarian society based on the dominance of the small
producer." Until quite recently, Norman Ware (1929) was virtually the only historian even mildly
sympathetic, to the Knights,
It is true that the Knights contained structural weaknesses and internal contradictions. It is also
true that by 1890 it needed to transform itself in order to survive, but did not become Marx's "one
big union," the labor party Daniel DeLeon envisioned, an anarcho-syndicalist vanguard like the
Industrial Workers of the World, a prototypical industrial union, or an accommodationist craft union.
But it is also true that for the Knights to become one of those things would have been a betrayal of
its mission. The question is not "What could the Knights of Labor have become?", rather "Why was
it what it chose to be?"
Too many historians of the Knights have assumed "failure" because they have been
seduced by numbers. There is no denying the statistical drama of the KOL. It began Hfe in 1869
with only 7 members. Ten years later, when the Order wrote its constitution, it numbered a scant
9,287. In 1883, one year after it abandoned secrecy and solicited new members, the Knights of
Labor still counted fewer than 52,000 in its ranks. By 1885, that number more than doubled; one
year later there were more than 700,000 Knights and the actual number may have surpassed 1
million since new locals were forming more rapidly than they could be officially chartered. Yet by
1888, the Order had shrunk
to 259,518. Powderly was ousted as national leader in 1893; by that time the KOL counted 74,635
members.
The seduction of numbers and the "failure" imperative have resulted in two oversights
regarding the Knights of Labor. The first of these is the tendency to treat an organization that
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began in 1869, closed its national headquarters in 1917, and laid its final assembly to rest in 1949, as
having a vital lifespan of but a few years, usually cited as 1885 to 1888. Though a charge of
irrelevance can be levied against the post- 1893 Knights, the evidence is less convincing for the
pre-1885 Order. The earlier days of Knighthood saw the Order articulate many of the ideals and
practices that led to the numbers explosion of the mid-80s. It also gave birth to many of the
factions and ideologies that contributed to the post-1888 decline.
The second oversight is explaining the Knights' failures, but ignoring its successes. Grob
was right to trace the Knights back to early 19th century labor reform movements; he was wrong to
think there was Uttle continuity between the Knights and subsequent groups Hke the Industrial
Workers of the World. At least one historian saw the Knights of Labor as the "predecessors" of the
Congress of Industrial Organizations. American labor history is not the story of discrete
organizations with self-contained histories, but rather of building blocks stacked one upon the other.
The KOL borrowed from the past, just as groups like the I.W.W. and the C.I.O. borrowed from it.
In the pages to follow I hope to demonstrate that the KOL left behind a rich legacy for others to
tap.
The second major thrust of KOL historiography is in the area of community studies.
Historians inspired by the "new labor history" have discovered previously untapped resources that
give a different picture of underappreciated groups like the KOL. When placed in specific contexts,
the Knights move beyond the strictures imposed by those bent on explaining its failures. Charles
Scontras (1961) and Leon Fink (1983) demonstrate that the Knights marshaled-if briefly-enormous
ballot box power that threatened to reshape the Gilded Age political landscape. Electorates of small
New England towns and large cities hke Milwaukee and Richmond alike fell under the spell of KOL
activists who seized control of local governments until capitalists and old-style politicos combined to
dislodge them.
Judith Goldberg's study of Philadelphia (1985) reveals that the KOL of that city was
simultaneously "a trade union, a community organization, and a national movement." Richard
Oestreicher (1986) systematically peels away layers of Detroit's working class culture
to examine
forces that produced "sohdarity" (trades, neighborhoods, churches, saloons) and
those that caused
"fragmentation" (ethnicity, race, gender, skill). He reminds us that class consciousness needs
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"concrete opportunities for expression" before it can produce results. In Detroit it was the Knights
of Labor and the Socialist Labor Party that offered hope.
Other studies have looked at ways the KOL tried to overcome Gilded Age forces of
fragmentation. PhiUp Foner (1979) and Susan Levine (1984) note that the Knights was the only
Gilded Age labor organization that even tried to organize women on an equal basis with men;
Herman Bloch (1965) and Peter Rachleff (1984) underscore the Order's efforts towards black
workers. Paul Buhle (1978) shows that Rhode Island Knights forged alliances with scores of the
state's ethnic, political, religious, and cultural groups.
Finally, there is the chronicle of Ontario Knights compiled by Gregory Kealey and Bryan
Palmer, admittedly an inspiration for my own study. Kealey and Pahner observe that Ontario
Knights sought to forge a new culture that encompassed politics, economics, religion, leisure, and
education. Their suggestive title, Dreaming of What Might Be
. is an evocative and appropriate
embodiment of KOL thought. As they wisely point out, the Knights were "the first expression of the
social, cultural, and political emergence of a class [and thus] understandably groped for answers
more than they marched forcefully towards solutions."
As helpful as community studies have been, a problem of representativeness lingers. How
similar are the experiences of politicized Knights in Rutland, Vermont, anarchists in Denver, and
Marxist ideologues in New York City? On the surface, not very. Likewise, what circumstances do
Knights in Detroit share with their fraternal "brothers" and "sisters" in rural Iowa or in racially
charged Richmond? Again, one is struck by the apparent differences.
Surface distinctions can deceive. The Knights of Labor tried to foster an environment in
which individual differences were subsumed by larger principles of consensus. From 1869 to 1882,
that principle was fraternalism. The KOL lost its way for a while after 1882, but by 1884,
fraternalism (though ever-present as an abstract ideal) yielded to the idea of solidarity, better
understood at the time by the term "Knighthood." Conscious efforts were made to create an entire
KOL universe that embraced not just ideology, but also badges, ribbons, parades, picnics, songs,
poems, literature, and religion. All of this took place under the rubric of "Knighthood" and helped
men and women understand and label their own experiences.
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By 1886, the Knights of Labor was found in virtually every large industrial city in the
United States and Canada. It was also present in smaller industrial towns, one-industry villages, the
Deep South, West Coast port cities, and rural backwaters across the continent. In an attempt to
assess what "Knighthood" meant and suggested, I have opted for a cultural approach to the Order.
This approach has advantages. No historian has attempted a national survey of the Order since
Norman Ware in 1929, and his was a political and institutional study. By looking at KOL culture I
hope to highlight the similarities which bound Knights to one another, as well as the differences
which split them. A national survey of the Knights of Labor allows more perspective on the
evolution of Knight ideology and practice. It quickly becomes obvious that the Order was vibrant
and vital for much longer than the period between 1885 and 1888 when it was a large organization.
Historians have noted the importance of factional fights on the local level, but few have
appreciated how deeply they wounded the national structure. In 1952, William Birdsall postulated
that the central "problem" contributing to KOL collapse was one of "structure," that is, the Order had
too many levels of authority. Initially, the Knights fragmented power along local, district, and
general assembly lines; later it added state and national trade assemblies. Birdsall's thesis is
relatively untested, and I find it only partially correct. More than any other single factor, the Knights
were done in by external opposition. Further, the structural problems Birdsall noted resulted from
the central officers failure to exert control over the locals, a problem of power, not structure.
Factionalism, especially the Home Club revolt, weakened the national office to such an extent that
centralized authority was difficult. This had an unfortunate cultural side effect. From 1882 to 1889,
Knights' culture was innovative, rich, and diverse, but it never unified the rank-and-file to the extent
to which fraternalism once had. Put simply, culture failed to heal factional wounds.
A cultural analysis nonetheless reveals the incredible complexity of the KOL. Contrary to
stereotype, not all Knights were reactionaries or dreamy Utopians; cultural analysis reveals a picture
of pragmatic and creative men and women as a needed corrective. Men and women of nearly every
ideological, ethnic, racial, occupational, religious, and social persuasion were found in KOL ranks.
In assembly halls, anarchists debated conservatives, pragmatic unionists jousted with reformist
visionaries, and employers jawed with their employees. Some Knights were class-conscious, others
were uncomfortable with such a world view. Despite the attempts of internal factions to
reshape the
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Knights in their own images, it remained a remarkably open organization for most of its Ufe. That
openness was one of the Order's distinguishing characteristics, one which allowed it a measure of
success. Cultural evidence contradicts notions that the Knights of Labor was a failure. It was the
particular genius of the Knights of Labor to attract a wide membership that drew on its own
diversity. Survival of an organization is one measure of success, its legacy is another. The KOL
barely survived into the 20th century, but it bequeathed a treasury of ideas, tactics, and cultural
artifacts that others used to good advantage.
Admittedly, there are drawbacks to a cultural approach. Some will find my stress on
politics and ideology too superficial. I give less attention to politics because I find the hnk between
culture and ideology looser than other observers. E. P. Thompson defines class-consciousness as
"the way in which...experiences are handled in cultural terms: embodied in traditions, value systems,
ideas, and institutional forms." Although I find Thompson's definition compelling, I find cases in
which consciousness and culture are discrete. It is difficult, for example, to derive working
class-consciousness from some of the poems and fiction penned and read by Knights. Likewise, I
believe that there were men and women who joined the KOL for reasons like peer pressure or
attraction to its rich symbolism, but thought very little about its principles. Thousands joined in 1885
and 1886, only to fall away quickly. Likely most of them joined because of the class possibilities they
thought the Order's victory over Jay Gould suggested. But one must remember that the KOL was
also faddish by early 1886. Were there individuals who were caught up in the enthusiasm of the
moment and joined without reflecting on what the Order stood for? The evidence suggests this
occurred. Certainly, few of the many small employers who joined the KOL did so because they
thought it was good idea to abolish the wage system.
My definition of culture-the learned, shared, and socially influenced behavior of a
group-is one distilled from anthropologists Clyde Kluckhohn and E. B. Tylor. In some parts of this
work I appear to give equal importance to a poem written about an event like Haymarket and the
event itself, or to an 1887 story oozing Victorian sentimentality, and independent labor campaigns of
the same year. Again, this is because I believe both pairs are reflective of Gilded Age working class
experiences. I confess uneasiness with many Gilded Age ideological definitions since alliances and
allegiances shifted so frequently. Who was an "anarchist" in the Gilded Age? Radicals in New York
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understood the term differently than comrades in Chicago or Denver. Powderly appUed the term to
virtuaUy everyone who disagreed with him. He is a prime example of an individual whose ideology
was spongy. Powderly was elected mayor of Scranton as a Greenback-Labor candidate. In 1880, he
accepted a membership card in the Socialist party, only to denounce all socialism as a form of
anarchism in 1886. This did not prevent him from declaring himself a sociaUst in 1892! He finished
his life m a Republican party patronage position. Likewise, Thomas McGuire--a key figure in New
York District Assembly 49"played the revolutionary in the 1880s, but rejected the views of the men
who elevated him to power when it was convenient to do so, and died a respected Deputy Fire
Marshal, and commander of New York City's chapter of the Grand Army of the Republic.
The organization of my material is somewhat unorthodox. The structure of this work is
determined by the sources and is consistently neither chronological nor topical. Often, I trace a
single idea from the birth of the KOL in 1869 to its demise 48 years later and repeat the process
with subsequent topics. I found this necessary because KOL culture was not monolithic and found it
the best way to show evolution of thought. Knighthood was an elastic concept. There were two
distinct KOL cultures which took place in five overlapping phases. Pre-1882 culture was fraternal,
unified, secret, exclusive, and largely oral. Post- 1882 culture was rooted in soUdarity and was more
diffuse, open, public, and literary than its predecessor. But 1882 is not a cut-off date for fully
realized cultural systems. Roughly, 1869 to 1879 marked the evolution of ritualistic, fraternal culture.
From 1878 to 1884, the Knights debated, reshaped, and began to abandon its original cultural forms,
producing an intense backlash. Between 1882 and 1889, the Order forged a public, literary culture
with universalist pretensions that held solidarity could effect social transformation. It was a time of
experimentation, excitement, and polarity, one in which the KOL borrowed and modified older
working class cultural forms, and evolved several new ones. Late 1887 through 1895, was a period of
national decHne in which local cultures grew richer and more dense. As the central organization
began to crumble, KOL locals were left to their own devices and briefly thrived. By the 1890s, and
perhaps earlier, however, local cultures fell increasingly to the blandishments of popular and mass
culture. By 1895, most urban KOL culture was dead. Though it goes beyond the boundaries of this
work, a fifth phase involved an attempt to turn back the clock. After 1895, the few remaining urban
Knights went full-circle and returned to oath-bound ritual secrecy. In rural America-Knighthood's
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strength-culture was stronger, but indistinguishable from that of PopuUst and Farmers' Alliance
groups with which the Order was allied.
The Gilded Age was a fluid period in which competing tendencies flourished. Solidarity
and fragmentation simultaneously characterized the American working class just as Social Darwinism
and nascent Social Gospel impulses fought for control of mainstream religion, and old producer
ideology and emergent investment capitalism struggled for control of the marketplace. There was
scarcely an aspect of social, cultural, economic, or political life that did not face new challenges and
possibilities. Thomas Bender views the years 1850 through 1900, as a period of "community and the
bifurcation of society" in which gemeinschaft and gesellschaft coexisted uneasily. Traditional notions
of community lingered, but were changed; gesellschaft patterns had "additive" qualities (specialization
and mass participation) and "subtractivc" ones (impersonal economic relations) that disrupted older
notions of community.
The Knights of Labor tried to address social fragmentation. From its earliest days, the
Order immersed itself in the task of creating community, expressed variously as "brotherhood," a
"noble and holy order," "Knighthood," and "union." The Knights lamented aspects of the past they
deemed worthy of restoration, but extolled trends of modernity which it thought could benefit
humankind. Like the age in which it emerged, flourished, and faltered, the KOL was poised between
the old and the new. It did not, and could not, content itself with addressing only wages, hours, and
conditions since what was at stake was community itself. For this, only the construction of a new
culture could suffice, but one that preserved admirable qualities from the past. KOL culture was
variously supportive of, alternative to, and in opposition to, the dominant culture. To truly
understand the Knights of Labor, it is necessary to go beyond the veils of secrecy and culture and
see how it tried to address the glistering decades that Twain and Warren dubbed the "Gilded Age."
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CHAPTER 1
THE KNIGHTS IN RITUAL, A CULTURE OF FRATERNALISM
Creed, party, and nationality are but outward garments and present
no obstacle to the fusion of the hearts of worshippers of God, the
Universal Father, and the workers for men, the Universal
Brother."" Uriah S. Stephens^
"From 1869 up to 1878, the Knights of Labor had no platform,
preamble or declaration of principles, and the extreme secrecy
surrounding the movement gave organizers a latitude of expression
in explaining the purposes of the order that was limited only by the
imagination of the organizer."^
-Terence V. Powderly
In 1869, four years before Mark Twam and Charles Dudley Warren pubHshed The Gilded
Age, Uriah Stephens and eight compatriots were faced with a dilemma. All nine were fu-m in their
resolve that laborers needed to organize for mutual benefit and protection. All had seen
Philadelphia workers thrown into poverty and insecurity as a result of ruthless exploitation on one
hand, and on the other, the unsound business speculations which Twain and Warren would later
ridicule. Yet their resolve could not mask the obvious-their own garment cutters' union had just
voted to disband, and few alternatives loomed within the contemporary labor movement.
Attempts at organizing American workers dated from the 1790s when Philadelphia
shoemakers unionized, but labor's saga remained a series of false starts and stops rather than an
unbroken line of progress. As a boy growing up in Cape May, New Jersey, Uriah Stephens may well
have heard stories of Philadelphia's Working Men's parties and of radicals Uke WiUiam English,
Israel Young, Thomas Wise, and John Ferral, but by 1846, when the 25 year-old Stephens came to
Philadelphia to work as a tailor, the "Workies" were defunct and labor radicahsm was at low tide."^
Stephens left Philadelphia in 1853 and by his return in 1858 little was left of the city's movement.
The Panic of 1857 not only destroyed what remained of Philadelphia's organizations, but also trade
unions nation-wide. By 1858, only printers, stone cutters, and hat finishers still boasted national
organizations.
The Civil War and its aftermath briefly opened a window of opportunity for laborers bent
on organizing. Several future Knights of Labor, including Richard licvellick, James L. Wright, John
Samuel, and Charles Litchman, played key roles in the resurgence of trade unionism. Stephens
co-founded the Garment Cutters' Association in 1862. In addition, labor reform conventions
abounded"the International Industrial Assembly met in 1864, eight-hour leagues formed in Eastern
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cities, and the National Labor Union appeared in 1866 with a vision of uniting workers from all
trades mto a single organization. Yet by 1869, Uttle remained. The N.L.U. quickly transformed
itself into a poUtical movement and was only three years from collapse. Of the trades, only the
shoemakers in the highly-secret Knights of St. Crispin showed much vitaUty; its 50,000 members
centered in Massachusetts easily made it the largest trade union in the United States.'* Most unions
suffered the same fate as Stephens' Garment Cutters' Association (G.CA.)--they disbanded.
On December 9, 1869 a disgusted Stephens declared of the G.CA., "There is very Uttle
interest manifested in the welfare of the society. The members do not seem to have any conception
of what organization means."^ Stephens reluctantly cast his vote for dissolution and retired to the
American Hose Company on Jayne Street along with James L. Wright, William PhiUips, Robert
McCauley, William Cook, James Hilsea, Joseph Kennedy, Robert Keen, and David Westcott to mull
over options. The nine men agreed to form a secret order for mutual protection and appointed
James L. Wright to chair a committee on secret work. During the third meeting, held on December
28, 1869, the name Noble and Holy Order of the Knights of Labor was chosen for the new
organization.*^ Two days later the first new members, garment cutters all, were initiated-G.W.
Cook, Samuel Wright, G.W. Hornberger, W.C. Yost, and H.L. Sinexon. Sinexon would become
second only to Stephens in the evolution and articulation of Knight rituals.
By the time the Committee on Ritual reported on January 6, 1870, it was clear that the
new organization was quite different from its predecessors. As Terence V. Powderly later recalled,
the Knights of Labor was "born of the failure of the trade union to grapple and satisfactorily deal
with the labor question on its broad far-reaching principle: the right of all to have a say in the affairs
of one."^ As the small band continued to gather in secret as the Tea Pot Society (so called because
an early officer called a "purveyor" carried tea fixings to meetings), they turned increasingly to a
more successful model, the fraternal brotherhood. Stephens later explained that the founders
envisioned a "City of Refuge, over which is inscribed, in letters of living light, ^Organization'
[sparkling] with the unutterable truth, 'Brotherhood'... a beloved fraternity upon which God's seal of
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approval has been set."
The early history of the Knights of Labor is infused with two powerful ideals, ritual
fraternalism and secrecy. Traditionally, historians have given short shrift to the Knights in their
secret period from 1869-1882. I beUeve this is a mistake. To be certain, membership remained
smaU during this thirteen-year span. In 1879, the year the Knights wrote their first constitution, they
numbered fewer than 10,000. It was not until 1883, one year after abandoning total secrecy that they
had more members than the Knights of St. Crispin had counted in 1870. But numbers do not tell
the entire story. It was in the secret period that the Knights articulated its unique vision for America
and evolved the ideals which sustained and nurtured solidarity. Some critics later complained that
the Knights of Labor engaged in irreUgious oath-bound ritualism, while others accused the Knights
of not focusing attention exclusively on problems facing the working class. Both beg the question. It
was during the secret period that the Knights of Labor developed the essence of what it became and
what it could not become.
Though the Knights weakly limped into the 20th century, it was one of the very few labor
organizations formed in the 1860s that managed to do so. Despite the promise of post-Civil War
America, most labor organizations withered away by 1870. Those that didn't, includmg the Knights
of St. Crispin, were crippled by the Panic of 1873. Only the Knights of Labor emerged from the
1870s stronger than it entered. In the 1880s several miUion men and women flirted with Knighthood,
and for a brief moment (1885-87) it looked as though the entire country might be transformed by it.
By the time the national organization was laid to rest in 1917, the Knights of Labor held the dubious
distinction of having been the longest-lived attempt at consolidating the labor movement to ever
grace North American soil. The Knights' 48-year life span was not surpassed until the American
Federation of Labor did so in 1931.
The Knights of Labor managed its success through a careful consideration of the society in
which it gained prominence. Twentieth century men and women are more accustomed to viewing
labor movements through the narrow eyes of wages, hours, and conditions, but not those of the
nineteenth. In some respects the last century was more fluid and open than our own. Robert Wiebe
labeled the period 1877 to 1920 a "search for order," and called the 19th century a "distended
society." As 19th century Americans looked about themselves they saw, as Wiebe put it, "more
tracks and more people, bigger farms and bigger corporations and bigger buildings; and in a time of
confusion they responded with a quantitative ethic that became the hallmark of their crisis in values.
It seemed that the age could only be comprehended in bulk."^ By the early 20th century the rule ol
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order was in place with aU of its emphasis on professionalism, compartmentalization, and
rationalism, but such a system was the product of a protracted struggle, not natural evolution.
Laborers of the last century also saw the world "in bulk" and realized that they constituted the largest
part of the population mass. If, somehow, that working class mass could coalesce, the world could
be reshaped in labor's image, not that of ruthless capitaUsts like Jay Gould, Cornelius Vanderbilt,
and John RockefeUer. The trick, of course, was to find a glue to bind members of the working class.
By 1869, it was clear to Uriah Stephens and his followers that ideology alone was insufficient.
Stephens understood that class awareness devoid of an institutional structure in which to express it
would yield Uttle but frustration. But he also understood that traditional channels of
expression-political parties, ethnic associations, and labor unions-had failed workers. Stephens
dreamed of an organization whose members shared psychic bonds that would naturally evolve into
political and cultural ones. As Raymond Williams reminds us, class-bound ideology is only one way
in which individual consciousness is ordered; culture-"the whole social process in which men define
and shape their whole lives""is another.^*^ The founders of the Knights of Labor hoped to fuse
ideology and culture and thus sought an organizing principle to rally workers.
The Fraternal Ideal in America
Brotherhoods and fraternal orders were the single most successful form of voluntary
organization in the 19th century-profoundly more so than labor unions. First imported into the
United States from England in the early 18th century-the Masons estabUshed a lodge in
Philadelphia in 1730-there were several thousand fraternal brothers by century's end, mostly Masons
and Sons of St. Tamina. The post-Civil War era was the takeoff period for these orders, with over
600 different societies in existence by 1900. The Masons alone counted more than six million
members by 1901.^^ As Judith Goldberg discovered of Philadelphia, "There were literally hundreds
of lodges, clubs, and benefit associations in the city, many of which employed secret obligations,
ceremonies, grand titles, and advanced degrees." Much the same pattern was also found outside
Philadelphia-by Susan Hirsch in Newark, New Jersey, and by John Cumbler in Lynn and Fall River,
Massachusetts, for example.^"^ David Thelen's study of Missouri reveals an entire state criss-crossed
by secret and fraternal orders.^"*
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The Independent Order of Odd FeUows particularly appealed to the working class. [See
niustration 1] Freemasonry tended to attract members of economic ehtes, especiaUy merchants,
retailers, and bvestors. The less affluent were much taken by Masonic ritual and fraternalism,
though not by its upper middle-class foUowing. Odd Fellowship developed from such impulses, first
m England and then in the United States. The first lodge appeared in Baltimore in 1819, and by
1843, the year the American Odd FeUows severed ties with the Manchester (England) Unity Lodge,
there were 32 branches m the United States. By the late 1880s there were at least 2,253 lodges and
by the early 20th century, over 3.4 million members.^^
Brian Greenberg's study of Albany, New York, demonstrates how Odd Fellowship united
workers from various social strata. The cit/s seven lodges helped establish the ideal of a "free labor
order [based on] an open-class harmonious society in which all members acknowledged their mutual
obligations."^*^ Though some of Greenberg's data are suspect-his numbers for national I.O.O.F.
lodges does not jibe with other sources, for example-there is Uttle question that Odd Fellowship
held an appeal for the same group that fueled the ranks of the early Knights of Labor: highly-skilled
artisans. Many 19th century Odd Fellows held middle-class socio-economic pretensions, but retained
working class social identification. Skilled artisans and the professional classes frequently shared
similar living standards, and both ardently pursued moral respectability. Though some artisans-most
notably Uricdi Stephens-felt comfortable associating with middle class Freemasons, a substantial
number did not and turned instead to Odd Fellowship, the fraternal order of choice for many 19th
century craftsmen and lesser-skilled workers.
Why were fraternal orders so successful? Undoubtedly one reason was a mere echoing of
English trends. As Mark Girouard shows in his superb study of English society, A Return to
Camelot . chivalric and fraternal ideals abounded in 19th century England and were reflected in
forms as seemingly divergent as the novels of Sir Walter Scott, Radical politics, the court of Victoria
and Albert, the Pre-Raphaehte movement in the arts, public school sports, and the Boy Scouts. Yet
what all shared was a commitment to qualities such as "bravery, loyalty, hospitality, consideration
towards women and inferiors, truth to given word, respect for rank combined with a warm
relationship between different ranks, and refusal to take advantage of an enemy except in a fair
fight.*'^^ As Jackson Lears and John Eraser demonstrate, chivalric ideals, notions of brotherhood, the
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romance of medievaUsm, and discontent with modernism held powerful sway in America as well.^^
Mark Twain snideiy noted "an American fondness for absurd chivab7" and a wiUingness to borrow
the worst from European cultures, a trend he lampooned in his satirical Connecticut Yankee at King
Arthur's Court
. [See lUustradon 2]
Yet the importation of fraternaUsm underestimates its American adaptations and ignores
the conditions that made it popular in the first place. In both England and America fraternal
development was reactive, not proactive. Both nations faced the challenges of industriahzation and
related developments: urbanization, a widening gap in the distribution of wealth, the reconstitution of
the working classes, and a perceived loss of traditional gemeinschaft community. Fraternahsm
harked back to a glorified past and built upon romanticized notions of medieval chivalry and did so
consciously m reaction to disturbing modern trends. No class was excluded: Andrew Carnegie had
his Scottish castle, the middle class Freemasonry, and workers the Knights of Labor.
Fraternal orders went to great lengths to construct rituals and practices that separated the
initiated from the outside world. As Barbara Franco writes, "The [Masonic] Lodge room was the
place where members could leave behind everyday concerns in order to practice the ideals and
virtues of brotherhood. Within the Lodge they could achieve a perfectabihty not always possible in
the outside world."^^ ^nce safely inside the Lodge, members could experience feelings of
brotherhood, fellowship, protection, mutualism, prestige, and self-worth. In order to safeguard
members from the external contaminants that drove many to the Lodge in the first place, most
fraternal orders insisted on a high degree of secrecy.
Nearly all also developed elaborate rituals. As one writer put it, "Fellowship was well and
good, but men needed something to whet their appetites, to tease their imagination and to retain
their interest. Thus the mysteries were incorporated to hold the attention of all and create a plane
of commonality."^^ Thus ritual was used to create a symbolic social order that embodied Utopian
notions of the perfect society. The fact that rituals were written down but were so elaborate as to
require careful study for mastery gave further appeal as they were "never-changing, highly sacred,
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and infused the order with a sense of formality and stability."
There is a long tradition of fraternal rituahsm in the western working class. As Cynthia
Truant observed in her study of French compagnonnage among journeymen, an unbroken tradition
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of created soUdarity through ritual practice stretches back to the emergence of the medieval guild
system. Initiation often resembled a secular conversion ceremony whereby novices would serve a
trial apprenticeship before undergoing a complex rite that symbolicaUy paralleled the cycle of birth,
life, death, and rebirth.^^ Long before the Knights of Labor, American trade unions such as the
Knights of St. Crispin (shoemakers), the Knights of St. Joseph (carpenters), the Patriarchal Order of
Adam (tailors), and the Grand Accepted Order of Bakers experimented with ritual secrecy.^"*
There can be no doubt that the Knights of Labor drew on all of these sources. The
backgrounds of its early leadership are reveaUng. Uriah Stephens would have been a Baptist
minister had not famiUal misfortune forced him into garment cuttmg. Stephens was somethmg of a
"joiner," being a member of the Masons, Odd Fellows, the Knights of Pythias, and the
Greenback-Labor Party in addition to his work with the Knights of Labor. Co-founder Robert Keen
was a member of the Grand Army of the Repubhc while Robert Macauley was a Knight of Pythias.
Charles Litchman, Grand Secretary of the Order from 1878-1881, belonged to the Knights of Pythias,
the Masons, the Odd Fellows, the Improved Order of Red Men, the Royal Arcanum, the Order of
the Golden Cross, and was once the Grand Scribe of the Knights of St. Crispin. Terence V.
Powderly joined many societies and fraternal orders including the Workmgmens' Benevolent
Association, the Ancient Order of Hibernians, and the Irish Land League. Possibly many eariy KOL
leaders were also influenced by George Lippard's Brotherhood of the Union, an 1850s fraternal
phenomenon based in Philadelphia that blended Christian socialism, moral self-improvement, social
respectabibty, and labor reform with Masonic-like ritualism.
Though Robert Macauley claimed that early Knights of Labor rituals were copied verbatim
from those of the Knights of Pythias, in fact the rituals were a peculiar mix of the Pythians, Odd
Fellows, and speculative Freemasons, with the latter being the major inspiration. The earliest extant
version of the ritual is a hand-written document marked "Something to be Done in Secret." In this
document, all officer titles and ritual elements are recorded in Masonic language with later terms
written above them. What was later called the "Esquire Veil," or entrance to the assembly anteroom,
was first the "Outer Phylon," and the Esquire himself was a "Phylaz." Even incidentals such as raps
with one's right hand were coded with terms like "dockamon" and "cheirostones." A local assembly
was called an "archeon."^^ Knights, like the Masons, sometimes referred to their assembly hall as a
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"temple," placed an open Bible on an "altar," and used an elaborate array of passwords, grips, and
signs. Some Masonic lodges were headed by a Grand Master who presided over "noble brothers,"
while Knights' assembUes were headed by a Master Workman who likewise guided "noble
brothers."^"^ [See Illustration 3]
The Knights of Labor even went so far as to borrow ideological tenets from the Masons.
This can be seen most clearly in the Knights' attitudes regarding poUtics and religion. Freemasons
held that pohtics "produces discord among men [and] must not be discussed in lodge."^ For the
Knights of Labor, keepmg poUtics out of the Order was always a stated goal, though one seldom
accompUshed. Knight letters resonate with claims that poUticians were sneaking into the Order and
that it was "driftmg" into politics. Typical is this complaint from the Labor Vindicator : "We are
attracting the attention of office-holders and policy-men...a class that builds themselves up at the
expense of others."^^
Though both the Freemasons and the Knights made overt use of religious language, that
language was carefully generic and sought to avoid references that might be construed as favoring
any sect or denomination, even though most Masons and some Knights were rabidly anti-Catholic.
Uriah Stephens's invocation of the "Universal Father" watching over "Universal Brothers" is
reminiscent of the Masonic slogan "no creed but the fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of
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man," A rather vague morality infused both and each used courts to expel members whose
behavior was found to be "unMasonic" or "unKnightiy," though the Knights of Labor was more Ukely
to link "Knightly" behavior to an even vaguer notion of being a "good Christian." That aside, the
Order was careful not to identify Knighthood with church morahty. Of both poUtics and rehgion,
Powderly pronounced:
"Then Democrat, Prohibitionist, and Republican would at times
claim me if I said, or did something tended their way. I never
veered to right or left while General Master Workman. I was an
American and a Knight of Labor, and that was sufficient for me. I
did what I regarded as my duty, and was not concerned whether it
pleased partisans, churchmen, or infidels...What 1 aimed at was to
elevate the man who worked, to inspire him with a respect for
himself and his calling, to place duty before right with him and to
cause him to see the cause of others while viewing his own.
Early Knights ritual practices were soon gathered together in a booklet known as the
Adelphon Kruptos , or "Secret Brotherhood." From the AK it is possible to envision what
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Knighthood was like for those in the secret period. It is also possible to trace the evolution of
Knights' ritual and identify the development, apex, decline, and coUapse of the fraternal ideal within
the Order. It is unlikely that the AK was printed for internal use until sometime after 1872. Prior
to that, a member from the original branch. Local Assembly 1 (Philadelphia), would be dispatched
to organize assemblies or a prospective assembly would be attached to an existing one with the status
of "sojourner" (a term borrowed from Freemasonry) until officers memorized the ritual. Since
Stephens and Robert Macauley, Master Workman of LA 1 after Stephens resigned in 1872, insisted
on strict adherence to the ritual, organization was tedious until the AK was printed. The Knight:
had only 69 members in January, 1871, and did not expand beyond Philadelphia until the ritual
written out in 1872.
:s
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The Knights as a Fraternal Order
It is interesting to note that some scholars saw the Knights of Labor as a fraternal order
first and a labor organization second. The two standard reference books of secret and fraternal
organizations until the end of World War I are Albert Stevens The Cyclopedia of Fraternities (1907)
and A Dictionary of Secret and Other Societies compiled by Arthur Preuss (1924), In both works
the Knights of Labor appear in the guise of a secret society which later became an open fraternal
organization. The Order is Unked with secret labor organizations such as the International Working
Peoples' Association, brotherhoods such as the Locomotive Engineers, and several secret mutual aid
societies. Much was made of the Knights' fraternal workings, with surprisingly little attention paid to
their labor agitation. The American Federation of Labor and most trade unions do not appear in
Stevens or Preuss, both of whom found the Knights to be largely unique in the annals of American
labor history. The Knights' demise was not apparent to Preuss since the Order had retreated back
into secrecy under the 1896 directive of General Master Workman James Sovereign. Both Stevens
and Preuss saw the Knights as a fraternal order in which the external forms were copied from
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Freemasonry and "put upon the philosophic principles of socialism."
Oddly enough, few historians of the KOL have given much attention to it as a fraternal
order, though John R. Commons did link them to secret brotherhoods like the Junior Sons of 76 and
the Sovereigns of Industry.-^^ Once again this is a reflection of historians' assumption that the secret
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period was not very important. Contemporaries saw it differently. Carroll Wright recognized that
the Knights drew on Masonic and Odd FeUow rituals in order to broaden the movement and "to
harmonize all individual and separate interests in the interest of the whole."^ In George McNeUl's
The Labor Movement: The Problem of To-day (1887), Uriah Stephens is quoted as often as
Powderly and the former's "brotherhood of toU" was the organizing theme of the book.^^
'^^^ National Labor Tribune observed the movement of the Knights into Pittsburgh in 1875
and enthusiastically wrote:
"We have noticed from time to time the growth of one of the most
powerful of these [secret] orders...Its numbers and the harmony
and uiiity produced entitle it to our attention. It is rapidly
extending and will, ere long, numbers its hundreds of thousands.
In it all are heard, respected, and benefitted...lf there is a spark of
manhood in a man this order will kindle it into a flame of general
warmth for all who toil. We are glad to see the spread of this
order. Its objects are noble and hdy. The Order is moving
Westward. It has a soUd footing in Pittsburgh...To such we say
enter the holy of holies and know all."^
The language of this announcement is noteworthy, for it goes well beyond that which was used to
note the arrival of a new labor organization. The words "noble" and "holy" were emphasized and the
flavor of the entire piece is one of mysticism and high drama. Several weeks later the same paper
noted:
'The name of the order is not divulged, nor is anyone allowed to
tell the name of anyone belonging to it. The obligation is strong
and binding.. .It brings men together as brothers, and requires no
laws to make them observe their vows. ...It is labor's coming
salvation...the door is open to all good men, and they are
welcomed as brothers of toilers, who are making the elevation of
Labor their rehgion."^^
Here the language is that of evangelical revivalism. The man who wrote those words, Tribune editor
John M. Davis, was one of the Knights' chief proselytes of the early period, having been initiated
into a Philadelphia cigarmakers' local in 1874. He then returned to Pittsburgh in 1875 to organize
the city's iron moulders as a Knights of Labor local assembly. By 1879 the Tribune was an official
organ for the Order, referred to as the *****. Though Davis eventually lost his zeal for the Knights
through personal disputes with Powderly and anger over the establishment of a separate, competing
journal (the Journal of United Labor ) in 1880, he remained true to his perceptions of Knightly
brotherhood for a long time. It is not until 1882 that the Knights of Labor was mentioned by name
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in the Tribune, long after numerous local assembUes in Pittsburgh had adopted a public stance, and
it was not until the mid 80s that Davis could brmg himself to criticize the Order openly.
One reason men like John Davis were so steadfast was the power of the fraternal ideal
developed by the Knights, an ideal in which knighthood, brotherhood, secrecy, and manhood were
fused as one. The name of the Order was not chosen at random. The concept of "knighthood" was
a common one through the ages and enjoyed hnmense popularity in the 19th century. Originally a
term denotbg class as weU as military service, by the 16th century knighthood was becoming less
associated with birth and more with merit.^^ Tied to notions of dignity and rank, the term evolved
into a set of character traits closely associated with the practice of chivalry. Preuss lists 66
organizations that called themselves knights; countless others conferred degrees of knighthood on
deserving members. Knighthood became a powerful symbol for the 19th century mind. Medievalism
was an attractive concept for antimodernists, and romanticized medieval forms and language
abounded in the Gilded Age.^' In 1886, W. L. Tisdale pubUshed The Knights' Book , an extensive
pamphlet Tisdale sold to the public, that linked the Knights of Labor to the historical sweep of
knighthood. A biographical sketch of Powderly, an overview of KOL history, and Tisdale's own
reflections on current political and industrial questions were juxtaposed with the poetry of Thomas
Hood and Sir Thomas More. In a burst of enthusiasm and questionable historical writing, Tisdale
traced an unbroken chivakic tradition from Hugh Capet (998) through the Knights of Labor (1885).
Tisdale stressed that all orders of knights were "champions of Christianity," and compared the
persecution of Terence V. Powderly in religious journals like The Independent (New York City) to
that of Christ!:
"That self-righteous journal of imorthodox reUgionism, called the
Independent speaks mockingly of Mr. Powderly as 'King
Powderly." The rude and cruel rabble in the days of old called
Jesus of Nazareth mockingly "King of the Jews." The Independent
affects to, or does, beUeve that the Carpenter of Nazareth, poor
and persecuted, was engaged in a good cause, which was the cause
of the poor and persecuted like himself. He was also reviled by
the Pharisees, and now that same mean spirit has come down the
stretch of years to the present time, and it reviles the man among
men who champions the cause of the poor and persecuted.""^^
But Knighthood was not merely a romantic flight into the past. The Knights of Labor saw
no contradiction between chivalric ideals, industrial progress, and new social arrangements. Central
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to the new order was the concept of brotherhood. In a speech on the "ideal organization," Steph
demonstrated how brotherly ties could purge modernization of its more pernicious elements:
•This fraternity [has the job] of knitting up into a compact and
homogeneous amalgamation aU the workers in one universal
brotherhood, guided by the same rules, working by the same
methods, practising [sic] the same forms for accompUshing the
same ends. It builds upon the immutable basis of the Fatherhood
of God and the logical principle of the Brotherhood of man....it
calls for an end to wage slavery and the ehmination of the great
anti-Christ of civihzation manifest in the idolatry of wealth and the
consequent d^adation and social ostracism of all else not
possessing it.
Brotherhood was understood in a variety of ways by Stephens and his contemporaries. It had a
universal component-all one's fellow men were Hnked--as well as more circumscribed meanings such
as comradeship in a struggle, fellowship within a specific fraternity, or the sharing of a particular
status, trade, or profession. Stephens's language makes it clear that brotherhood was also
understood within a rehgious context. To be a "brother" was to be a fellow Christian, with aU of the
bonds of mutuahsm and prescriptions for "right" behavior that being a true Christian might entail.
To the pragmatic 20th century mmd, such notions are hard to fathom. Yet Stephens was not merely
drawing on his own Baptist traming: he was speaking in the language and symbols of his time. It is
the intensely secular Samuel Gompers who was a 19th century anomaly, not the moralistic Stephens.
Years after the Knights abandoned secrecy, some still spoke the wistful language of knightly
brotherhood. In a letter to John Swinton's Paper . "W. D." from Brooklyn wrote to explain that the
term knight is "the manliest and happiest title ever borne by men." Explaining that it derives from
the Celtic gnoacht
.
meaning "hand-worker," W.D. waxed philosophical about the significance of the
"hand," a symbol of both work and fighting, and announced his pride at bearing a title "as grand as
[our] cause."^^
The Knights equated "manhood" with knighthood. For people of the 20th century the term
has a curious, even sexist, ring to it; for persons of the Gilded Age, it was understood in a wider
sense. Although it assumed males were sole household providers and policy-makers, manhood also
implied certain personal qualities no longer associated with the term. It was a close synonym for
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"reputation" or "character," and allied to the old chivahic ideal of the sacredness of one's "word.
"
Early Knights took a vow when initiated into the Order in which they swore never to reveal the
name of the Order, its rituals, or its members. They further promised to obey the dictates of the
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Order and to "defend the life, interest, reputation and family, of all true members of the Order, help
and assist all employed, unemployed, unfortunate, or distressed Brothers to procure employ...reUeve
their distress, and counsel others to aid them...."^ The initiate then swore to God to uphold the
vow. Though the oath incurred the wrath of many churches who saw it as sacrilegious, it was a
logical outgrowth of the Knights' view of manhood and chivah7. In the oath, one sees healthy doses
of mutual responsibiUty and personal accountabihty. A manly Knight brought all of his personal
ability to bear on upholding the whole community and perceived himself an actor in a great drama
with power for good or ill. A correspondent to the Journal of United T.;.hnr declared that one who
forgot this "is not Uving up to his pledge of Knighthood," and claimed it a Knight's responsibility
towards the unfortunate "to lend a helping hand, no matter whether [that person] is a Knight or
not.-'^^
The early Knights of Labor zealously guarded their vows. It is remarkable how Httle of the
Knights ritual found its way into the public press; most revelations came after the Order became
pubhc and had changed the ritual. Ironically, Ezra Cook's 1886 expose of the Knights contained long
sections of ritual and practice that were no longer in use."**^ Still, many Knights took their manly
promises seriously. Denver's Joseph R. Buchanan related an incident that occurred during the first
Southwest railway strike against Jay Gould. During a meeting with the city's busmess leaders, Phillip
Trainstine, a Gould ally, complained that no deals could be struck since Buchanan could not be
trusted. Buchanan inquired firmly, "Did you ever know me to commit a dishonest or unmanly act?,"
to which Trainstine humbly remarked, "I never did.""*^
The Knights of Labor showed httle tolerance for those who violated its notions of
manhood. In 1883, a letter from William Wyatt of the Eagle Coal and Coke Works of Eagle, West
Virginia, was sent to Grand Secretary Robert D. Layton. In it, Wyatt complained that many of his
workers had received mail from the Knights of Labor. Wyatt defiantly stated he employed 250 men
in his mine and none belonged to a labor organization or ever would since they wanted nothing to
do with "sharks as you who are too lazy and shiftless to earn their living." In a blistering reply
Layton charged:
"Your claim to employ two hundred and fifty men is a bald lie.
They are not men, only like yourself, THINGS, as no man, in the
sense of a man, would permit another to dictate to him whether or
not he would or would not join, or refuse to join any organization
or society, and nothing but a brute void of the commonest instincts
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of a man would think of interfering in the equal rights of others
Your invitation to visit you is hereby decUned. I refuse to
associate with a hog. **
Layton's ringing indictment sums up the Order's view of manhood: man should be a social free agent
who put his individual talents to work for the common good. The Knights of Labor did not invent
the notion of moral free agency-such ideas flooded America during the Second Great Awakening
and remained part of the social discourse-but once appropriated, applied it with impunity against
"unmanly" enemies.
Few manly vows were taken as seriously as that of secrecy. Given the circuitous route
taken from 1869 to the flrst official pubHcation of the Adelphon Kruptos sometime after 1872, it is
not surprising that the ritual evolved and changed and was still unsettled at the time of the first
Grand Assembly in 1878. As Noel P. Gist points out, most fraternal societies seek to keep their
rituals secret, even those that operate openly."*^ As for the Knights, Uriah Stephens and Robert
Macauley were so concerned about this that apparently only one hand-written copy of the ritual
existed and the actual practice of the ritual circulated only orally. Even after 1882, the Adelphon
Kruptos was not for public consumption and members could be expelled from the Order for
revealing any part of it.
Secrecy heightened the drama of KOL ritual. In the early days, no meeting was mundane.
The meeting hall was divided into two rooms, an anteroom whose door was called the "Outer Veil "
and an inner room beyond the "Inner Veil" called the "Sanctuary." Members knew a meeting was
about to commence when a globe was placed outside the Outer Veil and a closed copy of Scripture
appeared along with a red basket with blank cards in it on a triangular altar. When the assembly
was in session, a lance was placed outside the Inner Veil. In addition to its obvious association with
medieval knighthood, the lance had several commonly understood folkloric meanings including the
abiUty to distinguish right from wrong. In heraldry it denoted honor and martial readiness and in
Christianity was associated with the crucifixion, symbols with which moralistic Knights easily
identified. Before the session began, a series of symbolic raps was given by various officers. A
Knight entered the Sanctuary after writing his full name on a card and passing it through the Inner
Veil to the Worthy Inspector. Upon entering, the member faced a precise arrangement of officers
wearing proper insignia, and had to answer a prescribed set of questions and then exchange the
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correct passwords, hand grips, and signals. [See Illustration 4] The Master Workman then
announced:
"In the beginning the great Architect founded the Universe; The governing principle of
which IS Immutable Justice. In its Beautiful proportions is displayed Omniscient Wisdom-
And sealed His work with the signet of EverlasUng Truth; Teaching, that everything of
'
value, or merit, is the result of creative Industry; And the cooperation of its harmonious
parts evermore inculcates perfect Economy.
After 1872, some of the more obvious Masonic references were dropped. Instead of appeals to a
deistic "great Architect," a more specific Judeo-Christian God appears and the Master Workman*s
shorter speech exhorted, "Behold how good and how pleasant it is for brethren to dweU together in
unity. It is like precious ointment upon the head, as the dew of Mt. Hermon, and as the dew that
descended upon the mountains of Zion, for there the Lord commanded the blessing, even Ufe
forevermore."^^
Originally the officers formed an arch and the Arch Basilon gave a mystical discourse on
the perfection of the arch whose base was "industry and economy," its walls "wisdom and truth," and
its keystone "justice." Later, the arch was abandoned for a circular arrangement ("the unbroken
circle") around a square altar where an opened copy of Scripture lay. After music, a series of raps
preceded various pledges and statements of duties for officers and members. For example, the
Venerable Sage announced that the duty of a true Knight was to "assist a brother all he can, to be
ever watchful for opportunities whereby a brother may be benefitted." After a final appeal to the
"Supreme Master of the Universe whose infinite presence pervades all space...," the assembly actually
opened. If there were initiations, another set of elaborate ceremonies ensued. The closing of an
assembly entailed ceremony as well. After the Worthy Inspector secreted away all books and
assembly property and the Master Workman gave "a few well-chosen remarks," three raps were given
and everyone formed a circle around the altar to "assume the attitude of devotion" while a designate
addressed "the Deity."^^
Throughout the drama of the rites, a particular value system was reinforced. Values such
as harmony, friendship, secrecy, obedience, and mutual assistance were dominant themes. The latter
three values became known as the "rule of S.O.MA.," which charactei ized the essence of
Knighthood. Throughout the ritual, the individual Knight was symbolically taken out of the profane
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and transported into a sacred brotherhood. Even the titles of the officers-Grand Master Workman,
Worthy Inspector, Unknown Knight, Venerable Sage, Worthy Foreman-must have seemed exotic.
For sheer drama, however, nothing could approach the recruitment and initiation of new
members. In the secret period, one did not simply become a Knight; rather, one was chosen. Sam
Gompers became a member in 1873 when he was working at David Hirsch and Company in New
York. His workplace abutted a shoe factory and one of the shoemakers told Gompers he admired
his leadership:
"One noon he asked me to meet him that evening, when he asked
me whether I would consent to become a member of a secret
organization of great importance to labor. I consented, and he
took me into a building where I waited below. In about half an
hour I was invited up two flights of stairs, and then I was
conducted into a room and there obligated....^^
Terence Powderly claimed recruitment by John Smey, though he was initiated by WiUiam Fennimore
after an antimonopoly convention they attended in Philadelphia in 1874. Even after kneeling in
Fennimore's room and taking an "oath to foster, cherish, and further the noble and holy Order of
*****,''
it was not until later that fall that Powderly was invited to attend a "labor lecture" with a
shopmate from the Cliff Locomotive works in his hometown of Scranton, Pennsylvania. Instead, he,
like Gompers, was ushered into a room and told to wait. "Soon after a man wearing a black gown
and mask came out to question us.^ The questioning process is typical of secret society patterns
and the Knights of Labor added a twist: the sponsor pretended to be a candidate in order to protect
his identity should the chosen person be hostile.
After the initial investigation and oaths, the candidate appeared at an assembly meeting for
the initiation ceremony. He was not allowed to witness the opening ceremony because he was not
yet a member. Upon entering the Sanctuary, the candidate was questioned again and listened to
several speeches on the nobility of labor, the evils of wage slavery, monopoly, and accumulation, and
the role of a true Knight in serving "all humanity,"^^ The candidate was taught that 'labor is noble
and holy," and swore several oaths of secrecy, obedience, and mutual assistance before retiring to the
anteroom while a vote was taken. If accepted, he was tal .n aside by the Venerable Sage who taught
the secret signs (obedience, decoration, intelligence, recognition, distress, caution), grips, passwords,
and ritual answers he would need to function as a Knight. He was also given his Knights of Labor
number, which was written into the roll book by the Worthy Inspector.^^
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For the candidate who weathered all of this, membership in the Knights must have indeed
seemed a mystical experience. This was precisely what he was supposed to feel. Symbolically the
candidate journeyed from death to resurrection and had come to see the sanctuary veils as psychic
barriers between noble toilers and greedy monopolists, the dividing line between a sacred realm and
a profane one. For many it must have been an impressive journey. The use of the Bible and
religious language was intentional and many Knights complained bitterly when it was expunged after
1882. Induction into Knighthood was meant to be a conversion experience and members were held
to strict standards of personal conduct. Pledges of assistance, honesty, and personal integrity were
common among fraternal orders, for brotherhood meant more than goal-directed expediency.
According to Powderly, this was remforced by the all-important symbol of the "Philosopher's Stone,"
which the Knights of Labor interpreted as a metaphor for labor, not alchemy. Everything labor
"touches turns to gold" and labor itself "is noble and holy." Initiates were exhorted to "glorify God"
in the execution of their work as they had "been selected from among [their] fellows for that exalted
purpose." The entire ceremony was designed to let the initiate know "that something more was
expected of him than to allow others to do his futiu-e thinking for him."^^
In the ceremony, it was the oath that would become most troublesome. Many churches,
especially the Roman Catholic, were troubled by the religiosity of the ceremony. To them, the oath
stamped the Knights of Labor as a quasi-religious body designed to compete for the hearts and souls
of the working class. As I will show later, the churches were right about that, though the Knights
vigorously denied it. The oath, like the rest of the ritual, was couched in symbolic, mystical
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language. In its original form a new member swore to "solemnly covenant with the Archeon and the
noble and Holy Order of Peace throughout the Globe" in order to defend labor from "Idlers,
Gamblers and Speculators" and help it "promote the Arts of Peace, Good Will and Justice; and the
elevation of Humanity to a higher and happier Life, according to the Will of God the Father of
all."^^ Most of this language had changed by 1872, by which time the initiate swore a pledge to
obey "laws, regulations, and solemn injunctions" of the Order, promised to help brothers in distress,
and vowed never to reveal "by word, act, art, oi implication" any of the "signs, mysteries, arts,
privileges, or benerits...except in a legal, and authorized manner." After 1874, Thomas Crowne and
Terence Powderly convinced the Order to add the codicil phrase "except to my Religious Confessor
at the Confessional" to the vow in an attempt to blunt Catholic Church criticism of the Knights.^^
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Codicils notwithstanding, the free mix of Masonic and Christian images in KOL ritual was
designed to imbue early Knighthood and its quest with sacredness. The piety of Uriah Stephens
dominated the language of the Order until Powderly toned it down. What Powderly referred to as a
triangular table was first called an "altar" and an open copy of Scripture originally laid side by side
with the Adelphon Kruptos upon it. In the earliest rituals, few moments passed without reference
the Deity; the work of the Order was seen as "holy," and the Sanctuary was referred to as "the holy
of holies." The decision to give up religious symbolism upset many, a sentiment expressed eloquently
by Robert Lind's 1882 letter to the Journal of United Labor . Though stating he was "glad that
women are [now] eligible for membership," he felt the removal of religious language would "work
injury to our N. & H.O. [Noble and Holy Order]." Lind complained that the "N. & H.O. is more
than a mere protective labor society. Its founders had a social, industrial and moral mission... which
is lost sight of in some of the changes made." Though he pledged his solidarity, Lind lamented
"shutting out of sight man's responsibility to a Supreme Being and Creator. And oh how much
sweeter and ennobling was the old phrase 'Universal Brotherhood' to even that of 'Universal
Organization.'"^
The Knights' fraternal symbolism integrated the sentiments, activities, and interests of its
members and provided them with common patterns of behavior. By eliciting behavioral, spiritual,
and psychological responses, Knights related to one another in the same organic manner in which
the symbols themselves were linked. Symbolism is usually dense in fraternal orders. By the layering
of symbol upon symbol, a psychic universe is created in which all parts relate to and defme the
whole. Since Uriah Stephens accepted such notions emphatically, the Knights of Labor could not be
merely a labor organization, nor could individual Knights escape the duties and responsibilities of
Knighthood.
Few fraternal orders created transcendent mental landscapes as well as the Masons. This
is precisely why the KOL drew so heavily upon Masonic ritual when articulating its own. Knights of
Labor ritual is pregnant with Masonic influence as an analysis of symbols in the rituals quickly
reveals. In the original "Archeon," a new candidate was initiated via a sort of Masonic communion in
which the "WA." (equivalent to Master Workman) announced to the candidate that, "In Oriental
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lands, it is universally held among our brethren that the eating and drinking of the elements of life
with one-another, is both a covenant and its confirmation." Salt, milk, honey, bread, and fruit were
then consumed to symbolize those elements, identified as "Industry, Economy, Wisdom, Truth, and
Justice." The candidate then pledged to use the "five gates of the Temple" (the five senses and the
body) to acquire wisdom. He also pledged to use the "five elements of nature" (fire, water, earth,
air, light) to promote happiness, and the "five mechanical powers" (puUey, lever, screw, wedge, and
hammer) to accomplish labor and 'lighten our toil."^^
Five was a sacred number for Masons. Masons held that the pentagon was the shape of
the key that unlocked King Solomon's Temple. The number five also figured prominently in Knights
of Labor rituals, and a pentagon later appeared on the Order's seal. The number held other
attractions too; it was generally thought to be a holy number, symbolizing the five wounds of Christ,
and was useful for warding off devils and witches. Represented as the five fingers that form a hand.
It stood for both mutual assistance and unity. Stars are usually represented with five points. In the
secret period, five stars appeared in print when the Knights of Labor was mentioned, the name of
the Order being forbidden for public use. They remained in use by District Assembly 49 even after
1882 since that district (New York City/Brooklyn) refused to abide by the decision to adopt a public
stance. The star itself was a well-understood western representation of the human soul.^"
Later Knight rituals expunged some of the more overt Masonic references, but overall
symbolism in the secret period was expanded rather than simplified. That the assembly hall was
called the "Sanctuary" was not accidental. Knights understood that term in its usual religious
meaning, but in other ways as well. A sanctuary is also a shrme that contains relics. For a Knight,
those relics were the symbols of the Order, as well as the roll book and the Adelphon Kruptos . In
the secret period no meeting was over until these items were secured and hidden. A sanctuary is
also a place of shelter, refuge, and protection, especially for fugitives. As was common among
fraternal orders, the Knights of Labor saw the world as the arena in which the forces of light battle
those of darkness; its sanctuaries offered safe harbors from the oppression that raged outside.
Because the sanctuary had to be guarded from that outside world, the portals were not mere doors,
but "veils" which concealed the mysteries of their "noble and holy ' Order from undeserving eyes. In
a secret circular it was explained that the Order had to be as closely "veiled from the scrutiny of the
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outside world as the center of the earth is screened from the observations of inhabitants of that
planet." Since the Knights of Labor shared with the Creator the knowledge of deUvering mankind
from bondage, it was incumbent upon each to help "all men of all races and of all creeds" to "unlock
the Outer and Imier Veils leading to the Order," lead them out of bondage, and into "perfect light ."63
[Emphasis in original]
Outside, a different situation prevailed which required a specialized symbol system. Smce
the outside world was dangerous, the Knights provided passwords and signs to protect their feUows.
If one placed the two index fingers of the left hand on the inside of the right sleeve with the thumb
on the outside and received the Sign of Recognition (the right hand drawn across the forehead from
left to right) one was in the presence of a Brother and safe from harm. Should one need to alert
that Brother of distress, one needed only to draw the right index and forefinger across the brow
from left to right. [See lUustrations 5 and 6] If these did not suffice, one could always rely on an
elaborate series of passwords developed by local, district, and general executive boards.^ These
signs were taken quite seriously. Several of Powderl/s opponents tried to challenge his authority at
the 1884 General Assembly by asserting that he did not know the ritual or the signs of the Order. In
secret session he was quizzed. Powderly claims his enemies "were dumbfounded" by his mastery of
the mysteries and unanimously adopted "a motion to approve of what I had read, adopt it as a
whole, and circulate it throughout the Order." The subsequent issuance of a secret circular,
"Explanation of the Signs and Symbols of the Order," led to a brief resurgence of ritualism.^
The Knights of Labor even flirted with degree orders despite the fact they claimed to
elevate no man above another. As Noel Gist notes, "stratification," the tendency for graduated
membership, is common to most fraternities.*^ Freemasons offer 33 degrees, the Odd Fellows and
the Grange seven, the Owls and the Knights of Columbus four, and the Knights of Pythias three.
Little is known about degree orders in the Knights of Labor except that several did exist. Uriah
Stephens himself conferred the degree of "The Philosopher's Stone" on Powderly, an honor only 11
others shared. In the appendbc to The Path I Trod , Powderly quotes from an unidentified source
concerning the degree which was "conferred as a token of appreciation, or reward for distinctive
service in the cause of mankind.... It is given to one whose love for his neighbor has been
exemplified in deeds of loving, unselfish service, symbolic of our Order. ..."*^^ The honor came with a
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secret emblem which, though crudely drawn, was rich with symboUsm. The letter "H" appears three
times and stood for head, heart, and hand (which were also drawn on the emblem.) The head
represented eyes and ears to see and hear what is "good and noble," lips and tongue "to voice words
of wisdom and to counsel aU that is good, noble, and kind," and an "active brain" to "scheme and
contrive." The heart controls all and beats "in sympathy with the best aspirations of mankind," while
the hand symbolized both justice and charity. The letters "S," "O," and "A" also appeared and stood
for secrecy, obedience, and assistance, as did three letter "C"s for crystal, cube, and circle. The
entire composition was arranged as a triangle within a square embraced by a circle. Stephens took
this from Freemasonry, where it had mystical significance concerning the structure of the universe
and its elements. The reverse side of the emblem showed what appeared to be a clump of trees
standing on a level plain. Once versed in the mysteries however, it was learned that there were not
many trees, but one banyan tree whose roots produce many trunks but are "united to and part of one
body" just like the KOL itself.^
The degree was named for the mythical stone which turned dross into gold. It also
appears in the initiation ceremony, though in both places "gold" was replaced by "wealth" and the
stone equated with labor. Powderly claimed credit for the substitution, though it is equally likely that
a Greenbacker like Stephens would have made the change. The Knights abandoned degree work in
1878, but the Philosopher's Stone degree remained in the minds of many. Periodic clamors to
institute new degrees were heard, especially after the Order began to decline. Powderly claimed to
have little use for such flights into ritual symbolism, but after his ouster, he fought bitterly with John
Hayes to retain the instructions for the degree. After 18%, a new degree known as "Minute Men"
was instituted.
It is appropriate that calls for revived degree work were sources of tension within the
Knights of Labor. Degree work evoked early Knighthood and the vision of Uriah Stephens and the
KOL never fully reconciled itself to changes made after its founder retired. Stephens's model of
Knighthood was one in which radical politics and trade unionism were wrapped in fraternalism.
Stephens hoped that the idea of Universal Brotherhood through Knighthood would serve as the glue
that bound members of the working class to one another. Powderly was never comfortable
cooperating with national trade unions or the political left; under his control, KOL leadership
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msisted more on mixed assemblies and political neutrality. This, of course, left him open to attack
and both trade unionists and radicals found evocations of Stephens useful in their power struggles
against Powderly. As fraternal ideals declined in the 1880s, subsumed and divergent ideologies were
unleashed.
one
Ritual and Peop le of Color
There is little doubt that Knights of Labor secrecy and ritual attracted black men to the
Order. The fraternal ideal had deep roots in the black community as fraternal groups offered a
degree of integration unavaUable within the American mainstream, David Thelen estimates that
in six of Missouri's black men belonged to the Masons, and Lorctta WiUiams suggests reasons for
this. Masonry was part of the "cultural baggage" that Englishmen brought to America, and it was but
a matter of time before blacks took up the burden.^^ A 27-year-old black named Prince Hall first
petitioned for a lodge charter in 1775. It was rejected, but when the British began to court black
support, the wily Hall was able to exploit colonial fears and gained a charter in 1784. Most members
of what came to be called "Prince Hall" lodges were free black artisans. Williams claims that
Masonry offered one of the very few outlets for blacks aspiring to respectability, and a haven from
hostile white artisans. She cites cases from Cincinnati to Springfield, Massachusetts, of black Masons
intervening in local disputes to protect their members. In addition to protection, mutual aid, status
recognition, and image reinforcement. Prince Hall Masonry aimed at community uplift. "Prince Hall
Masons," Williams argues, "hoped that Masonic ideology would have the power to motivate white
Masons to reevaluate the black man*s position in America," a hope tinged with poignancy for black
Southern Masons whose white "brothers" often also belonged to the Ku Klux KJan.^^
Peter Rachleff notes the importance of fraternal orders among blacks in Richmond. Secret
societies operated as the "circulatory system of the black community," with over 400 in existence in
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the 1870s." Some were tied to churches (Good Samaritans, Soldiers of the Cross, United Sons of
Adam), but many were secular. In addition to mutual savings associations, mutual assistance groups,
and secret political societies, there were trade-based groups that called themselves "unions." One ot
these was the Knights of Labor. Blacks found KOL ritualism very attractive. In Rachlcffs words,
"Well-versed in secrecy and ritual, [blacks] were attuned to
symbolism and to the 'inner workings* of the Order. They
expanded their experience with sclf-organi/ation, self-education,
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and self-government and integrated these new experiences into
their own social and intellectual frame of reference DA 92 and
Its network of local assemblies provided black Richmond with its
first comprehensive, unitary body/^^
The Knights demonstrated rhetorical solidarity with the cause of black advancement from
its earliest days. Uriah Stephens grew to maturity in a Quaker household that labored for abolition,
as had the Baptist communities with which he was subsequently affiliated. Of the Knights of Labor,
Stephens announced, "I can see ahead of me an organization that will include men and women of
every craft, creed, and color."^^ successor, Terence V. Powdcrly, whose mother was an
abolitionist, was no less committed, as his actions at the 1886 General Assembly in Richmond
demonstrated. One of the delegates from New York's DA. 49 was Frank Ferrcll, a black man.
Ferrell had already caused consternation in the city, having been turned away from the hotel housing
other delegates, but having sat in the front row of a segregated theatre when the management
acquiesced rather than risk confrontation with the 80 white Knights who accompanied him.^"* Ferrcll
was scheduled to introduce Virginia's Governor Lee to the Assembly, but Lee protested. It was
arranged that Ferrell introduced Powderly, who in turn introduced Governor Lee, but not before
haranguing the assembly on the Knights' belief in universal brotherhood and the unity of all toilers.
By the time of the General Assembly, the Knights of Labor had already formed black
Local Assemblies (LA 3912, 3929), an assembly of black women (LA 40%) and several mixed
assemblies in Richmond. One black leader, Joseph Brown Johnson, was a DA.. 92 delegate to the
Knights' 1885 Hamilton, Ontario, General Assembly. By 1886, the Knights claimed to represent
60,000 black workers. Fragmentary evidence suggests that the Knights drew heavily upon the existing
secret network of black organizations. There is also tantalizing evidence to suggest that black
membership was far greater than official figures indicate. Where local conditions were too
dangerous for open work. Knight activity was masked under names such as "Franklin," "Washington,"
"Protective," and "Progressive," or remained totally secret. Such suggestions are corroborated by the
gap between official and reporting local assemblies. John Swinton's Paper contains news briefs from
black assemblies in numerous places-Kansas City, Kansas; Whistler, Alabama; San Antonio, Texas;
Dayton, Ohio; Carroll, Maryland; Clover Hill, Virginia; Raleigh and Durham, North Carolina; Terre
Haute, Indiana; and Brooklyn, New York--that Jonathan Charlock did not find among official
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assembly Usts of the Order.^^ Frank FerreU thought 90,000 to 95,000 a better estimate of black KOL
memberships*^
Since most trade unions excluded blacks from their ranks, the Knights of Labor was
virtually the only large labor organization to offer hope to black workers. Black workers attempted
self-organization, but the 1869 Colored National Labor Convention caUed by Issac Myers coUapsed
within four years when its energies were siphoned off into agitation for the 15th Amendment. This
coincided with the disappearance of the National Labor Union, whose support for black organization
was mostly rhetorical anyway. Blacks approached the Knights of Labor cautiously, but soon saw
suggestive possibilities in the Order. As early as 1880, the Knights' official journal declared, "We
should be false to every principle of our Order should we exclude any man who gains his living by
honest toU, or account of his color or creed. Our platform is broad enough to take in all."^^ Many
black workers stood poised to test KOL declamations.
What blacks found in the KOL was short of its lofty principles. Stated sentiments could
hardly mask very real opposition to black organization from those both outside and within the
Knights. Organizers forming black assemblies in the South did so at great peril, and one white
Knight, H.F. Hoover, was lynched in 1887, for trying to organize South Carolina plantation workers.
Nor were ordinary Knights themselves uniformly convinced that "universal brotherhood" included
blacks. One man wrote to the Journal of United Labor to complain of rumors that blacks were
taking over the Knights, while another wrote, "Nigger and Knight have become synonymous terms."^^
White organizer Victor St. Cloud complained that his efforts in the South were being thwarted
because, "I have been trying to organize the Colored Race. 1 claim that they should all be brought
under our shield, while my opponents work to keep them out and I say an effort will be made at
Atlanta to entirely exclude them."^^ While Powderly sympathized with black efforts and introduced
Frank Ferrell to the 1886 General Assembly, Secretary/Treasurer John Hayes was less enthusiastic.
Sent by the General Executive Board to make arrangements for the 1889 GA., he acidly remarked
that Atlanta "is a h of a place and the nigor [sic] is in the majority from the looks of the town."^°
In addition, black leaders were split in their opinions on the Knights of Labor. While
black editors such as D. A. Straker, T. McCants Stewart, and T. Thomas Fortune saw the Knights of
Labor as a ray of hope for black workers, some leaders-most notably Booker T. Washington and
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William Hooper CounciU-were hostile to all labor unions. As historian August Meier notes, the
black community produced its share of leaders with "petit bourgeois ideologies," a point underscored
when one briefly contrasts Thomas Fortune with William CounciU.^'
From 1884 to 1907 T. Thomas Fortune edited an influential black newspaper, variously
titled the New York Globe
,
The New York Freeman, and the New York A^e Fortune took over a
sinking newspaper mired in both financial and legal difficulties and immediately changed the tone of
what had once been a safe and respectable journal. Fortune broke with the paper's previous
devotion to the RepubUcan party and began to seek avenues to advance the interests of black
Americans wherever he might find them. His explorations of economic matters led him to
investigate the Knights of Labor, and Fortune found it a promising organization. Soon his paper
contained regular tidbits of KOL news, especiaUy reports of black/white cooperation in local
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assemblies. By late 1886, Fortune was ready to endorse the Knights and printed a collection of
positive remarks concerning the Order which he gleaned from other black papers. Typical was a
quote from the Salisbury, North Carolina Star of Zion : "Whatever may be said m criticism of
denunciation of the Knights of Labor, the fact remains that they are doing more to blot out color
prejudice and recognize the equality of manhood in all the races than any other organization in
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existence." Predictably, Fortune was also effusive in his praise of Powderly for his introduction of
Frank Ferrell at the 1886 General Assembly. As soon as the GA. adjourned Fortune mterviewed
Ferrell for a Freeman article,^
By contrast, William Councill criticized the Knights, Council], like Booker T. Washington,
believed in black self-help, but his complaints issued more from his accommodationism than his fears
that blacks would become overly dependent on the Knights of Labor. From his position as president
of the State Normal School in Huntsville, Alabama, Councill pursued a line of reform that echoed
white middle class respectability models. Councill's vision for blacks lay in a vague combination of
education and white benevolence, a view so accommodationist that even Frederick Douglass accused
him of "simply toadying to the Southern white people." Criticism notwithstanding, Council! held a
position in the black community from whence he could influence opinion. Though the majority of
black Americans rejected his sycophancy, William Councill's distrust of unionism was representative
of an ideological tendency in the black community. When the Knights of Labor began to
disintegrate in the 1890s, even Thomas Fortune grew skeptical of the labor movement.
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Still, until the 1890s thousands of black Americans were willing to take their chances with
the Knights. Although little evidence survives concerning the inner workings of all-black local
assemblies, one can safely postulate that Knight ritual was closely practiced by blacks since it
paralleled their own fraternal experiences. Black ministers were far less disturbed by KOL ritualism
than their white Christian counterparts and a few, including W. H. Johnson of Albany, New York
joined the Order and rose as high as District Worthy Foreman.^^ Knights' ritualism was reinforced
by black religious experience, itself ritualistic and highly expressive.^^ One historian has noted that
some blacks "saw the Knights as something of a reUgious organization and Powderly as a high priest
who possessed powers approaching the supernatural."^ Though such a statement is hyperbolic, it is
likely that many black workers followed their ministers into the KOL since ministers often served as
role models and community leaders. The Knights' black assembly in Mattoon, IlUnois, counted two
ministers as charter members, and numerous others wrote positively of the Order. The Rev. Henry
L. Phillips of the Protestant Episcopal Church of the Crucifixion in Philadelphia wrote to the Journal
of United Labor to say that if the Knights of Labor could truly aid the Negro, it "will forever deserve
to be called the saviour...not only of a race, but of the whole country, and will receive the unstinted
praise of unborn millions."^^
As previously noted, the Knights' rhetorical record on race was better than its actual
practice. Most Southerners remained unconvinced, and race tore apart the Order in some locales.
In 1894, new General Master Workman James Sovereign horrified older Knights by callmg for blacks
to return to Africa. Still, Knights of Labor rhetoric in the 1880s put them far m advance of most
contemporaries and its ritual allowed greater participation. This led a group of black leaders to
adopt a resolution in 1886 stating that, "The establishment of amicable relations between the two
races can be best served through the medium of such organizations as the Knights of Labor and
kindred bodies that have evinced an interest in the welfare of the Afro-American, and have
expressed the desire to include him in the general plea of justice for the wage-earner." The hope
expressed in 1886 faded in the 1890s, but only slowly as black workers realized the labor movement
offered little comfort outside the Knights. As late as 1891, whites in North Carolina complained that
the State Assembly was three quarters black.^^ Like the rest of the Order, black assemblies declined
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in the urban centers and grew in the rural backwaters in the early 1890s. There, both black and
white assemblies attained a dubious equality, both slowly faded away. Black interest In an integrated
labor movement waned until W. E. B. DuBois embraced socialism in the early twentieth century.
Even then it would be many years before black workers felt the same consonance of experience,
language, and opportunities for brotherhood as Knights of Labor ritual and rhetoric afforded them in
the 1880s.
The Knights of Ubor's rhetorical stance on race contained one glaring contradiction.
While consistently touting the need for universal brotherhood and risking the hfe of both organizer
and Order in this pursuit, the Knights also lobbied for exclusion of the Chinese. By 1880, the
Knights as a national organization officially towed the exclusionist line. In that year the San
Francisco executive board issued a circular that proclaimed "we are cursed with Chinese
competition...They come here with their pagan reUgion, worshipping idols and wooden gods...Can
there be any progress expected from a class of people [who] have stood still for the last 4,000
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years?" In 1886, the General Executive Board urged all Knights of Labor to boycott Chinese
laundries and all who patronized them.
In the midst of anti-Chinese hysteria, however, many individual Knights took an
independent stand and upheld the ideal of universal fraternalism. As might be expected, such stands
were taken in the places where those ideals persisted the longest. District Assembly 49 clung to
secrecy until the late 1880s, and many of its locals refused to accept revised versions of the Adelphon
Kruptos that appeared after 1883. For many DA. 49ers, the words of founder Uriah Stephens had
the weight of gospel truth. His vision of an organization independent of "craft, creed, or color" was
taken literally. Not only did DA. 49 contain a large number of mixed assemblies that led the fight
against trade unions, it also organized two Chinese local assemblies in defiance of the General
Executive Board. According to The Boycotter . a New York City telegraphers* journal, such actions
had been contemplated for quite some time before the organizing efforts of Timothy Quinn brought
them to fruition. One of the most staunch supporters of Chinese assemblies was Thomas B.
Maguire, Master Workman of DA. 49 and a member of the General Executive Board during a time
when Powderly was under the control of the Home Club. Other key supporters included Frank
Ferrell; "Captain Mazzi," the Master Workman of an all-Italian local; and Powderl/s bitter enemy,
Victor Drury. Opposition came primarily from the trade assemblies, especially cigarmakcrs.
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Timothy Quion located "a bright young Chinamen" named Lee Sah, a clerk in a tea store,
who helped Ouinn recruit others: "After several interviews, eleven Chinamen besides [Sah] were
conducted one evening to a room in Pythagoras Hall and initiated into the Knights of Labor."^^ To
disguise the nature of the assembly it was dubbed the "Patrick Henry Club" with Ue Sah as its
Master Workman. Soon a second Chinese assembly was organized under the auspices of the "Victor
Hugo Labor Club." The locals prospered briefly and contributed funds to buy Pythagoras Hall and
to support striking gold beaters. There were even plans afoot "to secure an organizer's commission
for Master Workman Sah and send him through the West to found new branches and attach them to
No. 49," a plan that evoked so much anger among West coast locals that General Secretary Charles
Litchman pubUcly denied it.^^ Whether Litchman did so to protect the Order or out of ignorance is
an open question, but once word was out on the Chinese assembUes, condemnation came fast and
furiously. Charters for the two assemblies were revoked, but an undaunted DA. 49 simply
reorganized them as mixed assemblies.
The ultimate fate of the Chinese assembUes is unknown. Though they may not have
survived the Home Club's demise in 1888, they remain an interesting example of the difference
between Knights of Labor rhetoric and actual practice. Such was often the case in an organization
whose national component abandoned secrecy in 1882, but never expunged it from the hearts of
many leaders. Such men often directed locals that retreated behind the veils of secrecy to carry out
independent agendas.
Women and Ritual
The relationship of women to Knights' ritual is more problematic since the very role of
females within the Order was ambiguous, despite official rhetoric. Women were excluded from the
Knights during most of the secret period. The Order did not even begin to discuss female
membership until the 1879 Grand Assembly when Philip van Patten introduced a resolution
supporting equal pay for equal work. It was not until 1881, that a female assembly (LA. 1684
Philadelphia shoeworkers) was chartered. Though women made up 18% of the American
nonagricultural workforce by 1880, they would never constitute 10% of the Knights of Labor. All
told, about 65,000 women became members by 1890, fewer than the number of blacks.
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Despite their small numbers, many of the most important women of the Gilded Age
passed through the Knights of Labor, including Uonora Barry, Mary Stirling, Mary Lease, Emma
WiUard, Mary "Mother" Jones, Susan B. Anthony, Alzina Stevens, and Elizabeth Rodgers. Male
members were spUt over the issue of female Knights and many seemed uncertain what role women
should play. As late as 1887 Powderly had to chide Charles Litchman, a man who knew Knight
procedures as weU as anyone, "How did you get it into your head that a dispensation was necessary
to admit women to an Assembly which had previously admitted none but men?""^^ Some, Uke Robert
Lind, thought female Knights a good idea; others, like John Hayes, hounded key women leaders like
Leonora Barry and Mary Stephens out of the Order.
As Susan Levine discovered, some male Knights thought women threatened the fraternal
ideal. Part of the reason for this is that many retained a very Victorian notion of woman as moral
guardian and domestic organizer of home and hearth.^^ The Order did create a Committee on
Women's Work, organize female factory operatives, seat women delegates in its general assemblies,
and wax philosophical over the need to elevate all wage-earners. But the Knights of Labor always
retained the ideal of a family headed by a male who was the sole provider for his wife and children.
Labor, for the Knights, was something thrust upon women because capitalism reduced working men
to poverty. In the society the Knights of Labor hoped to affect, women would be free from
non-domestic toil. Thus female Knights often found themselves caught in a contradictory
situation-by aiding labor's cause and carving out a public role they fought a struggle which, if
successful, would drive them back into a private sphere. The Order showed its spUt personality in
the pages of its own journal. Weekly it printed its Preamble with its call for "equal pay for equal
work for the sexes," but it also reprinted soppy nonsense like "Advice to the Engaged" from
magazines such as Young Ladies' Bazaar that offered little more substantive than, "If you only
contemplate taking a husband in order to gain greater freedom, don't be surprised if he should profit
from your example."^^ Clearly this was not what women who subscribed to The Working Woman
had in mind when it urged members to consider the Knights of Labor. This publication noted that
"Working women have been much too neglected by the founders and advocates of labor
organizations who have devoted in many cases their whole time to the education and organization of
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men, neglecting cnlirciy the claims of their more oppressed and injured sisters...."
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Vestigial Victorianism aside, some male Knights had difficulty with the idea of females in
the assembly hall because such an idea was a new one. Unlike blacks, women had a much thinner
associational soil in which to root themselves. Sororities were rare and although a few secret
societies had women's auxiliaries, even these were relatively new. The United Order of True Sisters
(Jewish) was not established until 1846, the Daughters of Rebekah (female Odd Fellows) in 1851,
and the Order of the Eastern Star (female Masons) in 1857. In 1881, the Committee on Ritual
discussed the rite to be used by women and fmally decided they should use the revised Adelphon
KruElos and simply substitute "Sisterhood" for "Brotherhood" whenever appropriate. St. Uuis
Knights initiated women via the regular ceremony which was followed by handshakes and singing.
Terence Powderly claimed to have personally initiated both Frances Willard and Susan B. Anthony.^^
Despite male ambivalence, many women were attracted to the Knights of Labor because of
its rhetorical stance on female equality and because of the close link between Knighthood and
morality. Since women had less experience with secret societies, however, it is not surprising that
their assemblies often jettisoned ritual in favor of an assembly life that was more personally
meaningful. Women were often key organizers of cooperatives, reading circles. Knights' socials, and
craft fairs. Female Knights in Rhode Island set up a "socialistic" nursery for working mothers, and
threw themselves heartily into political debates, fund-raising activities, and propaganda efforts
directed at expanding KOL membership.^^ Levine found that female Knights often devoted
meetings to singing, essay reading, or discussing the arts, and quotes one woman's claim that "There
is nothing like these meetings as educator and strengthener."^*^^
Women Knights were not content to emulate male fraternal models, rather they were
interested in activities consonant with an ideology of equality. In Rhode Island, women agitated for
suffrage rights and equal pay for equal work. Chicago women were led by the dynamic Elizabeth
Rodgers who boldly announced, "Let's do like the other assemblies; let us organize a political club,"
at a time in which the General Executive Board forbade involving the Order directly in politics^^"^
Of course, not all women shared the views of their ideologically charged sisters in Rhode Island and
Chicago. Key women leaders, like Leonora Barry, often retained Victorian images of the ideal home
that were similar to those of men. Still, a substantial number of women linked with the KOL for
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political reasons; few members were as faithful to boycott caUs as were KOL women. Women
demanded pragmatic solutions for perceived social ills and mystical/ritual ties held Uttle attraction
for them. Maggie Weir, Master Workman of Baltunore's Myrtle Assembly, withdrew her women
from the Knights when she found "we could get no recognition from other women's societies
and...derived no benefit from belonging to the order."^^
Of all the groups to enter the Knights of Labor, women were the least concerned with
ritual and secrecy. A. A. Carlton revealed a typical incident concerning a "Miss Eaton." He
acknowledged that she "means well" and had done some good for labor's cause, but would not
recommend her for a speaker's commission because she was kicked out of DA. 30 "for divulging
secrets."^^^ Throughout the Gilded Age women explored means to unbind Victorian fetters. Though
also prone to flights of romanticism, women Knights were more likely to pursue their agenda in
public than to commiserate behind fraternal veUs. As their predecessors had done in antebellum
temperance, abolitionist, and moral reform movements, women Knights challenged existbg gender
role assumptions. Like them, women Knights encountered powerful opposition from both enemies
and friends. Predictably, female Knights met the wrath of organized capital, Victorian
sentimentalists, clerics, and male chauvinists. Yet even within Knighthood women encountered
antipathy. Though one might expect to find a certain amount of male sexism in the KOL, advanced
thinkers like Elizabeth Rodgers and Maggie Weir had to contend with female Knights who clung to
conventional notions of women's spheres. As I will show later, when the Knights of Labor shed
secrecy, it opened the veils to a vast array of outside views, including Victorian morality. Women,
like people of color, found new opportunities for ideological expression in the Knights of Labor, but
each group sought "brothers" and "sisters" within an organization that contained large numbers of the
hostile and ambivalent.
Conclusion
By 1878, Terence Powderly was convinced that the Knights of Labor had outgrown secrecy
and oath-bound ritualism. As he later reflected on Knighthood's early days Powderly wrote,
'Traveling slowly, building carefully, and working silently, it would lake many years
to build an organization of sufficient strength or importance, numerically or
otherwise, to command attention on the part of workers or employers. When you
reflect that each man had to be sought out, questioned, or sounded as to his views,
and then balloted for separately before being admitted to membership, you will
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fortress oforganized greed were in no immediatedang of crumblmg before the assaults of organized labor."^^
Powderly was right on this score, but it took him three more years to convince the Order to give up
secrecy. On January 1, 1882 the Knights of Labor became a public order and, as I will show in the
next chapter, the stage was set for both the Knights' rapid rise in numbers and for a lot of
non-fraternal bickering.
PowderVs reflections on the limitations of KOL ritualism seem so intuitively correct that it
is tempting to dismiss the first 13 years of Knighthood as romantic, experimental, and naive. Though
there is some merit in such a view, it obscures the fact that it was the early period that evolved the
essence of "Knighthood," the central organizing principle of the Order. For the entire 48 years of its
existence the Knights of Labor used the term "Knighthood" as a synonym for a transformed society
of reformed individuals. The term was, of course, an ambiguous one subject to shifting definitions
and protracted debate. Nonetheless, an evocation of Knighthood elicited psychic responses in KOL
rank-and-file that the American Federation of Labor could never match.
Uriah Stephens was a man unlike Samuel Gompers. Stephens was quite willing to mix
mysticism with politics, fraternalism with unionism, and culture with ideology. His view of the good
society was one in which all individuals were bound in fraternal brotherhood. Yet it was also one in
which the producer was king and producerist ideology reigned supreme. Stephens envisioned one
big union of workers laboring together to create a cooperative commonwealth. In this respect,
Stephens exhibited more class consciousness than Gompers with his policy of trade union
sovereignty, or Powderly and his search for accommodation with capital. Fraternalism, for Stephens,
was no mere opiate to deaden the lashes of ruthless wage slavery, but rather the sine qua non of
organization-building that would snatch the whip from capital's hand.
Stephens combined a culture of mysticism, moralism, manhood, and brotherhood with a
class-bound ideology of producerism, mutualism, cooperation, and institutional life. Fraternalism
embodied in ritual and the S.O.MA. principle was to be the social glue that would bind Knights.
Early Knights of Labor drew freely on e ^rlicr fraternal models and then slowly evolved their own
symbols. KOL ritual was an odd mix of medievalism, Freemasonry, and contemporary social
criticism that infused class struggle with moralism, but it worked sufficiently well to allow the Knights
of Labor to survive at a time in which trade unions were collapsing.
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Uriah Stephens was also unUke Terence V. Powderly. the man who succeeded him as
Master Workman of the Order. Powderly misunderstood the power of KOL symbolism and
discarded much of it m the name of expediency. Knighthood was an elastic concept that emerged at
a time in North American history in which the distended society had not yet yielded to
rationalization and order. When the Knights of Labor expanded into industrial cities, many of its
members found they had more in common with Stephens-hke fraternalism than Powderl/s
small-town moraUsm. In the distended city it made sense to dream of brotherhood as the
Philosopher's Stone that would save humanity from its own greedy impulses. Powderly slowly
transformed the Knights from a mystical to a bureaucratic order. As I wUl show next, the fraternal
ideal gave way to a more vague notion of solidarity and Knighthood became an even more elastic
concept; so much so that it eventually snapped. As ritual dechned, members began to debate the
nature of true Knighthood. These debates yielded conflict, not consensus, and contributed to the
factional strife that characterized the Order from 1882 on.
It is facile, however, to follow the lead of Norman Ware and blame the eventual decline of
the Knights of Labor on Terence Powderly. Powderly's attack on the ritual coincided with a surge in
membership and he might have been able to complete Knighthood's shift from ritualism to solidarity
had not other forces intervened, namely powerful internal opposition to his reform attempts and
even stronger external attacks on the Order from organized capital. Internal confhct exposed the
KOL's flank and capitahsts like Jay Gould and William Vanderbilt wasted little time in attacking.
Often their efforts were supported by the combined might of American institutions: the mainstream
press, evangelical Protestantism, the legal system, and political parties.
Historians who study the Knights of Labor invariably remark on the Order's meteoric rise.
According to Ware, the Knights had 71,326 members in July, 1884; two years later membership
stood at 729,677. Within seven years Powderly was out of the Order and Knights' membership stood
at the 1884 level. Statistics like these are startling, but numbers alone do not tell the story. I am
singularly impressed by how many, not how few, members of Knights of Labor still existed after
1890, when the Order seemingly had so little to offer. It was not merely the incompetence of leaders
or internal conflict that led to decline, but rather state oppression and capital's refusal to seek
common ground with the Knights. In terms of numbers, of course, it is the 1885 to 1887 span that is
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anomalous in KOL history, but why did so many continue to believe that the Knights held future
hope in the face of obvious evidence to the contrary? And why did some continue to hold this belief
until 1917? I would argue that the leaders of the early period did their jobs well; Knighthood was an
allractivc, powerful concept despite its ambiguity. "Knighthood" came to be the term with men and
women, blacks and whites, skilled and unskilled, used to label their dreams of a better society. To
be certain, their visions were often individual ones unharmonious with others, but that is precisely
the point: Knighthood was clastic. In an equally vague way Knighthood was also ideological, a
creator of class consciousness. As Terence Powderly's brother John wrote of the Knights of Labor,
"Their ritualism, the secrecy with which their meetings were conducted, the signs and symbols that
gave notice to their members as to when and where meetings were to be held, fired my interest and
imagination and in my mind I resolved that henceforth my lot was cast with that of the wage
earners."'^®
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Illustration 1. Odd Fellows Parade.
Source: Frank Leslie' s Illustrated . September 29, 1883
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CHAPTER 2
TILTING AT WINDMILLS: THE KNIGHTS JOUST AMONG THEMSELVES
"The bit is being put into the mouth of the few disturbers who got so crazy as to
ell their macbnat.ons to the daily press. They have now grown tame, and^do notfeel so sure they can use the Order as their hobby horse. Some of th;m willprobably have to be sent out to grass."'-"X" in 1885 Journal of I JniteH I .hnr
"I am not asking for [an organizer's] commission. I shall organize as many locals
without a commission as I did with one....Someday your misdeeds will recoil uponyour foolish self and I will be able to show you up in your true light "^-TheodoreCuno to Terence V. Powderly (1882) ^
in a c
"You have men who would move heaven and earth to restore the old customs and
make the order agam an oath-bound organization You have men in New York
who have cooperated with men in Philadelphia to break up the order by going to a
?u ^ ..
eminence and telling him the old oath is still in force [and] that
the G.M.W. is a party to the infamous transaction. The curse of the K of L has
come from the promptness with which acknowledged leaders of the sociali.stic
elenient have put themselves forward at meetings and...hinted at the musket and theGathng gun as the remedy of labor's grievances....I am sorry the order ever found a
toothold in New York, for no good has ever come from large cities which are
prolific of whiskey and crime."
--Terence V. Powderly (1887)
"I am an indefatigable fighter against rings and conspiracies [and will] fight until all
rings are broken or I am dead.'-^-Joseph R. Buchanan (1887)
From 1878 to 1882 the Knights of Labor debated, then abandoned secrecy. The decision
made at the 1881 Grand Assembly to abandon it was indeed a fateful one. Prior to January 1, 1882,
KOL ritual was an integral part of an entirely clandestine culture. After 1882, ritual remained
concealed but the rest of the Order's workings were open for public inspection and comment.
Though an open Order eventually attracted more workers to the Knights, as Powderly had hoped,
new members often found little of the fraternal harmony that marked Knighthood's early days. The
transition from secret to public order was accomplished only after bitter and divisive debates that
split the Knights of Labor into factions.
Factionalism, of course, is characteristic of most large organizations. How well any order
weathers its factional storms depends on whether or not it has the time, inclination, or opportunity lo
compromise or forge a new consensus. The decision to go public entailed a profound shift of
priorities and practices for the Knights of Labor. Knights like William Horan felt the time was not
yet ripe to operate openly. Others, like James L. Wright, interpreted the change as an assault on
sacred doctrine and called for the expulsion of the blasphemers. Adminstration forces led by
Powderly, Charles Litchman, and Frederick Turner embraced the changes and sought to purge
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reactionary elements from the Order. Finally, Knights Uke Victor Drury and Theodore Cuno cared
little about ritual or secrecy, but found the issues helpful m attracting allies for causes they thought
did matter. All factions eventually found themselves immersed in very non-fraternal poUtical
wrangling; far too often individuals strayed from the purpose and exploited abstract principles for
personal power.
For the Knights of Labor, the period from 1878 to 1890 was a complex one. The debate
over secrecy, changes in ritual practice, and mtense factional struggles took place against a backdrop
of membership surge and decUne, battles with employers, attempts to influence state and
Congressional legislation, jurisdictional and philosophic debates with resurgent trade unions,
campaigns to win favorable public opinion, reformist agitation, and a struggle to escape brutal
oppression at the hands of capital. It is hard to escape the conclusion that the Knights of Labor
expended too much energy fighting one another at a time in which more powerful enemies were
poised outside its gates. Though I do not share the opinion of historians like Norman Ware, Gerald
Grob, and Philip Foner that the Knights' decline was primarily due to internal weaknesses, 1 concede
that the KOL made it easier for its enemies to slay it by crippling itself.^
Before membership exploded in late 1885, the Knights had already expanded its base from
country to city. The move to urban centers hke New York, Detroit, and Chicago brought the Order
into contact with ideas and poHtical views that small-town leaders like Powderly misunderstood or
held in contempt. In retrospect, expansion into New York and Brooklyn was the most fateful change
the KOL experienced. From that base came the most serious, of all factional challenges to
Knighthood, the Home Club conspiracy that dogged Powderl/s heels from 1882 to 1885, controlled
him in 1886, co-opted him in 1887, led the Order into a disastrous struggle against trade unions, and
raised the ire of Knights all over North America before it consumed itself in late 1887. Even out of
the KOL, Home Club leaders were troublesome; many adherents led rival organizations in the late
1880s, and a few resurfaced in the 1890s to topple Powderly and seize control of what was left of the
Knights of Labor.
Through all of the internal fights and external threats, ritualism and fraternalism declined.
The KOL tried to substitute a more vague notion of cross-class solidarity in the place of ritual
brotherhood. As I have already noted, "Knighthood" became an elastic concept that was
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appropriated by groups and individuals for a variety of purposes, not all of which were "noble and
holy." The elasticity of Knighthood allowed virtually any cultural pursuit to be identified with the
Order. By 1887, this yielded one of the KOL's surface contradictions: at precisely the time in which
the national culture of the Order was flattened, its local cultures grew rich and vibrant.
The Knights Burv Their Founder
Though few women cared much about the question of secrecy, a substantial number of
men did. The decision to transform the Knights of Labor into a public organization was
accomplished only after heated debate. Though tempers cooled somewhat after 1885, when the
Order was reconstituted by an influx of hundreds of thousands of new members, many older
members whose roots went back to the 1870s, continued to uphold ideals and practices from the
secret period. For several factions, Uriah Stephens was the Order's true visionary and Terence
Powderly the subverter.
Prior to 1878, the secrecy issue was discussed infrequently. Since the Knights of Labor was
largely centered in Pennsylvania, some members argued a more public stance was necessary to
distance the Order from the Molly Maguires, whose trials took place in 1876. As Powderly recalled,
"Everything in the shape of a society, which was at all secret or new, was supposed to be the
outcome of Molly Maguireism."^ Later that year. District Assembly 1 (Philadelphia) contemplated
splitting the Order into secret and public components, the latter to be dubbed the "National Labor
League of North America." A few Knights elsewhere agreed. A year earlier. Local Assembly 82
(Brooklyn) had petitioned for the right to operate openly.
Still, it was the Reading Grand Assembly in 1878, the Order's first, where the issue came
to the fore. It would remain a burning issue for years. The Reading meeting followed closely on the
heels of the railway strikes of 1877, at a time in which public opinion turned against labor. Powderly
himself raised the issue at the 1878 Reading convention but gained only a small victory: district and
local assemblies could consider making the Order's name public by a two-thirds vote. His efforts
were no doubt thwarted by an incident involving delegate John Langdon of Ohio. As the convention
met, rumors circulated of Langdon*s "apparent treachery.. .[in that] he had been seen in suspicious
intimacy with the reporter of the Reading Daily Eagle , and it was feared that the object of the
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convention, as weU as the name of the Order, had been divulged and made pubUc." Though it was
later revealed that Langdon "was so intoxicated as to give very little information fit to publish" he
was expeUed from the Order7 The Daily Eagle reporter did manage to corner another "brother"
who tried to put him off the track by referring to the "National Party" and declaring, "We are under
a ban of secrecy...[and] we are not MoUy Maguires." The reporter was directed to talk with Uriah
Stephens who dutifuUy refused to divulge the objects of the Order, volmiteering only that there was a
central organization with several state branches, and that CathoUc members could reveal information
to their priests "as no priest will reveal what he hears in the confessional." Aside from a brief
encounter with another "brother" who mistook the Eagle reporter for a comrade until he failed to
give the correct countersign, the newspaper account contained little but speculation.^
By the 1879 St. Louis convention, only the Schuykill County (PA) coal miners of DA. 20
had voted to abandon secrecy, and General Secretary Charles Litchman announced that most
members opposed a pubUc Order. Nonetheless, Dominick Hammer of DA. 7 (Akron) renewed
Powderl/s proposal. He was brushed aside, but Powderly revived the motion, only to have it
dissolve into a debate over whether or not scripture references should be expunged from the
Adelphon Kruptos. The delegates finally accepted the compromise of Chicago's Thomas Kavanaugh,
whereby the Order remained secret except "in private consultations with the clergy for the good of
the Order," a practice akeady estabUshed. Scriptural references in the AK were maintained, though
Powderly was partially appeased when the delegates agreed to espouse no particular denomination,
and to abandon degree work.^ In addition, Powderl/s own District Assembly 16
(Scranton/Wilkes-Barre) voted to allow its locals to become public.^^
Subsequent Grand Assemblies in Chicago and Cincinnati also failed to muster sufficient
votes to make the Order pubUc, but the Chicago session (September 2-6, 1879) was a turning point
as Uriah Stephens resigned as Grand Master Workman and was replaced by Powderly. Locals across
the nation were opting for a more open stance, inciting a hot debate within Knight ranks.
Co-founder James L. Wright wrote to Powderly after the Chicago Grand Assembly to complain, 'the
good old way...worked well and in my opinion should never be changed. Changing for the sake of
changing you will find never strengthened any cause." Powderly impetuously scrawled "BAH!" across
the top of the letter and abruptly filed it.^^ Other letters asked for permission to set up front
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organizations.^^ And though Uriah Stephens agreed to work as an organizer in Pittsburgh, he
admitted, "I have many misgivings in relation to their having taken an open and public stand...They
will have a hard road to travel on account of this and the enormous dead weight of ignorance they
will have to carry so pubUcly."^^
Such sentiments guaranteed that the Detroit Grand Assembly would be consumed by the
issue of secrecy. Debate actually began well in advance. The Journal of United T .hnr which started
pubhcation in 1880, served as a sounding board for both sides. On June 15, 1880, an editorial
headUned "Name of the Order" warned that "in districts where the name has been made pubUc, the
leaders have been singled out, blackhsted, and victimized, and the Order consequently made to
suffer. But the worst feature has been that new Locals, hardly within the Order, have rushed with
unseemly haste, even before they comprehend...its objects or principles, to vote to make the name
pubUc. We cannot but feel this is a great mistake.-^'' Exactly one year later, readers were informed
that Detroit delegates would make a decision regarding secrecy. In a lopsided attempt to be
objective, seven arguments for going public were juxtaposed to three against. In addition to
pragmatic arguments concerning growth, legal defense, and mailing privileges, there appeared a
rationalization dear to Powderly--by going public the Order could defend itself against the charge of
"being Molly Maguires and conspirators [and thus] remove much of the opposition coming from the
CathoUc church."^^
Though Powderly resorted to the ploy of printing letters in support of his position as
preludes to his own editorials, some opposition did surface. A writer using the name "Cyclops"
challenged the Order to guarantee "that I will not be thrown out of employ, as soon as the sneak
thief who now steals my labor finds out I am engaged in assisting to destroy the present system of
robbery and starvation upon which he thrives." Admitting that secrecy was "unworthy of freemen,"
he argued that, "we are not free [but] wage slaves.""^
The Detroit delegates, after admonishment from Powderly that he could no longer cope
with church condemnations of the KOL, voted 28-6 to make the Order public beginning January 1,
1882. After the vote and the appointment of a committee to revise the Adelphon Kruptos . Theodore
Cuno of LA. 1562 (Brooklyn) introduced an unsuccessful resolution to cut off the Grand Master
Workman's salary. Powderly had not heard the last of Cuno and his comrades from LA. 1562, who
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umlaterally decided to ignore the decision. Local Assembly 1562 remained a secret, oath-bound local
for most of its Ufe, and was a constant thorn in Powderly^s side.
The depths of bitterness over the secrecy question can best be fathomed by focusing on
Uriah Stephens. Though the founder would always be praised in print and pubUc, his treatment at
the hands of leadership in the early 1880s was shabby, and provides insight into the pettiness to
which Powderly could sink when opposed. Stephens expressed his concerns early, though cautiously.
When G.S. Boyle wrote to Stephens after he had resigned as Master Workman, he advised writing to
Powderly and remarked, "I understand that considerable remodeling has taken place but do not
know to what extent and it would be improper for me to state if I do not know...."^^ By 1880,
Stephens was openly expressing his doubts about the "remodeling;* and in 1881, voiced his
displeasure at the Detroit decisions by demanding that his name be removed from the Executive
Board before the proceedings were published. To Powderly he wrote:
"The Order has drifted so far away from the primary landmarks, has so completely
changed from the original that a strong feeling begins to manifest itself in my L.A.
to sever its connection with the organization. In this feehng I also coincide."^^
Stephens's concerns were a subject for angry ridicule on the part of Powderly, Robert Layton, and
Richard Griffiths. Layton sneered that the old work of which Stephens was so fond "is about as
fooUsh as though we were all ministers and wanted to start a little camp meeting." He then
sarcastically remarked, "Brother Stephens is perfection, was perfection, and always will continue to
be perfection through all time.,.."^^ Several weeks later Layton complained, *'I don't think it is fair
[that] for years I have stood by the organization as faithfully as he, and yet I was opposed to the
oath. Now that it has changed he should do the same until it has had a fair test. " When informed
that Local Assembly 1 was "trying to get up a kick" the indignant Layton declared, "I don't think it is
manly for Brother Stephens to try to create a revolt."^^
It was left to Powderly to spill the darkest bile. In nearly identical letters sent to Layton
and Richard Griffiths, he wrote:
"Bah, the old man is in his dotage. We'll get him a slice of the catacombs, one of
the pyramids of Egypt, one of the Cyclops famous in mythology, the bones of
Zephna Penoneah...If we could thus revel in the mysterious and marvelous, to say
nothing of the spiritualistic and still more individualistic ..we would introduce a form
of ceremony that would come up to the old man's conception of the proper thing.
But the real question is "Shall labor have its rights?" That and not the tomfoolery
of the past is what we must consider and while 1 respect Brother Stephens, if he
insists on making a fool of himself he'll do it outside the Order for I won't trifle
with him much longer,"^^
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In another letter he added that James Wright was also trying to make the assembly a "spiritualistic
medium," adding it was more "ridicualistic" than spiritualistic.^^
At the end of 1881, Layton was stUl grumbling over Stephens's revolt and his religious
views: "As I understand Stephens...reUgion consists of parading your views and thrusting them down
the throat of every man he [sic] meets at the outer vail[sic]...It wUl never occur to him that his name
IS not m the A.K." Stephens's role in the debate was ended by his death on February 13, 1882, an
event about which Powderly learned only after receiving a letter from Assistant Grand Secretary
Gilbert Rockwood, two days after the funeral. Rockwood mused, "It will seem strange, perhaps, that
no Grand Officer was present, but it is not our fault as we did not get word in time."'^'*
Given the estrangement between Stephens and the officers of the Knights of Labor, it is
not surprising that they were not notified of his death. One is struck by the dignity with which Uriah
Stephens expressed his differences with the Order as opposed to the vulgarity of his detractors.
Stephens did not air his complaints in public, nor did he couch his complaints in strong language; yet
he received little courtesy from his "brothers." Powderly did not even bother to answer several of his
letters. John Swinton noted some time later that Stephens died "as far as I can see, with a secret on
his mind; he died doing his duty as the founder of the Knights of Labor, and not that of a garment
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cutter." After his death, Uriah Stephens became a symbol for future schemes and ambitions by
both Powderly and his opponents. He was invoked in reverential terms and votes were taken to build
a monument to his honor, but none was ever built. Years later the last trace of Stephens was
expunged when John Hayes unceremoniously fired his daughter Mary from her post at general
headquarters. But one Knight remembered Stephens and held Powderly responsible for his
mistreatment. Co-founder James L. Wright frequently surfaced in anti-Powderly maelstroms and
played a key role in the conspiracy that finally removed Powderly from office in 1893, 11 years after
Stephens's death.
Palace Intrigues: The Revolt of the Home Club
Disputes over secrecy and ritual changes were not buried with Uriah Stephens. On the
contrary, his death unleashed passions hitherto kept in check. The memory of the late founder was
evoked to justify opposition to both Powderly and KOL policy. Very often the revolts carried out in
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Stephens's name were disingenuous, but self-styled "kickers" within the Order quickly realized that
references to the founder elicited strong responses from the rank-and-file. No faction cultivated the
imagery of Uriah Stephens as successfully as New York City's Home Club.
Historians of the Knights of Labor have not assigned enough importance to the Home
Club. In fact, most have overlooked it altogether. Frederich Sorge totally ignored the Home Club
and refused to take seriously periodic rank-and-file appeals to "rubbish" like secrecy and ritual, and
dismissed them as "simply a youthfubess, an immaturity in the movement...cultivated by clever
intrigues, petty-bourgeois reformers, quacks, and politicians."^^ Leon Fink fails to even mention
Home Club activities in Richmond, Virginia, even though WiUiam H. Mullen of that city was elected
to the auxiliary executive board at the KOL's 1886 special assembly and was widely reputed to be a
Home Clubber. Likewise, Richard Oestreicher makes only vague references to "internal
factionalism," despite the fact that Joseph Labadie's intense dislike for Powderly was partially rooted
in the Home Club controversy. In 1887, Labadie led the Detroit branch of the Provisional
Committee of the Knights of Labor, a splinter faction opposed to Powderly that drained members
from the Order.^
Those historians who have mentioned the Home Club seldom take it as seriously at
Norman Ware did in his 1929 study of the Order. Gerald Grob draws on Ware for his narrative
description of the Home Club and accuses it of weakening the Knights, but assigns little importance
to it in the overall collapse of the Order.^^ Gregory Kealey and Bryan Palmer reject the importance
of the conspiracy in Hamilton, Ontario, and accuse Adolph Strasser, Samuel Gompers, and the
Cigarmakers' International Union of inflating conspiratorial rhetoric to carry on jurisdictional battles
against the Knights in New York City. Though Kealey and Palmer admit a real conspiracy was afoot
in New York, they doubt there was a Home Club in Hamilton, though a few individuals might have
been attracted to its ideas. Yet, Hamilton's George CoUis, William Vale, and David Gibson were
all accused of Home Club ties, the latter being another of the auxiliary board members elected at
the Cleveland Special Assembly.
Philip Foner locates the Home Club's origins in an ideological battle between Lassallean
and Marxian socialists.^^ Karl Marx and Frederick Engels adhered to the principles of trade
unionism and argued that workers would evolve socialism through revolutionary institutions like
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unions. Thus socialist parties were appendages to the trade union movement. By contrast,
Ferdinand Lassalle thought both trade unionism and nonpartisan political agitation were doomed to
faUure, since unions would never topple the iron law of wages nor politics escape from capitalist
control. Instead, Lassalleans looked to their party to be the new state, which would establish
government-financed cooperatives. Foner beUeves that the more moderate LassaUean position found
alUes in the Knights of Labor in groups Uke farmers, shopkeepers, Grangers, Greenbackers, small
business owners, professionals, and "other non-working-class elements."^^
Foner ultimately overstates his case. He claims LassaUean socialists in the Home Club
"strengthened the middle class tendencies of the Powderly leadership and contributed enormously to
the disastrous conflict with the trade unionists outside the Order."^^ The observation concerning
trade unions is correct, but, as I will show, there was very little bourgeois sentiment in Home Club
leaders like Victor Drury, Harry Taylor, or Edward Kunze. It was only when Home Clubbers
betrayed the cause~a path foUowed by John Hayes and, years later, by Thomas McGuire-that the
tag "middle class" becomes appropriate. Foner's comments imply that opposition to the Home Club
could come from either the right or left wings of the Knights of Labor. In fact, this is precisely the
case; conservatives like Powderly, John Devlin, and A.W. Wright; and radicals like Joseph Buchanan,
Charles Seib, and Burnette Haskell attacked the Home Club with equal fervor.
Norman Ware places the origins of the Home Club in the 1882 Duryea Starch boycott.^
Actually, it came slightly earlier. New York District Assembly 49 was not organized until July 1,
1882. Before then, New York and Brooklyn Knights were scattered in several local assemblies,
including Brooklyn Local Assembly 1562. LA. 1562 opposed the decisions made at the 1881 Grand
Assembly to abandon secrecy and change the ritual. Leaders of LA.. 1562, including its Master
Workman, William Horan, along with P. J. McGuire, John Caville, and Theodore Cuno, announced
their refusal to accept the GA.'s decision. Since Caville was then Auditor and Cuno Statistician for
the entire Order, their recalcitrance constituted a powerful challenge to central authority. To make
matters worse, Caville and Cuno were Marxian socialists who hoped to transform the Knights of
Labor into a vehicle for implementing revolutionary plans best plotted clandestinely. William Horan,
on the other hand, was a "fundamentalist" of the Stephens school who opposed Grand Assembly
changes on principle. A common dislike of GA. decisions and opposition to Powderly led to a
slrangc nuirriagc between socialist and ritualist factions in the grcalcr New York City area.
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Opposition to change was strong enough to force central leadership to adopt a low profile.
Powderly allies Richard Griffiths, the Order's Grand Worthy Foreman, and Charles Litchman, Past
Grand Secretary, voiced their approval for the new Adelohon Krupto. and the decision to abandon
secrecy in February, 1882. But the Journal of United T .;.hnr didn't report the decision until June,
1882, and even then, only after Theodore Cuno forced the issue by printmg parts of the old AK in
the New York Herald
.
In his article Cuno spoke longingly of the old ritual that combined "the
mysticism of the Masonic lodge with the beneficiary element of a mutual aid society and the
protective and defensive phrases of a trade union." In an obvious swipe at Powderly, Cuno noted
mtense opposition to the new AK in Brooklyn, New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore.
He also repeated a sarcastic comment made in jest by Powderly in 1880. In a Journal of
United Labor editorial attacking strikes, Powderly had quipped that if the Order wished to pursue
such a policy he would move a resolution at the next Grand Assembly to levy assessments on each
member to buy Gatling guns. Though he added he would vote "against" such a proposal, Cuno
changed the record to read ""for" in his Herald article,^ An outraged Powderly responded to those
who would "direct attention to the Order in localities where they might not desire scrutiny," and
urged all to have "our Order become known for its deeds instead of its words." He finished by
warning members of "political scavengers" and righteously asserted that when he had "anything to say
to the members of the Order, I say it through the columns of the Journal of United Labor."^
Outside the Journal's pages, he ordered Cuno's suspension until the General Assembly met to decide
his fate.
Before Cuno and Powderly could fight their battles in front of the Grand Assembly, the
"Glen Cove Affair" complicated matters. In April, 1882, Cuno used his position as Grand Statistician
to convince Grand Secretary Robert Layton to issue a boycott against the Duryea Starch Company
of Glen Cove, New York. Cuno promised to supply evidence against Duryea at a later date. Duryea
responded by inviting an investigation into the matter and offered to pay the costs. In June, the
KOL's investigator, H. H. Bengough, reported that Cuno precipitated the boycott out of revenge
since Duryea had once dismissed him from a position paying $2,000 a year. Further, Bengough
quoted Cuno as saying that "all employers are robbers and should be boycotted on general
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principles." The boycott against Duryea was raised.
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LA. 1562 raUied to Cuno and issued a circular in August, 1882, urging continuation of the
Duryea boycott. Still another circular accused the executive board of illegally suspending Cuno and
went on to assail KOL leadership in general. In such a supercharged atmosphere, District Assembly
49 was formed. In July, 1882, DA. 49 absorbed most New York and Brooklyn locals except LA.
1562. However, in September, 1882, DA. 49 reversed course and adopted LA. 1562. Such a move
was undoubtedly the work of Victor Drury, the architect of DA. 49 and the Home Club.
Drury was a French mihtant who emigrated to America when the Commune was
suppressed in 1871. Drury was described by the Lynn, Massachusetts, Knights of Labor as "an able
man, old, sincere, narrow, and intense, a life-long revolutionist...who in earlier days was the coadjutor
of Mazzini, Leduc Rollins, and others." He was also called "an anarchist without kith or kin [who]
has devoted himself to revolutionary work [and shows] profound contempt for the slow processes of
ordinary agitation."-^ Drury was a fresco painter by trade, but had long since abandoned painting for
anarchist agitation associated with the International Workingmen's Association. By the time DA. 49
was organized he was about 55 years old and a veteran of both the 1848 and 1870 upheavals in
Europe. Even before DA. 49 was formed, Drury had organized "Spread the Light" clubs to teach
socialism to Knights in New York City. George Schilling called Drury the "major part of the brains"
of New York's socialist movement. Drury was far from the feckless Lassallean that Foner believed
controlled the Home Club. His firebrand socialism and magnetic personality probably explain why
DA. 49 supported Cuno in 1882; both Drury and Cuno believed in revolutionary upheaval."^^
Powderly and Cuno exchanged several bitter letters before the 1882 Grand Assembly in
New York. The convention that took place against the backdrop of one of the first Labor Day
parades in U.S. history, an event in which Victor Drury played a major role."*^ The Assembly
became a donnybrook. Despite Powderl/s defense of the Detroit decision, William Horan of LA.
1562, James Quinn of D. A. 49, and John Eliot of Baltimore-like Drury an I. W. A.
member-proposed readopting the old Adelphon Kruptos . Horan even proposed, perhaps satirically,
that the word "grand" be stricken from future Knight references since it was undemocratic. It was
the only successful resolution offered by the dissidents.'^^
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uire.
Little peace came out of New York. The Executive Board's decision to expel LA. 1562
over the Glen Cove affair was upheld-Theodore Cuno, William Horan, John Caville, P. J. McG
Michael Heaphy, and WiUiam Cowen were 'expelled and forever debarred" from KOL
membership-but neither the secrecy issue nor the Glen Cove rebels faded silently.^^ ^p^^^^^ ^^^^^
emerged in Baltimore and Rochester that returned to secrecy, and some leading Knights remained
wedded to it. Robert Layton, General Secretary for the Order, told an 1883 Senate committee that
the Knights were still a secret order."*^
The expulsion of LA. 1562 dissidents was only the beginning of Powder^s troubles. Cuno
directed fiery, defiant letters to the Grand Master Workman announcing his intention to ignore the
Grand Assembly's verdict and continue to organize. A letter in December, 1882, was addressed to
"Bum PoUtician Powderly" and the "lying, sneaking gang of hypocrites who want to foist themselves
upon the labor movement." Holding back no venom, Cuno called Powderly a "miserable hypocrite
[preying] upon poor, deceived workmen" by posing as "a great reformer and revolutionist." Cuno
challenged Powderly to publish his letter: "Come out of your den, you skunk! Dare to face the
public...."^
Powderly routinely stamped Cuno's letters "No Answer Required," but that was
disingenuous. The revolt in New York City demanded a response. In one of his invectives against
Powderly, Cuno struck a responsive chord. Cuno complained that there were only three organizers
in New York City and none in Brooklyn, while Pittsburgh had eight. To Cuno, this was proof of a
plot on the part of "bum politicians" to keep the KOL "concentrated in Pennsylvania.'"*^ Cuno and
his allies continued organizing as though the 1882 GA. had no authority, with the support of District
Assembly 49 and New York City's Central Labor Union, a body that was largely a DA. 49 shadow
organization. By December, William Horan was making trips to Hamilton, Ontario, on behalf of
Drur/s "Spread the Light" clubs. Conservative men within the Knights, like Grand Secretary Robert
Layton, George Blair of the Workingmen*s Assembly (New York), and John Sarsfield, the future
Master Workman of New York City District Assembly 64 (a rival to DA, 49), all pressed Powderly
to take action against the dissidents. Philip Van Patten also urged Powderly to do something, though
he added that Layton's bitter attacks against socialism were inappropriate."**^
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en was
was more
Van Patten's letter is iUustrative of the depth of the turmoil in New York. Van Patt
the national secretary of the Socialist Labor Party, a Lassallean organization. The S.L.P
palatable to Powderly than the revolutionary rhetoric of Theodore Cuno and Victor Drury. In
addition, Powderly, Uke the S.L.P., grew increasingly distrustful of trade unionism and began to urge
the KOL to form mixed assembUes. This may explain why the ever-cautious Powderly accepted an
S.L.P. membership card from Van Patten in 1880. Powderly apologized for Layton's anti-socialist
remarks and promised to visit New York City.^^ From Van Patten's letter it is clear that the original
DA. 49 rebels were not aU Ussalleans. By 1886, some dissident Lassalleans had entered DA. 49's
inner ring as they, Uke Stephens fundamentahsts, anarchists, and Marxists found a common bond in
their dislike of Powderly. But the Home Club was not, as Foner thought, merely a Lassallean
conspiracy.
In January, 1883, District Assembly 49 elected Theodore Cuno, William Horan and their
three expeUed comrades as delegates to its convention. Soon an angry Philip Van Patten wrote to
Powderly demanding that DA. 49's charter be revoked. Powderly agreed, advised Layton that D.A.
49's action put it "beyond the pale of the organization," and ordered its charter revoked.'*' The
charter was duly delivered by Master Workman R. H. Cook, a Powderly ally, but this led to more
difficulty. A rump group, led by James Quinn, John Caville, and Victor Drury, continued to meet as
District Assembly 49 and Caville, as Recording Secretary, addressed letters to the central office with
questions about procedure as though all matters were normal.^*^ When Master Workman Cook
appeared for a May 1, 1883, meeting he was refused entrance to the assembly and found that most
of DA. 49 recognized James Quinn as Master Workman.^^
In September, 1883, the Knights of Labor gathered in Cincinnati for its General
Assembly.^^ Predictably, D. A. 49 affairs dominated the gathering. The GA. upheld the suspension
of District Assembly 49 and ordered all of its locals brought under the jurisdiction of the General
Executive Board until appropriate reorganization could take place, though Local Assembly 1562 was
restored, including all five of the members "forever barred" by the 1882 convention.^"' On the
surface, the actions of the GA. seem curious. Powderly was seemingly in a perfect position to crush
his opposition. By 1886, he was loudly decrying the sort of revolutionary fervor advocated by Cuno
and Drury, and he profoundly disliked both men personally. Why didn't Powderly seize his
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sopportunity? Why, under any circumstances, aUow Theodore Cuno back into the Order? Cuno^
slanderous letters to Powderly alone would have been grounds to bar him for "behavior unbecoming
a Knight," but his New York Herald article offered a host of other possibilities. Actually, the
General Assembly's decision was a pragmatic compromise. As a face-saving gesture the GA. found
in favor of Cook, Powderly, and the General Executive Board, but to come down too strongly against
DA. 49 would have meant abandoning organizing efforts in New York City. To suspend a single
local like Brooklyn's 1562 was one thing, but to brush aside an entire district quite another. Though
there was sentiment in the Knights of Labor to stay out of New York, it came mostly from pre-1880
factions in the Order, especially Pennsylvania coal mining locals.^ By 1883, these locals were
waning in influence, and urban, industrial locals were on the rise. As for Cuno, he managed to
balance public penitence with appeals for justice. Short of opening his correspondence book for all
to see-including his own nasty remarks-Powderly could not demand Cuno^s continued punishment
without appearing callous and tyrannical.
In addition, Cuno blundered onto something in his Herald article which garnered support
from those who would have normally opposed him. The Knights of Labor still contained a sizable
group of malcontents who disagreed with the decisions to abandon secrecy and to change the ritual
or both, including co-founder James L. Wright. Despite the suspension of D. A. 49, the 1883
General Assembly still contained others who wished to undo the decisions made in Detroit.
Powderly acknowledged this in his opening address, and tried to throw a sop to his opponents. He
proclaimed:
"I do not advocate a return to the oath-bound secrecy formerly in vogue in the
Order, but I do not advocate the adoption of everything which was formerly a
safeguard, except the oath. Our affairs have been made public property by men
who are not members, and who did not sympathize with us or our aspirations. Too
much indiscriminate interviewing has wrought a great deal of injury to certain
localities, and this convention should define the boundary which no member can
further venture without incurring a penalty."^^
Powderl/s remarks were meant to derail those who contemplated bolting to the splinter Improved
Order of Knights of Labor, oath-bound assemblies in Rochester, Baltimore, and Washington that
also opposed assessments from the General Executive Board.^*^
For some Knights, District Assembly 49 represented the spirit of Uriah Stephens. As early
as 1880, William Horan advised Powderly that an ex-member had a copy of the Philosopher's Stone
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degree and desired that Powderly forward information on the degree so that it might be
implemented.^^ Though Horan died in 1889, New York City always contained men like him. As
Theodore Cuno noted, Horan was "of the Stevens' [sic] old school and says that no man in the world
has a right to change the fundamental work of the Order [and] that the Grand Assembly has no
right to change the ritual or direct the Grand Master Workman to issue a prociamation.'^S ^^^^
found allies m New York, including Victor Drury, George K. Lloyd, John Morrison, John CavUIe,
Thomas B. McGuire, and James Quinn, though each of these men saw ritual secrecy as a tool to
advance a radical ideological agenda.
Though Theodore Cuno, the Order's Grand Statistician until 1882, had little use for Horan
and even less for any sort of ritual, he was totally committed to secrecy. In Cuno's New York
Herald article "The Knights of Ubor: American Workingmen United for Self-protection" he gave a
synopsis of the Order's history and noted that the Knights was "until lately covered with an
impenetrable veil of secrecy [but] that veil has now been partly lifted." Cuno used short quotes from
Adelphon Kruptos and then assailed the decisions made at Detroit: "The persecution of
members.,.has come to pass, as also has the increase of membership predicted by those who
advocated public agitation." His language concerning the ritual was eulogistic:
"The 'working' of an assembly combines the mysticism of the Masonic lodge with
the beneficiary element of a mutual aid society and the protective and defensive
phrases of a trade union after the old English pattern...All the symbols are
important object lessons and have their teachings applied to the labor movement.
The siu-roundings in the meeting hall are made inspiring and elevating....The
opening service is calculated to remind members of their duties as fighters and
defenders of labor's rights, and the forming of an unbroken circle of harmony and
friendship is intended to remind them that they should not relax in the fight until
the battle is won!!"^^
Despite Cuno's distaste for ritualism, the Herald article employed rhetoric that allowed
variant readings. Both Horan and Cuno seemed to uphold older Knightly values that combined
fraternalism and ritualism and seemed imperiled by Powderl/s efforts to rationalize the Order.
Though the revolt of the Improved Order of the Knights of Labor fizzled, discontent continued to
seethe. Immediately after the 1883 General Assembly, Excelsior Assembly of Binghamton, New
York, formed the Independent Order of the Knights of Labor.^ It too quickly collapsed, but when
faced with so many revolts it is easy to understand why Robert Layton told the Senate that the KOL
was a secret organization. Reginald Nuthall spoke for a significant number of Knights when he
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contributed "Why Secrecy is Necessary to the Journal of IlnireH I .hnr NuthaU asked, "Why
[should] not labor have its clubs, its hall of privacy, for the discussion of the amelioration of its
wrongs" when capital was organized thus. He concluded that since "Both Church and State have
contributed in the damnable wrongs...of wars, alcohol, poverty... the confUcting interests of society
render secrecy imperative."^
Theodore Cuno helped keep fears like Nuthall's alive. In the midst of his disputes with
Powderly he wrote to ask for help in finding employment, claiming that he had lost his job as a
writer for the Staats-Zeitung newspaper because of his Knights of Labor affiliations. He desperately
needed work to support his "dying wife and four small children.-^! Angered by Powderly's refusal to
help him and his suspension for publishing the Herald article, Cuno turned the secrecy issue to his
advantage. He quoted a circular in which the Grand Secretary stated the "only secrecy about the
Order now" consisted of passwords, signs, and grips. Cuno retorted, "Consequently the AJC is not
considered to be a secret, but according to you it is. WUl you please expel Layton for treason? You
must, if you are to be consistent." He also demanded the Rochester Advocate be expelled since it
used a quote from the A.K. on its masthead.^^
For all of these reasons the General Assembly eased the pressure on D. A. 49. By
January, 1884, LA. 1562 was reinstated, nearly all of 49's locals were back under its jurisdiction, and
Powderly enemy Thomas B. McGuire was Master Workman of 49. In its January, 1884 report, DA.
49 boasted of the educational effort in New York and added, "The names of the DA. officers have
not, as yet, been obtained by the venal press, so as yet none have been victimized, which shows the
advantage of our secrecy."^"^ Despite his loyalty R. H. Cook was squeezed out; in early 1884
Powderly told John Caville that Cook did not have an organizer's commission and that his Local
Assembly 2878 was refusing to recognize D. A. 49's jurisdiction.*^
Also in Janu£iry, 1884, a worker wrote to John Swinton's Paper asking how he might join a
Knights of Labor assembly in New York City. Swinton was forced to admit he did not know as New
York Knights "maintain a degree of secrecy unknown to the Order in any other part of the country.
Outsiders are kept in the dark as to their places of meeting, their active questions, and other things
which in other cities are freely published through the press. "^^ Apparently D.A. 49 spent much of
the summer of 1884 plotting revenge against Powderly and chose Cuno's tactic of appealing to
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Knighthood's past as a way of exacting it. In July, a sarcastic but nervous John McCleUand, the
Secretary of the Executive Board, informed Powderly of a plot by 49: They have the idea that the
next GA. is going to be theirs body and soul and are quietly preparing a mine that will cause an
upheaval in the Quaker City that I wouldn't be surprised if it brought to the surface some of the
long buried PhUosopher's Stone. You are a marked man. So am I." He added that he was at work
on a plan to refuse to seat their delegates but advised Powderly that he would be asked to "give the
secret work" at the GA. and should "brush up on your mummery old boy." He ended by saying,
"Bless your heart, you haven't the solution of the, hhnr prnhl.n,....;.u.,
^ave I-Drury has it and I
believe that the shimmering irridesence of the effulgence of his mystical erudition has played in
fanciful flashes on the imaginations of the wise men of 49 to such an extent that they actually believe
they have it."^
DA. 49 sent 10 representatives to Philadelphia, including Drury, Caville, Horan, Quinn,
Lloyd, and both McGuires. Though stormy, the GA. was surprisingly anticlimactic. Proposals to
aboUsh the Journal of United Labor, forbid the use of the Order's name, and outlaw the wearing of
K. of L. badges were swept aside.^"^ District Assembly 49 continued to operate in secret and was
known as the "New York Protective Assembly" whenever taking a public stand.
A false calm permeated the 1885 Hamilton, Ontario, General Assembly. In truth, the
Home Club had crystallized and was biding its time. Drur/s radicalism deepened after 1882. It was
he who mtroduced Johann Most to the New York Social Revolutionary Club in December, 1882.
Drury, Most, August Spies, Albert Parsons, and Joseph Rufgrabier were the architects of the
revolutionary document "To the Workingmen of America" which was drafted at a Pittsburgh
gathering of Marxists and anarchists in October, 1883. The so-called "Pittsburgh Manifesto" called
capitalism "unjust, insane, and murderous" and advocated "FORCE" to overthrow it. It went on to
call for the end of class rule and the abolition of commerce and profit, and endorse cooperation,
secular and scientific education, equal rights for all irrespective of gender or color, and the
reorganization of society into individual communes linked by federalist association. Drury promptly
translated the document into French.^
In addition, Drur/s "Spread the Light" clubs, originally educational in tone, were
transformed into the Home Club beginning in 1884. Each "class" consisted of nine members who, in
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turn, recruited nine more. The original nine were: Drury, Thomas McGuire, James Quinn, Timothy
Quinn, Edward Kunze, Harry Taylor, Hugh Carey, Paul Meyer, and George Dunne. By 1884, Drury
was a confirmed revolutionary anarchist and his influence over others was profound. Even William
Horan-more a Stephens fundamentalist than an ideologue-was recruited and it was he who spread
the Home Club to HamUton. Work was done in extreme secrecy and several of the ring leaders
assumed aliases: Paul Meyer operated as "Paul Seyfert," Thomas McGuire as "T. B. Brown," James
Quinn as "J. E. Monroe," and Hugh Carey as "WiUiam Johnson." Because of the Home Club's
obsession for secrecy and its drift towards anarchism, Theodore Cuno was never a member of it. He
complained to Horan of the Club's lack of trust in him, but bsiders never forgave Cuno for his New
York Herald article or his doctrinaire Marxism. The revolutionary agenda of the Home Club also
excluded trade unionists within D. A. 49 such as George K. Lloyd and the Marxist John Morrison;
Drury was convinced that trade unions divided the working class.^^ Throughout 1884 and 1885,
Drury presided over ever-widening circles. What the Home Club awaited was opportunity, and it
was soon in the offing.
In the afterglow of the 1885 victory over Jay Gould's Southwest railway system, the Knights
of Labor experienced explosive growth. DA. 49 played its cards well and quickly found new allies.
Soon Home Clubs and Home Club sympathizers were found throughout the Order. Plots were
afoot to control the Order and the Home Club cleverly spun a web around Powderly. In January,
1886, Powderly wrote to Cincinnati's Hugh Cavanaugh requesting a pamphlet relating to the Home
Club in the latter's possession. (Powderly was apparently unaware that Cavanaugh was a Home
Club sympathizer.) The Home Club allowed the pamphlets to circulate in hopes that a special
session of the general assembly would be called to investigate them. In fact, the conspirators' net
had spread so widely that Home Clubbers were confident they could seize administrative control of
the Order at a special assembly. Powderly walked into the trap. In March, 1886, he wrote to
Cavanaugh, "The outrageous conduct of some disappointed men who used every weapon at their
command to kill me and failed have now...published their infamy to the whole Order by exposing the
workings of the Home Club." The malcontents, complained Powderly, were demanding a special
session of the General Assembly so "that New York may wash their [sic] dirty linen and at the same
time try to cast discredit on me as a member of the Executive Board after they failed to down me as
(i.M.W.."^°
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The Home Club engineered the calling of a special assembly by exploiting the infamy it
had carefuUy manufactured. In Powderl/s letter to Cavanaugh, he alluded to efforts made to "kill '
him. Although he was probably speaking metaphorically, the Home Club circulated rumors of an
assassbation attempt against Powderly. The event was alleged to have occurred during Powderly's
trip to New York in 1882. Rumors circulated that umiamed Home Clubbers tried to throw Powderly
into the Hudson River as he crossed from Hoboken, New Jersey, to New York City by ferry.
Supposedly, Powderly averted his fate when he was warned by a stranger to step away from the side
as two men meant to kill him. Moments later he was roughly jostled, but stayed aboard.''!
What ensued was one of the GUded Age's great comic farces. On cue, a clamor for a
special assembly came from Home Club enemies in Ne\v^ York, especially George Lloyd, John
Morrison, District Assembly 64, and members of cigar maker assemblies, especially L. A. 2458 led by
Adolph Strasser and Samuel Gompers. P. J. McGuire complained he was driven from New York
City because he refused to believe in Victor Drur/s teachings. But by the time the special assembly
convened in Cleveland in June, 1886, the Home Club had ah-eady captured the support of Executive
Board member John Hayes of New Brunswick, New Jersey, John Eliot of Baltimore; David Gibson
of Hamilton, Ontario; Frederick Turner of Philadelphia; William Mullen of Richmond, Virginia;
and Ralph Beaumont of Addison, New York whom the Home Club had unsuccessfully put forth as a
candidate for General Master Workman at the 1885 General Assembly. In addition, W. J. Fagin,
Richard Morris, D. J. Naughton, Ryner Coster, Charles Mclnerly, and W. J. Dore had been added
to a roster of active New York Home Clubbers whose current campaign was the castigation of John
Morrison for his alleged mishandling of textile strikes in Yonkers. Thomas McGuire boasted openly
that he meant to have Powderly's job.^
Once in session, the Home Club sprung its trap. The KOL's administration was in
shambles because of the rapid influx of members. Officially there would be 729,677 members by
July 1, 1886—up from 111,395 one year earlier--but no one knew exactly how many Knights there
were. New assemblies formed so quickly that, in March, 1886, the beleaguered Executive Board
declared a 40-day moratorium against the granting of new charters. That call was widely ignored; in
all likelihood untold thousands called themselves "Knights of Labor" without the formality of
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initiation or the burden of paying assessments. This confusion allowed the Home Club to promote
the expansion of the Executive Board. Six "auxiliary" members were added and the Home Club
elected four of its allies: William Mullen, James Quinn, Hugh Cavanaugh, and David Gibson. S
the existing Board contained four sympathizers-John Hayes, Frederick Turner Homer McG
and John CavUle-the conspirators controUed 8 of the KOL's top 14 administrative posts by the time
the Cleveland Special Assembly adjourned.
The briUiance of the Home Club's tactics becomes apparent when one realizes how little
ideological consonance existed between the ring leaders and their allies. The Home Club was not a
"club" as much as it was a vehicle to give expression and power to those dissatisfied with positions
the KOL was evolving. For men like Drury, Quinn, and Caville, secrecy was only a rhetorical
stratagem to kindle revolutionary organization; for men like MuUen and Turner it was an end in
itself. Likewise, resurgent trade unionism reopened old ideological debates and the Home Club
became a symbol for men like Cavanaugh-once a shoemaker--who had witnessed the collapse of
unions a decade earlier and concluded they were organizationally unsound. For still others, the
Home Club embodied their disHke of Powderly. Thus the ring was an uneasy alliance among
revolutionaries, anti-trade unionists, Stephens fundamentalists, and anti-Powderly malcontents in
which members and allies often shared several, but seldom all, of the preceding agendas. The ability
of the Home Club to fuse these tendencies explains its rise to power; its inabihty to permanently
cement them caused its ultimate collapse.
Fowderl/s role in the coup was crucial, however, since several board members-most
notably William Bailey, Thomas Barry, and Joseph Buchanan—were hostile to the Home Club.
Powderly, despite his protests to the contrary, decided to cooperate with the Home Club. At the
Cleveland convention he flatly denied having any knowledge of the Club:
"I know nothing about the 'Home Club,' nor do I know anything at all concerning
its aims or methods. I have heard that its purpose was to create a fund to build a
home for aged members of the order. Not being a member of it, I cannot say
whether it ever inspired any opposition to me. That 1 have been opposed as general
master workman by those said to be members of it, is true, but that was years ago,
and their opposition was not a secret to me. They told me plainly and emphatically
that they would oppose me. If such an institution existed it must have been
exposed by a member of the club. If it was oath bound to secrecy the man who
exposed it is a perjurer....! believe this whole thing is an attempt on the part of the
enemies of the labor movement to create distrust and discord....The events with
which the Home Club is charged with dealing transpired years ago. If they
conspired against me then, it seems to mc that that was the time to expose its
workings, that I might guard against them. To bring it up now seems like holding a
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post-mortem examination on a four-year-old corpse, and, as in a corpse of such anage, the exposers will find only dust."^^ >
t
Powderly was lying and he repeated his falsehoods at both the 1886 General Assembly in Richmond
and in his autobiography, which fails to mention the Home Club at all.^^ The Richmond G. A.
completely exonerated the Home Club, denied there was an assassination attempt against Powderly,
and censured P. C. McGuire, George K. Lloyd, and John Morrison for both stirring up trouble and
for divulging the names of New York City Knights in a district operating in secrecy.^^
PowderVs testimony before the Home Club investigating committee was revealbg. His
attitude towards the committee was openly hostile. When asked whether he was the General Master
Workman of the Order Powderly snapped, "That question is unnecessary as it is well known aU
through the country that I am." After challenging the right of counsel to be involved in the
investigation, Powderly tried to evade a question on the assassination attempt against him. Powderly
demanded to know, "What has this to do with the investigation?" He finaUy gave a short
recapitulation of what transpired on the ferry, but refused to interpret the events as an assassination
attempt. Powderly flatly denied knowledge of the Home Club: "I know nothing of the Home Club
to-day, only what I hear." When asked to name the men who jostled him on the ferry Powderly
refused, though he did cite William Horan and Thomas McGuire as men in New York who were
opposed to him. Powderly continued to insist that the troubles were old ones and should be
dropped. Powderl/s desire to drop the matter was all the more curious given Horan's testimony.
Horan confirmed the existence of the Home Club and acknowledged he once threatened Powderly.^^
The New York Times captured the spirit of both the Cleveland convention and the
investigation of the Home Club. In a June 20, 1886, article the Times noted the outrage engendered
by John Morrison's pamphlet revealing the conspiracy, but accused Powderly of blunting that outrage
by cooperating with the Home Club:
"It took him a very short time to decide that he was not too virtuous to join the
gang whose object was to capture the management of the order. His action was in
the nature of a painful surprise to the conservative element which had always
considered Powderly its mainstay. They believed that his intentions were always
good, though his judgement might occasionally be defective. These men were
brought up with a round turn when Powderly threw himself into the embrace of the
Home Club. They experienced a glimmer of hope when he appointed a committee
to investigate that organization and the charges against it. It was a tallow candle
glimmer, however, as the committee was appointed at the demand of the club,
which took care of silencing its enemies, and it totally disappeared and was
succeeded by a feeling of gloom when Powderly whitewashed the club...."^^
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The limes article suggests that Powderly cast his lot with the Home Club in order
maintain power. The Chicago Trihune accused him of blatant hypocrisy: "It turns out that
[Frederick] Turner and [JoH Hayes knew Powderly better than the pubUc, for he consents
remain as the mere tool of the very men who defied and defeated him, though only a Uttle while ago
he declared that if their views prevailed he would not remain a member of the Executive
Committee." The Iribune minced no words m describing the men who controlled Powderly: Turner
was called a "rich grocer;" Hayes a "nonworker" who owned two stores; Quinn an ex-wage-earner
who "now Uves in the same house with Justus Scwab, the Anarchist of New York, and has no visible
occupation save as a labor agitator;" MuUen the "editor of a so-called labor paper of Socialistic
tendencies;" and Cavanaugh an "agitator." The Tribune dismissed the ring as one of anarchists and
socialists, though it did not say how the alleged wealth of Turner and Hayes found ideological
consonance with such views.^
Soon both the popular press and the Knights' internal organs took up discussion of the
Home Club. The Boston Knight ran excerpts from various KOL papers hostile to the Home Club,
including The Tocsin (Philadelphia), the St. Louis Champion
, the Labor Enquirer (Denver), and the
Mechanics' Journal (Norwalk, Connecticut). AU accused the Home Club of fomenting discord
between the Knights of Labor and trade unions and called for the Richmond General Assembly to
crush the ring.*^ Joseph Labadie accused the Home Club of trying to ruin the Order, citing Victor
Drury as its leader. The stalwart Knight from Detroit thought it likely that Powderly would
cooperate with Joseph Buchanan and Thomas Barry to defeat the Home Club. When he later
discovered Powderl/s mtrigue, Labadie himself went into opposition.^° Powderly's cooperation was
quite apparent. When Philadelphia's David Pascoe vigorously attacked the Home Club in a Tocsin
column and made allegations of plots and bribery on the executive board, Powderly wrote to demand
proof of his allegations and threatened to charge Pascoe with violations against the Order if he didn't
produce it. Powderly made the same threat against New York City's George W. Dunne.^^
The Richmond General Assembly of October, 1886, was held when the Knights of Labor
were at their apex, soon to begin a precipitous decline. On the surface, it was the model of
working-class solidarity. Frederick Turner cheerfully predicted that KOL membership would top two
million by June, 1887, while D. A. 49 introduced black delegate Frank Ferrell to the GA. and
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Powderly waxed rhapsodic on racial brotherhood. Elizabeth Rodgers was present with her newborn
son at the breast, who was promptly initiated as the youngest Knight. When the whitewashed Home
Club report was read, Mrs. Rodgers raised both of her son's hands on a vote to sustain the report,
sending the more than 800 delegates mto spasms of laughter. Even the trade unions sent fraternal
greetings to the KOL convention.
Surface harmony, however, could not mask backroom bickering and behind-the-scenes
revolt. In fact, intense anger towards both the Home Club and the anti-trade unions poHcy it
fostered was boiUng just beneath the surface. Within a month of the Knights' General Assembly,
representatives from trade unions met in a forum that led to the creation of the American
Federation of Labor. The war between the Knights of Labor and trade unions-the details of which
I will discuss in chapter six-was soon to break out in earnest. For the next seven years Powderly
was dogged by proposals and threats from trade unionists inside and outside the Knights of Labor,
but could do little except appeal for fraternity between the unions and the Knights.
Powderly lacked the power to do more than bluster. Throughout 1887, he had to wrestle
with problems that seemed more pressing, namely, full-scale opposition to the Home Club that
resulted in its reorganization. Since Powderly had cast his lot with the ring, destruction of it
threatened his power. Thus Powderly engaged in a dangerous game of poUtical maneuvering in the
very year that the Knights of Labor most needed strong, imaginative leadership. The KOL's trade
union policy became the sacrificial victim of personal politics.
Though the Home Club originated in a debate between Lassalleans and Marxists,
anarchists eventually supplanted the Lassalleans during the 1880s. Issues like the eight-hour
movement, clemency for the Haymarket martyrs, and trade unionism provided ammunition for
Powderl/s enemies. Soon, KOL malcontents lumped Powderly and the Home Club into a single
mold, despite the fact that few Home Clubbers agreed with Powderly on much of anything. Few of
the dissatisfied were as vocal as the KOL's pro-trade union faction, however, and it was this issue
that prevented the Home Club from divorcing itself from Powderly; the Home Club was widely
perceived as responsible for the troubles with the Cigarmakers' International Union than exacerbated
conflict with trade unions. Unionists found an unlikely champion in the person of Joseph R.
Buchanan.
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Why would trade unionists like George McNeill and Frank K. Foster embrace the
anarchist Buchanan? Part of the answer lies m the depth of anti-Powderly/Home Club sentiment,
and part in the loose way in which anarchism was understood in the late 19th century. Historian
Bruce Nelson argues correctly that the hne between Lassalleanism and anarchism was a blurry one
Indeed, it is reasonable to conclude that the fine points of ideological consistency mattered Uttle
outside of New York City, where large Marxist groups kept such debates alive. Denver's Rocky
Mountain Social Uague, of which Buchanan was a member, was akin to an ^dependent socialist
movement that combined elements of Marxist unionism and ballot box politics, Lassallean
cooperation, and anarchist revolutionary rhetoric with uniquely Western twists. Buchanan had little
use for the Home Club and accused it of being "union-haters." When the 1886 General Assembly
decided that members of the Cigar Makers' International Union had to leave either the KOL or the
CMIU, Buchanan returned to Denver and issued a circular advising his District Assembly 82 to
ignore the GA. decision. Buchanan proudly recalled, "not one man was forced out -of the order in
Colorado, and not one gave up his union because of the action of the General Assembly."^
Throughout 1887, Buchanan bitterly denounced both Powderly and the Home Club. He
accused the General Master Workman of selling his soul to D. A. 49 "for a clear title to all the
wealth of the universe and assurance of life everlasting," and noted that Powderly's attacks on the
Chicago anarchists and his circulars against political agitation "would have done credit to the czar of
Russia." He also raised charges of financial mismanagement and accused the Executive Board of
hiring persons to work in the general office who were not members of the Order. For his troubles,
Buchanan was denied a seat at the 1887 Minneapohs General Assembly and was expelled from the
Knights.^
Buchanan was not the only "kicker" against the Home Club. In Brooklyn, Ralph Robb led
a group of dissidents who refused to accept DA. 49 authority and petitioned the executive board to
charter a new district assembly in Brooklyn. Though evidence is sketchy, Robb appears to have
drawn support from LA. 1562 and its Stephens fundamentalists. By late 1886, fundamentalism was
coming unglued from the Home Club as it was apparent that secrecy and ritualism were only means
to the end of controlling the Order. In February, 1887, Matthew Maguire, the Recording Secretary
for LA. 1562, forwarded a resolution asking for a Brooklyn DA. and requesting that LA. 1562 be
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attached to the General Executive Board until it was done. In March, Patrick Grogan wrote to
advise that his LA. 4859 would "never condescend to return to DA. 49...."«^ By April, 1887, eight
Brooklyn locals bolted from DA. 49 and were meeting as the Montauk Assembly. Montauk
Assembly supported John Morrison's leadership of the carpet weavers' strikes in progress against the
Higgins Company. In May. 1887. the Executive Board ruled that Montauk Assembly was illegal and
a month later expeUed Morrison and his National Trade Assembly 126. A total of 17 locals with
more than 10,000 members were reorganized under the Executive Board and District Assembly 49,
an ephemeral victory since many refused this settlement and fled to the American Federation of
Labor.^
In Milwaukee, open skepticism greeted the decision to expel Morrison. The Dailv Review
noted the Order's failures in strikes against Jay Gould; the Chicago stockyards; Cohoes, New York,
cotton mills; and Amsterdam. New York, textile factories and concluded that Morrison and other
leaders were being made "scapegoats...to cover up the incompetency of [Thomas] McGuire, Hayes,
[Albert] Carlton, and Powderly himself."^' In Denver, Burnette Haskell kicked; in Boston George
McNeiU and Frank Foster rebelled. In New York City a benefit entertainment for striking coal
miners was interrupted when anti-Home Clubbers marched into a theatre box opposite that of DA.
49 leaders. Twenty men-including McNeill, WiUiam Martin, George Murray, Ed Mulford of DA.
64, John Morrison, and Ralph Robb, James Allen, and John Brown of Montauk Assembly-entered
the box in single file, each wearing a tall silk hat, a commonly recognized symbol of "labor fakirs."^°
George F. Murray, a trade unionist, actively opposed the Home Club and served as D. A.
49's Master Workman after its collapse. But it would be a mistake to give Murray too much credit.
The odd assortment of Lassalleans, anarchists, and ritual fundamentalists that was the Home Club
was kept together largely by their common dishke of Powderly. Having achieved its goal of seizing
control of the Order, the Home Club was faced with the reality of having to exercise its authority.
Powderl/s sudden acceptance of the ring removed its primary unifying symbol and the Club began
to come apart, as the revolt of Brooklyn and ex-Home Clubber WiUiam Martin show. The Club
proved much more adroit at hatching conspiracies than running the Order; by the end of the
summer of 1887, many of its key leaders were reduced to kicking from outside the Order.
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In D. A. 49's brief tenure in power very little of the old Horan-Drury-McGuire agenda
was put forth nationally. The ritual was rewritten and new instructions on passwords and signs
issued, but no push for a return to secrecy was forthcoming. This was no doubt a result of the
explosion of new members that poured into the Order in 1886. Perhaps the Home Club felt
confident that it could maintain an imier circle of secrecy that could control the power structure of a
rapidly expanding organizaUon. The only vestige of Stephens-hke mysticism was a new degree order,
the Oriental Degree, instituted in DA. 49. John Swinton noted excited discussions of "concentric
circles" in Brooklyn and New York. These were likely expanded "Spread the Light" study groups like
those begmi by Drury in 1881. By 1886, some of these groups conferred degrees. Powderly
admitted that DA. 49 gave him the Oriental Degree, though he added, "I never laughed so hard in
aU my life. It was very kind for 49 to have been so thoughtful, but, between us, do you see anything
green in my eye?"^^
District Assembly 49's influence on the Order manifested itself in another curious way.
The pages of the Journal of United Labor were dominated by its news m 1886 and early 1887. This
was ironic as prior to gaining control over the Order, 49 carefully kept most of its affairs out of the
spotlight. By 1886, virtually every KOL paper in the country carried the news and names of New
York Knights. Notoriety began to erode the delicate power base of the Home Club. Socialists,
pragmatists, and trade unionists in the Order grew tired of the lip service paid to ritual and
demanded more concrete action on issues like strikes, boycotts, and independent political activity,
while "fundamentalists" were upset by both the publicity 49 garnered and its failure to commit itself
to ritualism in more than a superficial way.
The stage was set for a counterrevolution and George Murray and George Dunne were
willing to lead it. Negative fallout from all over the country led the Home Club to consider
reorganizing under a different name. Drury recommended "The Class" and suggested it form
"concentric circles" in the same fashion as the old "Spread the Light" clubs. Original members
Drury, T. B. McGuire, James Quinn, Timothy Quinn, Edward Kunze, Harry Taylor, Hugh Carey,
Paul Meyer, and George Dunne were chosen to lead The Class. Plans went awry, however, when
Dunne and Kunze had a disagreement with Drury and Quinn refused their request to oust Drury
from the ring. Pandemonium broke out. McGuire tried to forge a compromise in which Drury
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would resign as a delegate to DA. 49 and McGuire take his place as a front, but Kunze and Dunne
quickly saw through the ruse. Dunne and Kunze, joined by Paul Meyer and George Murray
engineered a coup and captured DA. 49's executive board. Dunne was elected to chair the new
board and was joined on it by Meyer, Murray, James Archibald, John F. Shaw, Hugh Greenan, John
McKenna, John O'Connell, and John McGrath. Significantly, only the salesman Dumie was not a
tradesman. Gone were anti-unionists Quinn, Drury, and McGuire. When news of the coup reached
Denver, the Labor Enquirer declared, "Long Uve DA. 49, strong and purified!"'^
The coup did not settle matters. James Quinn, T. P. Quinn, and Thomas McGuire
engineered a counter coup that erupted two weeks later. Meyer resigned from the new board and
Greenan refused to serve. James Quinn, acting as District Master Workman, promptly appointed
new members favorable to The Class. This move caused a storm of protest from the floor of D. A.
49, but Quinn refused to recognize any delegate except McGuire. In the meantime, Quinn sent
James Hurley to seize Recording Secretary Kunze's books, a move that failed when James Archibald
grabbed them. Kunze was escorted from the hall by bodyguards and a disgusted James Quinn rolled
up DA. 49's charter and left.'^
In the midst of this turmoil, elections for delegates to the General Assembly took place.
Letters exchanged between Powderly, Thomas Q'Reilly, and John Hayes indicate clearly that
Powderly sided with the Home Club against the Dunne/Murray rebels, especially since John
Morrison of expelled National Trade Assembly 126 was rumored to be aiding them.^"* A nervous
O'Reilly wrote:
"49 will elect delegates...and there will be a strong fight on the basis of
representation! Don't be surprised if they elect in accordance with the old
Constitution. I advised you of this move some time ago. 49 are sharpening their
knives. Litchman and McGuire are victims already selected. Bailey is to be
scalped. CharUe and Tom are to be roasted, cut into slices, well spiced, and served
up on a half-shell to the warriors assembled in the Great Wigwam at Minneapolis.
They have been informed that Litchman and T. B. are responsible for the
autocratic nature of the new constitution. They do not believe that the Locals gave
a majority vote to mmntain the present Instrument and will demand a statement
showing yeas and navs."^^
O'Reilly was alarmed when the vote was taken and warned that the "anti-Admii -stration ticket of 49
carried with a big majority" and that both Horan and McGuire withdrew their names as "neither
would have received 30 votes.. ..There is no denying.. .that the party commonly known by the name of
'Home Club' was swept overboard yesterday. '^^
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Just as abruptly, however, Powderly and O'ReiUy became optimistic. Powderly changed
sides once again and by September, O'Reilly wrote to inform Powderly how delighted Archibald,
David Naughton, and Murray were that he was Tighting the Ring." By October, Powderly was
receiving mail from New York jocularly stamped the "Homeless Club."^^ The 1887 General
Assembly seated a pro-Powderly delegation from D. A. 49, which sent only 11 delegates. Powderly
again denied aU knowledge of the Home Club, but the controversy refused to die. Joseph Buchanan
came prepared to attack the Home Club, and although refused a seat, his complaints were taken up
by Executive Board members WUliam Bailey and Thomas Barry. Within days of the closing of the
GA., circulars appeared announcing the formation of the Provisional Committee of the Knights of
Labor.
Norman Ware claimed that the Provisional Committee "broke up after a few weeks."^^ In
fact, it survived for over six months. Though never strong enough to do more than issue circulars
urging Knights to support Barry and Bailey and refuse to pay their assessed dues, the Provisionals
served as an important symbol of internal discontent. The Provisionals registered their disgust with
Powderly/Home Club poUcies in a 20-point complaint that served as a platform. The platform
castigated the Knights' central leadership for a wide variety of alleged crimes ranging from
conspiracy to control the order, financial malfeasance, withholding organizer commissions, debarring
General Assembly delegates, mishandling boycotts and strikes, waging war against trade unions, and
violating the KOL constitution.
The points were sufficiently broad to give malcontents of every ideological stripe reaspn to
flirt with the Committee. Joseph Buchanan--by then ensconced in Chicago-supported the
Provisionals as both an organizer and a propagandist; he filled the pages of Chicago's Labor
Enquirer with news of the "kickers'" progress. Fellow Chicagoan and anarchist Charles Seib joined
the cause, while in New York anti-Home Club trade unionists George Murray, Ed Mulford, Horace
Wells, Frank Baxter, John Tregaskis, John McFaull, Ralph Robb, Walter Stecher, T. O'Connor, John
Montgomery, William Blarney, David Swanson, and John Morrison publicly proclaimed their
support. The New York revolt was especially serious since 11 of the 13 men were top officers of
their local assemblies. Discontent spread to Philadelphia, where KOL co-founder James L. Wright
was sympathetic. Philadelphia "kickers" were especially vocal in their dislike for General Secretary
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Charles Litchman. Litchman was not a Home Clubber and John Hayes also wished to be rid of him.
Devoid of allies, Litchman resigned his post in August, 1888.'°'
The Provisional revolt began to fizzle by mid-summer, but not before it had done great
damage to the Order. Buchanan estimated that Philadelphia District Assembly 1 shrank from 56,000
members in 211 assembUes to 8,000 in 50 locals in a matter of months, while Camden, New Jersey,
membership plummeted from 4,000 to just 320.'°2 Most Knights left the Order for other reasons,
but the Provisionals' steady stream of invectives against the KOL's central leadership doubtless
hastened the departure of some disgruntled members. Buchanan was brutal in his assessment of
Powderly and ran stories accusing the G.M.W. of "vainly attempting to bolster up the crumbling
cause of his crooked pals." Buchanan charged Powderly with "moral cowardice" b failing to smash
the Home Club, dismissed his speeches as "twaddle and bravado," and attacked him for sacrificing
the principles of Knighthood to personal rule: "Mr. Powderl/s definition of a 'true Knight' is one
who believes in the infaUibUity of Terence V. Powderly, G.M.W. of the Knights of Labor of
America."'"^
The Home Club was m the throes of dissolution and Powderly foolishly tried to help
salvage it. New York kickers led by Dunne, Murray, and David Naughton engineered a minor
squabble within Local Assembly 2234, the local of District Master Workman 49's James Quinn. L.A.
2234 inflated a technical dispute over traveling cards into a debate over the District Master
Workman's power. When Quinn overstepped his authority, L. A. 2234 filed suit and Judge Advocate
Naughton suspended him. Quinn was furious. He forbade D. A. 49 to meet and resorted to an old
ploy; he kept and hid its charter.'^
Quiim appealed to Powderly, who attempted a feeble compromise that pleased no one.
Powderly ruled that Naughton's suspension applied to his standing in L. A. 2234, but did not affect
his status as D.M.W. of District Assembly 49. Privately, Powderly made it clear that he supported
Quinn, but he was clearly tiring of New York City intrigues.'^^ In a stinging letter to Edward
Kunze, D. A. 49's Recording Secretary, he complained of "time wasted on the quarrels of [D. A.
49's] prominent members," and suggested "the day has gone by when DA. 49 can be counted as a
power for good unless the rank and file.. .assert their right to take charge of the practical ciffairs of
the [district]. The officers cannot save it for they do not agree with each other and will not agree to
106bury ihcir differences."
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Because Kunze had turned against the Home Club, Powderly measured his words carefully,
Powderly was not quite ready to abandon the Home Club and made one last attempt to prop up
Quinn's power at the expense of George Murray. In July, Thomas O'Reilly and John Hayes stole
manuscripts from Murray and forwarded them to Powderly. Hayes gloated, "now you have the
speech, notes, and letter in Murray's own handwriting and if you desire to publish them in the
Journa!, answer them, and hold the meeting yourself." The content of Murra/s speech was not
revealed, but Quinn was back in control by August, 1888; in December, Powderly appointed him as a
General Lecturer.^^^
Quinn was more palatable to Powderly than Murray because he was thought to be more
pliable. The Lynn Knights of Labor described Quinn as a man with a "gift for the gab" and
castigated him for his anti-trade-unionism and belief in "ultra-secrecy." Politically, he was labeled a
"quasi-socialist under the control of Victor Drury and Justus Schwab."^*^^ Like several other Home
Clubbers-most notably John Hayes and Thomas McGuire-Quinn's ideology was ill-defmed and
shifted according to circumstances and the company he kept. His letters suggest he was a man of
moderate education, but not an intellectual. By mid- 1888, Quinn, was no longer under the influence
of Victor Drury and Powderly considered him less dangerous than Murray. Powderly miscalculated;
when Drury re-emerged, Quinn followed.
Where was Victor Drury? In fact, Drury had withdrawn from the DA. 49 fray to plot a
new scheme which he unveiled during the 1888 General Assembly. At the convention Quinn and
Drury introduced proposals for "a return to absolute secrecy," a simplified Adelphon Kruptos , and
the organization of Chinese assemblies. All of their proposals went down to defeat. The 1888 GA..
was a seeming sweep for the pro-Powderly forces. Thomas Barry's expulsion from the Knights was
upheld, as was WilHanj Bailey's. Both men were accused of cooperating with the Provisionals and of
being members of the anarchist International Workingmen's Association. Thomas McGuire was not
re-elected to an Executive Board that consisted of conservatives John Devlin, J. J. Holland, John
Costello, and A. W. Wright. Actually, the real winner was John Hayes. Frederick Turner's post of
Treasurer was eliminated and Hayes emerged from the GA. as General Secretary-Treasurer in
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charge of the Order's correspondence as well as its finances.
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By early 1889, the Knights of Labor was plagued by still another revolt, the Founder's
Order of the Knights of Labor. Who better to lead the new revolt than Victor Drury? Drury
returned to his 1882 stratagem of appealing to the memory of Uriah Stephens while forming
concentric circles across North America. In New York he carried WiUiam Horan, Timothy Quinn,
and James Quimi with him. More significantly, Drury attracted Philadelphians James L. Wright,
Robert W. Keen, Robert C. Macauley, and Joseph S. Kemiedy, four of the six original founders of
the Knights of Labor. He also drew support from WilUam Bailey, Frederick Turner, and Mary
StirUng, the woman who headed the KOL's first female assembly. The self-styled "Founders' Order-
issued a call to return to oath-bound ritual secrecy, a timely appeal calculated to capture Protestant
Knights who thought Powderly kowtowed to Rome when seeking the Catholic Church's sanction of
the Order.^^°
Like previous revolts, Powderly tried to dismiss the Founders' Order. When he first heard
of it, Powderly sent a message to John Hayes that he satirically labeUed "Sept. 15, 1880" and
inscribed "In memory of ye olden time." The note contained two quotes-"Oh for a return to the
days of mystery," and "I am the king and ye are me subjects. By yonder stars ye shall obey me and
must not dare to ask my reasons. If ye do there will be blu-u-u-ud on the house and I wiU let loose
the dogs of war-r-r-r."--the first being attributed to William Horan and the second to Victor
Drury.^^^ When the Founders' Order sprung to life at the close of the General Assembly, Powderly
began to worry. Throughout the first half of 1889, Powderly and Hayes diverted money from the
Order's treasury to secure Founder's Order materials and employ persons to spy on it.
Although Leonora Barry did some spying, Powder^s most effective and loyal operative
was Victor St. Cloud of Savannah, Georgia. St. Cloud joined the new Order ("Enterprise Assembly"
No. 6) under the assimied name of George W. Jones and secured a charter, an organizer's
commission, the secret work, all circulars issued, and a number of personal notes from Frederick
Turner, the Founders' Order Secretary. St. Cloud sent all the material he gathered to Powderly who
remarked on one batch, "I see Victor Drur/s earmarks all over both of the circulars and could not
help smiling when I noted Turner's reasons for founding the new order. Had Turner been honest he
would have said, T left the Order because I could not stay in office.'"^
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The Founders' Order ran aground when Macauley withdrew his support and Horan died.
By the end of 1889, the original Home Club was also dead. Key to its breakup was Thomas
McGuire's decision to cast his lot with Powderly for the short run rather than Drury.^" McGuire's
bolt left D. A. 49 firmly in control of Murray, but it was gutted and weak. In August, the Irish
World noted that the old assembly. Pythagoras Hall, was sold: "The home of once powerful District
Assembly No. 49 has been stripped of its furnishings and stands a fitting monument of desolation to
the fiery internal dissensions which killed the powerful organization that founded it.''^^^ Murray put
up a brave front. With Victor Drury expelled from the Order and Thomas McGuire temporarily on
good behavior, Murray set out to reform New York and sent an optimistic report to the Journal of
the Knights of Labor in February, 1890 announcing "DA. 49 Again on Top." Whatever hopes he
might have had were dashed by the New York Central strike in the summer of 1890, the loss of
which decimated the Order in New York.'^^
Victor Drury, always a shadowy figure, finally retreated into the background. The New
York Times lists no obituary for Drury, and his reinstatement into the Knights of Labor at the 1895
General Assembly appears to be posthumous. That gesture brought the Knights full circle in New
York. In 1891, D. A. 49 honored its dead and Master Workman Murray joined Frank Ferrell,
WiUiam McNair, Thomas O'Reilly, and future General Master Workman Henry Hicks at Holy Cross
Cemetery where a wreath was laid on the grave of Wilham Horan! Not even Murray's evocation of
one-time enemy Horan could mask what was occurring inside the shell of DA. 49. The real power
lay vwth relative newcomer Daniel DeLeon, a Lassallean stalwart of the Socialist Labor Party who
hoped to transform the Knights of Labor into an independent labor party. By 1891, even Theodore
Cuno was back in the Knights. But the spirits of Horan, Stephens, and Drury could not long
cooperate with the personalities of DeLeon and Cuno; in 1895 DeLeon spUt the KOL General
Assembly and led his faction out of the Order. ^^"^
Unhinged Armor: The Decline of Ritual
What happened to KOL ritual in the midst of non-fraternal bickering? After 1882, the
Knights of Labor frequently rewrote their ritual, but seldom managed to recapture the fraternal
spirit of the early days. Powderly led a successful fight to change the Knights' ritual practices. Yet
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even Powderly was forced to admit that the old ritual appealed to both the "heart and intellect" of
adherents.^1^ In his zeal to make the Order more modem, Powderly threw out the heart and naively
trusted inteUect. Education became a substitute for emotion; far too often it was also a substitute
for action. Rarely was it strong enough to cool the passions unleashed by debates as heated as those
concerning the Home Club.
The post-1882 Knights of Labor attracted new members but demanded less of them. After
the Detroit GA., the Adelphon Kruptos was shortened. The most salient change was the
replacement of the oath with a pledge of honor to "Secrecy, Obedience, and Mutual Assistance."
The language of the pledge was quite similar to the old oath. The initiate pledged to not reveal the
secret work, not name feUow Knights, to obey the Order's laws, and to assist those in need. Now,
however, mstead of swearing on a Bible one simply stated, "And I do further promise that I will,
without reservation or evasion, consider the pledge of secrecy I have taken binding upon me until
death." The Worthy Foreman's welcoming speech was stUl rich with symbolism and high-sounding
principles, mcluding an explanation of labor as the "Philosopher's Stone," and the declaration that
"Labor is noble and holy." The speech was replete with optimism concerning the abUity of workers
to create a favorable public sentiment on the question of labor, to combat greed, to "harmonize the
interests of capital and labor," and to "lighten the exhaustiveness of toil."^^^
Evidence from local assemblies suggests that they, too, retained much of the old in the
immediate aftermath of Detroit. The Dirigo Assembly, LA. 805, Minneapolis, even added to the
initiation ritual. That rite included a fictional dialogue between "Labor and Capital," complete with
villains and heroes. Capital declared, "I live by my wits-speculations, rents, and usury-while you
work all the time without asking how you might better your condition," and added "God has made
me rich and you poor, you had better argue the point with him." After an equally unsatisfactory
exchange with "Lobbyist," the noble "Toiler" meets a "Knight" who explains the Order's principles to
him. When Toiler assents to those. Knight proclaims, "you have begun to think; you are no longer a
machine ." The new Knight listened to scripture quotes, a poem, and a lecture that was a reworking
of an article Powderly wrote for the North American Review, before chiding an "Editor" for printing
lies about the Knights of Labor. The little drama ended with a song.'^^
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Yet it is remarkable how quickly the rituals eroded. By 1884, new member requests had
been reduced to application blanks, a far cry from the high drama Powderly experienced when his
name was proposed for membership in 1874. The explosion of growth in 1885-86 made the ritual a
less-pressing issue and the central organization lost control of it. A secret circular issued in March,
1886, admonished that districts and locals "must appoint a competent committee on instruction to
teach our members what the Order was intended for," though Powderly admitted, "I have no advice
as to how they should be taught; let them learn all they can."i20
By April, 1886, reports of impropriety were pouring into Powderly^s office. New York LA.
2458 charged that an organizer from LA. 5682 "initiated a man his boss ordered hhn to and against
free will of initiation...in a room behind a saloon...without an anteroom or any other provision of
secrecy." It was further charged that the same organizer forced eight women to join 5682 against
their wiU and that they went to work "immediately after and publicly gave away the signs, and
password."'2l ^ ^^^^^ Brooklyn sawyers complained that John Caville promised to send an
organizer to instruct them, but the man showed up at 11 p.m. for a 7 p.m. appointment and after
seeing them "we were just as wise when we got there as when we left."^^^
The fraternal ideal persisted as a goal, but was less often a reality. A writer using the
pseudonym "Old Honesty" wrote to the Chicago Knights of Labor that "no man will become a true
Knight without a solemn pledge to be a man at home or abroad. He should neither drink, gamble,
nor swear, and under the protecting shield of this order of noble and earnest effort may commence
an industrious and thrifty life..."^^^ However, an 1886 National Labor Tribune told of a different
reality in "How Our Members Fulfill Their Pledge:"
"Watch the Knight of Labor as he goes to purchase goods; he belongs to the K. of
L., yet he never stops to look after the K. of L. stamps. He buys boots without the
label; his clothes were made in a shop by scab labor; he wears a hat without a union
label; he buys flour in non-union mills; his stove was made in prison for aught he
knows or cares; he smokes cigars made by Chinese or scab labor; he buys cotton
cloth made in mills where the notice reads, 'No Knights of Labor need apply.' He
reads, but never a labor paper; or if he reads one, borrows it from a neighbor so as
to get rid of helping to support it. He buys the newspaper that works 365 days in
the year to make a slave of him. He claims to be a good K. of L., yet never attends
the meetings or pays his dues."'^"*
After 1884, plans were frequently put forth to rekindle fraternalism. One of these involved
the formation of the Blue and Gray Association, first discussed at the 1885 Hamilton, Ontario,
General Assembly, and formally created at the 1886 Special Assembly in Cleveland. At Hamilton,
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several CivU War veterans decided to form the "Blue and Gray of the Knights of Labor," an
association "fraternal in its aims and helpful in its spirit, and kindly in its labors, and loyal to
humanity." Organizers transmuted antebeUum rhetoric into a modern appeal to fight Northern
monopoUsts. Appeals were made to aU veterans "covered by the shield of the noble order of the
Knights of Labor."^^
The Blue and Gray held annual "encampments" where delegates could gather for fraternal
purposes and discuss common problems. The 1890 encampment in Vicksburg, Mississippi, mvolved
a gathering of the 1863 battle survivors organized by the Grand Army of the RepubUc and a
celebration including fireworks, bonfires, rail and river excursions, an opera, horse races, a memorial
service, and a banquet. Veterans also camped out, held camp fires, driUed, and participated m the
mock battles. Application was even made to Congress to supply camp and garrison equipment from
Gettysburg for the event.
Much of this could be dismissed as an exercise in nostalgia were it not for several
noteworthy details. First, there is the nature of the leadership of the Blue and Gray. Much of it
came from the South where fraternal notions lingered longer. Thomas Green of Pine Bluffs,
Arkansas, was made Commander of the Association, while L. H. Streeter of Illinois was Vice
Commander, L. H. Patterson of Washington, D.C., was Adjutant, F. J. Riley of Richmond, Officer of
the Day, and Henry Buttenberge of Memphis, Officer of the Guard. One of the first organizers,
however, was District Assembly 49's Harry Taylor, a key Home Club figure and considered Victor
Drur/s loyal liege.' Another was Powderly critic Homer McGraw of Pittsburgh's powerful District
Assembly 3, who served as Quartermaster for the 1886 encampment.^^^
Apparently the Blue and Gray attracted many older Knights as well. The Powderly papers
reveal a photograph of white-haired Hugh Cavanaugh in the full dress uniform of his Arkansas
regiment. His uniform is decorated with all of his military ribbons, plus his Masonic badge.^^
Cavanaugh was an important man in the Knights of Labor, having brought several large Knights of
St. Crispin assemblies into the Knights of Labor in the early days. He later served as District Master
Workman of Cincinnati's District Assembly 48 and was elected an assistant to the General Executive
Board in 1886 with the help of the Home Club.
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The Blue and Gray also represents an attempt to add pomp to the declining ritual
practices of the Knights of Labor. By 1888, Buffalo, New York, Knights were circulating a pamphlet
entitled, "The Purposes and Essential Principles of the Knights of Labor Simplified and Explained."
This work reduced principle and ritual to a simple formulaic catechism of three questions with
one-sentence answers. ^29e^^j^
^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ „^ ^^^^^^ education of its
members," but not as a fraternal body. Notably missing from the Buffalo pamphlet is any mention of
the S.O.MA. ideal. Given that each local assembly was allowed only one Adelnhon Krnpfo. and
that the Buffalo brothers printed over 2,000 copies of the catechism, it is a reasonable assumption
that the latter directed the primary experience for most Knights in that city. This was doubtless true
elsewhere. In 1890, a Baltimore Knight complained:
"I ask myself what induced me to join the Knights of Labor. Did I receive an
application blank, read the Preamble, study it, and come to the conclusion that the
prmciples set forth in it are certain to relieve toilers? Did I know that those
measures could only be carried into effect by organization, and then conclude to
become part of that organization? Right here I discover the first defects. I never
saw an application blank, never read the preamble or constitution, and knew
nothing of the objects and aims of the Knights of Labor until I was in the order
sometime....! knew [only] that there was an assembly of varnishcrs, and finding a
member I gave him the initiation fee, and in due time was initiated. I then found
out that a committee of three was appointed on every application; that this
committee only reported on the character of the applicant, it was not considered
important to know whether he knew the objects and aims of the order or not."^"^
Though the General Executive Board continued to issue passwords, print circulars of signs
and countersigns, and revamp the AK, little was done to revive the fraternal ideal. Directives and
changes from the top more closely resembled the Buffalo model than Uriah Stephens's original
ritual. The 1891 revision of the Adelphon Kruptos was more political than ritualistic. Instead of the
mysticism of the early initiation ceremony, a candidate was asked whether he had studied and
approved of the Preamble and stood ready to "oppose monopolies, aid co-operation, assist brothers
in distress, and remain true to the obligation which you take on being admitted to membership." In
his pledge he promised the usual things associated with the S.O.MA. principle but added that he
would assist in "abolishing class privileges, monopoly in land and money, [and] the control of
railroads and telegraphs by private individuals." Likewise, the welcoming speech of the Worthy
Foreman was far less lofty; the image of the Philosopher's Stone being the sole remnant of the old
ritual. Instead, the new member was told of "trusts and combines" that "control production and
distribution," and of the need of labor to unite. ^"^^ The new AK was more of a political than
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ritual. Instead, the new member was told of "trusts and combines" that "control production and
distribution," and of the need of labor to unite.^^^ The new AK was more of a political than
fraternal document. Its tone is simUar to that of Gilded Age anti-monopoly manifestos, and the
revised AK had all the earmarks of the 1890 General Assembly decision to make the KOL into an
"independent political" entity.^"'^
Reactions to the new AK were officially positive, though circumstantial evidence suggests
many in the Order had reservations. The most enthusiastic report came from L.P. WUd, the
Recording Secretary of LA. 3408 (Washington, D.C.). Wild wrote, "I beheve that, if honestly carried
out, [the new AK] wUl mark a new era in the history of the Order. It at once raises it above the
mere trade unionism to which it was drifting and places it where I always maintained it belonged-in
the front rank of patriotic organizations and makes it an organization to which any American who
loves his country and his people may feel justly proud to belong.-^^^ yet about the time of its
release, several Knights petitioned the General Executive Board to authorize a uniformed order
within the Knights, a request more reminiscent of Masonic ritualism than political pragmatism.
Though it is difficult to assess where the clamor for a uniformed body originated, a logical
guess is from older Knights. As late as 1891, the Order still contained a number of individuals who
remembered Knighthood's early days, including a few like James L. Wright, who rejoined when the
Founders' Order collapsed. This is particularly suggested by the June, 1892, circular on "Secret
Work and Instructions," and by action taken at the General Assembly. The circular is essentially a
reissue of pre- 1882 signs in which only verbal challenges and responses are changed. More telling
still is the decision made at the GA. to re-establish the Philosopher's Stone degree that had been
abandoned in 1878. Powderl/s December circular promised it would be "conferred on those
members who propose and initiate in each Assembly the greatest number of members during the
first half of [1893]."^^
It was too late to revitalize the Order by turning back the clock, though several leaders
tried. Powderly sabotaged efforts when he held the Philosophers' Stone hostage during his 1893
squabbles with John Hayes, DA. 49, J.R. Sovereign, and others that finally resulted in his ouster as
Master Workman. When removed, Powderly took the Philosopher's Stone information with him and
the Order didn't recover it until the 1894 General Assembly expelled him.
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it did little to breathe new life mto the decaying Knights of Labor. Coming fuU circle, the 1895 GA.
added the Archeon degree, in homage to the original work of Uriah Stephens. But the same GA.
reinstated Victor Drury to the Knights and refused to seat Daniel DeLeon. The time had passed for
the Knights to recapture the spirit of 1869. The Knights of Labor may have nmnbered as few as
17,000 members by late 1895, when the Washington, D.C. delegates unseated DeLeon and
condemned socialism. Half of those members left the Order with DeUon.^^^
The final act was played at the 1896 Rochester General Assembly when General Master
Workman James Sovereign returned the Knights of Labor to total secrecy. The AK was revised yet
again and both the vow and religious metaphors were restored. It was appropriate that Rochester
was the site for this action, sbce that city had produced Knights who flirted with earher attempts to
reestabUsh secrecy, such as the Improved Order of Advanced Knights of Labor (1883-84), the
Independent Knights of Labor (1884), and the Provisional Order of the Knights of Labor (1887).
Predictably, a new degree order, the Minutemen, was created. Long-time Powderly foe, Henry
Hicks of DA. 49, served a few terms as General Master Workman until 1902, when John Hayes
assumed total control of the Order. It was Hayes, an ex-Home Clubber, who put the national body
to rest in 1917.
Conclusion
By 1884, Terence Powderly had won the battle over secrecy and ritual change, but at a
great cost. Growth began, but long-sought-after peace with the Catholic church was not
forthcoming. Furthermore, Powderly had forced some of the old guard, hke Theodore Cuno and
PJ. McGuire, out of the Order where they became harsh critics, and he strengthened the resolve of
others to resist his will. Tensions still ran high and in a showdown with Victor Drury, Powderly
crumbled. After five years of plotting, the Home Club gained control of the Knights and Powderly
opted to cooperate and maintain his office until he could launch a counterplot and re-seize power.
Powderly did not rid himself of the Home Club until 1889, and when he did, he was back
where he had been in 1882. Powderly retained his office, but powerful, organized opposition dogged
his flanks on the Order's left and right wings. Even his friends were ephemeral; in 1893 John Hayes
and Thomas McGuire changed sides again and toppled Powderly from the G.M.W.'s seat. The only
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"winner" from the internecine strife was Hayes, a man hungry for personal power. By 1889 he had it,
and it was Hayes, not Powderly, who really controlled the Knights of Labor after 1888. The
casualties were many. Victory over Jay Gould in 1885 led to an influx of men and women who had
little idea of what it meant to be a Knight of Labor and even fewer opportunities to find out. The
assault of organized capital thinned KOL ranks before indoctrination could take place, but the Home
Club-controlled Executive Board generated precious few ideas on how to stop the erosion. Could a
return to pre-1882 ritual practices have reversed the Knights's slide? Probably not, but it is clear
that the Order needed something to bond its remaining members. As fraternal armor came
unhinged, Powderl/s pious pronouncements and the Home Club's insidious plots were a poor
substitute. The erosion of fraternal ideals contributed to the Knights' decline by robbing the Order
of a mechanism which might have been useful in cementing its competing factions.
The fraternal ritual of the pre-1882 years was designed to reinforce the Order's dogma and
doctrines. Because it held ideals as diverse as cooperation, the abolition of the wage system,
universal brotherhood, government ownership of utilities and transportation, and personal moral
reform, the KOL required a powerful glue to fuse ideology and practice. Uriah Stephens Hnked
public policy and private morality in the Knights' Mason-inspired ritual. Destroying wage slavery, in
such a paradigm, could be equated with "manhood," as trade unionism could be linked with
"universal brotherhood," or S.O.M.A. with practical Christianity. The ideal Knight was temperate,
honest, chivalrous, chaste, patriotic, producerist, and a unionist. A man who would abandon his wife
or fail to pay his rent was just as much an enemy of humanity as a monopolist, a rum seller, or a
speculator. Knighthood called its adherents to "something grandcr...something more noble."
Though Powderly longed for the Knights to be a mass movement, no national organization
can long survive without a coherent sense of its own purpose. Rapid growth led to profound
turnover in membership, leaving pre-1882 Knights a distinct minority. This entailed a necessary
change in tactics that, in turn, led to a flattening of Knight culture on the national level.
Fraternalism might have been replaced by class "solidarity," but Powderly was too conservative for
this and could only flirt with radicalism, never seriously court it. The Home Club's problem was
precisely the opposite. Men like Drury, Taylor, and Quinn knew how to turn a revolutionary phrase
and appeal to class solidarity, but showed little ability to administer an organization. They showed
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or ruin"
even less patience and tolerance towards those who disagreed with them and adopted a "rule
philosophy that made a mockery of their own rhetoric.
It is ironic that national Knight culture began to erode at the same time local and district
cultures became richer. Scarcely an issue of the 1885-87 Journal of UnifeH T .h.. failed to note the
founding of a new paper, the construction of a new assembly hall, the opening of a reading room,
the estabUshment of a cooperative, or Knight participation in parades, picnics, and demonstrations.
Yet the very success of the Knights locaUy began to expose weaknesses in its overall structure.
Internal feuds within Knighthood's highest ranks weakened leadership's ability to educate the
rank-and-file concerning the KOL's central beliefs and practices. As education faltered, local
assembUes innovated. The net effect was atomization. When locals looked at Knights outside their
locals, they were Ukely to see their differences rather than their common Knighthood.
Powderly continued to communicate with members as though fraternal structures were still
in place. His support of trendy moral causes continued and he used the Journal of United T ahnr to
exhort members to follow his lead. Yet, cut off from the socializing influence of ritual and the
reinforcement of fraternalism, rank-and-file showed little inclination to respond to Powderl/s
preaching. Though a few letters to the Journal of United Labor still congratulated the G.M.W. for
his bold moral stances, more spoke of local concerns like wages, strikes, lockouts, benefits, parades,
picnics, and dances. "Knighthood" became harder to define when applied beyond one's own domain.
No longer did a member in Minneapolis assume his experience was similar to that of a "brother" in
Buffalo.
Powderly was correct in his assertion that the Knights had to become public if they hoped
to have a wide social impact, but he severed too quickly the cord linking secrecy and fraternalism.
Though the Knights wrote a new ritual, Otherds very little evidence that they practiced it. The
post-1882 KOL attracted more members, but lacked the means to keep them. In the end, the
Knights paid for their ephemeral success. The Knights of Labor sought solidarity in the mid 1880s
but never found it. The Adelphon Kruptos was revised numerous times until, in its 1891 form, the
mystical fraternal language of the past had given way to the sanitized language of labor reformism.
No longer would the novitiate confront powerful symbolic ritual; the new AKs printed a diagram
showing exactly where everyone should stand. Religious metaphors were nowhere to be found.
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The Knights had been founded as a marriage between fraternaUsm and trade unionism and
their offspring was a rich national culture which paciHed the Order's various factions. After 1882,
the Home Club assaulted trade unionism while Powderly sacrificed fraternalism in order to build a
mass movement. \c Knights moved from the wider vision of the secret period-grounded in
rehgion, repubUcanism, trade unionism and morality, and cemented by fratemalism-to a reformist
perspective for which many industrial workers had less and less use. In the secret period, Knight
assembUes tended to be both fraternal and trade unionist, with existing groups of ship carpenters,
shoemakers, and glass workers being chartered intact as local assemblies. If the new Knight
leadership had an overall vision of what the Order should be, it was poorly articulated, and was
unclear to the rank-and-file who pursued their own visions on the local level. Stephens had not
valued the mixed assemblies which the Home Club-controlled Powderly praised; in other words, a
"brotherhood" of toilers implied adherence to an understanding of "Knighthood," not a structural
arrangement. Powderly made a sense of moral worth into a bureaucracy that betrayed itself.
Stripped of fraternalism. Knight factions came to the fore and helped consume the organization. In
1882, the Knights of Labor buried more than its founder.
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CHAPTER 3
STORM THE FORT: THE KNIGHTS OF LABOR IN SONG
"Toiling millions now are weiking,
See them marching on;
All the tyrants now are shaking,
Ere their power is gone.
Storm the fort, ye Knights of Labor,
Battle for your cause;
Equal rights for every neighbor,
Down with tyrant laws!
Lazy drones steal all the honey
From hard labor's hives;
Bankers control the nation's money
And destroy your lives.
Chorus
Do not load the workman's shoulder
With an unjust debt;
Do not let the rich bondholder
Live by blood and sweat.
Chorus
Why should those who fought for freedom
Wear old slavery's chains?
Workingmen will quickly break them
When they use their brains.
Chorus"^
In 1887, Frances Willard wrote to Terence V. Powderly with "something that has been on
my mind for some time." Why is it, she wondered, that the "Knights have no songs of their own? I
think they will get on better if they can march to music and so suggest to you."^ Mrs. Willard need
not have worried, for "Storm the Fort" was already one of the best known songs of the 19th century.
Mrs. Willard worried that her advice might sound "trivial," but reiterated that she thought music was
important. In fact, few Knights of Labor would have dismissed her suggestion as trivial.
Music was and remains an important mstrument for any mass movement, a fact that
folklorists have been quicker to realize than historians. The Knights' singing tradition was as old as
the Order itself and a published songbook was in existence at the time of Mrs. Willard's letter. In
1953, when John Greenway was collecting material for what would become his seminal American
Folksongs of Protest , he noted, "In labor these days everybody sings, from the teacher to the
domestic worker."*' He was quick to add, however, that singing was part of a tradition as much as it
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was a result of recent gains in the labor movement. He saw aU American labor songs as part of an
unbroken chain that began with 18th century artisans who themselves drew upon far older European
examples. In Greenwa/s analysis, folksongs of protest were a logical reaction to oppressions real or
imagined, and gave composer and singer alike an outlet for frustration, and hope that something
might be done to improve their lot.
The Knights of Labor was one of the links in Greenwa/s unbroken chain. It inherited a
rich social protest tradition from groups such as the Philadelphia carpenters. New England textile
operatives, the Ten-Hour Movement, the Greenback Labor Party, and the Grand Eight-Hour
League. The Knights improved upon its inheritance and bequeathed a richer trove to such
movements as the Populists, trade unions, the Industrial Workers of the World, and the Congress of
Industrial Organizations. Though the KOL left few specific songs or tunes, the Knights of Labor
kept alive the tradition of social protest singing. Mrs. Willard thought KOL songs were rare
because she looked for them in the wrong place. As president of the Women's Christian
Temperance Union she was used to equating organizations with their central administrative offices
and thus addressed her remarks to Powderly, the KOL's General Master Workman. She would have
done better to visit her local assembly hall. As I have shown in the previous chapters, internal
conflicts and conspiracies within the KOL's General Executive Board weakened its ability to control
districts and locals. Just as the latter often charted independent paths, they also evolved their own
cultural forms. Though old-style Knight ritual behavior declined, local cultures often became denser.
KOL music, like the ritual, was mostly an internal form of expression. It emerged during a time in
which many Knights were barely literate. Like ritual, music could be memorized, but it thrived after
the Order abandoned secrecy in 1882 and moved into written form. By the 1880s, KOL songs could
be found in songsters (songbooks) and on the pages of its journals.
If music is so important, why have few historians followed John Greenwa/s lead? Singing
is an ephemeral form of expression that is difficult to assess quantitatively. Who sang? How many
joined in the chorus? As Philip Foner observed, very few 19th century labor songs found their way
into 20th century songsters. Further, since publications like the National Labor Tribune printed few
songs, most scholars have naturally turned their attention to the strikes, boycotts, and reform
agitations that do appear.'* Music gets ignored because few historians have the folklorists' ear for
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musical tradition. It is a mistake to focus narrowly on content and ignore context. Foner is correct;
few 19th century labor songs sui^ved intact into the 20th century. But persistence of a specific text
is not nearly so important as continuations of style, form, and tradition.
The Knights of Labor saw music as a tool for popularizing its broad vision. If the National
Labor Tribune printed few songs, Knights' journals compensated by printbg dozens. Organizations
like the Knights, trade unions, and Populists the torch of social protest burning^ Social protest
music provided Knights with a psychological outlet for their bitterness. The very act of singing with
others was one of community-buildmg and suggested possibilities for a better future. Personal and
collective anger, defiance, fear, and oppression could be redirected against aristocratic enemies in
ways that diffused the seeming hopelessness of the present. John Steinbeck observed that happy
people seldom sing protest songs.^ He was right, but all who sing them are probably better off for
the experience.
The Knights of Labor was not aware, of course, that its legacy would be to keep the social
protest singing tradition alive; the songs were sung in the expectation that the dawn of Knighthood
would soon appear on the horizon. KOL songs became folksongs only after the Order declined and
died. At the time, the Knights used music for practical as well as social reasons. In other words,
music had function beyond mere entertainment.
It should be reiterated that most Knights of Labor singing was done in the assembly, not in
pubUc. The Adelphon Kruptos provided places in the opening and closing ceremonies for the
playing of a "symphony" and/or the singing of "appropriate odes."^ Most commonly, KOL songs sing
the praises of the Order itself. On the surface, songs about Knighthood have little to do with social
protest traditions. Knighthood was never confined to the walls of the assembly hall, however.
Knights often sang their own praises in one breath and expressed opinions on capitalism, patriotism,
religion, temperance, and class solidarity in the next.
Joe Glazer, a contemporary composer and collector of labor songs, once opined that 99%
of workers don't sing at all unless there is a strike.^ Glazer is wrong; the Knights of Labor sang
even when no cataclysmic events like strikes or boycotts loomed. In fact, very few of the songs I
unearthed deal with specific events. Most songs tended to universalize rather than mention specific
cases. Thus generalized oppression is a common theme, whereas direct mentions of tyrants such as
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Jay Gould or Henry Clay Frick are rare. The solution to generalized oppression was equally vague
and is best summed up by the word "solidarity."
After 1885, songs were very important for Knights' organizers since the explosion of growth
meant that ideas and principles had to be imparted quickly to new members; the ritual was far too
complex and unwieldy to accompUsh that task. In its place, music helped communicate KOL
ideology to members. Phillips Thompson's Labor Reform Snn^.r.r was advertised as a "Uberal
education upon economic questions set to popular and stirring airs."^ Most of the Order's principles
were found in its songs, as were a few ideas that violated official positions.
An organization that placed employers in mixed assembhes with their employees could
never fully adopt the language of class struggle, but it did not ignore it either.^^ Knights of Labor
songs are often curious juxtapositions of conservative reformism, Victorian sentimentality, and a
stu-ring call to arms. The split is, of course, consistent with the ideological diversity found in the
Order, but occasionally it is hard to teU if the Knights are singing of a Utopia where workers control
all, or merely of a more equitable form of capitalism.
Solidarity was an ideal, and both rhetoric and practice sometimes contradicted it.
Rhetorically, solidarity was still equated with universal brotherhood, but the Order contained
thousands of socialists, anarchists, and communists who rejected the very idea of compromise with
capitaUsts. Officially, the Knights of Labor opposed its own left-wing, but it was purged only
selectively, just as the Knights' Executive Board issued statements upholding the common interests
between the KOL and trade unions while waging war on them in practice. But again, legacies and
behaviors can be separated. If the Knights of Labor failed to live by its own lofty principles--and
what organization does?--it nonetheless suggested working class solidarity as a possibility to be
considered. It turned out to be an enduring idea for many. Samuel Gompers, P. J. McGuire, Mary
"Mother" Jones, and Daniel DeLeon all once sang in Knights of Labor assemblies, A final
introductory note is needed on the structure of KOL songs. The best social protest songs are usually
the simplest and most direct. Labor songs are a form of propaganda in which the message is
central. Musical and lyrical sophistication is unimportant; by critical standards, most KOL lyrics are
bad poetry, and most tunes either dreadful or borrowed. The most common structural device is a
simple pairing of complements or opposites, and the most popular theme is that of the Knights
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themselves. In most of these, Knighthood is linked with positive virtues like brotherhood, manliness,
material gain, spiritual enlightemnent, or national regeneration. Another theme is capitalist
oppression of producers, one always unfavorably contrasted with worker virtue. The popular theme
of solidarity is closely related to that of oppression, with soUdarity usuaUy twimied with a promised,
but vague, "victory." There are also several genres that employ negative contrasts; two of the most
common are those that set up true "ChrisUans" or "patriots" opposite those who falsely appropriate
those titles.
Knights in Pur<;iiit of the Grail
Knights of Labor sang and published songsters, though the latter are seldom appreciated.
The best-known Knights' song book is The Labor Reform Songster collected and composed by
Ontario reformer Phillips Thompson in 1892, and pubhshed by the Journal of the Knights of Labor
printing office. Though occasionaUy cited, it is not a terribly impressive collection. Thompson's
composed pieces were of a generic reform nature, and only Tom O'Reilly's "Song of the Proletaire"
and the popular Robert Burns composition "A Man's a Man for a' That" would Ukely have been sung
outside of Ontario. Of the 29 songs, 20 of them were Thompson originals, though 14 of them used
familiar tunes from hymns and popular songs. Ironically, not a single song even mentions the
Knights of Labor by name, though several are obvious plagiarisms of older songs in which Knights
once figured prominently.^^
Though not very well known, there were at least two other songsters used by the Knights:
J. D. Tallmadge's Labor Songs Dedicated to the Knights of Labor (1886), and Mons Samuel
"Monssini" Baker's The Songs of Monssini (1889).^^ Tallmadge was from Chicago and was one of
the many printers who belonged to the Knights of Labor, while Baker worked out of Minneapolis
and was probably more dedicated to self-promotion than to the Knights. Both men issued songsters
of far greater quality than Thompson's.
Tallmadge's work was unabashedly laudatory and opens with an extract from an undated
Powderly circular:
"As an Order, we have a higher mission to serve than the forming of a political
party. Anyone reading our principles will see that, while we are seeking reforms
that must in some instances come through the ballot box, yet by far the highest
motive that concerns us is the education of the masses to the point where they will
fully see and know not only their own wrongs and degradation, but see a full and
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Pu^^'^T' '"^ ^^^h will see clearlylor himself m his own way, the only path that leads to liberty and equality."^^
His songster had only three new songs, two written by his wife Emily. The remaining 26 songs all
used familiar tunes, and he included labor standards such as "Labor's Ninety and Nine," and "The
Workingmen's Marseillaise." Tallmadge's small booklet sold for 10 cents, and the cover was
emblazoned with the exhortation "Sing, Brothers Sing!".
Monssini Baker did not differentiate original from familiar songs in his collection, though
there were several of the latter, including "Workingmen's Marseillaise" and two assembly odes. His
work frequently evokes the Knights of Labor, and the songs touch on many of the Order's principles
by name. Baker was a reformer in the Powderly vein; that is, he had a penchant for causes of all
sorts. His song topics explore issues such as temperance, women's suffrage, elections, and Irish
Home Rule. The last song in the booklet is entirely in German. It is difficult to say how many
copies of Baker's work circulated, but it did go into a second edition.
There were numerous other songwriters whose work appears in Knights of Labor journals
or the Powderly papers. One of the more popular songwriter/poets was A. J. H. Duganne, a man
sometimes credited with making the first collection of American labor songs. Powderly claimed that
Duganne gave him a copy of his Fellowship Songs in 1878, shortly before the latter's death.
Duganne claimed that only 200 copies of his songster were printed as his publisher was unnerved by
its radical content. Duganne poems and songs were especially prominent in the Journal of United
Labor from 1880-1884. In addition, each district seemed to spawn its own songwriters, such as Tom
O'Reilly in New York (before he came to Philadelphia to work for the Journal of United Labort .
Arthur and Charles Cheesewright in Denver, and George McNeill in Boston.
In correspondence with Elizabeth Balch in 1914, Powderly revealed something of Knights
of Labor singing. To Ms. Balch he wrote:
"In the early days of the Knights of Labor, many a man poured out his heart in
songs about the rights and wrongs of labor....No one member was selected to sing
alone; all joined in; someone led, of course, but we all tried to sing and if all didn't
do it right the volume of sound enabled us to escape detection and, being a
forgiving lot of mortals, no effort was ma(* ^ tc ferret out and punish the offenders
against harmony."
He added that new songs were always tried out on him and editorialized, "Some of these songs were
excellent, some good, others indifferent, many atrocious." He admitted destroying some, "the law
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intervening between the poets and well merited punishment, [I] burned a few instead of their guilty
authors."^^
Not only did Powderly receive unsoUcited songs, he also had zealous minions like Tom
O'Reilly who forwarded pieces that caught then- fancy. On several occasions O'ReUly wrote to
advise that he had heard a "stirring song" that he intended to forward as soon as it was pubUshed.!*^
There was also plenty of advice Uke that of Emma Willard. "Caractus" of Altoona, Pemisylvania,
wrote to teU Powderly the Order needed a song about scabs: "Why not have the 'Scabs' March?' Let
EUa Brooks or any other march composer get out [the march]. It should become more
popular...than the 'Rogues' March.' I trust that some political and musical genius may consider this
matter and carry it out."^^
Music was an integral part of assembly meetings on all levels. Several assemblies,
including three in Toledo, at least one in Baltimore, and the all-female Helping Hand Assembly
(LA. 3684) of Marlboro, Massachusetts, had glee clubs, and many assemblies had their own bands.
Special meetings employed even more than the usual complement of music prescribed by the
Adelphon Kruptos
.
An 1884 Knights of Labor reception held in BurUngton, Iowa, included five
musical mterludes and solos from a quartet of local Knights.^* An 1886 meeting in Murphysboro,
Illinois, was opened to the entire community, a rare, but by no means singular, event. Before
settling down to listen to a two-hour lecture, a choir led all in the singing of "Hold the Fort, Ye
Knights of Labor."^^
Knights of Labor General Assemblies traditionally closed with a song. Apparently, no
particular song was used until the 1887 GA., when O'Reilly unveiled his "Song of the Proletaire,"
also known as "If We Will, We Can Be Free." O'Reilly is reputed to have had a fine singing voice,
and the song became a minor sensation. Both Powderly and the Journal of United Labor were
besieged by requests for it. The first verse of this song proclaims:
"Base oppressors, cease your slumbers,
Listen to a people's cry,
Hark! uncounted, countless numbers
Swell the peal of agony;
Lo from Labor's sons and daughters,
In the depths of misery.
Like the rush of many waters,
Comes the cry 'We will be free,'
Comes the cry, 'We will be free."'*^^
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O'Reill/s subsequent verses proclaim the rights on which labor bases it demands: by "our children's
charter," by the Tire within our veins," by "each true-seeking martyr/By our own tears, our groans,
our pains," and by the laws of "nature and liberty." Defiantly it warns "tyrants" to "quail" and
threatens aU "base oppression," warning, "That a people ripe for glory,/Are determined to be
free."2l O'ReiUy wrote the song in the early 1870s, but did not bother to copyright it untU 1887. On
October 1, 1887, the song appeared on the front page of the Journal ofIWdT ..hor complete with
musical score. It was used again at the 1888 MinneapoUs General Assembly, and was by then
referred to as the "Convention Ode." More requests led the Journal to reprint it on December 6,
1888, and numerous times after that. By 1891 a Journal reprint noted that it was "traditionally" sung
to close the GA. and that Knights gathered at Toledo in 1891 had faithfully done so."
Despite the popularity of "Song of the Proletaire," it was more of a show piece for the
Order and never dislodged "Storm the Fort" in popularity, nor did it supplant local assembly
favorites. The Adelphon Kruptos did not specify which songs were to be sung when opening and
closing an LA., only that they be "appropriate."^ Appropriateness was left for locals to decide,
though the Knights of LA. 1626 of Ottumwa, Iowa provided its ode in an 1881 letter to the Journal
of United Labor and it was widely emulated. Sung to the tune of "O That Will Be Joyful," the
Ottumwa ode was rich in references to ideal knighthood:
"Once more within the sacred veil,
Our hearts in union sweet.
Let each one strive in peace to work-
No discord may we meet.
May social love prevail.
To give us harmony;
That right may triumph over wrone
When labor shall be free."
By picturing the assembly as a haven of harmony, the Ottumwa ode evokes the Stephens model of
fraternalism.
Even more explicit is the opening ode used by Kansas Knights;
"Knights of Labor, all fraternal,
Meet we here for mutual help;
Guarded each by tru and justice,
All our thoughts are not on self;
For the ones who hold the power
Rob us of our every need.
Needy brothers all around us,
Suffering from old Shylock's greed.
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Hear the pleadings of the workers,
As they toil from day to day;
Let it be our aim and object
To drive the hungry wolf away;
Extending to our toiling brothers,
Everywhere a helpmg hand.
Give protection to the workers,
Needy ones all o*er the land."^
This song was ahnost certainly composed to reinforce the notion of mutual assistance from the
all-important S.O.MA. principle. It is much more fraternal than many of the opening odes. The
Pioneer Assembly in Colorado, for example, was more overtly poUtical and sang, to the tune of
"America," "To elevate humanity/Our end and aim shall be/To break the shackles from their
hmbs/And set the wage slaves free/'^^ A few of the odes were on the banal side. The ode from
Songs of Monssini is sung to the tune of "Auld Lang Syne" and contains trite lines such as:
"Once more the hour of duty calls,
Our station to fulfill;
Sunshine or rain whatever befalls,
Naught can resist good will.
Let songs and music fill the air.
Let words of earnest ring,
Twill make our trials seem more fair
Our cause will triumph bring.""^^
Not only are Baker's rhymes forced, but the sentiments are more Victorian than working class.
Several assemblies had other musical intervals in the ritual. Both the Knights of Beatrice,
Nebraska, and those of East Saginaw, Michigan, had initiation odes. The latter not only welcomed
the initiate, but also musically advised him that he was among "MEN" and that "honor's work is
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here." How many of the dozens of songs about the Knights of Labor were sung in locals is difficult
to say, but many locals reported joyous singing during their meetings.
Closing odes, frequently sentimental, were sung at the end of meetings. The 1881
Ottumwa closing ode appealed to both fraternal brotherhood and to God, "who knows each
heart/Who has ever been our friend," and will free workers from oppression."^ Monssini Baker's
ode reminded members that their meeting united hearts "as one" and that, "Our sacred pledge is
strengthened/Our duties lighter grow...." It then implored workers to return to their homes and
work to make them "fair," a goal for which they would collectively strive: "Then pledged to one
another,/Our course we will pursue./Here each one meets as brother,/Nor elsewhere proves
untrue."^^
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There were myriad other songs whose major theme was the nature of the Knights of
Labor. These were mostly sung m the assembly hall, and occasionally at picnics, parades, and rallies.
Rarely were these songs aired during a strike. Most such songs discuss various aspects of the
Order's principles, or symboUcally evoke the experience of Knighthood. A few relate aspects of the
Order's history. "The Noble Knights of Labor" contains lines such as, Tn the year of sixty-nine they
commenced to faU in line/The great Knights, the noble Knights of Labor." The chorus notes the
medieval chivalric traditions upon which Knighthood rested, "Like the good old Knights of old, they
cannot be bought or sold," and credits the Order's founder with its high principles: "U.S. Stephens
was the man this great order once began/ The great Knights, the noble Knights of Labor/And he
started what they say is the strongest band today/The great Knights, the noble Knights of
Labor/Bless the mind that gave them birth, they're the finest men on earth."^^ Labor poet Gerald
Massey also evoked medieval ideals in his "The Chivalry of Labour." After declaring in the opening
verse, "We fight! but bear no bloody brand,/We fight to free our Fatherland," Massey ended his song
with a vision of the future that harks back to the past:
"Work, Brothers mine; work, hand and brain;
We'll win the Golden Age again;
And Love's Millennial morn shall rise
In happy hearts and blessed eyes.
Hurrah! hurrah! true Knights are we
In Labour's lordlier chivalry.""^^
The Knights' vision of the future was usually vague in their songs, and seldom got more
specific than references to a coming "Golden Age" for labor such as that found in Masse/s
composition. Even the timing of the new age was a matter of disagreement. In 1885 Charles
Mackay wrote, There's a good time coming, boys,/A good time coming;/We may not live to sec the
day,/But the earth shall glisten in the ray/Of the good lime coming."*^^ Yet in 1886, Eugene Geary
announced the new era had already begun. His song, "The March of Labor," was one of the more
popular labor songs of the day. Geary's opening verse proclaimed,
"Hurrah! the dawn is breaking;
Ye toiling hearts arise;
Tne despots now are quaking
Hear not their frantic cries?
Too long they've on us trampled;
White slaves oppressed we were;
The galling chain
We'll rend in twain
And gain our victory.
March, march, march.
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From sea to rolling sea;
Ten million strong we'll march along
To labor's victory."'^
Despite the Knights' fuzzy notions of the future, their songs should not be dismissed as the
ramblings of impractical Utopians. Though a causal Hnk is doubtful, the language of Knights of
Labor Utopian songs is simUar to that found m antebeUum slave songs. Like the latter, Knight songs
looked forward to a future victory that resembled the second coming of Christ and the 1,000 year
reign of peace that would ensue after He toppled the enemies of righteousness. In the true fraternal
spirit, songwriters even encouraged Knights to defer gratification of their own needs in order to
hasten the arrival of the new age. The vision and advice, if naive, were useful sedatives that soothed
present despair and rallied spirits to continue the fight for a belter future.^^
If the Knights of Labor was unsure of the future, it was more clear about what needed to
be done immediately. Many Knights' songs exhort members to organize. In "Come, Brothers,
Come," organizing is equated with manliness: "Come rally, noble Knights of Labor/Come forth and
prove your manliness;/No longer more, in spite your toiling/Live in starvation and distress.*'^^ If
organization was universal, labor's enemies would fall. Kansas Knight Francis Goodwin expressed
this in "Knights of Labor Song,"
"Ye valiant Knights of Labor, rise.
Unfurl your banners to the skies.
And go to work and organize.
Until the world is won.
See the lordly nabobs quake.
See the politicians shake,
Labor now is wide awake,-
Justice will be done.""^^
Subsequent verses advise workers to overcome their poverty and ignore opposition from the press,
false preachers, and politicians; organized, united, and "outraged labor" would indeed "get her due."
The universality of labor's cause was a favorite ploy to encourage membership in the
Knights of Labor. In a variant form of Geary's "The March of Labor," Marlboro, Massachusetts,
Knights sang of how the Order battled oppressors for all toilers, a fight identified with "true
K-ighthood" three times during the song. Thomas Leahy of Keene, New Hampshire, was even
more explicit. In a long song composed to the tune of "Rally Round the Flag" and forwarded to
Fowderly for an opinion on copyrighting, Leahy's composition begins,
"Come join the K. of L. boys,
amidst the toiling swain.
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All men and women who labor,
Come join the K. of L.,
from Oregon to Maine,
For the wrongs and the rights of labor,
Labor forever hurrah! boys, hurrah!
For the life of the nation and prop of the law,
And we'll rise it to that station where no man' can draw
Millions from our labor, hurrah! boys, hurrah!"^^
Leahy's next five verses outline all of the foes against which labor struggled-greedy capitalists,
bankers, brokers, usurers, landlords-and strongly put forth the message that labor could not hope to
win against such foes if not organized in the Knights of Labor. Will H. Minnich was even more
eloquent in his "Organize the Hosts of Labor." The first verse repeats the theme of universal
organization, while the last is specific to the Knights of Labor:
"Organize the hosts of labor
In one common brotherhood,
He who drives the locomotive
And the one who turns the sod;
Those who dig the dusky diamonds,
And produce the shining gold.
Those in factory and in workshop,
Bring them to this shepherd's fold.
Give them through united effort,
Organize and drill with care
In the tactics of our Order
Knighthood teaches everywhere.
Moving on in one direction.
Labor's cause to guard and guide.
By the wise and wholesome council
Each assembly shall provide."^^
Minnich sounded a theme that the Order officially trumpeted--the assembly as educator of
labor-and the same one Tallmadge chose for the dedication page of his songster. Knights of Labor
songwriters often put the Order's principles into verse. Mrs. Bulah Brinton, one of the few female
songwriters of the Knights, mentioned several in her "All Hail Labor Knights!!!," including the
boycott: "They came not with dynamite, with sabre or with shot;/Nor weapons of plunder or of
carnage have they got./Just labor's defence is the peaceful boy-cott." She also mentions the
organization of women and the fight for the eight-hour day: "Fair ladies of honor come crown these
brave Knights./God help them to gain men and women their just rights./The eight hour law, for the
day, and workmen's nights."^^ Budd Harris added the familiar claim that Knights sought that which
is "just" and "fair," though his song, printed on a card for distribution, contained the contradictory
position on wages which the Knights never resolved:
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They ask nothing wrong you can plainly see,
All that they demand is but fair,
A lesson the/11 teach with me you'll agree.
To every purse-proud millionaire.
Fair wages they want, fair wages they'U get.
Good tempered they wage all their fights.
Success to the cause may the sun never set
On each brave Assembly of Knights."^^
It is hard to know what "success" would be concerning wages, since the Knights of Labor flip-flopped
on that issue so often. For much of its history it officially called for the aboUtion of the wage system
while rhetorically demanding a "just" wage and frequently engaging m strikes and boycotts over that
question.
Perhaps it is too much to expect consistency and ideological purity in songs about the
Knights of Labor. Given that the Order's General Executive Board never resolved its internal
disagreements, it is unrealistic to expect individual songwriters to have done so. Besides, songs
about the Knights were not really about specifics as much as they were about labor's precarious
position in GUded Age society. Knight songwriters reminded those already in the Order of that fact,
and proclaimed to those outside that the Knights of Labor offered hope for those who wished to
better their lot. More than anything else, these songs waged a war against degradation and stoic
resignation by proudly upholding the ideal of an alternative culture for those who would join the
good fight. In the musical world view of the Knights of Labor, "true Knighthood" is a synonym for
all of life's positive virtues and the only hope that individuals or the nation had against those who
would cheapen the dignity of each.
Chivalry Versus Tyrannv
Knights of Labor songs are often about oppression. Many of these songs fail to mention
the Order by name, their purpose being to educate workers concerning their common plight. Often
songs of oppression are infused with Victorian sentimentality as in "Only a Crust of Bread:"
"Give me a crust of bread mother;
Only a crust of bread.
'Twill serve to help you think of me.
Think of me when I'm dead.
I'm starving mother, the life I've left
May last a day or two
If I can get a crust of bread,
A crust to carry me through.""^^
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True to formula, the child dies as the mother has no bread to feed him. The tragedy reaches its
soppy climax with a short lament from the mother and her assurance that her son will go to heaven
where "rich and poor do meet" and where "all the same price get."
At a glance, "Only a Crust of Bread" looks Uke fluff and drivel. But it is a mistake to
dismiss such efforts as a surrender to mawkish Victorianism. In fact, Knight songwriters
appropriated bourgeois sentiment and language in order to challenge prevailing social conditions.
"Only a Crust of Bread" is similar in tone to "factory girl" Fiction which had been a staple of popular
periodicals since the 1870s. But whereas abused factory operatives are always rescued in Victorian
novels-usually by a middle class suitor who sets things aright in the nick of time-no such happy
ending is in sight in the song. "Only a Crust of Bread" is about injustices using the oppressor's own
language and style."*^
Denver's Charles Cheesewright also attacked Victorianism on its own terms. In "The
Factory Girl," Cheesewright drew upon formulas dating from the early 1800s and set the lyrics to the
tune of the parlor piece standard 'The Orphan Boy." The song takes up the plight of a young girl
who declares, "I am a poor Httle factory girl/I toil from early morn to night;/My sisters and brothers
do the same/For us the factory is aught but bright." As the piece unfolds, one learns that she has
been reduced to penury as her father was displaced by a machine and her mother died in the very
factory in which the girl now labors: "My poor, dear mother sank at last,/The factory lord heard not
her moan,/But into wealth he still does coin/Our lives, our flesh, our blood, our bones."^^
Not ail of Cheesewright's songs were this banal; in fact, he was noted for his sense of
humor as in "The Hurrah Wagon," a satire on drinking. The Hurrah Wagon was the nickname given
to the police van that collected drunks and deposited them in the local lockup. Cheesewright wryly
noted there was a class component to the wagon, however:
"But if a dude or banker
Gets out upon a tear,
And raises Ned upon the street
The wagon isn't there;
A copper takes him gently home,
Next day the papers state.
Lord Vere de Vere was overcome
By the sun's extreme heat."'^
Charles Cheesewright, a member of Denver's anarcho-socialist Rocky Mountain Social
League, chose his lyrics and music carefully. 'The Factory Girl" is an irreverent parody of middle
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class sentimentalism, while The Hurrah Wagon" was a tongue-in-cheek swipe at Powderly. Alcohol
was the subject of the latter song at a time in which Terence Powderly was at the peak of his
temperance ranting. By 1887 Joseph R. Buchanan and Burnette Haskell, past and present editors of
The Labor Enquirer
,
the paper in which "The Hurrah Wagon" appeared, were bitter enemies of
Powderly and the Home Club. In May, 1887, Powderly had to go to Denver to answer a hst of
charges drawn up by Denver Knights. Cheesewright's satirical httle ditty on worker binges no doubt
appealed to Haskell as another way to irritate the morahstic Powderly.
Each of the three extant Knights of Labor songsters carried songs of class oppression.
TaUmadge's 1886 work included songs deaUng with bondholders, bankers, anti-greenbackers, false
pohticians, and assorted other villains. In these songs, salvation from tyranny came from chivalrous
Knights of Labor, not middle class do-gooders. In "Our Battle Song," would-be oppressors are
thwarted when they see "How the mighty host advances/Labor leads the van/The Knights are
raUying by the thousands/On the labor plan." Likewise, greenbacks and sound currency triumph
over bondholders and corrupt pohticians when "Labor and true Knighthood reign."^"^
One song, "The Runaway Banker," is an especially curious piece. Written in quasi-black
dialect, it tells of a banker who has long oppressed the locals but has fled town since the Knights of
Labor came. Whether it was actually sung by blacks, or was an attempt at racist humor is difficult to
assess. The dialect is certainly not accurate, but it is plausible that Tailmadge may have collected the
song and put it in a form he thought was correct. The drinking and vandahsm mentioned could
imply racism or could simply be themes of sweet revenge, but the following lyric implies that the
Knights of Labor stood ready to save misguided workers from the self-imposed tyranny of alcohol:
"De victims are so lonesome libbin
In de log house on de lawn,
Day move dar tings to Banker's parlor
For to keep it while he's gone.
Dar's wine and cider in de kitchen,
An de victims dey got some;
I s'pose dey^U all be confiscated
When de Knights of Labor come."^^
The most important song included in the Tailmadge collection was "Labor's Ninety and
Nine," one of the most-familiar labor songs of the 19th century. Strangely, its authorship is an open
question. Foner claims it was written by Mrs. S. M. Smith of Kewanee, lUinois, for Greenbacker
Peter Cooper's 1878 presidential bid, and then elaborated by E. H. Gillette, a Congressman from
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Iowa who later joined the KOL. Talhnadge attributed it to Mrs. Smith, The Labor Fn. ..... and
^"^^"^^^^
"E- GUlett" [sic], and PhUIips Thompson listed no attribution at all.
By the time Thompson's songster appeared in 1893, "Ninety and Nine" was so well-known that it had
entered the folk process and variants abounded, as did new songs using its music. It even enjoyed
life into the 20th century; Charles Kerr published a version in his 1902 Socialist Sonp. ^tU Mnd.
Each of its four verses is simUar in content to its opening:
"There are ninety-and-nine who live and die
In want and hunger and cold,
That one may live in luxury
And be lapped in its silken fold;
The ninety-and-nine in their hovels bare,
The one in a palace in riches rare."^^
Monssini Baker also included songs of oppression in his collection. His villains included
land speculators, usurers, and scabs, and again chivalrous Knights of Labor are the workers' hope:
"Arouse, ye Knights of Labor, rise and stand
Emancipate the laborer in every land.
No other knight can his cause compare.
To that for which our hves we swear,
Called by humanity's cry to do or dare!"^^
One of the few playful songs in his collection is "Yankee Doodle Now-a-Days," in which he
takes on land monopolists and mortgage-holders to the jaunty tune of America's most-popular air:
"Yankee Doodle Dudes and Drones
Are getting rather plenty.
They live in style while labor groans
In garret, street and shanty.
Yankee Doodle Dudes and Drones
Boom your land and money.
But stay your mortgages and loans
Or things will turn out funny."^^
The choice of tune was wistful, but also provocative. The Star Spangled Banner" did not become
America's national anthem until 1931. Throughout much of the 19th century, "Yankee Doodle
Dandy" was the unofficial anthem of choice for the masses.
Phillips Thompson also printed songs of oppression, including a variant version of "Ninety
and Nine." In "The Bitter Cry," Thompson attacked capitalism: 'From dawn to dark we toil/To earn
wealth for others/ The men who reap the spoil/ Forget we're their brothers." In "March! March!
March!," Thompson appropriated the tune of one the age's most popular songs, "Tramp! Tramp!
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TraiBp!;- in order to attack poor working conditions, landlords, and usurers, and in "The Factory
Slave; he employed the tune of "Swanee River" to complain of low wages. Thompson, too, used
Victorian sentimentahty to his advantage, as in "Thirty Cents a Day":
"In a dim-lighted chamber a dying maiden lay,
The tide of her pulses was ebbing fast away;
In the flush of her youth she was worn with' toil and care
And starvation showed its traces on the features once so fair.
No more the work-bell calls the weary one.
Rest, tired wage-slave, in your grave unknown;
Your feet will no more tread life's thorny, rugged way.
They've murdered you by inches upon thirty cents a day!"^^
Young women and children are often the tragic victims of the most sentimental Knights of
Labor songs. In many of them, a double tragedy is presented. The obvious one is that in which the
factory girl or child dies, but the second lies in those conditions that put the victim into the factory
or shanty. Starving children are usually fatherless and dying women widowed or orphaned. When
women work, it is due to a breakdown in the traditional male-as-breadwinner role. Though some
Knights of Labor songs pay lip service to improving working conditions for women, and several
support women's suffrage, very few indeed question the ideal of the male-dominant Victorian
household. The unspoken, but obvious, belief is that women are best suited for a domestic role.
The tragedy of capitalist greed is that women are forced by their poverty to assume roles for which
they are unsuited. One is hard-pressed to find a song dealing with a young man who dies from the
exhaustion of factory work. Oddly enough, women Knights themselves helped reinforce such images.
In "Labor In Want," Melinda Sissins of Horton, Michigan, took on greedy factory owners, loan
officers, "Shylocks," and anti-greenbackers, but she also includes a verse in which a woman is forced
to work to support her sisters after her mother dies and the bank forecloses their mortgage.^"*
Most of the Knights of Labor songs about oppression seem tame and outmoded by today's
standards, but our expectations have been conditioned by the more radical expressiveness of groups
that succeeded the Knights, like the Industrial Workers of the World, the Socialist Labor Party, the
Communist Party, wildcat strikers in the 1930s, and political activists of the 1960s. There is much
lingering Victorianism in Knights of Labor songs, but this was true of the Gilded Age in general.
The KOL used this to its advantage. More important than fading sentimentality is the social protest
flame that the Knights fanned. That their songs fail to shock today is no true measure; they were
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indeed radical for their day. Despite the fact that lyrics often spoke in the style and form of the
past, the villains and victuns were quite contemporary. Further, the tunes chosen to present the
message were mostly popular ones, easing their dissemination. The songs were not subtle; the world
was divided into two simple categories-those who favored labor and those who oppressed it. This
simple good-versus-evil paradigm of chivalrous Knights versus heartless tyrants allowed the songs to
communicate their message despite bad poetry and surface sentimentalism.
Come. Brothers All
The Knights of Labor proclaimed a soUdarity with all toilers in their music that was
consistent with the Order's principles, if not its actual practice. Predictably, very few of these songs
appeared until after 1882, when the Knights became public. Most songs of solidarity use the generic
terms "labor" and "union" to mean "working class." Though the Knights allowed mixed assemblies
that often included employers, songs of solidarity do suggest rumbhngs of class consciousness in the
Order. One rarely finds positive references to non-workers, nor is there an abundance of Utopian
"all men are brothers" sentiment; the word "brother" appears frequently, but as a positive descriptive
term for laborers. It is nearly always twinned with negative references to capitaHsts, speculators,
monopolists, and other enemies of the labor movement. Songs of soKdarity are closely related to
songs of oppression and usually end in a call to action.
Like many songs about the Knights of Labor, the solution to labor's woes is a united effort,
but unlike them there is an emerging suspicion that capitalism itself may be fatally flawed. The tone
is often more defiant than Utopian, as m Mrs. JaciePs 1882 "Come Brothers, All":
"Come Brothers all, attend the call.
Kill politics and party!
Oh come and join our noble throng.
With courage true and hearty.
Bring fathers and mothers, bring sisters and brothers,
To help resist oppression,
And swell our ranks till all shall see,
We truly mean Progression!"^^
Likewise Thomas McGuire reported that DA.. 49 Knights regularly sang "Song of th Proletairc" in
their assembly, but only its chorus warning "tyrants" and "despots ' that "iron bands are giving way."^^
Songs of solidarity increased after the Order was reconstituted by rapid growth after 1885,
while those specifically about the Knights declined slightly, a trend in keeping with the Knights'
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overall attempt to evolve the KOL from a narrow fraternal organization to a broader labor advocacy
order. The shift in lyrical theme was never formalized as official policy, but Powdcrly^s office
became a repository for new songs and he disseminated at least one of them to the entire Order in
the form of a circular. From 1886 on, one also sees a dramatic increase in the number of songs
printed in the Journal of United Lahor ,^'^
A song from Colorado, "Labor Free For All," is typical of KOL solidarity compositions:
"Start the music comrades, we'll sing a labor song,
Sing it with a spirit, that will speed the Cause along:
Let it ring throughout the world, in chorus full and strong.
Now we are fighting for Labor.
Hurrah, hurrah, Labor is free for all:
Hurrah, hurrah, hasten to the call;
Shout the joyful tidings. King Capital
must fall.
Now we are fighting for Labor."^^
It is mteresting to note that "Labor" and "Capital" are personified, but so is the "Cause." The song
apparently enjoyed some popularity as it was reprinted on the pages of the Labor Enquirer more
than a year later. Patrick Molony wrote a song, "Freedom," that expresses many of the same
sentiments. His second verse includes the lines, "Let the sons of Labor/Take the rightful yield;/Let
the freehold sabre/Rule the battlefield."^^ The battle lines were being more clearly drawn, and KOL
musical vision was beginning to look more socialist than fraternal when evoking struggle.
This can be seen more clearly in songs from the Tallmadge collection. His songster
included many songs on the theme of sohdarity, including a new composition by his wife Emily and a
reprint of "Labor Free to All." In "Labor's Bye and Bye" the vision of the future is one where "all
trades and producers" control both the political and economic structures of the land, while "When
Workingmen Combine" promises that united toilers can defeat "banks," "railway kings," and "idle
drones."^ The most important song of solidarity in the Tallmadge collection is "The Workingmen's
M£U"seillaise":
"Downtrodden millions, rise victorious,
For Truth and Justice firmly stand;
God is your shield, your cause is glorious,
The freeman's hope in every land.
Long have we pled, our wrongs recalling.
But Freedom leads a valiant band;
With swords of victory in hand,
A hireling host before them falling.
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Arise! ye friends of truth!
Gird on the sword of right!
Work on, work on; all hearts resolved
To live for Liberty."^^
When a folklorist encounters a text whose authorship is disputed, this is often a tip that it
has become popular enough to enter a wider oral tradition. This is certainly true of the "The
Workingmen's MarseiUaise." PhiHp Foner clahns the song was copyrighted by Charles Thompson in
"^^^ John Swinton's Paper credited New York Knight David Healy with writing it. The song
seems to have been around long before Heal/s active involvement with the labor movement.
Thompson may weU have been the author, but Tallmadge did not bother to attribute the piece, an
indication that it was part of the oral tradition. Typically, Monssini Baker tried to pass it off as his
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own. In any event, the song was surpassed in popularity only by 'Storm the Fort" and possibly by
variants of "Labor's Ninety and Nine." It was also clearly associated with socialist movements and
probably came to the KOL^s attention via that route, especially since David Healy was a member of
District Assembly 49.
Baker included many other songs of solidarity in his 1889 collection. One, "Union Rallying
Song," calls for solidarity as a way of eliminating scab labor: "Our Union forever, hurrah! boys,
hurrah!/Down with scab labor, uproot it near and far."^^ Baker continued the familiar practice of
personifying the labor movement, but more noteworthy is the call to union that is not specific to the
Knights of Labor. His booklet contains separate Knights of Labor rallying songs and though he
would probably have equated the unity of workers with the Knights if pressed, he nonetheless offered
songs that even an ardent trade unionist feuding with the Knights of Labor could have sung in good
conscience.
Knights of Labor solidarity songs were often changed according to local needs, shifting
political climates, and the fortunes of the Order. In 1887, Charles Cheesewright wrote new lyrics for
"America" which were quite similar to the original but with a few strategic changes:
"Our cause it is of thee.
Sweet Cause of Liberty,
Of thee we sing;
For thee our father's died.
For thee we fight with pride.
For thee we're all allied;
Thy reign to bring."
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By 1890, after the execution of the Haymarket martyrs, a precipitous decline in the Knights, and
general oppression of labor movements everywhere, Los Angeles Knight Ralph Hoyt felt less
charitable:
"Our country, *tis of thee
Sweet land of knavery,
Of thee we sing!
Sweet land of Jobs and Rings,
And various crooked things-
Our social system brings
Full many a sting.
Hoyt's update doesn't stop there; he identifies the nation with "great defaulters," gold hoarders,
"demagogues," and monopohes. The only hope Ues in a rising of the oppressed.
By the time PhiUips Thompson's collection appeared in 1892, all the Knights of Labor had
to offer the labor movement was the idea of soUdarity, so it is not surprising to find many such songs
in his songster. Most of them glorify workers-^Hurrah for the men who work/Whatever their trade
may be...""and encourage them to organize: "Rouse, ye sons of labor all, and raUy in your might!/In
the Eastern heavens see the dawning of the light,/Fling our banner to the breeze, make ready for
the fight."^ Thompson may have realized that the Knights of Labor had lost its leadership of labor's
struggle, as many of his songs use the generic term "union" rather than referring to the Knights. A
clue to this thinking lies in his reworking of a song that appeared in Baker's 1889 songbook, "When
K. of L. Men Shall Rule," sung to the tune of "When Johnny Comes Marching Home." Thompson's
new lyrics appear under the title "When Labor Has Come To Its Own" and substitutes that line
everywhere that Baker's composition read "when K. of L. men shall rule the day." Further,
Thompson expunged Baker's references to temperance, the eight-hour movement, and cooperation
in favor of threats against Wall Street and Jay Gould and the hope that "farmers and laborers [will]
all combine."^"^
Still, in a very real sense, the suggestive possibility of working class solidarity was briefly
made tsmgible by Knights of Labor. Ironically, the Knights withered while movements revitalized by
the KOL—especially socialism and trade unionism—used KOL musical tactics to advance themselves.
Their success proved as ephemeral as that of the Knights, brief bursts of enthusiasm followed by
precipitous declines. It was finally the horror of the Great Depression of the 1930s that solidified
labor's place in the American social landscape, though even as the C.l.O. sang its way to victories it
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could not convince a majority of American workers to join an organized movement. Solidarity
remains as elusive today as in the Gilded Age. Still, the Knights of Labor should be credited with
nurturing the idea and helping spread it through the songs it wrote, and those it appropriated.
True Christians /True Patriots
SoUdarity was not just a class concept; even the most radical Knights of Labor saw their
struggles as having regenerative ends for God and nation. From its earliest days, the Knights of
Labor saw work as "noble and holy," a notion it never jettisoned. The Knights railed against
unchristian and unpatriotic behavior with as much fervor as they did monopolists and speculators.
The oft-criticized reform nature of the organization can scarcely be understood bereft of the Knights
overall vision. "Pure and simple" unionism concerned merely with wages, hours, and conditions held
little appeal for many Knights, who believed that the world needed both a mora! and a political
cleansing before a new dawn could truly break.
Knight morality was strongly identified with Christianity; indeed, the Order's stand on
issues such as temperance, the family, and personal ethics won it grudging respect even from its
enemies. Catholics and non-Catholics alike shared the vales of American evangelical Protestantism
that, in Herbert Gutman's words, "offered a religious sanction for [working class] discontent with
industrial laissez faire and 'Acquisitive Man.'"^ Knights saw themselves as defenders of such a
Christian spirit. Oddly enough, though many churches complained bitterly of religious metaphors in
the Order's ritual, few said much about those in the Knights' songs, an omission hard to fathom
given the conviction with which those songs attacked false beliefs too often identified with the
standard church practices. (Though the songs were sung in the privacy of assembly halls, lyrics were
published.) An early ode from Cambridge, Massachusetts, accuses "tyrants" and "gold-hoarding
knaves" of stealing from workers while hiding "beneath religion's cloak." The chorus describes
labor's struggle in terms symbolic of a crusade:
"We'll fight in this great holy war till we die;
No longer in silence we' ' whimper and sigh;
No longer we'll cringe at the proud tyrant's nod.
But defy him, and fight *neath the banner of God."^^
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James Tallmadge included several songs that described labor's struggle with capital in
apocalyptic terms. In "The Labor Battle Song," the first line refers to "the Christ of Labor" come to
lead workers to victory. The second verse continues this vision:
"Hear the tramp of resurrection that's awakening alarms,
Like the charges of the angels when they order us to arms--
'From the clutches of the despots save your country, homes and farmsAs we go marchmg on." "
The song, written by J.O. Barrett, even calls those who fell in past labor struggles "martyr'd soldiers."
It enjoyed some popularity and was sung by Knights in Baltimore. In another song from the
Tallmadge collection, "God Speed the Right," the battle is equated with "truth" and "glory," while the
prayer-Uke lyrics assure workers that God supports their "noble cause."''^
Arthur Cheesewright openly attacked established religion: "The people they are waking and
the church is losing ground/ For they're tired of tending places where the truth is never found."^"
An even more defiant spirit permeated "Modern Missionary Zeal." Not only did it attack churches
as "heathen temples" that "substitute for sermons/adulterated rum" and skewer preachers who don't
understand the Ten Commandments and never heard of the Sermon on the Mount, it even accused
the church of promoting imperialism: "Onward! Christian soldiers;/On to heathen landsl/Prayer
book in your pockets,/Rifles m your hands.""^^ ^hat sort of sentiment was a bit harsh for the more
conservative Monssini Baker, but he did equate labor with Moses and monopoUsts with the Egyptian
pharaoh in "The Laborer Defrauded," and included two songs that implored Christ to establish his
reign and save labor from its oppressors.^'* Perhaps the movement was too demoralized by 1892 to
be defiant or hopeful; Thompson's songster contains only fleeting references to religion, mostly
vague promises of better times "m the sweet by and by."^^
The Order also viewed itself as the guardian of true patriotism. In 1887, Powderly
encouraged Knights to celebrate the Fourth of July to remind "the common people...that we have a
country [and] a flag. The monopolist and the anarchist care nothing for American liberty or
institutions." An 1888 Journal of United Labor editorial compared corporations to King George
III; both showed their "com mpt of the law." According to the editorialist, only the "Trades unions
and K. of L. stand as stood the founders of American liberty-against King Monopoly, that, like a
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leech, sucks the blood of labor." Charles Cheesewright made that connection in song: "Now let us
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emulatc/Thc olden patriots great/And stand for right/Never let us forget/The example they have
set."'^^
Emily Tallmadge's "Rouse! Americans, Rouse!" captures the anxiety that some Knights felt
for the future of the republic:
"Americans, rouse! or sleep forever;
Rouse! Americans, rouse!
Strike for freedom, now or never!
Rouse! Americans, rouse!
A golden scepter waves above you,
Strike if freedom's call can move you.
For those you love, for those that trust you,
Rouse! Americans, rouse!"^
The Tallmadge collection returns often to the theme that it is up to labor to save the nation. The
second verse of "Ring the Bells of Freedom" proclaims the KOL's victory over slavery: "Ring the
bells of freedom! there is joy to-day/For the victory of each noble Knight/Yes, a slave is rescued
from the birds of prey/And laborers hold the ransomed seat." "Our Battle Song" upholds the Knights
of Labor as crusaders as "brawii and brain against injustice" and the vanguard of victory against
enslaving "grabbers, thieves and traitors."^^
If the Knights and unions stood alone as true patriots, how then was patriotism defined?
Here the Order was confused. Song writer John Thompson saw hope in "The Red Flag."^^
Thompson's red flag was clearly a symbol of Christian brotherhood, but some Knights interpreted it
is a symbol of socialism or anarchism. John Cosgrove's version of the "The Red Flag" appears in the
same column of the Denver Labor Enquirer as WiUiam Morris's sociahst anthem "No Master," and
uses language quite different from Thompson: "O, the Red Flag, the Red Flag is flying/Its scarlet
shall flame o'er the free." Cosgrove expunged Thompson's religious metaphors and replaced them
with images of groaning toilers and robber barons. On the same page, a song from Xavier H. Leder
was even more direct, "On Mammon's sad ruins the Old Red unfurling/The torch of Redemption is
spreadmg its glare...." Denver was a hotbed of socialist and anarchist agitation and the Enquirer
served as both the official organ of District Assembly 89 and the Rocky Mountain Social League.
Both of its editors, Joseph Buchanan and Burnette Haskell, got into trouble with the Knights'
General Executive Board for their open espousal of anarchism. Even before the Cosgrove and
Leder songs appeared, the Enquirer had printed Arthur Cheesewright's "Social Freedom" whose
second verse proclaims:
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"The Black and Red united and climbing with a will
Mountmg the heights of Social Freedom;
And we'U never get aweary until we've climbed the hill,
Shoutmg the cry of Social Freedom."^^
^he colors in Cheesewright's verse referred to an on-going struggle convulsing Denver between
anarchists foUowing the model Michael Bakunin's Black International and socialist factions,
themselves spUt between Lasallean and Marxist models. Denver's left-wing factions did agree on
their common disUke of capitalism, their hatred for the New York-based Home Club, and their
increasing suspicions that Powderl/s actions reinforced both. Small wonder that Powderl/s trip to
Denver m 1887 was a stormy one.
The Knights' songsters reinforced the image of the Order as the upholder of patriotism,
but did Uttle to clarify the meaning of the term. TaUmadge included "FUng to the Breeze Our
Banner" whose first verse runs: "Come brothers, come, our country calls you/Dare you your dearest
rights maintain?/Let us dethrone presumptuous leaders/Let labor and true Knighthood reign." A
variant of this song turned up in Denver in 1887.^ Yet aside from the call to cast "frauds" out of the
Senate and a call for greenbacks, not much of a concrete nature is contained in the song. Likewise,
"To the Polls!" calls for labor to claim the rights for which the nation's founders fought, but little
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else. Neither Baker nor Thompson listed more specific songs, the latter offering only such
placebos as "Spread the Light," and "Awake and Be Free."^^
Ultimately, Knights of Labor songs of politics and patriotism are quite like those that
employ religious themes. Both forms uphold the Order and its supporters as the true model by
which others should be measured, but give few details for would-be followers. Implicit within both is
the assumption that one could find further instruction in the principles and actions of the Order.
Though songwriters failed to take into account the ambiguity of KOL principles and the
contradictory impulses and deeds of its members, it was not their intention to articulate specific
KOL doctrine or practice. The main purpose of songs of true religion and patriotism was the same
as those of solidarity; they helped cultivate an "us/them" mentality. They also touched upon the
visions "V Knight theme of a better future to strengthen resolve and hope within the rank-and-file.
For many Knight songwriters the most-promising vision for the working class and the nation
remained the one expressed by Uriah Stephens, a Christian brotherhood that redeemed individuals
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and institutions. Thus it is not surprising that many KOL songs simply linked religion and
patriotism. Typical is "Pledged to the Right" from Monssini Baker:
"With willing heart and mind,
Workingmen now combine,
For Freedom*s cause;
Let every sound proclaim,
In our Creator's name
That we henceforth maintain
His righteous laws."^^
Success Through Ambiguity
Though most Knights of Labor songs are visionary and general, a few were written for
specific causes, places, groups, and events. This was especially the case with miners, Folklorist
Archie Green provides an excellent discussion of songs sung by miners during the 1891 Coal Creek,
Tennessee, strikes in which KOL National Trade District 135 played an active role.^^ Coal miners,
as Green, David Montgomery, Altina Waller, Anthony Wallace, and Katherine Harvey have argued,
are a unique chapter in American working class history. The seclusion of their communities and the
danger and drudgery of their labor combined to create a subculture that was distinctively rough,
male, expressive, and resilient. Miners were especially quick to lash out against perceived injustices
and, if pushed too far, did not shrink from violence against scabs, Pinkertons, or law enforcement
officials. Despite the isolation of mining hamlets that hampered efforts to evolve a national
organization, miners proved adroit at combining on the local level. Since their lives were hard
ah-eady, miner strikes were difficult to break quickly. It was not easy to import scabs into small
hamlets whose entire institutional life revolved around the portal and pit.
Music was an integral part of the rich culture of mining towns. Ethnic music was part of
the town's life and the air was often filled by Irish jigs, Scottish strathspeys, and Polish polkas. But
Knights of Labor miners also wrote about current conditions and concerns. Phillips Thompson
assembled snippets of songs into "The Pennsylvania Miner," written in response to the bloody
1887-88 anthracite strikes that were broken by a combination of scabs, starvation, and Pinkerton
detectives:
"Come, listen, fellow-workingmen, my story I'll relate,
How workers in the coal-mines fare in Pennsylvania State;
Come, here a sad survivor, from beside his childrens'graves,
And learn how free Americans are treated now as slaves.
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They robbed us of our pay,
They starved us day by day,
They shot us down on the hillside brown,
And swore our lives away."
Pinkerton detectives and ruffians turned the song's protagonist and his family out of their humble
cabin and his wife and children froze to death. Like many miners, the young man of this song is not
content to stoically accept his fate:
"Half-crazed I wandered round the spot,
and just beyond the town
I met a dastard Pinkerton and struck the villain down
My brain was frenzied with the thought of children, friends, and wife
I set my heel upon his throat and trampled out his life."^^
Foner credits Thompson with writing this song, perhaps because his songster includes the musical
score. I doubt, however, that it is entirely original. Though many other songs in the Thompson
collection are defiant, no others justify violence. Further, the "come all ye" opening line is a
convention typical of miner songs, but employed by no other song in the Thompson songster.
Thompson does credit himself for "The Pennsylvania Miner," but the line between coUecting and
writing was a loose one and he may have simply been the first to publish lyrics and score.
Thompson simply reworked an old song he collected.
In any event, KOL miners wrote plenty of songs whose authorship can be attributed with
more certainty, including "Our Brave Little Band," N.TA. 135's unofficial theme song. It is a
ten-verse song whose chorus-'Three cheers for our brave little band/Three cheers for our brave
Uttle band/A just recompense for our labor/Is all poor miners demand""Was sung after the first
nine. The last chorus added a slight twist: "Three cheers for our brave httle band/Three cheers for
our brave Httle band/By the united Knights of Labor/Oppression must cease in our land."^^ The
strikers of Coal Creek chronicled their plight in "Coal Creek Troubles," a song still sung in the 1930s
and later recorded by Mike Seeger. The miners were especially venomous in their scorn for
Governor John P. Buchanan, a Democrat elected with the help of the Tennessee Farmers' AUiance.
Buchanan betrayed his alhes by supporting convict labor in the mines, and sending state policemen
to guard the pits. Disgusted Knights sang, "The corruption of Buchanan/Brought the convicts
here/Just to please the rich man/And take the miners' share."^^
By the time folklorist George Korson began to collect miner stories and songs in the 1930s,
few workers could boast as rich a musical heritage as coal miners. They were not the only
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occupational group to sing, of course, but the special conditions under which they lived and labored
placed them at the fore of labor singing traditions. Among the Knights of Labor, the miners were
easUy the trade which sang the most, and their songs were more issue-specific than most coming out
of the Order. Local Knights did compose songs to aid the cause of the various United Labor parties
of the late 1880s and the outrage engendered by events Uke the Homestead strike could inspire
songs, but the Order as a whole preferred more general reform topics like temperance, greenbacks,
and women's suffrage, causes for which they had agitated for years.
As already noted, political songs were usually quite non-specific though Kealey and Palmer
noted an example of Ontario labor candidates reworking the popular tune "Only a Brakeman" into a
campaign song.^^ In fact, most election songs are merely general calls for workers to use the ballot
to rid themselves of corrupt politicians, like "Workingmen's Campaign Song" in the Baker collection:
"But if might is right, then fight is right
And victory is ours;
We'll to the polls no more like fools.
To vote away our powers;
For Dives and his hirelings
Can be counted with the few.
While working men are everywhere
Where'er there's work to do.
Of the sbcty millions they can say
Who shall our country rule,
Who shall legislate or sit him down
In the presidential stool;
For thieves and robbers hitherto
Have chiefly made our laws;
Their grants and privileges at last
Must have their final clause."^'*
Baker's campaign soilg is typical in that broad themes, not specific events, dominate. For
example, the collection includes a tribute to the Irish Father Matthew Temperance Society, that
called for total abstinence: "Let liquor alone, is a precept of nature/For scripture and nature, teach
always the same..." The song hails Father Matthew "His name ever dear to the Green Isle/The
virtue of temperance is ne'er overrated/When counting the victims that liquor defile.""^^ When placed
in specific context, such a song could be divisive. Not all Knights shared Baker's or Powderl/s
opinions on temperance; several locals, including Milwaukee's powerful Gambrinus Assembly, quit
the Order because of it.
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Baker's songster also contains an anthem supporting votes for women, while Tallmadge has
two in defense of greenbacks. "Woman Suffrage" contains the Knights of Labor's rhetorical stance on
equality in its opening verse and links votes for women to its moral stand on Uquor in its closing:
"If a social question is to be solved,
Where man and woman alike are involved,
Their mutual welfare we best may promote,
By giving each of them the privilege to vote.
Then give her a chance on the question of liquor.
And soon he will cease to starve and kick her,
And our youth will grow up in knowledge and health.
And our nation be strong in wasdom and wealth."*^*^
Even more impassioned were Tallmadge's greenback songs, one of which was written by
ardent Greenbacker/Populist B. W. Goodhue:
"The greenback, the hope of the nation,
The money the people demand;
It saved us from war's desolation,
And shall be supreme in the land."
A later verse is even more glowing:
"It will open the workshop and foundry,
Many ships it will send from our shore;
It will bless ev'ry home in the country,
And save us from tramps by the score."^^
The greenback songs in the Tallmadge collection are suggestive of the transformation the
Knights of Labor was undergoing after 1887. As the Order declined in urban, industrial centers, it
grew slowly in rural America. By the early 1890s, much of the Knights of Labor was
indistinguishable from Populism, and Knights' songs reflected this. The 1886 Tallmadge collection
includes "Labor's Cry For Freedom" sung to the tune of "Rally Round the Flag." In it, labor is told
to wage war against its enemies: stock gamblers, monopoly, "money kings," and "vampires that live on
ill-paid labor." Baker includes a similar song in his 1889 songster, though his main villains arc scabs.
By the mid 1890s, a variant version surfaced as a Populist party rally song. "The Pcoplc^s Cry For
Freedom" retains a call to end wage slavery and mentions "workingmen" several times, but the enemy
changed. The final verse of the song reads:
"So we're forming everywhere-North and South
and East and West
To give the slave of wage his freedom;
And we'll hurl the Idol GOLD from the land that we love best
And give every soul his freedom."
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Thompson's 1892 songster contained none of the songs rural Knights sang. His collection
harks back to an earUer age when urban Knights sang vague, generalized songs of labor reform and
the new age that loomed on the horizon. Popuhsts, like the miners, were more likely to suggest
specific remedies to their problems-gobg to the poUs for Populists, defiance for miners-but this
made them no more successful. Knights of Labor songs were general in theme, but that is not to say
that they were wishy-washy. The ambiguity of the Knights in prmciple and song afforded it plenty of
room for broad vision. Specificity could be divisive, as the and-temperance backlash from
Milwaukee suggests. When KOL songs worked best, dreamers of aU stripes could raise their voices
and sing of better times to come.
Conclusion: A Legacy of Song
It seems clear that Knights of Labor songs had an important function. But to what degree
can they be considered folksongs? The question is important for two reasons. First, there is the
matter of the internal culture of the Knights of Labor. If KOL musical compositions functioned as
folksongs at the time they were performed, a case can be made for the "particularism" that WiUiam
Birdsall believed weakened the Order's structure.^ If Birdsall is correct-and I beUeve he is-KOL
music had the ironic effect of fanning the particularist flames rather than aiding in the transition
from fraternalism to sohdarity. Second, if Knights of Labor songs and singing styles became part of
the folk process, they had a Ufe of their own that was independent of the fortunes of the Order.
Both musical content and style become part of the Knights of Labor's legacy to the future
development of the North American working class and the Order cannot be said to have become
irrelevant by the end of the 1880s.
The criteria for determining whether or not KOL music qualifies as folksong is not easily
established since folklorists disagree on definitions. Few would now accept A.H. Krappe's 1930
statement that a folksong is "a lyric poem with melody, which originated anonymously, among
unlettered folk in times past and which remained in currency for a considerable time, as a rule for
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centuries." Nonetheless, many elements of that limiting definition linger. For example, though
Jan Harold Brunvand departs from Krappe in many respects--he allows that folksongs can appear in
printed forms such as broadsides and songsters and need not be anonymous--he offers little clarity.
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Brunvand bsists that "folksongs" differ from "art songs" and "popular songs," but he too is biased
towards anonymous songs that circulated in the oral tradition and can be discovered in variant forms.
This bias is shared by other folklorists, most notably George List^°^
Folksong research has been both hindered and advanced by landmark studies. Two of the
most important are that of Francis James Child in the late 19th century, and the work done by John
Lomax in the 20th. The 305 ballads pubUshed by Child between 1882 and 1898 are perhaps the
single-most important study m the history of folksong scholarship. By foUowing the archival traU of
ballad variants. Child demonstrated a musical tradition among English-speaking peoples that was
centuries old, and conHrmed the power of oral transmission. The importance of Child's work was
underscored when Cecil Sharp uncovered extant Child ballad variants in the Southern
Applachians.^^^
Despite the significance of Child's work, at least three negative implications emerged. The
first was the tendency to assume that Child's criteria for folksong definition-anonymous authorship,
transmission in the oral tradition, longevity within Western culture, and the existence of variant
forms-were exclusionary. A second problem was what to do about folksongs in North America. It
was assumed that most, if not all, American folksongs were simply variants of the Child canon, an
assumption seemingly confirmed by Sharp's fieldwork. A final problem lay in the tendency to
identify folksongs with ballads.
The work of the John Lomax helped correct some of the problems, though it unwittingly
created a new one. Beginning in 1908 he collected what would become known as "occupational and
regional folksongs." By collecting songs from cowboys, loggers, railroaders, miners, and sailors,
Lomax demonstrated that certain occupational groups had their own singing traditions and that these
constituted a legitimate field for folklorists to study. His work was expanded by scholars such as
George Korson, Carl Sandburg, Charles Seeger, Benjamin Botkin, Tristram Coffin, Archie Green,
and Alan Lomax.
By the time A.H. Krappe wrote in 1930, his definition of folksong was already outmoded
and the category was expanding to include work songs, occupational songs, religious songs (such as
those from the Sacred Harp tradition), and several other subgenres. Yet new problems emerged. In
the world of work, only workers in solitary professions- like cowboys, loggers, and railroad
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engbeers-were studied. Folksong retained a rural bias that largely excluded industrial workers
Further, some coUectors, most notably Botkin while working for the Works Progress Administ
were so sloppy in their coUectioo methods that obvious popular songs invaded the folk canon.
Debate over definitions was rekindled and many scholars accepted modifications of Child's
ration.
criteria.^^
Thus, John Greenwa/s work, the first version of which was published in 1953, seemed
dubious to some folklorists. Greenway suggested that social protest songs ought to be a new and
separate category of folksong. He knocked down long-held beliefs about criteria and argued that
folksong had very httle to do with how it was transmitted, who wrote it, how long it persisted, or how
many versions of it circulated. For Greenway, it was a matter of who sang, not what they sang. He
boldly proclaimed that folksong status was "estabUshed the day it was composed," since a "folksong is
a song concerned with the interests of the folk, and in complete possession of the folk."^^^ He even
considered known songwriters such as Joe Hill, Hubie Ledbetter, Woody Guthrie, Ella May Wiggins,
Joe Glazer, and Aunt Molly Jackson as deserving of "folk" status. With that he made the ultimate
break with Child ballad mentality and argued, via the use of an Aunt Molly Jackson song, that the
"folk" can even take possession of a popular song.
When the storm of protest subsided, Greenwa/s work found not only defenders, but also
scholars who wished to push his boundaries even further. Edward Ives agreed with Greenway that a
song's persistence was "a mark of popularity [not] authenticity."^^^ Ives turned the tables by
suggesting that most of the Child ballads functioned more like popular than folksongs. He argued
that these survived because they were sung extensively by women relegated to domestic roles and
passed on to daughters in training for the same, whereas men often sang either work or
occupational-specific songs which were not as likely to migrate out of the workplace. By Ives's
reckoning, many of the Child ballads had as little significance as a tune from the radio that one
might hum or sing on the street.
Both Henry Classic and Roger Abrahams defended Greenway's assertion that folk and
popular culture overlap. Though decidedly different, Abrahams argued the two are often "symbiotic
and circular," while Classic argued that much folklore consists of the "creative acts of an individual
and the recreative acts of the masses." Edward Ives demonstrated that the folk community drew
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upon many sources when composing its songs-poUtics, newspaper accounts, popular songs,
community values, and specific events in the folk community like strikes, riots, and disasters.^°^ The
"contextual analysis" school of folklore agrees with many of Greenwa/s assumptions and insists that
folk traditions are both "conservative" in that they hope to maintain certain values, myths, and
world-views; and "dynamic" m that the specific manner m which the conservative is expressed
changes and assumes variant forms. In order to define anything as "folk," one must look to the
community in all of its normative, hmctional, contextual, aesthetic, and ethnological complexities.^^^
The Knights of Labor were very interested in community. As I have previously argued, the
ritualism of the early days was a deliberate attempt to build a fraternal brotherhood in the midst of
fragmented industrial society. After 1882, fraternahsm was less useful as a unifying prbciple and the
Knights sought to supplement it with the idea of soHdarity. Musical evidence suggests that soUdarity
was elusive. Many KOL locals and districts estabUshed their own values, norms, and ideology which
were reinforced in song. With the exception of "Storm the Fort" and "Song of the Proletaire," there
were few songs with which all Knights could identify as they once had with ritual. To be certain,
songs Uke "Labor's Ninety and Nine," "The Workingmen's Marsellaise," "The Red Flag," and "Eight
Hours" would have been known to Knights everywhere, but the first two were really songs the KOL
appropriated, while the latter two engendered more debate than solidarity. The Journal of United
Labor printed numerous songs and at least three Knights' songsters were pubUshed, but the content
of what was sung remained more local than trans-regional. Songs like the Ottumwa, Iowa, "Opening
Ode" were suggested as models, but most locals composed their own. Sometimes there was
consonance between locals-Iowa and Kansas odes both evoke fraternal brotherhood-but often there
was not. Colorado Knights, for example, sang a revolutionary repertoire, while those in
Massachusetts were more likely to draw on religious themes. Local concerns easily took precedence
over central office visions in the Knights of Labor, given the Order's failure to resolve divisions of
craft, religion, ethnicity, race, gender, and ideology. In its own way, the Knights of Labor was as
much of a federation as the A.F.L. and attempts to break the sovereignty of districts or locals
ruptured the Order. As Birdsall argued, the structural deficiencies of the KOL easily degenerated
into "shortsighted particularism" in which individuals and local assemblies "began to improvise."'
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Knight locals often operated as self-contained entities, veritable folk subcultures in the
Order's midst. Music could have been a tool for resolving internal tensions, but none of the Order's
songsters ever captured rank-and-file imagination the way the Industrial Workers of the World's
songbooks would. The I.W.W. used its songster to create commonality by having an
organizaUon-wide edition that was frequently updated with songs that emerged on the local level. By
contrast, KOL songsters made no effort to create a common canon and were not distributed by the
General Executive Board. Music was simply a part of KOL culture; it was seldom utilized as an
effective organizing tool. Knights of Labor songs of solidarity, oppression, patriotism, and religion
led to greater identification with class, but not with the Knights. Though songs about Knighthood
were the most numerous, they were the least successful.
It is facile, of course, to view the Knights of Labor as a mere collectivity of folk
subcultures. Though the weak structure of the Order allowed plenty of room for parochial retreat
when conditions and local values dictated, there were numerous things that bound members,
including the Order's principles, its journals, residual ritualism, common oppression, material culture,
and even its internal rancor. Above all, there was the idea of Knighthood. Knighthood, though a
spongy and imprecise concept, was the reason any songs were written in the first place. It is also the
reason why KOL songs were unlike A.F.L. or I.W.W. music. In short, it gave Knights' songs their
own character.
One gets easily side-tracked, however, by too closely identifying the KOL's history with its
songs. The point is, they were folksongs.
If one accepts, as Greenway, Green, Korson, and the Lomaxes did, that industrial workers
constitute a folk community, the songs of the Knights of Labor take on a new importance for
historian and folklorist alike. The Knights perpetuated the tradition of social protest singing and
thus constitute a link in an unbroken labor chain. Knight songwriters and singers both carried on
songs and musical traditions from the past and pioneered new traditions that outlived the Order.
Greenway himself says very little about the Knights of Labor since his book is a sweeping survey of
the newly-created social protest genre. He expends five pages on the Order, most of which is a
synopsis of its history, and lists only three of their songs, one of which was O'Reilly's "Song of the
Proletaire," listed under its alternate title "If We Will, We Can Be Free."
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At least two Knights of Labor songs-"Storm the Fort," and "Ninety and Nine"- fit even the
most rigid definitions of folksong. "Storm the Fort" was the most popular of all Knights' songs, and
one of the few known to have been sung outside of Knight assembly halls. Joseph Buchanan
remembered hearing it sung numerous times by Denver Knights during the 1885 strike against Jay
Gould's Southwest railway conglomerate. He called the song "the battle hymn of organized labor in
the West." During a parade, "nearly two thousand voices loudly" sang "Storm the Fort." The Knights
marched to a local jail where five comrades had been imprisoned for contempt, and Sheriff Graham
brought the men out for all to see "while the crowd sang 'Storm the Fort'." They also sang it in
front of a flour mUl the Knights were boycotting, and yet again in front of the offices of the Labor
Enauirer. Buchanan noted that the parade broke up only "after singing, for the fortieth time that
day, 'Storm the Fort, Ye Knights of Labor'."^^^
The song began life as a gospel tune attributed to Philip Bliss in 1870s. It was originally
titled "Hold the Fort," and was inspired by a comment General William Tecumseh Sherman was
alleged to have made in his famed march to the sea. The Knights' version of the song became more
famous, however. The Industrial Workers of the World claimed English Transport Workers first
turned it into a labor song, but folksinger and folksong student Pete Seeger believes the reverse is
true; that is, that "Storm the Fort" was composed in the United States and then travelled to England,
where it changed slightly before coming back to America and being reworked by the Wobblies.'^^
Knights of Labor publications are silent on the subject of origin. Though the song was often printed,
lyric attribution is never given.
It is difficult to know which version of the song was sung by the Denver Knights in 1885,
for it already circulated in variant forms. Most sources list four verses similar in content to the ones
Foner recorded from a January 22, 1886, edition of the New Orleans Weekly Pelican , a black
newspaper sympathetic to the Knights of Labor.^^'* The Denver Labor Enquirer gave eight verses,
all of which were printed on May 23, 1885, during the Gould troubles about which Joseph Buchanan
wrote. The 1885 Denver version contains all four of the 1886 verses, but only the first is verbatim.
None of the changes are substantial--for example, the phrase "Go in bonded chains" in the 1885
variant appears as "Wear old slavery's chains" in 1886--but the changes show that the song existed in
variant forms. The 1886 version dropped four verses altogether.
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Two of the eliminated verses slightly alter the spirit of the song. Verse four extolled
worker patriotism: "In of war the workmen rally/At their countr/s call;/Fro,n the lull.ops and
the valley,/Come they one and all." True patriotism, of course, was a persistent Knights of Labor
theme. So was true Christianity, the subject of verse seven: "The land and air by God was
given,/And they should be free;/For our title came from Heaven-/Not by man's decree/'^^^
"Storm the Fort" enjoyed life long after the Knights of Labor had sUpped into oblivion. A
rendition of it was sung during the 1912 Lawrence textUe strike.^^^ The Industrial Workers of the
World included a variant in its 1914 songbook, retitled "Hold the Fort":
"We meet today in freedom's cause
And raise our voices high;
We'll join our hands in union strong
To battle or to die.
Hold the Fort for we are coming.
Unionists be strong.
Side by side we battle onward,
Victory will come.
Look my comrades, see the union
Baimers waving high.
Reinforcements now appearing,
Victory is nigh.
See our numbers still increasing;
Hear the bugles blow.
By our union we shall triumph
Over every foe.
Fierce and long the battle rages,
But we will not fear,
Help will come whene'er it's needed,
Cheer, my comrades, cheer."^^^
The LW.W. was not the only organization to sing the reworked "Hold the Fort." Pete
Seeger knew it as "a favorite union song of the 1930s" and it surfaced in both the Congress of
Industrial Organizations and the Young Communist League. Seeger recorded the song with the
Almanac Singers. In 1959, it even appeared as a parody; Dave Van Ronk and Richard Ellington
changed it to "Hold the Line" in their send-up of the I.W.W. songbook, The Bosses' Songbook: Songs
to Stifle the Flames of Discontent .^^^ Most recently a new variant of the song has emerged in a
collection of labor songs assembled by Seeger and Bob Reiser. In this variant, reference to union
"men" in the chorus are replaced by the gender-neutral "union hearts."^
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Though its history is far less glorious than that of "Storm the Fort," the song "Labor's
Ninety and Nine" also enjoyed a long hfe. As previously noted, even the Knights of Labor disagreed
over the original authorship of the song, with some attributing it to Mrs. S. M. Smith, and others to
E. H. GUlett[e]. However, the fact that most sources give no attribution is a measure of the song's
popularity. With the exceptions of "Storm the Fort" and Tom O'Reilly's "Song of the Proletaire," no
other song found its way into as many Knights of Labor journals as "Ninety and Nine." Though the
theme of the song remains constant-99 workers toil for the luxury of every idle millionaire-lhe
verses which communicate that message were not cast in the single set version that Brunvand
claimed is the earmark of popular songs. In fact, only one of the seven printed versions that 1
examined exactly matched another.^^o Pew of the changes arc substantive, and most of them are
minor indeed: "and" substituted for "but," for example, or single words added or deleted. Yet it is
precisely such trivial changes that often clue students of folksong that they are on the trail of the
genuine article. Small changes, as opposed to new verses or substantial rewrites, indicate that the
person who records the variant is working from memory rather than a printed source and that the
song circulated in the oral tradition.
Many KOL songs are significant for their symbolism, rather than their content; "The Red
Flag" is one such song. It has an interesting history and has become, in variant form, an important
rallying song for radical movements. Foner attributes a song of that title to John Thompson, but his
song IS about Christian brotherhood. The most famous version of the song was one credited to
British socialist James Connell. Council told The Call , a British Socialist party organ, that he wrote
the song in response to the 1889 London dockworkers' strike, the Irish Land League, nihilism, and
the execution of the Haymarket martyrs.l"^ It is unlikely that Connell's story was completely
accurate. His lyrics were sung to "Tannenbaum" but several other variants sung to different tunes
predate Connell's version. It is likely that Connell appropriated a symbol that was already in fashion
among labor songwriters and put new words to a different tune. An 1886 Chicago Knights of Labor
note proves that "The Red Flag" was already a radical song staple. The paper published the
Thompson composition and added that the author meant the song as a symbol of brotherhood and
peace rather the way it "has been sometimes abused. "
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The KniRhts of Labor was no doubt sensitive to the antilabor/antisocialist fallout
remaming in post-Haymarket Chicago, but its comments indicate that socialist or anarchist songs
entitled "The Red Rag" were extant. Such is clearly the case in the John Cosgrove version, written
to the tune "Red, White, and Blue," that appeared in the Denver Labor Enquirer on July 3, 1887,
and "The Red Flag Unfurled" by Arthur Cheesewright that appeared in the same paper on March
10, 1887. Cosgrove went so far as to equate the red flag with the true meaning of the American flag.
The first verse and chorus read:
"O, the Red Flag is flying;
Its scarlet shall flame o*er the free,
When unfurled in dawn 'twill undying
Shed its glory o'er land, over sea.
For the truth even now is awakening,
And Tis dazzling men's eyes with its light;
Tis the morning of freedom that is breaking,
Dispelling the dark clouds of night.
Then long live the Red, White, and Blue!
Then long live the Red, White, and Blue!
Tis the Red Flag of Freedom that is flying^
Tis borne by the Red, White, and Blue.
"^"
The red flag symbol originated with Karl Marx and the First International, but it is less
certain how that symbol gained currency within the Knights of Labor. The Knights had a socialist
element within the Order from its earUest days, and even Terence Powderly briefly held a card in the
Sociahst Labor party. Both the Knights of Labor and socialist movements were small in the 1870s
and became inextricably mixed in the mid- 1880s, as they were in Denver where the anarcho-socialist
Rocky Mountain Social League and the KOL had interlocking leadership, and in New York City,
where there the same socialist leaders directed the Central Labor Union and KOL District Assembly
49. The Knights' huge membership in the mid-1880s gave radicals of all stripes a powerful forum for
spreading ideas and symbols, and it is likely that many workers became aware of red flag symbolism
through Knights of Labor journals.
Connell's song is merely the most successful variation on a popular musical theme, not an
original work. Building on the socialist party/Knights of Labor legacy, he did create a version that
caught on in a big way. Not only did Connell's work appear in the first I.W.W. songbook, but it also
became the official anthem of the British Labour Party. Len DeCaux recalled singing the song in
both Britain and the United States. He wryly commented that many songs he heard during his days
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with the C.I.O. caused blank shrugs when singers were told the songs were passed down from the
ladusTlal Workers of ,he World.'^' One wonders wha, DeCaux would have ,hough, had he known
the Wobs got some of their musical ideas from the Knights of Labor!
Two other songs-'The Workingmen's Marsellaise" and "Eight Hours^-were passed on by
the Knights of Labor, though it had httle to do with originating them. Here the Knights of Labor
clearly perpetuated a style of labor protest singing, rather than specific content. The original
"MarseUaise" was written by Rouget de Lisle in 1795, shortly after the phase of the French
Revolution known as "the Terror," and became the national anthem of France. The author gained
fame, and his song appeared in numerous radical and labor publications. By the 1870s the song had
begun to produce variants, and the Knights of Labor contributed to that process. Both Tallmadge
and Baker included the following version in their songsters:
"Downtrodden millions, rise victorious,
For Truth and Justice firmly stand;
God is your shield, your cause is glorious,
The freeman's hope in every land.
Long have we pled, our wrongs recalHng,
But Freedom leads a valiant band;
With swords of victory in hand,
A hu-ehng host before them falling.
Arise! ye friends of truth!
Gird on the sword of right!
Work on, work on; all hearts resolved
To live for liberty.
Oh, glorious work! can man resign thee,
Or scorn repay thy generous hand?
Creation's Lord to men consign thee.
Thou conqueror o'er sea and land!
Shall workmen blush thy worth revealing,
Or men scorn him by labor soiled?
Naught won had we not fought and toil'd,
All other arts are unavailing."^"^
'^espite the cumbersome language of these lyrics and the need to elongate syllables to force-fit ihem
to the tune, the song must have had some popularity as it is one of the few to be included in two
Knights of Labor songsters. Another measure of its popularity is that the self-promoter Monssini
Baker tried to claim it as his own, although he clearly did not write it. Most sources give David
Healy of District Assembly 68 (Troy, New York) credit for the above version, though Baker
submitted it to the Journal of United Labor at the end of 1888 with his name on it. When it
appeared in his songster a third verse was added, giving him a slender claim to partial authorship.^"^
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Likewise, the Knights of Labor helped perpetuate J. G. Blanchard's "Eight Hours," a song
penned in the 1870s. "Eight Hours" enjoyed tremendous popularity in the 1880s and was widely
circulated in anticipation of the May 1, 1886 agitation for the eight-hour day. OfHcially, the Knights
of Labor's central leadership repudiated the 1886 movement, but individual Knights defied their
leaders. Many of them no doubt sang Blanchard's song, though it was more popular with A.F.L.
craft unions than with KOL assemblies. Like The Red Flag," "Eight Hours" was more important as
a symbol than as a song. Musically, the tune and lyrics belong to the 19th century, but the
sentiments expressed became a rallying cry for labor, especially the final lines: "Eight hours for work,
eight hours for rest, eight hours for what we will." Blanchard's final phrases captured the working
class imagination in ways the rest of his song did not. Parading Knights carried that slogan aloft on
their banners and when the KOL faded, others took up the burden. In 1897 striking mine workers
sang a different version of Blanchard's song, and in 1912 Wobbly songwriter Richard Brazier penned
stiU another version. Since the eight-hour day was not legally established until 1938, other
songwriters, banner-wavers, and propagandists were afforded ample opportunity to improvise with
symbolism invented by Blanchard and perpetuated by the Knights of Labor.
"Workingmen's Marsellaise" and "Eight Hours" point to the true significance of the KOL's
musical tradition. The Knights evolved symbols and styles upon which future working class
'
movements could build. Variants of other Knights of Labor songs were passed on to the future; for
example, "Modern Missionary Zeal" from an 1893 Journal of the Knights of Labor is remarkably
similar to an LW.W. parody of "Onward Christian Soldiers."^^'' Of particular importance was the
KOL's appropriation of popular song and hymn tunes. Of the 166 songs I surveyed, only 19 had
original tunes. If one subtracts the 15 for which I was unable to find a reference to tune, 132 of the
songs (87.4%) set new lyrics to familiar tunes. The favorite tunes used were: "Marching Through
Georgia" (10), "America" (8), "Auld Lang Syne" (7), "John Brown's Body" (7), "Tramp! Tramp!
Tramp!" (6), "Sweet By and By" (5), and "Red, White, and Blue" (5). [See Appendix] The 1945
edition of the I.W.W. Songbook contains a dozen songs written to tunes which the Knights of Labor
also used. Though one might argue that tunes such as "Auld Lang Syne" and "John Brown's Body"
(in the form of Julia Ward Howe's "Battle Hymn of the Republic") were known well enough to make
this predictable, such an argument is specious when applied to tunes such as "Tramp! Tramp!
Tramp!" or "The Red Flag."
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The LW.W.'s 1984 songbook still contained five tunes the Knights used, including t^vo
versions of "Storm the Fort." In fact, the Industrial Workers of the World were the most obvious
heirs to the tradition passed on by the Knights of Labor. In addition to its outright appropriation of
"Storm the Fort" and a reworking of The Red Rag," there are interesting parallels between the
Knights and Joe HiU, the most famous of all I.W.W. songwriters.^^
Most I.W.W. tunesmiths, including Hill, were known for parodies of popular and religious
songs. HiU composed numerous songs to popular tunes, including "Casey Jones-The Union Scab,"
"Scissor Bill" (tune: "Steamboat Bill"), "Ifs A Long Way Down to the Soupline" ("Tipperary"), and
"Mr. Block" ("It Looks to Me Like a Big Time Tonight"). Hill simply drew upon different Tin Pan
AUey tunes for his work. Of the 151 identifiable Knights of Labor tunes, 78 (51.6%) were composed
to tunes that can be reasonably assumed to have been popular (rather than religious,
patriotic/military, ethnic/folk, or original) tunes. The Knights particularly favored "John Brown's
Body," and composed no less than seven songs to that tune. Julia Ward Howe composed "Battle
Hymn of the Republic" to that tune in 1861, and a few Knight songwriters clearly had her version in
mind rather than the original. J.O. Barrett's The Labor Battle Song" in the Tallmadge collection
retains Howe's chorus verbatim and his opening Une--"See the Christ of Ubor coming in the glory of
the Lord"--is clearly a reference to Howe's opening. SimUarly, Mrs. Bulah Brinton's printed 'All
Hail Labor Knights!!!" substitutes only the line "Brave Knights are marching on" in the Howe chorus
and her content also reflects great familiarity with Howe's composition.^^ In 1915, Ralph Chaplin,
an editor of the I.W.W. paper Solidaritv
. composed the most famous reworking of "John Brown's
Body" in the form of "Solidarity Forever," a favorite of C.I.O. organizers of the 1930s and still a labor
standard. Chaplin claimed his inspiration was a desire to compose a song "full of revolutionary
fervor," but one can easily place Chaplin's masterpiece within an established tradition of labor songs
set to that tune."^
Labor songwriters also lampooned patriotic songs. Though the Knights of Labor contained
more than its share of knee-jerk patriots of Powderl/s ilk and very few of its members ever
approached I.W.W. standards of radicalism, some of its songwriters wrote lyrics that would still be
bold by 20th century standards. Ralph Hoyt's parody of "America" opens, "Our country t'is of
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thee/Swee. l^i of knavery," hardly ,he musings of an uncrWcal nadonalist. And .hough his song
ends on the hopeful note that Labor and God will set things right, a few of his lines approach the
I.W.W. in venomous outburst. Verse three proclaimed:
"Land of the great defaulter,
Of knaves that need the halter,
Where gold is king.
Land where fond hopes have died,
Where demagogues reside.
Monopolies reside.
And misery bring."^^^
p
hillips Thompson included an equally radical song set to "America": H.W. Fusion's "Awake! Be
Free," which attacks trusts, "Mammon's reign, sordid knaves," and landlords.i33 !„ all, I identified 24
tunes (15.9%) that were primarily military or patriotic in nature to which Knight songwriters put new
lyrics. This compares favorably to the more radical I.W.W., and far surpasses the output of Joe Hill
who almost always relied on Tin Pan Alley or hymns for his tunes.
Hymns provide an intriguing parallel between the Knights of Labor and the Industrial
Workers of the World. Fifteen (9.9%) of my sample contained songs that used hymns for their
tunes. Several were parodies. "Modern Missionary Zeal," written to "Onward! Christian Soldiers,"
was a biting denunciation of hypocrisy in which Christians march off to war without a moral care and
go to other lands to force others to accept the Gospel via the power of prayer books and Catling
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guns. Its sentiments closely parallel a song in the 1917 I.W.W. songbook attributed to Chicago
newspaperman John Kendrick which opens, "Onward, Christian soldiers/March into the War/Slay
your Christian Brothers/As youVe done before." A later line condemns the Christian missionary
invasion of Mexico.^^^ The I.W.W. remake of the older Knights' song got it into far more difficulties
than befell the Order. The KOL*s version did not appear until 1893, when it was a spent force,
whereas the Wobbly version appeared as America entered World War I. During the Red Scare the
song's alleged subversion was used to justify suppression of the Wobblies.
Religious parody in song was perfected by the Industrial Workers of the World, but
inherited from the Knights of Labor. Wobbly bard Joe Hill composed his best pieces to old hymns,
including "There is Power in a Union" ("There is Power in the Blood"), and "Nearer My Job to
Thee," while fellow "Wobs" John Brill and T-Bone Slim wrote "Dump the Bosses Off Your Back"
("Take It to the Lord in Prayer"), and "Lumberjack's Prayer" ("Doxology"). One of the most famous
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labor songs of all tune was Joe Hill's Treacher and the Slave," composed to "Sweet By and By."
Hill, who was born in Sweden as Joel Hagglund, claimed the original song was a favorite with the
Salvation Army with which his parents were involved, and that the parody was inspired by I.W.W.
free speech fights on the West coast, where the organization fought city ordinances that forbade
citizens to gather but exempted the Salvation Army. Though there is Uttle reason to doubt Hill's
recoUections he also, either wittingly or unwittingly, tapped into another bit of musical legacy from
the Knights of Labor, who wrote at least five songs to that tune, though they were not irreligious
parodies like Hill's.
There were, of course, important ideological differences between the Knights of Labor and
the Industrial Workers of the World. Even at its most radical, the former saw itself as the guardian
of true patriotism and true Christianity, whereas the latter saw itself as a challenge to both. The
I.W.W. jettisoned patriotism for its vision of an internationalist "one big union." The Knights of
Labor also saw themselves in those terms, but not as working class champions at the exclusion of all
others, or as revolutionaries who needed to destroy all institutions in order to create Utopia. The
Knights questioned capitalism but seldom patriotism; they attacked political corruption but preached
reform of the system rather than overthrow. Similarly, the I.W.W. tended to see organized religion
as hypocrisy at best, Marx's "opiate" at worst, whereas General Master Workman Powderly invested
the time and money of both Order and himself into trying to secure the Pope's blessing.
One need not establish ideological consonance between groups to make a case for cultural
borrowing. Because Knights of Labor songs emerged within a specific folk community with its own
values, rituals, and beliefs, its songs functioned as folksongs and circulated through worker cultures
of its own time and the future through both oral and written sources. The Knights drew upon an
established tradition of social protest singing, enriched it, and passed it on. That tradition was firmly
entrenched by the time of the Knights and probably would have survived had they never appeared.
What the Knights gave was vitality to the form that could not have existed without an organization as
large and as pregnant with possibilities as the Knights.
KOL songs stand in marked contrast to those of the American Federation of Labor.
Greenway dismissed the A.F.L. as the "aristocrats of labor," and claimed it "virtually barren in songs
which mark its path in the progress of unionism." Though Greenway overstates his case, many of the
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A.F.L.'s social protest songs-Tabor's Marseillaise," and "When Workingmen Combine," for
example-came to the organization through the Knights of Labor. The bulk of its remaining songs
seem rather tepid in contrast with those of the KOL. Sentiments like "World-honored craftsmen,
your weapons of poWr/Never gleamed brighter than in this great hour" and "Hurrah for the noble
carpenter" were unlikely to inspire rumblings of class consciousness. Typical of A.F.L.
conservativism is this verse from Thomas Confare's "The March of Union Labor."
"The march of union labor should be welcomed everywhere
From the humble little cottage to the door of the millionaire;
From the science of the universe is made by brain and brawn
And the wisdom of the unions long ago began to dawn
Upon capital advancing and now in full command;
All we ask for is to show us a kind and generous hand;
For industries of this country demand of you the call,
The march of union labor should be welcomed by you all."^"''^
Such a song has all of the bland sentimentalism of some of the Victorian parlor pieces reworked by
KOL songwriters, with none of the pathos that made the latter successful. Emily Balch was not
impressed by A.F.L. singing either. She wrote, "[perhaps] the craft union is too practical a work-day
organization for song; it has been difficult to find words or music of special originality or
permanence growing out of [the A.F.L.]."^-'^
But it is not necessary to claim exclusiveness to authenticate the importance of Knights of
Labor songs. The Knights were not the only organization that sang; a recent study by Clark Halker
reveals that some trades had strong singing traditions. Likewise, various radical
movements-especially the socialists-mixed politics and song. In fact, as I have argued, in many
places KOL and socialist songs were one and the same.
Halker overestimated the importance of trade union singing, a mistake that led him to
conclude that labor singing declined precipitously in the 1890s and had little importance thereafter.
Halker confused lulls and changes with the end of the folk process. Labor singing changed in the
1890s mostly because the Knights of Labor declined and its remnants fused with Populism. Neither
organization survived in healthy form for the start of the 20th century, and the bread-and-butter
approach of the Gompers-led American Fedcratic . o( Labor inspired few songs. Only individual
trades sang, mostly those under the influence of ex-Knights like Thomas Armstrong, George
McNeill, and William H. Foster.^''"
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Social protest singing in the 20th century awaited an organization that shared the Knights
of Labor's vision of one big union and a belief in the power of music as a shaper of rank-and-file
values. By 1908, the Industrial Workers of the World, inspired by the successful experiment of Jack
Walsh and the OveraUs Brigade, reached that understanding and evolved into the most musical labor
organization in American history. The I.W.W. itself declined dramatically in the 1920s, but the torch
of social protest was passed on to the Congress of Industrial Organizations. The C.I.O. made
effective use of song as an organizing tool in the critical period following 1935, when it remained to
be seen if the Wagner Act would become more than words on a piece of paper.
Music was an integral part of the culture that the Knights of Labor tried to forge. In
specific form, little of the songs or the Order survived. As an ideal and model however, the legacy
of both is quite another matter. As organized labor still searches for solidarity, it frequently falls
back on the power of music and today even the A.F.L./C.I.O. sponsors "labor jams" and music
workshops, while singer/songwriters Uke Pete Seeger, Bruce "Utah" Phillips, and Si Kahn manage to
both keep the old traditions alive and add to the social protest repertoire.^^' "Storm the Fort" is now
sung as "Hold the Fort," an apt metaphor for what has happened to organized labor in recent years,
but the torch of social protest once borne in Knights of Labor hands still burns, though with a cooler
name. Many years later Lee Hays of the Weavers, a late 40s-early 50s folk group that often sang
labor songs, expressed a sentiment that the Knights of Labor understood but failed to implement.
Hays wrote:
"Good singing won't do;
Good praying won't do;
Good preaching won't do;
But if you get them all together
With a httle organizing behind it.
You get a way of life
And a way to do it."^'*^
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Table 1
Tunes Used by the Knights of Labor
Tune 3j Ba Th O
2
Adeste Fideles X
America i j
Any Man's Tune 1
A Thousand Years
Auld Lang Syne 1 1 1 4
Battle Cry of Freedom 1112
Bruce's Address 1 j
Captain Jenks 1
Coming Through the Rye 1
Dixie I
Faded Coat of Blue 1 i
Farmer's Boy
^
General Jeff Burke's
Dream j
Happy Land of Canaan 1
Harp of Tara i
Hold the Fort 1 12
Ja vi elsker dette
Landitt 1
Jesus, We Thy Lambs
Would Be 1
John Brown's Body 1114
Jordan is a Hard Road
to Travel 1
Just Before the Battle
Mother 1 i
Kingdom Coming 1
Life on the Ocean
Wave 1 1
Marching Through Georgia 3 16
Marten 1
Marsellaise 1 1
Morning Light is
Breaking 11 1
(Continued Next
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Table 1 (Continued)
^ Ba Ih
National Anthem
Nelly Bly
Ninety and Nine 1 j
O' That Will Be
Joyful
O'Donnell Aboo
One More River
to Cross
J
Only a Brakeman
Onward Christian Soldiers
Original Tunes 4 5
Orphan Boy
Partant pour la Syrie
Pull to the Shore Sailor
St. Patrick's Day
1
Scots Wa Hae
Swanee River
2
Sweet Bye and Bye 1 2
Susannah j
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
10
1
1
1 1
Red, White & Blue 1 1 3
Ring Bells of Freedom 1
Royal CharUe
Three Grains of Com
2
To the Work 1
Tramp! Tramp! Tramp! 1 1 4
Wait For the Wagon j
Watch on the Rhine 1
We Are Marching Along 3
Wearing the Green 1 1
When Johnny Comes
Marching Home 1 j
When There's a Will 1
Windham j
Yankee Doodle 1 1
N=151 tunes; My total sampling includes 15 songs for which no tune was given
Source Key: Ta = Tallmadge, Ba = Baker, Th = Thompson,
O = Others
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CHAPTER 4
SOLIDARITY SEGMEf^ATION, AND SENTIMENTALITY:THE KNIGHTS OF LABOR IN POETRY
"Address to the Statue of Liberty"
"Hail to thee, statue! humbug gigantic!
Metallic misnomer, protuberance vast.
Sculptural gush! to thee all hail!
Liberty! chained art thou to ocean rock
With arm aloft, bearing a flameless torch,
Lightmg, by subterfuge electric,
A rod of dreary wave...
Thy whole a grim, colossal lie,
Internally a void, externally paralytic.
Useless, absorbant of wealth and skill.
Vain boast of only partial fact
Of freedom not yet gained.
Iron/s embodiment; quintessence of satire...
Man's rights suppressed, policeman's club supreme
In direful straits are thy disciples.
Who, trusting thee, false liberty.
Have learned thou art a he.
That thy vast mouth, profoundly dumb.
Is closed, hermetically sealed;
Nor hope's in freedom's cause
While two-inch mouths with heart and brains attached,
Are lured by deceptive light,
To rocks deceptive--to hangman's noose."^
"A Little Wife of the K. of L."
The dear little wife at home, John,
With ever so much to do.
Stitches to set and babies to pet
And so many thoughts of you.
The beautiful household fairy,
Filling your heart with light.
Whatever you meet to-day John,
Go cheerily home to-night."^
The cultural forms discussed thus far-ritual and music-were mostly internal expressions of
Knighthood whose roots were planted before 1882, the year the Knights abandoned secrecy. Knights
wrote poetry before 1882, but it was mass-produced only after that year. As the above poems
suggest, diversity of sentiment is a mark of KOL poetry. Why such diversity and what d. 1 it mean to
the Knights of Labor? Pre-1882 KOL culture was private, fraternal, ritualistic, and secretive;
post-1882 culture was increasingly public. Notions of class-bound (or at least producer-bound)
solidarity began to replace more restrictive images of fraternal brotherhood. Though the latter
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always had universal pretensions, in practice ritud and secrecy served as filters to prevent
undesirables fron. joining the Order. As the Knights of Labor went pubUc, its culture underwent a
transformation. Whereas pre-1882 Knights sought individuals deemed worthy of Knighthood,
post-1882 Kmghts assumed all who toUed were already worthy and needed only a modicum of
education to make them aware of their self-worth.
An organization must do more, of course, than merely decide to change its focus. KOL .
culture changed after 1882. but the shift was not a smooth one. As the Knights of Labor jettisoned
fraternalism its culture became more varied and diffuse. Knights began to behave culturally as they
had ideologically during the Home Club crisis. That is, locals and districts often evolved
independent practices that sometimes complemented and sometimes conflicted with that which was
officiaUy sanctioned. As the Home Club crisis also Ulustrates, there was tension between the Order's
two cultural ideals. As late as 1888, followers and self-styled "kickers" were recruited via appeals to
rituaUstic and secretive practices from pre-1882 KOL culture. Even the coUapse of the Founders-
Order did not purge the KOL of the tension. When the KOL celebrated its 25th amiiversary in
1894, a new wave of Stephens-mania swept the Order and brought with it renewed interest in older
forms of expression. In the late 1890s, General Master Workmen James Sovereign and Henry Hicks
tried to rescue the decaying Order by abandoning post-1882 culture and returning the KOL to
pre-1882 ideals.
In some respects, post-1882 Knights of Labor culture was an experiment that ended badly.
New forms of expression evolved, but they seldom had the cohesive influence on the Order that
ritual and secrecy once had. Central leadership was often upset by expressions of KOL culture and
tried to reassert direction, though seldom in the way that pre-1882 advocates wished. However, as
the two poems prefacing this chapter suggest, the biggest problem of all was a lack of consistent
direction.
Poetry begins to appear more often after 1882 because emergent KOL culture was
literary than it had once been. Though pre-1882 Knights believed in self-improvement-one
supposed to be able to write one's full name in order to gain admittance beyond the assembly's
Inner Veil-a cursory perusal of the Grand/General Master Workman's incoming correspondence
reveals that many Knights of the 1870s were barely literate.'' The campaign for literacy began in
more
was
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.880 ,hc creation of ,hc IsmmUOM^AL^ a„d U was i„ f„„ sw,„g by ,884. ,he year ,hc
JUL became a weekly, ra.her ,han
.„„,h,y, paper. Li.erary sources sueh as poe.ry and fiecion
illuslrale bo.h Ihe positive and negative aspects of post-,882 KOL culture. The elasticity of
Knighthood allowed for a variety of social and polnical expressions, but these often engendered
debate, anger, and division.
"Address to the Statue of Liberty" appeared in Chicago's JoMinaULi^^
in December, 1886. It echoes the shock and anger engendered by the brutal sentence passed on ,hc
eight n,en convicted in connection with the Haymarket tragedy. The second poem, oozing Victorian
sentimentaHty and showing none of the Knights of Labor's rhetorical respect for women, appeared in
the Journal of United Labor a scant two weeks after the scathing Chicago polemic. Ahhough place
and politics account for the obvious differences in tone, they do not explain how the same
organization could produce such ambiguity.
"A Little Wife of the K. of L." signals a problem with which post- 1882 KOL culture had u,
wrestle. As the KOL's culture moved out of the purely private realm it was no longer possible to
leave outside contaminants at the Outer Veil. The Knights of Labor began to discover that culture is
a two-way street and aspects of mainstream culture began to mix with those of the Order. "A Little
Wife of the K. of L." is Victorian and middle class in tone, while "Address to the Statue of Liberty" is
more working class, albeit a radical strain.
To dismiss the two poems as due merely to the differences between two writers begs the
question. Though the two writers undoubtedly saw the world in different ways, such an explanation
avoids the fact that both poems appeared in print. What one writes is an individual act, but what is
printed is an editorial decision. When one analyzes the editorial decisions made by Knights of Labor
editors on both the national and local levels, one finds little coherence of ideology or culture.
The historian need not be troubled by conflicts and contradictions. As Richard
Oestreichcr cogently observed, the same organization can simultaneously produce solidarity on the
one hand and fragmentation on the other.'' KOL poems encompassed numerous surface
contradictions because the Order dared to be broad enough to embrace men and women from
nearly all walks of life. As "A Little Wife of the K. of L." indicates, the Order wasn't always certain
of what to do with new recruits once it landed ihem. Still, (he KOL made a valiant effort to become
the one bi, union that wouid .cad laU.
.„u> Us ,o.dcn a,e. As Ocstreichc. C.c,o.y Kcalcy and
Bryan Pal.c. noted, there was a hnef ".o.ent" in .SH5 and im in which .any workers saw
beyond surn.cc tensions and believed in the KOL. vision.^ Un..t.na.ei, poht.ca. and cultural
diversity within Knighthood was tolerated only for a short ti.e until tolerance yielded to conllict.
Objectively speaking, the Knights probably needed to be .ore consistent, but to have been
overly so would have demolished the very cornerstone upon which a new society would be erected.
The KOL was in no position to embrace the myopic craft culture of Samuel C^ompers and the A.F.L
or the highly charged political culture of Daniel deLeon and the Socialist Labor Party; each „K.n had
to remove himself from the Knigh.s to pursue his respective vision. By its nature. post-.882 KOL
culture had to try to find room for both "Address to the Statue of L.ber.y" and "A Little Wife of the
K. of L." since both revolutionaries and b<,urgeois sentimentalists filled Knighthood's ranks, as did
sexists and feminists, cultural apologists and social critics, trade unionists and mixed assemblyi.cs,
small employers, and laborers. Knights of Labor poetry, with all of its contradictions, vividly
illustrates the possibilities and limitations of KOL vision.
Popular Press. I abor Press
It is templing to dismiss labor poetry; much of it is bad verse, bland sentiment, and
outmoded ideology. But in the case of the Knights of Labor, poetry provides a mirror into the
Order's soul. Rich in contradiction, these poems are often metaphorical teslamenls lo Knights'
history. They were also an integral part of late 19th century working class life and thus appropriate
for the historian's scrutiny. Few newspapers, labor or popular press, excluded poetry from their
pages. In fact, as I will argue, the very inclusion of poetry in the labor press is a refieclion of the
innucncc thai the popular press had on labor, and thus a key indicator of bourget)is cultural power
with which the Knights of Labor grappled.
Unfortunately for labor press, by the lime their journals began lo prolilerale in the
mid-lH80s, Ihe popular pre.ss had transformed itself and was shaping the tasles of the reading public
m both style and content. Though not yet ma.squerading as models of objectivity and dispa.ssionale
reporting, (Jilded Age newspapers were quite different from their antebellum progenitors. New
technologies in the transportation and communication induslries--telegra|)hs, railroads, improved
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pru.t.g presses, and advances in wood pulp production-were used by newspaper entrepreneurs to
develop a profitable
.ediu. for an increasingly urbanized population. In Gunther Earth's words
"In the span of two generations, the economic power of the modern city converted the newspaper
formerly a stodgy naercantUe sheet or a struggling political journal, into another for. of big
business."^ These entrepreneurs also implemented division of labor and managerial reforms. Before
the Civil War. most papers were one-person operations, with copy being provided by the editor or
correspondents who were often friends or relatives. By the 1870s. professional reporters began to
emerge and the writmg/editing hmctions of newspapers were segmented.^
According to the U.S. Census, there were 971 daily papers and 1,141 weeklies in 1880.«
Between 1880 and 1890-the decade in which the Knights of Labor grew, flourished, and
decUned-the number of newspapers nearly doubled, and they influenced the Order's evolution.
Although Barth often makes claims far too grandiose to be sustained by historical evidence, he is
doubtless correct in asserting that the metropolitan press influenced emergent urban masses by
giving them "information about the bewildering place they found themselves in."^ Newspapers served
as the same sort of community-building agents as the numerous fraternal orders that met m urban
America. More significantly for this study, many Americans formed their first opinions concerning
the Knights of Labor based on accounts in urban newspapers.
Labor papers, though long an aspect of working class life, reemerged in earnest only
during the 1880s. According to Philip Foner, the labor press numbered about 400 weeklies, 17
monthlies, and 2 or 3 dailies in 1885; impressive growth, but weak competition for the powerful mass
press.^° The Knights of Labor reahzed this and required each local assembly to purchase its Journal
of United Labor
,
partly to educate its members, and partly because the egotistical Powderly felt too
many popular papers treated him unfairly.^! Knights' local assemblies published several hundred
local papers in the late 1880s, but labor papers were always a far more risky enterprise financially
and legally than then- mass competitors and many would-be labor editor/entrepreneurs like J.P.
McDonnell, Charles Litchman, Joseph Buchanan, and John Swinton went out of business after a few
12
years.
Despite the valiant efforts of labor editors, most workers were untouched by their papers,
and those who were also read the mass press. And what did they read there? By the 1880s, the
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popular press had expanded beyond mere editoriahzin. Though one could pick up the
Itald and find editorials critical of the Knights of Labor, one could also find sports, society pages
aty features, hun.an interest stories, and poetry. The Knights of Labor had disproportionate
numbers of editors and printers within its ranks, and many of them naturally gravitated towards the
Order's internal press. Since many of them, including Theodore Cuno, Joseph Buchanan A M
Dewey, and A.W. Wright, had learned and honed their skUls in mamstream newspapers, it is hardly
surprising that many Knights of Labor editors fashioned the Order's papers m the image of the
popular press. That mentahty often led to clashes. A. M. Dewey assumed the editorship of the
Journal of United T .hor in 1888 when Charles Litchman was forced out. Almost immediately,
General Secretary John Hayes and Thomas O'Reilly, a printer for the J^, began to complain of
Deweys work habits and writing style. Both argued that he was too interested in general "news" and
"scoops" to edit a labor paper. Dewey resigned in July, 1889, after less than a year in his job. His
successor, Alexander W. Wright, fared httle better, as bitter enemies Hayes and O'Reilly vied for
control and complained to Powderly of Wright's job performance.
Both the urban and labor press faced a formidable challenger for readership: the so-called
"story papers" such as the New York Ledger, Frank Leslie's Chimney Corner Smith and Street's
New York Weekly
,
The Fireside Companion, and The Familv Sfnrv P.p.r The story papers
adapted to an urban readership before mainstream newspapers made the change and were
weU-entrenched by the 1870s. Featuring stock characters, time-worn plot devices, and heavy doses of
Victorian morality, the story papers nonetheless buUt a large readership that faithfully followed the
exploits of such heroes as Buffalo Bill, Ragged Dick, Nick Carter, and Scalp King. In addition to •
low-brow fiction, these papers ran column after column of poetry, most of it sentimental. Poetry's
original purpose in the story papers was as much to fill space and balance pages aesthetically as to
communicate bourgeois cultural values, but it soon became a favorite with readers. By the 1880s,
the New York Ledger paid $10 for original poems accepted for publication; they were deluged with
submissions. The inclusion of poetry and fiction in Knights of Labor papers clearly reflects story
paper influences. In fact, the Knights often reprinted poetry from those papers, and several
members of the Order, including Mrs. Frances Sargent Osgood, T. DeWitt Talmadge, John Erigena
Barrett, and A.J. Duganne could be found in both story paper and Knights' columns.
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The relauooship be^^een
.he popular a,d labor presses, however, was sy^biodc. Urban
newspapers were owned by „e„ of ,he
.iddle class, bu, only par, of ,he. readership was bourgeois
Co.pe.uion for circula,ion was keen in
.e.ropoU,an n,arke.s-New Voric Ci.y had n,ore .han a
dozen daiUes-and few edi.ors had .he tary of ignoring working Cass opinion. Nor could ,hey
a..ack wi,h 4e i.puni.y wi.h which
.he reli^ous press could. Cer.au. urban magazines and dailies
-luding The Nor,h American Pn^ew
,
.he Brooklyn F.a.l,,
.he SammJlms. and .he Ne^
Sun, enjoyed brief favor wi.h
.he Knigh.s of Labor, and even hos<ile papers often prin.ed Powderl^s
editorials, letters, and rebuttals.
Mutual shaping influences are even more obvious with the story papers. Not only were
columns and writers shared, but by the 1880s the Knights of Labor began to appear as characters in
story paper plots, and Terence Powderlys picture often graced their pages. The New York Wee.,,
edited by Francis Smith and Francis Street, even bragged in 1886:
i7^3fTT^^^^^^' °f ^"^^ y^^' the first to recognize the importance ofhe great labor quest.on-the first to foresee the rapid growth of th? organiLZ whkh athis tmie has .ts local assembhes in every manufacturing center, workinfsl^ 1
SaptS?'^^ H°'7 the direction of its abfe, unsw;rving, L disp';ss.onate
wage ZZt!Xs^o:^^ " "^"''^ "^'^'^^ '
Not to be outdone, the New York Ledger and the Family Storv P.per printed their own Knights of
Labor stories with laudatory btroductory remarks. The latter even ran occasional columns of KOL
news. Michael Demiing argues that the working class constituted the bulk of story paper readership
by the 1880s. If he is correct, story papers courted the KOL for sound economic reasons.
Poetrv With a Purpose?
UnUke ritual and music, the Knights' press, with its poetry and fiction, represents one of the
Order's first significant ventures into the realm of public culture. Poetry in Knights of Labor
journals sometimes served as mere column filler, but it was primarily envisioned as a weapon in the
Order's educational campaign. Education was seen as a two-front struggle, since both the working
class and the general public were in need of enlightenment. Though few Knights' papers attempted
dissemination in the open marketplace, KOL editors were aware that their publications were often
read by those outside of the Order. The "open letter" to politicians, employers, and the public was a
frequent feature in KOL journals.
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every
ranic-and-me. Poetr^s effect was .ore United than that of .usic despite the fact that songs seldo.
surfaced outside of assembly haUs. Though poe.s circulated vWdeiy in print, they were normally
read privately. Favorite songs quickly passed into a canon that reemphasized the same values
time they were sung. By contrast, one poem quickly yielded to another. Both musxc and poetry
inspired members, but the stimulation derived from individual poems tended to be of shorter
duration since it was not coUectively reinforced.^^
Although few poems enjoyed more than momentary fame, members were moved by them. In
1889, "J.H.S." of Danville, Virginia, wrote to the Journal of TInireH T .K.. to advise that he had just
read an old JUL containing Charles E. Darling's poem "The Tidal Wave of Liberty," and was so
affected that "it seemed that I could reaUze facts as they are and facts as they w,ll be more than I
had ever done before."^^ This was precisely the effect labor poetry was supposed to have on the
reader. For J.H.S., the poem he read was not a reinforcement of fully developed consciousness, but
rather an awakening, a moment of revelation.
KOL leaders recognized the power of poetry to bspire readers. A month before the letter from
J.H.S., Powderly wrote to John Hayes to complain that "for some time there has been a lack of
poetry in the Journal and I think the effect is bad. It directs the attention of the readers to [sic]
closely to the hard, every-day matter of fact existance [sic] we lead and they become soured. Let us
have more poetry even though we have to make it ourselves."!^ Powderly saw poetry as a means of
rekindling hope in the minds of the dispirited and recognized the power of verse as a propaganda
tool. He reahzed that unless more workers like J.H.S. were awakened, they had little hope of
transcending degraded social and economic circumstances.
KOL poets, editors, and leaders used poetry to put forth immediate concerns, offer amelioration,
and arouse sentiment, but were under no illusion that it could be a substitute for action. Gregory
Kealey and Bryan Pahner, in an otherwise cogent analysis, overestimate the value of Knights of
Labor cultural expressions, including poetry. They acknowledge that Knights' culture was both
"residual and emergent, class and movement," [emphasis theirs] and credit KOL poetry with
deepening "working peoples' appreciation for change." This does not mean, however, that poetry
readers "could see past the mystification of bourgeois domination," as Kealey and Palmer claim.
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The K„.gh,s used poe.ry for a v.ie,y of reason, one of wWch was edueafiona,. Uadership reaBzed
.ha, a transformed rarJc-and-file was ,he key ,„ buUding a pracica, organizaUcn ,ha. could a„ain
concrete gains on labor's behaU. In retrospect, KOL leaders were overly naive about the
transformative value of education, but even Powderly reahzed that .note than enlightenment was
needed to change society.
Further, Kealey and Palmer contradict earlier statements that KOL culture was an amalgam of
the old and the emergent. They fall prey to Marxist imperatives that assume that aU true
expressions of working class culture must totally reject bourgeois notions. Though many
anarcho-socialist inteUectuals m the Order were profoundly critical of estabhshed cultural practices,
not aU confrontation should be equated with rejection. Even men hke Joseph R. Buchanan and
Thomas McGuire were strange hybrids of working class and bourgeois value systems. Rather than
reject existing systems outright, they wished to democratize them and make them more just. Critics
of mainstream culture within the Knights of Labor spHt between those who saw that culture as
corrupt by nature, and those who saw it as corrupt merely because it excluded the working class.
Poetry usually communicates a single message. Much Knights of Labor poetry was written
and printed in response to immediate concerns. As Marcus Graham observed, "poetry and
propaganda are two sides of the same shield."20 But as Graham also noted, poetry can be either an
escape from or an affirmation of the world; the first type of poetry is a "sedative," the second a
"stimulant."2^ Knights' editors exposed their readers to both types. Those who search for a master
plan in Knights' poetry do so in vain. It is difficult to wade through Knights of Labor poetry and
fmd consistent messages; for every position, one quickly locates its contradiction in either print or
deed. Women, for example, were rhetorically elevated as comrades in the workplace and depicted as
mere Victorian horaemakers, just as elsewhere they are praised for their moral guardianship of
society alongside insulting anecdotes and stories in which they appear as helpless and incompetent.
Many other messages were mixed: Powderly is the hero of numerous poems, the villain in others;
some poems urge cooperation with capitalism, others urge its overthrow; religion is held up as a
liberating ideal in one verse, as an enslaving power in another. Unlike its songs, one does not even
find consistent messages about itself in Knights of Labor poems: one poem praises the Order for .
practicing perfect brotherhood, while another bitterly complains of fragmentation and disunity; one
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poet cheers readers wi,h ,he hope of an emergen, new age. while ,he nex, depresses ,he. wi.h woes
of labor being crushed.
The bes, ,ha. can be said for the edncational efficacy of Knigh.s of Labor poetry is that i, was of
mixed value. Though Journal of United labor editors like Charles Litchman and A.W. Wright
dreamed of making it the propaganda organ for a new form of working class culture, they found
little agreement within the Order as to what tha, culture should look like. Nor could many Knights'
editors, writers, lecturers, and poets completely cast off the residual influences of dominant
bourgeois culture, a reaUty made painfully obvious in poems and flUer articles concerning women
that one finds in KOL journals.
While trying to forge a new culture, Knights' editors tried to walk a tightrope between the
Order's factions, the pulls of divergent cultural expressions, and reader expectations that KOL papers
resemble the popular press. An 1887 editorial in the Journal of I JnireH I .hn. niakes this clear.
While bragging that "every shade of opinion-political, religious, and social-is represented by our
members," the JUL announced the unveiling of a new six-column format with expanded features, and
acknowledged that its "mission must necessarily be educational" since so much work remained to be
done. The most notable changes in the JUL ,however, were the inclusion of more poetry, serialized
stories, pithy proverbs, discussions of religion, moral sermons from Powderly, and a "woman's page."
As the JUL explained, the paper wanted to devote more space "to matters of interest in the family
circle" so that it would be "a welcome visitor at the fireside as well as in the workshop."^^
Whatever the message, a reader of Knights of Labor journals always had plenty of poetic
input to contemplate. The chart below is my count of entire poems or substantial excerpts printed in
Journal of United Labor (after 1889 called the Journal of the Knights of Lahor ;i from 1880-1893:
Poems in the Journal of United Labor
Year: Poems:
1880 14
1881 15
1882 8
1883 10
1884 41
1885 30
1886 29
1887 148
1888 59
1889 19
1891 30
1892 57
1893 47
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The nuctuation in numbers is telling. Relatively few poe.s were published from 1880 through 1883
because the JUL was a monthly paper. It became a weekly in 1884, the first year one sees a
substantial increase in column space devoted to poetry. The decline in 1885 and 1886, coincides with
the Knights of Labor's period of rapid growth, a time in which the Order was tryng to sort out its
unexpected good fortune and redefine itself. 1887, the peak year for KOL poetry, refiects that brief
moment (already slipping away) in which many Knights felt it their duty to speak to and for the
entire working class. Reality dawned a bit in 1888, and less poetry appeared. 1889 is the statist.cal
low point (if one ignores the 1880-1883 monthly journals) and reflects the chaotic condition of both
the Order and its journal, which nearly everyone agreed was being mismanaged by A. M. Dewey.
Dewey's resignation brought forth A. W. Wright as editor, and a clamor for more poetry. Poetry
was a standard feature in Dewey's Journal of the. Kniphrc of T .K^. though little of it was as
optimistic as the halcyon days of 1887.
Poetry was also an integral part of local KOL journals. From July, 1883, to May, 1888,
Denver's Labor Enquirer printed 144 poems; the Baltimore Critic used 68 in 1889. The Haverhill
Laborer included 124 poems in 1885 and 1886 alone, a number that suggests that local papers
responded to the Order's rapid growth and expanding needs much faster than did the JUL. Another
paper from Massachusetts' District Assembly 30 indicates the centrality of poetry in that district.
Frank Foster's Boston Labor Leader was a KOL paper until he left the Order in 1888, because of its
anti-trades union position. When Foster was in the fold in 1887, the BLL contained 42 poems; 18SS
editions printed only 30.
Before analyzing poetry content, one final cautionary note is in order. Knights of Labor
poetry (and most labor poetry) should not be judged by the standards of critical poetic analysis.
Much of it, by academic measurements, is bad poetry; Kealey and Palmer called it "low culture.""^
But style, meter, and construction were secondary to most labor poets. The message was central,
not its delivery system, and most poems employed free verse. Most KOL poetry is lyric poetry, with
a few narrative poems scattered here and there. Like other lyric poems. Knights' poetry expresses
the poet's personal reaction to the world and either implicitly or explicitly suggests an appropriate
reaction for the reader. Those reactions, that Graham called "sedatives" or "stimulants," could take
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".any foro., buc ,ie „„s, co.™„ suggestions were resignacion. ™.hdrawa,. def,a„ce, c„.„i,„e„,
<o a cause, or praisefui respec At ^ ,„es, KOL poe.ry expressed ideas ,ha. i,s poe.s and editors
found con,peUing. Tbose ideas were sometimes original, sometimes borrowed; often they were the
product of worlting class ideology, but frequently those of the oppressor classes. It there is a
common thread rumiing through KOL poetry, it is ambiguity.
Brothers of the r^nc^
As in the case its songwriters, a favorite topic for Knights of Labor poets was the Order
itself. Likewise, themes of fraternalism and mutuaUsm were common. One of the earUest surviving
poems was "A Fallen Friend," read by KOL co-founder William Fennimore on March 16, 1871, at a
memorial service for John Hobson. The poem opens:
"We stand to-night, as some will stand again,
To mourn a friend and brother of the past,Who formed a link in love's cemented chain.
Whose weary limbs have found repose at last."
From there the eulogy proceeded appropriately for a solemn
occasion until Fennimore reached the ninth verse:
"The hand that labored long has lost its grasp.
And in repose is laid upon his breast.
Yet memory holds the strong fraternal grasp •
That linked our hearts in labor or in rest."
Precisely what was meant by "fraternal grasp" was revealed
two verses later:
"ADELPHON KRUPTOS, treasured in his heart,
Was guarded well by silence, truth and trust;
For never deigning with the gem to part.
His praise to speak is only speaking just.""'^
Hobson's eulogy touches on familiar themes of brotherhood and comradeship, but implies
these are impossible outside of Knights' mysteries. By writing the single reference to the Order's
ritual book, the Adelphon Kruptos, entirely in capital letters, the poem elevates it as an ideal for the
living. Hobson's death becomes all the more poignant because living brothers have lost a comrade
whose entire life was authenticated by his adherence to the precepts of the AK; his death deprives
the Order of a cherished comrade, but his life serves as an object lesson in true Knighthood.
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Of course,
„„, „a.y Knigh,s heard Fenntaore's poem as Che Order was ,„i,e s.a„ 1„
1871. bu. ,he idea of brotherhood as a mysterious,
,uasi-reh^ous experieuce donriua.ed ,he early life
of the Order. Ten years later James Gold, the Recording Secretary of Local Assetnbly 1645, ended
his poem, "Labor's Cause," with:
"Talk not of soldier fame-heroes of battlefields
R. . r S .""f "^^^'^ P'^^^ fancied right;But figh^ m labor's cause which home and comforfshieldsYou thus may die CROWNED by peers but OWNED a labor Knight.-^^
Apparently not all members were as fauhful as the departed Hobson, or followed Gold's
self-sacrificing ideal. RJ. Preston, the Recording Secretary of LA. 1580 warned in his poem
"Brotherhood":
"He is no Knight of Labor
Who sheathes his Knightly sword;
And to an outside neighbor
Reveals his secret word.
Divulging what has taken place
Within our sacred veils,
I call him 'traitor' to his face
Who thus our pledge assails,"^^
Likewise, Hugh Cameron sent Powderly a poem entitled "To the G.M.W. and Members of the GA.,
K. of L." that he hoped could help defuse anti-fraternal feelings left over from the 1882 Grand
Assembly, in which Charles Litchman was removed as Grand Secretary and editor of the Journal of
United Labor for his mismanagement of the Defense Fund.^^ Cameron wrote:
"Be earnest brothers in the work,
Drive prejudice away
Don't spend your time in wrangling,
Nor give our cause away.
Sit down on Litchman hghtly,
Nor drive him from the fold;
His brain and culture are worth more
To us than paltry gold-
He's as guilty as a striker
Who wants a hving wage,
As a first class lien on what he builds
To keep pace with the age."^
By 1884, however, Knights of Labor poets were noticeably less concerned with fraternalism
mside the Order, as with the possibilities of applying the principles of Knighthood universally.
Though a George Stewart poetry submission to Denver's Labor Enquirer was entitled "Song of a
Knight of Labor," the KOL appears nowhere in the text. Stewart instead admonished
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feUo„-work.=„-
,„ -Shake off ,ha, res.ra.n, which ha,h long wrapped ,h= ™l„d/A„d boldly de.aad
what justice is thine." He challenged workers to:
"ReHect for a moment how life passes by
With those on whom alone nations rely,
And just indignation shall start in your breast
To thmk those most essential are those most oppressed
Kespect, thanks or comfort are never bestowedOn those who through life drag the heaviest load-
But spumed with contempt by the rich and the vainWho have naught but what's bought by our labor and pain."^^
Stewart's words parallel the Knights' initiation rite in which novices listened to speeches from the
Worthy Foreman declaring labor as "noble and holy," and lamented the loss of its fruits to men of
"greed" who "blinded by self interest overlook the interests of others."^^ In essence, Stewart took the
message of the Adelphon Krnptos out of the secrecy of the assembly hall and turned it into an
exhortation to all workers,
Stewart's sentiments were echoed more forcefully by Lincoln King^s poem "K. of L.":
"Hear the sounds of mighty tumult
From the country and the town!
See the countless weary toilers
Cast their heavy burdens down!
Hear them say, 'no more we'll bear them!
We all our woe must tell.'
And they, on their glorious banner,
Place the symbol, *K. of L.'"
King then urged all workers to fly the Knights of Labor
banner side by side with the American flag:
"Pledged are we, our lives, our honor,
To lift up the cause of the right,
To be ever bold and manly,
To be vahant in the fight.
Down with treason's fiery banner!
Haul it to the depths of hell!
But two flags shall e'er wave o'er us-
*Stars and Stripes,' and *K. of L.'"^^
Like George Stewart, Edmund Mortimer also opened the
AK to workers outside the Order. In a poem written for John Swinton's Paper , he called the
Kniehts "Sons of Power," and informed all thai:
"Labor's sacred, God-likc, hoiy-
Conlcnlmcnl, hcahh, when righlly done;
Bui as forced on us now, lis wholly
A blighting curse on every one.
Work at evening! work at morning!
For a poor pittance day and night;
Arise! the cruel terms scorning
On our side are-God and the Right!"^-
As I have previouslv argued, the Knights of Labor never totally cast off the garments of
pre-1882 fraternalism, as pragmatic trade unionists, hard-boiled socialists, and many women within
its ranks thought it should. George Aiken of Local 2477 mixed Victorian morality with wistful hints
of the Order's past in "An Acrostic":
"Kindly treat your fellow man.
None can accuse or cast you down.
In that hour of need and danger
God will bless your laureled crown.
He who seeks
To give you aid
Sees and feels that you are right.
Or sympathizes with your cause,
Fears no danger in your fight;
Loyal to your good intent,
Associated heart and hand.
Be firm, be true, sincere;
Of all the rest
Right royal stand,"^^
Aiken's imagery would have been obscure to the hundreds of thousands of new members who
inundated the Knights of Labor from 1885 through 1887, but older members probably found hidden
meanings. The images of crown and royalty harked back to older concepts of the "nobility" of toil,
while other parts of the poem addressed the notion of mutual assistance, a central component of the
S.O.MA. principle. For the real old-timers, the heart and hand evoked memories of the earliest
KOL rituals that drew heavily on Masonic imagery.
As late as 1890, AK imagery still made its way into Knights' poetry. In a long poem,
"Knights of Labor Call," submitted by C. Drake, the Master Workman of Local Assembly 1519
(Victoria, Austraha), one finds the line: "True Knights of Labor, every one, v/ill bear the *Lance and
Shield.'" Aside from that line however, Drake's poem contains few veiled references; rather it is a
compendium of the ills suffered by labor and the employers, newspapers, self-help fakirs, and
"plutocrats and other rats" who are responsible."^
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The propaganda messages of Knights of Labor poets penetrated the heartland of America
By 1887. poets in Iowa had taken up the poetic eause. The Dubu.ue IndM^^U^
.^printed
"There Must Be Something Wrong," with its defiant passage:
"When earth produces rich and fair
The golden waving corn,
When fragrant fruits perfume the air
And fleecy flocks are shorn,
Whilst thousands move with aching head,
And sing the ceaseless song,
We starve, we die, oh give us bread!
There must be something wrong."^
The origin of this poem makes its message all the more remarkable. It is not a KOL original, but
rather a reworking of one popular with New England mill operatives in the 1830s.^ How the
Knights got hold of it is unknown, but a likely guess is that the U^d^lMLc^ editor, James
Sovereign, plucked it from the popular press. (Sovereign held numerous newspaper jobs before
accepting a post as Iowa's Commissioner of Labor Statistics in the late 1880s.) In any event, Iowa
Knights in 1887 found a contemporary ring to "There Must Be Something Wrong." KOL culture was
sponge-like and older labor poetry was only one of many sources from which themes were absorbed.
Despite the Knights of Labor's poetic preoccupation with itself, poets and readers alike
soon ventured out of the as.sembly hall and into the larger world of the laboring cla.sses. Early
poems were more like KOL songs in that they primarily reinforced the Order's internal values and
concerns. When poems moved out of the a.sscmbly hall and into journals they became public
property. Any thoughts the Knights of Labor might have had of keeping its papers an internal organ
quickly vanished; both the popular press and other labor organizations freely c,uoted from KOL
publications, and the Knights frequently borrowed from other papers. As Knight poets confronted
the larger social world, they faced the challenge of making their words speak to larger social realities
in a language
.hat did not require ma.stcry of Knights' mysticism. This could be done by encoding
symbols, as Stewart and Aiken did, or by following the example of Iowa Knights by simply addressing
all labor directly. For Knights whose mastery of KOL ritual was le.ss-delailed, KOL poems offered a
more direct message: labor was oppre.s.sed. The grinding drudgery of toil and the yrants who
imposed it were contrasted with manly laborers whose noble minds Iran.scendcd base greed.
Patriotic, God-fearing Knights were portrayed as sincere, heroic, and lailiilul (o ihcir word. By
con,ras, enemies of ,he Order were greedy oppressors whose unmanly vanity, pride, and cruelty
offer,ded mar,, God. arrd nature. The Knights' task was to conrnrumcate that message.
By the Pen niv^H^r^
Poems about the Knights of Labor suggested solidarity and brotherhood. When KOL
poets turned their pens to other subjects, however, fragmentation often resulted. Knighthood was an
elastic abstraction, but the Order's day-to-day work was more concrete and how to m^plement it
precipitated great debate. Much Uke The Red Rag" in song, KOL poems often suggested ideas
which some segments of the Order found uncomfortable. To illustrate this, I turn to poems dealing
with capitalism, politics, and the eight-hour work day.
Most Knights of Labor agreed that banks were evil and the Order's declaration of
principles called upon the government "to establish a purely national circulating medium issued
directly to the people, without the intervention of any banking corporations."^^ Like speculators,
gamblers, and rum-seUers, bankers were banned from the Order. A long narrative poem, "The
Banker and I Are Out," appearing in an 1885 Journal of I JnifeH T .h.. is typical of poetic attacks on
bankers. The piece contrasts the Uves of a poor laborer and his rag-clad wife and children with the
ostentatious opulence of "Banker Jones":
"There's Banker Jones across the way,
who rolls in wealth and style.
And yet he does no useful work,
but still he makes a pile;
His wife can dress in silks and lace,
and make a splendid show,
A coach and four to take her out,
wherever she may go."
The poet injects a note of anti-Semitism by evoking images of
Shakespeare's Shylock and applying them to all bankers:
"You ought to see them go to church
and sit in cushioned pews.
And make believe they are Christians,
and yet they are aught but Jews."
The crimes of Banker Jones are catalogued in the remainder of the p( :m. While laborers answered
the call to defend the Republic, Jones loaned money to the government at 100% interest and
foreclosed on the mortgages of war widows. After the Civil War he led the battle against
greenbacks, thus keeping workers under a mountain of debt.-'^
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Rural Knights echoed these sentiments.
"Facts For Farmer. " .nn. ud is, r r rs, appearmg m Dubuque
Iowa's Industrial Leader, begins on a wistful note:
"The farmer dares his mind to speak
He has no gift or place to speak,
lo no man living need he bow,
The man who walks behind the plow
Is his own master, what' er befall.
And king or beggar, he leads us all."
The tone of the poem quickly changes, however. a.d .he reader is informed ,ha. ,he above image is
a remembrance of .he pas.. Now farmers bow .o a varie.y of masters v«,h names like "intercs.- and
"mortgage."-^^
Agreement about banking did not produce unity on what to do about it, nor did selective
viUainy prove easy to contain. The Order's 1878 Preamble opened with a reference to the "alarming
development and aggression of aggravated wealth." This language quickly yielded to the more
specific "aggressiveness of great capitalists and corporations.-^^ This shift allowed charges of greed,
opportunism, and cruelty once unleashed against bankers, speculators, gamblers, and rum-sellers to
be applied to all capitalists. This broader interpretation was destined to clash with more
conservative ones.
Though Terence Powderly rhetorically advocated the end of the wage system, in practice
he sought accommodation with capital in the hopes that education would lead capitalists to
voluntarily implement arbitration, profit-sharing, and cooperative production. Powderly's
conservative approach was echoed by Iowa poet Will Minnick {LA. 1403, Oskaloosa). In "Would
We Strike?" Minnick rejected lashing out at capital in anger, vengeance, or violence. Instead,
workers should resort to "logic, pen, and pencil...reason...education's word...wisdom [and] ballot
box."^^
Minnick's caution was made more explicit by "J. F." of Hickory Ridge, Pennsylvania, whose
long "Verses For the Toiler" recalled the language of Uriah Stephens. Though acknowledging the
existence of capitalist "rogues," J.F. blamed their existence on "ignorance" and encouraged Knights lo
be faithful to their pledge and to educate employers. His durational program was the old
producerist imagery of Stephens: "Labor is noble in its place/And holy in its end/It honors all the
human race/And makes us honest men." J.F.'s new dawn, like Powderly's, would be the result of
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education and mutual good will not revninfmn- "tu^ i .g ui, olutio . The last great blow will not be given/By organized
bands/Till honest toU and capital/Shall shake each other's hands.'^^
But many Knights found the sentiments of J. F., Minnick, and Powder.y bland ones Percy
Braincourt's "The Sale of Labor" equates capitalism with slavery:
"The hammer rang on the still bright morn
Amidst the talk of gabbling throng
For labor here was all forlorn,
As the auctioneer sang' his daily song-
Here's labor for sale,
Come list to the tale,
Of labor lost and thrown away,
By men of wealth,
Gained by stealth.
And now for a trifle sold to-day."
One by one pa.he.ic figures make their way ,o the auction bloclca
-fair-featured darling boy loved
by his mother but worn out," "a lady fair...sickly now fron, the factory's air," and an old nran who has
toUed since youth but has now "worked out his heart."^^
Braincourt was pessimistic about the possibihty of educating capitalists, an opinion shared
by a poet from Brooklyn's oath-bound Advance Labor Club (LA. 1562). "Labor's War Cry,
Advance!" was submitted to The Bovcotter in 1886 and opens:
"Brothers, arise! Proclaim the fact
That mankind shall be free!
Let every word, and every act
Be one for Liberty.
Too long we're fettered with the chain
By tyrants in our ranks.
We bear no God-cursed mark of Cain,
Our name is yet-Advance!"
There can be little doubt of the poet's target when one
reads the fmal verse:
"How long shall petty tyrants rule
In Labor's holy name?
How long shall Justice play the fool
When "Mammon" is the game?
Twas you my Brothers, 'Spread the Light'
Tis you who will enhan
The glories of the Wage-slave fight
Advance! Defy! Advance!"'^
Although references to "wage slavery" were by no means exclusive to radicals within the Knights of
Labor, two related facts confirm it as a challenge to Powderl/s conservative approach to
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cap,.a./,abo, rdadons. First, submission o< ,he poe™
.o Ih^B««ttI. ^ i„,,p,„,,„,
journal, ra.her ,han ,he l^^^sn^U^UlmiL^ or DA. 49. D,.^.
,„
of centra. leadership. Second, the poen, co.es fro™ renegade Uca, Assembly 1562, a local a, odds
wth both Powderly and DA. 49, and one that stm counted Theodore Cuno as a nrenrber. (Cuno
addressed Knights of LA. 1562 at a May Day rally as late as 1891.)
Poetic contradictions concerning capitalism are a reflection of the KOL's ambivalence
about pohtics. The 1878 Preamble never mentioned politics directly, though 10 of its 15 articles
required legislative action for realization. By contrast, the 1884 Preamble called on members
.„ vote
inteUigently and elect "only such candidates as will pledge their support (to KOL principles]
regardless of party." The Knights realized, however, that even this mild statement was divisive and
added the codicil, "no [Knight] shall, however, be compelled to vote with the majority.-" This was
softened even further when the 1884 General Assembly insisted that the Order officially separate
industrial questions from political ones, and proclaimed that "politics must be subordinated to
industry. "^"^
The ambiguity of the GA.'s position on politics ultimately proved divisive as individual
Knights sought to articulate what the General Assembly had not. The Order's original position on
politics was clear. Addressing the third Grand Assembly in Chicago in 1879, Uriah Stephens
remarked, "Sad experience assures us no relief can be expected from those elevated by the polluted
channels of party politics to positions that should be held by patriotic and enlightened statesmen...."
Stephens likewise doubted that philanthropists or political economists held much hope for labor and
concluded, "To this fact is owing, the existence of Knighthood....No other organization in existence
proposes to meet this great want [of oppressed humanity], or directs its efforts to this mighty
work.
Stephens's skepticism was less pronounced in future leaders like Powdcrly, Charles
Litchman, and Joseph Buchanan. All three expressed agreement that the KOL should be above
partisan politics, yet all three either served or ran for elected office just as Stephens himself ran for
Congress on the Greenback Labor ticket.''^ Powderly was the mayor of Scranton, Pennsvlvimia,
when he became Grand Master Workman of the Knights of Labor. His disingenuous claim that he
accepted his political mantle with reluctance and was above politics-as-usual convinced some Knights,
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bu, his penchan, for playing power poii.ics bo.h inside and oncside
.he Order was hardly a nrodel of
nonpartisan detachment.
KOL poetry captured n=any of the divergent political tendencies within the Order.
The third issne of the Journal of t Inited I aho, prhrted a poen, entitled The Candidate" that
scornfully lampooned office-seekers:
"He greets the woman with courtly grace
He kisses the baby's dirty face,
'
He calls to the fence the farmer at work,
He bores the merchant, he bores the clerk..."
When a laborer's wife asked her husband why poUticians
didn't secure useful employment, he explained that most were, "Too stupid to preach, too proud to
beg/Too blind to rob, and too lazy to dig.'^^ In 1882, the JUL printed "A Fable But Not a Fable" in
which "banks, rulers, and monopolists" were lumped as one. Government was described as an
exclusive fortress in which power-brokers tried to trick laborers mto believing "that they are better
off than others."-^^
Politicians were scorned by KOL poets. A Baltimore Knight wrote:
"To-day honest labor submits to abuse,
Its vote is adapted to corporate use.
But election day passed, labor drops out of mind,
And then they kick down the ladder by which they have climbed."^^
Such scorn could even extend to fellow Knights, if their actions were perceived as self-seeking.
When Ontario^s Alexander Wright ran as a Conservative against a popular MP who was not a KOL
member, Ontario Knights nonetheless helped trounce Wright at the polls and then composed a
satirical poem, "How Wright Was Left," to complete his disgrace.^^
Dayton, Ohio, Knights captured the KOL's schizophrenia concerning pohtics in "Politician's
Prayer." The poem's second verse supplicates, "Give us the counting of the votes on poUing day/Let
none of ours turn their coats/But send the opposition boats/Salt river away." But in case honest
politics should prove ineffective, verses three and five suggest:
"Let slander, mahce, force, and fraud
But ^his time fail;
But if such tricks should be abroad,
Expose our enemies', O Lord
Let ours prevail....
Give us by honest means, success
In this great fight;
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But if too strong the foemen press
Let's save the state by crookedness
And call it right."^''
"Politician's Prayer" highlights two fundamental problems in the KOL's official stand on
politics. First, the poem recognized that political power was necessary if the Knights hoped to
implement its reform platform. Second, the poem acknowledged that tradUional ballot box politics
had failed labor. What was to be done if neither education nor the ballot box could liberate labor.
The Order split into camps over that question: a conservative faction exemplified by Powderly that
insisted the KOL was above partisan politics, and politicized factions that called for independent
political action. The latter split into numerous subfactions and included anarchists, Lassallean and
Marxist socialists, Single-Taxers, BellamyUe Nationalists, Farmers' Alliance followers, and local
supporters of the many United and Independent Labor parties. A few, like A. W. Wright and
Charles Litchman, even tried their hands at traditional politics.^-*
In this atmosphere of political free agency, specific issues often divided the Order. One
such issue was the call for an eight-hour work day. Few subjects captured the imagination of KOL
poets like the eight-hour movement. A typical verse upholding its virtues is this from an 1884
Journal of United I.:<hor -
"Long enough we've borne the cross,
We've raised the wage-they've pulled it down.
To us has always come the loss.
Strike for less hours-and wear the crown."^^
Eight-hour sentiment reached the American heartlands and was expressed by a poet from Glen
Burn, Kansas:
"The hours you toil now more than EIGHT
Don't as a rule, invigorate;
Don't help the man, don't help the state,
Don't manly virtues, elevate.
Journal of United Labor used the poem "Drew the Wrong Lever" as a pretext for devoting
much of the issue to a discussion of the eight-hour day. Alexander Anderson's poem originated in
Scotland and had long been popular with the working class. The long narrative tells of a switchman
whose fatigue caused him to divert two trains on to the same track, an error resulting in a crash with
much loss of life. The poem's moral was direct: tragedies like this will continue "...so long as twelve
hours' strain/Rests like a load of lead on the brain."^^
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The volume of poe.ry extolling ,he eighl-hour
.novemen. appearing i„ ,he Journal of
Uim^dLfe added >o ,he beTayal many Kmgh.s fel, when ,he General Executive Board refused ro
sanction ,he May 1, 1886, a^.afions in favor of i.. Powderly tried ,o defend the Board's decision by
saying that more education was needed. Echoing a speech he made m 1884. Powderly charged that
too many in the Order saw the eight-hour day as a panacea: To talk of reducing the hours of labor
without reducing the power of machinery to oppress instead of benefit is a waste of energy.-^
Uaders such as George McNeill, Frank Foster. Joseph Buchanan, and Charles Sieb were mfuriated
by the G.E.B.'s inaction, as were General Lecturer Richard Trevelllck, ex-General Secretary Charles
Litchman, Northampton, Massachusetts, Master Workman Dyer D. Lum, and Albert Parsons, men
who had been delegates to the 1880 Eight-Hour Convention. Thousands of rank-and-file Knights
simply ignored the G.E.B. directive.
The bomb thrown at Haymarket changed the nature of the debate over the eight-hour
question. Two of the eight men accused of the May 4 bombing were members of the Knights of
Labor-Albert Parsons was active in Chicago's District Assembly 24, and August Spies was a member
until 1885 when his local lapsed, though he "frequently lectured in meeting of Knights when invited"
thereafter.59 Much of the general public, fueled by denunciations from the popular press, associated
the Knights of Labor with the tragedy at Haymarket. Powderly tried to distance the Order from the
event by dismissing the entire affair as one led by socialists and anarchists.
After the indictments and trial in June, 1886, the eight-hour question yielded to debates on
whether or not to support the defense of the eight accused men. Since Powderly had publicly
equated Haymarket with anarchism, discussions of radicalism within the Knights of Labor emerged
from the backroom intrigues of the Home Club for the entire membership to scrutinize. Some
Knights took a bold stance against Powderly. An editorial in The Knights of Labor (Chicago)
blasted Powderly and accused him of being "under the influence of men who would rather save the
Democratic administration in Chicago" than concern themselves with justice. His failure to defend
Parsons, an active Knight, struck the editorialist as particularly reprehensible.^^
By January, 1887, Powderly had to warn Elizabeth Rogers, Master Workman [sic] of D.A.
24, to resist temptations to return the Chicago KOL to secrecy and to- avoid "partisan politics" in the
assembly, a reference to the debate raging there over diverting funds for the defense of the
Hayn,arkc, cigK,." Any hop. ,ha, P„w.lcHy had „f diffusing ,hc Orders
.„a- radical wing
disappeared on NovcndKr
,
,, ,887, when Parsons. Spies, (George Engel, and Loui., Fischer were
hanged.
-Address ,o ,he S,a,„c of Libercy |,,ee page
,| was only one of .any poems composed in
.he shock and rage .ha. followed the executions. William Clarke Marshall's
-Illinois- sounded ,l,e
same note from Denver:
"Illinois, Ihy gory deed
Shall confront thee in ihy need,
When thy very heart shall bleed.
When *neath flames thy city lay,
Was there one to say thee nay,
'
When for money thou didst pray?
Begged^t thou then from d(K)r (o door-
And the lean hands of I he poor
Freely sweep thine ashen lloor.
Now, when women, children steep
In their tears thy dainty feet
Findst no mercy in thy keep.
Harlot! thou shall sue again.
Sue with tears or blood in vain,
When shall break yon cloud of'flame.
Hear! While distant Peoples mourn,
Reck not thou the hovering storm.
Thou shall blight thy treachVous form.
Freemen's hands capped (hy brow,
Freemen's hands assail thee now.
Freemen's hands shall smite thee low. "^^
Many Knights grew disgusted with the conservatism of their national leaders. In 1888,
William H. (Jleason, a socialist Knight in Chicago who subscribed to both the Chicago and Denver
Ml^^r Enquirer
,
wrote a letter to Powderly to which he had attached the laller's pholo. (ileason
wrote: "Enclosed please find photo of the grandest demagogue the world has ever seen. Powderly
when you look down in your heart you must be thoroughly disgusted with yourself....Your altitude
toward the labor movement may be likened to a 'Pauper's House'. "'*^
After Flaymarket, Powderly could no longer hope to control the KOL's left-wing. In June,
1886, the Home Club seized power. The Home Club proved more adroit at fragmenting the Order
than unifying it, and its triumph signalled a call lor Knights of all political [>ersuasions to pursue their
visions. The Knights of Labor began to assume an identity that was the sum total of its consliluenl
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parts. The work of radical wri.ers a.d poc.s appeared ™o,e frequently in KOL journals. Of 61
poe.s appearing in 1887 editions of Denver's Ub,^En«^. ,o were fron, Burnet.e HasKell 9
were written by Wimam Clarke Marshal,, and 9 fron, the Cheesewright brothers. Eight of the 52
poents appearing b, im copies of Chicago. Koiglu^^afe «re penned by John Thompson,
author of the song "The Red Flag."^
Even the stodgy Journal of UnitH I abor changed its focus. Before 1886, the JUL favored
classic poems from Tennyson, Scott, and Pope, or originals from cautious reformers like J. H.
Dugam^e and John Mills. By 1887, the JUL printed poems from more vociferous poets like Gerald
Massey, Phillips Thompson, Charlotte Perkins, Helen Hunt Jackson, and WUliam Morris. By 1892,
the JUL-by then called the Journal of the KmVhts of Hhor-had changed so much that the socialist
paper. The Weekly People, felt comfortable urging its readership to buy and read the KOL's official
organ. Lucien Sanial, once head of the Knights' Cooperative Board, was a regular contributor to
both papers. By 1893, the JKL ran poems such as that from Chicago sociaHst George Howard
Gibson. In "Naked Truth" Gibson blasted lenders...landlords... employers" and a host of others. The
entire poem is a ringing indictment of capitalist power networks:
"Battles for conquest, for booty, for slaves.
Battles for 'business' still multiply graves,
'Each for himself means the law of the strong.
Robbers in power and pauperized throng.
Business is brutal; it crushes what's noble,
And fills up the world ^th temptation and trouble.
Bad is the robber who pistols will draw,
Worse are the men who 'frame mischief by law;'
Sheltered behind it they stand in the gates.
Robbing at wholesale, by fixing the freights.
And Armies, State armies, when called, must assist them
In shooting the poor who unwisely resist them."
Many were those who felt Gibson's wrath, including clergymen who praise "usury, rent, and
wage-robbing": "'Business is business' the churches allow/Saving the soul is another thing now. "'^^
Gibson's trenchant class language contains few hints of Powderly's optimism concerning the mutual
interests of capital and labor, nor does it imply that better-educated workers could dislodge
entrenched power networks.
A final measure of the KOL's drift from Powderly conservatism is found in the popularity
of William Morris's poetry. His "All For the Cause" was long a staple for anarcho-socialist papers
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UkeS^; „e readers of KOL jou^als also ^ew poe™ « PhUUps Thcpscn e.e„
mcluded Morris's "The March of ,he Workers"
.„ his songs.er which was published on ,hc Order,
owr. presses " As Che KnighCs of Ubor foundered after 1888. i,s radical wings began ,„ compare
.he Order's leader ,o other role models, including Morris. ,„ such a comparison. Powderly was
found wanting.
There were striking parallels between WUham Morris and Terence Powderly. Both men
were profoundly affected by visions of medieval romanticism and Christian socialism in their youth,
as both initially approached the labor movement as something akin to a moral crusade. Both men
possessed a semi-mystical behef in the nobility of labor, both ridiculed poHtics yet served in public
office, and both were profoundly critical of their respective cultures. As E. P. Thompson argues,
however, Morris successfuUy cast off most of his romantic baggage and immersed himself in the task
of making "contact with the masses" in order to create "practical sociaHsm." Morris's poems in the
early 1880s questioned capitalism much as Powderly and conservative KOL poets did, but Morris
moved further to the left and embraced a political solution for labor closer to that of Eugene V.
Debs than Terence V. Powderly.*^
The contrast between Powderly and Morris is emblematic of a larger tension within the
Knights. Powderly and his ilk were cautious individuals who constructed social visions that combined
a basic belief in the soundness of American political and economic institutions with the hope that a
working class social agenda could be grafted to middle class drives for respectability and collectively
reform society. Others in the Order felt that fundamental changes were in order, and that
autonomous working class institutions were labor's only hope. The tension was never fully resolved.
Even after discarding Powderly, the gutted KOL could not reach an accord on radicalism. The
editorship of the Journal of the Knights of Labor wa«; promised to Lucien Sanial, but was not
delivered. Nor was the KOL converted to the socialism of Daniel DeLeon. In 1895, both Sanial and
DeLeon left the Knights.
Victoria's Long Arms
One should not overemphasize radicalism within the Knights of Labor. Powderly remained
leader of the Order for 15 years, a feat he managed by cultivating supporters to counterbalance his
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enemies. He was able to do this because the North Amencan working class contained a sizable
faction more at honae
.^th PowderVs conservative mus.ngs than the f.ebrand speeches of Albert
Parsons, Victor Drury, or Daniel DeLeon. GUded-Age radicals were in the minority and many
workers held values that politicized sociahsts and anarchists found appalling. For better or worse,
Victorian notions of respectability suffused much of the working class. A sizable faction of the
Knights of Labor simply did not view the world through the lens of class struggle. As Eric
Hobsbawm so wisely noted, the social reahty of class, class consciousness, and class struggle are
three distinct entities that may or may not exist simultaneously.^^
Most Knights of Labor shared the social reality of class and the majority thought that
something was fundamentally wrong with society. For a sizable number, however, best represented
by Powderly himself, changing society did not necessarily entail a class struggle. Historians have
blamed much of the KOL's demise on Powderly, who they see as having been vain, egocentric,
moralistic, inefficient, power-mad, and self-serving.^^ There is truth in these aUegations, but one
must not overlook the fact that Powderly was genuinely admired by many in the Order, partly
because he articulated a point of view they shared. Many of Powderl/s moral rambUngs seem
quaint and naive today, but he struck responsive chords in his own day-Knights named their
assemblies, their cooperative stores, and even their sons after him.
Powderly, like many Knights, was a man of two eras. He came of age during the late
Victorian period and recoiled from the bitter capital/labor strife of the 1870s through the 1890s.
Powderl/s cautious reformism found a wide audience within the Knights of Labor. For every radical
poet hke Percy Braincourt, the Order spawned a conservative one. In "The Factory Girl's Last Day,"
a sick girl rouses herself from her bed and is dragged by her father to her spinning frame. There
she is savagely beaten by a cruel overseer and has to crawl home. When the factory bell rings the
next morning, the unfortunate young woman sits up in bed, announces "It's time," and dies.''^ This
poem, though an indictment of factory disciphne, is nearly identical to scores of others to be found in
the story papers. (The Journal of United Labor often reprinted poems from those papers.) Its
melodramatic narrative is more Victorian than working class and both its victims and villains are
individuals, not systems. There is no ringing rejection of the capitalism, nor is there a hint that the
tragedy is a class issue. What is condemned is the misuse of power by a single factory overseer.
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"The Factory GiH's Last Day" is similar to 'One More Unfortunate." The victims this ti.e
are an orphan na.ed Lilly and her staring baby sister. In desperation Lilly prostitutes herself to
get money for food, an act which drives her to cry out a plaintive prayer:
"O my God! I crave Thy pardon;
Troubled billows o'er me roll;
Hunger maddens!--Look at baby!
Feed her, Jesus! Save my soul!"
Lilly's sinful prayer was not answered, however:
"When the next morning, Lilly entered.
Sobbing, shuddering with dismay,
There upon the cold straw mattress,
Dead--her little sister lay."
Consumed by shame and grief, Lilly makes her way to the wharf and drowns herself.^^ Once again
the tragedy is personal. Though the poet intended his readers to question the oppressive poverty
that killed Lilly and her sister, the language is emotional and sentimental.
This was done by design. The author of this poem was none other than Thomas J.
O'Reilly, the same man who penned the radical song, "Song of the Proletaire" with which Knights
closed their General Assemblies. O'Reilly was less comfortable airing radical views in public. His
poetic tragedy was couched in a classless formula and language familiar to most 19th century
readers. O'Reilly was one of Terence V. Powdcrly's most loyal minions and shared the latter's belief
that the general public-workers and employers alike-could be moved to humanize society if
educated about the true nature of life for the working class poor.
Likewise, O'Reilly's appeal to religion is a common trait found in KOL poetry. Few
Knights of any political persuasion adhered to Marx's crude "opiate of the masses" assessment of
religion. Instead, many Knights of Labor poets saw the world through the filters of both Christianity
and class. Though these poets often challenged established churches and condemned capitalist
accumulation, they did so in the name of "true" Christianity, not as political ideologues.
Knight poets, in fact, expressed faith in the transformative possibilities of religion, correctly
preached. The Lynn, Massachusetts, Kniehts of Labor , printed a poem by B.C. Harris of Elizabeth,
New Jersey, entitled "K. of L.--Kingdom of Love." His six-verse poem was sprinkled with eight
obscure scripture references. Even in the midst of the Great Upheaval, Harris urged Knights
forward to the coming Christian dawn:
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our
"March on! Ye slaves, tiU the morning
T-11 .u
'""^ mountain with gold,
Till the hght of love of the new time
Shall conquer the hate of the old."
Harris promised his readers tl,at Mammon's
.luoae would crumble, and ,ha. Chris. (-,
Watchman-) would restore the stolen "Jewels of labor.""
The Order itself was spUt between Protestants and CathoUcs, but few identified with the
intense secularism of Samuel Gompers. In fact, the overly worldly were often held up as models of
fooUshness, as in Deacon Stillwater's poem, "MuUins the Agnostic," which appeared in the
United Labor
.
MuUins was a skeptic who believed:
"I think it's best to have more faith
In everyday concerns,
And not to be alius [sic] a snoopin' round
To get behind the returns.
A plain statement will do for me
A hint instead of a blow.
A coroner's jury may fetch our facts;
But its rather late to know."
Mullins questioned everything, including God. Whenever he was confronted with anything he could
not verify empirically, MuUins retorted "How do you know?". Hubris strikes Mullins when a fellow
worker warns him that a train is scheduled to cross the bridge across which he has begun to walk.
His haughty rejection of common sense were his last words: "Humph, how do you know?/I helped
gather him up in a pail/The engine scattered him so.""^"
The later poetry of George McNeill is typical of the way Knights of Labor mixed religion,
labor militance, and desire for respectability. By the 1880s McNeill, the one-time disciple of Ira
Steward, had begun to temper hard-nosed pragmatism with a principled Christianity. His "The Risen
Laborer" is directed to capitalists and asks them whether they "would crush down" the laborer "or
have him uplifted by Christ." McNeill wrote:
"O men of wealth and power, the pleading poor
Cry not in vain to God's Almighty power!
Throw off your burden of excessive wealth,
Or it will bear you down to lowest gulf.
Fulfill your duty to men of toil,
And Peace and Plenty shall with Love abound."
McNeill asked capitalists to restore the laborer to the "image of his God" and seek the Lord's help in
overcoming Mammon so that "The gulfs of greed no longer shall divide/For all will labor for the
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common weal." Should capital resist, McNeill urged labor to "bear ye the cross aloft,-sure of your
reward!" Like Constantine at MUv,an Bridge, workers were assured that "by this sign we conquer!"-
McNeiU's poem is at once cautious, defiant, ar.d naive. Appeals to Christianity were part
of the GUded Age discourse on most subjects of importance and McNeill's evocation put him in the
cultural mainstream. Although veUed threats against capital round out the poem, rebellion is
justified in the name of Christ, not class. Imphcit withir, the poem, however, is the naive beHef that
struggle won't be necessary. McNeill's poem is an apologetic directed at men of wealth; he held out
the hope that men of reason and Christian values would repent.
How individual Knights reacted to such an optimistic message depended to a large degree
on how they felt about Powderly, the Order's most visible symbol of conservative reform sentiment.
Powderly served as a focal point for debate over what the Knights ought to espouse. Poets and
columnists aUke found him an easy target for criticism. Michigan's Joseph Labadie blasted Powderly
for his address to the 1886 General Assembly which was filled with "uncertain and bdefinite
generahties" that were not only "worthless" in themselves, but were breeding "disorder" within the
Knights. Labadie continued, "Mr. Powderly may win the applause of capitalism by such generalities,
but the individual workmen are not working for capitalistic applause for Mr. Powderly." Though
Labadie acknowledged that Powderly was honest, upright, broad-minded, and adroit at winning
public support for labor, he called Powderly "a worthless executive officer...[who] neglects every
definite, direct action...."^^
Many Knights rejected Labadie's view. In January, 1887, a 54-verse poem entitled "K. of
L., A Poem of Sir Powderly" appeared in John Swinton's Paper Powderly appears in the guise of a
medieval knight-errant leading KOL troops on a holy crusade to bring the working class and
employers together. On his quest, Powderly is tasked by skeptics who charge that "between the boss
and workingmen/No good will can be found," by scabs who take what they can get, and "Pinkerton
thugs." Powderly preaches his familiar message of arbitration, education, and solidarity at every turn,
but cautions all who hear him to be patient:
"But not till men in life's system move
As stars do around the sun.
Shall the rule of Might have taken flight
And the race of Right be won.
By the law of Unity alone
Can Labor cope with Might;
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'United we stand, divided we fall,'
Has ever been, and will be, to all
The legend of faith in Right."
Along his path Si. Powder, encounters a crue. factory owner who has locked out his employees and
replaced then, with "scabs and wo.en and chUdren." Powderly unleashes a boycott "with a
vengeance," and "the boss soon found he had blundered...."
Near the end of a poem, an honest worker asks Powderly if he will ever see the day "When
the boss and the toiling workingmen/WiU paddle in harmony." Powderly replies:
•"Be still! be still!' said Sir Powderly
'Ye know not whereof you speak;
For the promise has still been uppermost
To get what now we seek.'
'Do not ask me where lies the promise!
I answer; IN LIFE'S DEMAND;
Claims echoed through all the centuries',
On ocean and on land.'"''^
Powderly was frequently lionized in poetry. Typical is Harriet Spaulding's 1890 ode:
"Have you seen him as up through the valley
He comes in the strength of his power,
While thousands press forward to rally
Around him, the man of the hour?
Though no helmet his brow is adorning
As his cavalry sweeps o'er the plains,
There is manhood outraged in his scorning,'
And the blood of a king in his vcins."^
SpauIding^s hero worship appalled Knights who shared Labadic's views. William Clarke
Marshall was infuriated by Powderl/s compromises with Jay Gould, his refusal to support striking
Chicago stockyard workers, and his role in ousting Tom Barry from the General Executive Board.
Marshall summed up his frustration in his poem Tooh! Powderly," a poem that also ridiculed ihc
chivalric imagery with which Powderly was frequently praised:
'This is the language of the Times' of Chicago
Applied to you Terence, when down in New York
You tried to teach Jay Gould, the wary old Hebrew,
The pride of his nation, that mutton was pork.
And when you drew swords, what was yours but a tin one,
And he in steel mail from his head to his foot?
You were wise not to linger to get a blow from him,
But you could not escape the sharp toe of his boot.
Pooh! Powderly."
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Marshall then accused Powder.y of leaving Manin l.ons, a leader in the Southwest raUway strikes
"in the lurch" by ordering, "Back to your tasks men! I speak for the Church."
Most of the rest of the poem uses the language of anti-Semitism and hog butchering to
excoriate the General Master Workman. Marshall called Powderly the "Baron of Bologna" for
betraying Tom Barry and a fool for believing Philip Armour, "the Jew of Manhattan." ,n a final
burst of venom before dismissing Powderly as a "barrel of pork," Marshall proclainaed:
"You are reapmg in fields where you never sowed seed.
You moisten your bread in the sweat of the poor
But disaster and infamy wait on your steps
'
Pooh! P^dcrly''"' °"
""'"^^ ""^
MarshaU's stmging verses were echoed by Burnette Haskell, the editor of Deaver^s Labor
Enauirer. Prefacing his The Song of the Flag" was a note dedicating the poem to Powderly.
HaskeU's final verse declared Powderly a traitor to the labor movement:
"Scarlet the wrongs, and scarlet the shames;
Scarlet the blood that sets men free;
Scarlet the shame that soils their names,
Judas, Arnold, Monk, and THEE."^
Both Marshall and Haskell appropriated religious metaphors in their attacks on Powderly,
but in a far less respectable fashion than had poets Uke O'Reilly and McNeUl. That both groups
used the same imagery to defend such different causes led to conflict. KOL poets evoked reUgion,
but not the institutional church. A few Knights were willing to challenge Victorian religious
hierarchy. A Chicago Knight expressed this in The Church Walking With the World":
"The Church and the World walked far apart
On the changing shores of time.
The World was singing a giddy song.
And the Church a hymn sublime.
'Come give me your hand,' said the merry World,
*And walk with me this way,'
But the good Church hid his snowy hands
And solemnly answered 'Nay.'
*I will not give you my hand at all.
And I will not walk with you;
Your way is the way that leads to death;
Your words are all untrue.'"
Yet despite the bold words ending the first verse, the established church proved to be no Christ to
Satan's temptations. Soon the World convinces the Church, "There's room enough for you and
me/To travel side by side." Once on the same path with the World, the Church discovers the allure
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Of velve.s and s^...^, aia„.„„ds.- Once decked en, in expensive
.galia, ,.e Chu.ch faUs p., ,o
.he snggesfon ,hac "Vo^ >,„n,e is .00 plain; and p™„.p„ «ds g,ean>ing ediHces fd.ed wi.h
carpets, carved furniture, "cushioneH hpu/c- ^r.A
,
d pews and pompous ceremonies. Finally, the Church Ustened to
the World's complaint that it paid too much atfentinnP c t o to the poor who were promptly "turned from
her door in scorn."^^
The same charge of acccnmoda.ion
.0 worldly power ,ha, ,he Chicago poe, levelled a. ,he
church was direceed at Powderly by o.hcr KOL poe.. Rumors tha, Powderly was concempla.ing a
run for pubUc office led
,0 outbursts of cynicism. As sentiment against Powderly gathered, he tried
.0 make Ught of his decUning popularity. ,„ an 1890 poem of his own ,0 John Hayes, Powderly
wrote:
"They boasted and they shouted,
Of how they would be free,
They were toasted and then roasted.
And went on a tarring spree.
They were citizens of standing,
And to no man would they stoop,
But they iected tother [sic] feUow,
And left Terry in the soup."^^
Predictably, as the fortunes of both Powderly and the Knights of Labor waned, a poet
captured the moment. A Newark, New Jersey, poet sold an original poem "Some Squibs on the
Situation" for five cents a copy. The long poem chronicles the trade-by-trade flight from the KOL
and ridicules Powderl/s faith in both religion and capital:
"But what must Powderly, assuredly do.
As well as trust in God, say you?
Keep his powder dry.
For Capital he's an awful squatter,
And has squat so long will fight the hotter.
But with bone and sinew that can't be dodged.
The Loafer-he's at once dislodged."^-^
The problem with KOL poetry about Powderly and religion was that the conflicting
viewpoints were so definitive. Powderly was either the champion of chivalric workers, or a "barrel of
pork;" just as religion was either labor's hope, or inextricably mired in worldly wealth. The Order's
mability to come to a unified decision on these controversies was much like its confusion about
pohtics-strong factions vied for supporters among an increasingly dwindUng membership. In both
cases, factions just large enough to disrupt the Order were formed, but not ones strong enough to
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forceably make their will that of the entire KOI TU^ \L. The language of class never found accommodation
with that of Victorianism.
Comrades or Dnm^cfics?: Women ^nH P^^^p,
On June 25. 1887. the Journal of United I ahor printed a poem entitled "Woman's Sphere
"They talk about a woman's sphere
As though it had a hmit:
There's not a place in earth or heaven,
There's not a task of mankind given,
There's not a blessirtg or a woe.
There's not a whisper yes or no.
There's not a life, or death, or birth.
That has a feather's weight of worth
Without a woman in it."*^
Yet the same journal, five months earUer, printed "A Little Wife of the K. of L.," the sickeningly
sentimental poem which prefaces this chapter. Which of these poems is truly representative of the
Knights of Labor's view of women? Actually, both are. As Susan Levine noted, 19th century labor
ideology toyed with two ideals concerning women: an "egalitarian principle" that aUowed women "to
carve a sphere of action outside the limits of contemporary womanhood." and an older Victorian
ideal of "hearth and home" that accepted the "popular language of domesticity with its sentimental
and romantic definition of women's spheres...."^
At the Knights' 1878 convention a principle was adopted calling for equal pay for equal
work, irrespective of gender. The 1880 Grand Assembly passed a resolution allowing the
organization of women in existing old or separate new assemblies on an equal footing with men.
Harry J. Skeffington chartered the first women's assembly. Philadelphia's LA. 1684. and Mary
Stirling was the first woman to serve as Local Master Workman. While rhetoric seldom matched
practice, the Knights of Labor did try to organize women, an effort which few 19th century labor
organizations could boast.^^ As women came into the Order, male Knights had to rethink long-held
assumptions concerning a woman's proper sphere. Such reformulations seldom occur quickly, and
many men clung to past notions. So did many women.
Leonora Barry, the Knights' General Investigator of Women's Work, frequently
complained to Powderly that women were unreccptive to her efforts at organization. Ycl her own
columns in the Journal of United Labor could hardly have helped women see themselves in a new
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light. Co^nmcnung on a report concerning wo.en ironworkers, Barry wrote, "every won.an who
went to work .n the iron industry threw a .an out of cn.pioyn.ent...,probably] con.pelhag so.e other
won.an to leave her hon.e and w.th one or two of her httle ones seek e.p.oyn.ent to support the
hon.e that the man should have supported." Further, she thought an .on works was "not conducive
to culture or refinement in women, nor are its duties such as to insure good physical condit.ons."«^
Barry reiterated this theme before she was forced to resign from the KOL in 1890. After organizing
scores of women's locals, giving more than 500 lectures on behalf of the Order, and spending 9 years
as a wage-earner, Barry advised Powderly that she thought a woman's proper place was in the
home.^
Sex-role stereotypes died hard, and the Knights of Ubor should not be blamed for failing
to make a break that many women themselves felt uncomfortable making. The Knights did provide
limited opportunities for those who made the break. From 1882 to 1890, the Order organized about
60,000 women. Though they never constituted as much as 10% of the total membership, their voice
was occasionally greater than their numbers. Poetry provided a point of contact between older ideals
of womanhood and new possibilities. Female poets were prominent in KOL journals, and though
not all were members of the Order-reprints of story paper poets like Emma Southworth, Alice
Carey, and Lydia Sigoumey were popular-there was an attempt to allow women to address the
Order in their own voices. A sampling of local Knight (and KOL-affiliated) journals reveals that the
number of poems written by women frequently surpassed 10% of the total:
Total Poem<; Poems Bv Women-
Baltimore Crifir (1889) 68 11 (16%)
Boston Labor Leader (1887) 42 6 (14%)
u u nx u ^ 3(10%)Haverhill Lahnrer (1885) 38 2 (5 3%)
(1886) 143 12 (8.4%)
Knights of Labor* (1886) 52 8 (15%)
Labor Enquirer* (1885) 11 2(18%)
(1886) 38 10 (26%)
(1887) 61 9 (15%)
(*Notc: The Knights of Labor was published in Chicago; the Labor Enquirer in Denver.)
The Journal of United Labor also printed a large number of poems by women, though
percentages are nearly impossible to determine since the bulk of JUL poems were unattributcd. Of
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.he a..„b„,ed poems for 188, 10 diffe.eo, female poe,s we„ lis.ed; in 1888, five mo.. As ,a,e as
1893. a yea. in which ,he iUL prin.ed o^y 47 poems, 8 of ,he poecs (11 poems) we.e women
Some of ,he women who contributed poems we.e weU-l^own. Frances WiUard was an
occasional con.ib.or.
.hough her poems seldom deal, wi.h wo.an. issues or
.emperance, her ,wo
major concerns. In 1887 she confribmed "A Good Grea, Name," her reflections on ,he 155,h
anniversary of George Washington's bir.h. Her language, evoking pacriocism and repubUcanism was
more Powderly-Uke m .one .han one sees in her speeches: "A good and grea, name! Wha,
miffionaire/Has ever been remembered so7/Wha. selfeh hfe may ever share/The praise
.ha. makes
these echoes flow?"^^
Likewise, Mary Lease was cautious in most of her contributions. A poem inscribed to
Leonora Barry praised the beauties of Ireland, rather than taking up Barry's work, and featured
verse such as: "Oh, Erin! my mother Erin!/I may never revisit thy shore?/But exiled far in a stranger
land/I wUl love thee for evermore."^ To be certair,, Mary Lease wrote of an issue that concerned
many Knights of Labor, an organization heavily represented by Irish-Americans and whose national
leadership ranks were dominated by them. But Lease was a member of Columbia Assembly 3306 of
Wichita, Kansas, and represented a group of rural Knights more interested m grain prices and
temperance than sentimental longings for the auld sod. By 1891, she was Master Workman of her
assembly, and active in both the Women's Christian Temperance Union and the Farmers' Alliance.
Because of her agitation she gained the nickname "the Kansas prophet." In speeches reprinted in the
Journal of the Knights of Labor one finds Uttle of her poetic wistfulness. In a speech deUvered
before the W.C.T.U. she noted that there was "no difference between the brain of an intelligent
woman and the brain of an inteUigent man" and defended the "zeal and enthusiasm of Western
women in the [agrarian] reform movement." Lease then combined the principles of the Knights of
Labor with the issues facing the Farmers' AlHance and launched attacks on the liquor trade, Wall
Street, and Kansas senator John J. Ingalls. The latter she took to task both for his positions on
agriculture and for his misogynist opposition to votes for women.^^
If WUlard and Lease were reluctant to make their poetry coincide with their poUtics, other
women were not. Between 1882 and 1884 Leonora Barry assisted in organizing many of New York
City's female carpet weavers into KOL locals. A. M. Sheridan sent her "Song of the Carpet
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Weavers" to the Journal of TTnif^H i oK^^ in Januarv isss h i-iiuor ry, 1885. Her long poem smolders with class
resentment;
"How many ladies proud and fair
Will tread o'er our carpets woven with care'>
With never a thought for the poor working girlWhose youth is blighted with weary toil.
Ladies by fortune and fashion spoiled
But not our superiors, nay, the world
Holds not the one who is above
The working girl toiling for duty and love."
Sheridan saw her plight more in class than gender terms and
praised:
"Men who can feel for a sister's grief,
Aid and encourage, not like the thief,'
The robber who revels upon the spoil
Of the laborer's unrequited toil."
The remainder of her poem attacks the enemies of labor: "despots," long hours, and poverty.^^
Sheridan's poem is all the more poignant when one realizes that it was written within
weeks of the outbreak of the 1885 New York carpet weavers' strike led by John Morrison. Though
the strike was won, internal disputes within the Knights' national leadership led the Executive Board
to renounce the settlement. The mill owners quickly repudiated agreements made in July, 1885, and
the KOL refused to sanction the new strike that immediately broke out. Morrison, a key leader of
DA. 49 but not a member of the Home Club because of his staunch trade unionism, was made the
scapegoat for the new troubles. When the dust finally settled in 1887, the KOL got a closed shop
agreement with several mill owners, but the weavers got 15% less than Morrison won for them in
1885. Morrison's local organizations were dismantled and the women who were not expelled by
DA. 49, or quit the Knights of Labor in disgust, were brought into the newly-created National Trade
Assembly 126. For his efforts, the KOL denied that John Morrison was ever a member of the Order
and he was hounded out by the Home Club.
Despite the KOL's heavy-handed treatment of New York City carpet weavers, many
women continued to see the Order as a forum for class expression. An Ontario "sir*er" contributed
a poem, "Only the Working Class," which told readers that despite the fact she was a woman, she
was "also a Knight of Labor." She clearly envisioned women as part of the struggle to liberate the
working class:
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"It is not any woman's part
We often hear folks say,
And it will mar our womanhood
To mmgle in the fray.
I fear I will never understand,
Or realize it quite,
How a woman's fame can suffer
In struggling for the right."^^
Many wo.en shared that vision, especially the dynanaic Elizabeth Rodgers of Chicago who
by 1886. was Master Workman of powerful District Assembly 24. By the tin.e she served as delegate
to the 1886 General Assembly, Mrs. Rodgers had already been active in the Chicago labor
movement for more than a decade, having organized women's trade unions in Chicago before the
KOL arrived in the city. A hard-nosed unionist, Rodgers told The Labor L^f that she had "a great
deal of experience in strikes" and even "ran a boarding house in Detroit" to keep her family alive
when her husband was blacklisted.^ Under her leadership DA. 24 charted a different course from
the one Powderly approved. In 1887 she helped lead women Knights into active involvement with
the United Labor Party, whose positions Powderly had repudiated. Her toleration of socialists like
William Gleason and Charles Sieb, and her defense of the Haymarket martyrs also made the
General Master Workman angry. Powderly frequently tried to use his old Chicago friend Richard
Griffiths, the Order's General Worthy Foreman for much of the 1880s, to control affairs in Chicago,
but the aged and increasingly anachronistic Griffiths was no match for the strong-willed Rodgers or
the radical Sieb.^^
Powderly, like many male Knights, had trouble matching his rhetoric with his actions
towards women. Though he made numerous speeches on behalf of women's suffrage, he shied away
from women like EUzabeth Rodgers who took up public political agitation. Rodgers boldly broke
loose from her domestic sphere and saw no reason why women should not compete with men on all
levels. Her thoughts were echoed by Clara Dixon Davidson, whose poem "We Struggle Up
Together" ended:
"We struggle up together,-
O' reach out helpful hands,
In love to one another!
Strengthen fraternal bands!"'*^
Though drawang on older Knights' imagery of fraternalism, Davidson insisted that the
struggle could not be won without the participation of women. Many men, however, preferred poets
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language of reform:
"The time has come when men with
hearts and brains
Must rise and take the misdirected
reins
Of government, too long left in the
hands
Of tricksters and of thieves. He
who stands
And sees the mighty vehicle of State
Hauled through the mire of some
ignoble fate,
And makes not such a bold protest as
he can
Is no American."*^^
So deligh.cd was John Hayes wi,h ,his poen, ,ha, i, was rcpria.cd „o less ,ha„ „i„„ nn,os in ,892
and 1893.
Hayes would have been less delighted with Lona Ingham Robinson's "T. V. Powderly"
printed in the Stewart, Mississippi, Emimkc after Powderly was ousted as G.M.W. of the Knights:
"A champion of the weakest poorest
slave
Who knows not what he wants
nor who it be
And leads through strife and
fain would make all free.
On him is this most thankless task
bestowed.
No laurel crown rewards his
noblest deeds
He still undaunted bears his
Titan load
Of labor's misery, sorrowing at
its needs,
But one day every living man
shall find
His work, his worth his service
to mankind."^*^
Women Knights blazed new trails in the 1880s, but Victorian snares made ihc journey
perilous. For many men and women of the Order, the ideal home was still one in which men
engaged in public activities such as wage-earning, while women zealously guarded the home. Such a
model was expressed in an 1887 Journal of United I,;»bnr in a reprint from Good Housekeeping, of
Mary W. Glcason's poem "Woman's Warfare." (Jleason noted that women could not join the army:
"Nay! for women are too frail/In (he midst of battle's terrors/Tender hearts like theirs would fail." '
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Bu. w„o.eo do figh,
-^^^^ „e ho„e" w„h weapons of "Needles, selssors. dus,er. broo./Ca..„,
h^e...,ong handled spoon." ,r ^ else failed in ,Ke wa. ,o save household joy." Gleason advised,
"Scripture texts wield thou with power."^^
Many n,aie Knighu continued ,o ™w women as .heir social inferiors fron, infancy ,o old
age. A mier item appeared in an 1882 Journal nf I. nl.^H .
^j,,^
Arithmecic- and asked .he rhe.orica, ,ues.ion, "S. .Imes seven girls are how many girls, and wha. on
ear,h are .hey good for?"™ Likewise, an 1887 JUL prin.ed Samuel Mimurn Peck's The Naugh.v
Li..le Girl,- a stereotype of all .ha. was excessive and awful abou. Victorian sen.imen.aU.y:
"She is cunning, she is tricky
I am greatly grieved to tell,
And her hands are always sticky
With the chocolate caramel;
Her dolly's battered features
Tell of many a frantic hurl;
She's the terror of her teachers--
That naughty Uttle girl."^*^^
-^hat such a piece of drivel should appear at all in a labor journal is remarkable; that it appeared in
the JUL one month after "A Little Wife of the K. of L." and less than six months after Leonora
Barry was made General Investigator of Women's Work for the Knights of Labor, is reveaUng.
In many respects, Uonora Barry's career was symbolic of the darker side of the KOL's
attitudes towards women. Barry was born in Cork, Ireland, and came to the United States at the
age of two. At age 16 she took a teaching job and held the post for four years until she married.
She had three children in seven years of marriage and was left a widow in 188L To support her
famUy she took a job in a knitting mill of Amsterdam, New York, where she joined the Knights of
Labor in 1883. She soon rose to the post of Master Workman of an assembly with over 900 women,
and held that position during the 1885 strike. By early 1886, she was clearly one of the Order's most
important women and was often sent from her district assembly--by then D.A. 65 of Albany, New
York-to investigate matters for the General Executive Board. When the Committee on Women's
Work was established in 1885, Barry was chosen to head it. In June, 1886, Powderly sent her to
negotiate with Philadelphia retail magnate John Wannamaker, a measure of her importance in the
Order. Her value to the KOL was confirmed when Mrs. Barry was chosen by 1886 General
Assembly as General Investigator of Women's Work, despite her support for John Morrison during
1885 and 1886.
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as a
on an
F.on, ,he beginning. Ba„y f„„„a her position difficul, and her role vagne. A, ,in,es she
was sen, ,o intervene in
.a„ers relating only to won,en, while at other tin,es she ft.„ctio„ed
combmation general bvestigator. organizer, and lectnrer. In 1887. Mrs. Barry, was sent
extensive tour of local assen.bUes. Her reports to Powderly were not optinristic concerning the
organization of women in the KOL. Eve^here Barry went, however, she won raves for her
speaking ability and soon tried to redefure her role as that of lecture, and educator.
Unbeknownst to Mrs. Barry (or to most historians who have studied the Knights) a plo,
was afoot to get rid of her. The n,astern,ind was John Hayes. Powderly tried to warn her in 1888,
Writing in an annoyed tone, he advised Mrs. Barry to stop lecturing and devote her efforts to
investigation so as "to deprive your enemies of the opportunity which they wtll have at the next G.A.
to say that you took to the lecturer's platform instead of the field of investigation." He further
advised that there was sentiment on the G.E.B. for abolishing the Women's Department and that its
expenses were "being carefully scanned" since there was a financial crunch in the Order. Powderly
doubted that the G.E.B. would fund Barry as General Ucturcr: "The Education fund is coming in
very slowly. Unless the Board wffl pay for lecturers as freely as the Board paid for strikes in the
days of '86 we can not send out a great many."'°^
By late 1888, Powderly had also turned against Barry, ostensively because she leaked word
of a pending change in the ritual. Writing to Tom O'Reilly, the G.M.W. noted that "Mrs. B. is
entirely too loose to place any confidence in. She should not have lisped a word about the change in
the secret work; aU the enemies will be on the lookout for the changes from now until they give
them to the world. I shall talk to her next week in a way that will not be mistaken. To write her is
dangerous unless one writes a full and complete sermon, for she would twist your letter to suit
herself."!^ Ironically, he did write a five page "sermon" to Barry and chose to be conveniently busy
when she visited KOL headquarters in Philadelphia. In a carefully-worded letter couched in the
pretense of gentle advice, Powderly indirectly accused her of spreading "gossip," failing to "work in
harmony" with the General Secretary Treasurer, neglecting her official duties, plotting against him,
and sowing discord in the Order. He carefully made a copy of the letter and forwarded it to Hayes
with a cautionary note to try to gain Barry's "confidence" and not pick an argument with her that
would allow the "dignity" of his office to sink "to the level... when Litchman was Secretary."^°^
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Barry un^^u.ng.y played into Hayes's hands. Sensing the G.S.T.'s hostility, she went to hnr
and said that she agreed that the Women's Department was not accomplishmg much and would
personal recommend to the Genera. Assembly that it be dismantled. Hayes slyly adv.ed Barry not
to make such a recommendation, but then wrote to Powderly and urged him to teU her she had the
"right idea." Hayes noted that he had to suffer through her "tale of woe during [which]
...a big tear
was dropped on the table...because the women's department was a failure," and warned Powderly
that she was coming to see him so he should be prepared "to see her cry." A few weeks later he
wrote, "I would suggest if there is an opportunity for the abolishment of her department to do it and
let her go into the lecturer's field. That will only give the Order one more year of her!!"io^
Uonora Barry spent most of 1889 lecturing in the South. Clearly unhappy in her role, she
asked the General Assembly to be relieved of her position as head of the women's department and
suggested it be abolished. The GA. accepted her first proposal, but rejected the second. Hayes was
wrong in thinking that Barry merely coveted a lecturer's post, for she did not serve out her term. In
April, 1890, Leonora Barry married O.R. Lake of St. Louis and resigned her position. With her
remarriage, Leonora Barry Uke ceased her involvement with the Knights of Labor.
The unresolved question is, why would John Hayes systematically plot to rid the Order of
one of its brightest and most capable women? Though Hayes never needed much more of a pretext
than personal spite, evidence suggests more sinister motives of misogyny and financial malfeasance.
Though married, Hayes had a reputation for being a womanizer, a charge that resurfaced during the
turbulent days of 1892-93 that preceded Powderl/s ouster. He was aUeged to be having an affair
with a woman named Barrett, a secretary at KOL headquarters, while another woman there, Maggie
Eiler, complained to a closed session of the General Executive Board of sexual harassment and other
abuse from Hayes.
It is difficult to know how much weight to give some of the more outrageous charges
against Hayes since Powderly, Tom O'Reilly, and Journal editor A. W. Wright were busily seeking
charges against Hayes for their upcoming showdown with him. But this much is clear: from 1890 to
1893 Hayes played a central role in eliminating all of the women working at KOL headquarters with
the exception of Barrett. Women were dismissed one by one, including long-time employees like
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Ma. O.Re., Hayes even r.ed Ma. S.ep.e., „e dau^.. of fouode. UHah S.ephens eacK
s.ep, Hayes jusffied Kls acions by appeaUng ,„ O.de.s deCi^g „„.be. a.d sag^^ Hnances
bu. such a. a,^„e« is specious since he periodically bired new be,p. including his b™her. and
'
Annae T.aphagen, repu,ed
.o be ano.he. favori.e. He aiso pretended ,o .end his fences wi.h Ei,er
buc snnply used her
,„ gain access ,„ incrin,ina,iug Be letters ,ha. lacer disappeared. In July ,893
'
he fired her}^
A. W. Wright noted that when Hayes tried to regain Filer's confidence he bragged of "his
money-n^a^g.. schemes to her. Those schen.es were legion, and included a variety of questionable
transfers from travel accounts, the education fixnd, weekly payrolls, and even the Order's insurance
fund. Though a discussion of the Order's finances is beyond the scope of th.s analysis, it is
interesting to note that Hayes's elimination of opposition at KOL headquarters also foUowed the
pattern of replacing persons closest to the Order's books. This included A. W. Wright, who had to
defend himself against charges brought by National Trade Assembly 231 wWch claimed that Wright
was not a member of the KOL since his local had lapsed. Hayes's other vocal critic was taml
printer Tom O'ReUly, whom he harassed and then tried to suspend.
John Hayes simply did not tolerate anyone who questioned his wUl, least of all women.
Part of his brief against Uonora Barry was that "we do not have sufficient control over her...."''' His
lack of compassion was evident from his patronizing ridicule of Barry's crying, but this may have
been more of a cover than an insult. Hayes not only disliked Barry personaUy, he was troubled by
her independence. In his case, evidence suggests that he held a chauvinistic view towards most
women who were unwiUing to succumb to his self-perceived charms and probably didn't like women
much beyond their abihty to assuage his ego and sexual appetite. However, though he may have
been more sexist than most, John Hayes is clearly representative of a viewpoint on women that
coexisted with the Order's rhetorical stance on sexual equality. Neither men nor women had quite
decided whether women were workplace and assembly hall comrades, or "dear Uttle" wives and
domestics. Ultimately, women's spheres were dented by the Knights, but not ruptured.
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Conclusion
A long ai^i^g of .he Kni^,.
^ ^^.^^^
^ ^^^^^^^
poe.^, ius, as a ,o„g i..„d.c,:on on the pop.la. p,ess .igH. seen, ^ equally curious way
.o begin
U. Closer renecion reveaU .he reasons. As , have argued,
.he Knigh.s of Labor was an
organiza.io„ wi.h a broad vision.
,. was no. so naive as .o be unaware of i.s own con.radic.ions
Ra.her. i.s naiveCe res.ed in .he assun,p.ion
.ha. educa.ion and propaganda wouid di^olve ind.vidual
differences. To even n,al.e .he a..en.p,. however, demanded
.he crea.ion of an organiza.,on
.ha.
could a..rac. men and women across racial, ideological, and social boundaries. The KOL failed to
break down ,radi.ional divisions precisely because i. was so remarkably he.eroge„eous.
Knigh.s of Ubor leaders believed
.ha, .hey could no. ignore mains.ream society and
cuUure if .hey wished ,o .ransform
.hem;
.ha. decision was made when
.he KOL vo.ed, over .he
s.renuous objenion of some,
.0 make i.self a public order. To address
.he mains.ream mean.
adop.ing some of i.s forms, values, and language. Tha. wasn>, hard .0 do, since mos. Knigh.s
already espoused world views
.ha. combined wha. .hey .hough, was good abou. existing socie.y with
visions of wha. should be changed. The reformis, spiri., for which .he Knights are so frequently
criticized, was .he dommaffl view among .hose who .hough, of social problems a. all.
Revolu.ionaries did exis., bu. .heir number was few in bo.h the Order and in society at large. For
every Victor Drury the Knights of Labor spawned numerous Terence Powderlys. Mos. Americans,
bo.h inside and outside of the KOL, agreed wi.h Powderly
.ha. positive social change was needed,
not social revolution.
A revolutionary agenda is easier to articulate than a reformist one. By attracting
reform-minded individuals to its banner, the KOL opened itself for inevitable clashes over the form,
degree, and nature that reform should take. Social critiques could and did span a wide spectrum of
beliefs. Many Knights held panacean hopes for very small changes; some thought httle more than a
reduction in the hours of labor, the creation of an investigative bureau of labor statistics, and the
political education of workers would usher in a golden age. Others, including Powderly, articulated a
much wider reform package that embraced temperance, gender and racial equality, land reform,
proactive governmental legislation, Chinese immigration restriction, and a variety of personal and
institutional refinements.
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Whether one's vision is narrow or wide rpfnrr^^^c a ...e, retormers and revolutionaries alike require a
vehicle for disseminating their ideals. For the Knights of Labor, the labor press was a lo^cal place
to turn. Music and ritual worked weU in reinforcing values within local assemblies, but . one hoped
to spread ideas across communities, districts, and nations, a more pubUc expression was necessary
Pubhc rallies, speeches, parades, and picnics were one way to do this, but newspapers offered
advantages not found in other forms of expression. First, journals were easy to dissemmate and
circulated widely. A single newspaper hke New York'sM^L^ touched to Knights in New
York City, Brooklyn, New Jersey, and Long Island and communicated information that would have
required more than a half-dozen separate rallies. In addition, newspapers aUowed for private
reflection and periodic values reinforcement, while rallies were more likely to eUcit emotional, but
transitory, responses on the part of participants. It is no accident that the KOL founded scores of
journals; they were an integral part of the Order's program to educate the rank-and-file.
KOL editors realized that the reading pubhc wasn't holding its collective breath b
anticipation of their journals. Labor journals had to compete on the open marketplace for
subscriptions and newsstand outlets. Many journals began with high hopes and rhetorical bluster;
few survived more than two or three years. In order to compete, labor editors tried to combine the
most successful features of metropoUtan and story papers with those that addressed the needs of
working men and women. Invariably, sometimes KOL papers looked more like the popular press
than the small radical press of 19th century socialists and anarchists. That was by design since most
Knights felt more affinity with the social mainstream than with its radical fringe.
Of course, few workers read or beUeved everything in daily or story papers. Likewise, few
readers absorbed all that was in the KOL journals. Reform issues were boldly put forth, but in such
an irregular fashion as to allow individual Knights to choose from a long list and assemble their own
packages. Just as members felt comfortable writing to journals expressing dissatisfaction with
Order's stand on secrecy, or criticizing editorials on temperance, so too they felt free to express
contrary opinions, in letter or in verse, on issues such as politics and gender. Thus could "Address to
the Statue of Liberty" and "A Poem of Sir Powderly" both speak for the Order, and "A Little Wife
of the K. of L." and "Woman's Sphere" appear in the same journal.
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Contradictions abounded within the Knights of Labor. Many of these were natural
byproducts of a broad-based organization whose ideology was the su. of the individuals who called
themselves Knights. Poetry and individual beha.or confirm that there was not one Knights of Labor
agenda, but man. Knights' poetry by and about women, for example, demonstrates that the KOL
smaultaneously cont^ed advocates for Victorian domesticity, nascent feminism, and overt misogyny.
Such divisions were true of many other issues as weU.
As a final point of departure, I offer examples from the poetry of one of the Order's
brightest and best, George E. McNeUl. McNeill, born in Amesbury, Massachusetts in 1837, rooted
his labor reform pedigree in deeper soil than Powderl, By the time he joined the Knights of Labor
around 1883 he was already a veteran of the Eight-Hour Movement, the founder of the
Workingmen's Institute, an ex-deputy director of the Massachusetts Labor Statistics Bureau, the
ex-president of the International Labor Union, and an active participant in most of the labor
congresses held between 1870 and 1880. Once in the Knights, McNeill served as treasurer of
powerful District Assembly 30, the largest in the Order by 1886. McNeill co-edited the Boston
^'^^^ ^^^^^^ "^'^
^fter 1886, a paper affihated with the KOL untU McNeill and
Foster split with the organization over its policy on trade unions, and with Powderly personally over
the latter's refusal to endorse his book. The Labor Mnven.e,nt: The Prnhlen. nf r..,.y prom 1883
to 1887, however, McNeill sang Knighthood's praises louder than most, and before drifting away, he
tried hard to convince the Order to abandon what he thought was a suicidal and Home Club-induced
position against trade unions.
In 1903 McNeill published Unfrequented Paths: Songs of Nature. Labor ^nc\ Mpn They
were, in fact, poems rather than songs, the bulk of which had been written years before. McNeill's
poems reveal a personal odyssey in, through, and out of the Knights of Labor. Some of his earliest
KOL poems echo Uriah Stephens, rather than the trade unionism of Samuel Gompers, as in
"Knighthood":
"To-night we meet within mystic halls
Of these our brothers, whose emblazoned
shields
Glow forth in golden splendor on our walls,
Greeting with joy the sword our Order
wields.
Fraternal greetings give we back again
To Damon and to Pythias, Knights of old,
Who counted friendship better than all gain
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Of worldly praise or iU-bcgottcn gold
Like them we succor, give, uplift the low
A Au "m'"^ """S'*"^ '''''P'"8 '^^"d to all who need.And buckle on the armor 'gainst the foe
Whose impious hands are stained with blood and greed.""0
Several of McNeill's poems were less optimistic regarding the possibilities of labor
fraternalism and took a more defiant tone. In The Poor Man's Burden," modeled, he claimed, after
Rudyard Kipling, McNeiU skewered the profit motive:
"Pile on the poor man's burden-
Drive out the beastly breed;
Go bind his sons in exile
To serve your pride and greed;
To wait in heavy harness
Upon you rich and grand;
The common working peoples.
The serfs of every land."^^'
Yet for all of his defiance. McNeill finally assumed a very Powderly-like faith in Christian social
change. A later verse warns "monopolistic rings" that they soon "Freedom's God shall hear," and He
wiU try them "in the balance...[and] deal out justice true."^^^
For all of his trade union posturing McNeill, like many who passed through the Knights,
never made the leap towards class-based radicalism. Like so many KOL poets, McNeill identified
problems-crushing poverty, long hours, hunger, substandard housing,
-graphically, but his villains
were more vague: "greed, Mammon, monopolistic rings, pride, savage wars...""^ McNeill echoed
Powderlys belief that the answer to labor's woes was to Christianize, not revolutionize, America.
"The Risen Laborer" compares labor's cross to that of Christ and assures workers that soon they
would be restored to "the image of...God," while "Awake, Awake Ye Sons of Toil" offered the
foUowing hope: "From sunken mine, from shop and mill/The weary toilers hail the morn/And
childhood cheers with royal will/The Christmas Day when Peace was born." Even a poem with such
a suggestive title as "I Have Been Robbed" ends a long catalogue of social injustice with supplicatory
prayers on labor's part and the promise of "Peace on earth, good-will to man."''"
McNeill and Powderly are typical of mainstream 19th century labor leaders. To be a
public person in such a world thrust one into a kaleidoscope of possibilities in which radical politics,
bourgeois reformism, Kjiighthood, trade unionism, fraternalism, emergent feminism, and Victorian
sentimentalism were among the options that one might choose. Most of McNeill's poems weren't
about labor all-only 7 of 40 address that theme directly-rather they were about "naturc.and men."
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His „a.are poe.s are „vc,do„e and p,e,e„.i„„. „d« ,Ka. aue.p, ,o be
.e,aphys,ca, The
remainder a. eulogi.ie bics of fluff dedica.ed ,„ hi. pe.o„a, heroes, who a. a„ .a,e: „a S.eward
Leo Tolstoi, George Washington, and Abraham Lincoln.
As a complete expression of working class consciousness, most Knights of Labor poetry
fatled. Poetry often bespoke the need for solidarity but un™tti„gly reflected fragntentation
.ociividual poets often e,cpressed visions and ideologies that appealed to e«a„t factions rather than
all Knights. In this respect, the KOL's poet,, about itself was its least effective. However, to use a
tern, like
-failed" implies that unattained goaU are the ones sough, in the first place. The Knights of
Labor, as a total organization, never believed that society could be reduced to exclusive social
classes. For Knight poets to have sung the praise of such an order would have been ,he ultimate
betrayal. For better or worse, the Knights of Labor was most successful when "Address to the Statue
of Liberty and "A Little Wife of the K. of L." shared column space and their inclusion went
unquestioned.
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CPIAPTER 5
VICTORIA'S SONS AND DAUGHTERS-THE KNIGHTS OF LABOR IN FICTION
Historians Gregory Kealey and Bryan Palmer credit the Knights of Labor with giving
Ontario workers "their first expUcit confrontation with the potential and possibility of a working-class
unity that could change the world in which they lived." KOL culture-reflected in both private ritual
and public display-was so pervasive that it "spawned a trenchant critique of society as it was then
constituted."^ Kealey and Palmer point out that facile interpretations of the Knights as being
hopelessly mired in reform culture are as incorrect as those which patronizingly dismiss the KOL for
being too advanced for the late 19th century. They astutely note the Knights' success in drawing
groups such as women, the Irish, and unskilled workers "from the periphery into the center of the
nineteenth-century labor movement."^ This movement to the center, however, raises questions
concerning Kealey and Palmer's analysis. In their zeal to restore the Knights of Labor to its
deserved importance within the sweep of labor history, Kealey and Palmer occasionally overstate
their case. Though noting that the KOL retained "residual" cultural expressions, they downplay these
in an attempt to make its culture appear as radical as possible. Perhaps, but there is just as much
evidence to support Norman Ware's contention that KOL activity was " a study in democracy.-*
The question is not whether the Knights of Labor was radical, democratic, or even
hopelessly romantic. Rather, it was all three. As I have previously argued concerning fraternalism,
music, and poetry, the Knights of Labor gave simultaneous expression to individuals who wished to
dismantle, reform, and preserve the existing order. To concentrate, as did Gerald Grob and Philip
Foner, on Powderly as a spokesperson for the KOL is to ignore men such as Victor Drury and
Thomas B. McGuire. To make too much of its radical side, an occasional Kealey and Palmer error,
is to ignore the sort of organization that printed a poem like "A Little Wife of the K. of L." [See
Introduction to Chapter 4]
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The e^dence provided by ficcion becomes a„„,her vehicle for pene.ra.ing ,he sub-laye. of
KOL cultural expressiou. Ou ,he surface, u,uch of i. reinforces
.he sCereo.ype of ,he Kr,igh.s as
na.ve, roma..ic dreamers. This is especially true of ,he fcion wri.Cen abou, ,he Knigh.s by ,hose
ou.side ,he Order, bu, i, is often equally
.rue of pieces by Knigh, authors. There were also radical
v..ons expressed in ficion. I will argue, however, ,ha. few of ,he radical views were as radical as
they seemed, nor were .he conserva.ive/ro™an.ie elements en.irely as .hey appeared. Deeper
pene.ra.ion, no, surface glossing, is needed
.o understand KOL ficion.
Dime Novels and Sinry p.ip.„
As is the case with KOL poetry, its fiction was not entirely a product of its own making.
The fact that the Kdghts of Labor bothered with fiction at all raises questions. An organization
might use it, as did the Industrial Workers of the World, to create its own mythology. Knights'
writers often interpreted their world in Ptolemaic terms in which all things revolved around the
Order, but this was not the major impetus behind KOL fiction. Rather, KOL editors gave readers
fiction because they thought it a good way to recruit and retain members. The introduction of a new
serial in the Journal of United I ,ahor was often accompanied by a short editorial announcing
circulation increase gambits. For example, W.H. Little's "Lever and Throttle" was introduced by an
editor's note that the JUL hoped to boost circulation by 25,000. This "thrilling new story" was
intended to lure new readers on its own merits, though a gold watch was offered to the mdividual
who brought in the most new subscriptions should further inducements be necessary.^
It could be argued that the JUL was grasping at straws by 1889, when "Lever and Throttle"
was published. Faced with a declining membership and sinking revenues, the Knights of Labor was
indeed groping for answers. But one is left with the question of why a piece of fiction would be used
to entice new subscribers. The JUL could have offered prizes and premiums for zealous
subscription sellers by appealing to working class solidarity instead. That was not the case. The
contest ran from March 14, 1889, to the serial's end on July 4, 1889, while the JUL touted Little's
"greatest story," and printed letters from locals revitalized by the improved Journal
. Since many of
these letters were neither postmarked or signed, one suspects that many may have been composed
by the JUL staff. A typical letter appeared on April 11, 1889. The correspondent (if one existed)
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claimed Cha. his despera.e local cde.ed 25 copies of ,he
.Hich
-ca^e
.o us as a savio.
A. .he f.s, „ee,i„g. only five
.c.be. «.e p.ese« and each ,ook 5 papers and
-dis.Hbu.ed
.he
fou, ex,.a copies
.o iuicewa..
„en.be.." Soon 14 ™en.bers appealed a, .he local assembly n,ee,in8
.hen 21, and .hen even n,ore. The le„e. ended wi.h a .e,nes. ,o i„„ea.e
.he local, snbscrip.ion
,o
50 journals per week.^
One .ight assume that Throttle and Lever" was a powerful sto:,, but that was hardly the
case. The story was set in backwoods New York b 1872. The major characters were young Arnold
Gripnaan, a double-crosser; ^s father Rufns Grip.an, a district attorney, justice of the peace, and
swindler; Shannon Coolcrafty, an unscrupulous railroad entrepreneur; a mysterious "Spaniard,"
Canute Seminaba and his beautiful daughters Cayula and Syiska; and silent, brave railway engineer
Montreville Pierstone and his father Pascal, a man ruined by Rufus Gripman.
The story opens with the local railway in receivership. Coolcrafty and Gripman quickly
buy it and cut wages by 20%, precipitating a strike. We learn that Montreville Pierstone and Arnold
Gripman were once classmates at CorneU, and that Gripman feigned loyalty and friendship with
Pierstone as a way of gaining access to "Contentment Castle," the home of the reclusive Seminaba
family. Montreville, reduced to the status of a wage earner because of his father's poverty, is an
engineer on the Gripman/Coolcrafty railroad until Hred for organizing its workers. Soon he and the
devious Arnold Gripman are rivals for the Seminaba daughters and fortune, with kind Syiska
favoring Montreville, and her vain sister Cayula encouraging Gripman and plotting to discredit
Pierstone at every turn.
Gripman's and Coolcraft/s stock, rail, and land swindles closely parallel those of the
Credit Mobiher, including shoddy construction practices leading to a bridge collapse in which
innocent people are killed. Predictable plot turns involving strikes, scabs, and agent provocateurs
unfold until hubris strikes down all the villains in one fell swoop. During a strike, Gripman replaces
experienced engineers with scabs. Pierstone realizes the danger of untrained engineers and even
offers to run a locomotive himself, since he knew that the unsuspecting Seminaba family was aboard.
Naturally, Arnold and Rufus Gripman refuse. The train barrels into Iriwana station on schedule, but
explodes at the depot because the scab engineer forgot to water down the boilers: "The lifeless,
headless, and armless body of Cayula Seminaba was found within the depot. Arnold Gripman, in an
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unconscious condition, was found a hundred yards fron, where the explosion took place
Rufus Gnpman and Shannon Coolcrafty is exposed.
The melodramatic flair and formulaic structure of the story aside, there are a few troubling
aspects of this tale. Notable by their absence are references to the Knights of Labor. The vaguely
articulated labor organization is merely an en^eer's brotherhood, and the entire story is set in 1872
a ti.e in which the KOL was a secret body confined to Philadelphia. The shadowy Semmaba family
poses another problem. "Throttle and Lever" is an indictment against fraud, injustice, and
unrestrained capitalist power, but not against wealth and privilege. The aristocratic Canute
Seminaba is a mirror opposite of the pompous Gripman and Coolcrafty. The final scene finds
MontreviUe and Syiska nursing the scalded, crippled Arnold Gripman while planning their marriage.
As a working class hero, MontreviUe Pierstone has a curiously aristocratic-sounding name that
contrasts with the more lowly Arnold Gripman, a name that sounds more like the tramman that
Pierstone had become. Further, Pierstone's venture into the working class was a temporary one. A
Cornell graduate, he only took up a trade when reduced by poverty. Though he had toiled well and
championed the cause of workers, Pierstone was not of the working class, and would not remain
there as his windfall marriage to Syiska Seminaba made him the direct heir to the Seminaba fortune.
At base, "Uver and Throttle" is a Horatio Alger-style "luck and pluck" rise from rags to riches.
How could such a message find its way into a Knights' journal? The genteel pretensions of
key leaders associated with the Journal of United 1 .hnr..T.r.n.. Powderly, John Hayes, Charles
Litchraan, A. M. Dewey-partially accounts for the selection process, but does not explain why stories
like "Throttle and Lever" had an audience. Crude analyses that view readers as shapeless vessels into
which purveyors of culture may pour all manner of rubbish must be rejected. Rather, a mutual
feedback system is the norm, in which media consumers make their preferences known, largely by
their purchasing patterns. Though an audience often has little control over what specific form media
messages take, it does exert a powerful sway over the general form. Purveyors of culture who do not
give their audience at least part of what they want soon find themselves without one."^
Audience expectations can be shaped by many factors including, but not limited to, political
ideology. In most cases, however, the wider the audience, the more general the message. By the
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course, when one ai.s for ,he middling mass, one .ends ,o offend ,he e«ren,es. Powderiy hin„clf
was often bothered by the con.en, of JUL s,ories, as his ,e„er prefacing
.his chapter
.akes
abturdantly dear. The n,os, radical elements in the Order wanted no part of perceived Victor.an
sentimentality. One is struck by how different the Journal of , ,ni,ed I ,bo, is in format from more
radical papers such as A^m orIh^vm^. But one must remember that the nanlcs were
mmorities. Long after his split ^th the KOL, trade unionist Frank Foster. Boston l^^^^S^
ran semimental works of fiction. So did Joseph R. Buchanan's socialist-anarchist papers, the Denver
and Chicago Labor Eng iiirpr
Workers expected to find popular fiction in labor journals, primarily because it was part of
the everyday culture of the 19th century. Both dime novels and popular fiction weeklies-the "story
papers"-were widely consumed. Novels were probably slightly less popular than story papers among
the working classes, but were nonetheless a powerful cultural force. As Fay M. Blake and Michael
Denning have argued, however, novelists only partially responded to social changes after the Civil
War.« Both story paper serials and novels retained tried-and-true formulas and simply grafted new
concerns-Uke the labor question-on to them. Thus the lesson of many dime novels is often a
curious blend of the old and the new. Antebellum concerns with temperance, chastity, thrift, and
individualism often provided the moral context for more modern problems like monopolies and
strikes.
The fact that the labor question appears in novels at all is some indication of the mutual
feedback theory to which I have alluded, though few novelists presented the problem in anything
approaching radical terms. As Ruth Geller puts it, novels dealing with labor did "not reflect reality;
[they reflected] the fears and prejudices of a middle class confronted by a militant working class."'^
Blake has catalogued the bourgeois biases in the dime novels: socialism is always condemned
"generically" and lumped with communism, syndicalism, and anarchy; strikes and worker
organizations are usually seen as "abhorrent," and mill owners refusing to deal with unions are
upheld "in defense of the virtue of individual effort"; foreigners are blamed for most strikes, and
strike leaders often serve as foils for "veiled rape fantasies" in which they attempt seductions of
unsuspecting women. The vast majority of labor leaders are presented as "walking delegates," a
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~ ,9.h ce„,„,y .er. of derision fo, demagogic
.elf-seeke. who as working Cas,
chan,pions. ISee IHusUaUon 7| F„„aer, .any of .he nove,is.s followed Henry Ward BeeeKer. lead
and preached bourgeois versions of Chris.ianiiy ,o .heir readers. Several novels, such as Martin
Foran-s Th^^Jfesids Abigail Roe's Free. Ye, For,Hn, Th.. r...„ ....^
Charles Sheldon's The Crueinxion of Phillip^ ,,894,, even included long ser.on. in .heir
texts.'"
Content analyses done by Geller and Denning reveal surprisingly few novels which can
seen as pro-labor, especially after the railway strikes of 1877. Novels like Thomas Bailey Aldrich's
The Stillwater Tragedy (1880), and John Hay's IheBr,ad« (1884) are virulently anti-labor.
Aldrich, editor of AtiMli^Mcmthl, from 1881 to 1890, tailored a murder and romance thriller
around a strike presented as "apolitical and characterized by a general childishness," and rampant
drunkenness.^' The novel ends with the revelation that its protagonist, Richard Shackford, is cleared
of a false murder charge; the real culprits were strike leaders Durgin and Torrini, an Irishman and
an Italian!
Even worse was Hay's The Breadwinners. His venomous work was serialized in Centurv
and later appeared as a book. Hay's villain, Offit, is described as a "professional reformer" who
commits every conceivable outrage until his fall from grace. Hay, future Secretary of State under
William McKinley, had a hatred of unions that dated back to 1877. He was a personal friend of
both Jay Cooke and Jay Gould, and was married to the former Clara Stone, whose father owned the
Lake Shore and Michigan Railway, a company struck during the 1877 upheaval. Hay thought most
workers were lazy and held a patrician's distrust of democracy. He was also a racist known for bitter
tirades against blacks, Jews, Chinese, and Irish.
One must ask why workers would read such unfiattcring portrayals, keeping in mind that
novels dealing with labor were a very small portion of the total. The most successful novels of the
late 19th century were the pluck-and-luck works of Horatio Alger, Lew Wallace's Ben Hur . and
Emma Southworth's Self-Raised. Though labor themes were few, laboring men and women read the
reams of novels on other subjects. In fact. Denning argues that the working class constituted a
majority of dime novel readers.
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^lon as an
Antnabor novels provoked reaction within the working class, especiaUy within its
leadership. Though Ha/s book was the only one that sold well, labor advocates saw ficti
expressive for. in need of redress. Knights of Labor advocates
.ust have felt this
.ost keenlv; as
Blake notes, .any popular fiction readers had digested Alan Pinkerton's fanciful tales about the
MoUy Maguires. In these, Pinkerton called the Knights an "a.alga.ation of the Mo.lie Maguires
and the Paris Com.une.-^ If popular fiction writers could not be trusted to tell the truth, then
working people would have to do it for themselves. Yet writers of pro-labor fiction d.d not reinvent
fiction; the message changed, but not the form. Ultimately, labor fictionists fought a fruitless battle
in which they neither supplanted bourgeois writers, nor permanently altered their message.
The availability of cheap novels had far less impact on labor journalists than story papers.
As I argued in the last chapter, labor and story papers enjoyed a symbiotic relationship by the mid
1880s. No labor editor could fail to be impressed by the success of the popular fiction papers. By
the 1870s Robert Hamper's New York Ledger had a weekly circulation of over 400,000. If one takes
into account Bomier's competition in New York City alone-Steet and Smith's New York Week-lv
George Mum-o's New York Fireside romp.nion, Frank Leslie's Chimnev Corner and Norman
Munro's Family Story Paper
-one quickly realizes that more than just the Victorian bourgeoisie was
reading them. Though few labor journahsts would have admitted story paper influences, reflection
would have revealed the powerful sway these papers held over the reading pubhc. Mary Noel's
analysis reveals that, though a large part of the story paper audience came from the middle class,
increasing numbers of the lower class began read them in the 1870s and 80s, especially young men
and women in their late teens and early 20s. Michael Denning is even more direct; he argues that
working class readers kept the story papers afloat.^^ The story papers also attracted rural readers
and spawned imitators there like Farm and Fireside
Knights of Labor papers were both shaped by and were shapers of the popular fiction
weeklies. A few Knights, including A. J. H. Duganne, John Barrett, and the Reverend T. DeWitt
Talmadge, wrote for story papers and contributed occasional articles for KOL journals. In
addition. Knights' journals often reprinted poems, stories, and news items by or about story paper
writers such as Lydia Sigourney, Emma Southworth, Bertha Clay, and Alice Cary.
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By
.he ,a,e l«s. Baion was a standard par, of ,he S^^^n^U^UJ^m^, Fro™ J„„
.o December 18S7. alone. ,he lUL ran 23 pieces of r.cion; in 1888, .here were 42.'=
,n .he ear,,
1880S. ,he seido. ran seriahzed s.ories and preferred shor. objeclesson pieces ,ha, se.don,
spanned ™ore .han «,o columns; by ,he la.e 1880s serials were s.andard. The shift ,o longer pieces
of ncioo. conpled with ,he JUL. over, prono„ncen,e„, of i,s desire ,o becon,e a" welcome vsi.or a.
.he fireside as weU as in ,he workshop.- represen.ed a conscious decision ,o adap, successful s.ory
paper formats to KOL uses.^^
To make such a shift was not without risks. Though KOL papers never sank to the
ridiculous extremes of story paper offal such as "Scalp Lifter," "Old Cap Collier," or "The Hindoo
[sic] Detective," the sociology of Knights of Labor fiction often paralleled that of the story papers.
Victorian standards of morality and ideals of traditional womanhood, patriotism, evangelical
Protestantism, and capitalism were accepted as givens.
The use of working women as heroines posed one of the few challenges to popular fiction
writers accustomed to using stock characters. By the 1870s it was impossible to ignore workmg
women. Both story paper and KOL writers chose to represent women as temporary workers,
reduced to labor by poverty, the death of a wage-earning father, or the theft of their rightful fortunes
by unscrupulous mill owners and bankers. Women undergo "perfection through suffering," until a
male rescuer arrives.^^ Nearly aU KOL "happy endings" involve women becoming betrothed to a
financially-secure man. By the late 1880s, the poor-but-noble working girl had become just another
stock character in story and labor paper alike.
Domestic ideals abounded in Knights of Labor papers. A typical column in the Journal of
United Labor was similar to 1882's "Advice to the Engaged." Men were advised to show
consideration for their future wives, not to squander money in bars, and to cultivate good manners.
With the exception of the warning, "If you are of the opinion that marriage makes man and wife one
and that you are to be that one, send in your regrets at once," there is nothing that challenges
assumptions of man as breadwinner and master of the home. The advice to men even ends with the
patronizing, "If you are marrying her for her figure, it would be wise on your part to watch her diet
closely." By contrast, women are admonished to become moral guardians, give up dreams of finery
and dancing, and abandon the notion that marriage is liberating: "If you contemplate taking a
There was even a ,hi„,y.vei,ed warning ,Ka, wo^en were expected
.o perforn, we„ se^al,,
.f ,ou
a nunnery wi.h aU convenient speed.- The ,a«er two warnings evoke the widely held Vic.or.an
assun,p,ions ,ha, nren were, by nature, endowed wi.h ani^al-hke sexua, drives ,ha, wo.en lacked
U was therefore incumbent upon women to create a moral household that stood in opposition to
passion-mied socety. keep their husbands safely ensconced »thm it, and help them control thei,
sexuality in socially appropriate ways.
Bourgeois ser^timent was found in other KOL papers as well. 'Of Interest to Women" was
regular column in Ih^ of Baltimore. Typically,Ih^ staff compiled bits of fluff and
nonsense from the urban press, story papers, and magazmes, and mixed in a few scraps of original
material. The column offered advice on how to walk gracefully, how to prepare for weddmgs, and
how to emulate the latest fashions economically. It also ran tidbits of society news, excerpts of
sentimental poetry, and sUly fluff such as The Kiss a Girl Likes:"
"A lady who has given the subject much attention is authority for the declarationhat m hssmg, all men k.ss with too much force. A kiss to be appreciated by a girlhe says, must be gentle and not rough, and under no circumstance should have an^
suggestion of tobacco or John Barleycorn. As the result of comparing notes w,th
^
many lady fnends, married and engaged, she answers that the kisses ?f three-fourths
of mankind, husbands, lovers, and brothers, are 'smoky. '"^^
Some straight-laced Victorians might have found the above advice risque; many women found it
frivolous. In Baltimore, Master Workman Maggie Weir led her assembly of women out of the
Knights of Labor in 1891, because it had nothing to offer working class women.^o
Orphan Sisters: The Knights and Popular Firfinn
The influence of popular fiction on the Knights of Labor was not all one-sided, however,
and it is a fruitful exercise to see how the Order's rapid rise in the mid 1880s affected novels and
story papers. Francis Street and Francis Smith, owners of New York Weekly boasted in 1886 that
their family paper was the first "to recognize the importance of this great labor question," and the
first to endorse the Knights of Labor. Few worker hero(ine)s appeared before Smith personally
developed the character of Bertha Bascomb in 1871. But the New York Weekly did not beat the
competition to the punch in featuring the Knights of Labor. From June 9 to September 22, 1884,
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Nonnan Monro's Family .S,o^ P.p.r serialized "The Orphan Sisters: or, The Daughters of ,he
Knights of Labor." [See Illustration 8]
Monro had tested the labor waters the year before with stories like
-Jennie the Bookfoldcr
The Orphan Girl's Wrongs," 'The Ragpicker's Daughter, The Story of Richn,o„d,- and 'Only a
Working Girl, Life Antong the Tenen,ents His Hrst Knights of Labor piece was written by
Charlotte May Kbgsley, one of his n,ost popular authors. The story was well-received and Mrs
Kingsley began
-Little Charm, the Factory Girl. Guarded by the Labor League: A Story of Life and
Love Among the Cotton MiUs,- the week after 'The Orphan Sisters- ended. The Knights of Labor
helped promote
-The Orphan Sisters- by running advertisements for it in the Journal of , l.i„H
Labor
.
Implicit within all of Mrs. Kingsley-s work was a preference for romance and melodrama.
As Noel notes, "story-paper characters were controlled almost entirely by the exigencies of plot.-^i
In the case of the "Orphan Sister" this is emphatically true. The Knights of Labor do appear from
time to time, but more as moral support for the main characters than as active agents. The central
figures of the melodrama are: Flossie and LiUian Marchmont, two orphaned factory hands at
Hartwell & Grasp textile mills; Mark Talford, a handsome leader in the "United Labor League" and
beloved of Lillian; Magnus Hartwell and Manuel Grasp, men who own mills once belonging to the
Marchmonts; Hartwell's daughter Olga, who is desperately in love with Talford; and Vane Charteris,
an honest lawyer who tries to aid the Marchmonts since he is secretly in love with Flossie. Their
complex and convoluted story bears detailed examination, as it typifies many of the tales written
about the KOL.
In the opening paragraph, as Flossie's and Lillian's mother lies dying, we learn that the
Marchmonts were once rich but that Robert Marchmont had withdrawn all of his family's monies
before he sailed for Europe and was lost at sea. His will made Magnus Hartwell heir to his business
interests. Hartwell also held the Marchmont mortgage and foreclosed on it, thus reducing the
Marchmont sisters to wage-earners in the very mills their family once owned. Before she died, Mrs.
Marchmont had a dream in which her husband appeared and said, "Magnus Hartwell lies. It is
fraud! fraud! and the proofs are in the old house." She began to tell her daughters of hidden papers,
but died before she could reveal their location.
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Olga HartweU aids her father in oppressir^g the March.onts as she is in love with Mark
Talford, who loves Lillian. Her father is sympathetic even though he despises Talford's activities in
the "Unrted Labor League," a tern, used interchangeably with the Knights of Labor throughout the
story. When Lillian called Magnus HartweU a thief, Manuel Grasp fired her and tried to withhold
$10 in wages with which she hoped to bury her
.other. Talford intervened and when Grasp tried to
fire hi. as well, Talford appealed to the factory hands and, "the beUs shpped fro. the hundred
wheels, the machines ceased to crash and roar, and with one accord, men and women rose from
their seats." Talford maintained his job, and the Knights of Labor buried Mrs. Marchmont.
Grasp had LilUan Marchmont arrested for theft as she grabbed her wages from his hand.
Talford's testimony freed her, but Lillian returned home she found that Flossie had disappeared.
Unbeknownst to anyone, Flossie had set off to search the old Marchmont home and had just
discovered that Magnus Hartwell had found her father's will in a secret compartment in the
fireplace. She seized the will and hid it before Olga and Grasp subdued her.
Vane Charteris vowed to help find Hossie, but a forged letter bearing his name lured
Lillian into a trap on a dark wharf. Lillian was brutally stabbed by a disguised Olga Hartwell, and
her body was dumped into the river. As fate would have it, Olga's acts were witnessed by Judith
Bunch, the keeper of a bandits' roost, who was combing the wharves in search of a street urchin
named Poppie Sarsfield whom she had adopted from an English orphanage. Olga and Bunch soon
formed a bond based on blackmail and a mutual love of evil. Bunch even sold Hartwell a "Nubian
drug" which was guaranteed to make Talford her "love slave."
Of course, it would not do for the beautiful Lillian to lie at the bottom of the river. She
was rescued by a late night fisherman and taken to Mark Talford's mother's home in Hackensack,
New Jersey, to recuperate. Since she was unable to identify her attacker, Olga Hartwell soon gained
admission to the Talford home under the false pretext of friendship, an entrance she desired as she
longed to administer the Nubian drug to Mark. Flossie, too, was in Hackensack, the prisoner of
Hartwell and Grasp in a thieves' cottage on the marshes. There, Hartwell told Flossie that he was
responsible for her father's death at sea.
Incredibly, the story took an even more ludicrous turn. Charteris found Flossie, only to be
captured himself. Prisoners in adjacent rooms, they declared their mutual love. The hiding place
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was discovered
..e s..e, ^chin Poppie. .d Poppie
.Hed ,o ,ead seve., people ,o .he Hidin,
place. b.c so.e,hi„g always
.hwa,.ed a rescue. Ha..„e„ and Grasp decided
.o solve ,he.r legal
problems by fo.c^g ,He MarcWo. sisters eo „arry cHe™. A preacher was kidnapped, blindfolded
and forced fo offieiafe ,he carriage of ^ossie and Har.well. He unl^owingiy carried Flossie and
'
Vane, who coolc HarCweU. elches when
.he la,.er was sho, by a drunken
.hug who .hough, he was
Charrens. The
.wo were ready ,o .ake nigh, when Lilhan and Poppie burs. in. Gunsho.s rang o„.
and .hough Hossie and Vane escaped h,.o ,he foggy nigh.. Char.eris was badly wounded and beca.c
separated from Flossie.
Poppie ran to Talford's house and told her story to hina and a committee of visiting
Knights at the very moment Mark sipped drugged wine and collapsed. When he recovered he was
susceptible to Olga's prompting and denied knowing Poppie. Mark told his fellow Knights of Labor
that Lillian was unf^thful and had ran away with Manuel Grasp. O.ga secretly thanked Satan, to
whom she had prayed, and Talford announced his intention to marry Olga.
Story paper fiction seldom deviated from the audience expectation that all would eventually
be wen, and The Orphan Sisters" was no exception. Charteris did not die of his wounds; he forced
Grasp to surrender at gunpoint. Magnus Hartwell did die; he bled to death from his gunshot wound.
Vane, Flossie, and Grasp return to the Talford cottage where Olga and Mark's wedding is about to
take place. In one of the silliest plot twists of all, they are followed by Judith Bunch's son, who
recognizes Olga as Miriam Bainieith, a woman he had married in Europe years before who then
disappeared, though pregnant with his child. That child was Poppie! The younger Bunch
conveniently dies of a broken heart, Olga confesses her crimes when told of her father's death, the
Nubian drug's antidote is produced, Mark marries Lillian, the inheritance is restored when Flossie
produces the will, and Poppie is adopted by Vane and Flossie.^^
The details of this story are so labyrinthine that to follow every twist and turn requires
more careful reading than the story deserves. The specifics are revealing in many ways, however.
First, it is clear that the story has very Uttle to do with the Knights of Labor. After the scene in the
third chapter in which Talford's fellow workers lay down their tools when he is wronged, there is
Uttle to do with the labor question in Kingsley's tale. His brief remark "The day for capital to rule
the world has passed...the poor have rights as well as the rich, and by union we assert them," is as
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cose a. capUa,.labo,
.,a.o. co.e ,o bei„s discussed. Several „e„,l„. a.e .ade or KOU .=0™
-eUngs,
,u„e
.,^„,
^^^^
^^^^^^
o^y appea. as passive speca.ors, as when chey assemble fc, Ll.,ia„.s ,ria, „, a, Ma,. Talfcd's
cocage where ,hey Us.en
.0 co«radic,ory stories and slink off In bewlldermen,.
Though ostensibly a tale about laborers and Knights, these are tnerely plot devices; Mark
Talford could have been a shopowner or a cowboy, and the story would have been the sanre Still
both oriddle and working class audiences would have been in.pr=ssed by Mark Talford's basic
honesty, morality, and sense of Justice. The fact that a hero who happened ,0 be a laborer and a
Knigh. of Ubor was held in such a positive light, was a bit of positive propaganda that served bo.l,
groups well, and n.„st have seemed a pleasant change fron, the sort of treatnrent both nornrally
moral equal of Vane Charteris, a lawyer and symbol of middle class respectab.lity As a piece of
labor propaganda. The Orphan Sisters" had severe Umits, bu, was not totally devoid of impact.
The Orphan Sisters" was typical of story paper tales about the Knights of Labor. On
November 24, 1884. (reprinted May 15, 1886) Terence V. Powderlys picture appeared in The N.w
YorLW^ekfe. (See Illustration 9] Powderly was praised for his "perseverance and studious habits" in
forwarding "the interest of the working class." He was given credit for "bringing together the
scattered threads" of the Knights of Ubor after its 1878 convention, and was held responsible for
the grand success of the order." However, it was not Powderlys efforts on behalf of laborers that
impressed the Weeklj so much as his work habits: "He can write a letter himself and dictate another
to an operator on a typewriter at the same time-something that very few businessmen are capable of
doing." Powderly was also praised for being "a total abstainer |whol never drank a drop of liquor in
his hfe and never used tobacco." Perhaps most importam of all, the Weekly found Powderly a
"thorough American [who] believes in American methods of adjusting all difficulties between capital
and labor, and if labor and capital do not agree, it is through no fault of his. He does not approve
of anything wild or theoretical, but means 'business' in everything he undertakes."^
The New York Weekly's praise of Powderly comes as no surprise to those who have
perused story papers. Though reaching out to working class audlences-Powderl/s picture ran with
an advertisement announcing a forthcoming story about the Knights of Labor--the story papers
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retained ,heir middle Ca. biases.
,„ ,he
.urboieoc „id-I880s
.niddle-Cass America feared social
upheava,. and the P„wder,y,ed Knigb.s „f Labor appeared a safer al.erna.ive to bcb-thro^g
anarchists, or socialists and communists who challenged the sanctity of private property. Since
Powderly condemned radicals with the satne fervor as the sto„ papers and KOL principles spoke of
the commonality of capital/labor interests, he and the Knights briefly appeared as friends of order
By 1886. some workers were actually claiming that their employers for^ ,hem to join the Knights
of Labor!^^
Powderl/s appearance in The New York Weekly was prelude to the story "A Knight of
Labor, The Master Workman's Vow," by Powderiys friend and fellow-Knight John Erigena Barrett,
the editor of a small Pennsylvania reform paper and member of the state legislature. Being an
insider, Barrett was able to incorporate specific information about the Knights of Labor into his
novel, though his basic story was every bit as stiff and formulaic as The Orphan Sisters." The
setting for Barrett's story is the steel town of Throckton and the mill of Alfred Brandon whose
feckless son, Basil, is in love with Ruth Watkins, the daughter of Reese Watkins, the Master
Workman of a KOL local. BasU's love for Ruth is in opposition to his father's choice of heiress
Edith Beaumont; it also causes consternation for Tom Wilbur, an honest worker and Knight activist.
The villains of the piece are Jack Dabble, variously described as an "anarchist," "nihilist," and
"communist;" and Zeb Grinnell, a New York City thug posing as a hotel beUhop. As in "The Orphan
Sisters," much of the activity centers on a bandit's roost, and like it, a street orphan, a newsboy
named Sam Lambert, witnesses many of the major events of the drama and tries to set things right.
[See Illustration 10]
The plot revolves around the flight of Ruth Watkins and Basil Brandon to New York City
to be married, a rendezvous witnessed by Sam Lambert. When the news is broken to Reese
Watkins he vows, "By the eternal, if Basil Brandon has disgraced her, he shall die!," a grief-stricken
outburst witnessed by Jack Dabble. Ruth's marriage to Brandon does not take place as planned; the
couple arrives in New York City in the middle of the night and check into separate hotel rooms.
Night clerk Zeb Grinnell takes one look at Brandon's bank roll and resolves to rob him. When
Brandon falls asleep, Grinnell sneaks into his room and is in the process of removing Brandon's
wallet when he awakes. A struggle ensues in which the bigger Grinnell easily overcomes Brandon
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and du^ps his body out of a ™,dow. OrioneU co,,ec,ed Brandon's broken corpse on ,he street
Ignorance of Brandon's identity he told flip cf^ff tu . .u • •nty, n the staff that the victim was drunk and feU out of an open
window.
Of course, such a plot is far ,00 straight forward for a story paper, so ntany twists are
thrown in. Jack Dabble is thrown out of the Knights of Labor for his anarchistic beliefs. In Ton,
WUbur's speech at a KOL meeting he denounces Dabble:
^^^^^« hLt^r
cSbtT" "p'' J^^-'^^y Jack' because he had a habit of s ^^^^^^^^^^^^^ould blow up a Russian despot, or do any similar act of daring '^v^th faci^Uv
?rp:ntS t: t^.er^tl^ 1^1^.°--- —- -apon/:S- was a
Dabble swears revenge on the Knights for his dismissal. Despite his sharp tongue, Dabble is
portrayed as a coward who tried to kill many Knights by setting their assembly hall afire during a
meeting. When Sam Lambert witnesses the act. Dabble knocks him unconscious and poor Sam is
only pulled out of the flames at the last moment by Reese Watkins. In the course of the novel,
Dabble starts fires all over town, though no one can ever prove he is responsible.
Dabble's big chance for revenge comes when a mangled body is pulled out of the river.
Though the face was smashed beyond recognition, it was identified as Basil Brandon through his
clothing and watch. Dabble promptly informs Alfred Brandon and his attorney, Adam Pincher, of
Reese Watkin's threat on Basil's hfe, and Watkins is imprisoned.
Watkins makes a surprise visit to a KOL meeting where the topic of the Order's stance on
their Master Workman was being discussed. Watkins explains to his startled brothers, "I have
pledged my honor to a man who is bound to all of us by the golden link of brotherhood, that within
an hour I will return to my ceU and I mean to keep my word. Knowing that you were in session
tonight I longed to tell you that I am innocent of the great crime of which I am accused. I was vain
enough to think that if I told you this, there is not a man in this assembly who w-uld doubt my
word." After Watkin's speech, every man in the assembly offers his support for Watkins and a few
even urge him to flee, an idea which he rejects. The noble Watkins returns to his cell the very night
that Jack Dabble set the jail on fire. Fortunately, the warden releases Reese on his word before the
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ness,
er's
pistols to help him guard the prisoners.
Reese, daughter Ru,h is unaware of ^ of ,Ms. She awakeus iu her ho.cl and when Basil
does no. appear assumes she has been jihed. and resolves ,o find work in New York City since she
coufd no, re,urn ,o Throck.on after shanring her fan,i,. She passes from one perU ,„ the nex,.
mcluding a narrow eseape frona a den of thieves run by Zeb Grinneirs nrother. before she is finally
convinced by San, Lambert, who tracked her down, to return home and beg her parents' forgive
In one of the more absurd portions of the novel, Reese Watkins refuses to accept his daught
pleas for forgiveness. In true Victorian fashion, Watkins finds her sins so grievous that she is dead
.0 him, and refuses to be moved by either his wife's begging or Ruth's tears. Despite Ruth's
insistence that she had committed no sin other than that of disobedience, Reese storms, "I hate the
sigh, of you. Uave this place at once before I am tempted to strike you, and let me never see your
face again."
Once again, all turns out well. Ruth's honor is rescued by Basil Brandon himself! Basil
was only near-death from his brutal attack, and the body found was in fact that of Zeb Grinnell who
was wearing Basil's stolen clothing while jumping a freight train. He slipped and was mangled by
the train before his body fell in the river and washed ashore in Throckton. Ruth and Basil were duly
married, Sam Lambert gave up paper hawking to take up a place in the steel mill secured for him by
Reese Watkins, Jack Dabble's crimes were exposed, and Reese forgave his daughter.
Barrett's novel contains many more references to the Knights of Labor than did Mrs.
Kingsle/s, and he demonstrated an insider's knowledge of assembly procedures. Though a decidedly
romanticized view of working class life-all of the workers speak impeccable English, for
example-Barrett does slip in a few challenges to established order. When Tom Wilbur is informed
that Basil Brandon had absconded with Ruth Watkins, he proclaimed, "Let there be full justice, and
let us teach those ruffianly aristocrats who are not content with squeezing out our life-blood on low
wages, but also want to invade the sanctity of our homes and sacrifice the purity of our daughters,
that there is a God in Israel, and that they are not beyond the law." Likewise, at the court hearing in
which Reese Watkins is commended to prison, Watkins loudly proclaims his innocence and rails
against the unfair insinuations made by lawyer Pincher. When the judge tells Watkins to be silent or
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run the risk of being found in coo.e.p, he defian.ly b„rs,s ou," Tha,. ,he .rouble wich .his and
=very CO.. U...They n,ake grea. p„.ense of ,espec.ing
.he law. b„. .hey give j„s.ice no show
whatever.- When Pincher annonneed his in.en.ion
.o provide evidence of Watkins' vow Wa.kins
iunaped up and shouted. have sworn
.ha., and here, in .he presence of .his cour. and
.he father of
my da„gh.er's be.rayer. I repea. Uae solemn vow. You needn'. call Tom Wilbur or any o.her
mill-hand to prove that I'm a man!"
Barrett's Knights are always men of their word-honest, forthright, and manly, character
traits that extend to denunciations of stnkebreakers and anarchists. Anarch.st Jack Dabble is the
mirror opposite of Reese Watkins, a cowardly liar who does his deeds in secret. Likew.se, Watkins
and Wilbur are morally superior to Adam Pincher, the lawyer who tries to twist meanings to his own
purposes and is uncomfortable with men who mean what they say.
There's a lot more to The Master Workman's Vow" than meets the eye. Middle-class
assumptions of working men were being challenged through its own framework and language.
Barrett's use of names like "Pincher" and "Grasp" was as intentional as his characterization of Jack
Dabble. His Knights of Labor were portrayed as Americans in the old republican sense-honest men
whose toil created all wealth, who resented special privilege, demanded equality, and rallied against
injustice. In a very subtle way, Barrett also Hnked them with a producerist past, and represented
them as a safe middle ground between forces that threatened to destroy it: unbridled speculative
capital on one hand, and wild-eyed anarchism on the other. At the story's end, not only is the
dangerous Jack Dabble safely behind bars, but a chastened Alfred Brandon rescinds wage cuts that
led to a strike and makes peace with the KOL by treating them as partners in the decision-making
processes at his mill. In other words, Brandon behaves more like a colonial proprietor negotiating
with skilled craftsmen than a late 19th century capitalist segmenting and dividing his workforce.
Barrett's novel was curious in other ways. His Knights are very Victorian in all their
mannerisms and exhibit no oppositional working class ideological or cultural traits. Reese Watkins'
treatment of his daughter is one indication of this, the overall masculinity of the piece another.
There are no strong women characters; women are either helpless victims like Ruth Watkins or
fallen agents of Satan like Mother Grinnell. The mere hint of scandal involving Ruth, though totally
at variance with her actual behavior, was enough for her father to declare her "dead." Ruth's "sin"
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was no. se^^al. bu. rather involved disobeying bcr faiher. in,p,yi„g bis ownership of her. Like see
of .he KOL-s nros, lanren.able poeiry, Barrefs novel dweUs „,ore on Vietorian respecabiliiy ,han
capitalist oppression.
"The Master Workman's Vow" has other ideolo^cal limits. The underlying assumption
that the power of truth and reason will prevaU is naive, though very much in keeping with
mairxstream Knighthood. In the story. Alfred Brandon is trar^sformed when shown that the Knights
of Labor were noble allies and friends of capital. In real life, men such as Jay Gould did not think
so, nor did they rescind wage cuts unless forced to do so. PoUtics has no place in Barrett's vision;
problems are solved by face-to-face encounters that hark back to a romanticized assumption of a
gemeinschaft-Uke past. Likewise, strikes were viewed as acts of desperation, not as tools to wring
concessions out of reluctant employers. Barrett's novel leaves one with a v,sion that everyone can
and will be middle class; it does not address the 19th century reality in which a very small number of
monopoUsts conspired to oppress the working classes. The Jay Goulds were more interested in the
brutality of force than in the power of reason.^
For all its limitations, Barrett's novel was the most positive view of the Knights of Labor lo
appear in the story papers. One novel was published with a female Knight as heroine-"Ionie, the
Pride of the Mill; Daughter of a Knight of Labor," which appeared in Robert Bonner's New York
Ledger, the largest of the story papers. Laura Jean Libbe/s novel is the most Victorian of all of the
story paper accounts of the Knights. Aside from the fact that her father, who dies in the first
instalhnent, was a Knight, there is little mention of the KOL aside from lonie's vague association
with a few of her father's old colleagues. Instead, one is treated to a typical story involving a
poor-but-noble young woman, lonie Lawrence, forced lo secure employment in a lace mill where llic
proprietor's son, Arthur Rochester falls in love with her and is disinherited by his father for pursuing
her. Predictably, Arthur remains true to his heart, takes up employment, and rescues lonie and her
friends from all manner of dangers, including a false lover, a framed murder charge against her
uncle, and a plotting heiress set on lonie's ruin. Though the Ledger issues which give the final
resolution of lonie's fate are no longer extant, the veteran reader of story papers can safely assume
that lonie will marry Arthur whose father will forgive him."^
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A qu.,= differene view of ,he Knighu of Ubor cao,e fron, Theodore D.eiser. whose SJ^
was published in 1900. bu. is se, in CMcago and New York beuveen 1889 and 1897 The
Knigh. appear in a New York s,reeccar s.r^e h, which one of Dreiser's pro.agonis.s, George
H^srwood. works as a scab driver. Hurs^ood was once a successful Chicago businessnran, bu, wa,
reduced CO poverty after he left his ™fe ,o bigamously naarry Carrie and Hed ,o New York where he
los. his nrooey in a bad business de^ Dreiser lells of Hursewood-s slow and painful dechne By ,he
tun. he takes a job as a scab driver, he is bu. one s<ep away from his ^,hna.e fate as a drunken
wanderer on skid row. Though i, is difficuU ,o tell whether Dreiser refers to the 1890 or the 1895
eroUey strike, his references to Brooklyn ntake the latter the m,ely suspect. [See Illustrations 11 and
121 By that tinte little was left of the Knights of Labor in New York City, bu, District Assembly 75
cooperated in a strike involving over 6,000 (Dreiser says 7,500) traiunten. When that strike was lost,
metropolitan New York's last important district assembly quickly vanished. George Hurstwood 'at
first sympathized with the demands of these men" which included a guaranteed number of runs,
standardized pay, and the end of the "tripper- system in which drivers were paid by the run, not the
day, and had to sit about waiting for assigmnents. Hurstwood's desperation led him to beUeve
newspaper promises of
-protection," and he took a job. He soon learned that such promises were
idle ones. Of the poUceman protecting him, Hurstwood mused, "In his heart of hearts, he
sympathized with the strikers and hated this 'scab.'...Strip him of his uniform, and he would have
soon picked his side."
Hurstwood was abused and taunted as a scab. The situation became so dangerous that he
took lodging in the train sheds rather than venture out or return to Carrie who now cared little for
him. Objects were thrown at his trolley, and on the fourth day track obstructions forced him to stop
his car. A confrontation with angry workers led to rock pelting and Hurstwood was struck on the
head. Later he was puUed from his car, beaten, and shot in the shoulder. All of this was too mucli
for Hurstwood, and he sneaked off in defeat.
Strikes and the Knights of Labor disappear from Dreiser's novel at this point, but his
quickly-sketched image of the Knights is quite different from that of Barrett. Rather than the men
of cool reason and quiet suffering, Dreiser's Knights were quite willing to redress grievances with
violence. One Knight tried to reason with Hurstwood and says, "We're all working men, like
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yoursett If you we. a
.gu,a,
.o.or,na„. and had been
.ea.ed as we've been, you wouMu. wan,
anyone ,o come in and ,ake your place, would you," When Hurs.wood refused ,c shu, down his car
shou,s of
-scab.-
-coward,-
-chief,- and "sucker- accompanied volleys of scones. As Che scrike
concioued. violence escalaced; Crains were sec aTne, Cracks were sabocaged, and ncen were bea.en and
shoe. Con,plecely missing is Che pertecc grammar of Barrecc's Knighcs, Che Vicorian propriecv of
Kingsley, Libbey, and Barrecc, and Che elasslessness chac was a scory paper scaple. Dreiser referred
to the entire scene as "labor's little war."^'^
Home-Grown Short Storipx
One would expect the Knights of Labor to embrace flattering images of itself and correct
perceived misconceptions. Such expectations are only partially borne out by reality. When one turns
to the KOL's indigenous short stories, one is struck by how much the Order's drive for respectability
underHes its vision of class. The Order's ambivalence on capital/labor relations comes through in
many stories that appeared in the Journal of United I abor. In 1881's "A Romance of Labor," one
finds a stress on the nobihty of toil that echoes Uriah Stephens. A short drama set in London opens
with Steve Gaskell pleadbg with his father to allow him to become a lawyer instead of a laborer.
Gaskell gets his law degree and inherits 1,000 pounds, but manages to waste most of it in less than a
year. His fortunes are temporarily lifted when he marries heiress Elizabeth Braithwaite, but soon,
though "he had tasted aU the pleasures money can buy...he was unhappy." Emotionally drifting from
his wife, he sets out for Glasgow to transact a business deal for Elizabeth's father, but misses his
train. While waiting, Gaskell strikes up a conversation with Dalrymple, who takes him to the
locomotive works where his late father had worked. Gaskell "looked upon the craftsmen with their
bare, brawny arms and blackened hands, and felt his heart glow with admiration when he saw the
mighty works those hands had fashioned." Steve decides to become an apprentice and sends a note
to Elizabeth saying that he wiU not return until he is worthy. After two years of honest labor that
finally brought the troubled Gaskell "nights of sweetest sleep," he became the best iron worker in the
works. Steve wrote to Elizabeth who comes to visit him: "swarthy, bare-armed, clothed in leather, he
had never looked so handsome in [her] eyes."^
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The taMUfUnit^d^ frequently ridiculed upper and
..ddle class pretenses
"Under a Mas." ridiculed English aristocracy in such a fashion as to .a.e its extension outside of
the story's context obvious, while "Mar^s Quinces" took on middle class holier-than-thou
hypocrisy
- In the latter tale, hu.ble Mary Hay is badgered by Mrs. Biggard to contribute to a
church fur^d to Christianize the "Eboe Indians," but is unable to do so as her family had too .any
debts. Biggard accuses Mary of being a wastrel rather than a Christian, and brags of her own
contributions and of Preacher Mild.a^s courtship of her daughter, Zuriah. Mary resolves to raise
money by selling quince pies, only to find her family's tree picked bare. It is learned that Mrs.
Biggard stole the quinces and the latter tearfully reimburses Mary. Rather than shame her neighbor
Mary tells church members that her donation for the mission came from money Mrs. Biggard "paid
'
for her quinces. Few are fooled, however, and one man remarks, "them Biggards is always quotin'
Scripter [sic] texts. And the old lady sings hymns the loudest of anyone in church, and Zuriah sct.in'
her cap at the young minister. I>d jest like to see her face when she hears that Mr. Mildmay and
Mary Hay is to be married in the spring."^
"Marys Quinces" sends an unclear message, however. On one hand, Mrs. Biggard and
her middle class pretensions are held up to community ridicule, but on the other, Mary's impending
marriage to the young minister will bring her precisely the sort of respectability that drove Biggard
to pomposity and theft. Unlike "A Romance of Labor," many KOL stories end with a hero(ine)
becoming wealthy, as in "The Model Millionaire," in which young Hughie Erskine longs to marry
Laura Merton. Laura's father, a retired colonel who "lost both his temper and his digestion in India
and never found either of them again," refuses to allow Hughie to marry until he amasses 10,000
pounds, an unlikely prospect for the poor businessman. Hughie had a good heart, though, and while
visiting a painter friend, Alan Trevor, loses his temper when he learns that he paid his beggar model
only one shilling for posing and then sold his paintings for 4,000 guineas. Hughie later gives that
same beggar a sovereign. In a turnabout that would have been at home in any story paper, the
beggar turns out to be a baron in disguise who rewards Hughie's kindness by giving him the 10,00(1
pounds for his marriage to Laura.^'
A similar acceptance of large fortunes well-used appears in "Paul Garwin's Christmas Eve,"
a fairly obvious reworking of Dickens's "A Christmas Carol." Fifteen-year-old Paul is at home on
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ChH..„as eve with His busi.ess.an faCe. George, when a w„..e, „a.ed Wa.„„ c„n,es ,„ .He
ch^d. George Ga™in e.Uy dismisses Warson. re,nes, as agains, company poUc, u,e. ,ha, „.gh,
Paul saw Warson on .He s.ree, .r^ng Co borrow
.oney for His sick child. Pan, discovers
,Ha.
Warsoo „ade o^y S12 a week ,o support a family of eigH,. Wi.H S5 given ,o^ ,o spend on His
own amusement, Pan, went to a store and bougH. tea, coffee, sugar, potatoes, apples, and a turkey
for the Warsons. When He arrived Hoore, Pan, told His parents the stor, of a poor „an who He had
helped with his S5, and related in detaU How His family lived "crowded together in one or two roo.s
•he mother sick Herself, MtH a sick chUd in Her arms, and one or two more crying.- After recei.ng
lavish praise for His philanthropy. Paul reveals that the man was Thomas Warson. His chastened
father resolves to treat His employees better and proclaims that one "ought always to give a poo,
man's claims honest consideration.""'^
Knights of Labor fiction often portrayed capitahsts as ill-educated about labor's woes
rather than malevolently responsible for them. In "The Shopkeeper and the Co-operator," grocer
Johnson meets an ex-customer named Jim who now buys at a cooperative store. After a heated
exchange and a rousing speech from Jim on the morality of cooperation, Johnson is converted.
Johnson thanks Jim for showing him "how to work for humanity" and promises to turn his store into
a cooperative with all due speed.''^
Though some capitalists-rumsellers, bankers, and land speculators-were beyond the pale
of reform, most businessmen could be redeemed if shown the errors of their ways.^ Such
redemption could reach into the capitahst's private life. In "A Story With A Moral," a "gentleman-
commissions a flower seller to take a huge bouquet of flowers to a woman whose address he writes
on a card. When the vendor loses the card, he assumes that the flowers were intended for the man's
wife and dutifuUy delivers them to her. Actually, the gentleman was flirting with another. The
vendor's mistake had a salutary effect, however, and the next day husband and wife strolled
arm-in-arm past the flower stand, and the gentleman winked and said, "Johnny bring her as big a
bouquet every week and save one scarlet rose for me."^^
The Knights occasionally used fiction to test rank-and-file sentiment and to air matters ot
concern. In "Polly Tick's Letters on the Situation," a satire written in ungrammatical style, greenback
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a^tanoo is urged. a se,ni-h„„„ro„.
,e„er .o niece. Au„, PoUy delivers a lessen on poU.cal
economy using her husband Bill's words. She complains ,ha. all after Bill was Hnished being a
•Linken skab," greenbacks were wi.hdrawn, and Ve waz back ,o hard pan, hard
.ack, and hard
.m.es.- Despite her folksy language, Au„. Polly had a firm grasp on economic reality and blamed
bad bizzness- condi.io„s on .he fac, ,ha. was S15 billion worU. of consumption in 1883 when ,herc
was only $900 million in circulation. She wondered why there was
-WOO.OOO.tXM lockt up in the
ceUer of the treasury at Washingtin that haint a doin' its share of the work."* This story appeared
in 1885, in the midst of a year-long series of lectures on poUtical economy and both reinforced the
message of the lectures and reduced the complexities of the greenback issue into more
understandable terms.*^^
Sometimes fiction took on far more controversial issues. As I argued in chapters one and
two, the Knights' decision to become a pubhc order was never universally accepted by the
membership. As late as 1887, secrecy advocates were ridiculed in fiction, though many readers
might not have broken through the symbohsm of The O.M.S.S.." The initials stood for 'Old Maid's
Secret Society," a group of women pledged to celibacy led by lame, frumpish Nell, and pretty,
vivacious Jo. One by one, the determined women including Nell, took husbands. Jo was determined
to remain a maid until the end, but on a trip to Europe she met an American professor and married
The reader finally learns that Jo is the narrator of the story and is relating the tale to her two
daughters years later.^ Though it would appear to be a trite bit of fluff, the story's appearance in
the Journal of United I ,abor on July 30, 1887, is not accidental. This story appeared at precisely the
time in which the Home Club was being reorganized and the secrecy issue had again surfaced in
District Assembly 49. "The O.M.S.S." was quite Hkely an intentional slap at fundamentalists within
DjK. 49 bent on reviving secrecy. '^^
Likewise, arbitration was called into question in "Scene in a Criminal Court." Despite
years of sermonizing by Powderly, arbitration was held in low regard by the rebellious author of this
story. The plot involves a court where a judge is settUng the case of Poorie Lab versus Richie Cap.
Cap took Lab's land, but argued that it was his own fault as Lab had "just as many and just as fair a
chance to get my property...[but] was not smart enough to get away with [it]." Cap argued that he
earned the land through "brain work" in the game everyone plays called "Profits, Interests, and
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the
e
Ren.,- and blamed ,he very aue.pc e„
.store ,he land ,„ Ub as a
-conspiracy of sociaUsts
con,„„ois,s. and anarchist.- The judge refused ,o rule direcUy and decided ,o leave
.he case .o
new dodge, arbicraeion..." The „„,con,e is no, spelled o„,, and an „p,i„is,ic reader might concind
Wha. is nros. renrarkable, however, is how few KOL short stories deal wi.h labor issues in
any for.. Many are n,ore concerned wi.h Vicorian moralizing ,han with labor. Nowhere is thrs as
evden. as in the Order's frequent forays into temperance, an issue that dominated KOL poetry and
short stories.- Though Uriah Stephens was a teetotaler and opposed ha^g li,„or dealers in the
KOL, it was PowderVs influence that led to the 1880 Grand Assembly decision to formally forbid
them. In one of the few times the Scranton clergy commended Powderly, they thanked him for his
work with the Catholic Total Abstinence Society.^ Powderly went much further than Stephens and
insisted,
-No person can be a member of the Order whose ^fe sells liquor. He either obtain a
divorce from his wife or from this organization."^^
Powderlys influence can be seen in early Journal of I JnWeH . .h.. fiction. In a short
drama entitled "Hard Times, Trade Umons and Whiskey," a worker complains he can't join a trade
union because he doesn't make enough money and can't afford the 50 cent dues. In the very next
scene he is inside a tavern and spends that 50 cents in five minutes.^ In "A Grecian Legend," a boy
inserts a plant inside a bird skeleton, then into a lion's bones, and finally into the jawbone of an ass.
As the plant grows, it intertwines with the bone until the two can't be separated. The boy plants the
entire mass in the ground and it grows into a grape vine from which grapes are eventually harvested
and wine pressed. The moral of the story is revealed: "When men drank it, they first sang like birds;
next, after drinking a little more, they became vigorous and gallant like lions; but when they drank
still more, they began to behave like asses."'*^
At the 1882 Grand Assembly, Powderly bellowed, "No workingman ever drank a glass of
rum who did not rob his wife and children of the price of it, and in doing so committed a double
crime-murder and theft."^ Letters began to pour into the Journal of United Labor supporting the
General Master Workman's position.^^ By 1884, the JUL had largely abandoned subtle fictional
attacks on drinking in favor of direct sermons from Powderly and the occasional poem like "The.
Bonny Blue Badge," a narrative of a worker named Joe whose beloved refused his hand in marriage
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when she .aw hi. drun.. When .oe ,00. .he
.c.pe.ncc p,ed.c .u, donned i.s „.ue .,ad,e. all was
well. The p.e. ended wi.h advice a., wo.en: "Were , a ,.r. , wouldn', wed/A
.an ,ha.
.......1
nun, would y.>u7/I-d give n,y char,ce,s all ,0 him/Who wore
.he little badge ol blue.-'«
Such .orali.ing resul.ed in admiration for Powderly and .he Knigh.s fro.
.iddlc class
observers and fro. story papers. While Powderly gathered accolades fro. ou.side ,he Order, he
was increasingly on the defensive inside.- ,n an 18H6 secret circular Powderly warned Knights
.ha.
slavery ca.e in .any shapes, including
"...nopoly, usury, or inte.perance."^^ In
.887. his ravings
go. the better of hi. and he unleashed a blast that drove .any brewers out of the Order and gave
ammunition
.0 ene.ies who wanted to make Powderly look ridiculous:
•Ten years ago I was hissed because \ advised men .0 let strong drink alone Thevhrea.ened to rol.en egg me. I have con.u.ued ,0 advise men to be .en^ "rate ml
^y^z^':^ ""^'^"'"^ 'Yr""'' ""^''"^ an 0,;^^^:;.;
c- teH u ca>r
^ V^' ' -""'^i prcler ,0 have .nyx cru deco ated Iro. summit to ba.se w,.h .he rankest kind of rotten eggs ratherthan allow onc^ drop ol Ik,ukI villainy ,0 pa.ss my lips, or have .he end of ^y no
.Hummed by the blosso. ,ha. loll,>ws a planting of ,he seeds of ha.red envy
mal.ce, and damnation, all of which are represenled in a solitary glass of gin' '^^
Powderly was clearly plea.sed with hi.,self, and soon no(,ded the JUL with more
temperance editorials. To John Hayes he conllded. 'I have begun to llap the 'Powderly wing' of ,hc
Order on temperance and I don't intend to get left by a damn site.' a remark suggesting that he was
ai.so using the i.ssue to solidify himself against his enemies in (he Order." If that was his ploy. i. did
not work.
Joseph Buchanan used temperance to exact revenge on Powderly. As edilor of ( liicago's
The Labor Hn(
t
uir.-r he reprinted a blast on KOL temperance policy lhal originally appeared in the
New York Daily Leader, a paper published by Dislricl A.s.sembly 40. A carefully-worded editorial by
L. J. Palda ridiculed I'owderly's te.perance speeches in a pseudo-respectful manner. Palda
cautiously established his own credentials and claimed to favor "moderation" in food and drink.
Ihough he often enjoyed "a glas.s, or two. or three of good and pure beer." Palda deftly lampoonc il
Powderly's claim that New York City's working cla.ss could divert $7S million per year lo labor's
cau.se if drink was avoided. Palda facetiously remarked that the sa.e argument could be put forth
about lea, coffee, and canned fruits and asked, "Why not (|uil beefsleak? Millions of people live
comlortably without meat...The Chinese live very cheap on rice. Lei us live on corn lor a lew years
and be .saved from the oppression and tyranny of monopolies...." Palda skewered Powderly lor
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-n^, >e.perance poU.ical ecooo.y:
-Do y„„, ..ee^ed si. .eaUy be,ieve..,.ha„ „„d„ ou.
presen, industrial sys.e.-.,he wage sys.e.-ever^hing saved by woAi„g„e„ wii, eo„e
.o ,he bc„c„,
of .or^^..r Paida ,ec,„.ed Powderiy „„ .he evils of capi.aiis™, and accused hi„ of living ;„
.he Vorid fo. Which all labor refo^e. are ,o„^„g. seeking. |a„d, s,rugg,i„g, bu. no,
-.he acna,
world, with all i,s oppressions, Cyrannles, folUes, wrongs, and vices..." He was also caken to .ask for
.he ran.mea,.o„s of ,en.perance, ,he des,ruc,ion of ,he beer and wine trade: "To ruin it is ,o deprive
.housands of workingtnen of en,ployn.en.. no. only in .his branch, bu. in all the branches connected
to i.. This means to enlarge ,he supply in .he labor nrarke.. and
.o do .ha. is .he same as to cut
down wages."^"^
Palda's complaint was a common one in the ongoing debate over temperance within the
Knights. It is also symptomatic of the larger question of respectability. As short stories and poetry
reveal, much of the moral code evolved by the Knights of Labor drew upon Victorian assumptions.
The image of women in short fiction further iUuminates this. Far too common were stories like
"One July Afternoon," reprinted b the Journal of Unif.d I .h.. f^om Farm and Fire.iHe The
simple plot is one of a husband. Will Harris, neglecting his wife, Molly. Years of hard work on the
farm and benign neglect from WiU left the once beautiful MoUy haggard and worn. While in town
buying supplies, Will refused Molly's wish to buy calico for a new dress. Later, Will overheard some
men in town talking about how beautiful Molly had once been and, in a repentant mood, he buys
Molly the calico. Both Molly and the Harris's stagnant relationship are magically transformed.^^
"One July Afternoon" differs very little in its assumptions from "A Story With a Moral." Both
stories feature wives neglected by men whose egotism has led them to forget the "little woman"
patiently waiting at home. In each case, the Victorian domestic ideal is threatened. Fortunately,
both the gentleman and the farmer are rescued by outside agents, and snap to their senses in time to
shore up the sagging foundations of their homes.
Women writers often expressed more skepticism. Chicago Knight and socialist Lizzie
Swank's "Society's Child" is filled with all of the pathos of standard story paper fare, but with a quite
different ending. Swank used journalistic voice to give her story the feel of a documentary and
foUowed the plight of Mary Conner, one of six children of a poor rural shoemaker. Her family's
poverty forced Mary to take up dressmaking at age 10, though Mary got as much education as she
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»oved
,0 CMcaso. Ma^
.00 wen. ,„ Chicago and ,<»k a job easing «, ce„. p„ .ee. a, a U.e ;„
oatmeat s„ppleo,eo.ed only by crnn.bs and scraps fr„™ her fehow workers' dinner bags- Her
even attended the theatre on occasion.
At the point at which most story paper tales ended, however, Swank's tale was just
beginning. Mary lost her facto:^ job when she feU Ul and could not work for three months Her
savings exhausted, Ma^. was forced into domestic service only to be confronted by bourgeois
snobbery, overwork, and harsh treatment. Drifting from employer to employer, Mary went from bad
to worse. When her fin^ employer tried to withhold her wages, she stole pillow cases out of
frustration, only to be caught and imprisoned. Upon her release she could find no job and was near
starvation until rescued by a professional shoplifter she met in jail.
There was no neat ending for Mary Conner. She takes up Hfe as a shoplifter. As the
story closes, Mary is in jail for the fourth time and was about to be sent to Joliet penitentiary. But
Mary was not saddened; in fact, she had resigned herself to a life in which she would be "nush" some
times with "luxuries and amusements," and "penniless at others."^^ There were no fortuitous
marriages, secret inheritances, or rescuing males in Mary Conner's future.
Knights of Labor short stories reveal another problem with the Kealey and Palmer analysis
that sees KOL culture as a "trenchant critique of society as it was then constituted." On one level,
they are right. Like Lizzie Swank, some Knight authors condemned the crushing poverty and
injustice that workers suffered at the hands of ruthless exploiters. Others upheld labor as noble,
taught lessons on political economy, or debated specific KOL programs such as greenback agitation,
cooperation, secrecy, and arbitration. On the fiip side of the coin, however, a Victorian ideal of
domesticity, a drive for moral respectability, an acceptance of the mutualism of capital/labor
mterests, and dreams of sudden, acquired wealth punctuate Knights of Labor short stories. One
simply cannot ignore a strong undercurrent of genteel respectability within the Knights, a tendency
that pops up again and again in its fiction.
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The temperance issue aside, what is one to .ake of the "Non-SweaHng Knights," a group
of Chicago railway workers dedicated to eUminating coarse language in the yards. Chicago workers
were not an isolated example; circulars were sent to fellow rail workers in New York, PUtsburgh
^^^^n^^L^M^ on their behalf- What drove some Knights to waste their ener^es on
such seeming trivialities when there were capitahst dragons to slay. To be certam, these Knights
drew on a deep legacy of working class respectabUity that included temperance and polite speech
The Kn^ghts of Labor ft,sed soci^ change and indi^dual reform, but the latter was mostly consonant
-th genteel standards. Rare, for example, are any hints of rough culture or violence like that which
Dre.ser identified. Rare too are stories as bitter as that of Uzzie Swank. In KOL short fiction there
are many stories Uke "Mary's Quinces," but few like "Society's ChUd."
From Sealskin to Shoddy Serialized FirHnn
Short stories can sometimes be misleading. The exigencies of present conditions may
reflect but temporal and shifting concerns, while those of space require that much be left unsaid. If
my analyses concerning the impUcit ideology of Knights of Labor fictional expression are correct, the
same expressions ought to be present in longer narratives.
Some of the spade work concerning Knights of Labor novels has been done by Mary C.
Grimes, whose book, The Knights in Fiction
,
contains two complete novels, Breaking the. rh.-,in. and
Larry Locke, Man of Iron
.
Larry Locke is something of a problem, however, as its author, Frederick
Whittaker, was not a member of the Knights, a fact to which neither Grimes, nor David
Montgomery in his afterword to the coUection, attach much significance. Whittaker was a
professional writer and frequent contributor to story papers; Larrv Locke appeared in serial form in
Beadles' Weekly from October 27, 1883,-January 12, 1884. Neither it nor Whittaker's other Knights
of Labor novel. Job Manias Rise in l ife, is really about the Knights.^^ As Grimes herself points
out, after Haymarket Whittaker stopped using labor heroes in his novels and used cowboys instead.
Larry Locke, Man of Iron has very familiar themes, despite being loosely modeled on an
1882 strike in Pittsburgh's steel mills. Larry is an orphan who lives by pluck and determination.
Always underestimated because of his diminutive stature, he is a bull of a man whose quick tongue
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aieg,...a.= son. Aside r™„ u,^, ... vi„„o„s cha,ac>„s i„ci„de U.ys m„„,
Pau, Van Beavc. a would-be lawyer
.educed
.o wage.ea™„g when his unde, Marcelius Sk.„„e.
chea,ed hi. ou. of inheH.ance of ,he .U, and M. Seven, a. auorney convened ,o labo.s cause.
The
.wisfing plo, involves a strike,
.wo false a,r=s.s of Urry,
.he .hef. of Urry's
.or.gage
n.o„ey by Snoopey and Soorers, an a.,en.p.ed scducion of Molly, and a clin,ac.ic ending ,„ wh.ch
Ucke is lured in.o an an,bush. He is savagely al.acked and lef. for dead, bu, recovers and gives
cour. evidence
.ha, sets all n,a..ers righ,. A. s.ory.s end. Urry and Molly have .heir house, .he
10>igh.s of Labor have organized .he n,UI wi.h Larry as .heir Mas.er Workman, Van Beaver has
.aken righ.ful possession of .he nrill. Sobers U in jaU because Snoopey
.urned s.a.e's evidence, and
.he discredi.ed duo of Skinner and Trainor are allowed
.o sneak off
.o Europe where .hey live ou.
their lives dependent on Van Beaver's largess.
Whittaker tried his best to present both workers and the Knights of Labor in a positive
fashion, and there are a few departures from normal story paper treatment of both. WhUtaker's
workers do not speak sanitized English, nor do they shrink from violence when provoked, but neither
the broken English of his largely-Irish mill force nor frequent recourse to fisticuffs are held in poor
esteem. Larry's halting speech is honest and straight forward, and is juxtaposed with the deceitful
lies of Skinner and the legalistic jargon of his lawyer Van Slack. In Larry's early life, fighting was
how he advanced himself in the world; after he joins the Knights of Labor he rejects it except as a
last resort. After Urry-s conversion, violence is always forced on him rather than initiated.
Whittaker also tried to present the KOL in a positive light. His Knights reject socialism
and anarchism. When accused of such beliefs by lawyer Van Slack, Larry retorts, "Dynamite indeed!
Where would we be if we blew up the mills? Where would we get work to do to keep our
families?...We make things, we don't destroy them." Likewise, Larry puts down tramps: "It's too bad,
Molly, that in this country where every man has a chance to work if he's willing, a lot of lazy cusses
should go loafing around...stealing and begging." Ucke's anti-tramp speeches were Whillaker's
attempt to ennoble workers, but they make no sense in the story; Locke came to Holesburg. the
novel's setting, while on the tramp, and he utters the above line just as he is leaving Molly to go on
the ro;icl in search of a job, having just been blacklisted in Holesburg.
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Locke's Journey takes hi. to Ohio where he joins the Knights of Labor, and he returns a
are. boss. You've set a trap for us this ti.e, but we'U show you that the American workir.g.en are
hard to beat when it comes to a fight between labor and capital." Uter, it is revealed that such a
fight will not be ^.olent: The hard experience of 1877 had taught [the workingman] that threats and
violence do not bring money, and that the law is on the side of the rich aga.nst the poor, even in
America." Larry convinces workers that solidarity is their only chance, and that they must prepare
themselves financially. Evoking Powderly, the vehicle Urry uses is temperance! He gets the
miUhands to agree to three month's of abstinence, during which time they saved their money.
Whittaker even interjects notes of fraternalism and secrecy. At a critical juncture. Van
Slack tries to bribe Urry on Skinner's behalf. An mdignant Locke curtly rejects the offer and
proclaims, "I wouldn't seU myself for twenty thousand cash! I'm District Master Workman and I'm
bound to the boys." Later, when stool pigeon John Sloman threatens to reveal the Order's secrets in
open court, one glare from Larry Locke is enough to make him reconsider. Even after aU is put
right, Larry remains true to his vows. Rejecting Van Beaver's offer to become foreman of the mill,
Larry explains, "A workman I am, and always shall be. The FC of L. made me what I am, and if I
was to go back on them now and join the bosses, I know I couldn't stand the pressure that would be
brought to bear on me to think capital and labor are enemies. In our Order we believe they ought
to be friends, and the time may come when the workmen of America will know as much as the
bosses and take care of themselves. But at the present they don't...rd rather be Master Workman
than own a mill, any time."
Larry's final speech is a refreshing change from normal story paper fare in which the
hero(ine) is rescued from working class life by a windfall fortune that elevates him/her to comfort.
As big a departure as Larry Locke was from the norm, however, he remains a worker who echoes
mainstream values; he is temperate, thrifty, politically moderate, pragmatic, and receptive to the
basic structure of capital/labor relations. We are led to believe that Larry learned these things from
the Knights of Labor, but are never taken inside a regular KOL meeting. In the final analysis, it is
Whittaker's abandonment of labor motifs that is revealing. As long as workers were faithful to
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..ddle Cass vaiues. WUUa.e. couU „se .he.. H„ p.o„., ,„„ ,
^^^^
hun and his story pape, e„p,„,„s; worker heroes ,u,ck,y passed fro. Che pages of bo,h
Larry Locke, a. bo„o. is not, i„ Michae, Denr^ng's words, Ue hero of
.«ua,U. and
sohdarrty,- so n.uch as he is a compilation of three fa.iiiar foik narratives n.otifs, the trickster the
Cever person, and the strong hero.« Throttghottt the nove,. Ucke is presented as a curious blend
.nrttate conflict or to avoid it, as suits his purpose, and draws front a familiar bag of trickster
deceptions, including fei^ing death. The trickster was once a standard feature of Irish mythology
and foUttale; as a 19th century Irish worker, Larry U,cke fits nicely into that tradition.
Locke's wit also closely aligns hint with the motif folklorist Stith Thompson dubbed the
clever person.-" When Larry finally meets a woman who can hold her own in a verbal battle, he
promptly marries her. Thompson notes that a hero's search for an equally clever companion is
typical of clever person motifs. Likewise. Larry's great strength is a folk narrative s,aple.« Larry
first impresses Molly with his wit. but she is even more impressed by his powerful body. Folk
narratives involving tests of physical power for poteMial suitors abound. So do those involving
remarkably strong hands. When Larry Ucke finally caught an opponent in a grip, the "Man of
Iron's- grip could not be broken. Larry secured his first post in the mill by a fea. of strength. A
skeptical foreman, wishing to rid himself of the diminutive but persistent Locke, told Larry he could
have a job if he could defeat the taller, heavier Tom Trainor in a fight. After smashing Trainor wilh
his fists, Larry grabbed him, bucked him with his head, and could have killed him, as Trainor could
not break Larry's grip. Larry's powerful hands and fists, packaged in a pint-sized body, evoke still
another sub-genre in the strength motif, that of the powerful dwarf.
BreakiuB the Chains; A .Story of the Present In dustrial Sini^,le was written by T. Fulton
Gantt. a man who drifted through the Knights of Ubor. He worked as a clerk, telegrapher,
blacksmith, and machinist before joining his father's North Platte. Nebraska, law firm in 1867. In
1878. he moved to Washington, D.C., joined a KOL local attached to DA. 66. and worked as a U.S.
government clerk. In 1888 he returned to North Platte, hooked up wilh LA. 3343 there, and
continued to work for the Knights even after he resumed his law practice. As Mary Grimes notes,
Nebraska Knights thrived in the 1890s even though they were in severe decline elsewhere."
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I
Beu,g a Knigh,, Ganu was mo. successful ,han Whi.,ake, in prese.iog ,he inner
wcMngs of a.e O.ae. HU nove, was cop^igH.ea in and was seWal^ed in a Saien,, 0„g„„
labor paper.Jh^. in ,887. Can,., characers. ,.ougH ofren as s.iff and f„r™„,aic as ,h„se in
*e story papers, were far o.ore re^sric Chan Che se^i-.yrhic Larry Loc.e. The hero and heroine
are Harry WaUace and Maud Sinrpson. Har^ is a p,un.ber who desires a higher station in life a
Highiycuirured Kr^gh. of Ubor who ar.ends bo.h ,he .heacre and ,he opera, and a voracious reader
wbo consunaes Shakespeare and Cariyle wi.h ,he san>e gus,o a. he does Henry George, David
Rrcardo, and Adam Snairh. He is in love wi.h Maud Sinrpson, ,he daughter of a KOL plasrerer who
.s killed when his scaffold coUapses. She ^ a bold, inquisitive, inrelUgen, advocate of bo,h wo.en.
suffrage and the labor naoven^enr. The villains include: Captain Barnunr, a landlord/speculator who
hides behind a temperance mask to disguise his addiction to opium; Peleg Grinder, the rabidly
anti-union publisher ofTh^^; and General Bluster, a hot-air pohtician who patron^es work.ng
men in an attempt to solicit their votes.
Gantt's plot is tedious and conventional. Harry and Maud manage to find true love against
a backdrop of labor strife, land swindles, political double-crosses, and an attempted seduction of
Maud by the evil Captain Barnum. Along the way they are aided by Abner Strong, a kind lawyer;
Gertie, Barnum's 12-year-old niece whom he badly mistreated; and the Knights of Labor. In the
end, all of the villains get their just desserts; Barnum marries a cold-hearted heiress who dies of an
opium overdose provided by the Barnums' drug-dealing Chinese housekeeper, whUe Barnum himself
is reduced to penury; Peleg Grinder is broken by a Knights of Labor boycott; and General Bluster is
exposed as a dishonest politician.
Far more interesting are Gantt's subplots involving the Knights of Labor and his treatment
of its history, inner workings, and values. The novel opens with an exchange between Jeff Fayles and
Job Stickler in which Fayles tries to convince his skeptical colleague that the KOL is the
workingman's best friend. Fayles begins with a capsule overview of Knights' history and counters
Stickler's concerns about secrecy by saying "the founders knew that many men are blacklisted for
belonging to labor organizations that never had a chance to get on their feet...It is proposed to get
hold of the best labor men all over the country and become so strong before the name is made
public that it wiU be dangerous work to blacklist our members." Fayles explains that the Knights'
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entire program-arbitration, cooperation, boycotts educafinn ;c ^ .
,
o s, t o -is summed up by the Order's motto-
"An inju^ to one is the concern of all." UnUke trade unions that "never seemed to care a
continental about public opinion," and thus found themselves on the short end of it, the KOL sought
"to educate the public at large to the truth of our difficulty v.th capUal." Knights' assembly halls
were places where "craft pride was flung back among the failures of the past."
Gantt takes the reader inside both a local assembly and the district assembly with details
likely modeled after his own experience. The local was a lively place m wh.ch men challenged
"the
wisdom and abUity of a National Le^slature that has for years given the toilers fair promises and the
capitalists faithful legislation." In the anteroom were "chests" that contamed the charters of the
various local assemblies, and men from all trades were engaged in spirited debate over the issues of
the day, including the use of arbitration and boycotts. On Sundays, the hall was thrown open "as a
sort of club room for the Knights," open to all except "rum sellers, gamblers, and like objectionable
characters...." One Sunday, Harry WaUace is affected by discussion concerning an article in Frank
Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper which stated that the only ways to get the nation's work done were to
apply the "slave driver's lash" or "by keeping before labor the immediate prospect of want."
Similarly, the District Assembly also wrestled with the pressing issues of the day, as well as
providing "the laws of the order." Gantt gives a full account of the functions of the District
Executive Board, and the Educational and Legislative Committees, the latter of which was consumed
by a lobbying effort to bring about home rule for the District of Columbia. Long after the DA.
adjourned "small knots of workmen" Hngered to continue their discussions, especially those
concerning industrial education.
Though romanticized, Gantt's Knights are a welcome change from the bland workers of
story paper staples. In Breaking the Chains, men and women are actively involved in a struggle to
take command of their own hves. Further, they are educated and cultured. Harry and Maud attend
the theatre and operas as regularly as their meager incomes allow, and often spend dates reading
Henry George or Victor Hugo. Education allows wage-earners to hold their own in debate with
alleged social superiors. In a remarkable scene, Maud reduces General Bluster to his namesake in
an exchange over poHtical economy. She confronts him on the need for the eight-hour day and
Bluster responds with a mixture of condescension and evasion. After deflating specious arguments
abou. supp, and deo,a„C
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people demand ei^, ,o.s as a „„™a, wo..„, da. „„, o„ .e ,„„„d. „r c.a.i,, because i, ,
ngh. and Jus, and
.
..e p.sen. wo^.e. of .Be „a,ion a. insufncien,
.e can d™w „p„„ ,,e vas.
Benjamin FranMIn, Chris,, ,Be KOL p,a.fo™. Ada. S„iU., Tho.as Mal.hus, Da.d Rica.dc, „e„,,
.ha, see of her views are soeiaUsU. Ma.d repBes by ,ec,.h,g ,he genera, on ,he ,rne defi„i,ion of
socialism!
A chas,e„ed Blus,er ™ee,s wi,h Grtader ,a,er ,ha, nigh, ,o
-liquor up- and discuss ,ha,
-socabs. heresy,-
.he public school sys.en,, ,ha, allowed his hun,ilia,ion a, Maud's hands S.ill he
confesses ,ha, Maud had "read n,ore poli.ical economy ,han , had,- and ,ha, he .igh, be forced ,„
suppor, legi.la,io„ li.e ,he eigh,-hour day and ,he crea,ion of a bureau of labor s,a,is,ics in order
.„
ge. ,he worldng„,an-s vo,e. He assured a flabbergasfed Grinder ,ha, ,hese could easily be se, aside
if necessary. Bo.h men are soon ,o learn ,ha, ,hey are no ™a,ch for ,he s.reng.h of .he Knigh.s of
Labor.
Maud eloquently articulates the Knights' drive towards solidarity. In her encounter with
Bluster she warns against "savage individualism" and proclaims, "The command of Christ to 'love thy
neighbor as thyself has, by the aid of the theologians, become a mere abstraction, but the battle cry
of the Knights of Labor is concretion itself-a sohdarity, an irresistible combination to conquer and
obUterate all forms of oppression." In a quieter moment of reflection with Henry she muses. "The
Knights have learned that they are powerless to accomplish anything individually, and so labor for
their whole class. It is the correct idea-Solidarity. It will sweep all systems based on individual
selfishness out of existence." Even the Order's enemies are forced to acknowledge the power of
solidarity. After the telegraphers boycott Grinder's paper and he is nearly bankrupt, he complains,
"as long as labor was unorganized it was possible to teach the sophistry that the interests of the
master and servant were identical. Now, however, we have succeeded in driving them into a
solidarity that wiU force a division of the profits." Somewhat implausibly, Grinder yields to the
pressure, allows the Knights to organize The Atavist . and mends his ways. He comes to realize that
he can only exist via "the patronage of the working classes," and that they "have too much regard for
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their own interests to make our businesses unprofitable " Soon . . u ^ •P ori . n, a pro-labor Grinder is thriving once
more.
fil^«.^ was a powerful propaganda piece for ,he Knights of Labor „ did
however, concain paradoxes. Once again, workers are over, ™ra, and respectable. AU of Gan,!,
Kn.gh,s are sober, hones, weU-read. well-spoken, fa.i„.cen,erect thrifty, and reUgious. His v.iains
are ..rror opposite. Bamun, U a drng addict. irreUgious. and a nrasher; Bluster is an ignorant
drunlc who spends n>oney faster than he nrakes it. and Grinder a feUow drunk who refuses to
consider intelligently any fact that conflicts with his pre-conceived notions of reality. Misshrg fro.
Oaotfs novel are workers who speak less-than-perfect EngUsh, scabs, non-fraterual laborers, or the
degraded poor. His ideal^ed study in opposites is ultimately a Utopian vision that skirts reality „ is
also punctuated with Victorian seotimentalit. The centra, love story between Harry and Maud
differs little from story paper romances, and the character of Gertie bears an uncanny resemblance
to Little Eva in Uncle Tom'.; r^hin 65
A final paradox lies in the character of Abner Strong, the kindly lawyer who aids Harry
and Maud. Absent in Gantt's hst of "objectionable characters" were lawyers, a profession officially
barred from KOL membership. Yet several stories featuring the Knights, including Larry Locke ' A
Daughter of the Knights of Labor," and "The Orphan Sisters," have lav^er heroes. The latter three
can be explained by claiming they are not KOL stories, but what of Breakin. the, As
previously noted, Gantt's father was a lawyer, as was the younger Gantt both before joining the
KOL, and again after leaving it. It is highly likely that he also practiced law between 1888 and 1893,
while still holding membership in the Knights.
Gantt is not as much of an anomaly in this respect as might be expected. There was
periodic debate over whether the ban against lawyers should be lifted. Since it proved to be divisive,
the issue was generally dropped, but there are cases of lawyers being Knights despite the prohibition.
An incident occurring in Iowa illustrates this. Ironically, James R. Sovereign, the man who replaced
Powderly as General Master Workman in 1893, played a key role in the drama. Then an organizer
for Iowa District Assembly 28, Sovereign received an angry letter from Powderly in February, 1886.
Powderly complained that information had come to his attention that Sovereign admitted a lawyer to
a local in Clinton and demanded, "If such is the case, return your commission and organizer's
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^"PP«cs ,„ .he G.S.T. ,f ,o„ have a„,hi„,
.o wh, co™...o„
.h„u.
.„ „
mc hear it as quickly as possible." ^
Sovereign responded ,ha. ,he eharge was un.ne, and ,ha, had been r„,„,u,a,ed by h.s
w,.hon, his knowledge." " Severa, days la.c. PowdeHy heard fro. Arnoid WaUiker hi.sCf who
confessed he was a lawyer, bu. argued his
-efforts In ,he cause of labor has ainos, driven „e fron,
nry profession and nry real living and suppor. is derived fron,
.y labor as assi.an, book keeper ro
.he Germania Building Assoeia.ion.- According ,„ Walliker. he was eleced by ,he acelanra.ion „f
more lhan 500 local Knigh.s who also chose hin, ,„ run for nrayor of Clincon. Walhker gal,a„„v
offered lo s.ep down
-if you ,hink our cause can be he„er pron,o,cd wi,h me „u. than in.- '•« The
malter was quiefly dropped when W. J. Wrigh, advrsed Powderly ,ha, ,he men of Clin.on warned
Walliker as a member. He also absolved Sovereign of any knowledge of ,he mai.er and claimed
.ha,
a Republican angry wi.h Sovereign's Greenback poli.ics was responsible for .he cn.ire
"misunderstanding."
Walliker was not the only lawyer in the KOL. In 1887, The Advam . .n.i 1 , ...r
,,,,, ,
story on George W. Walthew, a member of Friendship Assembly 1820 (painters). When L.A. 1820
was formed, Walthew was a painter and Recording Secretary of the local. He retained his KOL
membership even after entering the bar. In 1885, Walthew ran for the state legislature on the
Independent Labor Party ticket and lost. At that point, Walthew began to use his legal skills on
behalf of the Knights.
In many ways. Breaking the Chains was emblematic of Knights of Labor fiction, a blend of
true radical rumblings limited by residual Victorianism. As in the ca.sc of KOL poetry, there was
little consistency to the message of fiction. This can be .seen in the 1885 "Autobiography of Ferret
Snap" series. Journal of United Labor readers were treated to a bitter denunciation of America's
banking, credit, and stock sy.stems.^' Ferret was capable of any .sort of outrage, though he named his
son "Justice." Since he was "a decided enemy to hard work," Snap invented "labor-saving machines"
that didn't work, which he sold to unwilling farmers. He al.so worked petty fiim-llam .schemes before
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floated off-the-books loans m addition
came
to
.ts official loans and real estate deals. His big break
on a railroad stock swindle. ,n a thinly-veiled reference to Andrew Carne^e-s
.867 Keystone
Telegraph scheme, Snap n^d inside information to rnin his one-tinre benefactor and beconre the
bank's chief broker^^
No scheme was too reprehensible for Snap. He nrarried the bank president's daughter
floated worthless bank bonds, and was elected to the legislature (as a Denrocrat) where he supported
laws protecting bankers. Snap's own bank floated double the anrount of its
-nonttnal" capital; tn
ret^ty. nearly aU of its assets were paper fictions. Snap also bought
-Western lands fro™ Uncle
Sam- and was soon
-rolling in wealth, the idol of the brokers; The oracle of financiers, the
controUer of the stock market; the envy of all that nrUerable race which lives on real property and
labor."
Ferret Snap's downfall came at the hands of "big-pawed farmers and the hard-working
mechanics and laborers" who began to agitate for free silver and wrUe essays opposing the current
credit system. Since Snap "had no other capital than public confidence," the paper Snap floated
becomes worthless and he was forced to hqmdate assets to pay off. When his Western lands failed
to rise in value, he was bankrupt, but not chastened. At his retirement dinner Snap's bank gave him
$80,000 in silver plate; Snap hoped to use it for a new swindle when a "less honest" administration is
elected.
naive,
Though the JUL series castigated the banking system, the story's resolution is
There is no mention of poUtical activity or mass agitation, merely demands for free silver and
essay-writing, the latter being reflective of the KOL's ongoing belief in the power of education.
Outside of the fiction columns however, real-life Andrew Carnegies, Jay Goulds, and Cornelius
Vanderbilts were seldom undone by such tame responses. When a major financier fell from
grace-as Jay Cooke did in 1873-it was usually a result of his own making rather than the agitati
of "big-pawed farmers and...hard-working laborers." The Ferret Snap stories, like so many KOL
writings, paint the problems in lurid colors but shrink from political solutions. Education, not
politics, is the savior.
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IS an
After
Stm, Ferret Soap at least tackled the problem. Far too .uch Knight fiction fell back on
popular formats that abandoned even education for pure entertainment. A substantial amount of
KOL fiction blunted messages through escapist formats. "WiU O' the Wisp-A Tale of War"
exan^ple of this tendency. The story is one of bravery and chivalry during the Civil War The
protagonist is a gallant Southerner, Walter Bowie. The first two chapters concern Walter's
childhood and his mother's vision of Us fixture death; the last three show he met his fate
briUiant career as a Confederate spy who eludes his ever-watchful nemesis, Captain Bigfoot, with the
help of his betrothed and a faithful black servant, Bowie is killed by a traitor. The story's moral-
"Judas Iscariots wiU always abound untU Judgement's day; but, thank God! one was found among the
twelve Apostles. So it is even now, in proportion to the population-one to twelve hundred!!"
To whom, if anyone, was the author referring? Given that the Journal of T InifeH i .K..
was safely in the hands of the loyal Charles Litchman, it is unlikely that the story was a disguised
attack on Powderly a month before the General Assembly. William Bailey and/or Thomas Barry,
both targeted by John Hayes for expulsion, are likely suspects and the troublesome
anti-Home-Clubber Joseph R. Buchanan is another. Perhaps the message was directed against
"labor fakirs," a common scapegoat, or perhaps no one at all was intended. What was a JUL reader
to make of "Will O' the Wisp?"
While the JUL ran tripe such as "Will O' the Wisp" in 1887, the Labor Leader of Boston
ran "EUa Inness: A Romance of the Big Lockout, How a Kiiight Won the Prize."^^ Quite unlike
most JUL stories, "Ella Inness" was written in response to a specific event, the Worcester County
miU strikes of 1887. At the time the story was pubUshed, the strikers were still filled with optimism.
The "prize" would soon be lost, however. The setting for the story was Lakefield, "one of those
villages which during the last quarter of a century have been undergoing the change from an
agricultural to a partly manufacturing community." Social tensions abounded, as 'the New England
farmer is an individualist [and] the New England factory operative will be a Socialist."
Ella Inness was a pretty farm girl with two suitors, well-to-do farmer's son George Colwcll.
and Ernest Rogers, the Master Workman of the local Knights of Labor shoemakers' assembly.
Though EUa's father pushed her towards Colwell, she preferred the silent Rogers, a self-educated
sort of "village Milton." When Rogers finally broke through his awkwardness and began to call on
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Ella (after saving her from a mad dog) their love hln..nm,. i .1U, mci b ossomed until events at the Batchelburt Shoe
Mil. ln,c„e„ed. Ja^c. Ba,che,b„n-.He „a.c „r a
.al-life p„,pHe,..
.™ek Wo.ces.e. C„.„,v
l.s.ers-wa. p^ud of "being a .sdf-.ade „a„- and p.oud of 'Ue g..a. c„nc„n „r wbicK he wa, ,„c
au.„crauc dicacor." He na,u,a„y opposed
.he Knigh.. of Labor, inclusion inu, Ue ,„w„ where he
had so long been ,he Orea. Mogul...a„d his .ind was n,ade
.p ,o .ake ,he Hrs, pre.ex, of ernshing
the order out of existence...."
That pretext was to Hre Ernest Rogers and openly announce he found no fault in Rogers's
work, but simply opposed the KOL and would henceforth sign individual contracts with his workers
When Batchelburt refused to recognise a KOL arbitration committee, the Knights voted 911-14 to
strike. Lakeficld became a hotbed of unrest, as Batchelburt imported scabs and the Knights tried ,0
win them to the KOL. The author, "Seyek," waxed philosophical about how "the descendants of
Cotton Mather and Governor Winthrop [are] not always ec,uai...|and have] autocratic Imes of caste
almost as rigid as those separating the Indian Brahmin from his humble co-worshippers of a lower
order." Lakefield's shopkeepers, professionals, and farmers were nearly universal in their
condemnation of the Knights, and Ella's enraged father forbade her to see Ernest Rogers.
Despite her father's prohibition, Ella continued to see Ernest. In one clandestine meeting
they discu.ssed the hypocrisy of local churches. Responding to a report that Batchelburt prayed for
the KOL's demise, Ella noted bitterly. "What a parody it is on true Christianity that those who
profess the faith of the Carpenter's Son should attempt to array the church against the efforts of the
poor people of today to make life a little more worth living." Rogers replied, "No wonder thai loo
many of our mechanics in factory villages, as Rev. Joseph Cook .said, 'hate the very shadow of the
steeple on the dust of the village street.' The Church of New England...should be the foremost in
the work of labor reform, but when the pew needs a golden key to unlock it, the pulpit too often
pays respect to the man with the gold ring and fine apparel." Within Lakeficld, the Dorcas Society, a
"thcological-social-industrial clique," fueled hatred of the Knights, and its leader exposed Ella's secret
rendezvous with Ernest.
When Batchclburt's factory burned, Rogers was charged with arson, bul rcfu.sed to olTcr
the alibi of having been with Ella since it would betray her. Of cour.se, Ella .saved him in dramatic
fashion; she recovered from a life-threatening illness to give vital testimony at Ernest's trial. 'Ella
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inness" ends on an ambivalent note, however. Though the Knights of Labor were absolved of
responsibility for the f.e and the factory was rebuilt, both "employer and employees had suffered too
severely." Batchelburt gave up his dreams of iron-clad contracts, but his "resources had been
seriously affected," and "many of the best workmen had sought and found employment elsewhere."
The only "prize" won was love between Ernest and Ella who marry.
It is ironic that this story appeared in Ihei^b.^^ ^hen it did and ended the way it
did. In a series of strikes that convulsed Worcester County shoe firms in early 1887, the Knights and
Lasters' Protective Union joined forces. In June, 1887, Powderly spoke in defense of the strikers at
huge rallies in Worcester and Lynn. As a further note of irony, the Cigar Makers International
Union (CMIU) contributed $159 in strike support despite the fact that they were embroiled in a
bitter battle with the Knights. Though District Assembly 30, led by George E. McNeill and the
Leader's editor, Frank K. Foster, gave full support to the Lasters, the KOL's General Executive
Board remained lukewarm. The Knights of Labor was in serious decline and, as it declined,
community bonds began to fray. When the Worcester strike failed, Powderly was widely blamed for
the loss. To make matters worse, an August strike in Brockton actually saw some Knights scab on
the LPU since the factory owner, WiUiam L. Douglas, was once a Knight.^^
An angry Frank Foster quickly left the KOL. The Lasters withdrew at their 1887
convention and then affiliated with the American Federation of Labor. By early 1888, Frederick
Mason, a KOL correspondent for the Leader, reported weak locals throughout Worcester County.
Though Mason spoke wistfully of "unity of action" between the trades and the Knights, his general
tone was one of desperation.^^ The Knights never recovered in Worcester County, and Foster's
paper never ran another story with Knights of Labor heroes. By September, 1887, his paper featured
a serial entitled "AUan Quartermain," a story of romance in the midst of Africa's Zulu troubles.
According to the Journal of United Labor, its most popular story of all time was W.H.
Little's "Sealskin and Shoddy" which appeared in serial form from July 19 to November 1, 1888. It
was certainly one of the best-promoted; front page advertisements trumpeted its arrival and
promised a free gold watch to any one who could sell 100 paid JUL subscriptions. When the story
finished, Journal editors claimed that over 300,000 had read it, a number that exceeded KOL
membership by nearly one-third.^
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Tie basic premise of
-Sealsldn and Shoddy is simple. The heroine U M.. Holyoke
graduate and soeiecy belle Man,ie Syn,ingCo„. ,he daughter of .he .ajori.y stockholder of a
Cmcmnati clo.hing factor, and the object of the courting efforts of Herbert Standish the
superintendent of that plant. Man,ie. comfortable life is shaken by her encounter with Lizzie
Knowlton, a factor, hand forced into employment when orphaned at age 16. Poor Lizzie fells il, on
ehe job only to have Standish dock her pay and attribute her fatigue to union meetings, dances and
dates w,th men. Mamie dons her favorite sealskin coat and follows Lizzie to the office of Dr
Hinston. the doctor of Lizzie's late mother. When Mamie learns that Lizzie has consumption, but
no friends or money, she enters into a secret scheme ™th Dr. Hinston to aid the unfortunate
shopgirl.
Mamie assumes the name Mary Stillson and wears old clothing in order to nurse Lizzie in
her barren apartment. (Lizzie had sold most of her furniture, but her room was "cultured and neat,"
and Lizzie kept her most-cherished possession, a "worn Bible.") Only Hinston and Mamie
Evelyn Bradbury, knew of her secret persona. When Mamie complains of the luxury in which
live while others stance, her aunt reminds her that "the affairs of this world are not managed
exact distinctions between right and wrong." Mamie protests, "they should be," but her wise aunt
retorts, "True. But they are not, and they can't be changed in a day, or by any one person." Further,
she warns, " The church of to-day is far from the church Christ established in the treatment of the
poor. If one of our ministers went about among the poor as did Jesus, he would be considered
eccentric, perhaps be called a demagogue, and would be the subject of ridicule."
A determined Mamie decides to learn aU she can about women like Lizzie. In her guise as
Mary StiUson she buys a sewing machine and Lizzie teaches her how to sew. She then assumes a
new identity and, as Betty Broadbird, begins to do sweated piecework on a consignment basis. She
is cheated on her very first lot when a supervisor claims she spoiled some pantaloons.
Mamie's enUghtenment leads to a clash with Herbert Standish, her erstwhile suitor. When
Mamie announces her intention of someday running her father's business in a manner that would
improve labor's lot Standish, who "despised anything and everything that was remotely tainted with
women's rights," was shocked. Later, Standish brags that he has cut labor costs by 22% since 1885.
Mamie traps him into confessing that he has done so by driving down wages, speeding up
s aunt,
some
on
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producion, and producing inferior gCK,d. When M™ie redre^es S.and.h and
.s.e.che. a plan f„,
n.ore ec,u,.ab,e dis.*u.i„n of profus. he explode. >n ngn.e and ,a,k like a laho, agi.a.o. I, is ,
busies,
.an's duly
,„ ,ake advamage of ,he law of supply and den,and in labor as n,„ch as in
-o .ncrease wages by 8% and s.ill inerease profus. S.andish dismisses i, as
-soeialiscic nonsense."
Man,ie gets a Hrst-hand lesson in supply and den,a„d when, as Be„y Broadbird. she „ie,
.o find work during a brief depression in ,he clolh.ng indus,ry. She finds .ha, ,he only way ,o seen,,
a job is
,0 bribe .he en,ployn,en, office or .he shop foreman. Predicably. Be„y ends up working a,
.he Synringlon Company af.er bribing foreman Pa, Hagger.y, a man whose own wages had been c„.
.wice. S,andish is deligh.ed by ,hc business downiurn, and uses i, ,„ slash wages even more, Af,„
several days on ,he job, Man,ie/Be,.y finds ou. .ha. she has laken .he place of Becky Francher who
Ha8ger.y fired because he didn', like her. Be..y seeks ou. Becky and finds her near dea.h in a hovel
huddled near her dead molher who had s.arved. Becky is rushed ,o a hospi.al and her bills are paid
when Be.,y forms a mulual as.sis,ance club among .he women a. ,Syming.on.
Despi.e a coroner's inques. denouncing
.he Syming.on Company for i.s callous indifference
in .he dea.h of Becky's molher, all who gave les.imony, including Bel.y Broadbird, are fired. She,
wilh .he help of Hal Hins.on, form .he Sewing Girl's Pro.ec.ive Assocla.ion, but an angry Herber,
S.andish refuses
.o mee. wi.h i.s represen.alives.
.S.andish .sixin has more nega.ive pul)lici.y. as a
desponden. Becky Francher .hrows herself off a bridge and Be.,y releases her suicide no.e .0 .he
press.
Efforts to reform Herbert Standish fail. When Mamie tries to reason with him, Slancii.sh
replies, "Miss Symington, you arc perhaps more to be pitied than condemned. Unfortimatcly...you
have made friends with a class of people who have given you the worst kind of advice, and filled your
young and inexperienced mind with the most mischievous and erroneous of business matters. " Even
Mamie's charge that "love of wealth has made you forget your love for (Jod's creatures" fails to move
the implacable Standish. Soon a notice appears at the Symington Company announcing (hat any
employee who joins a labor organization will be fired.
A joint Knights of Labor/Federation of Organized Trades and labor Union strike closes
the Symington Company and spreads across Cincinnati. When Mamie Symington makes a $500
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public pledge of support for ihe strike <;inn^:rk • rI P ( , , Sland.sh
,s Imd, and company vice prcsidcn, William Wa(son
her father in Europe, b« drawn on Che company accounts, ,hc ,wo wri.e a misleading leucr ,„ Paul
Symington and convince him ,o wi.hhold Mamie's funds. S.andish and Wa.son also hire ,he
Cu..and.Ru„ Deteaive Agency ,o break ,he s.rike and pu. ,he Knighu and FOTLU in a bad ligh,.
The agency uses agen, provocateurs ,o brwally acack a woman who crossed ,he picke, lines and
make it look like the work of the unions.
The latter plan backfires when philanthropist Nathan Norton is convinced by Betty
Broadbird to both put up a reward for information concerning the attack, and to have his factory
s.gn a contract ^..th the Knights of Labor. The strike fund is rescued at the last moment as well
when Hal Hinston donates $1,000 from his savings and from a salary advance for a lecturer's post he
just accepted. Hinston's generosity is repaid when Mamie's explanatory letter reaches her father,
and he immediately recinds his condemnation and wires her $1,000. The final act is played when
Watson and Standish try a leveraged buy-out of Paul Symington's stock. Unbeknownst to either.
Symington has already transferred 1.000 of his 3.000 shares to Mamie and has agreed to try a profit-
sharing plan. Standish takes his case to the stockholders and is nearly persuasive until Mamie, now a
major stockholder with the right to address shareholders, outlines her plan, reveals the amount
Standish spent on detectives, ands exposes the horrors she witnessed while leading her double life.
After her speech. Watson moves that the stockholders accept the profit-sharing plan. Standish
resigns, thus removing the last obstacle to a capital-labor partnership.
The last episode adds a footnote. In case readers couldn't figure it out for themselves,
they were informed that the Cut-and-Run Detective Agency was like the Pinkertons. AU was well at
story's end. All the women were back at work, and both Lizzie Knowlton and Jennie Robertson, the
woman attacked by the detectives, were made forewomen. The evil Herbert Standish resigned, and
the plant was now overseen by a board upon which sat both Mamie and William Watson's daughter
Winnie. A central labor union was established, and workers were busy wearing out the books in its
library. Predictably. Hal and Mamie were married and. to add a little spice. Dr. Hinstor .-na.ricd
Mamie's aunt!
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Desp.,e historian Ann SchofieM. rese„a.io„s abou. ,he s,o^,-Sea,ski„ a„d Shoddy was
.he .OS, ,abo.orie„,ed of any seria,
.o appear i„
.he tam^i^UJ^^dL*,,
.hongh i. was
surprising,, vague abou. .he Knigh.s of Labor- s.i„, n,a„v fa.ihar KOL issues surface, including
arb,.ra.ion. n.„.ua, assis.ance,
.e.perance, and educa.ion. Though W. „. Li.„e retained
.he KOL's
ever-preseo. faiU, ir, U.e n,„,„ali.y of capi.al/iabor rela.ions, capi.al. abuses are por.rayed in
exaggera.ed and lurid fom.. Whereas
.os. s.ory paper noveU p„. wo.en in precarious si.ua.ions
from which
.hey escape a, .he ,as, momen..
"Sealskin and Shoddy eon.ained n,on,en.s of .ragedy
Though Mamie was able ,o save Lizzie Knowl.o^ i. was ,00 la.e for Becky Francher's n,o.her and
Becky commiu suicide despite Mamie. a..emp.s ,0 help her. Furrher, Schofield overstates the
patriarchy present in U.e story; Little's novel is re-arkable for its strong female central lead.
Though many other novels had woman as heroine, few were as independent as Mamie Symington.
Popular Dction presents women as moral bulwarks, but dependent on men ,0 develop practical plans,
raise money, or administer organizaUonal detail. Though stUl dependent on her father's money,
Mamie is the in.eUectual and organizational equal of any man in
-Sealskin and Shoddy." When Hal
and Dr. Hinslon reveal a profit-sharing plan, It U Mamie who refines it and she who opens the
company books to test .he financial feasibility of the plan. As a Mt. Holyoke graduate, she Is
representative of the third generation of coUege-educated women, but she Is on the cutting edge of
those like Jane Addaras and Uonora Barry who break out of traditional middle class reform
movements Uke temperance, abohtionism, and missionary work in order to tackle to problems of
urban, industrial America.
By today's standards. Little's "Sealskin and Shoddy" seems overly-sentimental and
heavy-handed, but placed in the context of his day. it was a remarkable achievement. Little did not
chaUenge all of the assumptions of his society, of course; his novel remabs more suggestive than
exphcit on questions of poverty and exploitation, and his final resolutions were quite conventional.
Still, "Sealskin and Shoddy" had a combative spirit to it, and it represented a possibility for future
KOL fictional direction. Unfortunately, its suggestive possibilities were not to be duplicated. Little's
next novel was the silly melodramatic thriller "Lever and Throttle." By 1889, even Powderly was
complaining of the triteness of KOL fiction.
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Shoddy." Alice Woodbridgc's The Last Chance: A Story of the Labor Movement To-Day-
WoodbHdge was a frequent contributor to the story papers, and it was obvious in her story
"The Last Chance" opens
..th workers on a strike that Master Workman Hugh Cresha. is trying
desperately to control. His .en are clamor.ng to return to wor, but Oresha. wants the. to wait
for word from ChurchHl, the .an who organised their assembly and who has gone to seek a.d and
funds from the central office. Gresham is denounced as "a .le .per," but he reminds the men that
before Churchill organized them they worked 14 hours per day for $1.25, and now they worked 9
hours for $L35. Gresham further reminds them that both he and Churchill had urged them not to
strike. DespUe Gresham's entreaties, the men vote to rai.se their strike immediately.
The love interest in the story is Lilius Stanton, a poor working girl who is struggling to
support her invalid mother and depends on periodic gifts of coal and food from Gresham to make
ends meet. When Gresham leaves town for a few days, he returns to find everything gone wrong.
The mills have increased the work day to 12 hours, Gresham is blacklisted, and Lilius in dire straits.
Blacklisted from all area factories, Gresham must leave poor Lil to follow the harvests as a migrant
worker. While he was on the road, Lil's mother died.
Also dead is the local assembly. Frank Churchill had .secured enough money for another
month of the strike, but he was delayed by a bad snowstorm. The a.s.sembly was broken when the
men returned to work before Churchill arrived. Woodbridge's narrative telescopes ahead one year
and we learn that Lil now lives in Churchill's home as a companion to his mother. As conditions
deteriorate in the mill, the men ask Churchill to reorganize their local, but he refuses. For unstated
reasons, the men ask Lilius to become Ma.ster Workman and she leads 500 strikers out of the mill.
After an eight-week strike, the workers "win" the conditions that prevailed before the previous year's
troubles: a 9 hour day for $1.35. Woodbridge offers some hope for a belter future: "The ale house
lost its customers, and free reading-rooms sprang up. Young voices sang at their work. A week's
vacation came in summer."
Also established was a sick fund, and "alas! the first to reap the benefit was Lilius." Lil
had spent the past year pining for a "lover's word" from Hugh Gresham. The strain on her broken
heart began to tell, and she took ill. During the year Frank Churchill had fallen in love with Lilius,
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peace
but she Had
.fused a,, of .s proposals. Pinall. si. and Hea.-.o.en. she agrees . .arry Pran. if
but poor Lilius dies on Christmas eve, an act of w., as she d.d not v.sh to brea. her word to Pran.
or give up her
.ove for Hugh. Gresha., upon recei.ng the te.egra., rushes
.ad, towards ho.e
despue a raging snowstorm. On Christmas day, Hugh's body is discovered at the local rail station-
"In h. pale hand was clasped tightly a ring of golden hair, and on h.s pale lips was a s.ile of
His wide, brown eyes were opened with a look of glad surprise."
How utterly unlike Mamie Symington was Lilius in The Last Chance." And how unlike
the brave Knights described by Whittaker are the foolish men in Woodbr.dge's story. By late 1888,
the Knights of Labor were in serious trouble, and their fiction refiects this. Though the Journal of
UmtMUboi claimed a weekly readership of 23,000 in November, 1888, that number was probably
an exaggeration.^^ In any event, it was soon to drop. By 1890, membership in the Knights was
under 100.000 and was increasingly rural in its base. Paced with declining numbers and an
organization too big and expensive to be justified, KOL leaders needed to both attract new members
and cut costs. The JUL was an especially expensive proposition, and John W. Hayes made deep cuts
in its budget from 1888-1893, coincident, ridding himself of personal enemies in that office. By late
1888, one can read a sense of desperation into the frequent schemes to increase JUL readership. As
the JournaPs dilemma deepened, it turned increasingly towards popular fiction models, its editors
perhaps not realizing that the fiction papers too were on the verge of decline.
"The Last Chance" is symbolic of the sort of accommodations the JUL made in its attempt
to widen its readership. "Lever and Throttle" was Hke it in structure and sentiment, albeit much
better written. "Toilers of Babylon," the story about which Powdcrly complained, was a dreary affair
worthy of derision. Powderly realized that attracting readers and members was an immediate need.
In a letter to Tom O'Reilly he commented, only partly tongue-in-check, that when "Toilers" ended he
ought to run "Jack the Ripper, or Guts to Clean in London" in subsequent issues of the Journal
. Ol
It he said, "The title in itself will recommend the story to the majority of our readers, and its fans
attract new ones...." He went on to joke that, "We will endeavor to show in this story that a woman
cannot prance around the streets with her bowels hanging over her arm and the drapery of her
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s.o.acB w^apped abo.
..e rou„da,io„s of a ,as ,a.,..„
„f ^„ ^
u>crease
.he sale of bu.che. knives so ,ha. our cu„e^ Assemblies w,„ experience a boon
Powderlys crude joke underscored a n,ore serious poin,; Che IsmMUtUm^it^
ficion
.he .ms, .he J^L eonOnued ,o decUne, i.s heal.h
.led .o .ha. of .he Order a. large ,„
July, 1891. a new s.ory, Through Clouds
.o Sunshine." was launched ™h fanfare, prizes, and ,he
^opes of addnrg 50.000 new readers.^ Had
.he renamed tam.L.nh.K,i,^^
a..rac,ed
even half
.ha. number,
.he Order, membership would have jumped a. leas, a .hird, bu. i. did no,
happen. By 1893. ,he KOL was down
.o 74.635 members, many of .hem no. in good s.and.ng.
Popular fiction could not rescue the Knights.
Conclusion
Orgamzations must educate members once they recruit them if they wish to achieve their
identified goals. The Knights of Labor got bogged down while trying to educate its rank-and-file.
Conflicting visions over the Order's proper goals complicated the situation. As new members
flooded the KOL from 1884 to 1887, there was no unified, coherent ideology with which they might
identify and traditional Knighthood bonds-ritual and secrecy-were on the wane. KOL culture was
an amalgam of residual and varied working class cultures, pre-1882 KOL expressions, local
innovation, and mainstream influences. Thus, the Knights often offered the sort of "trenchant
critique" of society mentioned by Kealey and Palmer, but was also perfectly willing to adopt some o{
its popular cultural forms in an attempt to revitalize its sagging recruitment efforts. As the Knights
drew workers from the periphery to the center, it represented a middle ground between radical
culture on one hand, and dominant bourgeois values on the other.
All of this took place in the midst of an educational effort that also exposed Knights to
critiques of the existing order of society. Some of those critiques were radical, others democratic,
and quite a few were romantic. As the evidence from fiction writer W.H. Little reveals, all three
impulses could reside within a single Knight. "Sealskin and Shoddy" is a highly suggestive work lhal
points towards a transformed social order where capitalism is softened by profit-sharing, and one in
which management and the Knights of Labor, as well as men and women, are treated as social
i
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equals. Ye, one yea, later, .he sa.e writer's "Uver and Thro.„e- resurrected story paper
conventions of aristocratic wealth, passive unionistn. and female helplessness. Montre.lle Pierstone
class comfort via a fortuitous marriage into the Sentinaba family. Hinston Is born into middle class
comfort and ^ves it up in order to fight for the labor cause in which he so fervently believes. And
Syiska Seminaba was certainly no Mamie Symington.
Genteel influences were always present in the Knights of Labor, just as radical visions '
were. Much Knights' fiction is clearly stamped out of the dime novel/story paper mold. Some
writers, like John Barrett, found no contradiction in this and wrote novels for story papers while
holding membership in the Knights of Labor. Others, like Lizzie Swank, saw very little in bourgeois
society that was useful and good. The vast majority tried to walk a middle path. Class ambivalence
is the major thrust of most KOL fiction, and class issues were often reduced to case studies.
Individual capitalists were presented as tyrannical, redeemable, or benevolent; most novelists shied
away from the class-wide unpHcations of Lizzie Swank.
The bulk of KOL writers sought to combine the most noble aspects of bourgeois and
working class culture. Respectable values such as temperance, thrift, refinement, and education were
upheld, as were working class ideals of hard work, honesty, justice, and community. Many Knights
of Labor characters serve as role models of the new ideal type, most notably Maud Simpson and
Harry Wallace in Breaking the Chains
But it was a hard task to know exactly where to draw the Hnes between the classes.
Women proved a special challenge for fiction writers. Strong women like Maud Simpson and
Mamie Symington appear in KOL journals, but so do Ella Imiess and the Seminaba sisters. Where
did women belong: on the battle lines with Maud Simpson or in their Victorian homes with Syiska
Seminaba? The world was a dangerous place and story paper writers always managed to get women
out of the shops and back to the safety of the home. Knights of Labor writers were less certain, but
females who ventured too far were in deep peril, as in the case of poor Lilius Stanton in "The Last
Chance." As an organization, the Knights of Labor remained as ambivalent about gender roles as
class issues. Mamie Symington was one role model, the women to whom columns in The Critic
were addressed another.
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If d^e noveU a.d s.ory papers affected KOL fic,i„„.
.he reverse was e^^aUy
.rue ,„ ,„e
a„d-,880s. workers found
.heu way i„.o popular fic.ou. Though s.ories such as The Orphan
Sis,ers" and
-.onie, ,he Pride of .he MUI" were hard, rin^ng indie,.e„.s of .he e.s.i„, order
.hey
..us. have led so.e middle class readers ,o question preconceived
„o.ions abou. ,he labor
possrhdrfy of new social arrange„e„.s.
,„ .he end. .he Knights of Ubor n,ade .ore compromises
than did .he purveyors of popular cul.ure. Lawyers found
.heir way in.o .he Knigh.s. bu. .he Knigh.s
drsappeared tron, s.o„ papers when .he fuU fall ou. from Haymarke. became apparen.. Wri.ers like
Frederick Whi..aker backed away by decade's end. Thus Terence Powderly complained, while
Knigh.s' journals poured on .he pulp. By .he .ime he was sen. packing. Knigh.s of Labor fiction
looked more like 'The Toilers of Babylon" and "Uver and Throt.le" .han "Sealskin and Shoddy or
Breakinp Ihe Chains
. In 1894. ,he Journal of „r , ....
^^^^^ ^^^^
Story.- Not that it mattered aU that much; there weren't many Knights left to read it.
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Illustration 7. The Labor Fakir.
Source: Frank Leslie' s Ulustratefl September 2, 1889
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Illustration 9. T. V. Powderly.
Source: New York W^^Vly, December 8, 1884
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Illustration 11. Street Car Strike.
Source: Frank Leslie 's Illustrated . March 13, 1886
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Illustration 12. Street Car Strike.
Source: Frank Leslie's Iliusiratcd . March 13. 1886
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16, 1891, ^^d SSS^^JS^lSlf^l^' ^'^^^^^ Sunshine" was announced on July
melodramas, and it attreacted very UtUe nodce The Or^ ' '"^ ^'^^^"^^^
contrary, the precipitous decline continued The
'^'"""'"''^
^^^^y^ the
or 1892. On July 1, 1890, the reported" embershtts l^
report me„,bership for either 1891
inflated estunate. On JuJv 1 ISQ^ th^ n.A P iUU,UUO. This figure is almost certainly an
at 74, 635. The latter ^^'e is ^'obtd^^^^^^ --bership'stood
stimulate interest through fiction faikd J"^^
tow miserably campaigns to
measure of tle'i:^";^^^^^^^^ -port n^embership in 1891 and 1892 is another
out of the way, the new leadership provrdteVf^ t's%a^^^^^^ ^7 h"'^' ^^^^^'ythe much-criticized Powderly. A^de from fihnl n^.f ^ ^ admmistenng the Knights than
answ„,g J.„n, liclXes.^X^nr^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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CHAPTER 6
SYMBOLS OF SOLIDARITY.THE MATERIAL CULTURE O^tS^hTS OF LABOR
end; placed on tL LTside of^h^ r , ^ '^^^'^^^ ^•^""^'^ be without
the isembly should be tra^^^^^^^^ " "^'l "^""''T.
^^^^ ^" °f ^^^^ business of
can be broken from the SeTeryTaSv bu?f f.°^ 'r^'^y- l™^ ^'^'^
V. Powderly ^ ^'^^^ ^^^^'^e never."!- Terence
22;™at^ave written; look at what we have done.--Ja.es Deetz, In
Anthropologists, folklorists, and historians have long recognized that language is symbolic
and that meanings attached to words often transcend the literal. Words remain the historian's
domain, but much of the spade work in material culture has been done by anthropologists,
archaelogists, and folklorists. Their efforts have uncovered what the anthropologist James Deetz
calls "small things forgotten," and restored "an appreciation for the simple details of past existence
which escape historical mention, and for simple artifacts, and not deemed significa
terms.
mti nt in art-historical
m3
These "small details" and "simple artifacts" often had profound significance to the people
who saw, made, and used them. In the case of the Knights of Labor, members interacted in a
culture constructed on a rich symbolic base. As I have previously argued, the Order's rituals, music,
poetry, and stories all carried semiotic meanings deeper than their surface statements. Indeed, the
very notion of Knighthood was as much an abstraction as real experience for many. But it was not
just rituals and words that Knights imbued with symbolism. The assembly room was as replete with
Knight emblems as a medieval church was with the trappings of Christianity. At one time it was also
possible to decorate much of one's person, and even parts of one's house, with KOL symbols. The
historian's task is to understand and explain the past, and a sizable portion of it is lost without closer
attention to "small things forgotten."
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can d,sccr„ Various states of consciousac;
,ha, lead ,hc obsc™.
.o a .Kic. dccriptio.. of
ycld "thick description- and, like Deet., ren,inds tl,em that
-s™all facts speak to Un
Geertz-s reminders are wise ones, though, ironically, beset with limitations of their own. Geertz sees
all culture as a
-performance- loaded with
.symbolism. As an interpreter of performance, Ceertz is
superb, but he often uses behavior in the same limiting ways that some historians use written texts.
He too ignores material culture For Cpprt-, .^r,l„ k„k • ul . r Uec z, only behaviors have sem.otic signincance; objects arc
important only when part of ritualistic performance.
As Henry Glassie notes, culture as behavior is "intellectual, rational, and abstract," but
none of these embrace the material. Material culture "embraces those segments of human learning
which provide a person with plans, methods, and reasons for producing things which can be seen or
touched." To truly understand these objects, one must turn attention to (heir "form, construction,
and use."^> Or, as Richard Dorson puts U, one must look at the "emotional and cultural role in the
life of fan object's] makers and users" as well as its function.^ Both (Jlassie and Dorson are
concerned with establishing criteria to classify artifacts as folk objects, hence their emphasis on both
production and use. Both stress that material folk culture is often replaced by the products of
popular culture and industrialization. For the cultural historian, the question of production is
secondary to that of use, and Dorson and Glassie provide helpful guidelines: material objects play a
role in culture that is functional and symbolic, but also emotional.
In the past two decades, more historians have started lo recognize that material objects arc
primary sources, three-dimensional links to the past. Some, like .lames Kavanaugh, have embraced
Hegel's notion that the human race needs to "objectify itself in physical things" lhal run (he gamut
from political institutions to cultural objects."^ Others have come lo see material culture as an
aspect of cognitive thinking that often takes place without reference to language.'' Labor historians
too have begun to turn their attention to the physical artifacts of laboring men and women, though
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.he Lahou, Pa.ey bave forged a paeh ,ha. Americanists have been
Slow
.0 ,ravel..« TB„„gh an occasion. vo,nn,e is pnbiished in wh.ch objecs sucH as a„ and banners
wdely in academic circles" Joyce Kornbioh, R.bdV™,,^AnU^,^A^
alone as a coUecion of labor cufture-incinding car.oons and graphics-fha, enpys wide respecabiii.y
in the academic community.
Yet American labor, as a recent exhibit at the Smithsonian's Museum of American History
reveals, was like its British counterpart m producing a rich array of material objects mcluding
badges, emblems, bam^ers, uniforms, and ephemera. Pictures of leaders like Uriah Stephens
Terence Powderly, and Samuel Gompers graced the walls of 19th century working class homes, and
thousands of men and women marched proudly behind handmade banners in parades and
demonstrations. It was possible for a Knight of Labor to rush off to work after checking the time on
a KOL watch and gulping water from a KOL glass. Each of the myriad objects used and seen by
American workers spoke a symboUc message that had true meaning in their lives.
Foremost among these messages were those of pride and solidarity. Knights of Labor
identified themselves with larger symbolic notions of Knighthood, especially the producerist ideology
of the nobility of toil. Also central was the belief in Knighthood's universalist possibiUties. Knights
could don KOL collar stays and watch fobs that implied the possibility that all might be drawn under
Knighthood's protective shield. Mutuality, unity, brotherhood, and identity were there for the
viewing. As John Gorman notes, labor imagery evolved as a natural offshoot of religious images,
craft guild icons, heraldic escutcheons, and Masonic regalia.^^ Like those earlier symbols, labor's
own material culture helped men and women formulate their identities and articulate their
ideologies. These visions were not unchallenged, however. As I shall soon reveal, Knights of Labor
material culture both competed with that of the larger culture and clashed with other parts of the
labor movement.
Badges of Distinction
Knights' ritual developed first, and material culture followed on its heels. As the KOL
slowly spread beyond Philadelphia in the 1870s, early leaders debated the wisdom of adopting visible
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descgn
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When Powderly cook over as Grand Mascer Workman, noc even Che design of a Traveling Card was
decided upon.
Much of the Order's official u^agery was adopted in the early 1880s, often in response to
rank and file den^and. Black scarves were often worn at the funerals of KOL brothers at the
suggestion of a Colorado Knight in 1880.^ Likewise, Powderly ordered an official badge designed
after being deluged with requests for one. Until public syn^bols developed, however, most of the
physical imagery rank and filers encountered was inside the local assembly building. The interior
decoration of assembly halls varied widely according to the size, tastes, poUtics, and financial status
of the local, but all contained several features, including a globe for the Outer Veil, a lance for the
Inner Veil, an altar, and a copy of the local charter to hang upon the wall. By the mid-1880s, some
locals were quite extensively ornamental. The Powderly Papers contain a photograph of an
ornately-carved marble altar in the shape of a Corinthian column, while Leadville, Colorado, Knights
reported that American flags and banners decorated their hall. The banners included an
eight-by-two-foot "Welcome" standard, as well as slogans hanging behind each officer; "Industrial and
Moral Worth, Not Wealth, the True Standard of National Greatness" was superimposed at the base
of the Capital building and hovered over the Master Workman, while the Unknown Knight sat
beneath "Educate, Legislate, and Arbitrate." The Venerable Sage was situated below the phrase
"Sobriety, Honesty, and Integrity."^^
In the earliest days of Knighthood, all officers wore insignia indicating their office. The
Master Workman's emblem was a three-foot reeded column with a coral base and a capital of leaves
and fruits. This represented cooperation based on labor and directed by intelligence. Columns were
generally accepted as symbols of strength and support; Freemasonry used five columns, and heraldry
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used the sy^bo. as a .etaphor for constancy and fortitude. As Grand/General Master Workman
Powderly had a few additional sy.bo.s which ca.e into co..on use in the 1880s. The 1878 G^
adopted an eight-sided seal containing a triangle inside a pentagon enclosed by a circle. Inside the
tnangle was a fasces, the bundle of rods representing unbreakable interests bound together, and the
blade, a traditional Ro.an symbol of authority. [See Illustration 13] In print and on official
documents, this soon yielded to a column topped by a bust, though the fasces e.blen, continued to
be used occasionally. As Powderly explained, the new symbol was a rendering of the reeded colu.n
wth the bust representing human intellect and wisdom. By placing it atop symbols of toil
cooperation, and unity, intellect and wisdom "can overlook the progress made m reaching the
realization of our hopes."^^ In print this symbol overlapped a scroll and the motto "Hear Both Sides,
Then Judge" appeared, indicating the G.M.W.'s supposed impartiaHty. [See Illustration 14]
The Worthy Foreman who controlled entrance into the anteroom was symbolized by coral,
which stood for toilers and had the folkloric value of being equated with the heart (the most
precious "gem" of all) and used as an amulet against bad luck. The Worthy Inspector, who examined
all who entered the Sanctuary, used the common Masonic sign of the watchful eye, which signified
wisdom, knowledge, and foresight, and when placed in a triangle, stood for the Trinity.
Even lesser officers had formal symbolic regalia. The Almoner's open hand stood for
assistance, the Financial Secretary's coin for "labor done," the Worthy Treasurer's safe for strength,
the recording Secretary's pen and scroll for "record," and the Statistician's book and Ughtning bolt for
enlightenment, knowledge, and power. None of the Knight symbols were original; they merely
adapted common folkloric imagery, or borrowed existing meanings from the Masons and the Knighls
of Pythias. What is important is how the symbols worked together and reinforced the ritual to
create a unified vision out of a cluster of values. From the language of symbols emerged a network
of sacred and noble toilers whose divinely inspired knowledge was the key to creating a world of
justice, happiness, morahty, and perfect harmony. In this best of all possible worlds, the Knight
motto "an injury to one is the concern of all" would be a truism rather than a lofty goal.
By the mid-1880s, the ritual and many of the early symbols were simplified, with badges
and ribbons replacing elaborate insignias. Powderly took the lead as part of a larger campaign to
move the Knights away from ritualistic behavior. By 1886, Powderly tended to wear a silk ribbon
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badge was far n,ore elabora.e than .hose worn by other oMcers, and representatives wore a sin,p,e
nbbon stamped "delegate.- ,n a s-pposedly democratic organization, hierarchy persisted and was
reflected in material culture.^^
As the Knights of Labor grew and ritualism declined, the Great Seal of Knighthood
replaced officer insignias as the most obvious physical symbol of the Order. [See Illustration 15] U
is an emblem imbued with great symbolism, though it is doubtful many Knights understood all of it,
Reading from inside out, the seal showed a triangle touching points of the Western hemisphere
enclosed in a circle in which "A.K. the 9th" appears. A pentagon surrounded the circle and it was
enveloped by a radiating circle bearing the words Trytaneum North America January 1st 1878." A
hexagon engulfed the radiating circle, and a second circle with Solon's words, "That is the most
perfect government in which an injury to one is the concern of all" held the hexagon. The entire
configuration formed a circular body for a five-pointed star.
Each line of the equilateral triangle had meaning and as a whole signified humanity, man's
relationship to the Creator, and the three "elements which are essential to man's existence and
happiness, land, labor, and love." It was also emblematic of "production, exchange, and
consumption" and served as an object lesson in economics that "no middlemen are necessary to carry
on business... [and] profits are not a necessity." The hemisphere is a simple factual reference to the
part of the universe where the Knights were born, while the words refer to the fact that the first
General Assembly of January, 1878, marked the ninth year that the Adelnhon Kmpto. was in effect,
and thus honored the Order's founding in 1869. Prytaneum is a Latin noun referring to a state
dining hall, but used by the Knights as place towards which "all eyes are directed" and around
[which]... all hopes cling and grow." The unifying circle was an "unbroken Circle of Universal
Brotherhood."
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arc as
The five segments of the pentafion derive their • rF g . meaning from the base line, which stands
These are Justice, wisdom, truth, indust,, and econom. The other meanings of the pentagon
previous, described-the five elements of life, the five elements of nature, and the five senses To
this was added the novel interpretation that man should toU but five days per wee. A circle with
exterior "rays of light that are given out by the lamp of experience" enclosed the pentagon In this
unagery. the sea, drew upon the "spread the Ught" motif so favored in Knight educational and
organi^ng drives. It was ako symboUc of how the Knights grew-Local Assemblies formed District
Assembles which
"illuminetd] our pathway toward the General Assembly." The figure was finally
encircled by the motto and completed by the five radiating points of the star. Those points
North America where the Order currently "sheds it light," the Knights hoped that soon "its aid and
Ught will be extended even unto the utmost parts of the earth..."'^ Local assemblies used an older.
simpUfied version of the Great Seal, a sunple drawing of a triangle enclosed by a circle. [See
Illustration 16] Outside of the triangle appear the letters S, O, and MA, that stand for secrecy,
obedience, and mutual assistance, the familiar S.O.MA. pledge. Inside the triangle was the local
assembl/s number. These symbols were often crudely drawn on letters sent to Stephens and
Powderly in the 1870s, before the Order adopted a more business like approach and most locals had
printed stationary. By 1880, it was possible for locals to buy supplies from the
Grand/General Secretary's office, and local assembly symbols became more standardized. At first,
only accounting and procedural materials such as roll books, traveling cards, receipt books, charters,
globes, lances, and copies of the Adelphon Kruptos were available, but by 1886, the Ust had grown to
include gold KOL pins. Four years later, one could buy all manner of official documents as well as
badges, buttons, labels, "ladies' lace pins," collar buttons, copies of Powderl/s Thirty Years of I nhnr
and portraits of Powderly, Stephens, and the general officers. By the time Powderly was removed as
G.M.W. and the Order near disintegration, it was possible to buy two different badges, seven
varieties of buttons, seven batches of labels, two styles of lace pins, and three types of scarf pins.
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And this was but the tip of the icebe., since the I^UniMLfe also ran numerous
advertisements for KOL insignia goods available through independent merchants.-
AO Knights of Labor had several paper documents that proclaimed their Knighthood, and
the more positions one held, the more certificates one collected. The Knights of Labor were hard,
u.,ue in granting certificates, cards, and charters, but few 19th century labor organizations staged
symbol upon symbol with its fervor. Many KOL documents them were rather ordinary in
place for a signature on the front, and check off blanks for dues and assessments on the back [See
Illustration 16] Some, like organizers' commissions, contamed a few decorat.e seals, while others
such as traveling cards, were quite elaborate. [See Illustrations 14 and 17] More important than the
presence or absence of specific iconography is the way possession of the certificates conferred a
sense of achievement and belonging on their holders. Membership and traveling cards helped
Knights gain welcome and work in unknown towns. They also gave the further advantage of
organizational control by allowing the Order to regulate entry into shops it had organized.
The Knights of Labor was unique in its attempt to create solidarity that extended beyond
narrow craft concerns. The Order sought to elevate Knighthood as an ideal by which society could
be transformed, and used material symbols to keep that ideal foremost in the minds of members.
The most visible symbol of all was Terence V. Powderly. His portrait appeared in the first issue of
the Journal of United Labor and frequently thereafter. Powderl/s picture could be found
everywhere, including in the mass press and story papers. It was found in many homes as well; the
General Secretary Treasurer's Office offered "large size" unframed photographs of the G.M.W. for
$2. Powderly's visage often appeared on lecture announcements and special events posters.
Whenever it was juxtaposed with pictures of other members of the Order, Powderly's photo was
certain to loom larger. The Smithsonian Institution features a color poster labeled "Leaders of the
Knights of Labor" with a large woodcut of Powderly in the center ringed by 32 smaller portraits."^
[See Illustrations 18 and 19]
Despite claims to the contrary, Powderly encouraged his own sacralization. Powderly's
face could even be found on bookmarks. By 1888, the Journal of United Lnhor announced that the
G.M.W.'s picture "woven in silk" and suitable for use as a "badge or a bookmark" was available for
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50 cents each. The Powder, Papers contain several of these. They were manufactured hy Hynes
and May of Paterson, New Jersey, a company specializing in bookmarks and woven pictures
Powderly is shown in left profile, below an eagle perched on a globe grasping an American Hag in
each talon. The eagle's beak holds a banner proclaiming
"Knowledge is Power." Beneath Powde.,.
portra^t, his signature is superimposed over a Gothic scripted "GMW," with the point of the ribbon
featurmg an interiaced "K of L" and a traiUng gold tassel.22
By 1880, members of the Order were clamoring for their own regaUa. Several Indiana
Kn^^^s wrote to the J..o,UainU^ to ask how they might acquire badges and pins hke
other locals had, and were advised that there were none since past Grand Assemblies refused to
authorize any. The JUL noted, "any one claiming to furnish them is simply a fraud," though it did
advise that the Order would have an official seal available for documents as soon as instructions on
how to use them were distributed.23 i„ Powderly^s address to the 1880 GA. he acknowledged the
desire for "some sort of badge or distinguishing mark," but tried to sidestep the issue by suggesting
that perhaps "some sort" of "Decoration of the Order" could be developed for brothers who faithfully
serve for a long period of time, variously defined as "one, two, or three years." Powderl/s hesitancy
is understandable since the Knights were not yet a public order and a powerful faction favoring the
retention of secrecy dogged his heels.^^ The 1881 GA. did, however, authorize a badge, and Joseph
Corrigan of Illinois, Robert Price of Maryland, and Gilbert Rockwood of Massachusetts were
appointed to design it under the aegis of the General Secretary's office.^^ The design, which was
completed in February, 1882, pictured a triangle enclosed by a circle with "K of L" emblazoned
across the middle and available in silver or gold plating for $1 each. According to the JUL, the
badge was "one inch in diameter, suspended from a bar by a ribbon hanger, red for Officers and
members of Locals, blue for Officers, past Officers, Delegates or ex-Delegates of DAs, and white for
Officers, past Officers, or Representatives of the GA."^^ in May, the JUL announced that shipments
were delayed since the first batch of badges was sent back to the manufacturer due to poor quality.
By 1884, the Knights of Labor had developed an official trademark and the Great Seal was
in wide use. This required a small change in the design of badges. The Journal of United Lahnr
announced that the new badges, "about the size of a penny," would be of solid gold at a cost of $3
each. The design was similar to the first except that the triangle was now enclosed in a square
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within the circular badge, and the letters "K nf i •• oof L appeared at the top and "SOMA" at the bottomA larger version, "the size of the old official badge " mounted wifh auvvu , t gold hnks to a scroll was available
to any member who wanted to part with $9^
As ,he Order grew rapidly i„ 1885 and 1886. many manufacurers tried ,„ ju.p „„ ,he
Knrghts of Ubor bandwagon.
,n March. 1886. ,he W^UIoUMLfe warned
.embers
agan^e
-numerous advertisements appearing in newspapers offering inducements to agents to se„ the
Kmghts of Labor badge.- These badges were denounced as
-spurious.- aud members were advised
.ha. the only offtcia, badge was sold by the Gener^ Secretary-Treasurer's ofHce, a new design
featuring the Great Seal of Knighthood and manufactured by E.T, Bartholomew of LA. 4257,
Boston.'^
Apparently the new design and JUL injunction had httle impact. A Labor Le.f editorial
complained in September, 1886, that the Bartholomew badges appeared to be a fraud of sorts.
Several Detroit Knights bought them, only to find ads in Canadian newspapers peddling a different
badge as "official;" agents in the city sold similar badges for half the price of BartholomeWs.2'
Perhaps the Order's Executive Board was too swamped with work resulting from rapid growth, or
too busy dealing with the faUout from Haymarket, but it never took charge of the dUemma. In late
1886, Powderly received a letter from Charles F. Irons of Providence, Rhode Island, suggesting that
the Knights of Labor needed an official badge (!) and that his company could provide it. Whether
Irons ever made any KOL badges is not known, but one of his Providence competitors did. C.C.
Darling and Company offered 14 different pins and charms for the discriminating Knight.^^ [See
Illustration 20] By 1890, the Journal of the Knights of I .bor offered an entirely different badge as a
premium for selling JKL subscriptions.^^
Knights had a variety of other items available that featured emblems of the Order,
including buttons, watch fobs, charms, and pocket watches. Probably the most popular were lapel
buttons. Made of bronze, these buttons were very affordable, selling for 10 cents each or $7.50 for
100. About the size of a dime, KOL lapel buttons employed several bits of familiar
imagery-pentagon, globe, and triangle--and added an arrow. The arrow penetrated the triangle
from bottom to top, with the head piercing the apex. [See Illustration 21] Though the exact meaning
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of this remains a mystery, arrows traditional, denoted spiritual service to God; the arrow is also the
personal symbol of two Catholic saints (Ursula and Sebastian).^^
As was often the case with the Knights of Labor, seemingly simple things could engender
great controversy. This was precisely the situation with KOL watches and watch charms KOL
watches were originally offered by the Dueber Watch-case Company of Newport, Kentucky, and sold
through agents all over the United States and Canada. [See Illustration 22] In early 1886, the
General Executive Board called for a boycott of Dueber goods and sales agents because the
company had "ruthlessly assailed" the Knights.33 Though this boycott was quickly raised, the
relationship between Dueber and the KOL remained stormy, and the boycott was periodically
reinstated in 1886 and 1887. By 1888, watches and charms were offered by a variety of
manufacturers, including C.C. Darling and Company. By 1890, most of the Order's watches and
charms were supplied by the Solidarity Watch Case Company of Brooklyn.
Watches and charms were often metaphorically dangled in front of Journal of Unir.H
Labor /Kniphts of Labor readers as premiums in the Order's waning days. Gold watches were
pitched as prizes to those who drummed up the most new subscriptions during the JUL's 1889
serialization of W.H. Little's "Lever and Throttle" novella. By 1890, any member who sent in a
yearly, or two half-yearly, subscriptions could choose a premium of a watch charm or an enameled
badge. [See Illustration 23] By 1891, however, watch designs reflect the severity of the Order's
decline. G.S.T. John Hayes amiounced still another contest to increase Journal readership. Once
again, gold watches were offered as inducements, but these did not feature any KOL insignia.
Instead, the watches bore common designs of a deer in the woods on one side, and a bird by a pond
on the other.^
Still, there was a moment when things did not appear so dreary for the Knights of Labor.
In 1884, a Baltimore Knight of Local Assembly 3106 (Upholsterers and Carriage Trimmers) bragged
of an excursion he took on the Chesapeake with fellow Knights. According to the correspondent, all
of the brothers boldly donned blue ribbons stamped "K of L." In an obvious swipe at New York's
DA.. 49 as well as at secrecy advocates in Baltimore, the writer praised Knights who "had the
manhood to wear that ribbon." as opposed to those "who are afraid to let the public-or employers,
rather-know of their connection with the K. of L."^^ Throughout the 1880s, some Knights of Labor
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cWed for even .ore regalia, as is evidenced by the numbers who joined the Order's newly
forced Blue and Gray Association in 1885-86. Powderly had access to .any catalogues since other
organizations to which he belonged, such as the Ancient Order of Hibernians, were far .ore
costumed than the Knights of Labor, yet only with great reluctance did he ,eld to regalia advocates
within the KOL. [See lUustration 24] Since so .uch of Powderl^s active career with the KOL
u^volved an atte.pt to break down its Masonic sy.bolis., he blanched at regalia that see.ed
suggestive of .ore. At the 1891 General Asse.bly he finely ad.itted that there was "senti.ent in
favor of a unifor. rank [and] .any of our young
.e.bers are desirous of giving it a test." Only at
that point did Powderly ad.it he "saw no har." b it, and reco..ended that it be tr,ed.3^
One of the .ost visible sy.bols of any labor organization is its banners. By alJ accounts,
the Knights of Labor .ade .any; re.arkably, few have yet surfaced.^^ There is, however, no
question that banners were an integral part of Knights' material culture; H. G. Oesterle and
Co.pany of Philadelphia even offered banners by .ail order. They graced asse.bly roo. walls,
like that of Leadville LA. 3928, and were also powerful public pronouncements. Knights in St.
Catharines, Ontario,
.arched 3,000 strong behind banners proclai.ing, "Labor Rise and Defend
Your Dignity." "The Land For the People," and "Long Hours Must Go."^ The Order produced so
many banners that the General Executive Board had to .ake judg.ents concerning which ones
would be sent to the 1889 Paris World's Fair to be displayed in the Exposition of Social Econo.y
exhibit.39 The G.E.B. finally sent 15 banners, along with the 1878 Grand Assembly proceedings,
bound volumes of the Journal of United l abor, a crayon portrait of Uriah Stephens, and
photographs of Powderly, John Hayes, Leonora Barry, John Devlin, J.J. Holland, John Costello, and
Alexander Wright (the latter four included because they were members of the General Executive
Board).
Some KOL banners were quite elaborate. Toledo Knights advised the Journal that L.A.
3031, a German asse.bly, had a particularly beautiful silk banner. One side featured a paint brush,
ham.er, and wheat surrounded by oak leaves, and the slogan "Eintracht macht Srnrk-ITninn Makes
Strength." The reverse side was a hand-woven American flag.'^^ In any event, both the Knights of
Labor and its banners had international impact; John Gorman's collection of British trade union
banners has a flag used by the Haggerstown No. 1 Branch of the National Union of General
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Workers in the 1890s. On it five wnrkerc ^t.^A eu I , nv o s stand in front of a gas plant and saw mill. Below is a
variant of a familiar slogan: "An Injury to One is an Injury to All
The sentiment expressed on the English banner echoes Knighthood's great dream of
universe solidarity. In the heady days of late 1885 and early 1886, even the most grandiose fantasies
seemed attainable. In 1886 WiUiam Tisdale published Ih^KmghtO^ Un.in, the KOL to
chivalrous heroes of the past. [See lUustration 25] The Smithsonian Institution owns an undated
uncopyrighted, glass mug that was likely produced about the same time. Into the mug is pressed the
design of a worker, hammer in hand, shaking hands with a fully-armored knight. The symbolism
could not be clearer: workers in the Knights of Labor embraced an organization that bound them to
each other in solidarity that extended beyond mere craft identity.
The Knights of Labor even produced special presentation items. General Assemblies were
opened when the G.M.W. rapped his gavel of fine mahogany and encircled with brass upon which
the dates and places of past GA.s had been inscribed. At the 1887 General Assembly, Powderly was
honored with the gift of a special wicker chair with "G M W" woven into the back, just above a
button-like seal of a triangle enclosed by a circle bearing the letters "K of L." The chair was made
by a Knights of Labor cooperative chair company in Toledo, Ohio. Many years later, an elderly
Powderly posed with old friends John Devlin and Alexander Wright for a photo that appeared in the
United Mine Workers Tonrn.l
.
In the shot, Powderly proudly grasps his GMW chair while clutching
a gavel, as Wright and Devlin stand stiffly at either flank.''^
The symbols with which Powderly and company posed evoked better times and grander
designs. The chair and gavel were only two items from a once large treasury of KOL symbols that
bespoke the promise of the Order. More importantly, the Knights' rich symbolic life imbued
members with a sense of belonging. Although ideological tensions and the combined might of
capital and the state eventually fragmented the rank-and-file, KOL material culture encouraged
fleeting reflections on the possibility of solidarity.
Look For the Union Label
Ironically, the Knights of Labor's search for class unity led it into one of its most bitter
clashes, the battle against trade unionists. The fact that this battle took place within the very
producing classes the KOL hoped would transform society makes the struggle all the more poignant.
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s most
AS the Knights and trade unions hurled invectives at one another,
.any of cap.talisn.
vehement opponents of labor organizations
.ust have delighted in the ferocity with which their
unsolicited bidding was done. The struggle between the Knights and the trades was an ideological
one based on differing notions of how labor's interests
.ight best be served how and the economic
syste. could be .ade .ore equitable; it also had a material component. Fro. 1885 to the early
1890s, the KOL and the trades (especially those eventually drawn together under the rubric of the
American Federation of Labor) engaged in a veritable "label war."
As in so .any Knights of Labor squabbles, this one was planted in hu.ble soil, developed
deep roots, and refused to be harvested even as the fruit ripened on the vdne. Nor.an Ware
interprets the battle against the trades as an accidental byproduct of rapid growth, and Philip Foner
sees it as the result of anti-trade union plots within the Knights of Labor. Instead, I beheve it
developed due to both unresolved definitions of trade unionis. within the Order and its belief that
Knighthood could and should dissolve social distinctions such as race, gender, class, and craft.« In
the Knights' cosmology, toilers with ha..ers shook hands with knights in ar.or, as .ore was at
stake than the wages which the hammer's blow brought forth. The Order's oft-criticized stress on
cooperation must also be viewed from such a perspective.
As Ware correctly points out, early KOL asse.blies often were trade assembUes. I have
previously argued that the KOL formed at a ti.e in which trade unions were in severe decline and
were seldom a vital force in American working life. Men who had participated in the industrial
congresses of the 1850s and 1860s, like Uriah Stephens, Charles Litchman, James L. Wright, Richard
Griffiths, Richard Trevellick, James Campbell, Robert Schilling, and Hugh Cavanaugh, could easily
agree that old models of trade unionis. had been a failure and felt no betrayal of their craft by
brbging their organizations into the Knights of Labor.^ Of the scores of trade union leaders who
joined the KOL in the 1870s, only James Campbell represented a union that could boast of any real
vitality, and the KOL acknowledged it by allowing his national Window Glass Workers to organize as
Local Assembly No. 300 when Pittsburgh DA. 8 was reorganized in 1880.
The Knights developed mixed asse.blies to organize those workers not represented by any
of the weak trade unions of the 1870s, but it was not until the 1880s that many Knights seriously
debated that such a structure was ideologically superior to trades. Rather, all agreed that
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K.gh,hood s,„„d f„. ,he co„.„„aU,y „f i„,„es.s.
..o^ca,,. ,he KnlgH.s of Ub„
r™ly embraced Che idea of universal so.idaH, i„ ,He f8,„3,
.,e„ I, wa. a s.af,
„,,a„iza,io„ wi.H
taUed tapac. Fro„ 1885 ,o 1887, peHod U, which ,he KOL had g.ea,es, opp„„„„i„ ,„
become .he „ajoH,y expression of woridng Cass se„,i.e„, i. e^broiied i,se,f i„ o.ganiza.iona, and
suucural questions cha. wouid have baffled Uriah Stephens aud .ha,, u,
...ospec, see.s poi„„ess
Perhaps much of ,he struggle was inevitable given the fervor of early rhetoric on what
.he
Kmghts of Ubor was to be, coupled with the anrbivalent messages purporting
.„ describe what trade
untons were. Stephens spoke vaguely of the Knights' participation in higher purposes than "pronts
and entoulements,- while Powderly noted equ^ly vaguely that other associations
-after centuries of
toU and struggle, proved to be failures.-^ The Knights' Preamble was hardly nrore hrstructive- it
spoke only of the need for
-thorough unification of those who earn their bread by the sweat of their
brow.- and that the KOL would organize and direc. the effort 'by co-operative efTor..'-' Al.hough
periodic edi.orials appeared in the Journal of United I .bor touting the KOL's superiority to the
trade unions, the November-December. 1881. issue nonetheless announced the forntation of the
Federation of Organized Trade and Labor Unions (FOTLU) in positive terms, and printed its
constitution."*^
Despite some rumblings of anti-trade-unionism coming from New York District Assembly
49 as early as 1882, and problems between the KOL and carpenters' unions in Washington, D.C. that
same year, these struggles should not be seen as systematic attempts to rid the KOL of trade
48
umons. One must keep in mind that the Knights of Labor was redefining itself in the early 1880s,
as it abandoned secrecy, downplayed rituahsm, and sought to supplement fraternalism as a unifying
principle with the notion of soHdarity. Part and parcel with this was an attempt to make
cooperation more than a mere rhetorical goal. Powderly clearly stated that "the results of the past
thirty years have demonstrated that the present competitive system is rotten to the core," and the
Order's Preamble boldly called for the establishment of "co-operative institutions, productive and
initiative."'*'
Though many commentators, most notably Gerald Grob, have been cynical of KOL effort:
to establish cooperatives and abolish the wage system, all too often such cynicism confuses results
with effort. Though it is true that the Knights of Labor as a national organization "undertook the
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management of a single co-operative enterprise " the r;,nn.iK . ^terpnse, Cannelburg Coal Company in Indiana (which it
bought in 188, mismanaged, and leased away in 1886), local assemblies established hundreds of
cooperatives
- Further, John Samuel's elevation to the head of the Co-operat.ve Board
cooperatives. As Melton MacLaurin demonstrates. Southern Knights of Labor undertook dozens of
ventures ranging from insurance schemes to retaU stores selling tobacco, newspapers, and
KOL-produced goods. In one particularly ambitious scheme, Birmingham, Alabama, Knights bought
land and laid out plots for the new town of Towderl," By February, 1888, there were 26 homes
completed, and plans for 25 more, a cooperative cigar facto^, and a general store. The experiment
fell apart in late 1888, when the General Executive Board failed to adequately capitalize the project
but Powderly remained optimistic.^^ Despite the failure of most KOL cooperative efforts by 1889
Powderly felt that "experience v^ll teach men how to cooperate." Even in late life he retained a
belief in cooperation as "the lever of labor's emancipation.""
This is not the place to recount the details of the Knights of Labor's venture into
cooperatives, but one should note the way cooperation was linked to the Order's self-image. If all
classes and workers were to be united under Knighthood's banner, a reorganization of work and
profits was a necessary first step. Cooperation was simply another structural arrangement designed
to bond one worker to another in a Stephens-like tie of Universal Brotherhood; it was neither more
nor less fanciful than alternative means to the same ends, such as Utopian socialism or Bellamyite
Nationalist clubs. For the Knights of Labor to hold such a vision necessitated a two-pronged
approach; the Order had to build enthusiasm for social solidarity and resist trends that might
mitigate against it. By 1886, trade unionism appeared to be a force of the second kind and KOL
attacks on the trades were as often so vicious that its own pro-trades faction was driven from the
Order.
The symbols of Knights' material culture came into play on both levels. The Knights of
Labor developed labels to identify goods made by KOL cooperatives or by trades affiliated with the
Order. Bernard Langer, the Recording Secretary for Rochester L. A. 1742, wrote to the Journal of
United Labor in 1883, to advise members that his assembly of coopers had adopted a union label for
all kegs. According to Langer, the label was so effective that employers were insisting that
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1 1/2
.nches wide stating, This sta.p is placed on aU cooperage
.ade by Union
.en on,, U is for the
protection of their Trade, Ho.e, Indust^, and Consumers, fro. unclean and filthy packages
"
Above this explanation was stamped, b red letters, "UNION MADE PACKAGE."^
Soon such labels regularly appeared in the pages of the taMUfU^iim^ and the
General Secreta^s office offered KOL labels for 10 cents per hundred which could be aff.ed to
goods. Trades associated ^^th the Knights routinely petitioned the General Executive Board to
accept their label, as did the United Hatters of North America in 1886. Soon various labels
trunks, gloves, files, and shirts, as well as a general label if no specific one e^sted. [See Illustration
26 for some examples.] Most of the labels featured an identifying mark or lettering which made
them mstantly recognizable as a Knights of Labor product. For example, the coopers' label sported
a barrel with a circle and triangle and the letters "K of L," while the trunkmakers featured a large
trunk with two small vahses hovering over it at an angle so that the entire design formed a triangle
in which "K of L" was printed. [See Illustration 27]
Knights' journals exhorted members to look for their labels when buying goods. The
Haverhill Laborer advised that such a mark guaranteed that goods were "the genuine article," and
proudly proclaimed, "We do not ask capital to use this stamp; capital comes to us and asks
permission to use it, as the customers of capital are demanding it."^^ The Laborer's claim is not far
from the mark. Soon retailers and manufacturers courted the Knights of Labor. Colored trade
cards were given out as premiums by clothiers, haberdashers, and tobacconists trying to solicit KOL
trade. All featured workers, such as cobblers, miners, blacksmiths, and masons, involved in noble
toil with Powderly-s portrait hanging above them. On a card offered by H. S. Brokaw, a man and
woman work side by side in a clothing manufactory above the slogan 'By Industry We Thrive." It is
obvious that Brokaw made major concessions to the Knights when one notes that his establishment
sold not clothing, but rather tobacco, snuff, cigars, fruit, and confections!^^ Manufacturers such as
organ makers Cornish and Company of Washington, New Jersey, routinely advertised in KOL
journals and offered readers the same time installment terms as middle class buyers. The D.
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Buchner & Company tobacco fir. of New York Cuy even offered "Master Mechanic" s.o.ing and
chew,ng tobacco, ^^th Powderl^s picture prominently displayed on the label. (See Illustration 28]
The v^Uingness of the Knights and its leaders to appear as advertising inducements while
waging a battle against accumulation is odd, but not contradictory. One of the Order's goals was to
elevate itself to a position equal with capital. The goal was not to overthrow the existing economic
system, but rather to restore justice to it. By endorsing manufacturers and retailers who recognized
it, the Knights of Ubor hoped to act as the moral conscience of consumers and collectively bring
economic pressures to bear on those who opposed it. Honorable employers could be brought along
towards cooperation and profit-sharing, thus obviating the need for strikes. In a sense, positive
advertising functioned as a form of passive boycott. Even the Duryea Starch Company of Glen
Cove, New York, an old enemy of the KQL, ran ads in the Order's journals.
The Knights' greatest enthusiasm was always reserved for goods produced cooperatively.
Ads appeared in KQL journals for retailers who sold KOL goods, but large spaces, often with
explanatory text, appeared for goods such as King [sic] of Ubor Washing Compound, or Globe
Tobacco. The former a was KOL cooperative and the latter a Detroit firm that employed only
Knights of Labor and practiced profit-sharing until 1892. Many KOL cooperatives opted for the
name "Solidarity," such as the Solidarity Watch-Case Company of Brooklyn, or the SoUdarity
Co-Operative Garment Workers of Rochester, New York. Perhaps the single best inducement for
solidarity came from a Chicago tailoring company that offered suits, overcoats, and pants by mail
order. Proudly displayed was a pair of scissors astride the KOL triangle. Above the label was
printed the slogan "Practice What You Preach!"^^ (See Illustration 29] Labels and endorsements
really mattered, and the Knights of Labor hoped that its own would help build solidarity.
Given such a hope, it is indeed ironic that a label should come to symbolize the Order's
struggle against trade unionism. There is further irony in the fact that the Pittsburgh industrial
conference of 1881 in which FOTLU (predecessor of the American Federation of Labor) was
formed, was dominated by^the Knights of Labor with 50 of 102 delegates coming from the Order.
At that conference, Robert Layton, soon to become the Knights' Grand Secretary, argued
vehemently that FOTLU should exclude skilled workers. The delegates rejected Layton's proposal
and numerous small jurisdictional skirmishes between trades and the Knights from 1882 to 1886, set
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.he stage for ,he war ™,h .he Cigar Maker.
,„,e,„a„„„al Union (CMIU) in ,886. A„„„g ,he
weapons used were labeU, wi,h ,he KOVs whi.e and CM.U's b,ne ,raden,ar.3 for supremacy.
[See Illustration 30]
The label conflagrations of 1886 were brushfires long before. The initial spark occurred in
1880, when a renegade branch of Gernran socialists in New York City left CMIU and forced the
United Cigar Makers of North America and elected Sa.uel Schi™kowitz their president. Since both
groups were affiliated with Knights of Ubor Ucal Assembly 144. the struggle soon reached the
attention of District Assembly 49..fou„ded in 1882.-with its powerful socialist, anti-trade unionist
leadership cadre. Sehimkowitz was outn,aneuvered by Adolph Strasser and Samuel Oompers within
LA 144 and they suspended hin, in 1882 because he was an employer, not a wage earner.
Predictably, DA. 49 found in favor of Sehimkowitz, but both groups continued to be affiliated with
the KOL. Much of the Sehimkowitz faction was reorganized in late 1882 as the Cigarmakcrs'
Progressive Union of North America (CMPU). The CMPU-largely represented now by the
Progressive Ubor Club" of LA. 2814-remnants of LA. 144, and the Gompcrs-Strasser led CMIU
of LA. 2458's
-Defiance Assembly." were in open competition. DA. 49 openly favored the
Progressive Union.^^
DjK. 49 attempts to heal the rift were disingenuous. By early 1886, the DA. 49-led Home
Club was in control of the Knights of Labor and Powderly was in no position to resist its crusade
against the CMIU. Historians have long been skeptical of Powderl/s claim to have taken "no part in
the fight against the cigar makers," but there is reason to believe his claim that he thought the 1886
General Assembly's decision to expel the CMIU was neither "lawful or warranted."^^ Powderly
seriously contemplated resigning before the 1886 GA. when he saw that the Order was heading for a
confrontation with national trade unions, and that he was under the Home Club's control. Instead,
historians ought to question Powderl/s decision to continue in his post and cooperate with the
Home Club. Perhaps Powderly hoped to influence the Order's trade union policy from the inside,
though it is difficult to see how the cult of personality that he tried to construct after 1885 would
have been able to accomphsh that task.^
By the time the October, 1886, General Assembly convened in Richmond, passions were
running high in the CMIU/KOL struggles. In February, the CMIU issued a resolution condemning
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th= use of ,he KOL ,abe, on cigars, and Adolph S.rasser complained
.o Powde.y
.ha, he was
receiving co^plain.s fron, New York Ci.y, cha, ,he K. of L. label is issued
.o ,enen,en, house
manufacturers, and to manufacturers paying from $1 00 tn nn iF y i M.uu to $2.00 less per thousand than is the scale
adopted by the International Union.- In March, Strasser ft^rther complained that D^. 49
organizers were interfering with strikes called by CMIU, an action he called a "bold and
unscrupulous attack upon recognized trades' union principles." He demanded that Powderly take
action lest he "merit the condemnation [of] every national trades' union in the nation."^^
In April, a Journal of United I .hor article added to the conh^sion by announcing that the
General Executive Board had adopted a new label for cigars. [See Illustration 30j Like its CMIU
rival, it was blue, and the JUL advised that in the future, "the white label ^^ll not be used on cigars,
and members are requested to ask for Knights of Labor blue seal in its place."^^ later that sam,
month, employees of Sutro and Newmark complained that to get the KOL's "White Label," they had
to go the DA. 49 headquarters and humbly acknowledge the "false step" they took in opposing the
KOL before labels or a working card would be issued, even though membership in LA. 2458 was
forced upon them by their employer.*^
Since the boycott was the most effective weapon of unionists and Knights alike, both soon
learned to scan cigar labels for their content rather than merely look at the color. In May, 1886,
many Detroit cigar makers gathered to hear a discussion of "Scabs, Knights of Labor, and Trades
Unions" in which the KOL and DA. 49 in particular, were denounced. Samuel Gompers accused
the Knights of admitting known scabs into their assemblies, and described the KOL's new label to
the audience. He noted it was "blue and m the shape of a seal, and I want you to crush it when you
see it." He caustically added that the "Knights of Labor first had a white label, and when they
noticed the success of the International label they changed the color to correspond with the latter."^^
By mid- 1886, even the popular press had taken to reporting in symbolic form the
KOL/trades battles. A cartoon in Harper's Weekly represented the two as ridiculous jousting
knights squaring off in front of a pavilion labeled "arbitration" while a figure with a money bag for a
head smiles approvingly from the judge's seat.^ Puck was even harsher, as it featured two
horse-drawn wagons rushing down the "Road of Lawlessness and Disorder." Menacing figures from
each wagon wield large clubs; the trade unions' is marked "No Dictation," while that of the KOL said
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and Boyco.,.-
,„ „e background ,he .ai„ of
.,e B.o.herKood of Loco.o.iv. E„gi„eers ran
sn,oofh,y down a Crack of "Uw and Order." powered by ,be ,ocon,o,ive Progress." Appar=„„y ,he
ed.,ors of fonnd ,he B.L.E. conservative enough for ,he,r Uking. as i.s presiden, P. M Ar.hur
denounced ,he KOL, n,os. na,iona. trades, sfrikes. ™,ence. boycotts, and political
.ilitanc,"
The future, of course, belonged to neither the Knights nor the conservative Brotherhood
but to the American Federation of Ubor, an organization fashioned from FOTLU remnants in
December, 1886. There was no way of predicting this in mid.1886, however, and both the trades and
the Knights continued to club one other rhetorically. Each side accused the other of scabbing and
undercutting wages. Numerous compromises were proposed, and a conference among several trade
unionists and the KOUs General Executive Board was held in September, 1886. Little came of any
of this save more animosity.
Rather than half-hearted peace overtures, more typical responses were a 48-page circular
issued by the G.E.B. and a CMIU-sponsored parade. The circular accused the CMIU of betraying
the Progressive Cigar Makers and New York City's Central Labor Un.on, called Samuel Gompers a
drunkard, and catalogued a series of insults hurled at the KOL with the express intent of destroying
it.^ In July, the CMIU responded with a rally, picnic, and parade on DA. 49's home turf Nearly
6,000 CMIU paraders marched in New York City behind banners such as "Buy Blue Label Cigars,"
and blue satin facsimiles of the CMIU label.^^
September, 1886, was the first of numerous peace conferences proposed or called between
the Knights of Labor and trades unions. The olive branch quickly withered; the KOL's October
General Assembly expelled the cigarmakers. Periodic attempts were made to heal the breach but, in
the end, little but bluster was accomplished, though long after Powderly-s ouster in 1893, labor
journals recounted rumors of reconciliation between the Knights and the unions. Whereas the label
battles served as a force of consolidation for trades about to consolidate under the aegis of the
American Federation of Labor, they fragmented the Knights. As the KOL attempted to redefine
Knighthood in the 1880s and replace older ritualistic models with newer ones based on solidarity, the
label wars were harsh reminders of how far from that goal the Order remained. A fundamental
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and visionary Knighthood.
Some tried to take the middle ground. The Haverhill L^I addressed a letter ,o
Gompers m whieh it held out a stunted olive branch: "You must remember this, Sam, that your Hght
should not be against the ent.re Order, but solely wuh those who are false to their first principles of
labor orgamzation, and arc acting in either malice or ignorance
.n thus prost.tut.ng the label of the
K. of L."^0 H^^^^,., p^^^ Massachusetts District Assembly 30. an area where the trades
debate raged with white hot intensity since in 1893. 93 of its 170 assemblies were trades locals. Key
leaders such as George McNeill. Frank Foster, Harry Skeffington, and A.A. Carlton pushed the
district into the unilateral position of declaring that the KOL's boycott of CMIU cigars applied onlv
to New York City. (Denver Knights took a similar position.) To many in DA. M), the entire
controversy was the result of a "secret combination" (i.e. the Home Club) in the Knights; later
denunciations were specific in singling out the "rule or ruin" factions of D.A. 49.^^
Middle positions proved untenable, and soon trade unionists poured out of ihc Kniglus of
Labor. By 1888, McNeill, Foster, Skeffington, and Carlton were out of the Order, and Frank
Foster's labor papers attacked the KOL on a regular basis. Massachusetts was not the only place
where this occurred. The Advance- (Detroit) dutifully reported the news of CMlU's expulsion from
the KOL and the call for a boycott against them. The reporter interviewed numerous individuals in
the Detroit area and found opinion fairly evenly split over the expulsion of (he cigarmakers. Merrit
Shindler, a cigarmaker. reluctantly noted. "I do not want lo leave the Knights, but 1 will support li.e
Cigarmakers' Union as against the K. of L " while John Leys, a tailor and Master Workman of
LA. 901, was more blunt: "I think the order is unconstitutional, and shall certainly advise 901 lo
refuse to obey the ordcr."^ Chicago sentiment was even more direct; Joseph Buchanan's Chicago
Labor Enquirer summed up the CMIU action under the headline "It Is Unlawful." and reprinted
Joseph Labadie's blast against the (ieneral Executive Board as it first appeared in The Advance .
At the 1887 Minneapolis General Assembly, Powderly admitted that the action taken
against the CMIU the previous year was indeed unwise and unconstitutional, a position he felt slri)ng
enough to take after the reorganization of the Home C\ub earlier that year. Norman Ware suggests
that it was already too late for the Knights to undo the damage.^"^ Ware may have overstated llic
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many
pressure
case somewhat, bu, decisive and positive steps ,o reverse
.he da.age were few. TKough ,he KOL
rescmded „s expulsion order against the CM.U, peace overtures between the Order and trade
unions were nrore a matter of posturing than sincere effort. An 1890tozm^K^f!^ editorial reminded Knights of their Mut^ to give "preference" to their own labels and
probably did." The problem, of course, was that as fewer and fewer Knights existed, the
on manufacturers and retailers to bother with KOL labels evaporated. In 1892. the Globe Tobacco
Company ended its profit-sharing program with its KOL employees. The Knights responded
predictably with a boycott, but since i, had fewer than m.m members nation-wide, the Globe
could survive without the KOL's approval. By then KOL labels had lost their status as symbols of
solidarity, and were well on their way to becoming "small things forgotten."
Graphic r)e<;rripfir>nc
Material culture can evolve as a result of external pressure as well as internal
expressiveness. In the 19th century, few forms of material culture were as ubiquitous as newspaper
graphics. Press images-woodcuts, drawings, cartoons, lithographs-shaped public perceptions to a
far greater degree than those in 20th century papers which must compete with images created by the
electronic media. When illustrators picked a target, public opinion often shared their wrath.
(Thomas Nast's successful cartoon war against Tweed Ring corruption comes immediately to mind.)
Though the Knights of Labor developed a rich culture on its own initiative, the Order was
slow to recognize the value of graphics or the damage done to its public image by press illustrations.
Aside from woodcuts and posters of its leaders, few KOL images appeared in print until after the
popular press had already flooded the public with contrary ones. As the Knights of Labor grew in
the 1880s, it attracted the attention of journalists, pundits, and graphic artists outside the Order. For
a brief period-mostly in 1885 and 1886-some of the popular press images of the Knights of Labor
were positive, but the vast majority were either neutral or negative.
It seems odd that the Knights did little with newspaper graphics given the popularity of
popular picture papers such as Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper
. Puck , and Harner's Weekly . It
is especially puzzling given the Order's willingness to emulate the popular press in so many other
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ways, including its poetry and fiction styles. The Journal of I Inir.H i u
^
-
''"'^^^
' ^^<^l never even developed an
elaborate nameplate; aside from a brief foray into Gofhir Wf • • ul mt t c lettering m the early 1880s, its title was
printed in simple large type with no surrounding art work.
Part of the answer Ues in the fact that illustration was stUl a new and costly art In 1873
T^^-^^^^^^y^^^ became the first newspaper to use iUustrations regularly, but many
'
observers felt this was gimmickery. As late as 1884, newspaper magnate Joseph Pulitzer still spoke
d^sparagingly of illustrated papers, and it was not until 1889 that he hilly integrated graphics into hi-
own papers.^^ In addition, iUustrations were not easily transposed onto newsprint. The
Qmhk used a zinc etching process that was both time-consuming and expensive. It was not until
the 1880s that the half-tone process facilitating the printing of photographs and illustrations came
into wide use. Even then the technology involved in graphic production was beyond the budgets of
most small papers. Charles Litchman, the first editor of the Journal of T Inii.H r .K..
.^st his post
as Grand Secretary for spending spent more than he was supposed to in establishing the Journal.
The Knights of Labor was chronically short of money, and the JUL remained a small in-house
publication with grandiose pretensions. When Ulustrations do occur in the Journal of I Jnir.H I .h..
or other KOL papers, they are often fuzzy, indicating the use of inadequate technology. Perhaps the
KOL wished to develop more fuUy its own graphic images, but financial and technological restraints
limited its ability to do so. With a few notable exceptions, its response to outside images was
reduced to rhetorical counter-attacks.
One of the earliest illustrations deahng with the Knights was published in Puck in 1882,
and it was satirical. [See Illustration 31] The scene is a KOL picnic, and the central event a greased
pole climb. A worker tries in vain to climb a pole coated with "Monopoly Grease" while Jay Gould,
Waiiam Vanderbilt, Russell Sage, Cyrus Field, and shipbuilder John Roach ride by in a carriage and
sip champagne. Field is doubled over with laughter, while Gould and Vanderbilt stare with
amusement at a ragged woman with two poorly-clad children on her back who is urging a worker up
the pole. Undoubtedly, Puck is attacking monopoly and greed, but its image of the Knights of Labor
is unflattering. Strike banners fly and angry fists are shaken, but the overall sense is one of futility
and wasted energy. Further, the climbing worker vainly strains to reach a summit of "Higher
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Frank Leslie's Hlnstr.te
_dte^ did not mention the Knights of Labor until 1886
though an 1882 print portrays the. indirect,, [See Illustration 32] A drawing of a September
workers' demonstration presented v^thout editorial Judgement shows a long line of paraders. In the
midst of the line are three banners bearing the slogans, "Ubor Creates All Wealth; "Agitate
Educate, Organize," and "AboHsh Convict Labor." Although the marchers are never identified, and
the slogans in use outside of the KOL as well as within, the juxtaposition of the three banners in the
same rank of the parade line makes it likely that these marchers are New York City Knights7«
EiankLesliels was not certain as to what it should make of the labor movement, though it
was sure it did not like socialists whom it portrayed as wild-eyed terrorists constructing dynamite
bombs or unruly lawbreakers in need of the policeman's club7^ As it ushered in 1886, the paper
showed its fear of the labor movement by including "Labor Strikes" in a retrospective of 1885's
misfortunes parading before Uncle Sam and the bfant 1886. [See Illustration 33] In the
retrospective, strikers appear in step with "Hard Times, Mormonism, Business Failures," free silver
agitation, and the deaths of heroes such as Ulysses S. Grant and George B. McClellan. Uncle Sam
tells a young boy holding a valise marked 1886, "Hope you can do better than that.-^O
The Southwest Railway strikes of 1885 and 1886 forced Frank Leslie', to rethink its
position, and for a brief time it was mildly favorable to the Knights of Labor. Beginning in March,
1886, illustrations of the strike against Jay Gould appeared. The first accompanying editorials were
cautious; the Knights of Labor was not mentioned by name, and the "labor organization" was
enjoined to avoid "the insensate violence and wanton destruction that have marked the strikes of
earlier days." The editorialist did admit "some degree of sympathy" for the strikers as the "reasons
assigned for this particular strike seem to us to be sufficient." Those "reasons' were never spelled
out, nor was Jay Gould's name mentioned. Most of the piece was a denunciation of violence,
including "killing locomotives," ending with the hope that "when the great strikes of 1886 are over the
general result will be a step forward in the progress of popular government."^^
The paper's optimistic hopes were not realized. In April, a drawing of angry strikers
hurling rocks and shaking their fists at U.S. marshals guarding a freight train in East St. Louis,
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men" was
was
Ilhoois, appeared. StiU, the editors of F,,nU^ ran a short piece pra.rng Terence Powder, for
his "finnness, dignity, practical good sense, and honesty." The column gave a short biography of
Powderly and a synopsis of Krnghts of Labor history.- The very next issue, however, ran a front
page illustration of deputy sheriffs clearing the East St. Louis yards, whUe an editorial condemned
KOL strikers who "greatly injured their cause by their resorts to violence." [See Illustration 34]
Martin Irons was singled out for scorn, and his leadership of an "irresponsible body of
denounced as just as evil as the dealings of unscrupulous monopolists like Jay Gould.^^ irons
accused of destroying the positive public opinion that the Knights had created for its cause. Though
the paper maintained that the Knights were justified in striking, its enthusiasm dimmed.«^
The very next week, Frank Uslie's editors turned on the Knights, when the content of
letters exchanged between Powderly and Gould came to their attention. It was revealed that the
KOL's August. 1885. pledge to Gould not to strike the Missouri Pacific line had been violated when
Irons led a wildcat action over the firing of an employee for which the "Gould system was in no way
responsible." In truth, Martin Irons forced Powderiys hand by agreeing to the no-strike pledge in
the first place. Frank Leslie's accused Powderly of changing the issues and saw "only one chance for
arbitration...let the Knights of Labor who are out of employment by their own act apply to the
industrious men who are now at work on Mr. Gould's Unes. and ask them if they...will give up their
positions to their predecessors.-^^ There was little Powderly could do but repeat his call for
arbitration, a call neither Gould nor Missouri Pacific general manager H. M. Hoxie were wont to
answer. By May, 1886, the Southwest strike was lost and the Knights' presence in western rail lines
began to wane.^ Still, Powderl/s cry for arbitradon attracted notice. Puck ran several cartoons on
the theme. In one, the figure of Puck stands on a box labeled "Common Sense," while capital and
labor stand atop ladders on opposite sides of a clock marked "Business" and argue over the positions
of the hands (dollar signs replace numbers on the clock's face). Puck holds the clock pendulum,
marked "Arbitration," in his hands and is trying to attract the attention of the combatants.^'' In
another issue, giant figures of "Capital" and "Ubor" appear in a room in which that same clock hangs
on one wall and a sign announcing "Rusted High Horses For Sale CHEAP" on the other. The "high
horses" are labeled "Monopoly" and "Socialism." Capital holds a large club marked "Monopoly,"
while Labor wields a large hammer bearing the tag "Strikes." Both figures have relaxed their grips.
I
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boweve. as .hey are i„.e«.y beod^g „ve,
.o view a du„i„„,ive Terence Powde.y, who s,a„ds
between them holding a proposal for a bill to estabUsh arbiIration.-««
Hopes for arbitration, and popular press fascination with the issue, disappeared after the
Haymarket tragedy and the Oould-Powderly revelations. In May. 1886. a lithograph showed
Powderly and P. M. Arthur of the Brotherhood of Locomotive En^eers desperately trying to p„„ .
worker up a steep bank above a pool labeled "Bloodshed and Disorder.- They hold his right arm
while Sociahsf and
-Anarchist- firmly clasp his left leg.
-Boycott- urges them on, and the snake of
Demagogism- writhes at .he pool's edge. In a shnilar spirit, FnmU^ ran a cartoon of Uncle
Sam warning a worker clu.chhtg ballcs and a paper of elecUon results in his hands to repudiate the
wild anarchist behind hin, with dagger in hand and dynami.e at his feet. [See Illustration 35] The
worker stands for both labor in general and voters for United Ubor Party candidates in particular.
Uncle Sam tells the worker,
-You did splendidly...for a first attempt, but for your own good and ,ha,
of your country, get rid of that dangerous companion of yours as soon as possible.-" The point of
both cartoons was obvious: American workers were poUed on the brink between respectable, lawful
activity and violent anarchism.
Frank Lcslie'.s gave the Knights of Labor one last burst of praise in October, 1886. In
what is probably the single most enduring material image of the Order, the paper ran a front page
lithograph of Frank M. Ferrell of District Assembly 49 introducing Powderly to the 1886 Richmond
General Assembly as an apprehensive Fitzhugh Lee, Governor of Virginia, looks on. (See
Illustrations 36 and 37] FerreU, DA. 49's black delegate and Socialist Ubor Party comrade,
attracted great attention in solidly Jim Crow Richmond, especially when his DA. 49 comrades
arrived in the city with tents in protest of the city's refusal to lodge Ferrell in the same hotel as white
delegates. James Quinn, DA. 49 Master Workman, approached Powderly and pressured him to
have Ferrell introduce Governor Lee. In an artful compromise, Ferrell introduced Powderly, who
introduced the Governor. In strongly-worded speeches, however, both Ferrell and Powderly upheld
the Knights of Labor's commitment to racial brotherhood, though Powderly later softened a G. A.
resolution that would have unequivocally denounced racism for fear of further antagonizing outraged
white Southern Knights.^'
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FimiiLU^ noted that see felt the KOL actions at Richmond, including a threatened
DA. 49 boycott of a theatre production, "an insult to the people of Richmond." but thought that
most delegates and Powderly managed to act "without a surrender of principle; and "with
discretion." A note of nervousness ended the editorial: "Hitherto, while contending strongly for their
nghts. the colored people have not been...disposed to be intrusive in intercourse with whites They
are not inclined to go where they are not welcome, and they are, we believe, sensible enough to see
that their own cause can best be promoted by avoiding obstacles which time is sure to remove." Of
the Knights, another editorial praised Powderl^s ability to stimulate KOL growth despite "a series of
mistakes, failures, and disasters on the part of the Order," including the Southwest strikes and the
eight-hour agitations cuhninating in Haymarket. The paper even included an illustration from mside
the General Assembly in which black and white Knights were engaged in serious discussion. Side
bars showed blacks in normal discourse with whites.^^ [See lUustration 37]
Frank Leslie's soon showed its true opinion of the race question. Both before and after its
brief reconsideration of black rights, the paper portrayed African-Americans in a degrading and
stereotypical mam^er. Typical of its graphics is a series of 1889 "Camp Meetmg Sketches" showing
blacks in animal-like caricatures from whose thick hps speak a semi-literate patois.^^ ^^^^
Illustration 38]
In retrospect one can see that the Puck arbitration cartoons and Frank Leslie's tepid praise
were the high water mark of positive comment on the Knights of Labor. By the end of 1886, Puck
was skeptical of the entire labor movement and Powderly appeared in a satirical sendup of a
confused orchestra. Powderly tries to play his "Harp, of Harmony" while other labor leaders-Henry
George, the Rev. Heber Newton, and Father Edward McGlynn-play different tunes and assorted
anarchists, "walking delegates," and A.F.L. figures add to the cacophony.^
From late 1886 on, the Knights of Labor was fair game for pundits. Puck ridiculed the
Order's courting of the Catholic church and its hypocrisy. In a cartoon combining these themes, a
crowd of angry Knights stands outside a tavern from whose window hangs their slogan "An Injury to
One is the Concern of All." The Knights are busy stoning a worker as a Catholic bishop and his
entourage walk down the street dispensing blessings.'^ By October, 1887, Puck saw the working
class m a no-win situation whose only choices were to be devoured by the ravenous wolf of
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S.a„a.,„„, or chained to .he s.3Cue of
-Union T>ann,- To reinforce ,he poin, ,he November
.ssue ran a ^.o.page car,oon of Tick's Thanksgiving Dinner ,o ,he Des.i.n.e and DUappoin,ed
Poh-idan. and Ubor Agi,a.ors.- Ragged fignres- including Henr, George, Benjan,in Bu„er, Ja^es
Blame, and Terence Powderiy-hungrily awai,
.he caMng of
-Old Conso,a.ion.- a ,ough bird
.hey ^„
smother wilh
-Caus.ic Sauce.-" (See Ulus.ra.ions 39 and 40]
Af.er 1887. U,e Kdgh.s of Labor seldo. appeared in .he illus.ra.ed newspapers excep. f„,
incidemal cap.ions Unking
.hen, wi.h bigger labor dis.urbances such as .he 1888 Pennsylvania
an.hraci.e s.rikes or .he 1892 Homes.ead
.roubles. ?^ recorded one of .he las. graphic images of
U.e KOL in 1894 after .he defea. of .he PuUman s.rikers. |See mus.ra.ion 41, The female Ogure ofUw and Order- s.ands above an abyss marked "Dumping Ground for Kings of Misrule." Her righ.
hand has already released Eugene Debs who is plumme.ing in.o .he canyon, and she has a firm
grasp on J. P. A.lgeld m her left. Debs and A.lgeld wUl soon join o.her ersrwhile kings in .he pi..
Their four companions will be Jacob Coxey, Homes.ead leader Hugh O'Donnell, Mar.in Irons, and
Terence Powderly.^
Self-Portraits
The Knights of Ubor's graphic development was largely reactive rather than proactive. By
the time it began to produce its own newspaper images, the high ground had been yielded to the
popular press. Ironically, as the Order decUned, it experimented more with the use of iUustrations,
the bulk of which appear after 1887. The Journal of I Jnif.H I .hnr did not reproduce a single image
other than those of leaders, buildings, trademarks, or official symbols until the April 14, 1888, edition
included a small black cat in its "Quaint Quirks" column. Labeled "Our Office Cat," the image
evokes sabotage and was a favorite of anarchists, and later much used by the Industrial Workers of
the World. Because this image was inconsistent with the Order's public positions and Powderly's
private politics, it quickly disappeared.
As previously mentioned, the expense of graphic reproductions contributed to the relative
lack of graphics in KOL papers, but it was not the only factor. The overwhelming majority of
illustrations in Knights' journals were portraits of leaders. The JUL 's premier issue of May 15, 1880
sported a drawing of Powderly. Subsequent issues featured Uriah Stephens, Charles Litchman,
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G„be« Ro^ood, R„be„ Uy,„„. Richard O.m,, Da^e, McUugh^ a„d F.edeHck T.„e.
Each p.c.ure was acco,„pa,ued by a shon biography,
,e,=o,„gicaUy wri„e„ ,o show how each had
fou„d ,n,e hope in ,he K^gh. of Labor after ,oiU„g i„ vain for defunc, labor organi.,io. - ft
was no. vani.y of i.s leaders ,ha. led .he KOL .o reproduce
.heir por.rahs, bu, ra.her an a,.e™p, ,o
g.ve a swelling rank-and-fdc visnal iden.if.ca.ion wi.h
.he Order. As .he Knigh.s cau.ioas,y „oved
.n.o .he pubUc reai„, older fonns of iden.if.ca.ion such as hand signs and raps began
.o coexis. wi.h
emergen, fornrs such as badges, cards, and graven in,ages. Bu. as I have previously den,ons.ra,ed.
.he Knigh.s of Ubor developed
.hese images
.hrough .he 1880s. When ,he firs. J<iurnal<OJMed
Labor roUed off .he press in 1880, .he Order's na.ional leadership was i.s mos, visible symbol, aside
from ritual items used inside local assembly halls.
Two images endured, those of Uriah Stephens and Terence Powderly. By April, 1884, the
JUL amiounced that Ufe-size pictures of the deceased founder were available. [See Illustration 42]
They were printed on white stock measurbg 24" by 19" and cost one dollar. Soon Stephens's portrait
appeared on the official list of supplies available through the General Secretar/s office, and it
continued to be sold into the 1890s. In fact, the Sovereign adminstration promoted it quite heavily in
1894. Though it is natural that Stephens be honored during celebrations of the Order's 25th
anniversary, one can also assume that Sovereign found it useful to elevate the memory of Stephens
to psychologically distance members from his ousted predecessor, Terence Powderly. Stephens's
picture looms large on page one, while those of Powderly and Sovereign were placed on page three,
with Sovereign's picture drawn slightly larger than Powder^s.^
In the 1880s, however, Powderly was never treated so shabbily. Powderly's portrait
appeared on everything from posters to chewing tobacco, and it is likely that far more Knights had
Powderly's picture hanging in their homes than those who gazed on Stephens's image. Powderly's
first portrait appeared in the JUL's inaugural edition, and scores of times thereafter. [See
Illustration 43] By 1884, it is unlikely that there were many Knights who could not instantly visualize
their Grand Master Workman. The General Secretary's office sold photographs of Powderly for iwo
dollars each, while Knights elsewhere offered his image as premiums. Though Stephens loomed
larger than Powderly in 1894, this was not the case in 1887, when the Toledo editors of The
Industrial News offered a 21" by 27" engraving of Powderly.'°° (See Illustration 44] Powderly was so
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sTongly ide„ined wich .te Orde, ,ha. assemblies, coope.aUves. planned
.ow„s, and .He oceasicna,
son were named for him.
It was left to labor papers sympathetic to the Knights of Labor to suggest other graphic
possibiHties. Many New York City Knights associated with District Assembly 64 were printers and
l^ely to read Jh^B,^ the journal of International Typographical Union Number 6. In 1884
"Big 6" began a boycott of Whitelaw Reid's M^kTnbun^ ^n action supported by both 64
(some of whose members held joint ITU membership), and the KOL's General Executive Board.-
li-BMmi demonstrated ways m which graphic images could be used to excoriate enemies. Scab
editors were represented as rats being clubbed by the ITU, while tired old "protective cat" James
Blaine sat idly by. In another image the biggest rat of all, Whitelaw Reid, is trapped before he can
crawl mto his hole by an aggressive "Boycat," who is now patrolling the area after killing his rival.
Blaine's head, on a cat's body, lies beneath his younger rival and the "Plumed Knight's" lance lies
broken.^*'^
Yet even during the Southwest troubles of 1885 and 1886, the Journal of UnireH I .hnr
failed to respond with strong visual images; it was left to The Iri.sh WorlH .nd Ame.rir.n rnH.,c......
Liberator, edited by Powderl/s friends Patrick and Mary Ford, to print sketches with captions such
as "Unprovoked massacre of innocent citizens by Jay Gould's deputy sheriffs...."i03 The first genuine
experimentation came from Knights of Labor local and district assemblies, not the national
organization. Joseph Buchanan's Labor Enquirer (Chicago) paved the way for cartooning as a form
of political expression in his 1887 calls for a separate labor party. A worker representing the "True
People's Party" was placed between a Republican with his hand out and chained to the ball of "gang
weight," and a Democrat dressed in half a tailored suit and half rags.'^
Powderl/s successor, James R. Sovereign, was perhaps the most creative Knights'
lithographer. In an elaborate print reproduced in The Industrial News the "Goddess of Liberty"
appears girdled with a KOL belt, crowned by the Order's badge, and wielding the sword of
"Education" with which she severs the bandages of "Party Rule" from a man's face. (See Illustration
44] Enemies of the Order, including the "Subsidized Press," "Watered Stocks," and "Usury" clamor
up a dead tree encircled by ribbons marked "Monopoly," "Cornered Markets," and "Mortgages."'°^
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In another Sovereign p.i., Liberty spanics "Monopo," ^th a "K of L" paddle. (See lUustration 45]
Th. print appeared in the Infen^W^ with an original poe. about the Statue of Uberty:
"In New York harbor they stuck me up-
Enhghten the Nations,' they said to me;
But behind my back I Hnd a kid,
And his name is Monopo Lee.
Monopo Lee he would not work,
But robbed others of their share'
But I'll get down from my high perch
And spank that rascal, So there!
My paddle is a dandy spanker,
It just exactly fills the bill;
rU spank the mean thing till he's blue.
I will. So I will."^06
Other locals responded with their own graphics. Philadelphia Knights were shown at the
head of a boycott battering ram manned by trade unionists about to breach the doors of the castle of
"Patronage," as frightened rats from the Item look on in dismay. Wilkes-Barre celebrated the
"political death" of defeated congressman John Lynch by showing the strong arm of "Organized
Labor" in front of the U.S. Capitol grasping a knife marked "Labor Vote" with Lynch's name impaled
in the blade. Baltimore Knights ridiculed workers who failed to use their votes intelligently by
showing two Irishmen eating their lunch engaged in the following conversation:
"McPheely--Pat, which ticket be's ye votin' this time?
Pat--Divil a bit do I know. Has the boss sed anythink to you, yit?"'*^
Brooklyn Knight James B. Connell (LA. 2275) proposed the ultimate solution. He sent Powderly a
graphic in support of single-tax agitation that he mtended to use as part of his own run for
supervisor for the 18th ward, promising to "rip the Democratic party up the back in this city."^0^
[See Illustration 46]
"Th^ Journal of United Labor /Journal of the K nights of Labor failed to include substantial
numbers of graphics until the 1890s, when the Order was in severe decline. In 1890, the JKL
reprinted a cartoon on ballot reform that had originally appeared in The Irish World . Under the
title "She's A Popular Lass Now," ballot reform was represented as a shy woman being courted by a
respectable-looking man labeled "General Public" as politicians looked on in admiration and envy.'°^
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r=fo™s became
„o,iceab,e i. boU. ,„ca, KOL pape. and
.he I«U.^KoistU,^
By 1892, ,he JKL even responded to poli.ical cartoons in o.her papers. When a Puck
.Uus.racion nrade fim of .he People. Par.y a. a .tae when
.he KOU was indisUn^ishaWe fro. U i„
n.any areas of .he co„..ry.
.he responded w,.h an an.i.™onopoUs./an,.-Sen,..ic car.oon of i,s
o>™ dedica.ed Co P^k. A n,onopoUs, was shown wi.h a „e. f.,, of fish (-Dividends, fn.eres.. Usury
Ren., Wage Reducions-) dangUng from a pole naarked "Bond and Hnancial System.- Under his arm
is a barnter iden.ifiri„g him as an agen. for ,he
-Monopolis. Democra.ic/Republican Par,y.- On ,he
pier, wi,h emp.y ne.s, s.and a worker, a farmer, and a small businessman, while a 'Tariff Humbug-
si.s perched on a fence idemilying various monopolies. The party agem stands in a boat in the
•An,erican Fish Pond,- but i. is anchored in England and is being pulled by a "Gold Basis- rope
towards a figure labeled
-Rothschild." The caption reads, "All For Him-The Jew.-™
Arguably the harshes. graphic of all appeared in an 1892 IKL- In a cartoon
-respecfully
dedica.ed-
.o the governor of Pennsylvania, a black, grotesque monster stands atop fallen
workers. The monsfer represents
-King Coal,- a
-despot whose tyranny b tel. at every fireside.-
Appearing a. a Ume in which Powderlys own District Assembly was suffering from ,he dual al.acks
of coal owner combines and jurisdictional haggling beween the Uniled Mine Workers and KOL
National Trade District 135, the car.oon made a powerful s.atemen., but one which ihe Knights of
Labor were no longer capable of backing with significant action."" [See Illustration 47|
Conclusion
By the time Powderly, Devlin, and Wright posed for their picture with chair and gavel, the
Knights of Labor was a fading memory for most. The picture was probably taken some time
between November, 1912, and March, 1913. By then the Order was within five years of its official
funeral, though the patient had, in fact, died years before. The three graying reformers must have
swapped stories and shared memories after the photo was snapped. Though all three had gone on
to other things, and some of their hopes in the heroic days of the 1880s must have been a trifie
embarrassing given the benefit of hindsight, that embarrassment was likely tempered by nostalgic
remembrances of a day in which hundreds of thousands of men and women thumbed through the
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Adelphon Kniptns, donned KOL badges and marrh^H a uu s, a c ed behmd banners, united psychically and
materially by Knighthood's rituals and symbols.
Ritual and symbol had once created, in Powderl/s words, a "bond of unity by which the
membership fwas] bound together m many respects, the Knights of Labor was an idea as much
as an organization. RhetoricaUy. the Order had universal pretensions and spoke of drawing
ail-laborers and small employers alilce-under a shield of unity, brotherhood, and perfect harmony
In retrospect, there were contradictions in the methods by which the KOL hoped to achieve oneness
Powderl/s fanatical opposition to rite and ritual robbed newly developed material symbols of some
of their symboUc power. Further, the Journal of I InitH I .borV continual glorification of
Powderly-and his shameless self-promotion-created a cult of personality that was ultimately
non-fraternal and divisive. Powderly was the first American labor leader to become a media star; by
the mid-1880s there was not much difference between public opinion about Powderly and the Order
as a whole. In sum, national KOL culture was too closely identified with Powderly. Local
assembUes tried to take up the slack by evolving alternative mental and material images which they
inabued with symbolic content. As rich and creative as these local cultures were, common images
were needed to effect universal solidarity. Many workers, embroiled in bitter battles with capital,
were rightly skeptical of such a lofty goal, but Knighthood nonetheless represented the possibility of
working class solidarity for a brief moment in the mid-1880s.
In the end, the "idea" of Knighthood yielded to the reality of fragmentation and oppression.
One should resist the temptation to dismiss that moment. There is indeed much irony in the fact
that the labor organization that wailed loudest about the need for solidarity embroiled itself in bitter
controversies with trade unions, or one that developed its own newspapers to counter
misrepresentations in the popular press was so slow to develop its own graphic images. Still, these
are the judgments of hindsight. Despite its failings, the Knights of Labor developed a richer internal
culture of symbols than most of its counterparts in the labor movement. In fact, by 1886, few
American organizations of any kind cculd boast of symbols that brought the instant recognition that
Powderl/s picture, the KOL triangle, or the Great Seal evoked, despite the fact that the KOL's
enemies could outspend it and flood the public with negative images of the Order.
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Perhaps Knighthood was a naore powerM idea .ha, organization, but ideas bind, too and
syn.boU play an in.por.an. ro,e in the bonding process. As Henry Giassie and Richard Dorson
pomted on., syn,boU have fitncional. syn,boUc. and ento.ional nses; a Krnght carrying a watch
en-bossed wi.h
.he Order, seal wonld have had such a .ripardte response to the object in His hand
Though not all Knights could recount the detailed sy^bolUn, of the Great Seal, there were ntany
who could, and the Order printed iu interpretation for others. Likewise, though n,any trade
unionists later drifted out of the KOL, .any others clung to its prontUe long after it .ade ser.e to
do so. Often overlooked b the discussion of the Knights of Ubor's dechne is the fact that its 74.635
members in 1893, U,e year of Powderlys ous.er, dtough a mere .en.h of i.s late 1886 peak, was
greater than its total in 1884. To me, the slow death of the Knights is an indication of how
successfuUy the Order's symbolism penetrated the American working class psyche.
Symbols are hnked with identity and create a sense of belonging. Once identincallon and
belonging are psychically forged, the bonds are hard to break. It is otherwise hard to explain why a
man Uke John W. Hayes, so calculating and cumJng in most respects, would cling to the Knights of
Ubor untU 1917. Despite his shrewdness and his dislike of Terence Powderly, Hayes's image of
Knighthood- reinforced by rhetoric, ritual, music, poetry, and material culture- was just as romantic
as Powderly's once was.
As Knights of Labor imagery declined in the 1890s, that of the trade unions increased.
The content of trade union symbols was less Utopian than was the Knights. Craft loyalty was
stressed, not the soUdarity of all producers. Employers, like those once appearing of KOL shop
cards, were nowhere to found. In fact, as Harry Rubenstein points out, most trade union emblems
stressed occupational pride to the exclusion of such basic notions as universal organization.^'^ ^^^^
indeed were the days in which workers thought that "an injury to one is the concern of all."
By the mid 1890s, some Knights of Labor questioned the value of symbols. Brooklyn's E.
StiUman Doubleday wrote a front page editorial for the Journal of the Knights of Lahnr in which he
blasted "emblem adulation" through history. Beginning with "Mosaic Pharissism" and progressing to
his age's embrace of "Old Glory," Doubleday argued that symbols were used to mask reality and lead
the unreflective astray. "Pictures," he wrote, "are most sought and prized after the subject is dead,"
just as "flag adulation...akin to worship" was being promoted while the vilest of business crimes took
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place u„de, roofs over which i, „ew. Doubleday concluded
.ha. people would
-be... be se„ed by
calhng ,hei, a..e„.io„
.o .he exUci„g social condi.ioas aud gover„™e„, conduc. over which
.he nag
Though Doubleda/s bias, was direced agains. ,he American nag, he could have easily
d.rec.ed hU a..eo.ioo
.o .he reo.ai.u.g KOL assembly halls. By 1895, .he Ordc. was on ,he verge of
reeumrng
.o ri.ual secrecy. The M^^^^Uimm was rewric.en and new ri.uals were in.roduced
.ncluding new degrees. LikewUe, new syn.boU were added, and so.e Knighis of Ubor even wore
umfor^s. The assembly haU could be decora.ed ™.h all of .he usual .rapping, as well as a Grea.
Seal of Knigh,hood rug. Rural Knigh.s n,ixed ,hese wi.h symbols and pracices gleaned from
agricuhural organiza.ions wi.h which
.he KOL was of.en fused: Farmers" Alliances,
.he Agricultural
Wheel, .he Pa.rons of Husbandry, and .he Populis. parry. None of .he .rappings could disguise ,he
fac. .ha. .he subjec. was indeed dead. By ,he .ime Powderly, Devlin, and Wrigh. posed w,.h gavel
and chair, .heir wis.ful remembrances were as ghos,-Uke as .he hopes .o which John Hayes clung for
a few remaining years.
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Illustration 13. Master Workman's Seal.
Source: Powder! v P.-i prr^^
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Hear both sides.
Then Judge.
To whom tho«> pr^nU mmy oomo. Orootlnir:
:*r ///,/// ///, in oitimaniatiiw ,#/ ' •
.C)R(
// ///// vv oiu luuuU .uuUhi CinU S^iii of iiu OnL , iiiis
Ultit'ii SOtHit'i'
4^*1 r
'///// #y h'ttij^iiiiuHHi ill,'
itiiti voi A/its/n IIWlfUOf/.
Illustration 14. Organizer's Commission.
Source: Powdcrlv Pnper<;
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SYMBOL.
Illustration 16. Local Assembly Seal/Work Card
Source: Powderlv Pnpers
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T. V. POWDERLY.
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XXxid.er
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PLA.TE PRINTERS' ASSEMBLY
KNIGHTS or LABOn.
Other Speakers or the Evening: Hon. John I. Farquhar
and Mrs. Lenora M, Barry.
TICKETS, ^"tff'ui-;:;."' 50 cents
K. L M»(?rudcr. lOih bt aod P«on*. Ave. N W W n k^Jk il^ •
E.H.Morcoc 4-1 12il. 81. N. W.; F.^hoiMn'. doo. Vio 7lh
'
ai. K. W.; liuUivuu'i cor. )al sod U Htm. N. t.
Illustration 18. Powderly Lecture.
Source; Powderlv Papers
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Illustration 19. KOL Leaders.
Source: Smithsonian Institution
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premiums,
vllT^ r^^""""^ """^ or nvo half:year y subscnbers we will fons-ard a handsome enameled gold-front bndge: and for tluee yearly or six half-yearly subscril>ers
a round or square emblematic watch charm.
K««t<l W.ue Ch.r«. CJd-fr.ot o, i:c...l^ iwi,-. S<}o»r» WtUl Cbftra.
Illustration 23. KOL Badges.
Source: Powderlv P^p^x^
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Illustration 24. Regalia Catalogue.
Source: Powderlv P^^pers
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Illustrauon 26. KOL Trademarks.
Source: Journal of Un ited Lnhnr October 1 1, 1888
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• •t«IIHT«ll(ll.
Tlir. TMUNK-MAKKHx' I.ABU^
Illustration 27. KOL Trademarks.
Source: Journal nf United Lahnr. November 12, 1887
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uriotriiQTTeM
FOR CHEWING OR SMOKING.
Thl« TobDCCo la poculfarly and o.poolnlJy propnrod to
• wit both purpose*, to chow nnd to amoko, clvlna th«
gro^t^ar aotlafaotlon yet nttnlnod for ofthof. Warranted
to burrt whito nahca, not to bito tho tonfiuo or bllaterth©
mouth, and a aweot aubrtantlat chow.
Illustration 28. Master Mechanic Tobacco.
Source: Powderlv Papers
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PWACTICC WHAT TOO PRCACH
DOIYOU BELIEVE IN
PROFIT SHADING?
THE
Globe Tobacco Company
DISTRIBUTES AMONG ITS EMPLOYEES FROM
$600 TO $750 QUARTERLY, IN'^PROPORTION
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CVCRTTHINC 18
UNIONMADE.
WHEN YOU BOY THt OLUb£ TOBACCO COM rxNY'S 0009a
YOU rATHONIZC OWlOW LABOR.
CL^Be m NERVE FINE-Crnt. HANIVnADE, CLOBELONC-CUT AND K. OF U. SUfOKINC 7X>BACCOft.
T,He CLOB£ TOBACCO CO.. 0«trolU Blcli.
I^OOHESTER.
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WASHING COMPOUND
K. of L. Co-operQtive CompanUi
AUBURN^ N. Y.
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l^fc.MfcM »>— — »—
tfca •Mte.Mrf to M 1 11 H lu
• AmI vmI to tmi to* iMto «M «MM
*• MIt *•
—
—
— *> to»* to i»* *toF».
tot k«» • MM.* m4 • to ti^
« • »Nt Uto tw (Mm totokM to t««
*^ fflm. to toMMlM «wt to *Mfc M« to
m4 kMtoi to to* U«k.« ttotM m4 '^i fi m4
Pftrt«« ifcM fctfW Mto flT «ww to*M
k**— itoM4 M ««*• MtteOmm tsHM**
to* Ml* • Am ^ MM •« aM. TW
tH«to« tok M M ate ««m vMk
w M». w •••• toto • toMM Vtotoi
'^•••MWtotor-
r 9~**»mm^ I I II to
lOHH T. BLACUT.
<Mk^ a «^ A. JOm «. r.
««toM«ll ««
Illustration 29. Advertisements.
Source: Journal of United Labor . June 12, 1888
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Illustration 30. Cigar Labels.
Sources: Journal of United Lahor. May 5, 1888;
Journal of the KnighLs of T,-i^nr, i-Anu^ry 28, 1892
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Illustration 31. KOL Picnic.
Source: Puck [une 21, 1882
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Illustration 34. Southwest Strike.
Source: Frank Leslie' s Illustrnred . April 17, 1886
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Caption: "You did splendidlly, my boy, for a first attempt, butfor your own good, and that of your country, get rid of thatdangerous companion of yours as soon as possible."
Illustration 35. The Labor Vote.
Source: Frank Leslie's rihiQ^rnM November 13, 1886
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Illustradon 36. Frank K. Ferrell.
Source: Frank Leslie' s Illtisfrnted . October 16, 1886
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Illustration 38. Attitudes Regarding Blacks.
Source: Frank Leslie 's Illustrated August 10, 1889
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Illustration 4 1 . Kings of Misrule.
Source: Piick . July, 1S94
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Illustration 42. Uriah Stephens.
Source: Journal of the Knights of Lahnr January 22, 1894
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MAY 18, 1 8 8 O
General Masler Wo^^^^^^ Powderly.
GIVEN TO LVERY YEAKLY ' SUDSCRIIJEU
l«Nr«>l*r<t
.IHer TI.U fWr
THE INDUSTRIAL NEWS
A •! 'I* I I IC ^
Itot'tiliir SubHrrlpllnii V\ Wi\ ViWy Cents u Your,
Am* Trm tits.,. |.^,.,^ ,^ IT^ml*,^
S1,25 FOR GO CENTS.
W % %% K i A \ IMI IT
..«.^L•:rl•::^•:l,^:':':;^::r:v,::;^^.;r;,;J
lir*-kli« i-irtf »il l,rr>'U.(..f» manituitt.l. lit iI.iIdk «• .,.h. ai.n ...i.— «i - ' . .Iz
How to Get the News a Tear and htmm Free.
lui: M:\va, TOiaaL>o,'OH]
Illustration 43. Views of Powderly.
Sources: Journal of United Labor . May 5, 1880;
Industrial New<^ June 11,1887
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DEDICATED TO OHGAMZED LAIIOK DY THE «Xrws;»
.Monopoly--"\Ve h.ve fiiod him Jxst, but we mu.t »e« to it that Le nev#r erl* Umt n-vrtv bnn.!«^ nff
'
iilo in thia country.
fcttTany lioesefl.nnd Subflidiz^i I Voh^—"WTjAt v^iU become of uk?
Illustration 44. Sovereign Cartoon.
Industrial N^ws Tnnp. H, 1887
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Illustration 45. Sovereign Canoon.
Source: Powderlv Papers
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A Tax on Land Values Would CIveEmployment to All Men.
To Labor
: Haven't we carried him long enough ?
:0:
To Benefit Labor, Reduce Taxa-
tion on Houses and Industries.
Illustration 46. Campaign Poster.
Source: Powderlv Papers
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Illustration 47. Old King Coal.
Source: Journal of th e. Knights nf T .nhnr June 16, 1892
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Powderly's intention to resign over the Order's trade union policy is made clear in
sued Maf23"l8^Tse 'ptw ^ 'l"""^. '''' a secret circular
Rirhin 7- ^ —^ ^° complained to Hayes that the decisions made atc mond m 1886 were wrong. See Powderly to Hayes, April 29 1887 PP
c.l, fU
Powderl/s threats to resign seem to have bee'n sincere. ' Though he often usedsuch threats as a ploy to get what he wanted, Powderly was genuinely frustrated. He certainly
realized by mid 1886 that the Home Club, not he, controlled policy. Powderly made the fatefuldecision to play power pohtics in the Order and cooperate with the Home Club in hopes of
overthrowing It. He was only partly successful in this gambit; the Home Club was reorganized in
18«/ and gradually faded m unportance, but not before doing irrevocable damage to the KOL's
relationship with trade unions. Further, the Home Club reorganization of 1887 also threw out a few
such as Jaines Quinn, who Powderly considered more pliable. Though Powderly spoke of reversing
'
the 1886 decisions at the 1887 GjK. he did not press the issue. Socialist factions in DA. 49 were still
very powerful in the Home Club; to reverse course could have toppled Powderly in 1887 By 1888
the enmity between the Knights and trade unions was so great that compromise, though often
discussed was unlikely. The personal dispute between Powderly and Samuel Gompers escalated the
debate; though KOL and trade union locals often did cooperate, they did so largely independentlv of
their national leadership.
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CHAPTER 7
KNIGHTS OF LABOR, KNIGHTS OF LEISURE
On December 6. 1891, the Knights of New York City District Assembly 49 held a ' Grand
Entertainment and Ucture." Handbills trumpeted the event, which featured a speech by Alexander
W. Wright, a member of the KOL General Executive Board and editor of the J^Unh^Knigh.
oJL^. The rest of the evening was given over to some .cry unKnightly pursuits: cornet and banjo
solos, Indian club juggling, "parlor exercises," the singing of popular songs, and listening to
recitations. Some of the acts bordered on the bizarre: Miss Mathile Gebhardt, "artistic dancer and
songstress"; Whiteley and Reid performing "Dutch songs, dances, recitations, and funny sayings"; and
The Great Brophy demonstrating "his refined whistling speciality." The handbill also announced
preparations for a theatre production of "Tom Sawyer" sponsored by the KOL.^ [See Illustration 48]
District Assembly 49's gala evening was representative of both the Knights' past and its
future. The Knights of Labor never content concerned itself solely with wages and conditions; it
sought to transform both society at large and the bdividuals who composed it. Such goals led the
Order into the realm of leisure. Though the Knights were not the only segment of the working class
to fuse a labor agenda with leisure-trade unions and socialist groups held their own
entertainments-it was unique in its attempt to use culture as a method of crossing ideological,
ethnic, racial, occupational, geographic, and gender boundaries. The KOL did not separate work
from leisure or view working class culture as necessarily distinct from the rest of society. Thus
Knights enjoyed a "plebeian" culture that was an amalgam of both the dominant culture and its
working class alternative expressions.^
Plebeian culture had its drawbacks. When dominant and alternative cultures meet there is
always the risk that the second may be subsumed by the first. The Knights inherited working class
culture with a rich heritage of forms and expressions including songs, poetry, material culture,
parades, picnics, dances, celebrations, and sports. Through the 1880s the KOL refined these and
added to them. By late 1886, it looked as though Knight culture might transform the mainstream,
but by 1891 it is obvious that the reverse was taking place. Take away the A. W. Wright speech, and
the DA. 49 event becomes purely a consumption of popular culture.
1.
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still, one should no, undervalue the poignancy of .he 1886 moment. An investigation of
the Knights and leisure is a useful exercise on n.any levels. It suggests so.e ways ,o think about
the sociology of leisure. UUure analysis also helps reveal what was ^slonary and what was naive
about the Knights of Labor. For the historian, it helps separate what happened to the working class
from what might have been.
The Sociology of T eiqnrf^
Sociologists have done much theoretical probing of the social meaning of leisure, though
their efforts have yielded little consensus to date. Beyond a basic agreement that leisure is related to
work and is an integral part of the total social system, little common ground has been discovered.
From an historical point of view, it seems clear that the emergence of capitalism and, later,
industrialism, has altered the meaning of leisure in Western society. As the sociologist J.
Dumazedier argued and the historian Emanuel LeRoy Ladurie demonstrated, modern society has no
equivalent of the medieval carnival with its universal licensed norm-breaking. Both men further
argue that leisure did not exist conceptually in the medieval mind, rather pre-modern people made a
simpler distinction between work and "idle" time.^ Though Ladurie saw possibilities for expressing
class resentment through carnival, both the protest and the leisure forms through which it was made
manifest were pre-modern in their content.
It is not from want of effort that scholars dispute the meaning of leisure. Karl Marx tied
leisure to capitalist production and assumed that the proletariat got just enough surplus time and
money in order to replenish individual energy, to reproduce itself, and to provide a market for
capitalist goods. All working class consumption of leisure was viewed as illusionary; in fact, workers
had little choice concerning the types of leisure they consumed, for all ultimately reinforced existing
class relations. Through the use of carefully crafted propaganda, capitalists succeeded in making
certain that social needs were supplanted by individual wants. The latter idea has been a favorite of
neo-Marxists of the Frankfurt school, especially Adorno, Horkheimer, and Marcuse. Marcuse has
even used the term "reward" to describe leisure in capitalist economies. Both Marx and the
Frankfurt school agreed that leisure is essentially a disguised prolongation of work.'4
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EmUe Durkheim Cook exception wi,h Ma. and argned ,ha, leisure was no, utilitarian in
design or practice, but was an escape from labor. Though work and leisure share
-functional
interdependence,- all social relations
-are based on the principles of [the] difference- between the
two.' The purpose of tree time and recreation is to replenish the individual physically,
psychologically, and spiritually (Durkhein, thus Unked leisure with religion in helping to morally
remake the individual).
Durkheim's structuraHst approach assumes an integration of social systems rooted in
consensus agreement of the group. For observers such as Max Weber, both Marx and Durkheim
subsumed the individual in "fate," but allowed him very little "choice." Weber argued that leisure had
many forms: traditional actions, affectual outbursts of emotion, wertrational activities committed to
specific values or ends, and zweckrational ones that adjust strategy to a designed end.^ Ironically,
however, Weberian individuals end up as victims of fate as well. In his classic The Protestant Frhi.
and the Spirit of Capitalism
,
Weber argued that capitalism and Protestantism combined to create a
society that valued hard work to the point of making all idleness suspect.^ Thus leisure, like the rest
of society, is rationalized. Despite protests to the contrary, Weber's concept of leisure contains
aspects of both Marx's economic determinism and Durkheim's functionalism/structuralism.
Fred Blum, David Reisman, and Warner Bloomberg agree that capitalist man is
work-centered and argue that much leisure replicates work. More importantly, Reisman and
Bloomberg claim that the very amount of leisure one is able to consume is a renection of 20th
century status. Both scholars noted that 19th century workers had very different status symbols that
were not intrinsically linked to capitalist production, a claim I find partially consonant with KOL
experience.^
Much recent work returns to Weber's notion of choice and has restored leisure consumers
to an active role. Antonio Gramsci paved the way for such thinking. Gramsci agreed with Marx that
leisure tends to enslave the proletariat, but found Marx's emphasis on economic substructure too
deterministic. For Gramsci, workers were conscious consumers who willingly purchased leisure from
the culture industry. Though capital held hegemonic dominance over the working class, much of that
dominance was by consent.^ Stanley Parker argues that not all leisure duplicates work; some
activities are "neutral," others are the antithesis of work.^° To date, however, few Frankfurt school
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.heoris,s..,he logical hei,s of Gran,sd-e.brac= his busings o„ ,eis.e;
.os. ,„ Manx's c™.e,
propaganda thesis.^^
Withou, a doub,,
.he mos, influential recent work has come from Michel FcucauU and
Norbert EUas. Foucaulfs theories are rooted in his distinction between society and the body.
Foucault rejects ail notions which postulate powerless individu^s. He denies that power is an
institution or separate entity of any sort, for it is but a nante ^ven to chains of soci^ relationships.
Though power has naany dimensions-including status, skiU, and pri^lege-everyone in society has
power. Foucault places leisure in an historical/evolutionary context and argues that industrialization
has tried to subject the body to the same division of labor discipline as machines and bureaucratic
society. Under such conditions, leisure is imbued with lessons involving training, coding, and comrol
that Umit bodily expression. Foucault offers a pessimistic forecast: leisure will increase the power of
the state at the body's expense.'^
Foucaulfs insistence on historical context has influenced the work of Norbert Elias. Elias
insists that all humans live in "figurations of mutually oriented and dependent people" who weave
networks of "we/they relationships.
..^.^^.^.^^
^^^^^^^
elites but embraced in slow, uneven ways by the lower orders since the Renaissance. Leisure cannot
be equated with freedom since the modern state exerts so many controls over behavior. Violence,
though not eliminated, is far more controlled in modern society. As he and Eric Dunning argued,
modern sport is often "mimetic" and duplicates in controUed fashion emotions such as pain, pleasure,
and violence. Mimetic events replace the real risk of earlier games, just as the "excitement" of
leisure has come to be a substitute for the real dullness of modern life and work.^'' Industrialization
has helped "civilize" humans, has lengthened their interdependent chains, and has even led to real
functional democratization in class and gender roles, but it has done so by instituting restraints
unknown in the past. Though not as pessimistic as Foucault, Elias is skeptical of the transformative
possibilities of modern leisure.
Chris Rojek has attempted to synthesize the jumble of sociological theories concerning
leisure. He agrees with Dumazedier, Marx, and the Frankfurt school that it is privatized,
mdividuated, and commercialized. Unlike preindustrial expression, leisure has been separated from
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cc^^uoity, and is
.ass-produced. sold, and falsely packaged by
.ercha„,s and adverUse. as „„i,„e
and Uberacing. He agrees ^.b EUas and Dun^ng
.ha, i, has been •packed" by ,Ke civilizing process
U,s„re is also solely an adul, ac,i^,y different fro.
.be play of children. Ro,e. assunres ,ha, aduhs
make rheir own decisions and .bus agrees wi.b Weber. Parker, and Gran,sci ,ha, leisure is done by
skUled and knowledgeable actors," fhougb he also agrees chac .he cho.ces are no. infinite. Partly
conditioned by Freudian principles of pleasure, unpleasure, and reahty, and partly by the social
restraints noted by Foueaul. and EUas, all the actors find that leisure has limits."
Like Rojek, I find value in n,ost of the theories. Dumazedier, Foucault, Ellas, and
Ladurie suggest that letsure as i, now exis.s is an historical discontinuity It is also the product of
uneven evolution. In the con.ea of .he Knights of Labor .his becomes even more clear; .he Knigh.s-
leisure acivi.ies are a curious blend of .he old and the new. As the 1891 District Assembly 49
entertainmen. sugges.s, many of the older forms were being supplanted by popular culture, but it
was still a vaguely ar.icula.ed culture lha. allowed nei.her the working class nor the bourgeoisie to
clearly predict its future course.
Durkheim suggests that leisure has a social function. Though critics were correct to reject
his consensus-based structuralist approach, it is a mistake to ignore his central thesis concerning the
social value of leisure. For 19th century workers, leisure was often a response to work and the
marketplace, but it was also linked to identity and self-expression.' Despite the popular culture
influences of D. A. 49's celebration, much Knights of Labor leisure reinforced the idea of
Knighthood and attempted to build bonds of solidarity within the rank-and-file.
Weber, Parker, Gramsci, and Foucault stress that individual free choice, within limits, is
involved in leisure consumption. On this point I hold no truck whatever with the crude, unreflective
ramblings of the Frankfurt school. It is easy to be cynical about DA. 49's 1891 gala; I assume,
however, that The Great Brophy appeared on the bill because he was popular and organizers and
ticket buyers wanted to see him. The entire program was assembled and paid for by a KOL district
that could have chosen from a variety of entertainers. Frankfurt school theorists are correct in
assuming that this sort of leisure activity ultimately reinforced capitalism, but D.A. 49ers participated
m it of their own free will, not because of a capitalist trick. The 1891 event looked quite different
from those of 1886, but the changes have more to do with choice than chicanery.
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Weber. Bl™. Ries„a., and Bloomberg suggest
.hac leisure and work are an integrated
whCe. ir .he e^erience of .be KOL demonstrates anything, it is that Knights did not see leisure as
sonrething o.her.- As Knigh,s of Labor piayed, the workplace was usually in the back of their
nrutds. Nineteen.h cen,ury leisure was not consumed for the status it would confer; Knights of
Ubor.spon.ored leisure, for example, was often multi-purposed. A picnic couid be simultaneously a
release from work pressures, an occasion for bodily expressiveness, a builder of rank-and-nie
solidarity, an opportunity to educate workers, and a release for the anger and frustration of the
workplace.
Finally, as nearly aU the theorists note, leisure is not a synonym for free play. As
American labor history sadly records, severe challenges to easting order were met swiftly and
brutally. Nineteenth century workers were keenly aware of this; many who marched under banners
calUng for the overthrow of capitalism did so only after securing parade permits from the proper
authorities, an odd blend of defiance and complinance.
The Historiography of Kniphts of Labor I Pknr^
It is no exaggeration to say that the 1963 publication of E. P. Thompson's The Makin. of
the English Workinp Chss reshaped the way North Americans write social history. Thompson
inspired a generation of historians to ask new questions, including those relating to culture.
Suddenly, working class history broke loose from its myriad analytical strictures, including Marxist
modes of production theses and Wisconsin school market determinism. Thompson opened the
whole of working class culture to the historian's gaze, including social and political clubs,
corresponding societies, fairs, holiday celebrations, sports, taverns, and religious revivals.'^
Social historians discovered that 19th century workers in the United States and Canada
also had a rich culture. Though workers were segmented by ethnicity, race, gender, politics, and
craft, they nonetheless clung stubbornly to traditional cultural practices and embraced and modified
emergent ones that struck their fancy. ^''Workers were restored to their rightful place as cultural
actors rather than economic pawns. To cite just one example, coal miners in remote sections of
western Maryland devoured newspapers, joined fraternal and temperance orders, wagered on cock
fights, danced during ethnic holidays, planted liberty poles on the Fourth of July, and manned several
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baseball tean.s. Many
.iners were well-spoken and well-educated. Andrew Rov, active in the
Kn^ghts of Labor, bragged of having read Allison's history of Europe, Bancroft's history of the
Unued States, and rean.s of works by his favorite literary figures: Wiliia. Shakespeare John
Bunyan, John MUton, Robert Burns, Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, and WiUia. Cu.len Bryant Roy
a Scott.sh in^n^igrant, also enjoyed evenings at the Burns Club, especially the festival honoring the
poet's birthday in which celebrants consumed haggis, sang songs, listened to speeches, and danced
quadrdles, schottisches, polkas, waltzes, and country dances.^^
Yet despite renewed interest in working-class culture, Gregory Kealey and Bryan Palmer's
unparalleled in the attention given to KOL leisure- Leisure is son.etin.es cited in conjunction v^th
the Order, but few historians assess its importance in reinforcing central notions of Knighthood and
soHdarity. For exan^ple, David Brundage notes that the Knights' foray into Denver's temperance
movement proved to be divisive and actually led to the defeat of labor candidate Joseph Murray and
pubUc scorn for KOL leader Joseph Buchanan.^^ Brundage goes on to argue that the Knights-
attempt to create family leisure alternatives to the saloon-reading rooms, baseball teams, family
theatres-led to political failure.^^ In making his case, Brundage undervalues the many District
Assembly 89 institutions and activities-reading rooms, social clubs, parades, songs, balls, and
dances-that created solidarity, not division.
Despite its setbacks, what the Knights tried to accomplish is remarkable. Francis Couvares
reveals that Pittsburgh Knights fought an unsuccessful battle to lower the price of baseball tickets
and repeal the city's blue laws forbidding games on Sundays.^^ Unsuccessful ventures in Denver and
Pittsburgh suggest that leisure was not tangential to the Knights of Labor; the KOL saw it as a
legitimate arena in which to struggle for political and social reform. This pattern was repeated in
Cincinnati where the Knights of Labor sponsored balls, picnics, and parades. Steven Ross argues
that many of the city's major battles up to 1890 were not merely economic because of the
importance of "issues directly related to the social sphere: temperance, Sunday-closing laws, Bible
reading in public schools, and a wide array of other ethnocultural concerns.""-'
In his study of Hamilton, Ontario, Bryan Palmer notes that both trade unions and the
Knights used leisure as an ideological weapon and warns that what may seem "trivial and
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P^ocess Of
.sisca.ce.- A,U.o.^
, is possible ,o ove,esU„a,e
.He :.p„„a„ce of ieis.e, „e. is
U...e doub, Cha. Han.il,on Kaigh,s seized
.p„„ c„„.a, issues, such as ,he de.and f„ p„b,ic
..bra^ies, and fi.ed ebe„ wi,h larger
,„es.ions conceding iabo. Nor did ,be KnigH.s shy awav f™.
..-.g .he p,e.ex, of a picnic o. a baseb^ ,an.e as a .ea. ,o a,.ac, „a.il.„„ia„s ,o i. speeches
and
.ailies. Han.a,onians aiso wi,nessed periodic parades of Knighfs. An ,883 parade combined
le.s>.e and poU.ics in typical KOL fashion. On Angus. 4, KnighCs
.arched
.o honor Uriah
S.ephe„s's bir.hday and ,o agi.a,e for le^sla.ion
.o ins.i.u.e an ofHcial Labour Day The KOL
par.icipa,ed my in aU of Ha^iLon's leisure ac,ivi.ies save one; n,any Knigh.s fai.hfuiiy avoided
.he
saloons.^
Palmer's coUaboration with Gregory Kealey reveals that the Knights' rich cultural life was
not limited to Hamilton.^^ Labor reform newspapers loyal to the Kn.ghts dotted Ontario and the
Order held scores of dances, musical entertainments, and "grand hops" in cit.es as large as Toronto
and in hamlets as smaU as IngersoU. KOL parades in Hamilton attracted more than 2,000 marchers,
and similar numbers turned out in towns large and small: Chatham, Woodstock, St. Catharines, and
Stratford. Many citizens, observing these parades replete with banners, must have considered the
transformative possibUities such spectacles represented; not a few felt they were witnessing the birth
of a new social and cultural order. When a picnic in remote Gananoque could draw as many as 3,000
people, such feelings were hardly naive. Kealey and Palmer speculate that Knights of Labor political
and cultural activity formed an "alternative hegemony" that seriously challenged the existing power
structure.27 Though I have previously argued that the Knights spent in an inordinate amount of
energy in accommodating itself to dominant cultural modes, the challenge it represented was
nonetheless real.
Paul Buhle describes the same sort of cultural conflict in Rhode Island."^ In addition to
political forums such as the Greenback Labor Party, the Irish Land League, and the Rhode Island
Central Labor Union, Knights found cultural expression in events sponsored by the KOL,
sympathetic trade unions, and community organizations. As Buhle notes, "the Knights became more
than a union. Moving beyond a factory organization into a vehicle for labor communities'
self-assertion, the Knights gave voice to the deepest urge for social reconstruction. Its leaders
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becan-e nelghbo.hoo, hercs....- Glee dubs. d.„„ corps. a.d driU ,ea„s perfo™ed ™der ,he
aegis of .he KOL, wWie Terence Po„deH,s pic..e decora.ed ho„cs and businesses in OIncyviI.e
According ,o Buhie. even cricke, Cubs and fooc races "became a,n,„s, an extension of Knighc.
discipline.-* The Knigh.s of Labor had plen„ Co say abou, ,he subjec, of leisure. WiUia.
Horan, Master Workn,an of Brooklyn's secre,ive Local Assembly 1562. organized "Spread ,he Ligh,"
dubs early in 1881 Co provide free pubhc lectures on a variety of subjects relating ,o labor." Many
of these clubs transformed themselves into the educational wing of the Order and began agitation for
the eight-hour work day.
The Knights' defense of the eight-hour day rested partly on the need of workers for more
constructive leisure. In a curious blend of economics and morality, G. H. McCallum, Master
Workman of San Francisco Local Assembly 1573, argued that the long work day eroded both the
nation's wealth and its morality. Tired workers were less productive, argued McCallum, and thus
unable to realize the promise of increased efficiency brought by mechanization. Further, workers
were so physically and emotionaUy exhausted that they sought replenishment in the tavern. In the
home, it was unrealistic to expect these workingmen to educate their children to be "freemen and
then expect they will be content to Hve as slaves." Children were especially at risk, since long
workdays gave parents too little time to shape their morals or supervise their activities: "They form
their own habits, choose their own associates, and with their feet stray off the path of virtue and
honor. You reflect that had you a little leisure to watch over them it would have been difTerent."^^
John Swinton's Paper recorded an 1884 demonstration at New York City's Union Square
in which 30,000 workers rallied in support of "labor's trinity: eight hours' work, eight hours' rest, and
eight hours' recreation." Among the speakers that day were Ljk. 1562's P.J. McGuire and KOL
executive board member John McClellan. McClellan exhorted the crowd to abolish wage slavery,
praised banners that read "Down With the Capitalist Method of Production," and gladly affixed his
name to a resolution calling on the New York legislature to pass an eight-hour biU.^^
The Labor Leaf also Unked eight hours to leisure. An 1886 editorial noted that "recreation
plays a part in the economy of nature which has been too much disregarded. A change of work is
said to be as good as a rest. So it may be for a time, but the recreation needed is what will build up
and strengthen both physical and mental natures instead of further taxing them. A blacksmith after
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a hard da,s work would be S.U, .o.e exhaus,ed by r„™g a ,ace, wblle judicious exercise would res.
h.s cued
.uscles and prepare hta ,o take advantage of a retreshiug *ep.- The editorials, further
argued ,ha. "work. res,, and reerea,ion n,us, be combined ,o produce the bes, resuUs. AU work and
sleep will no, do any better than all play and sleep. A moderate amount of labor..,is necessary to
physical health. But recreation is equally necessary to enable sleep to recuperate the tired bod,-
Wha, is interestmg about these examples and dozens more like them is not the familiar
eight hours for what we will- cry of eight-hour advocates; rather i, is the insistence that recreation
and leisure had a function. To be certain, the hours of toil were a matter of social justice, but they
also affected the development of individuals, the nation's economy, and the moral fibre of society.
The Knights of Labor seldom privatized leisure; they saw it was integral to the developmem of
individuals and institutions alike.
Greased Pigs and Propaganda
On January 1, 1882, the Knights of Labor became a pubhc order. As I have previously
shown, not everything about the Knights was open to the public; the KOL reserved certain rituals
and events for those who had taken Knighthood's pledge. Despite the fact that the sacred mysticism
of the 1870s faded in the 1880s, the Order's rituals, signs, and symbols were private, as were certain
leisure activities. Once the Knights of Labor abandoned secrecy, little that it did escaped public
notice and members often used the public press to publicize KOL events. Notwithstanding, the
Knights clearly designed certain leisure activities for members and friends only, particularly picnics,
founding celebrations, dances, and entertainments. Most forms of leisure, both public and private,
were designed to work towards a larger social good, but not all required full public participation.
Picnics were the most common internal leisure form used by the Knights of Labor. Picnics
were long a staple of working class Ufe, but few organizations used them as extensively as the
Knights. Traditionally, picnics were a diversion from the rigors of the work place and were
boisterous affairs featuring escapist games and heavy drinking.^^ The Knights inherited picnics as a
residual cultural expression, but sought to transform them into political expressions. KOL picnics
blended pastime and politics, greased pigs and propaganda. Ironically, picnics brought the Knights
of Labor great public notice. Though restricted to Knights, their families, and invited allies, the
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exuberance and size of „any picnics a.,rac,ed
.he auen.ion of ,he press, especial,, since wortos
frequently held ,he^ celebrations in pubUc parks and marched
.hrough
.own on .heir way
.o .he
grounds.
Aside from ri.uals ou.Bned in .he AddBhonKrum, picnics were
.he most c„mn,o„
experience shared by all Knighls. There are few assemblies
.ha. did no. repcr. having held a picnic
a. some poin.
.
Unlilce mos. earlier working class picnics, KOL organizers did no. always awai. a
special even, like .he Four.h of Jdy in order
.o celebra.e. Fros.b„rg, Maryland, Knighls held a
picnic on Sunday, Sepcember 3, 1881, a da,e simply chosen by a commi..ee of miners. Powderly was
invi.ed
.0 a..end and .hough he decUned, a crisis arose over .he da.e. In a le..er .o Powderly,
Frederick Turner complained
.ha. a mee.ing of ,he Commi.lee of Women's Ri.ual was scheduled for
.he same day as .he Fros.burg picnic. Turner .hough, i. impera.ive ,ha. a KOL officer a..end .he
picnic and dispa.ched Gilber. Rockwood
.o discuss whe.her
.he p.cnic could be pos.poned un.il after
.he De.roi. Grand Assembly. In .he end, .he OA. was moved, and opened on Tuesday, Sep.ember
6, three days after the Frostburg picnic.-^
Baltimore Knights held a picnic attended by over 2,500 people on Wednesday, August 1,
1883. This extraordinary midweek event held at Schuetzen Park must have lured many laborers
from their work posts. The Baltimore American noted that "there were a number of colored people
present, one colored man being on the Committee of Arrangements." The paper found more at
which to marvel. The picnic was accompanied by speeches from Powderly and Henry George, who
marched to the podium behind the Wilson Post Band. The American made it clear that a good time
was had by all. In addition to the speeches and picnic, "the dancing pavilion was filled the entire
evening, and back of it a game of base ball was played, between the telegraphers' club and a picked
nine, resulting in favor of the former by a score of 24 to 8.""'^
Two days later, Powderly found himself in Philadelphia at another picnic. Typically, this
one had a dual purpose: celebrating the birthday of Uriah Stephens and raising funds for the striking
Brotherhood of Telegraphers. After an afternoon of dancing, picnickers assembled to hear Powderly
and other speakers mix eulogies to Stephens with attacks on Jay Gould. After the speeches more
dancing ensued."^
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As a forxn of leisure, KOL picnics were hardly restful. A p.cnic held in Brazil, Indiana (on
a Tuesday!) advertised two bands and an address by Powder.y to be preceded by .ass sin^ng of
"Hold the Fort, Ye Knights of Labor." It also featured a 2a)-yard foot race, a shooting
.atch a
footbaU gan^e, a dance, a greased pole clinab, and a greased pig chase.- Powderly did not revel in
the
.errin^ent of KOL picnics, and did not attend the affair in Brazil. On June 26. 1883 he issued a
statement to the effect that he was con..itted only to the Baltimore and Philadelphia events and that
hand biUs announcing his presence elsewhere were issued without his or consent. Powderly
complained that he no longer wished to speak at picnics "for there is not attention paid to what I sav
Men and women go there for fun and lager not for w.nd; besides when I am speaking on so serious
a subject as this labor question is I would like to have a more attentive audience than I can fmd at a
pic-nic." He scorned the popular entertainments that were the staple of these events and found it
"mortiiying" to travel "hundreds of miles to speak at a pic-nic [when] not over half a dozen will pay
any attention" and often broke away "in the middle of [a] lecture...to watch a boy climb a greased
pole, or to chase a greased pig." More troubling was the tendency of the audience to "adjourn to the
nearest beer stand, leaving the speaker to 'chaw the air' if they don't invite him along, and as I don't
drink I have to wait for my audience to come back.'"*"^
Perhaps chastened by the Grand Master Workman's words, Rock Island, Illinois, Knights
from Local Assembly 1957 and District Assembly 13 wrote to the Journal of I Jnif.H I .hnr to tell of
their picnic in honor of Stephens's birthday, in which "no beer stands were allowed on the grounds."
They sent along clippings from the Moline Daily Repnhli..n which commented on the exemplary
propriety of the assembled 3,000.'**
Though Powderly was troubled by picnics, few shared his reservations. Colorado Knights
of Local 1424 gathered for a picnic and dance. Joseph Buchanan noted that the "refreshment stands
were presided over by brisk young men and bright-eyed ladies, and they were frequently called upon
by thirsty and hungry dancers." Though the event was dampened by an afternoon thunderstorm, its
passing led to renewed dancing and drinking.^^ gy ^gg^^ ^.^^.^ ^^^^ trappings
Powderly found offensive, was a standard feature of KOL culture; it was not until 1887 that the KOL
forbade alcohol at its picnics."*^ Nor could Powderly make good his pronouncement that he would
speak at no more picnics. On May 24, 1884, he ended a letter to Frederick Turner with the
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a o.>.ch ,a.ge. „owd is gathered
.o wa.ch a greased pole Ctab 1„ progress by .he refresh^en,
Stand.
In 1884, Colorado Knights held another picnic at which no alcohol was sold, possibly
because of Joseph Buchanan's newly found zeal for temperance. Again, popular entertainment
overwhelmed the speeches. A correspondent noted that gaiety was the main purpose; committee
members hoped to create an atmosphere in which the "hard-worked mechanic and laborer [might]
for the time forget the weary and discoura^ng struggle for existence." Thus the Knights and their
guests tripped "the light fantastic to the sweet strains of the First Brigade Orchestral band," watched
foot races, and participated in sack races. The day's big hit, however, was a game of "football:"
7a2iIitV^^'Tf P"^^ ^^'^'^^^ ^^^^ tossed into the crowdearly m the day and for six or seven hours there was not a moment's intermiss on
bals ofTnd"%^''".^ r'."'. ^'k' boys admini te ed o thg wind. They hcked the baUs over the trees, into the refreshment stands into
Noset w"rfsST T?' '''' ^^^"' only knows wh^s e e kinned, shms were barked, and hats were mashed, but still the funwent on, and there was never a cross word used."*'^
The Knights of Labor did not give in to Colorado-style picnics, however. The record
resonates with large picnics with purposes beyond merely having fun. Baltimore's District Assembly
79 fostered good relations with the city's trade unions via baseball games, while Haverhill,
Massachusetts, Knights sold over 3,000 tickets for their picnic and turned the proceeds over for
educational and cooperative uses. An 1885 picnic in Philadelphia attracted over 9,000, and speeches
on the labor question were given despite Powder^s skepticism that few listened at picnics.
Northampton, Massachusetts, Knights used their picnic to raise money for assembly hall furniture to
match their altar, while those in Topeka, Kansas, used the funds to assist needy members. Bowie,
Texas, Knights held a joint picnic with local Grange societies, Good Templars, and Farmers'
Alliances. It was attended by over 2,000 and the assembled organizations used the occasion to
reaffirm their mutuality and solidarity. Huge crowds were the norm: 3,000 in Gallon, Ohio; 8,000 in
Aurora, Illinois; 10,000 in Troy, New York; and 6,000 in Montreal, Quebec. St. Paul, Minnesota
Knights held a monstrous picnic attended by more than 20,000 that raised $10,000 for the
construction of a KOL assembly hall."*^
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There were still a few picnics that were purely entertair^ment affairs. Coverage of the
Montreal picnic held in September, 1886, mentions brass bands, boat excursions, dancing, and
variety of games ranging fro. pole vaulting to a "fat woman's race," but fails to note a singl,
speech
- By far, however, the Minnesota model typified KOL picnics after 1884. Ih^Cmght^f
Lfe (Chicago) noted that "nearly all" of St. Paul's industries and businesses shut down for the day
while Knights and trade unionists overtaxed the cit^s transportation system in their trek towards
Lake Calhoun. Unlike the mass game of football noted Colorado picnickers two years earlier "the
great feature of the day was the open air mass meeting ^thin the park." Mayor Ames introduced
Benjamin W. Goodhue, the KOL's State Lecturer for Illinois, who lambasted monopolies, extolled
the nobility of toil, outUned Knights of Labor demands, and urged the audience to make judicious
use of the ballot and turn out the "worst set of lickspittle that ever tried to run a government
(Congress)." He was followed by Governor Hubbard of Minnesota who recalled his own days as a
workingman. The speeches were then capped by Ignatius Donnelly, active in the Minnesota
Farmers' AUiance and author of the popular dystopian novel Caesar's Colnn^n Only then did the
huge throng retire to such merriments as three-legged races, hammer throws, tugs of war,
wheelbarrow races, and dances."*^
Picnics continued to draw large crowds in 1887 despite Powderly's lack of enthusiasm for
them. Powderly refused J.R. Mansion's invitation to attend a picnic in Troy, New York, and
sarcastically replied:
"I have quite given up replying to invitations to attend picnics. When I go anv^vhere
It is my desire that what 1 say will be remembered. Such a result never follows a
picnic. It IS only to draw a crowd that my name is used at picnics. What 1 say
amounts to nothing. People go to a picnic to be amused and not to be talked toWhen I go...I expect to endure the tortures of the damned by being talked to
pawed all over, walked on and buzzed to death. Loafing around a picnic being
mvited to take a soft drink, a plate of ice cream or some other cholera morbus
mspiring ingredient is the most distasteful thing I can imagine. Would not a suit of
my old clothes, stuffed with straw and labeled 'Powderly' be just as good at a picnic
as I would be?
Powderly was wrong; most Knights of Labor expected more than to be "amused." Over 1,500
Knights closed down the mines of Shire Oaks, Pennsylvania to play football, dance, and run races.
But they also listened to speeches and dedicated a new Knights of Labor assembly hall.^°
What was true of a small mining town in western Pennsylvania was true elsewhere.
Chicago's District Assembly 24 held a picnic in June, 1887, that featured baseball and football, along
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such a. oppo^uni^
,„ H^angue a crowd pass; b„.h ,ace. gave speeches. Ga„e p,,es reinforced
worker soHdaricy and taCuded KOL badges. KOL cuff bu„ons. 6 whUe shir.s
.ade by a Chicago
cooperative clo.hing company, « p„r„ds of cooperative soap, a ha„d.,ai.ored sui, fro™ a KOL
n^anufacurer. and a dozen KOL brooms. The gentleman winning the evening's
-Prize Walt." was
given a cane, and his partner a KOL rug.^^
Throughout the 1880s, the Knights of Labor used picnics to reafOrm Knighthood's
principles, show the Order's soUdarity with other organizations, raise money for various causes,
lecture crowds on labor matters, and have fun. Bethel, Michigan, Knights listened to speeches on
the principles of Kmghthood, the need to fly the flag, and the ^rtues of cooperation, while those in
Mansfield, Ohio, held a Fourth of July picnic with the Grand Army of the Republic and the
Grange.^2 Cumberland, Maryland. Knights organized a picnic for over 5,000 at a time in which the
Order's membership there was under 500. The town was decorated m bunting and KOL triangles.
The parade, picnic, and speeches briefly revitalized the moribund Cumberland lodge." Even the
fractious Knights of New York City came together for a picnic. In 1887, a recently purged District
Assembly 49 held a "fraternal" picnic with the city's Central Labor Union. John Swinton'. P.p..
wryly noted that it was "very peaceful" with bitter enemies Ralph Robb and Thomas McGuire joining
hands. Even John Morrison and James Quinn, both ousted by power plays inside DA. 49, smiled
their approval.^
^^^2' Journal of the Knights of Labor was willing to concede that greased pigs and
propaganda could go together. In "PoHtics and Picnics" the JKL gave accounts of "tariff-reform" and
"third-party picnics" held in Missouri and Texas. The JKL noted that all that was needed for success
was "timely notice, good water, and abundant shade. The cause does the rest."^^
Alas, the JKL belatedly embraced another organization's efforts to do what the Knights
itself once tried to do. The central leadership of the Knights lagged behind local assemblies in
understanding the value of combining propaganda and play. Leaders, especially Powderly, proved
reluctant to exploit residual and emergent cultural forms at a time in which the Order desperately
needed to redefine itself structurally and ideologically. As the Order's rituals passed out of fashion
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a ft^cional bond for Che
.ank-and-Hle, ,he O.de. needed new ro™s in whicK ,he
.e„e,s of
K.,gh,.ood eouM be p.a«lced. NaUona, leaders ^ighc Kave
.urned
.o .eisu. r„™s, bu. did „oc
G.ven a lack o< di„c,i„„ fro„ ,he .op, locals experi.e„Ced independenUy w.b leisure and poli,
For a brref lime in the late 1880s, the central machinery of the Order
were rich and vibrant. When the gap between the
ICS.
stagnated while locaJ cultures
two narrowed, local cultures were left with little
common to bir,d the. to„s ekewhere. By the ti.e the Order embraced picnics as a
Icsure for. of politics, there was little ideolo^cal consonance among Knights. Given such a
leadership finally realized the value of combining picnics and politics, the remaining locals had
already filled their entertainment evenings with events l.ke that held by DA. 49 in 1891.
Foundinps, Fair.;, anH F„n
In 1894, the KOL celebrated its 25th am^iversary with a series of gala events, most of
which eulogized Uriah Stephens. By then, spirits were dampened by a sense of decline and
desperation. A scant ten years earlier. Knights gathered in excitement and optimism. Founding
ceremonies and anniversaries abounded, and Knights gathered to commemorate special events like
birthdays of prominent leaders and the dedication of new meeting halls. Hamilton. Ontario,
Knights first celebrated in 1883. On August 3, Uriah Stephens's birthday, a "demonstration of the
Knights of Labor," electrified the city, complete with parades, speeches, and games."
Stephens's birthday was often the occasion for KOL activities that combined celebration,
leisure, and agitation. Powderly spoke at Philadelphia picnics on that day in both 1883 and 1884. In
his 1884 remarks to the Committee on Celebration, Powderly called it 'labor's holy day" and
suggested that Congress recognize it as Labor Day.^^ In 1890, Powderly returned to Philadelphia
and led 2,000 marchers to Mt. Peace Cemetery where he laid a fioral design of the Great Seal of
Knighthood on Stephens's grave. Local assemblies sent flowers, including New York Local Assembly
2853, an especially poignant gesture since LA. 2853 was composed of garment cutters, Stephens's
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professioo. Co.f„„„ae. John HUsee a„d Hen., Sinexon we. on hand and accompanied M.
Stephens and her son to the grave.^^
But local assemblies did not always await Stephens's birthday to celebrate; locals gathered
-
founding with
.usic and the recitation of an original poe.. The event was open to all
.e.bers
of District Assembly 49, and its correspondent noted that "our sisters had not forgotten to pro.de an
excellent coUation: sandwiches, cakes, ice cream, tea, and coffee were all abundant - Alton
Illinois, Local Assembly 2913 celebrated its anniversary with speeches, a picnic, and a dance, while
Garfield Pioneer Local Assembly 1684 chose a "musical and literary entertainment."^^
Knights seized upon a variety of reasons to celebrate. Those in Houston, Texas, held a
picnic for 3.000 to impart the principles of Knighthood to a mostly new membership, while Knights
m Boston came together to celebrate George McNeill's 50th birthday. Many of McNeill's D.tr.t
Assembly 30 allies were there, including Frank K. Foster and Rev. Jesse H. Jones, and telegrams
were received from colleagues like John S^^nton, Hugh Cavanaugh, A. A. Carlton, Mrs. Uriah
Stephens, and the six remaining KOL co-founders. After the usual complement of testimonial
speeches and the presentation of a gold Dueber watch, participants were treated to an original poem
from C. Fannie Allyn and a banquet meal punctuated by numerous toasts.^^
The opening of a new meeting hall was a favorite time for Knights to rejoice, and few
locals failed to proudly inform the Journal of TInifeH I .h.. of such an event. Knights in Hot
Springs, Arkansas (L. A. 2419) bragged that the town's public library association was under KOL
management.^3 GUberton, Pennsylvania, Local Assembly 3615 used creative leisure activities to raise
funds for their new hall. In 1886. it held a "grand bazaar and industrial exhibition of useful articles
[of] novel and artistic workmanship."^ Gardner. Massachusetts, Local Assembly 4540 opened its
new haU with a fair and dance. KOL cooperative goods sold briskly and provided a windfall that
financed a reading room.« Rutland. Vermont, Knights held a "grand jollification" in 1891 to
commemorate the fifth anniversary of Local Assembly 5160. Solos and a recitation of "The Fatal
Dukite" by Miss Kittie Crowley, Master Workman of Local Assembly 2113, were sandwiched
between addresses on the aims of the Knights of Labor, including one by District Master Workman
Thomas Drury. The 450 guests then retired for refreshments and dancing until midnight.^^
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In Dece.b„,
>891. Phiiadelphia K„i^.
,„Hered Co .oas. ,.e KOL. 22„d a„„.e.a. I„
one or .He O.de.s ,as. WesU. Powder, wa.
.„„o.„ded „e„ds ,.e .He Rev. :a.e. O S
Hune.,o„,
,0^ OevK ,o. O^Keere, W. . S,oa„, and To„ O^eU,, wHo ,aced ,He asse^.a,
w.,h
.oo^ed baricooe sCos. Noticeab, absen, we. Jo^ „a,es and Dis.Hc, Asse.b,
,
s..wa., ,an.es L. Wri^,, „e Cwo ^c.,„s in ,He conspire, ,Ha. wouM ,opp,e Powde., ,wo ,ea„
la.e,. So s.ac.ed was .be even. ^ PowdeH.s favor
.ha, Madge C. Eller. a wo.an harassed by
Hayes, gave a recitation.^'''
Mos, KOL loc^ assen^bUes were shor..Uved, wi.h
.he bulk of .he. having been formed in
1886. For .hose wi.b longer Uves,
.here was a period of
.a.ura.ion be.ween
.he heady days of i.s
.he social pivo. of working elass Ufe. A large nnn,ber of in.ernal clubs, socie.ies, and deba.e circles
were formed,
.he mos. famous of .hese being LA. mrs "Spread
.he Llgh. Club.-
Debale and leelure socie.ies were a componen. of 19.h century working elass leisure and
n.a„y of Knigh.s of Labor spen.
.heir free .ime a..ending
.hem. Bridgepor., Connec.icu., Knights
sponsored a weekly
-Labor Lyceum.- On one Sunday in 1885. more than 400 people turned ou, to
listen
,0 a deba.e on .he vir.ues of eduea.ion and organiza.ion. Long after .he formal deba.e ended,
par.ieipants Ungered
.o prolong an evening of comradery and sociality.*
PoUtieal societies wi.hin
.he Knights were hybrids be.ween didacics and en.er.ainme„.
because poli.ies was a passion for working class men and women. New York, Brooklyn, and Boston
Knights were encouraged to attend meetings of the Sociologic Society in their cities, while those in
Trenton, New Jersey, set up their own weekly debates." Detroit Knights enjoyed evenings at the
Dialectical Union where speakers and audience engaged in spirited discussions over such questions
as whether anarchy was preferable
.o
-au.ocracy." Labor Leaf coluranis. Joseph Labadie was
especially acive in ,he Union and used his "Cranky No.ions- column to advance its positions. When
.he General Execu.ive Board issued a blanker condemna.ion of anarchism after Haymarket, Labadie
reacted with indignation:
"I believe men have the right to their own opinions, and that they have no right to
coerce or attempt to coerce others from holding opposite opinions. So far as I am
concerned I propose to speak and write what I thini< best to speak and write My
voice and pen will not be deterred from doing active work in whatever direction
that seems to me right. He who upholds me in this right is truly a friend- he who
denies this right is a bitter enemy....! believe in discussion of anv question that bears
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St^BP" =^ "f -anKind. I, is a coward or a fool who shri„ks fro™ such
Labadie was the ooly Knight whose passiot. were fired io his local and reached
«ere„. conclusions than the Order's central leadership.
,n Denver, n.any KOU locals were virtual,
u^distingt^shable front the socialist Rocky Mountain Social Uague thanks to the affable Joseph R
Buchanan who patterned it after WUUan. Morris's SocialUt Uague. Buchanan's Ut^^E^
n-entbers. Buchanan and Burnette Haskell, editor after 1887. were passionately tnvolved in the
debate society cosponsored by KOL District Assembly 89 and the Rocky Mountain Social League
Throughout 1886, the society catalogued the denterits of the Hon,e Club. When Powderly visited in
May, 1887, HaskeU confronted bin, with fifty questions-ranging frotn his treatment of Theodore
Cuno in 1882, to Powderly-s handling of the Gould strikes and his denunciation of the red fiag-tha,
the debate society forntulated. Powderly weathered the stoma, but residual bitterness hastened the
decline of DA. 89^^
Assembly passions were not entirely political. Just as few picnics were complete without
political speeches, few KOL debates were complete without reminding the audience that Knighthood
meant more than poUtics. Though an 1886 Journal of United 1 ahor editorial complained that there
were no American equivalents of English workingmen's clubs, the writer was wrong. Of the features
and activities the JUL noted of the English clubs-lecture rooms, libraries, bars, recreation rooms,
athletic clubs, musical societies, dances, and garden parties-only bars were not a feature of strong
KOL locals. Toledo, Ohio, Knights had their own marching band and a drama club, while New
York's DA. 49 organized the city's church choir singers and included them in their entertainments.
Providence, Rhode Island Knights helped operate a dining hall where a full course dinner cost 15
77
cents.
KOL assemblies even extended their concerns to art and drama. The work of the
Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood was much admired, and both John Ruskin and William Morri; often
quoted. Like the Pre-Raphaelites and other late Victorian painters, the Journal of United ] .^hnr
agreed that "the aim and end of art should be to moralize the people; to give birth and fortify
elevated sentiment in the human heart; to reveal the dignity and ameliorate the condition of mankind
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desp.e that which is false and ignob.e - The ^UL piece is si.i.ar . Rus.n. own
.usin,s on a.
and morality: "Nothing assists the worlcing
.an so .uch as ha.ng the .ora. disposition developed
rathe, than the intcHectua,, after his wor, anything that touches his feeHngs is good, and puts new
Ufe .to hnn; therefore I want modern pictures...of that class which would ennoble and refine
Denver's U^^^E^ responded with an arUcle fro. WUlia. Morris in he equated art with
goodness, truth, and beauty, and cc.erce with greed, falsehood, and u^iness. Colorado Knights
were fanailiar with these ideas; thousands tunned out for Oscar WOde's 1882 lectures and he was
lionized in LeadviUe when he descended a sUver mine to chat with miners7^
St. Louis Local Assembly 481 included in its ranks a professional painter. C.W. Hoffman.
Though there is no surefire way to assess his style from the written record (catalogues fail to
mention him), the subject matter of his "Chair of Honor" shares the Pre-RaphaeUte passion for
historical drama. This rendition of Solomon's temple glorified an apocryphal event in which
Solomon placed a chair to his right to honor the craftsmen who built the temple.^^
Powderl/s art education began in 1881, after a comic encounter with the mercurial James
McNeill Whistler to whom he and Tom O'Reilly were introduced by Charles Allen Thorndike Rice,
editor of the North American Rrvinv
. Powderly had never heard of Whistler but took offense at his
remark that coal and iron workers were a "beastly lot." Turning to O'Reilly. Powderly asked whether
Whistler painted houses or signs. As Powderly related the story, "I know I insulted him; he said so,
and said it with such a flourish of fists, cane, and eyeglass that I expected to be the victim of an
assault. He wound up his verbal succotash of abuse with a reference to brutes. I understood his
classification to include me." Later Powderly inspected a Venetian scene painted by Whistler and
delivered an impromptu lecture to the artist on art, God, manhood, and handiwork that assuaged
Whistler's bruised ego.^
Most Knights preferred drama to all other art forms. Pittsburgh Knights were given a
private reading of "The Rival Artists," a five-act play written by Mrs. Godfrey, while those in Detroit
jomed a dramatic society sponsored by the International Working Peoples' Association."^ Detroit
Knights also attended labor plays sponsored by the Order. One play featured plot devices worthy of
pulp fiction. It involved a widower named Dahlgreen whose only son was spirited away 20 years
earlier by his jilted nurse, to whom Dahlgreen had pledged his love. The rich Dahlgreen, owner of a
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supertaendeo,. she. however, loves a pa„er„.ake, „a.ed Simpson. Si.pson is n.ed fo, agi,a,i„,
for ,he 8.hour day and a strike ensues in which Che snperincenden, tries
.o bo.b ,he plan, ,o n,ake
.he strikers look Mce anarchist A, .he crucial n.o.en, Myr,le s.arUes hin, and he accidentally
shoes her. Her body faUs over .he bon,b ^se and extinguishes it. Of course, aU ends well Myrtle
was orUy sUghUy wounded. Simpson's "ntother- confesses she was the nurse who abducted the child
20 years ago. Dahlgreen puts the plan, on .he eight-hour day. and Si.pson wins both an inheritance
and Myrtle's hand."^
Denver Knights watched plays that were every bit as Victorian as their comrades in
Detroit. In "A Knight of Labor." n,ine proprietor Henry Maxwell steals miner Mark Spencer's wife
by enticing her with promises of travel. Cora Spencer leaves with Maxwell as mine families are
absorbed in a community-wide Christmas celebration. When the dastardly deed is discovered, some
rash miners plot to dynamite the mine, but Spencer foils them. The play ends in tragedy, however.
MaxweU and Cora ran off the New York City. Soon she is repentant and reconciles with Mark, who
hides her ir. a humble cottage. Maxwell discovers her whereabouts. In a stormy encounter, Mark
strikes MaxweU who fires a pistol shot that misses Mark but kills Cora.^^
Not all Knights of Labor encounters with the theatre were flights into Victorian
melodrama. The Knights saw plays and their patronage of them as a way of advancing labor's cause
and of flexing its muscle. San Francisco Knights bragged of how they and the Federated Trades
closed a theatre. McKee Rankin managed a successful theatre in the city that was patronized
heavily by Knights and unionists. During the second Gould strike in 1886, Rankin was approached
concerning a benefit for the strikers in which several of his players had expressed interest. When
Rankin refused to support a benefit or release any of his players, workers boycotted and his
theatre.^^
Wiser managers cooperated with the Knights. Chicago playwright Lawrence Marston
instructed his business manager to approach Powderly. Marston wished to write a "K. of L. play"
for "the advancement of the order." Marston envisioned a scene marked by a "great strike" which
was settled by eloquent oration. Powderly was asked to send an old speech or compose a new one.^"
Powderly did not respond to the request, but this did not deter playwrights from using the Knights of
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Labor as ,hei. foUs. 0„ My 2S. 1890, -King of .he K:,igh,s" opened in New York Ci.,s Harle™
Thea.re. PubUcicy
„,a,eria, sTessed chac ,h= company
.as managed by "Mess.. Dixon and Mack,
both weU-known in labor circles in New York."*^
Since theatre was an elaborate affair requiring large expenditures of ti.e and .oney
.ost
Kn^ghts only experienced it vicariously as audience
.e.bers. The Knights did launch a few of their
own productions and so.e assemblies had dramatic societies that performed for the amusement of
the rank-and-file, but most assembUes found fairs and entertaimnents more manageable.
In 1885, Haverhill, Massachusetts, Knights held a pre-Christmas fair for interested
citizenry. They secured the use of City Hall for the occasion and transformed into a KOL museu.
covering the walls with banners proclaiming "Labor Creates All Wealth,"
"Arbitration Instead of
Strikes," "Trade Unions, Our Allies and Comrades," "We Defend the Weak and Help the Deserving,"
"Eight Hours For a Day's Work," "No Distinction of Color or Se^' "Equal Pay for Equal Work,"
"The Watchwords of Success, S. O. and MA.," and "An Injury to One is an Injury to All." In
addition to a band concert and popular games like ring toss, visitors could admire the needlecraft
skills of women in the "fancy article pagoda," view handicrafts displayed by shoe lasters, reflect upon
the work of city artists, witness demonstrations of craft, and sample refreshments. A similar event
held in Trenton, New Jersey, netted an $8,000 profit.^
An even bigger event took place in Cincinnati under the sponsorship of Local Assembly
4457. C. Fannie Allyn of Boston, for whom aU-female LA. 4457 was named, held the event from
March 21 to March 28, 1886. It featured KOL-produced cooperative goods, many of which were
given away as raffle prizes. Members from all over the country attended or bought tickets. A
Knight from Wyandotte, Kansas, won a KOL suit; a gentleman's watch went to a ticket-holder in
Maysville, Kentucky; and a ladies' watch to one in Rushville, Indiana. Other prizes included a
sewing machine, a patent rocker, a Japanese quilt, a KOL rug, a bed lounge, a basket, and a barrel
of flour.^
Wheeling, West Virginia Knights, cooperated with local trade unions for that city's 1887
industrial fair. Among the participants were Prosperity LA. 1551 and the controversial Garfield
Assembly, a cigarmaker's local feuding with the Cigar Makers' International Union. Harmony L.A.
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and ,be B™,herh„od of Ca.pe«e. coopcaced i„ a display of wood wo.^.
.M,e a b,ac. hodca.ie.s
local furnished "a quartet of talented vocalists*
Socials, dances, and entertainments were even easier to organize. By the mid 1880s these
were nearly as frequent as picnics. An 1883 Denver social attracted more
.eights than the hall
cake was awarded to Kittle CuUigan as
-.he n.ost popular lady in the hall.- The evening dragged o„
past midnight, when the Hrs. Brigade Band struck up "Home on the Range- and the dancers retired
from the floor.'' The Denver affair mixed profit with pleasure, with the proceeds gomg into the
LA coffers. By contrast, HaverhUl Knights mixed politics with their pleasure in a dance held to
support striking shoe lasters. The dancers were given "order" forms that were in the shape of a
laster's tag with "Read your tag- stamped at the top. "A reduction will be made on all inferior
dancing and errors." The usual dances were mixed with specials such as "Our Walking Delegate" and
"Prepare for the Lockout."^
Massachusetts District Assembly 30 featured an especially rich leisure life. Webster
Knights renovated the local opera house for their meeting haU and invited Leonora Barry, Thomas
Barry, Frank Foster, and George McNeiU to speak at their gala opening. Dedham LA. 3455 held a
dance organized by the women of the assembly in which all the ladies wore muslin caps and aprons.
The dance turned a tidy profit even though an expensive Boston orchestra was hired. Marlboro LJ,.
3221 gave a "grand concert," a "box party," a dance, and "coffee party" to support Worcester County
strikers. Other D. A. 30 locals foUowed Marlboro's lead, but several divisive strikes ended
cooperation between the KOL and trade unions. In 1887, the town of Milford advertised two
picnics, one for Knights of Ubor and temperance groups, the other for "various trades unions."^'^
Other locals had equaUy rich cultural expression. Washburn, Wisconsin LA. 9369 gave a
ball to raise money for an organ, then formed a glee club. Dancers graced the floor in Rice's Point,
Missouri, while songs and recitations rang out in the KOL hall at Town of Lake, Illinois.'" New
York's District Assembly 64 gave an especially elaborate entertainment on March 18, 1888. A
16-page booklet was printed for the occasion, which interspersed advertising with a history of DA.
64, musings on political economy, a short story, two poems, and the program. The entertainment
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inched fou. sects, ,h,ee s.ory
.aders. a „„.ca, c,„, and ao acco, „c„a,.,
selections."^
Despite the vibrancy of local cultures, the KOL disintegrated rapidly after 1888 In 1890
Toledo Kr^ghts held a jubilee-largely organized by ;oan of Arc Assembly 10.062..,ha, was capped'
by a long speech by ExecuUve Board
.e.ber John O^Keefe. D^. Master Workman Richard Kind
waxed enthusiastic about Toledo and the KOL. Kind was particularly impressed by Thon,as
McGuire-s efforts to revive D^. 49.«
,„ retrospect. KIM was naive; by the end of 1890 49
next year, entertainment featured diversion, not foolhardy bluster about ftcitious strength. Gone
was even the pretense that discussions of Knighthood should be part of the evening's agenda. What
was true in 49 was increasingly true elsewhere; leisure was becoming separated from the Order ,ha,
sponsored it.
The Sporfin pr I ifp
Whether it was Denver Knights engaging in a game of mass kickbaU or a pair of "picked
nines" showcasing their baseball talents at a picnic, Knights of Labor vigorously participated in the
popular sports of the day. Sports. Uke picnics, were another interstice in which private leisure spilled
into the public realm. Sports were akin to picnics in another way; they often linked emotional and
physical release with pohtics and organizing.
As with other leisure activities, local patterns and preferences held sway for sports.
Knights in mining regions preferred brutal sports like cockfights, pigeon shoots, and prize fights.''^
Though urban Knights could be quite brutal-several baseball games ended in fisticuffs-their games
tended to be more genteel. Boxing, for example, was probably second only to baseball in popularity
with the working classes, but attracted Httle commentary from the Knights of Labor. This is odd
given that one of the period's great champions, John L. Sullivan, was of Irish descent like much of
the Knights of Labor's central leadership. Though it is reasonable to assume that thousands of
Knights nocked to prize fights, the failure of KOL editors to comment may be a measure of the sway
that middle-class respectability held for the Order's more conservative leaders.
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other sports did attract notice. Haverhill Knights could scour the pages of IhUaW,
but w,th a ball instead of a puck. (Ice hockey rules were codified in Canada in 1879 but did not
filter into the United States widely for nearly a decade thereafter.) According to the Lfe, .he
feud of the Montagues and Capulets, of the Houses of York and Lancaster, [and] the Vendettas of
the blue-grass region" were nothing compared to that between the cit^s two league polo tean.s, the
Stars and the Globes. The paper reported a standing-room-only crowd for a Stars-Globes match
that included "great numbers^ the fair sex." The fact that the event took place on a Wednesday
evening in February and was played outdoors on a frozen river is proof of the sport's popularity.
There was plenty of excitement and vicarious violence to be savored; a reporter noted that some of
the play was "too rough... for those who prefer polo to the ring, and several exhibitions of temper
were shown by individual players." Laborer readers could also follow the fortunes of teams from
surrounding towns as results and league standings were frequently printed.^^
The Haverhill polo match-like the Denver kickballgame-demonstrates an attraction to
"rough" sports that made some Knight leaders nervous. Another such incident occurred in Lynn,
Massachusetts, in 1886 and involved one of the few mentions of boxing and the Order. Lynn Knights
had an athletic club and several had gathered in a room for a "private entertainment" that was raided
by the police. According to Boston's Labor Leader, two policemen broke a window to gain entrance
while "six or eight more" forced in the door and came in "loaded with irons." The police "found two
well known and respectable men with soft boxing gloves as big as pillows on their hands, which they
immediately ironed as you would murderers and brought them to city hall." Both fighters were
charged with violating a city ordnance against prize fighting and discharged. An outraged Labor
Leader editorialist warned that the officers "responsible for this uncalled for raid on peaceful and law
abiding citizens will have to pay handsomely for their actions."^^
The Laborer even blamed bourgeois opposition to working class leisure for some of the
rougher turns sport was taking. In an 1886 editorial a Laborer reporter in Brockton noted that he
paid 20 cents to the "lordly creatures" who owned the city's skating rink. However, ice skating was
not on the evening's agenda, rather "that old-time popular diversion of slugging, tripping, and
wrestling called polo." The use of the phrase "old-time" was deliberately ironic. The article was
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entuled "A By-Gone Amusement" and it cited the faddish popularity of polo as a product of the
clergy and press's criticise of the .ore wholesome acti^ty of ice skating. Instead of the respectable
crowd that used to frequent the rink, it was now given over to a more "fickle public."^
KOL papers reported many other sports including rowing, track, and gymnastic, but
baseball was easUy the most popular of aU. More than any other sport it shows the muhiple
dimensions by which a leisure activity must be assessed, as it has gender, race, and class implications
Further, the experience of playing the game is different from watching it. Finally, debates over
baseball spiUed into the poHtical reahn and led the Knights of Labor and other working class groups
into unexpected clashes with local power elites. Most historians agree that baseball was very
important to the 19th century working class, but there is disagreement over how and why. Before
attempting to place the Knights of Labor into the ongoing dialogue it is necessary to note some of
the work ab-eady done on the working class and baseball.
An oft-criticized but httle understood analysis is that of Allen Guttmann. Guttmann traces
the process by which baseball was transformed from a working class sport to the national pastime.
The reasons for this included a growing nation's chauvinistic desire for a "national" game, the folk
hero status of certain players, nostalgia for rural communitarianism, and the rise of sustaining
technologies like telegraphs, improved printing presses, and railroads. Its main appeal, however, is
that it became a "quantified pastoral" sport. Guttmann waxes poetic on the gestalt induced by open
space, grass, and warm weather, then dons a folklorist's cap to argue the significance of the game's
internal symbols that revolve around the ballpark, a middUng landscape between the uncivilized
forest and the city. BasebaU is "timeless;" no clock limits are placed on a game, and the foul lines
radiate "from home plate to eternity." The base paths are circular, suggesting the passage of seasons,
and success comes from making it "home," symbolic of negotiating through the shoals of life and
resting in the safe anchorage of one's own household.^^
Steven Gelber criticizes Guttmann "pastoral" thesis and argues that baseball was an urban
game played by urban men who unwittingly reinforced dominant cultural norms. Game values such
as team play, self-control, loyalty, and record-keeping were those of the emergent entrepreneurial
elite, and any "compensatory" values gained by baseball's participants (excitement, stress reduction,
fun) were secondary to the values being taught.^^ Likewise, Donald Mrozek rejects Guttmann and
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echoes Ge,ber:
-(Basebai,, appealed ,o ,be era. fasci„a,io„ ^cH cc.ple.,, o.de, p.ecisio. and
discipline...- Though baseball was linked ,o images of ,he land, dass was „o.e i.porlan, A„
Amencan spom were designed
.o show socioeconomic dis.incions;
,he rich played golf a. country
clubs, the poor played baseball in neighborhood parks.
Gelber's and Mrozek's attacks on Guctmann come Iron, an inconrplete reading that ignores
Che mrportance of record-keeptag that Guttn-ann cites. Baseball was the first American sport to
develop a bureaucratic structure and keep voluminous statistics. Steven Reiss and Gunther Barth
represent middle positions between Guttmann and Gelber. Reiss agrees with Gelber that the values
taugh, by baseball are often linked with eUte ideology, but argues that there are also "agrarian,
democratic, and integrative" mythologies at work that transform both elites and working classes in
the long run.^^
Barth argues that baseball helped socialize urbanites to the demands of the new industrial
city. The ballpark did imitate rural space to some degree, but it also served as a focal point for
community pride, an object lesson in market exchange, an integrative force for newly-arrived
immigrants, and a place where one learned the importance of competition, rules, and
record-keeping.
None of these views taken alone is sufficient to explain the experience of the Knights of
Labor with baseball. Guttmann's pastoralism thesis is an intuitive one that defies objective
evaluation, though working class papers did share the mania for statistics that he noted. The idea
that baseball replicated the dommant values of social elites is equally speculative and deficient in at
least two respects. First, it is nearly impossible to find a member of the working class who speaks of
baseball in the terms described by Gelber, Reiss, and Mrozek. It is possible, as Marxist cultural
analysts argue, that the working class was fooled and perniciously manipulated, but this remains to
be demonstrated.
Second, Gelber, Reiss, Mrozek, and Barth confuse the experience of playing baseball with
that of watching it.^"^ ironically, 19th century working class men and boys played baseball a lot, but
it was the middle class, despite its condemnation of the game, that constituted the bulk of the paying
audience for professional games. Further, playing baseball often led to class conflict, not acceptance
of elite values. Roy Rosenzweig shows that the working classes of Worcester vigorously resisted
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park d.ve.op.e„, plan, chae did „o. include basebaU diamond.; chey rejeced n„er,y bon.geois
expressions of cnie.ai enOgh,enn,en,
.ha, ignored exci,e„e„. and recreation-^ p,,„,, Couvares
finds
.his to be .rue of Pi..sburgh as weU. In .ha. ci,y, high ,icke, prices and Sunday blue laws
conspired
.o keep workers ou, of .he ballpark. Bu. so many workers wen. anyway,
.ha. .he
conamuni.y.s eli.es were forced
.o reevalua.e
.he game: "Baseball gained respecabili.y as a resul, of
popular success and not vice versa."^^
When Knighfs of Ubor played baseball or walched communi.y games. ,he manifes. goal
was enjoymen. and .he la.en, fcnaion
.ha. of mmualism and soUdari.y. When Providence Knighls
agitated for .he es.abUshmem of an official Labor Day, .he demons.ra.ions ended in fun and games
a. Rocky Poim Park where a KOL team from Providence defeated their brothers from Worcester
5-l.'» Hamihon Knights often used baseball ma.ches .o draw crowds
.0 .hei, rallies and speeches.
Games were powerful inducements; Bryan Pahner notes that amateur matches often drew more than
1,000 spectators.'* The Order had its own cooperative team by 1884, and baseball was one of ,he
many sports .ha. "formed a vi.al par. of .he very s.uff of everyday life." Far from replica.ing social
power rela.ionships, baseball helped
-illumina.e class ine,uah.ies and genera.e fierce opposition to
the fundamental wrongs of the social order."^°^
Baseball games also generated solidarity. Denver Knights listened to their picnic speakers
and then gathered to watch LA. 3218 play a picked nine from DA. 89}'' Typographers associated
with both LT.U. No. 6 and KOL DA. 49 divided the craft for a pickup game, but came together
after bets were settled to discuss mutual concerns.l^^ Both the KOL printers of Detroit and the
Knights of Windsor, Ontario, had their own baseball teams. So did the Haverhill KOL; on
Monday July 25, 1886, they defeated the Lasters Union nine by a score of 11-8 in a game that
featured 13 errors, 19 strikeouts, 9 stolen bases, and 7 wild pitches.^^i If the KOL/Lasters game was
less than a baseball classic, it nonetheless provided workers with a frenzied alternative to the dullness
of the work routine. The fact that the game took place at a picnic cosponsored by the two
organizations suggests that far more than escapism was on the minds of the participants.
The Knights enjoyed baseball for many reasons. It is logical that an organization stressing
localism and community to the degree which the KOL did would show interest in home town
institutions such as baseball teams. The Haverhill Lahnrtr ran "Base Ball Gossip" columns
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tHroughout the sun..er months which gave scores, schedules, and news of a league consisting of
Boston, BroCton, Portland, Haverhill, Lawrence, and Newbu^ort. P.e.uently the paper also noted
gan.es played between Knights of Labor local assemblies, and recorded challenges.- Lilcew.seUb^ correspondents from Marlboro gave information on leagues in and around that city and
took great pride in the success of the Marlboros, a team that regularly drubbed opponents by large
scores. The Marlboros were good enough to entice National League champion Chicago to the city
for an October exhibition match. The powerftU professionals of Clucago, anchored by superstars
Mike "King" Kelly and Cap Anson, easily defeated Marlboro by a 10-1 margin, but the Lfe, was
so proud of the team that one-third of the article recounting the drubbing recapped the crowd's
excitement when the score was tied 1-1 at the end of the first inning! The reporter took special glee
in recordbg that Marlboro's only run came as a result of a King Kelly error.^^^
The Marlboro-Chicago exhibition exemplifies still another dimension of the relationship
between the Knights of Labor and baseball. The Knights participated fully in what contemporaries
called the "base baU craze." Baseball was embraced by a joyous public that both zealously followed
the home team and turned out in droves for bizarre events like baseball on horseback; matches
between t.vo-legged, one-armed men and one-legged, two-armed men; and games pitting two female
nines, one consisting of brunettes, the other of redheads. Baseball became the national sport, and
entrepreneurs sold the game to the middle classes. Even Victorian women were courted; in 1883,
Brooklyn instituted the first Ladies' Day.""^
By most accounts, in the mid-1880s professional baseball had become a common ground
for many of the laboring and middle classes. Frank Leslie's Ill.Ktr.feH captured many scenes
relating to the basebaU craze. The opening of the 1886 season saw New York upset Boston and a
jubilant crowd carry the players off the field on their shoulders. The mob is wearing top hats and
bowlers, however, not the workingman's paper hat. By 1888, an unruly mixed crowd was drawn to
the Polo Grounds. Tempers flared, fists and fingers waved, and violence seemed imminent. Outside
young boys climbed telegraph poles to peer inside while top-hatted bourgeois and paper boys alike
huddled around holes in the outfield fence to catch a glimpse of the action. By 1889, an uneasy mix
of classes seems to have taken hold. A crowd gathered outside the New York World office to
eagerly await game results; barefooted boys, young workers wearing paper hats, men with straw
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boaters and the occasional top hat aU were equaUv caueht .m in 115c c uy g up in the excitement/ [See Illustrations
49, 50,and 51]
Knights of Ubor ^ over .he couMry shared in the baseball craze. The Chicago
aOabor printed a letter fron, a 14-year.old to hU father. The lad, sent fron, Pittsburgh to
Colutnbt., Ohio on vacation, recounts that he was sorry to have been on the train when there was a
game in Pittsburgh, b„, that he was much reheved to get his father's telegran. informing him "that
>he game went all right.- He was disappointed to learn that Columbus no longer had a team: "I
suppose that before the Columbus club was sold all these corn fields were dian,onds. It certainly
looks desolate now, cattle roaming and nothing but harvest hands trudging around." The letter ends
with the son asking his father for permission to go to Cleveland where there was "a live club," and a
warning not to let his younger brothers play with his "professional dead league (baseball).-"' The
letter was likely apocryphal, since it appeared under the headline "Base Ball Craze" in a December
issue when no games were played, but its mere inclusion mdicates keen interest in the subject. Few
cities enjoyed basebaU as much as Chicago, and the humorous undertones of the "letter" would have
induced knowing nods.
Journal of United I ahnr printed very little professional baseball news, KOL
local papers took up the slack. The Dubuque, Iowa, Industrial Le.der kept readers informed of
happenings far from the city. Iowa Knights must have thoroughly enjoyed the game, for how else
can one explain the outrage with which an Industrial leader columnist recounted a game in which an
umpire lost track of the count and allowed a batter to get a hit on the fourth strike? The travesty in
question occurred in a game played in Toronto, Ontario, in a match against Syracuse, New York!
The Leader printed all manner of trivia and gossip. In 1887, it informed readers of such tidbits as
'league players have made about 250 homeruns this season," "Anson says the trouble with Conway of
the Detroits is with his arm," and "knitted jerseys adopted by Chicago are becoming popular with
Detroit and Washington this season." In case there was any doubt as to why the Leader ran so much
baseball news, editor Bert Stewart informed readers "for every man that takes an interest in any
other branch of sport, there are a score if not 100, who take a decidedly lively interest in
baseball."^^''
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^^^^^^^LU^ (Boston), the Ub^UtoM^ndT^ (Philadelphia), andIh^
(Baltnnore) were e.uaUy dutift. in recording the latest baseball news and gossip. The Labor Leader
gave txps on how to play better, and included humorous explanations of the game's Jargon. The
L^bsUtaid preferred
.ore serious matters h.e the clash between the National League and the
An^erican Association, but both papers kept readers well informed.- The anticipation of opening
the 1889 baseball season made the front page ofIh^. which indignantly reported the theft of
home plate from Baltimore's ballpark. When the team did not perform according to expectations
criticized both players and Manager Barney, who was accused of tr^ng to save money by
not purchasing good hitters. Despite disappointment with the team's 1889 Hfth-place finish, Ihe
Critic was once again brimming with optimism for the 1890 season.
The Knights' love of professional baseball led them into clashes with baseball
entrepreneurs. When both the American Association and the Atlantic Association (a minor league
circuit) contemplated raising ticket prices. Knights in effected cities protested vigorously.
Philadelphia's Labor Her.ld
,nd Torsin called such discussions "ill-advised" and warned it "injure[d]
the game in at least four Association cities." The American Association was indeed in precarious
shape and was kept afloat largely because its 25 cent admission price attracted many laborers, as did
its Sunday games and ballpark beer sales. As individual franchises raised prices between 1887 and
1891, attendance dropped and the league foundered, with only Boston and Baltimore remaining
solvent. In 1892, the Association folded.^^^
Baltimore remained Fmancially healthy partly due to local Knights of Labor who
spearheaded a boycott that forced management to rescind ticket price increases. In 1889, The Critic
announced that the Orioles' season would open with the old 25 cent price in effect and noted,
Baltimore is essentially a city which, accustomed to a fixed rate of admission, will rebel against an
advance. This was proven last year by the refusal of the patrons of the game to attend and pay
increased rates." Talk of raising the price again in 1890 prompted the remark, "The local situation
may be described in one paragraph: The pubUc wants good ball; Messrs. Vonderhorst and Barney
want to make money."^^^
Pittsburgh Knights were not successful in their fight to lower ticket prices and allow
Sunday basebaU. Unlike Baltimore, Pittsburgh was a member of the National League, then under
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Sunday p.ohlbi.io., and U.e banistaen, of alcohol fro. Na.iona, League pa,ks wou.d win
.iddlj
Cass patrons. Ptasburgh en.ered ,he NX. in 1887, and
.ean, presiden, WiUia. A. Ni.ick a
soUd ally of SpaMing. Though ,he glassworkers of Loca, Assembly 300 complained biaerly abou>
50-cen, Uckefs and argued
.ha. such fees would only benefi. wealthy clubs like New York and
Chicago, ,heir protests feU on deaf ears. The An-erican Olas, R.H... predicted accurately that the
"50 cent tariff prevents hundreds of honest hard working young .en fron, seeing the national ga.e,'
Without realizing that this was precisely the intent. ^22
Due to circumstances beyond its control, the Knights of Labor remained on the fringes of
the period's biggest baseball controversy, the Players League revolt of 1890-91. In 1885, John
Montgomery Ward, a star pitcher with Chicago, assumed the presidency of the newly formed
National Brotherhood of Professional Baseball Players. After the Kmghts' 1885 str.ke victory over
Jay Gould, Ward contemplated affiliating the Brotherhood with the KOL. Though the Brotherhood
did not join, many Knights of Ubor were sympathetic to its cause. When a strike almost occurred
in 1888, the Labor Herald left no doubt where it stood. Responding to a St. Louis Renublic.n
remark that laborers making $2 for a ten-hour day would not support the Brotherhood in its fight
against a proposed salary cap, the Herald commented. There is no doubt whatever, if a fight occurs,
but what the members of labor unions...would go to the grounds where the Brotherhood men are in
preference to the 'regular' game where the amateurs play who are owned by the magnates.''^-^
The Herald's was no idle threat. Though a strike was averted in 1888, a classification plan
that fixed salaries and capped them at no more than $2,500 per year was announced at the end of
the 1889 season. Hastily, the Brotherhood formed the Players' League to begin play in the 1890
season. Despite Spalding's intensive propaganda efforts against the League and dreadful luck with
weather, the new league out-drew the National League in cities where the two competed, 913,000 to
853,000. Interestingly, the Players' League operated on a cooperative basis between owners and
players: backers kept the first $10,000 in profits and split the remainder 50/50. The League folded
after the 1891 season, but not from lack of soUdarity from unions and Knights; it was done in by a
lack of cash reserves, inadequate capitalization, poor management, and bad weather.^^'*
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Whether playing, rooting for local teams, or following professional clubs, the Knights of
Labor embraced basebaU both as a leisure form and as a vehicle for advancing the larger goals of
Kmghthood. There were limits, however. Women were noticeably absent from KOL baseball
discussions as either participants or spectators. Nor did the Order use its clout to promote racial
harmony; Toledo Knights were sadly sUent on the 1884-1887 campaign to remove black star Moses
Fleetwood Walker from the cit^s team.- Nonetheless, the Knights of Labor were part of the
baseb^l craze that left cultural and political changes in its wake. By 1889, religious Journals likem
Ind^md^ demanded in vain that Sunday blue laws be enforced. By then, both pickup games and
professional matches were part of the American social landscape.^^^ Likewise, some of the ethnic
assimilation claimed by Gunther Barth was taking place, and the Irish World proudly hailed
"Irish-American champions" like Mike Kelly and Cap Anson. Powderly even kept an autographed
picture of KeUy among his personal effects.^^?
The experience of the Knights with baseball does not fit snugly into any of the current
theories on the social significance of the sport. The Knights shared the love of statistics cited by
Guttmami and Gelber, but failed to evoke the pastoral symbolism of the former, or confine
themselves to cities and city thinking of the latter. Likewise, though both Mrozek and Rosenzweig
are useful in showing class distinctions in leisure, baseball became a sport in which the classes both
clashed and converged. Stephen Reiss suggests that baseball can be a tool of elite ideology, but can
also be democratic and integrative. To push Reiss even further, the experience of the Knights of
Labor suggests that competing tendencies coexisted. When Knights played baseball, they reinforced
values like solidarity and mutualism; as spectators they invariably came up against value systems
other than their own.
It would be only a partial truth to suggest that the Knights of Labor surrendered to the
middle class pretensions of men such as A. G. Spalding when they entered the public sphere. The
evidence suggests that the middle classes were transformed by baseball and its working class
partisans just as much as laborers were worn down by bourgeois sentiment and respectability. To
argue-as do Gelber and Reiss-that baseball primarily reinforced middle class ideology is to ignore
the fact that it was first and foremost a working class form of leisure, part of the "everyday stuff," as
Palmer put it, of working class life. Though the bourgeoisie owned the teams, paid 50 cents to see
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games, and con.roUed ,he park, where ,he games were played, ,hey ,00 were caugh. „p l„ ,ke
excecen, ,ha, Hrst auracced laborers. As Franeis Couvares as,u,ely „o,es. ,b„„gh basebal, gained
m popular,^ i,
-never becan,e coo respectable."» Baseball beeame ,he national pas,in,e becanse of
a push from ,he bottom up. not because elites forced it upon laborers ,0 reinforce industrial
discipline. Elites were willing to use it to promote their own agendas, but could do so only because
power, as John Hargreaves puts it, exists in the "interstices of civil society" and is not the exclusive
domain of a single ciass.'» Power dynamics are complex. When the fust pitch was thrown, neither
the Knights of Labor nor its enemies knew what the future held in store. 1, is doubtful that either
got what it bargained for.
Marching to the Crusade.^r Par^Hes and the. Kniphfc
Entertainments, dances, and assembly room activities were private events, and picnics,
fairs, and sports were only incidentally pubhc. Second only to picnics in popularity, however, were
Knights of Labor parades. The Knights stepped gingerly into parade lines in the early 1880s as it
was obvious that parades were overtly public forms of expression. Though U is likely that individual
members paraded before the 1880s, they did so under the aegis of other organizations. After 1882,
the KOL's exclusive notions of fraternalism began to give way to wider ideas of solidarity under the
universal umbrella of Knighthood. Only then could Knights march behind their own banners.
Parades were a residual form of working class expression to which the Knights of Labor
added renewed vigor. Demands for a shorter workday, protests against wage cuts, political rallies,
and celebrations of labor's nobility often sent working class marchers to the street. Like its
predecessors, KOL parades were often multi-purposed. For Knights of Labor, parades were fun, but
the workplace was never far from their consciousness. Nor were the wider reform objectives of the
Order.
In June, 1885, Baltimore Knights of District Assembly 41 and its invited trade union guests
assembled at the city's opera house to hear speeches. The crowd assembled early and marched to
the opera house, led by the Wilson Post Band and closely followed by Oriole Assembly hoisting a
bright yellow banner bearing the Great Seal of Knighthood. They were followed by the Brotherhood
of Carpenters, Monumental Assembly (shoemakers), the KOL cigarmakers, and numerous trade
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as
e was
un,ons, KOL cannaaOers and piano.akers bringing
„p ,He rear. ,n a„. eve, 600 n,a.he„
to what such an toposing ,un>ou. mean,." By
.he time ,he opera house was reached, the parad
more than a mUe long and numbered over 2,000. The evening's main speaker was Richard
Trevemck and he quickly reminded everyone ,ha. ,he parade organizers had many axes .o grind
Trevemck attacked ,he press, ruthless capUalisis. ,he Maryland legisla.ure.
.he U.S. Congress, land
specula.ors, lawyers, and crooked poU.icians. He upheld Knighis- goals of free public education,
child labor laws, righ.s for working women, arbi.ra.ion. in.eiligen. use of .he vo.e. and universal
brotherhood, which he specifically identified as being beyond the limi.s imposed by race, e.hnici.y, or
sectionalism.^^
The Baltimore event was typical of Knights of Labor parades in that a variety of objectives
were pursued. Denison, Texas, Knights held a parade with 800 marchers and 25 floats. Each float
honored a trade organized by the KOL. Afterwards, a barbecue was held for 4,000. Tarrant
Assembly 4008, an all-black local, was singled out for commendation: The colored brethren d,d
themselves great credit, and the occasion will long be remembered as one of the most enjoyable of
the season."^3l
-^he poignancy of such a moment should be savored; one would need to search hard
to find similar moments of racial solidarity in the deep South among trade unions later affihated with
the American Federation of Labor.
The Knights of Labor tried to knock down a number of social barriers with its parades.
An 1887 parade in Springfield, Ohio, saw 3,500 marchers turn out. In their midst were more than
400 women representing Cincinnati's Hannah Powderly Assembly. Detroit Knights briefly
brought together all of its feuding pohtical factions for an 1885 parade. Some 3,000 men and women
marched behind banners proclaiming "The Land for the People," "K. of L., Clear the Way," "Eight
Hours for a Day's Work," "The Coming Knights of Labor," and "Schools for Children, Work for
Men." There was also a large transparency emblazoned with portraits of Thomas Barry, Henry
George, Richard Trevellick, and Terence Powderly appeared. As the parade snaked its way down
Gratoit Avenue it passed a huge portrait of Ferdinand Lassalle. Though Powderly was
uncomfortable being associated with Henry George-whose theories he thought were unsound--or
with the socialist Lassalle; and John Hayes and Thomas McGuire were apoplectic over the inclusion
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of a division f.o.
.,e .„.er„a.io„a, Ciga^ake.' Union; De.oi, KnigK,s found
.he co..o„ g.onnd
that their national leaders lacked the wisdom to seek.133
The Knights often chose holidays to hold their parades, with Washington's Birthday and
the Fourth of July being the favorites. Joseph Buchanan organized a Denver parade for
Washington's Birthday in 1885. This caused middle class outrage since the day fell on Sunday. As
businessmen, mhnsters, and journalists attacked the Order, the wily Buchanan turned the tables on
them by appealing to patriotism. When February 22 came, more than 5,000 marched despite cold
weather and a "pelting snowstorm." Many of the 43 banners carried in the parade expressed scorn
towards the morahsts. The fact that "there was no color line in the parade" also outraged Denver's
eUte, as did the large contingent of German socialists. In a veiled mockery of their critics, the open
air meeting that followed the parade was solemnized by an opening prayer. Buchanan noted that
"within two weeks after the parade I had organized four new assemblies in Denver."!^
Powderly felt the Fourth of July was a better day to grace with parades. In 1887, Powdcrly
complained that the Fourth no longer commanded the patriotic passions he thought it deserved and
he lamented the passing of past celebratory trappings such as Liberty Poles, readings from the
Declaration of Independence, and speeches on the tyranny of kings. Powderly blamed the declining
Fourth on his enemies on both flanks: "Two classes, representing diverse feelings and interests,
would have the common people forget that we have a country or a flag. The monopolist and the
and the anarchist care nothing for American liberty or institutions." Powderly called upon all
Knights to turn out on the Fourth to honor "the birth of a people's government."^^^
Though Powderly overstated the dedine of the Fourth, his clarion call met with
enthusiastic response. A parade in Uadville, Colorado, saw hundreds of Knights march down the
cit/s main street in fraternal bhss, many hnked arm-in-arm.^^^ Likewise, Iowa Knights turned out in
force for Dubuque's grand parade, picnic, fireworks, and balloon ascension. Pittsburgh's local
assemblies also massed, and in 1888, the city's District Assembly 3 secured Silver Lake Grove for its
Fourth celebration, addmg a parade, picnic, and monument dedication. The fervor generated for the
Fourth surpassed even Powder^s dreams. He was swamped with requests to speak at Fourth
festivities and, on one occasion, even shared a platform with rival Thomas McGuire in St. Joseph,
Missouri. [See Illustration 52]
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The Fourth and pa„io.ic values were never universdiy accepted by Knigh.s; Joseph
Buchanan
.hough, Pour.h ofMy celebraUons reinforced capluUsn..'^
.s .he euphoria of ,88.s
and Haymarke.. naore Knigh.s reached ,he saa,e conclusion as Buchanan. For so.e
.he
revolu-ionary defiance of May Day was nrore appropria.e
.han .he pa,rio.ism of July Four.h.
1886 was Uae fu-s. year .ha. May Day was officially celebraled in .he Uni.ed S.a.es bu.
son,e Knighls of Labor had long preferred
.o confron. American i„s.i.u.io„s ra.her .han celebra.e
.hem, especiaUy Chicago s„cialis.s. New Yorkers Cose .„ Vic.or Drury. and French and Ger.an
.mmigran. radicals. May Day parades
.ended
.o be smaller .han Fourth parades, and nowhere did
Knigh.s sponsor one. Ins.ead, individuals marched wi.h socialis., anarchist, and .rade union groups
wi.h which .hey fel. kinship. Many Knigh.s, however, were wiUing
.o do .his, par.icularly when May
Day was coupled wi.h demons.ra.ions for reforms like the eigh.-hour day Despite Powderl/s
circular demanding
.ha. Knigh.s s.ay away from .he May 1, 1886, agitations, thousands in Detroit,
New York, and Denver ignored their General Master Workman. The events in Chicago that ended
in the Haymarket tragedy counted many Knigh.s among
.he demons.rators, including two of the men
eventually hanged.
After Haymarket, most Knights of Labor were more circumspect when celebrating May
Day. St. Louis Knights paraded in 1887, but only after passing a resolution to carry only the
American nag-i39 ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^
^^^^ ^^^^^^^ Chicago Her.lH noted 'even
the Knights of Labor turned out old assembhes that have survived the decay of that organization."
In aU, 30,000 marched in Chicago, the majority of them behind the stars and stripes. One contingent
of KOL carpenters featured a transparency of a tramp carried by a man "made up in the garb of a
typical Italian street sweeper." The transparency bore the words, "What I Was Before I Joined the
K. of L." on its front. The reverse featured a "brawny workman, full of health and vigor," and a KOL
emblem. ^'^O
The St. Louis and Chicago May Day parades were among the last in which the Knights of
Labor maintained a separate identity. Despite a brief nirtation with DeLeonite socialists after
Powderl/s ouster, the remaining Knights found James Sovereign's radical agrarianism easier to
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« By the 1890S .est May Day celebrations were purely anarcho-sociaUst affairs. Though
KOL rank-and-filers participated, it was as individuals, not Knights of Labor.^^^
For the Knights of Labor and n,ost trade unions. Labor Day surpassed both the Fourth of
July and May Day for parades. When the Knights
.arched in their first Labor Day parades in 1882
there was no official holiday; in 1885 Oregon became the first state to recognize legislatively the first
Monday in September as Labor Day, with New York following suit in 1887. Historians have
confused details of Labor Daj^s establishment and few have ^ven the Knights of Labor its proper
due. Typical of the errors is that of Philip Foner, who gives New York City credit for holding the
first Labor Day and cites it as the brainchild of P. J. McGuire.l'*^
Actually, as Paul Buhle discovered, Providence, Rhode Island, laborers turned out on
August 23, 1882 to agitate for Labor Day, nearly two weeks before New York City's demonstration.
Over 1,000 laborers paraded, and thousands more turned out for picnics, speeches, and a baseball
game between two KOL squads. The Providence parade included two divisions of Knights of Labor,
one of which was led by 12 drummers from the Zouave Corps Band of Worcester, Massachusetts.
The days speakers included P. J. McGuire, Robert Blissert of New York City's Central Labor
Union, and DA. 49's redoubtable Victor Drury.^"*^
The presence of Blissert and McGuire at New York City's Labor Day parade on
September 5, 1882 contributed to some of Foner's misinterpretations. The confusion lies in the fact
that P. J. McGuire was active in the city's Central Labor Union, the body that organized the event.
The Knights of Labor Grand Assembly convened in New York City on the morning of the parade
and recessed to participate and watch. It was not P. J. McGuire who was in charge of arrangements,
but the machinist Matthew Maguire, the Secretary of the C.L.U. and a member of New York City
District Assembly 49. Matthew Maguire was a close ally of Victor Drury and it is likely that Drury
played a key role in the planning of Labor Day since much of the leadership of D. A. 49 and the
C.L.U. interlocked. Drur/s absence from the speakers' roster is easily explained; D. A. 49 operated
in total secrecy and Drury preferred to stay out of the limelight and use others to front his ideas.
Drur/s friend John Caville served on the Committee of Arrangements. This much is clear; P. J.
McGuire played little role beyond that as a speaker.
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A further contribution of the Knights of Labor is the label "Labor Day," a ter. the C L U
d.d not adopt until 1884. According to Powderl, the tern, ori^nated w,th Executive Board
.e.ber
Robert Price of Lonaconing, Ma^land, who was inspired by the New York City parade and began to
ag^tate for a Labor Day in Welsh social clubs to which he belonged. After one of his speeches a
Scranton, Pennsylvania, newspaper picked up the phrase and it gained in popularity.^^
The Knights of Labor provided far more than the planning and naming of Labor Day
A^ong the 10,000-15,000 marchers in 1882 were many Knights. Brooklyn's Advance Labor Club
marched behind a bam.er proclaiming
"Correct Ideas Must Precede Successful Action" and carried a
large reproduction of anIn^d cartoon of the awakening American Gulliver of Labor about to
tear off the puny bonds applied by LiHputian monopoly. [See Illustration 53] Other KOL assemblies
marching included Brooklyn's Protective Labor Association and the Cigarmakers Progressive Union.
Somebody carried LA. 1562's rallying cry, "Organize and Spread the Light," emblazoned on a
banner. Powderly watched the parade with scores of trade union officials and KOL friends such as
Robert Price, Daniel McLaughUn, John Eliot, Homer McGraw, Richard Griffiths, and Frederick
Turner. Powderly must have been in a good mood; he was also fianked by foes James L. Wright
and Theodore Cuno.^''^
New York's 1883 Labor Day parade was even larger. More than 20,000 marched and this
time Victor Drury came out of the shadows to mount the speakers' podium with Henry George,
Louis Post, and Irish World editor Patrick Ford. 1884 was the first year that Labor Day was held on
Monday, and parades took place in Buffalo, Cincinnati, Lynn, and Haverhill, as well as New York.
That year George K. Lloyd of DA. 49 and the C.L.U. introduced a resolution asking the New York
state legislature to make the first Monday in September Labor Day. It was eventually introduced by
state Senator Edward F. ReUly and in 1887 became law in New York. By 1885, Knights in many
areas of the country simply assumed that Labor Day was a holiday and did not wait for the official
sanction of legislatures or employers. The Haverhill Laborer reported "September 1st of last year
[1884], the first National labor Holiday, was inaugurated by the Knights of Labor of America. The
day was generally observed in all large manufacturing centres [sic] throughout the country." This
matter-of-fact report behes the fact that Labor Day was nowhere an official holiday in 1884.
Massachusetts did not recognize the day until 1887. Nonetheless, Haverhill's laborers turned out lor
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a parade, picnic, baseball exhibition, and a band concert and dance whose opening tune was a .arch
entitled "Knights of Labor.- By 1886 both the Knights and Labor Day enjoyed a huge upsurge
Laborers all over North America si.ply seized September 6 as their own. As .any as 30 000
marched in New York, 10,000 in Brooldyn, and .ore than 10,(X)0 in Newark, New Jersey, areas also
•nfused with excitement over Henry George's bid for New York City
.ayor. Newark District
Assembly 51 alone issued 10,715 parade badges. Baltimore's 18,000 .archers
.ade it the largest
demonstration in the cit/s history, while the citizens of Albany, Buffalo, Denver, and El^beth, New
Jersey witnessed parades ran^g from 2,000 to 5,(XX) marchers. Knights of Labor assemblies in
Chicago donned matching clotl^g and identi^ng insignia for the day; DA. 57 .e.bers wore green
and red caps, while KOL ore shovelers sported .aroon badges, and 1,800 hod carriers carried red
bandanas. Knights of Labor divisions marched behind a banner warning "Beware of Politicians."
Detroit's District Asse.bly 50 joined that cit/s 10,000 .archers and carried the banner of Ihe
LaborUaf, the official journal of the district. Accounts singled out the pattern.akers of the
Terence V. Powderly Assembly for their "handsome banner and excellent drilling."^^^
Boston's Labor Day parade is typical of 1886 celebrations and bears closer examination.
Ten thousand marchers paraded from Columbus Avenue to Fort Hill Square along the city's busiest
commercial streets and past the Post Office and City Hall. At the head of the parade were mounted
police, a band, and parade officials. The Tailors' Union of Boston (KOL) came next, followed by
KOL hatmakers "heralded by one of the hugest drums that ever vibrated on the streets of Boston."
They also carried an enormous hat as a symbol of their trade and marchers wore round hats which
they doffed in unison. The bakers came next, each dressed in white with bunches of wheat pinned to
their breasts and loaves of bread under their arms. The bricklayers bore a huge trowel while the
tenders carried a large banner with a picture of Atlas. The first division was completed by
woodworkers. Printers and typographers headed the second division, followed by the Cigarmakers'
International Union wearing badges fashioned from its famous blue label. A float illustrated the
cigarmaking process. Furniture finishers, painters, and decorators brought up the rear. Building
tradesmen made up the entire of the third division and one of their props was a gigantic saw upon
which the slogan "Set on Eight Hours" had been painted. The fourth and final division was headed
by the Sons of St. Cloud (ironworkers), followed by women cordwainers "looking as though they
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were ready for ocher ,ies besides those of ,he ropemakers," boo, and shoemakers, and
"
carriagemakers.^'^
1887 and 1888 were the last years in which Labor Day was one of unity between working
class organizations. Boston's celebrations in those years brought together
.en as ideologicallv
diverse as the C.M.I.U.'s George McGuire, typographer and Mar^st Edward O'DonneU, and Knights
of Labor District Master Worlonan Charles Chance. In Baltimore, an equally
.^ed group can:e
together: Frank G. Boyd, the manager of the Chesapeake Telephone Company; A.F.L. delegate
Gottlieb Hohn; J. G. Schonfarber, the D.M.W. of District Assembly 41 and editor ofIh^- jeff
Wade, who belonged to both the KOL and the American Federation of Labor; and Joseph Edwards
a black Knight from LA. 2397 and delegate to the 1886 General Assembly.- So cooperative was
the atmosphere that The Freeman complained of the "paucity of colored mechanic" in Labor Day
parades around the country and urged its black leadership to rally behind the Knights of Labor:
"Colored men should awake to [the] important fact that this great labor organization can aid the race
in the South and make the white people there respect their social and political rights." In Boston
there were only "fifteen or twenty coal handlers" marching "with their white brothers" though the
Knights of Labor "acted in a noble way and employed the colored Boston Brass Band." Ihe
Freeman:, complaint had some effect; in 1888 Pittsburgh's black hod carriers marched 200 strong, all
sporting matching bowler hats, white gloves, and canes.
The Knights of Labor took an active role in estabUshing Labor Day as a vehicle for the
working class to show its solidarity. Ironically, by 1889, labor's day to come together began to
magnify its internal differences. By then, the Order's trade union policy had thoroughly filtered
down to local assemblies and an ascendant A.F.L. aggressively contested descendant KOL assemblies
at every turn. Though Chicago's Labor Day came off without a hitch, Knights elsewhere were not so
lucky. In Baltimore the A.F.L. threatened to boycott the parade and agreed to join only after D.A.
41 passed a resolution asking them to form a division. Even then, the parade did not take place on
Labor Day. In 1889 the city of Baltimore held its sesiquicentennial exposition on September 9 and
Postmaster Frank Brown and Mayor Latrobe convinced laborers to postpone their celebrations for
one week. Both the Knights and the Federation marched, but assembled at different parts of the
city. The conflict in Boston was not so easily resolved. The city's Central Labor Union refused to
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n^arch with the KOL unless cigar.akers> Local Assembly 80 was banned f.o. the parade When
DA. 30 upheld LA. 80's appeal to take part in the festivities, the boycott was on.^^^
Boston presaged the future. By 1890 Labor Day parades were still popular affairs-35 000
m New York, 15,000 in Denver, 9.000 in Milwaukee, 6,m in Jersey City, and 4,000 in San
Francisco-but many cities saw separate parades. Two parades were held in New York, Chicago
Detroit, and Boston and though the KOL parades tended to attract more marchers than the trade
unions in 1890, that supremacy was short-lived. Further, reported numbers in the 1890s were often
inflated by the KOL>s cooperation with other groups; parades in New York and Albany were
bolstered by striking New York Central workers, while those in Topeka, Kansas, and Lincoh,
Nebraska, included large numbers of Farmers' Alliance members.^^^
By 1891, separate parades were the standard feature of Labor Day celebrations and
Knights of Labor festivities were increasingly modest. The Knights could still turn out big crowds,
but little unity could be found. In Brooklyn's 1891 parade the Brotherhood of Carpenters and
Joiners refused to march with the KOL and held their own parade. In Paterson, New Jersey, it was
not the Knights of Labor that attracted attention but rather the Scotch [sic] Caledonian Club with its
bagpipe band, plaid costumes, and raucous Highland games. Even the Journal of the, Kn.>hr. nf
Labor had httle to say about KOL participation in Labor Day beyond a large rally held in Wilkes
Barre, Pennsylvania, at which Powderly addressed his own District Assembly 16. By 1892 The Critic
was reduced to pointing out that KOL Labor Day marchers were proof that the Knights were not
dead. By then, The Critic's cry was all the demoralized Knights of Labor could muster.
Leadership of Labor Day, like most other aspects of the labor movement, rapidly passed to other
organizations and the Knights of Labor, once movers and shakers, were reduced to the role of
ancillaries.
Conclusion : The Triumph of Commercial Culture
During the 1880s the Knights of Labor assembled, by accident and design, a rich culture
that embraced leisure as both an escape from the drudgery of work and a reinforcement of
Knighthood. Picnics, plays, parades, and politics were all part of that culture, as were dances, fairs,
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ar..
.usic, and spo^.
„^
^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^
went wrong?
I< will no. do
,0 link ,he ™p,„re be^veen leisure and ideology solely ,o ,he KnighCs^
deelining fortunes; if culture and Knighthood had continued in a syntbiotic relationship the Order
mtght have found a way to reverse its course. Unfortunately, the Kntghts of Labor only reahzed the
.ransfomaative potential of leisure after it had lost the abUity to refortn itself. As Is often the ease
with organizations, what should have been done is only dear in retrospect. In the heady days of .he
mtd-lSSOs, excitement was at fever pitch and leisure was used as a propaganda tool. But this does
not ntean that the Order realized the potency of cultural weapons. As part of the "everyday stuff of
Knightly life, leisure was enjoyed but only vaguely understood. The collapse of the Knights of Labor
as an organization can be explained ideologically, poUtically, and financially, but the erosion of its
recreative forms must also take into account cultural factors.
Part of the answer of how the Knights of Ubor went from propaganda picnics to escapist
entertainments lies in understanding that no segmeM of the working class existed as a hermetically
sealed folk subculture. Because workers participated in society and struggled to enjoy more of its
pleasures, they often feU prey to desires and wants from outside their class. As members of plebeian
culture, laborers mbted influences from its own organic cultural purveyors with those selected
outsiders who caught their fancy.
In the debate over the social significance of leisure, few sociologists or historians have
given credence to Durkheim's notion that leisure is escapist. Yet clearly people then and now
sometimes embrace leisure for a very simple reason: it's fun. Knights of Labor newspapers proudly
touted their own entertainments, but they just as enthusiastically noted other things that Knights
could do for amusement. Lynn, Massachusetts, Knights had their picnics and parades, but they also
went to the Odd FeUows' Hall, the GAR Colisseum, and the Music Hall to see plays like, "East
Lynne, the Elopement," "Maggie, the Midget," "Alone in London," and "Naramattah, an Indian
Drama."^^ In a single week, The Knights of ],;^hnr in Chicago informed members that they could go
to the Opera House to see "The Crowing Hen," to McViker's Theatre for "Mademoiselle Nitouche,"
to the Columbia for "Romeo and Juliet," to the Criterion for "Wages of Sin," to the Casino for Lillle
Lohengrin," to the People's Theatre for "The Cattle King," or to the Academy of Music for "Alone in
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London,"
.he Vicorian melodrama
.ha, .hrilled audiences in Lynn. If n,e,odran,a. musical comedy
or Shakespeare did no, appeal, racis, and se^s, s,ereo,ypes could be reinforced by viewng McNish
Johnson and Slavin's Burn, Cork Brigades in concer,. ca,chmg ,he Chicago Mins.rels in "Don Caes.
de Crazy Pa,ch,- laughing a. Chinese ac>or Ah Took as Washee-Washee in McKee Rankings "The
DainUes," or paying ,o see "The Woman-Ha,er," David Lloyd's "new comedy."'^
Rankin made his peace wi,h ,he Knigh,s and a,.rac,ed KOL a„en,ion everywhere he wen,,
n 1889 he and his wife played Dayton, Ohio's Grand Opera House in a musical comedy The
Golden Gian,.- In 1889, ,ha, venue fea,ured emenainmems ,ha, included comedies like "Lord
Chumley," "The Fa, Men's Club," and "The Queen's Ma,e,- and dramas such as 'Sparracus." The
ci,y also offered high-brow e„,er,aim„eM in ,he form of ,he opera "The Bos,onians," and lowbrow
diversions such as .he Gorman Bro,hers' minsrrel show A nigh, a, ,he ,hea,re was often expensive.
At a time in which Knighls across .he comr.ry complained of the prices of baseball ,icke,s. no, a
ripple was slirred by ,he price s,rucn,re of ,he Grand Opera House where ,he cheapes, sea,s cos, 35
cents and good seats a dollar.^^^
Local Knights of Labor gleefully anticipated local celebrations of popular culture. In 1887,
Dubuque's Industrial Uader ran huge advertisements announcing the Sells Brothers Circus and a
July 16 headline trumpeted "Sells Day Ahnost Here." Readers were told of all the wonders they
would soon enjoy, including a "Real Roman Hippodrome, a five continent menagerie, an Indian
Village and Museum, the Grand Firemen's Tournament, and Pawnee Bill's Historical Wild West
Show." Pawnee BiU was ex-Chief of Army Scouts Major G. W. Lillie and he planned to recreate the
Battle of Little Big Horn, an event the Leader promised would be a "stupendous and unparalleled
affair." The following week the Leader ran an article that lamented the circus never came to town
because of an incident in Clinton, Iowa in which four persons were wounded. Whether real bullets
were used inadvertently or because of a cast feud is unclear. In any event, the Sells Brothers quickly
left Iowa and Dubuque Knights were saddened.^^^ Baltimore Knights were luckier. In 1889 they saw
Pawnee Bill's Wild West Show as part of Adam Forepauph's circus.
By 1889, KOL culture was being drained of its political content and members turned
increasingly towards popular amusements. Leadership grew alarmed. Ralph Beaumont, the Order's
legislative lobbyist in Washington, D.C., visited Philadelphia in 1889 and was appalled by the city's
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popula. culture diversions. He was taken to see "gu. chewers" perfo™ at CuHo Hall: twenty-four
costumed won^en chewed "a sort of gu. of an elastic nature, which enabled then, to hold one
position of it with their teeth while they stretched the other out the full length of their ar.s and
Beaumont sheUed out another din.e to see a twenty-five
.inute "variety show." Beaumont was
particularly distressed to count 1,500 workers at the show when "during three lectures in Philadelphia
I never once had .ore than a hundred." In disgust Beaumont jested, "I have .ade up n.y .ind that
I will change my occupation as Lecturer to gum-chewing." He even suggested that the Knights'
decline was due to workers' willingness to pay more into "Dime Museums than is paid into the
treasury of the K. of L.."^^^ Perhaps Beaumont's blast was in the back of Powder^s mind the ne,xt
year when he received a latter from Clarence McElroy, the business manager of Pilling's World's
Museum in Boston. Frank J. Pilling owned a "curiosity" museum and sought a photograph of
Powderly m order to commission and display a wax figure of the General Master Workman.
Powderly stamped the request "No Answer Required."^^
Beaumont and Powderly fought a losing battle to get the American working class out of
the curiosity museums and into the lecture halls. This is illustrated in the Order's last great cultural
battle, the effort to assist in the planning of the 1893 World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago.
When plans for the fair first surfaced in 1889, Powderly launched a polemic demanding that labor be
represented in a significant way. The Knights had taken part in earlier world's fairs-they sent
banners and displays to the 1889 Paris exposition-but Powderly felt more was needed for Chicago:
"Labor must take a deep, indeed a selfish, interest in the event and be prepared todemonstrate to all who gather there that all of its claims are just and based on
equity. In the machinery, which will arouse the wonder and admiration of the
visitor, will be exhibited the reason why the workman asks that the hours of labor
be reduced; he will be able to point to the handtool of a century ago and trace its
evolution down through the years until it finds perfection in the marvelous
wonder-working machine of to-day....There should be erected somewhere on the
Exposition grounds two dwellings; one the hovel of the laborer; the other the palace
of the millionaire. The starving needlewoman, as she toils her weary hours, should
be represented side by side with the one who takes advantage of her poverty. The
uses which both make of their proceeds should in some way be illustrated."^'^'
Industrial conferences were held, and displays pertaining to the labor question planned, but the
Knights of Labor was upset by the content of both. The General Executive Board directed John
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Hayes to petition Congress to withhold the Exposition's i^omnmc i^Aposiuon 3.:),000,000 appropriation until they heard
from a KOL committee, a request that was ignored.^"
On one score at least, the Knights of Labor was successful. The Order joined trade unions
and other groups in convincing Congress to open the fair on Sunday. Powderly attacked the "great
v^olation of the Constitution...contemplated largely by Southern members [of Congress] who pride
themselves on devotion to principles." Powderly reminded Congress of the Constitutional proviso
forbidding the estabUshment of a state religion and called Sunday closing an insult to Jews,
Mohammedans, Buddhists, free thinkers, and "heathens." He also reminded it of the 1876
Centennial Exposition where no tickets were sold but "high potentates and their friends had free
access to the grounds" on Sunday while "the poor people, hungry and thirsty for beauty, were
excluded." Powderly and the Knights were attacked by the Rev. Wilbur F. Crafts, who praised the
patriotism of the Farmers' Alliances and the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers for their
opposition to Sunday openings. Crafts claimed the KOL and A.F.L. were "composed of foreign
immigrants" who cared Uttle for America or the Sabbath. Powderly responded with a counterblast
and the fair stayed open on Sundays.^^^
Though attendance on the Sabbath was lower than on any other day of the week, more
than 1.2 milhon of the fair's 2L4 miUion paying customers poured through the gates on Sunday.^"
But what did they see? Commentators and promoters ahke agreed that the masses ignored the
educationally upUfting free exhibits of the White City. They flocked instead to the commercial
low-brow pleasures of the Midway Plaisance with its sideshows and pseudo-ethnic streets where
"Little Egypt" danced, jugglers and sword swaUowers thriUed viewers, and costumed performers
impressed gawking multitudes with displays of exotica. As John Kasson notes, hundreds lined up to
pay 50 cents for a ride on the huge wheel built by George Ferris even though they could have gotten
the same panoramic view by climbing stairs to the torch of Daniel French's statue on the Court of
Honor. Knights were not shy in recording what caught their attention. Throughout the fair the
Journal of the Knights of Labor listed wonderments to be viewed and seldom included items related
to the labor question. A typical entry marvelled at the following: glass bricks, a $1,000 arm chair, an
alabaster buffalo, a tree 26 feet in diameter, billiard balls valued at $80,000, a huge floral display
representing the National Capital, a chocolate tower worth $40,000, a thousand pots of Irish
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weighing 500 pounds.'^
Such unabashed celebrations of popular culture seldom produces labor reform, nor does it
revive waning movements. What happened to the Knights of Labor is indicative of what was
happening to working class culture across North America. Indigenous expressions were giving way to
a commercialized, sanitized, and homogenized national culture that was quite different from that
envisioned by working class propagandists or ehte morahsts. A new type of entrepreneur was at
hand, and leisure was transformed from a largely participatory to a mostly passive consumptive form
of expression. In amusement parks, nickelodeons, dance halls, and movie palaces leisure became
another product to be purchased in the national marketplace. Rather than send messages, leisure
became something to be consun^ed for the sheer joy of experiencing it. Any meaning beyond the
desire of promoters to turn a profit was impUcit, not explicit.
It is important to reemphasize that commercial culture was, at best, only partially
triumphant in the late 19th century. It is perhaps true- as the Frankfurt School argues-that
commercial culture became another aspect of capitalist hegemony, but that transformation came
later, if at all. I suspect, however, that Francis Couvares is closer to the mark. Though there was a
lamentable "triumph of commerce and professionalism, the rise of elite patronage, and the
integration of local audiences into national ones...working-class resistance to leisure reform-
remained a staple of American popular culture.^^ Sometimes the working class even won; baseball's
transformation into America's national pastime was a push from the bottom up.
Still, working class resistance began to take the form of consumption decisions rather than
alternative visions; boycotting a theatre is not the same thing as writing, producing, and acting in
one's own plays. The key difference is one of control. Dumazedier and Ladurie are wrong; the
modern worid's equivalent of Carnival's ritualized norm-breaking is the amusement park where jets
of air lifts women's skirts and both silk-hatted eUtes and paper-hatted workers are sent sprawling in
fun houses. While laborers of the early 20th century decided which of Coney Island's three
amusement parks to attend, Knights of Labor in the 1880s sponsored their own picnics, baseball
games, and entertainments; 20th century workers cheered Fourth of July parades, 19th century
Knights marched in them.
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There is truth in a. ,he sociologica. interpretations of leisure. Emergent national culture
was .deed privat^ed as the Mar^sts clai™, and nruch of i. was mindless and escapist. Culture also
offered an increasin^y rich array of Weberian choices, bu, as units of consumption rather than
production, it also subjected participants to fate. Sotne doubtless accepted capitalist values and
submitted to what Gramsci c^ed
-hegemony - thereby condemning themselves to play as they work
Twentieth century leUure. as EUas and Foucaul, observe, is controlled by social rules and its «,e„ce
more
-mimetic" than the ruleless, bone-crunching football match played by picnicking Colorado
Knights.
But whatever leisure has become, there was a time when it was more than fun and
diversion. For Knights of Labor in the mid 1880s, leisure was part of a total packet of ideas and
actions that threatened to assemble many of America's social and class divisions on a common
playing Held where bonds might be forged. Because of external oppression, financial insolvency, and
internal conflict, the Knights of Labor only rhetorically bridged the gulfs and never realized the
power briefly within its grasp. Nor was it fully cognizant of the usefulness of leisure forms such as
parades until it had no power left to wield. As leisure separated itself from the Knights of Labor,
the Order was left with comedic incongruities such as poor Alexander Wright trying to lecture on
land reform from the same stage upon which The Great Brophy whistled a different tune.
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Illustration 49. Opening Day, 1886.
Source: Frank Leslie's Illiisrratefi . May 8, 1886
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Illustration 50. The Baseball Craze.
Source: Frank Leslie' s Illustrated . September 1, 1888
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Illustration 51. The Baseball Craze.
Source: Frank Leslie's Illustrated . July 27, 1889
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OF SCRAWTOltf, PA.
T.B.McGUmE
OF NEW YORK,
Hon. FRUNR M. FOGG,
OF MICXIIGAlSr,
i ^
— A^A other JSiH'HkcrH arc coming to the
K. OP L. CELEBEATION!
oisr
Monday, July5th,
— J^T THE
EXPOSITION GROUNDS,
ST. j"os:e:x=^x2:, - - - - i^x^zotj^'^x.
ThiH M ill be tlie i^rnnaent Olobrutlon of tlie Fourth ever seen la the Went.
There win l>e h Mounter Ntr^H-l rroe^nlon of the Trnden and IndaHtriea ofthe City.
Fire Orpnrtmrnt, tlio li.of I.., niid other Orderw, ete., will participate,
Athletic Sports, Dancing and Amusements for Everyone.
Thli* iVthe bent opportiiiilty ever oiTerrd the pubTic of hearlnK the Great Lreader of
Ori:nni/.c(l l.ul^or. Ite. wiire and get there early.
Two i7t¥e3 of Mc^t"Cacs Rcia to tlie Gates.
APPglSSIOlT. 10 CElgTS.—
-
COME, AND BRI^G YOUB FRIENDS.
bt Joseph I.cAidcr Vtinl.
Illustration 52. Lecture Poster.
Source: Powderlv Papers
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CHAPTER 8
-...almost all attend.-^-Massachusetts Bureau of Labor Statistics (1870)
representatives or merely mouthpieces, and was their ser^^ce but Ursewke"
Laborrl-T?renrv' Powder^ "
^'^'^^
"It is inconceivable how a Church which has no concern for the bodily welfare of
SSI (1895)" ' " ^P"^"^' condition;-^--wtam B^^^^^^
Though church attendance chmbed and new buildings were erected, much of the Gilded
Age's rehgious hfe rested on foundations of sand. Protestar^t denominations were beset by a host of
internal and external challenges to their authority. American Protestantism emerged from the Civil
War scarred and shaken, unprepared to confront the emergent urban, industrial society rapidly
transforming the social, economic, and intellectual lives of its congregations. Of the many
unresolved problems was what to do about labor, as even Protestantism's strongest defenders agreed
that the working class was not among those crowding the pews and filling the collection plates.
In 1870, the Massachusetts Bureau of Labor Statistics bvestigated working class church
attendance in Fall River but its report left open as many questions as it answered. Officers were
sent into the field to interview workers and file reports. Their accounts varied dramatically. Officer
# 15 reported that most workers attended church and those that did not led "good moral lives,"
while officer # 3 reported that nearly all attended regularly. These optimistic reports were
supported by three other investigators, but strongly contradicted by eight others. Officer # 20 stated
that, "the working people do not attend the so-called Divine worship. They do not believe in original
sin and redemption through Christ or any other man. Very httle idolatry here! The church is
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co,.,de.d a .an f„, .,e exMbUloo of dry goods," Though few
.poru we. as s.riden. as .his and
one suspecs
.ha,
.he inves.iga.o. was ve«i„g his persona, beliefs, few we.e
.osy; seve.^ agreed ,ha,
make .hem appear clean and respectable.-'
Many Americans separa.ed beUef in Chris.iani.y from church a..e„dance. Some Uke
Theodore Ti,.on (whose wife had a much pubUcized affair ,he Rev. Hem^ Ward Beecher) openly
declared
.heir con.emp, for ,he ins.i,u.ional church. For qui.e differen. reasons. Terence Powderly
shared TU.on's disUce of .he church. He and many o.her Knigh.s of Labor found
.he church
wan.ing. Drawing upon .he human-cemered unagery of Jesus .he carpen.er and Chris,
.he "world's
grea,es.. mos. sublime agi.a.or." laborers found
.ha. non-churched Chris.lani.y provided
.hem w,.h a
powerful language of social pro.es., a moral .rumpe. ,o .umble oppression's walls.' Powderly
carefully ca.alogued ,he .cachings and pracices of Chris,
.ha. he found applicable
.o presem-day
conditions:
"Christ taught humility.
He taught that no favoritism should be shown.
He loved the poor.
He daily walked among the poor.
He denounced the unjust rich.
He took the side of the laborer in the unequal struggle of life.
Christ preached absolute, undeviating justice.
Christ was merciful to the sinner.
He despised riches for himself.
He had not whereupon to lay his head.
He not only gave to the poor but commanded others to do so.He sternly forbade man to bear false witnesses."^
Sadly, Powderly noted, few of these commandments and examples were followed. Since neither the
church nor so-called Christian businessmen could be trusted to implement God's teachbgs, the
burden fell to labor itself. Labor's challenge to existing authority was often as moral in tone as it
was political. Knights of Labor frequently spoke of themselves as Christ's true workers, the
imperiled guardians of correct faith.
By the end of the century, even observers outside of labor's ranks agreed that Christ was
hard tc fmd in the Protestant church. William Bayard Hale felt most of Fall River's denominations
were more interested in denouncing Catholicism, debating obscure doctrinal differences, trying to
close saloons, or erecting new buildings than in preaching the gospel to the working class or
alleviating its poverty. Both Baptists and Methodists maintained fancy churches in the "midst of the
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sord^d life of the street," while "a non-denominational mission in Flint Village, the poorest quarter of
the town, is abandoned for lack of funds. ' Only the Catholic churches, thought Hale, had substantial
worlong class following. The rest were "m^y churches of the weU-to-do, and the majority of the
pastors are occupied with their proper parishioners," with the worst offenders being the Central
Congregational Society, known city-wide as "the Manufacturers' Church." Hale graphically described
Fall River's social iUs-crowded tenements, dirty streets, unemployment, mah,utrition-and wondered
why churches squandered over $250,000 a year on "better music, greater accommodations, and a
larger crops of ministers" instead of alleviating the city's squalor.^
Protestantism's critics failed to resolve several important questions. Why were mainstream
churches so slow to respond to the social problems of the day? What effect did external criticism
have on internal church policy? How did individual ministers cope with the challenges of the day
and what did they think of groups Uke the Knights of Labor? Historian Henry May charged that
labor's blasts against the churches were too severe and blunted reform efforts. He singled out
Powderly as the "clearest example of labor's persistent hostility [though he] of all union men, might
have been expected to respond m a friendly way to Protestant cordiality" since so many of his goals
and values were in accord with the progressive elements of Protestantism. Instead, Powderly "told a
story of repeated and active hostihty on the part of Protestants as well as CathoUc clerics...[and
denounced] organized religion m general, echoing the charges of labor partisans before and after his
day."lO
May's charges are serious and bear closer examination. Among the many impUcations lies
the suggestion that the Knights of Labor, rather than being too conservative, Utopian, or reformist as
charged by critics as diverse as Frederich Sorge, Gerald Grob, Samuel Gompers, and Selig Perhnan,
were at once too radical, too pragmatic, and too revolutionary in matters of religion. If May is right,
Powderly and his compatriots wished to do more than merely chase the money-lenders from the
temple; they wished to tear down its walls and replace it with a radical Christian commonwealth
where Pharisees Uke Henry Ward Beecher could find no refuge.
As always, the Knights of Labor defy easy analysis. On questions of religion one is
confronted with another paradox: the Knights' central leadership was overwhelmingly Roman
Catholic while the rank-and-file was not; indeed, some members were nativist and antiCatholic.
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That led the Order into rather curious battles both externally and internally. Throughout the late
1870s and into the 1880s Knights' leadership sought accommodation with Roman Cathohc hierarchy
and 1887, Powderly spent much time, energy, and money trying to^ Rome's approval for the
Order at a time in which the Order had more pressing issues. Historians Norman Ware and Henry
Browne praised Powderl.s handling of the dispute with Rome; many of Powderl^s contemporaries
disagreed." If Henry May is correct, Powderly would have been better off seeking the approval of
Frederic Dan Huntington, Washington Gladden, and Walter Rauschenbusch than Pope Leo XIII.
Between a Rork and a Ha rd Place- Gilded Aae Prn>.c..„>;.^
Gilded Age Protestantism was in crisis. Congregationahsts, Presbyterians, and
Episcopalians-dominant in colonial times-had been in decline for more than six decades. Even
rising groups like Baptists, Lutherans, Methodists, and Unitarians found their paths strewn with
challenges, not the least of which were the ideological threats posed by Darwin, Marx, and Freud,
and the labor uprisings of 1877, 1886, and 1892-94.
Typical of the anxiety held by nervous Protestants is that of Congregationalist minister
Josiah Strong. His classic. Our Country (1893), is a portrait of a nation in peril, one whose very soul
is contested by the enemies of true faith: Mormons, Catholics, socialists, wrong-headed bteUectuals,
unruly immigrants, immoral city-dweUers, greedy capitalists, and selfish individualists. At once
profoundly conservative but presaging the Social Gospel movement, Our Countrv mixes traditional
platitudes, Anglo-Saxon nativism, and gemeinschaft nostalgia with contemporary notions of social
science quantification, industrial progress, and wealth redistribution. Despite his conservative attack
on socialism. Strong was no apologist for capitalism and accused it of impoverishing the masses:
"Competition leads to overproduction," he wrote, and results in unemployment and extremes of
wealth "whereby Wall Streeters make more money than their fair share....Many wage-earners have
come to feel that the capitalist class is their natural enemy."^^
For Strong, nothing less was at stake than America's status as the New Jerusalem. He
believed that God chose science, industry, and American democracy to redeem the world, but each
stood m jeopardy. Our Country contains only the vaguest inklings of what to do about the peril and
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faUs back on timeworn suggestions such as Christian chanty, doctrinal vigUance, prayer, and
immigration restriction, methods found wanting long before the book was published. Yet Strong's
book is admirable in that it tried to address social disorder and even made a few mild attacks on
power elites. As Paul Carter observes, the "overwhehning majority of American clergymen of their
day, far from diagnosing the evUs of the times, either denied or .gnored them...the existing social
order was either irrelevant to the religious man or it was an umnitigated blessing."- When push
came to shove, most Protestant clerics chose either passive or active defenses of the status quo.
Few ministers defended the status quo with the vigor of Henry Ward Beecher, one of the
GUded Age's most controversial figures. Beecher upheld a gospel of plenty and equated poverty with
sin and indolence. He and other mmisters of wealthy churches, impressed by from Herbert Spencer
and William Graham Sumner, articulated a quasi-religious form of Social Darwinism. Beecher
accepted American social and political institutions as he found them and preached from both pulpit
and press what historian Paul Carter calls "a qualitative hedonism" to large, receptive middle class
audiences.- In Beecher's cosmography, financial success and morality where linked and poverty was
the result of sinfulness. As surely as God had blessed the American nation. He placed his seal of
approval on hard-working industrialists, proprietors, and businessmen. Beecher thundered against
those who would tinker with laissez-faire capitalism: "God had intended the great to be great, and
the little to be little."^^
Frightened by the railway strikes of 1877, Beecher turned his rhetoric against labor. He
denounced unionists as selfish, lazy, irreligious, and followers of "glittering social theories.-^^ In
1877, he also uttered a gross-and frequently quoted-blast against rebellious workers. He refused to
find any merit in railway workers' complaints of low wages and snapped, "Water costs nothing; and a
man who can't live on bread is not fit to live."^''
Beecher's callous remark-second only to Jay Gould's 1886 dictum, "I can hire one-half of
the working class to kill the other half," in the anger it engendered among workers-was only an
extreme expression of views earnestly held by other Protestant clerics such as A. J. F. Behrens and
Russell Conwell.^* Nor was Beecher alone in denouncing the labor movement as a collectivity of
dangerous radicals who threatened life and property. The Chicago-based National Christian
Association launched an assault against the Knights of Labor through an odd mix of theology and
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middle Cass
.oralis.. In 1886 Ezra Asher Cook, an N.CA. activist and owner of s.aU pubUshing
released lhUCnight.^fU^^ Cook printed the fuH text of the Add^
KruEtQs and illustrated the Order's secret signs and hand signals.
It would be easy to dismiss Cook's attack on the Knights as a residual form of early 19th
century anti-Masonry were it not for the "history" of the Kn,ghts of Labor that prefaced the AK
Cook claimed that the KOL remained secretive until 1882 because it led the 1877 railway strikes and
did "not wish it to be known that they were responsible for such loss of property and life." Writing
shortly after the Gould strikes of 1885, Cook accused the Kmghts of resorting to "boycott, violence,
and murder." The strike against Gould was unjust. It resulted in idling workers, and Satan soon
found "mischief for them to do in trying to prevent others from taking their places, resulting in
blood-shed, murder, and destruction of property." he concluded that anyone who joined the Knights
of Labor was made "an abject vessel of a committee who use him as a tool to further the mterests of
a great monopoly which loves darkness rather than light because its deeds are evU.-^'
Unreflective attacks on labor did not go unchallenged. Protestants defending the GUded
Age status quo soon faced opposition from the outside and from within their own ranks. As a social
appUcation of biological theory, Social Darwinism was intellectually suspect; Beecher's gospel of
wealth did not rest comfortably with Christ's sermon on the Mount, nor Russell ConweU's command
to "get rich" with Jesus's charge to the rich young man to "sell what you own and give the money to
20the poor." As Henry May noted, many Social Darwinists "found it necessary to qualify the more
difficult passages on poverty and simplicity."^^
Protestant Social Darwinism engendered varied reaction, including the fiery agnosticism of
Robert Ingersoll, enlightened skepticism, a drop in working class church attendance, and conversions
to Catholicism or newly respectable Protestant sects like Swedenborgianism or Universalism."
Knights of Labor registered their protest in several ways. Knights openly discussed ideas with which
the church was uncomfortable, and KOL reading rooms stocked titles from Darwin, Spencer,
Malthus, and Marx, while the Journal of United Labor encouraged members to read them.
Opposition could be blunt. Powderly levelled vitriolic rhetoric against ministers who "counseled
submission on the part of workingmen to their 'masters'." As for stock platitudes such as "The poor
ye shall always have with you," Powderly stood ready to challenge orthodoxy: "They tell me this is
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Chnsrs law.
,
do no. believe ie.
, do no, believe ,ha, He in,e„ded, as a res.l, of bis
.eacbing ,ba,
ambuion sbould be smo.bered in ,be breas, of the workingn,an. ,ha, .an sbould ren,ain ,he slave of
poverty if he can honorably rUe above i,. and I also beUeve Ihat ,he system ,ha, makes men poor
should be, and can be, changed.- When Beecher died in 1887. a L,b.,Eaain^ editorialis. conld
hardly contain his glee:
-If there is any truth in the Christian reli^on Henry ward Beecher is now
having brimstone for breakfast, fire and britnstone for luncheon, and good brimstone and ho, fire for
supper. I rejoice ,hat this man is dead and IN JUDGEMENT. He disgraced even the rotten world
in which he Uved, and the cries of your starving children wiU take on a note of gladness when they
hear he is gone."^"*
The challenges to Protestant hegemony catalogued by Josiah Strong were too powerful to
aUow scorn or platitudes to rule the day. Despite harsh sermons against unions, impassioned pleas
for orthodoxy, pastoral counseling for workers to be patient, and jeremiads against dangerous
ideologies, the labor movement both refused to disappear and showed a disturbing tendency to
redefine Christianity. Faced with this, Protestants had two options: retreat or accommodation.
Many tried the former. The paradox of rising church membership and attendance m an age where
faith was under attack is resolved by noting that it was nervous middle class men and women seeking
the stamp of respectability for their acquired statuses and refuges from the ideological challenges
that bombarded them daily who crammed the pews.-^
The vast majority of Protestant clerics and their congregations attempted to retreat. The
churches built in the 1880s and 1890s featured "fortress-thick walls" that attempted to create a
barrier between the sacred and profane, a "private place for religion."^^ According to James
DeKoven, the major themes discussed within the walls were "material development [and] the study of
nature," hardly the pressing issues of the day."^ What the walls failed to keep out was the reaUty that
uncontested Protestant social authority was defunct. According to Henry King Carroll of the Division
of Churches for the 11th U.S. Census, 1 of every 12 Americans was either an active or passive
opponent of religion.^
Henry Ward Beecher could preach the gospel of success to middle class audiences, but
could not make it palatable to the hungry beyond the walls, nor could he induce them to come in.
Protestants seeking solace within found little; the thick church walls trapped them between the rock
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of .h.i, „™ hypocrisy and .he hard place of challenges lurking outside. Be.raya, lurked wi.hin as a
small bu, vociferous group of ministers tried to emulate Christ by cleansing the temple. Though the
Soaal Gospel movement never captured a numerical majority in any single Protestant denomination,
.t fired the imaginations of many and became one more challenge to embattled Gilded Age
Protestantism,
Voices in fhe WiMprnf^^r-
Protestanrs TarH^ the I.ahnr On^cr;^,,
Accommodation with labor proved a more painful response than retreat. When discussing
American religion in the Gilded Age, the temptation is strong to exaggerate the challenge to Social
Darwinism offered by the Social Gospel movement. But it wiU not do to counterpoise Henry Ward
Beecher and RusseU ConweU against Washington Gladden and Walter Rauschenbusch. It is true
that an influential group of Protestant clergymen took up the labor question in the 1880s. Their
efforts were laudatory, but two important qualifiers must be weighed. First, the initial push for the
Social Gospel came from labor, not the church. Second, the Social Gospel movement was
praiseworthy, but unsuccessful.
When Uriah Stephens spoke of "a great brotherhood of toil," and George McNeill of the
social justice demanded by the "Carpenter's Son," both men presaged the language of the Social
Gospel. he man who first claimed that Christ overturned the tables of the moneylenders "because
usury was odious in His sight" and concluded that what was done "in His day should not be done in
this day" was not a minister of the church, but rather the General Master Workman of the Knights
of Labor, Terence V. Powderly.^O As Herbert Gutman noted, laborers had long expressed their
discontent through a combination of Protestant rhetoric, "artisanal republicanism, [and]
postmillennial justifications" of trade unions, and social reform. Gilded Age workers quickly
recognized that preindustrial Protestantism provided a program of "absolute [and] timeless truths"
that legitimized attacks on "the sanctity of property rights and freedom of contract, and the rigidity of
political laissez-faire."^^
The limitations and failure of the Social Gospel movement bears a more detailed
discussion. Henry May levelled a serious charge against the Knights of Labor. According to him.
Social Gospel advocates were prepared to ally themselves with Gilded Age labor, only to be
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even
32
main.
betrayed. May is wrong; Social Gospelism both be.rayed itself, and was sUenced by powerful
opposition ™thi. its own Protestant base. By the late 18«)s it was dear that Henry Ward Beecher
was more representative of mainstream Protestantism than Washington Gladden. Since Social
Gospelers often appropriated labor's own discourse, the movement's declme seemed a double
betrayal to many workers.
The would-be defender of Gilded Age Protestantism searches in vain to find a single
denomination in which labor's defenders were not vastly out-numbered by its detractors. Not
theologically liberal groups-like the Unitarians or the Universalists-supported labor in the
To illustrate this point further, one need look no further than to the careers of several outstanding
Social Gospelers who were most vocal b their defense of labor. If one traces the paths of men such
as Frederic and Dan Huntington, Jesse Jones, and Hugh Pentecost, it becomes obvious that they
were voices crying out in a wilderness of hostility.
Frederic and Dan Huntington were Episcopahans. More than any other Protestant
denomination, Episcopalianism benefited from immigrant Catholicism, theological hberalism, and the
ritual duUness of mainstream churches. To many Americans, especially intellectuals, Protestantism
seemed empty when compared to medieval CathoUcism. The association of the Roman Church with
Irish immigrants and the articulation of the doctrine of papal infallibility in 1870 proved too great a
gulf for most disaffected intellectuals to cross. Like Frederic Dan Huntington, many found the
ritualistic, but non-papal. Episcopal church a safer alternative to Catholicism.
Frederic Dan Huntington was the son of Dan and Elizabeth Huntington. As a boy he
witnessed his father's intellectual conversion from Congregationahsm to Unitarianism and shared his
mother's anguish when she was expelled from her famU/s ancestral church in Hadley,
Massachusetts. He dutifuUy entered Amherst CoUege as one of only two Unitarians there before
gouig on to Harvard Divinity School to prepare for the Unitarian ministry. At first, Huntington
shared his father's intense dislike of the "stern, forbidding, unrelenting Calvinism" of his ancestors
and preferred the rationalist doctrines of his parents.^^ In 1855, he was appointed Plummer
Professor of Christian Morals at Harvard. Yet six years later, Huntington left Harvard and the
Unitarian church. As Unitarianism became increasingly influenced by German transcendentalism,
textual criticism, and rationalism, Huntington experienced a crisis of faith. He was deeply impressed
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by .he "need for higher spiritua, gif,s...f„. a definite ceed, a posuive belief.- a need reinforeed
through reading hi. mother's diar. He briefly Hir.ed wi.h Ca.ho.ieis., and was firndy convinced of
.he .nnitarian position, a beUef he turned in.o an a„t,-Unitarian polemic:
-Jesus Is either the
incaruation, no. of an abstraction, a quality, or a princpie. but of God or else he is a created being
who began to be in time, so tha. there was a time when our Lord and Redeenrer was not
Huntington codd not bring hin,self to convert to Catholicistn af.er he lef, Unitarianisn,. He was
openly courted by several denonrinations. including his ancestral Congregationahsn,. but decided
upon Episcopahanisn. where he found con,for.ing ri.ual and doctrinal solidity. He began a nteteoric
rise which took him front Boston's Emmanuel Church to the bishopric of central New York in less
than eight years.^
Huntington and his Episcopal contemporaries could not help noticing that workers who
did attend services were more likely to be found in Catholic churches than Protestant ones. Thus
began one of the more curious paradoxes in American religious history; though Episcopalianism was
the wealthiest denomination in America, attracting both intellectual and business elites, much of its
ministry openly courted the labor movement. EpiscopaHan.sm proved the denomination most
devoted to labor's cause and the one most sympathetic to the Knights of Labor. Not even J. P.
Morgan could escape in an Episcopal church; the rector of his St. George's Episcopal Church of
New York City was W. S. Rainsford, a man much affected by the teachings of Christian socialist
Charles Kingsley.
Even Morgan's good friend Bishop Henry Codman Potter was as critical of capitalism as
of unionism.35 Potter served as the second president of the Church Association for the
Advancement of the Interests of Labor. Potter satisfied neither Morgan nor labor; the Knights
blasted Potter for a sermon he delivered in which he admonished his congregation to not leave their
children in the care of servants for too long. An editorialist for the Journal of United Labor asked,
"What message is there here for the millions who have no servants; who themselves are servants;
who know little of plays, and less of clubs? Is it only the idle, luxurious rich for whom a home life is
needed?"^
Episcopalianism produced defenders of labor less cautious than Potter, including Thomas
Clark, the Bishop of Rhode Island; Phillips Brooks, the Bishop of Massachusetts; and the layman
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econci. Richa^d EI, U even produced a few activists. Willia. Owight Porter BUss, a stalwart in
KOL D.strict Assembly 30, supported Christian social.., BeUa^yite Nationalise, and the Single-tax
movement. Bliss even abandoned his comfortable Grace Avenue church to found the Mission of the
Carpenter in a tough Boston working class precinct.- Likewise, the Rev. Heber Newton jobed
District Assembly 49 and was often in the midst of Knights' maelstroms emanating from New York
City. His 1883 testimony before the Senate Committee upon the Relations of Capital and Labor
mixed carefully selected Scripture references with orthodox Mandsm.^^
Most Episcopalians feU somewhere between Potter and Newton. The father and son team
of Frederic Dan and James Huntington is representative of this middling position, one which shows
both the possibiUties and Ihnitations of the Social Gospel. Both strove to find expression for views
that were simultaneously radical, but respectable. Of the two, Freder.c Dan was the more cautious,
but his words and deeds must still have shocked well-heeled Episcopalians unaccustomed to activist
bishops. Much like Powderly, Bishop Huntington was interested in reform movements of all sorts.
As the first bishop of central New York based in Syracuse, Huntington made his presence known
shortly after his 1869 appointment. Even before his appointment he was a critic of govermnent
treatment of American Indians. From Syracuse, the bishop launched missionary work to the
Onondaga Reservation. In the city he founded two boarding schools and a divinity school, organized
assistance for the poor, led opposition to the free love policies of John Humphrey Noyes in nearby
Oneida, was active in the temperance movement, and directed efforts to deal with prostitution. In
addition, his children were reformers; his daughter Ruth was an ardent feminist and a friend of
Leonora O'ReiUy, the future leader of the Women's Trade Union League, and a frequent visitor at
Syracuse and the family ancestral home in Hadley, Massachusetts.-'^
Bishop Huntington was also a labor advocate. A prolific writer, Huntington filled the
pages of various journals with editorials favoring labor's cause. Though there is no evidence that he
joined the Knights of Labor, Huntington spoke well of them. His concern for the working class led
him to join the Church Association in the Interests of Labor (CA.I.L.), founded by his son James in
1887, and he served as its president until his death in 1904. He was also active in the single-tax
movement and the Christian Social Union.
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A. =a.ly as 1883, the Knighs of Labor caugh, Huntington, attention and he used the
pages of ThUrsaC^. a temperance paper, to defend both labor and the Knights. ,n one article
Huuttogton echoed Uriah Stephens and exalted labor as noble: "A release fron, labor saves no souls
makes no man manly, no woman womanly.- He labeled Christ a
-social reformer.- and called upon
both capital and labor to make a thorough study of conditions, wages, and profits witlun the existmg
economic system. He aUo implored capitahsts to embrace labor v^thout fear and quoted Terence
Powderlys
-sagacious remark" to reassure them that interests were mutual:
-If the theory that the
men who owu capital are our enemies were [sic] true, the workingman of to-day would be the enemy
of Ws feUow-toUer in the morrow; for after all, it is how to acquue capital, and how to use it
properly, that we are endeavoring to learn."^°
Bishop Huntington repeated his defense of the Knights in an 1886 article in The Church
Review. After a denunciation of individualism, communism, and socialism, he quoted Powderly
extensively to show how the Knights "breathe a spirit so much b consonance with the laws of
Christian ethics." He was especially laudatory of Powderlys temperance, his rejection of anarchism
and violence, and his call for intelligent use of the vote."*^
By 1887, Huntington began to look for an organizational structure to support his ideas. In
that year he co-founded the Church Association in the Interests of Labor, one of the most ambitious
GUded Age church program. In CA.I.L.'s first publication he addressed objections to the
organization. To those who felt groups other than the church could deal with labor's woes,
Huntington countered, "Do you believe that Christianity, in its organized and didactic and
sympathetic operation has nothing to do with [labor]?" He was more curt with those placing their
trust in trickle-down economics: "You propose laissez-faire. But laissez-faire has been tried and it
looks like destruction." Huntington called for a ministry consistent with "He who preached the
Gospel in the synagogue of Nazareth, who fed the multitude on the mountain side because they were
hungry, and who the common people heard gladly." If this message upset the rich and their
weU-to-do clergymen, so be it. Huntington sermonized, "the conscience of some clergymen should
be pricked by a secret accusation that their lives are not the lives of workingmen." The parable of
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Dives and Lazarus he insisted, "was not an accident."
Bishop Huntington was troubled by the contrasts between the luxury and affluence of the
church, and the life that Christ led "by choice." In his mind it was important to remember "where
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ou, Lo.d was bo., tow He Uved, and wha, His
.anoe.s and associations we.e. tow He invariably
.rea.ed socia, dis.incions. on wha. social Casses He pronounced be„edic,io„s...and a. „e hands of
what class he was crucified." He found obvious parallels >o his own
.hues b
.his:
lo,7kZZoT.^'
'V'ZXV^'If ^" ^f™"- ^' '^^ to«o™ will
lockouts, huug-up wheels oriaCorS ^^/.^ua 'T°'' "">^<''
freigh,; we depi:r^h™"'S';h:~1„S
communitv where na<;^pnoprc fV.^^. i i . "^^^^^^^ satire on a nation or
Declaration oFlndep nd^^^^^^^^^ s b ''LTv'. t ' k baggage, where the
the brotherhood of man is, coveting and worshipping of what he has.'^^
The Church Association in the Interests of Labor turned its attention to a raft of social
problems and agitated for legislation to reform tenement labor laws, establish mandatory arbitration
of strikes, abolish child labor, and redress poverty. Huntington believed a state of "social war-
existed in which the combatants represented two sides, "one of right [labor] and one of strength."^
By 1890, Huntington convinced 40 other bishops to join CA.I.L. and the Episcopal Church set aside
one Sunday a year as "Labor Sunday." In 1891, Labor Sunday in New York enjoyed the fuU
cooperation of the Knights of Labor and many red flags were borne throughout the city. Huntington
also convinced the New York diocese to give all printing to union shops, and even defended the
ethics of strikes under certain conditions. His efforts and those of C.A.I.L. attracted the attention
and praise of the Knights of Labor; Ihe_Cntic printed CA.I.L.'s platform while the Order's official
journal periodically excerpted Huntington's sermons.54
Frederic Dan Huntington's work suggested that a circumspect individual could foster
reformist zeal within conservative institutions by exploiting sharp rhetorical skills. By contrast, his
son, James Otis Sargent Huntington, exemplified the spirit of direct action. James (1854-1935) took
Episcopal orders in 1880 and joined his father in Syracuse, where James preached at the Calvary
Church. Though he shared his father's passion for founding charities and reform groups, he was not
content to merely oversee them. While in Syracuse he worked in the city's poorhouse, the
penitentiary, a shelter for the homeless, and its Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children.
He was more of a mystic than his father and found himself attracted to English models of
Episcopal monasticism. The influence of the Cowley Brothers, coupled with his friendship with
Leonora O'Reilly, convinced James Huntington to become directly involved with the plight of the
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poor and wi,h labor. ,n 1884, he and ,wo other pr.escs wen, ,o New York Ci,y and forced ,he
Order of .he Holy Cross (O.H.C.), ,he firs. Episeopal
.onasHc n,oven,e„, in America. The O H C
brothers took vows of poverty, chastity, and obedience and Uved in a hnn,ble tenement "with bare
floors, no tablecloths, scanty furniture, [and] plain food" in New York's Uwer East Side.*
According to his sister Ruth, James adopted the gradualist anarchist philosophy of their
mutual friend Uonora O-Reilly, who also introduced him to the Knights of Labor when he came to
New York. His earUest days as a Knight were spent in the turmoil brewing in New York over the
changes in the Adelphon Kruptos
,
the opposition of local Catholic churches, and the futUe fight to
retain secrecy. He soon moved beyond these squabbles and immersed himself in questions of
tenement and labor reform. In 1887, he co-founded C.A.I.L. and took its charge seriously. In an
address to the Anti-Poverty Society he thundered. There are workingmen in this coumry who have
paid for themselves no, three times but thirty times, and they do not belong to themselves yet.
Why?..A number of men get hold of labor by declaring tha, they have a right to the bodies of men;
that they have a right to make other men use their powers to minister to their own advantage and
comfort. Then you have slavery."^^
When Knights of Labor miners went on strike in Streator, Illinois in 1887, Huntington was
there. A Chicago newspaper noted the "sensation caused there by the unheralded appearance on the
streets of Father J.O.S. Huntington of New York...in a striking and picturesque garb." Strike
violence was imminent, but Huntington "gained the confidence of the striking coal miners...[and]
prevailed upon them to rescind the violent resolutions of a recent meeting...." He then helped
negotiate a settlement.^^ This experience convinced Huntington that the KOL was correct in calling
for arbitration, and he soon set up a Committee on Conciliation and Arbitration within CA.I.L., as
weU as a child labor committee, a tenement houses committee, a committee to investigate sweat
shop abuses, the Working Woman's Society, and the Consumer's League. All the while he preached
both the gospel of Christ and the single-tax gospel of Henry George. (With the exception of Father
Edward McGlynn, no other minister in America so vigorously labored for George.) His enthusiasm
rubbed off on others; he introduced Vida Dutton Scudder to the Knights of Labor, an experience she
cited as her baptism into the labor movement."*^
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Father Huntington clearly relished his role as a rabble-rouser. He was in demand as a
speaker and addressed the Knights numerous tunes. To critics who accused him of bebg an
outsider, he countered, "Christ was a carpenter and Paul a tent-malcer. I have not had thne to learn
a trade... That is because I am a priest, and as such an officer of that which by its principles is the
most uncompromisingly democratic and revolutionary society that the world has ever seen, that I
have been led to become a Free-Trader, a Single-Taxist, and a Knight of Labor."^"
The Knights of Labor regularly reported Huntington's whereabouts; The Critic of
Baltimore reprinted a long address defending religion, liberty, and the single-ta^ while the taMLM
the Knights of T abor noted his 1891 trip to Toronto during which he defended himself against
charges of soci^sm. The unapologetic priest "repudiated state socialism, but asserted in emphatic
language the equal right of aU men to the natural opportunities and the ownership of the wealth they
create." Before an assembly of KOL women he defended the "grand idea of human brotherhood,"
and pohtical activism.^^ When the Knights gathered in Philadelphia in 1892 to celebrate the 23rd
anniversary of the Order's founding. Father Huntington was one of the honored speakers.
Huntington noted the Order's role in promoting social reform: "The Knights of Labor have said that
there are wrongs and evils and they strove to correct them.""
Father Huntington's speech to Philadelphia Knights and a bitter denunciation of Carnegie
later in 1892 were among his last. Abruptly he yielded to his mystic streak and retired to monastic
life. The Holy Cross tenement in New York was closed and the Order moved first to Westminster,
Maryland and finally, in 1904, to West Park, New York. In his remaining 43 years of life,
Huntington seldom mentioned labor aside from a few tracts supporting arbitration laws and sweat
shop reforms. He even ceased his involvement with C.A.I.L.. That organization lingered on for a
few years until it was supplanted by the Church League for Industrial Democracy, headed by Vida
Scudder and Mary Simkhovitch.
If Henry May's charge that the Knights of Labor failed to build bridges with sympathetic
clergy has any merit at all, it is surely true of its relationship with Episcopalianism. The Episcopal
church spawned an activist core in the midst of the wealthiest religious body in America and reached
out towards labor groups far more often than they were sought out. But what was the legacy of
Episcopalian forays into labor reform? The impact of CA.I.L. and groups Uke the Christian Social
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Uoioo was U.i.ed. Much Uke .he«ve „a „f„.™s ,hey p.esaged, ,hose advoca.ed by
CA...L. and ,he C.S.U. that came ,„ pass-swea.shop reform, child labor laws, protective
le^.a.ioo..were hnpressive, bu. far more conservative than .he reforms sought by the Knights of
Ubor. Social Gospelers sought restrictions on capitahsm whrle seldom questioning the fundamental
socal and economic rela.ioosUps inherent in .hat sys.em. Episcopal reformers often won
.he
respect of workers, but seldom conduced capitalists. P. Morgan listened uncomfortably
,o
Rainsford's sermons, bu. remained unconverted; Alfred Thayer Mahan stmply ,uit the church
because of its Social Gospel preaching.^^
Richard Ely is exemplary of the limits Episcopalians placed on Social Gospel activism. In
The Labor Movement in Am.rin,, Ely praised the Knights of Labor as "an
organization of a higher type than the trades-union." But in two telling phrases Ely revealed that his
praise was due to the way the Knights "put themselves m line with the precepts of Christianity," and
how "they fostered the good opinion...of many inteUigent employers who really wish their laborers
weU." Though he did agree that the government ought to own railroads, Ely cautioned the KOL to
reject socialism for the "doctrine of human brotherhood" based on the Golden Rule.^ Knights of
Baltimore's District Assembly 41 gathered in 1891 to hear similar remarks from Ely, and his book
was on the Order's list of recommended reading, but Ely clearly preferred "social education" to
direct action and agitation.^^ ^^^^ ^.^ Episcopal allies appropriated
Uriah Stephens's vision of brotherhood, but rejected the social program that Stephens felt was
necessary to implement it.
In 1886, Joseph Labadie took Samuel S. Harris, Michigan's Episcopal bishop, to task for
his views on socialism and his belated and lukewarm endorsement of labor. Harris, Labadie
claimed, championed the working class so as "not to be behind his fellow clergymen now that the
labor question has forced itself upon the public mind." As for Harris's opinions, Labadie noted, "It
may be very presumptuous for only a greasy mechanic to attempt to combat...a learned bishop, but it
should be remembered that the mechanics have become extremely audacious of late in demanding
mvestigation of their case and in questioning the conclusions regarding their status in the world to
which those who pose as learned have come. '^^ For once, the caustic Labadie's skepticism was
well-placed. James Huntington's abrupt retreat to mysticism points out the limits that even the
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GUded Age's most accive church p., on Us relauonship wi.h labor. Rhetoric flourished, bu, re.ained
.be mopia. beUef that righ. preacUng would produce individual conversions
.ha. would yield social
change. As for ,he social aaivisls in ,he W. D. P. Bliss-Heber Newron-James Huniing.on nrold,
.heir candles shone brigh.ly bu, were quickly ex„nguished. 1, would be .e.p.ing ,o conclude >ha,
Ja^es Huutington withdrew from the labor ntovenren. because he saw the handwriting on the wall
after Homestead. More likely, however, he sintply gave of himself until there was little left to offer.
Tha. no one could fdl the void shows the fragUity of Protestantism's strongest Unks to the labor
movement.
For many clerics who shared both halves of Stephens's vision, the reluctance of
Protestantism to move beyond mere preachmg was a frustratmg experience. This is best highlighted
in the careers of two Congregationalist ministers, Jesse Jones and Hugh Pentecost.
Congregationalists interested in the labor movement faced the enormous problem of stepping out of
the long shadow cast by Henry Ward Beecher. Frequently, labor's response to Congregationalist
overtures was openly hostile. When the Rev. F. S. Hatch of Hartford, Connecticut, invited John
Swinton to address an assemblage of Congregationalist ministers, Swinton declined and cynically
noted that "aU of the clergymen whom I have met were anxious to make it understood that they
'sympathized' with the working classes, desired their 'good,' hoped they would 'act just right,' wished
they could be brought under 'careful guidance,' etc., etc., etc.." Swinton sneered, "Where have you
been all these years?...Eight years ago, when we again had dark times, the only clerical voice we
heard in hardscrabble was BEECHER'S raucous insult of Bread and Water!"^^
Most Congregationalists approached labor cautiously. Boston's Joseph Cook regularly
blasted socialism from 1875 to 1895 in his "Monday Lectures" series. In 1882, he took on the
Knights of Labor. Though he professed admiration for the Order's stance on arbitration, child labor,
education, and the need for a bureau of labor statistics, he objected to its secrecy and its
"semi-socialist principles and...[the] avowed socialists among its allies." By 1888, he had modified his
views only slightly.^^
Even Lyman Abbott, Beecher's successor at Brooklyn's Plymouth Church, maintained his
distance from the Knights of Labor despite the fact that the Order's stated reform goals were so
remarkably similar to Abbott's own views. In an 1886 Christian Union article, Abbott admitted that
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he had judged the Knights hastily in the past and found noth.g
.evolutionary or irreligious" in the
KOL Declaration of Principles. StiU, Abbott refused to endorse the Order, because of the "absolute
aUe^ance of all its
.e.bers to its executive officers," and the oath that bound then, lilce "a devoted
Roman Catholic to his church, or a loyal soldier to his general."^^
Abbott, of course, had never read the AM^U^j,^^. Like so many, he formulated his
opinions based on second-hand information. By 1887, his true v,ews of the Knights were evident.
Despite the fact that he, too, favored mandatory arbitration of labor disputes, government ownership
of transportation and utUities, the eight-hour day, postal savings banks, expanded public education,
ar^d industrial schools, Abbott gleefully circulated rumors of the KOL's decline. Commenting on
reports that the Knights were dissolving, he remarked that "we have been and are still very doubtful
about the perpetuity of the Knights of Labor. It is so large, so heterogeneous, so democratic, that if
it succeeds in preserving its existence and securing the harmony necessary for effective life it will be
somewhat of a surprise to even the most optimistic believers in the capacity of the common people.
We are also more than doubtful as to some of the principles of its organization, and have
condemned with vigor the acts of some of its General Assemblies." Abbott mentioned neither the
specific principles" nor the "acts" which he found objectionable.^^
Given Beecher's hostility and the reticence of important leaders like Cook and Abbott
towards labor, Congregationalist ministers had to work hard to win working class respect. In Texas,
the Rev. E. Fales supported the KOL's battles against Jay Gould and tried his best to counter
newspaper reports accusing the Knights of initiating violence.^^ In Boston, District Assembly 30
linchpin Frank K. Foster addressed a gathering of Congregationalist ministers in 1886, and received
an enthusiastic response for his speech on the mutual interests of the church and labor.^^
In the main, however, Congregationalist ministers were silent on the question of labor and
those who were not, placed themselves on the firing line of criticism. One such man was Jesse
Jones, a minister of a church in North Abington, Massachusetts, and Master Workman of that city's
KOL local. Jones had long been associated with the labor movement. From 1872 to 1878, he
headed the Christian Labor Union, an organization devoted to the principles of Christian
communism, and was one of the few Congregationalists to attack Henry Ward Beecher. In 1885, he
blasted his coUeagues: "There are 3,000 Congregational ministers in this land, and Lyman Abbott,
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(F. A.) Noble,
„y friend and n,yse^..five so^s cue of 3,000-are aU .hose who have eve, lifted a
voice on ,his subjee, [iabor,. unless you counc Beeche.s
.bread and wa.er.- His eharge pro™p,ed an
angry response fro.
.he Rev. A. H. Bradford of Mon.elair, New Jersey, who dispu.ed
.he n™bers
By hrs own reckoning,
.here were far nrore .han five, including Newn,an Smythe of New Haven
Connecicu.; James H. Ross of Sou.h Norwalk. Connecricu.; Dr. Webb of Bos.on; A. J. F Behrends
of Brooklyn; W. D. Hyde of Brunswick. Maine; Dr. Mar. of Albany. New York; Rev. Dana of S.
Paul. Minneso.a; Rev. Goodell of S.. Louis; Rev. Goodwin of Chicago; Josiah S.rong of Cincinna.i;
and Washington Gladden of Columbus, Ohio.^^
Bradford was correct to point out the number of Congregationalist ministers willing to
discuss the labor question. Few of these, however, strayed far from their pulpits. By contrast, Jones
was an activist. As Master Workman of h. local he labored to raise money and change public
opinion during the 1887 lasters' strikes in Massachusetts. He was also a tireless propagandist for
labor who saw his work as a holy crusade. He looked to Christ for both redemption and vengeance
as a poem in The Haverhill T ahnr^r makes clear:
"For God scorneth the lordly, he dispiseth
the proud.
He abhorreth those who tread down the weak
of the earth.
Though his hand delay, he will surely avenge.
Though he tarry long, he will suddenly come.'
He will come down like the swoop of an eagle.
The lightening bolt of his wrath shall smite the oppressor.
And with the whirlwind of his judgments he
will blow him into dust."^
The ultimate fate of Jesse Jones shows how Uttle Congregationalism deviated from
Beecher's unabashed defense of capitalism. Throughout the 1870s and 1880s, Jones's belief in
Christian communism deepened and he became more vocal in his call for a reorganization of society
based on communal property, the creation of a new medium of exchange, and the institution of
Mosaic law tempered by New Testament teachings. Jones envisioned a Christian commonwealth of
independent communes bound together by love, and suggested the formation of the "Jesus Christ
Party" as the vehicle for implementing this vision. Jones doubtless interpreted the KOL's
prmciples-especially the call for cooperation--in equally apocalyptic terms. By the late 1880s, he
elicited praise m the KOL press and managed to win a few followers like the mystic Methodist
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laborer Edward H. Rogers, but was effectively silenced by the Congregationalist church. By 1890,
Jones was without a pulpit, a condition that remained at his death in 1893.^5
Whereas Jesse Jones was forced out for his unorthodox views, Hugh O. Pentecost left of
his own accord. While minister of the BeUeville Avenue Congregationahst Church of Newark, New
Jersey. Pentecost associated himself with the Knights of Labor and embarked on a path that took
him from the pulpit to atheistic anarchism. Pentecost immersed himself m labor pohtics in
numerous ways; he ran for mayor of Newark on a labor ticket, worked for the Henry George
campaign of 1886, and was active in the KOL's renegade District Assembly 49. By his own
reckoning, however, the hanging of the Haymarket anarchists caused a crisis of faith.
Soon no movement could contain the mercurial Pentecost. In 1887, Pentecost still
preached sermons supporting Henry George; by 1888 he had left the Congregational church and
denounced George's single-tax scheme as simphstic. Pentecost claimed to have lost his faith through
studying the Gospels: "The result of these studies and of much reflection brought me to see clearly
that the real Jesus was a perfectly natural man with an extraordinary spiritual nature which lifted him
into spiritual oneness with God, and that the Bible is a perfectly natural book which records the
legendary history...of remarkably religious people. It is impossible for me to look upon Jesus as
God...." His study of the labor question led him to an even more shocking conclusion: "Christianity
is...in its teaching and practice, judged by its creeds or the opinions of the majority, and by its acts
and policy as an organized institution, no more essentially the religion of Jesus Christ than
Buddhism." In a Christian Union article he blasted the church for its wealth, its doctrine of
acquisitiveness, its failure to teach forgiveness, its abandonment of the poor, and its destruction of
"freedom of thought."^
Pentecost preached what he thought the essence of Christ's message to be in a series of
"Unity Congregation" sermons in 1888. For a moment he was functionally a Unitarian, but soon
moved beyond even that boundary. His successor at Belleville Avenue, Rev. William Hayes Ward,
noted that Pentecost followed the "life teachings of our Lord" though "he does not care much for the
rest of the Bible." Ward was overly generous and called Pentecost "a sweet Christian [who] has
taught Christian gentleness and forbearance and forgiveness." In fact, Pentecost was busy ruffling
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fealhers eveo^here. Two of his
-se^ons" were emUled "The Single Tax No Re-nedy and Trade
Unions No Remedy."^^
By mid-1888 Pentecost was moving further away from religion and advised workers that
"the church cares nothing for the gospel of Jesus, and it is in practical alliance with all those social
agencies which operate to defraud and oppress the poor." But it was not Christ he had in mind
when he said, "the gospel for the last part of the 19th century is this: Alter your social system; make
it just and fair; change the conditions under which men live so that each man will have an equal
opportunity b Ufe, and then there wiU be a chance for the salvation of men. '^
From 1888 to 1892, Pentecost edited Twentieth Century, a journal of radical labor and
religious thought. By 1890 Pentecost was a confirmed anarchist and his writings were sociological,
rather than religious, in tone. His 1890 lectures to the Brooklyn Ethical Association preached the
gospel of Kropotkin, not Christ, and saw anarchism as humanity's only hope. He called for voluntary
cooperation, the preservation of "individual freedom above all other possessions," and denounced
"thieves at Uberty...lend-lords, profit-takers,...[and] trade lords," as well as "military government,"
ballot box politics, and the power of the state.^^ For a time the Journal of I JnireH I .h.. reported
Pentecost's ramblings, but after 1890 news disappears. This is hardly surprising given Powderl/s
distaste for anarchism and the near-destruction of DA. 49 following the 1890 New York Central
strike.
Washington Gladden is often upheld as the archetypal Congregationalist proponent of the
Social Gospel. Yet the cases of Jesse Jones and Hugh Pentecost suggest that the church placed
severe strictures on calls for social change. In point of fact, much of Gladdcn's reputation as a
reformer is undeserved since his efforts seldom transcended the rhetorical. Much Uke Terence
Powderly, Gladden envisioned his major role as an educator. Though his churches in Springfield,
Massachusetts, and Columbus, Ohio, contained a large number of working class families. Gladden
personally entered few of labor's battles aside from his involvement in the Knights of Labor's
Hocking Valley strike of 1884.
Gladden's doctrine of "applied Christianity" was admirable and his criticism of capitalism
sharp, but his views were always respectable. His slap against Beecher-""One may be naked and
unashamed in Paradise; but when the wearing of clothes becomes universal, nakedness becomes
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embarrassing"-can.e in 1893, a time in which such remarks shocked no one7^ Like Jesse Jones, he
called for a reorganization of society, but Gladden emphatically rejected Jones's radical vasion.
Ultimately. Gladden's solution for labor rested on the institutionalization of the Golden Rule, a safe
vision that engendered little debate. In 1902 he told Yale divinity students that "a great economist
has said that in the modem industrial world there is...no such thing as an individual; and if this is
true of economics, it cannot be less true of ethics or rehgion when the fundamental fact of theology
is [that] the fact of fatherhood and the fact of brotherhood cannot be ignored in any phase of
religious experience."^ This statement embodies Congregationalist social reform at its height; the
problem is that Uriah Stephens expressed the same thoughts 30 years earher and Congregationalists
still had not caught up. According to Henry May, "Congregationahsts were generally conceded to be
second [to the Episcopalians] m their participation in the early Social Gospel movement."^^ There is
little in the record to suggest that Powderly and the Knights lacked wisdom in failing to com-t their
favor.
Yet, the record of Congregationalism is flattering when compared to that of
Presbyterianism. The few ministers who discussed labor at all were found in Northern churches and
not many of them were counted among labor's friends. A notable exception was Myron W. Reed of
Denver. The Rev. Reed mtervened in an 1885 controversy over Washington's Birthday celebrations
which patriotic Knights insisted on holding on February 22, even though it fell on a Sunday. When
Sabbatarian moralists savagely attacked the Order, Reed came to the rescue and led the assemblage
of over 5,000 in an open air prayer service. Both Denver's Labor Enquirer and Chicago's Knights of
Labor thanked Reed for his work on labor's behalf and the latter congratulated him on his 1886
election to Congress.^''
For the most part, Presbyterians managed only tepid admonishments to employers to treat
their workers with more respect. Both the Rev, Thomas Green of Chicago and the Rev. D. H.
MacVicars of Montreal thought poor treatment drove workers "to demagogues like Marx, Lasalle,
and Bakunin [or] to strikes, societies of Knights of Labor, and so forth."^^ MacVicar's lame solution
for social ills was to revamp the educational system and purge it of all elements of Catholicism,
"natural science and physics in theology," Darwinism, Hegelianism, materialism, agnosticism, and
utilitarianism.
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Throughout the 1880s, Presbyterianism's main concerns were changes in its confessional
and building campaigns. In an 1890 "Spokeshave" editorial, A. W. Wright ridiculed a
Presbyterianism's obsession with its confessional. Wr.ght suggested it was t.me to look at more
important social problems: "Surely to begin with, they should teach that none have greater rights
than others to a share in the world that the All-Father, who does not respect persons, made. If they
were faithful to their mission they should surely be ready at aU times to rebuke those who are found
in possession of more than their just share of the world."^^
A week later Wright was still angry. "In PhHadelphia, ' he wrote, "there is a man who says
he's the messiah and people label him a crank." Presbyterians better wake up he warned, or soon
people wiU label its clergy cranks. Wright wondered how ministers would answer questions Jesus
would put to them such as, "Have the poor had the gospel preached to them? Do you heal the sick,
make the blind see, and the lame to walk?...What are you doing to discover the causes of ...poverty
and wretchedness and what are you doing to remove those causes and thus put an end to it?...It
don't seem to me that a religion, to be worth anything, should deal altogether with the next world
and ignore the concern of this, and I don't think Christianity was intended to be that kind of
religion."^
Powderly and Alzina Stevens were even more indignant. At a meeting of the Milwaukee
Ministers' Association the Rev. J. G. White of Cumberland Presbyterian in Stanford, Illinois, accused
the Knights of Labor of plotting with the Pope to overthrow the government. Mrs. Stevens angrily
replied in a Chicago Vanguard editorial that,
"the antiCatholic agitation that is being fostered in this country, whose government
guarantees freedom of religion, is the work of that plutocracy which is seeking to
undermme the very foundation of this government. It is a simple sum in division
they are working out, and when they wipe out every fraternal and economic
association of the wealth-creators of the land, every protective and defensive
organization of labor that is in existence to-day as a bulwark against their
encroachments upon labor's rights."
Mincing no words, Stevens denounced White as a bigot "whose only religion is worship of the
almighty dollar."''^
Powderly's reply was calmer than that of Mrs. Stevens; Powderly preferred
self-righteousness to rancor. Powderly claimed to be above "religious bigotry," and appealed to
universal brotherhood before lecturing White on who the real oppressors were: gamblers.
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speculators,
.onoponsts, and self-seekers. Powderly offered to place the teachings of the Knights of
Labor before any neutral Protestant board of White's own choosing to see if anything there
contradicted God's word. True to for., A. W. Wr.ght capped both Stevens's and Powderl/s
remarks with a thunderclap of his own. "The 'Reverend' White," he wrote, has a "black heart and a
forked tongue" and should be "left to the contempt of all decent and inteUigent non-CathoUcs. He is
worthy of^infamy to which a bigot's mahce will carry him in his diabolical hatred of the Catholic
Church."^^ Withb Presbyterianism, Myron Reed's was indeed a lonely voice.
The Knights of Labor fared Uttle better with the rest of Gilded Age Protestantism. In
1887, Lutheranism's Missouri Synod issued a blanket condemnation of labor unions in general, and
the Knights of Labor in particular. The Lutherans were particularly concerned over the large
number of Germans johiing KOL assembUes in the Midwest. Like their founder more than 350
years earlier, Lutherans shrunk at the specter of humble Germans assaulting privilege and order, and
they issued their own version of Martin Luther's manifesto "Against the Robbing and Murderous
Hordes of Peasants." This time, however, it was not armed peasants killing noblemen that alarmed
Lutherans, but urban workers boycotting local retailers.^°
Reaction to the Missouri Synod was quick. The National Labor Trihnn. was outraged at
both the misunderstanding shown the Knights and the implied attempt to subvert American liberty:
"With all due respect to the 500 clergymen of the convocation we would suggest
they could have learned upon inquiry of any intelligent Knight of Labor that
General Master Workman Powderly some months ago condemned the misuse of
the boycott, which had been so prevalent. As for the caution to the Lutherans not
to jom the Order the convocation has gone far out of the line of its duty, as that
duty IS understood in countries where Church and State are independent of one
another."
The Tribune suggested that the Synod save its moralizing for "employers' associations" where it was
truly needed. There was a note of fear in the Tribune's counterblast, however. The editorial
included a rumor that the Baptists, Methodists, Episcopahans, and Presbyterians would soon follow
the Lutheran lead.^^ In fact, shortly after the Missouri Synod a group of Reformed Presbyterians
met m Philadelphia and condemned the Knights of Labor as a "Christless secret society. "^^
Lutherans remained among the Knights' harshest critics.
Among the Baptists, the record was more mixed, but no less discouraging. In Chicago,
KOL socialists George SchiUing, William Gleason, and Thomas Hill addressed a Baptist conference
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with such force that a motion objecting to SchiUing's speech was overruled and the conference
adopted a resolution ir. favor of the eight-hour work day.^^ In New York, Walter Rauschenbusch
campaigned for Hem^. George, lobbied for slum unprovements, and co-founded the Brotherhood of
the Kingdom, a Baptist reform group similar to EpiscopaUanism's Christian Social Union.^^
Perhaps the outstandmg Baptist cleric to ally himself with labor was Detroit's Charles R.
Henderson. When Ih^Labo^^f condemned the record of the church towards labor a bit too
vigorously, Henderson wrote to plead his own case and that of kindred spirits. He declared himself
a Christian socialist, advocated the single-tax, and declared "there is no moral or biWical objection to
coUective property or rational communism."«^ Soon Henderson was a Labor Leaf favorite for whom
even Joseph Labadie could find a kind word. He was a frequent speaker at KOL assemblies and in
a lecture given to Detroit's Pioneer Assembly 901 and all-female Florence Nightingale Assembly, he
declared his support for the Knights'^
Despite the fact that Northern Baptism was heavily endowed by John D. RockefeUer,
numerous clerics spoke on labor's behalf includbg Brooklyn's J. C. Allen, "averhiU's Rev. W. W.
Everts, Jr., and Boston's Philip S. Moxom.^^ When Philadelphia Presbyterians condemned the
Knights of Labor, the Rev. C. Herbert Woolston of the East Baptist Church denounced them as
"high-toned sinners." He went on to lambast the city's rich in stirring language:
"There is wicked wealth as well as wicked poverty. All the sinners are not in rags
and m the slums, but some are on Park Avenue and Broad Street. One half of the
gilded saloons, two-thirds of the gold-tipped brothels, six out of every twelve of the
club houses are patronized by these high-toned sinners. Hundreds of homes are
broken up by them, thousands of pure daughters ruined, milhons of money stolen,
countless orphans impoverished and miUions of homes darkened. Clothe them in'
scarlet, hoof them and horn them, and you have made a first-class devil out of a
high-toned sinner."
Woolston, Henderson, and Rauschenbusch were, of course, minorities within the Baptist
fold. Southern Baptism produced very few allies of labor, and there were precious few in the North.
In New York, the Rev. Robert S. McArthur blamed society's disorder on troublemakers like
Powderly, "who never did an honest day's work in their lives," while the Rev. Morse stereotyped
unions as "born of hell...[and filled with] men who drink our beer and i-.glect their famihes."^^ The
Knights refused to be lured by Baptist allies; the Journal of the Knights of Labor correctly identified
Woolston as "a voice crying out in the wilderness."^"^
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The Making of the English Workinp H.ss E. P. Thompson notes the close link between
Methodism and the development of working class consciousness. In North America, the Methodist
Episcopal Church attained the dubious honor of being the GUded Age's least articulate
denommation concerning labor. Editorials and letters to The Christian Advor.tP routinely tried to
uphold the rights of both capital and labor, a task accompUshed with such skill that it ended up
taking no side at aU. Though it was the nation's largest Protestant denommation during the Gilded
Age, the closest the Methodist Church got to taking a firm stand on the question of labor was to
repeat John Wesley's reflections on the value of hard work.^'^
Though its journal, the Christian Advocate^ bragged of the large number of poor in its
congregations, it offered them little solace. During hard times workers were advised to live on
savings, seek credit, or live with relatives. If all else failed, prayer was counseled. Socialism was
condemned in all guises, though the rich were encouraged towards philanthropy.
During the upheavals of 1885 and 1886, the Advocate attempted more serious discussions
of the labor question, but with equally dismal results. In an article devoted to the "rights of labor,"
the paper admitted labor had suffered injustices, upheld its right "to be treated like men," and
supported its "right to organize for society, instruction, mutual interest, and helpfulness." In the
main, however, the Advocate defended freedom of contract. If wages were too low, a worker could
quit, but only "at the end of the contract." If wages were cut, workers could quit as though no
contract had existed.^
The following week the Advocate took up the "rights of employers and capital." These
included the right to hire and fire, the right to "dissolve a business," the right to "go mto insolvency
[even if] it throws men out of work," the right to set wages, hours, and conditions, and the right to
reduce wages during "slack times."^^ In the midst of the dramatic clashes in 1886, the paper
remained steadfast in its beliefs. An anti-strike position was couched in pseudo concern for the
relative weakness of labor: "What we mean is this: that if the Knights of Labor or any other trade
union can go on without work, living for years on their own funds.. .then they must have been paid
considerably more than it cost them to live, and the presumption is that their strike was premature."
Otherwise, workers could not afford to be off their jobs long enough to strike. The Advocate even
disputed the Knights of Labors attack on scab labor, reasoning that the Order had no authority "to
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deprive thousands of laborers, not Knights, of their right to work for whom they please [or] to
cripple the commerce and manufactures of the nation."^! Later, the paper offered suggestions of
proper roles for the Knights of Labor, including: discussions of the "mental discipline" involved in
perfecting a craft, assisting the sick, educating both members and the public, and working through
proper channels to gain political influence.^"
The salient characteristic of GUded Age Methodism was an attachment to unbridled
individualism that reinforced the status quo. If John Wesley was a champion of the poor, there were
few John Wesleys in 19th century pulpits. There were occasional mild declarations of clerical
support (from C. C. McCabe, L J. Lansing, and WUliam Mitchell) and at least one radical voice
(Rev. Strobridge, whose comments suggested Ludditism), but these were almost entirely confined to
New York City and Brooklyn.^^ -^j^^ most-active Methodist in labor's cause was no cleric at all, but
rather the dynamic Emma WiUard. In 1891, Powderly received a flyer from John Merritte Driver, a
pastor in Fort Wayne, Indiana. He invited Powderly to purchase his Samson and Shvlock. A
Preacher's Plea for the Workingmen, a 288-page book that he claimed local Knights of Labor and
trade unionists endorsed. By then, Powderly was unimpressed by the Methodist Episcopal Church;
he stamped Driver's communication "No Answer Required" and relegated it to the obscurity of his
fdes.^^
Logic dictates that the Gilded Age's more theologically liberal churches would be among
the most ardent supporters of the Knights of Labor. After all, the Unitarians had successfully
thrown off all vestiges of Calvinism left over from the days when it was a renegade movement within
Congregationalism. Likewise, Universalism built on the antebellum efforts of Hosea Ballou and
enjoyed steady, if shght, growth through the Gilded Age with an especial appeal to intellectuals
troubled by mainstream Protestantism's more mystical doctrines. In fact, the dictates of logic
unravel in the face of a more complex picture.
The Chicago Knights of Labor cited several Unitarian ministers as friends of the KOL,
including J. Coleman Adams of St. Paul, E. M. Clark of Sedalia, Missouri, and F. McKinney of
Manchester, New Hampshire.^^ Adams soundly thrashed the tortured defense of laissez-faire so
often found in Methodist journals: "A man has a right to run his business as he pleases only when he
pleases to run it right, and no man has a right to manage in his own way unless that is the just.
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equitable, and upright way and the way most subservient to the pubhc good. " Clark boasted of his
membership m the Knights, and vigorously defended its struggle against Jay Gould, while McKinney
appealed to a mill worker constituency and got himself elected to Congress.^^
Unitarian opinion was hard for the KOL to ignore since the denomination was strong in
the Northeast, the locus of power of District Assembly 30, the Order's largest. But Gilded Age
Unitarianism was caught in a double bind; though it was one of the most theologically hberal
churches and therefore Ukely to be inteUectuaUy sympathetic to labor, it was socially one of the
period's most exclusive. For every voice that defended the Knights, there was a chorus denouncing
them.
The pages of Boston's Unitarian Review abounded with attacks on labor ideology.
Howard Brown warned feUow ministers not to "declaim against the inequity of capitalism" lest they
seem "to have joined hands with the socialists." Kate Gannett Wells dismissed ideas ranging from
those of Fuerbach to Christian socialism as "pathos," and suggested they were philosophies held by
"young men" that were soon dismissed by the older and wiser. She also bitterly attacked Carroll
Wright, chief of the Federal Bureau of Labor Statistics, one of the few Unitarians who defended
socialism, trade unions, and the Knights of Labor, Wells's remarks were echoed by Joseph Ely
whose rambling attack on the Knights betrayed his Brahmm sympathies. The KOL's call to abohsh
the banking system "simply shows ignorance," he sniffed, just as the "exclusion from its organization
of lawyers and bankers shows a narrowness and petty childishness." He went on to argue that any
good ideas the Order held were jeopardized by "socialistic notions...lurking in the minds of the rank
and file."^
The Knights fared no better at the hands of Universalism. Dr. Cantwell, editor of the
Universalist
. took frequent potshots at the Order. He prompted an angry response when he accused
Chicago workers of being drunkards and of using saloons as strike headquarters during the 1886
eight-hour agitations. Chicago's Knights of Labor acidly commented, "Dr. Cantwell knows absolutely
nothing about the workingmen, either of Chicago or anywhere else." He was ridiculed for his
inabihty "to distinguish between anarchist groups and Knights of Labor Assemblies." As for
Cantwell's obsession with workers and drinking, the paper noted, "There is not a church in Illinois
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that bars a man from becoming a member because he rents a bu.lding for saloon purposes, but the
K. of L. does."^^
If organized Protestantism was largely hostile to the Knights of Labor, what of its
less-organized forms? If two large nondenominational papers, The Indenende.nf and The Christian
Union, are any indication, the Knights found few allies among the nonaligned. Of the two, Ihe
Christian Union was less vitrioUc, but more confused. One issue featured an article that denounced
a "western socialist" (possibly Joseph Buchanan) while another accused the labor movement of being
too conservative. In another, Marthi Irons was attacked and Powderly praised. Still another spoke
of the wisdom of some of the KOL's principles but denounced George McNeUl's scheme for state
socialism as foolish. After 1887, the CU resolved its mixed opinions of the Order by ignoring it
altogether.
Many Knights probably wished The Indenendent would have shown the same benign
disregard as it was nothing less than vicious in its assault on the Order. Editor Henry C. Bowen
tried to maintain a facade of objectivity by running occasional pieces from Richard Ely or Frederic
Dan Huntington, but the vast majority of submissions were overwhelmingly negative and he took a
perverse pleasure in watching the KOL collapse.
At every step The Independent betrayed the falseness of its eponymous title. A favorite on
its pages was Arthur T. Hadley of Yale. Hadley attacked most of the principles the KOL held
sacred including public ownership of railroads and utihties, boycotts, and the eight-hour work day.
He also castigated Powderly's inabiUty "to control his subordinates." Bowen himself took up
where Hadley left off. In an attack on the eight-hour day, he wrote:
"If these Knights of Labor choose to work only eight hours a day, and to refuse
making labor contracts at the ten-hour rate, and then choose to stop there, we do
not suppose that anybody will complain of this exercise of their right of contract.
They may for themselves make six hours a day's work, or even four hours. Nobody
proposes to compel them, against their choice to work ten hours a day.. .or to work
at all."
Two weeks later he damned Powderly as a "king" who makes "individual liberty a thing of the
past....he rules v^ath all the r..oderation that can be asked of a sultan of satraps and slaves."^*^"
The depth of The Independent's opposition to the Knights of Labor can be seen in the
writings of Simon Newcomb, an astronomer, mathematician, free thinker, and single-minded toady in
his support of the status quo. Like many others, Newcomb was badly shaken by the Great Upheaval.
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He remained steadfast in his belief in radical IndividuaUsm and thought the very existence of the
Knights of Labor proof "that there is somethmg abnormal in the social organism."^^^
Newcomb was appaUed that the Knights could disrupt industrial production and thus took
it upon himself to smgle-handedly expose the Order's contradictions. If the KOL truly wanted to
make "industrial and moral worth" the standard of "national greatness," it "would oppose the
eight-hour movement because it is perfectly clear that the industrial worth of a man who only works
eight hours is less than that of a man who works ten hours." He was even more critical of the
Knights' call for paper money and called greenbacks an "instrumentality invented by Satan to cheat
the laborer out of his earnings." Newcomb thought the entire Order was composed of comfortable
men posing as paupers: "I submit that to talk of men who contribute as much time and money as you
do to printing pubUcations, holding meetings and supporting public speakers, strikers, and
unemployed members, being pauperized and degraded is a contradiction in terms.... Men who really
are pauperized...cannot combine as you have done and cannot raise the moneys which [the] order
commands."^^
For Newcomb, free markets were next to godliness. The only use for unions he could
envision was to disseminate "information of the rate of wages in all employments in different parts of
the country, and to learn the prices of the necessities of life with a view of knowing where to apply
for work." He refused to believe stories about poverty and declared "there is nothing in history to
correspond to the improvement in the laboring man's condition." Ultimately he considered
membership in the Knights of Labor a "surrender of personal hberty to a central power more
despotic than that of the Czar."^^^
Though a man as outrageous as Simon Newcomb was easy to attack-even readers of The
Independent did so-the Knights were incapable of pleasing the Bowen-led Independent . Even an
article purporting to praise KOL policies on temperance and racial harmony degenerated into
complaints about the Home Club and executive board salaries. Thus it comes as no surprise that
the paper took great glee in reporting the Order's decline. In 1888 Bowen wrote, "It certainly looks
very badly for these valiant knights who, but a short time since, were expecting to sweep the entire
country, and settle the great labor question according to their own notions.. ..The simple truth is that,
by reason of lack of brains, as well as false principles, the organization started with its final doom
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distinctly impressed upon it....It has done no real good for the cause of labor; and when it shall be
dead and gone, no laboring man wiU have the least cause for regret." When the 1888 obituary
proved premature, The Independent ran a nearly identical one in 1889 and turned its guns on
Powderly: "He is not intellectually large enough, and never has been and never will be, for the task
he assumed. The Knights of Labor have no man that is large enough for this purpose/* In 1890,
The Independent committed one of its final indignities to the Knights. Powderly was sohcited to give
his opinions on the New York Central strike and foolishly took the bait. The paper soundly
denounced his views and supported VanderbUt's position towards the strikers!
Conclusion: Prophets Without Honor
Henry May charged that labor in general and Powderly in particular failed to grasp
Protestantism's fraternal hand when it was offered. There is little in the record to suggest they
should have. The labor record of Gilded Age Protestantism is at best mixed, at worst overtly hostile.
This was true across the board, with churches like Congregationalism having no better or no worse
record than more conservative churches such as the Baptists. In fact, with the notable exception of
Episcopalianism, there was little correlation between liberal theology and liberal social views; as the
evidence from Unitarianism shows, quite the opposite could be the case.
To be certain, many denominations had outstanding advocates of labor's cause. The
Congregationalists produced Washington Gladden, Jesse Jones, and Hugh Pentecost; they also
produced Henry Ward Beecher and Joseph Cook, just as Episcopalianism produced the Huntingtons,
Heber Newton, and Richard Ely but could not convert parishioners Uke J. P. Morgan and Alfred
Thayer Mahan. Only Episcopalianism produced more than a mere handful of social reformers, and
even there they were a minority. Far more typical was the case of Walter Vrooman, the
"boy-preacher socialist" of the West. Vrooman was a favorite among Kansas and Colorado Knights
of Labor and took their side in both strikes against Jay Gould. He even took to the hustings to
protest the unjust treatments he witnessed first hand and started a paper in Kansas City, The Labor
Organizer , to advocate trade unions, the Knights of Labor, and Christian socialism. Yet one is
hard-pressed to find another clergyman from Vrooman's Disciples of Christ who was active in the
labor movement.
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Like Jesus visiting Nazareth, Vrooman was a "prophet without honor in his own
country."iiO Gilded Age Protestantism produced many such prophets without honor. Occasionally
the labor movement heard their messages and invited them in-clergymen of all denominations
joined Knights of Labor assembUes-but far too often the voices of reformers were cried out in the
wilderness while the Henry Ward Beechers thundered from the pulpit.
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CHAPTER 9
LABOR IS NOBLE AND HOLY
The great power that came to Christianity through the teachings of Jesus Christhas been largely frittered away through the practice of Churchianity. I am led to
say this because I find Uttle or no evidence to prove that the ordained teacher andpreacher of Christianity has attempted to walk directly in the footsteps of the
crucified One m driving the waterer of stocks, the gambler in life's necessities, thedespoder of chddren, the exploiter of labor, or the grabber of profits from the
temple wherem the products of industry are exchanged."^--Terence V Powderly
Though it is true that neither evangehcal Protestantism nor missionary Roman Catholicism
embraced the Knights of Labor, the Knights did not reject Christianity. Like Powderly, many
Knights made a distinction between Christianity and "Churchianity" in order to separate the essence
of the Gospel from the corrupt institutional vessel in which it was held. The problem with religion,
as interpreted by the Knights, was hypocrisy, not doctrinal unsoundness. Powderly measured all
things by the absolute standard of Christ and if churches could not be trusted to effect His teachings,
surely labor would have to do so alone. Ironically, Protestantism fostered an environment in which
such efforts could thrive; by privatizing religion individual conscience was elevated above
communally-determined value systems. Thus a collective-minded order hke the Knights of Labor
could step outside existing church structures, articulate a kind of social gospel, and engage in
quasi-rehgious ritual, all in the name of individual liberty.
Bryan Palmer observed that while Gilded Age workers avoided Hamilton, Ontario,
churches in droves, Knights of Labor assemblies often "served as the workingman's church.""
Evidence from KOL ritual, songs, poetry, and rhetoric suggests that he's correct. In fact, there were
at least two competing versions of Gilded Age Christianity, the "official" institutional church of
decorum, and a labor variant that stressed social action over doctrine. Whereas the first preached
order, the second embodied the spirit of prophecy; and while the institutional church built new
temples, labor demanded the old ones be purged and refurbished to reflect the primitive Christianity
of the true church. For labor, the role model was Christ the Deliverer, not Paul the founder of
churches. To the degree that Gilded Age churches responded to labor's plight, change came from
the bottom up; that is, Social Gospelers Hke Gladden, Rauschenbusch, Jones, and Newton were
converted by labor, not vice versa. Mainstream Christianity clung to the naive belief that the world
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would be transformed by individual Christians acting alone; labor knew that concerted action was
needed. The church preached the Golden Rule and rewards in the sweet by-and-by; labor insisted
on the Carpenter's rule and justice in the here-and-now.
A Workers' Chnrrh^
Bryan Palmer's suggestion that KOL assemblies operated as working class churches is true
if the concept of "church" is expanded by extracting religiosity from specific social structures. As one
of society's social institutions, religion-like the family, education, economics, and polity-is
responsible for socializing individuals. Sociologists have long recognized, however, that the
boundaries between social institutions are fluid and that functions overlap or are usurped. As a
social structure that also postulates the existence of order and norms beyond those of human
creation, religion poses special analytical challenges. Should one follow the lead of functionalists
such as Max Weber and Milton Yinger and ignore what religion claims to bo and concentrate on
what it does, or should one adopt the substantive approach of Emile Durkheim and Mircea Eliadc
and insist on separating the sacred from the profane? Or perhaps adopt the symbolic definitions of
Clifford Geertz which sees all human activity as acts of semiotic significance?-^
The choice is a difficult one, as a single example will illustrate. Knights' founder Uriah
Stephens was a profoundly religious man who, but for the poverty of his family, would have been a
Baptist minister. There is little doubt that he believed in a literal separation between sacred and
profane, and that his piety found its way into early Knights of Labor ritual. It is equally obvious,
however, that initiates who practiced the ritual often understood it symbolically, especially intensely
secular men such as Samuel Gompers. It is also true that the ritual was telcological. Through
constant repetition of symbolic and religious imagery, Knights of Labor were expected to develop a
labor ideology that would spur them to action. Thus KOL ritual is simultaneously substantive,
symbolic, and functional. The multiple aspects of KOL ritual remind us that working class
religion often contains social as well as theological dimensions. As Herbert Gutman noted, labor
evangelism proved a useful vehicle for critiquing the existing social order and suggesting a new one.
He traced the process by which labor leaders condemned "the new industrial order [as] un-Christian
and violative of God's will."^ Rather than defend the status quo or promise workers rewards in
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heaven, labor evangelists demanded earthly justice, a call they thought embodied in Christ's life and
passion. The image of Christ the carpenter was particularly attractive for many labor leaders. Both
Frank K. Foster and George E. McNeill made frequent allusions to it, with McNeill noting that "the
teachings of the Carpenter's Son...tend to counteract the influence of Mammon."^ McNeiU based
both his activism and poetry in an earth-bound Christianity that deepened as he grew older. In a
poem entitled "The Risen Laborer" McNeill warned the wealthy to heed Christ's command to care
for the poor, or suffer judgement for ignoring it:
"O men of wealth and power, the pleading poor
Cry not in vain to God's Almighty power.
Throw off your burdens of excessive wealth
Or it will bear you down to lowest gulf.
Fulfill your duty to men of toil,
And Peace and Plenty shall with Love abound."
At first glance this poem seems to defer justice until the hereafter, but McNeill did not stop here.
Thoroughly critiquing the existing social order, the poem transforms "excessive wealth" into
"Mammon" and promises that labor, v/ith God's help, will overcome it. What would ensue was an
order devoid of both nonproducers and selfish individualists: "The gulfs of greed no longer shall
divide/For aU will labor for the common weal." Far from counseling stoic acceptance of its fate,
McNeill likened labor to Constantine's victorious army:
"Bear ye the cross aloft,"Sure of your reward!
Onward, forward marched gaunt bands of labor;
Fruits, flowers, and Plenty sprang beneath their feet,
Onward we marchl-by this sign we conquer
McNeill's poem upholds both the ideal of toil's nobility and that of labor defiant, a working
class army ready to seize the fruits and flowers should moral suasion fail. Like other labor
evangelists, McNeill reversed the logic of most Gilded Age sermons. Whereas churches routinely
made eschatological concerns the basis for arguing the need for Christian charity, McNeill saw social
justice as a prerequisite for implementing God's grand design. Working class famihes responded to
such messages; Gutman related the tale of an Illinois miner's wife who listened to KOL lecturer
Richard TrevelUck's defense of unionism and thought him "the second Jesus Christ."
For Knights, the Adelphon Kruptos reinforced a labor view of Christianity. In the
initiation ceremony, candidates were first asked to swear or affirm their belief in God. The next
oath was revealing; initiates were asked, "Do you obey the Universal Ordinance of God, in gaining
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your bread by the sweat of your brow?" Only beUef in God and faithful adherence to the "Universal
Ordinance" made the candidate worthy of the final vow, that of S.O.MA. (secrecy, obedience, and
mutual assistance). Throughout the ceremony reference is made to the notion that "God ordained
that man should labor," and that toil glorified God. Since God Unked bread with work, the effort of
Knights of Labor "to enjoin an oppressor" carried His sanction.*
Labor's caU to arms did not merely appropriate religious metaphors to justify rebellion.
Many Knights took Christianity seriously as a personal moral code as weU. In fact, the Knights of
Labor held something of an obsession about Uving as a good Christian. It was not enough to be a
good comrade; one was also expected to be sober, patriotic, law-abiding, honest, and moral. When a
group of Chicago Knights formed the "Non-Swearing Knights" to cleanse the railyards of coarse
language, more was involved than middle-class emulation. The Journal of United T .^hnr applauded
the movement and told of chapters being formed in Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, and Boston; Powderly
even wrote a special editorial in support of it and stated that he hoped such efforts would make the
Knights "the noblest on earth and true gentle-men."^ [Emphasis in original]
Knights of Labor prided themselves on being more moral than the world surrounding them
and linked personal ethics with the efforts to redeem society. For the most part, KOL moraUty was
admirable when compared with the bourgeois bigots, greedy industrialists, and hypocritical clerics
that populated the Gilded Age. Despite numerous incidents of Knights absconding with assembly
funds, of members getting drunk, and of petty bickering, the KOL showed far less tolerance for such
behavior than most churches. Evidence for this is found in expulsions from the Order. By far the
largest causes for expulsion were for "violations of obligation" and "conduct unbecoming a Knight."
The Journal of United Labor reported 3,754 expulsions from 1880 to 1886; of these, 2,326 were for
violations of obligation and 524 for conduct unbecoming a Knight. (Expulsions were often made for
multiple offenses.) An additional 51 were removed for being drunk or selling alcohol, 68 for
committing crimes, and 104 for slandering the Order. Violation of obligation and conduct
unbecoming a Knight were vague charges, but often specific behavior was noted. Typical are
examples randomly selected from 1885: Joseph Hurley (L_A. 3671, Scranton) was expelled "for
defrauding landlady of board bill," Mr. Higgins (LA. 2639, Troy, New York) "for desertion of family
and bigamy," and Henry Allison (LA.. 2122, Omaha) "for becoming a professional gambler."
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More remarkable is the relatively low number (294) of Knights removed from the Order
for scabbing. Though not aU locals reported expulsions and the JUL count is certainly too low, it is
nonetheless striking that so many were removed for breaches of personal conduct seemingly
unrelated to the labor movement as a whole. But fraternal ideals infused with Christian moraUty held
powerful sway; honorable men neither took the jobs of striking brothers nor expected their
organizations to tolerate deviants and miscreants.
When District Assembly 49 decided to rid itself of Henry Sharpe, the president of the
board overseeing the KOVs Cooperative Fund, it knew exactly how to do it: Sharpe was charged
with abandoning his wife. In truth, Sharpe did not get along with Victor Drury or the Home Club.
Before the 1885 expulsion proceedings took place, Sharpe wrote to Powderly to ask that his
membership be transferred out of DA. 49's local 2022 to LA. 222 (Scranton).^^ But since Sharpe
had quarreled with Powderly and Frederick Turner over a plan to change the Cooperative Board,
neither man was willing to tackle DA. 49 when it expeUed Sharpe, an action Sharpe learned about
by reading the Journal of United Labor !
In fact, Henry Sharpe did not live with his wife. She was of "unsound mind," had refused
his attempts to help her, and had abandoned him for a man named Weston whom Sharpe thought a
Drury minion. Sharpe fled to Scranton with his daughter and personal effects and refused to answer
charges brought by his wife. His arguments fell on deaf ears, and he foolishly argued that the
charges, even if true, did not "constitute a breech of K of L law" as "family matters" were none of the
Order's business. He even threatened to sue the Knights for meddling in his personal affairs. By
the end of June, 1885, Sharpe was beaten and angry: "I am out of the Order and do not care to
re-enter it. The point is that the Order has publickly [sic] branded me as 'BRUTAL' and
'INHUMAN' and as 'GROSSLY IMMORAL.'" He noted, with great sarcasm, that it was unlikely
that his case could receive a fair hearing because William Horan was the judge and John Caville one
of the prosecutors. Gilbert Rockwood agreed and told Powderly that Sharpe was being treated
unfairly, but Powderly meekly advised Sharpe that his case was outside the General Master
Workman's jurisdiction.
In any event, Henry Sharpe took the wrong approach. His refusal to address the charges
of immorality placed him beyond the pale. Powderly wanted the entire matter to go away, partly
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because of the inconvenience, but also because the affair had spilled into the pubhc press. Powderly
did not appreciate Sharpe's airing of the Order's dirty laundry, and correctly realized that the
damage Sharpe did to the Knights' reputation was more serious than the original charges. For
Powderly, it was more important that Knights of Labor be seen as upholders of morality than Henry
Sharpe receive a fair hearing.
An editorialist in the Lynn, Massachusetts, Knights of Lnhor expressed Powderl/s
senthnents in a wider sense: The Knights of Labor are [sic] a moral organization; types of man that
all other orders will admit, the Knights of Labor reject...." Such men included rum seUers, lawyers,
bankers, and those "too indolent to work for [their] daily bread." The writer noted proudly that "the
lessons taught by the order on temperance and morality are nowhere more visible to an outsider
than in the action of their members while in trouble with their employer. Heretofore a strike meant
drunkenness, lawless action, often ending in riots and bloodshed; to-day, the bigger the strike the less
immoraUty, all through the teachings of the K. of L.. We fmd this lesson, that to gain the sympathy
and esteem of your feUow man, you must be a man...." The writer drew on familiar imagery of
"manhood" relating to character, honesty, and reputation and encouraged Knights to "study for some
nobler work that is yet veiled" and "after you have learned it, teach it to others." Efforts at
self-improvement and morality were already paying off--"classes that once looked upon you as
unprincipled, lawless mobs, to-day are tipping their hats to you-and would undoubtedly continue to
do so.^^
Knights often looked outside the ranks of clergy when searching for Christian role models.
Many Uonized Wendell Phillips, Scores of KOL locals were named for Phillips, including LA. 2692
m Springfield, Massachusetts, and LA, 4293 of Detroit. Phillips attracted notice since he, like many
Knights, worked out his religious views largely independently of institutional churches. Though best
known as an abolitionist, Phillips was also an early friend of labor; he joined the National Labor
Union, lobbied for the eight-hour day, wrote editorials favorable to Ira Steward, defended the 1877
railway strikes, ran for governor of Massachusetts on the Labor Reform ticket, supported of the
Knights of St. Crispin, and praised early Knights of Labor activity.
After his death in 1884, many Knights recognized that many of Phillips's ideas presaged
their own. Unlike Henry Ward Beecher, Phillips saw a link between chattel slavery and
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"wage-slavery."^^ Likewise he foreshadowed Stephens^s and Powderl/s views of the Gospel; in 1869
he referred to Christ as a "great agitator" and called upon workers to enlist as soldiers in the cause
of militant faith.^^
It is small wonder that Knights named their assemblies after Phillips and discussed building
memorials in his honor. George McNeill was a great admirer, as was John Boyle O'ReiUy, poet and
editor of the Boston Pilot, When Phillips died, O'Reilly inscribed a poem to him for the Irish World
which several KOL newspapers, including the Labor Enquirer
.
pubUshed. O'Reilly's long lament
included the lines:
"From the midst of the flock he defended,
the brave one has gone to his rest;
And the tears of the poor he befriended their
wealth and affliction attest.
From the midst of the people is stricken
a symbol they daily saw.
Set over against the law books, of a Higher
than Human law;
For his life was a ceaseless protest,
and his voice was a prophet's cry
To be true to the Truth and faithful, though
the world were arrayed for the Lie."^^
That Phillips' praises should be sung so far from his Massachusetts home is a measure of how widely
his fame had spread. No doubt Labor Enquirer editor Joseph Buchanan remembered that the dead
reformer always insisted that Christianity and radical politics could sup at the same table.^^
Knights were effusive in their accolades for "true" Christians like Wendell Phillips. They
were also brutal in denouncing hypocrisy and false preaching. Powderly was a true leader in this
respect; for whatever faults he possessed, Powderly was always an effective speaker and
rabble-rouser. Powderly blasts against ministers of the gospel often had the same sting with which
he struck at rum sellers. His battles with Catholic bishops and priests were often heated and
Powderly was a respecter of no man from whom he received a perceived wrong. Powderly's
exchanges were often reported, and he delighted in adding commentary to those accounts. By 1889,
a clear picture of Powderly's exasperation with institutional Christianity emerged. In Thirtv Years of
Labor , a book the entire Order was urged to read, Powderly wrote, "It was no wonder that to many
workingmen religion seemed to be but a parody when they contrasted their own condition with that
of their employers....Does the Almighty think more of them than us? Does he give all the good
things to them, and place it in their power to take everything we produce v/iihout proper equivalenl;
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and is it essential to the salvation of our souls that we grovel forever beneath the feet of the
wealthy?" He was equaUy scornful of promises of reward in the next life and claimed such
preachings were mere inventions of "alleged ministers of God."^^
Time did not hnprove Powderl/s memories on this score. When he wrote his second
autobiography between 1907 and 1917, he noted, "In those days I never heard a prominent
churchman defend organized labor until labor had won recognition in another way." If anything,
Powderly had grown more bitter. He chose to forget a time in which men like Jesse Jones, Heber
Newton, and James Huntington battled with him m labor's cause and recalled instead preachers
"Sunday after Sunday, caUing for money to buUd sumptuously appointed houses in which to live
[instead of Uving] a Httle closer to that poverty which [they] hold up as a virtue....Yes the poor ye
shall always have with you when you take everything and give nothing but platitudes in return."-^
Other Knights were just as outspoken as Powderly. Detroit's Joseph Labadie frequently
attacked ministers from the pages of the Labor Leaf. He called the Rev. Edwin Webb's sermon on
socialism "a mass of nonsense....If anyone wants to know how foolish and how vicious a man can be
he should read it." Likewise he blasted the Christian Herald for defending the action of Chicago
police during Haymarket, and compared police, "capitalist oppressors," and "meek and lowly
Christians" like those of the Herald staff to the men who sent Christians to their deaths in Roman
arenas. Labadie even denounced the Y.M.CA. for taking "the side of capital," and disputed fellow
Knight the Rev. Heber Newton's interpretations of anarchism.""
Labadie's commentary on a sermon delivered by Dr. Rexford typifies his attitude toward
most ministers. Labadie did not run a text of the sermon, but rather three columns on his own
reactions as the page one lead for the paper. Labadie's remarks ran under the headline "The
Fallacies Preached in the Pulpit: A High-Priced Preacher Talks Nonsense on the Labor Question."
Rexford attempted to justify accumulated wealth, investments, and the entrepreneurial skills of
Vanderbilt, Sage, and Gould. Labadie promptly delivered a sermon of his own and contrasted the
hovels of seamstresses making five cents for a pair of pants with the "luxurious homes, elegant
turn-outs, seal skin sacques [sic], and diamonds" adorning capitalists who live off the labor of others.
Labadie defied Rexford to produce the well-paid workers of whom he spoke in his sermon and
accused him of cooperating with men who drove down wages. He thought Rexford was typical of
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GUded Age clergy: "The pulpit knows little of the subject [of pohtical economy], because it knows
little of the laborer; because of the gulf between the pulpit and the laborer. You do not comprehend
him. He is fast ceasing to pay any heed to you."^^
Joseph Buchanan echoed Labadie's hostility. In his autobiography Buchanan recalled that
"with a few exceptions the pulpit took no interest in the labor movement except to lecture it and
abuse it, and the exceptions soon lost their charges or fomid their churches unpopular with those
able to pay the minister's salary."^^ Though Buchanan appreciated the efforts of local ministers like
GUbert De La Martyr, Myron Reed, Bayard Craig, Henry Stauffer, and Thomas Van Ness (who was
a Knight), he thought the majority of clergymen hostile to labor. Buchanan frequently printed
critical editorials, though he seldom wrote his own. In 1886 B. Longrigg wrote to the Labor
complain "After seeing so much mockery of the meek and lowly Nazarene in our
fashionable churches I am forced to the conclusion that they are a standing menace to the poor and
a flaunting he in the face of Him they profess to worship." In a long letter peppered with scripture
references, Longrigg blasted the hypocrisy of churches, especially their defense of bankers, stock
speculators, and capitalists who violated Paul's dictum that "he that will not work neither shall he
eat." He found great irony in the fact that churches condemned the thief but tolerated any crime "if
done legally by what is called the laws of trade." Adopting the preacher's style Longrigg intoned,
"Oh! ye ministers of the gospel! God will call you into account for your remissness of duty in
allowing such evils to go unrebuked; the robbed widow and orphan will stand as menacing witnesses
against you at the bar of Eternal Justice."^
Thomas Young took much the same approach. He found irony in the denunciation of
Chicago anarchists as "atheists" and turned the tables by accusing the accusers. The actions of the
police, employers, and "some of the ministers" indicated to Young that they were "most in need of
the gospel": "I would suggest that Mr. [Dwight L.] Moody, who was spirited away just when he was
most needed in Chicago, be recalled at once, and a special service set apart for these Christless
preachers, judges and marshals in the morning of each day," and repeated for others needing to hear
it such as Pinkerton detectives, the mayor, and the police force. As for socialists Young noted, "I
have yet to meet the first atheist Socialist [though] it is true there are a large number who neither
believe in ministers or churches....
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Buchanan, Longrigg, and Young were typical of a generation of labor agitators, at once
poUticaUy radical and sociaUy conservative. Young was right; there were few atheist sociahsts, nor
were there many atheist Knights of Labor. Despite sarcasm and anger, these men longed to see the
gospel well-preached and exhibited httle evidence of having mternaiized Marx's "opiate of the
masses" sentiments regarding religion. In their minds Christianity could, and should be, the language
of social reform. Much the same spirit can be found in John Swinton.
The Scottish-born Swinton emigrated to America with his Scottish pragmatism intact.
Though not overtly hostUe to reUgion, Swinton had little tolerance for ministers who prattled on in
generalities. When Andover Seminary devoted its 1886 "Alumni Day" to the question of labor
Swinton duly reported it, but with tongue in cheek. He began by observing that "even the colleges
have begun to wrestle with the labor question. It was the favorite theme of both students and
professors, as well as other distinguished 'jawsmiths' at the recent commencement exercises in scores
of [schools]." Though a few colleges featured speeches "that would satisfy Brother Powderly,"
Swinton found the nine speeches given at Andover less than inspiring. He was especially critical of
"Poor" [Edward?] Atkinson "who brought out his old sackful of statistical dry bones and rattled them
till the Alumni's eyes were blind with bone dust." Swinton thought that time would have been better
spent if "the Alumni, besides talking themselves, had been able to spare an hour in listening to
George McNeill, Captain Trevellick, or Dick Barry. They might have taken the hour off Atkinson's
time, and given him a chance to get his wind before repeating the same old speech at the next
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corner."
Of all the critics of existing religious authority, however, few could match in ferocity the
Knights' own Alexander Wright. Using his "Spokeshave" column in the Journal of the Knights of
Labor like a pulpit, Wright spared few in his pious assault on hypocrisy. In an editorial addressed to
"the canting editors of religious papers," Wright even attacked the lack of literary style found in such
publications; "It would seem that almost any kind of literary stick, who has a pretty extensive
repertory of canting phrases, will do for editor of the average religious paper. I don't know why
religious papers employ this variety of editor, except it is for the same reason that the same papers
generally employ scab printers, because they are cheap." Wright went on to ridicule the Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania Church Advocate for running advertisements for land speculation deals. He wrote:
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And so because a man talks and writes about religion, and always with his mouth
tull ot pious phrases, it by no means follows that he knows anything about the
difference between right and wrong. If a man plays a game of poker or takes ahand of euchre at five cents a corner, or invests a dollar in a lottery ticket or buys apool on a race-horse, the religious papers are so cock sure that he is bound for theland of no ice men. But a fellow can speculate in corn or pork, bet on the rise or
tall ot stocks, he may even gamble on whiskey, provided he don't retail it over the
bar, and no religious paper of them will ever brand him a gambler. A man maybecome a miUionaire by speculating on town lots and yet, according to the religious
papers, bank with certainty upon a celestial corner lot."^^
Woe betide any preacher who raised Wright's ire, especially "pulpit freaks" like the Rev.
Samuel Small. When Small gave a sermon in Philadelphia that was unfavorable to labor, Wright
reduced him to buffoonery. According to Wright, a sizable portion of the audience walked out in
disgust "and the remainder sought to shut off the orator by getting the organist to start up the
organ," an effort that failed when "Sam ordered the organist to stop, and, on the latter continuing, he
pitched his voice in a louder key and proceeded to talk down the organ." Wright labeled the entire
affair "religious comedy" and thought it a pity that Small, who bragged of rising "from the bar-room
to the pulpit," brought "the manners, habits of thought, and style of expression of the bar-room with
him":
"We see Sam Small in the pulpit, with the manners of the bar-room and the ideas of
a negro minstrel endman, and instead of a time of devotion and worship the
'service' conducted by one of his stamp becomes a roaring farce. The most
beautiful passages of Isaiah, the melody of Psalms, the wisdom of Proverbs, or the
touching and simple beauty of the Sermon on the Mount, after passing through the
cesspool of such a mind, becomes so distorted and befouled that it sounds more like
an echo of the pit than a song of Zion."^^
Wright was equally harsh on moralists. When many of them attacked plans to open the
Chicago Columbian Exposition on Sundays, Wright counterattacked. In addition to the standard
argument that Sunday closings would deprive workers of an opportunity to visit the fair, Wright
trivialized the moralists as he did the Rev. Samuel Small. He contrasted the "small army of cranks
who prate of desecration, profanation, perversion, etc." with "men of broad, liberal views, who scout
the whole army of assumptions that any taint of desecration of the Sabbath can by any possibility
attach the mere act of viewing the beautiful and useful exhibits of the Exposition." Wright offered
thanks that he lived in a "progressive age" that was no longer cate "d m "bigots and fagots,
thumbscrews and wheels." Wright continued, "The old theologies have no place in these practical,
common-sense days. The witch-hanger and the Ouaker-whipper are now out of place. Ignorance
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and superstition are losing their grip, and the mission of cranks, it is to be hoped, will soon be
gone."^
Despite Wright's harsh language, he shared with other KOL critics a desire for practical
Christianity. Like them he was hostile of rehgious form, not content. Though the Knights of Labor
contained plenty of antimodernist tendencies, its religious views were quite advanced. Men like A,
W. Wright presaged both the Progressive era and late 20th century religious consensus. With the
Progressives Wright shared the tendency to derive blueprints for social action from religious
ideology, while like the latter he bsisted on broad tolerance and free choice rather than forced codes
of community behavior reinforced by Calvin.
Never the Twain Shall Meet
The Knights of Labor was wiUing to condemn religious hypocrisy with vigor. It also stood
ready to articulate an alternative to Gilded Age "Churchianity" in the form of a reform-based religion
that Knights insisted was "true Christianity." By 1890, men like Powderly, Wright, and Labadie had
given up on the institutional church. But their disgust was evolved, not in-born. If the KOL charted
an mdependent course in matters of religion, it is because of both the hostility of mainstream
churches and the failure of rapprochement efforts.
The latter point is not widely appreciated. Henry May's assertion that the KOL failed to
reach out to the church obscures the fact that there were three important attempts made in the
eleven year period from 1882 to 1892. In the end, all three attempts failed because neither churches
nor the Knights were willing to make substantive compromises. Alexander Wright's bitter columns
appeared in the Journal of the Knights of Labor from 1891 to 1893. By that time, rapprochement
efforts had stalled and cynicism had begun to calcify. In this respect, KOL relations with churches
paralleled those with trade unions; peace conferences were proposed, but little resulted. Still, a look
into the failed attempts highlights what might have been and why it never came to pass.
The earliest attempts to make peace came in 1882 when the Knights of Labor abandoned
secrecy and removed offending scriptural references and oaths from its ritual. Though the main
thrust behind this effort was Powderly's desire to pacify the Catholic Church, many Protestant
ministers also objected to oath-bound secrecy and ritualistic practices that smacked of Masonic
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influence. As I have already noted, these changes were accompanied by convulsive internal struggles.
Even as Powderly led the charge to make the Order more palatable to clerics, powerful elements
within served notice that something was expected of the churches in return. At the 1882 Grand
Assembly none other than the troublesome Theodore Cuno introduced a resolution that was referred
to the Committee on the State of the Order. Cuno noted that his assembly, Brooklyn's secretive
LA. 1562, "has resolved to take an active part in the spreading of the light. It is the light of truth
and science we mean." As part of this effort, Cuno suggested that ministers be invited to preach
sermons on the "abohtion of private property" and how "man's natural inheritance" might be
reclaimed "from the land-thief class." The audacious Cuno even offered the scripture texts they
could use: Leviticus 25:23-37, Amos 9:15, and Matthew 6:24. Cuno also drafted an "appeal" to
accompany the request that was decidedly confrontational. Rather than requesting clerical aid,
Cuno's letter was more of a caU to do the KOL's will or be branded a hypocrite. It read in part:
"Rev. Sirr-You are a professed minister of revealed religion, and we hold you to be
such. You proclaim to the world that the Bible, or Holy Scriptures, is your rule and
guide of Faith. We assert that Religion is either a grand, harmonious, and divine
system of truth and justice, or a conglomeration of falsehoods and superstition.
Which is it? We press you for an answer, and therefore ask you to preach from
your pulpit, at the earliest possible moment, sermons based upon the following
texts..."
The final text, Matthew 6:24, reads "You cannot serve God and Mammon."^^ Little came of
Cuno's proposal since LA. 1562 was soon embroiled in the Duryea Starch affair. Throughout 1883
and 1884, the church said little about the Knights since it was still a small order that
unknowledgeable clerics could not easily disentangle from the rest of the labor movement. The
KOL's stunning victory over Jay Gould in 1885 suddenly thrust it into a national prominence that
could not be ignored. In 1886, it was the church that extended a fraternal hand, but this time the
Knights of Labor was strong enough to demand concessions.
As I have already shown, a few individual ministers responded to the Knights of Labor
early on, but the situation of May and June, 1886, was different. During that time the ecumenical
Church Congress convened in Cleveland, Ohio, to discuss "The Workingman's Distrust of the
Church; its Causes and Remedies." As the ministers met, the Knights of Labor were meeting in a
Special Assembly in the same city. Fraternal greetings were offered by the Congress and Powderly
was invited to give an address, but the mere rumor of this led to the realization that the Congress's
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Music Hall convention center "would not have been able to hold the audience that would have
gathered to hear him."^^ Powderly did not attend, but he gave his blessing to others he felt would
represent his sentiments, including civil service reformer Everett Wheeler; John Jarrett, the president
of the Amalgamated Association of Iron and Steel Workers; Henry George; and Dr. Wayland Hoyt,
a Philadelphia clergyman.
The Church Congress listened to speakers extol the Knights and echoed a chorus of its
own in what appeared to be a Knights of Labor lovefest. Everett Wheeler declared:
"I concede that the workingmen have often shown a want of sympathy with the
interests of their employers, and have failed to see that their interests are identical-
but the power of the demagogues is nothing new. Yet we must not fail to
acknowledge that the labor organizations have had wise and temperate leaders like
Mr. Powderly. For one, I do not object to labor organizations. I welcome as a
happy augury the fact that the Knights of Labor and the Congress meet at
Cleveland at the same time intent on the solution of the same problem, and I am
sure that the sword will never cut the knot."^"'
John Jarrett followed in much the same vein: "I see in the audience to-night many who are members
of the noble order known as the Knights of Labor; and they say that labor is holy and they call their
order a holy order. And why? Because God himself ordained from the beginning that man should
work." Jarrett then treated the ministers to a parable of a church with sinking attendance whose
minister tried everything he could think of to reverse its fortunes, but to no avail. Jarrett told the
preacher to invite only workers and preach "Christ and him crucified to those poor workingmen" and
forget about theology. Soon the pews were crowded.^
Henry George told the assemblage of the importance of Jesus the Carpenter. He told the
story of an alleged exchange mlh a Knight of Labor in which George asked him to explain why
workers distrust the church. His informant brushed aside the question with a disdainful, 'Distrust
the church! The trouble with workingmen is that they too much trust the church!" George went on
to talk of the importance of "the kingdom of God on earth" as exemplified by Christ's earthly
ministry. "Religion," George proclaimed, "has Httle or nothing to do with what you think of God.
What it has to do with is what you do toward your fellow-man." He called for a church of "justice,
not platitudes."-'^
For a brief moment the Church Congress was won over by Knights of Labor evangelism.
The Rev. E. S. Lorenz of Dayton, Ohio, thought much of the workers' distrust for the church was
due to exaggerations printed in sensational papers like the New York Evening Post and the
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agitations of the "foreign element which comes to our shores, ' but conceded that "our reUgion has
too much unreality in it." Far more enthusiastic were the Rev. T. DeWitt Tallmadge, who soon
joined a Brooklyn KOL assembly, and the Rev. William Wilforce Newton of Pittsfield,
Massachusetts, who gushed, "I don't know whether the Knights of Labor have captured us or we the
Knights; but thank God we are beside them."^^ Even Lyman Abbott was moved. Shortly after the
Congress he declared himself in favor of the eight-hour day and denounced a Methodist minister
who supported Jay Gould and had called the Knights of Labor "bandits." Abbott praised a
"gentleman" he knew who was a Knight and said that "we cannot and do not want to fight" the
Order. He thought labor organizations like a Uon, "generally peaceable but with claws and teeth,"
and saw the Knights of Labor as the most "just and reasonable" of all organizations. Abbott
counseled capital to have the "wisdom to make common cause" with the KOL and study its demands
"without panic and without prejudice."^^
The 1886 moment, of course, was not really a lovefest, merely the illusion of one. Just as
the Knights' Special Assembly was reported as harmonious when it had in fact dissolved into the
Order's disruptive takeover by the Home Club, so too the Church Congress' embrace of the Knights
of Labor was a chimera. It was not long before Lyman Abbott's Christian Union tempered its
support for the Knights first by pointing out its mistakes, and then by attacking them outright. The
Great Upheaval won some legitimate converts-James Huntington being the most outstanding--but
neither they, nor the enthusiastic Cleveland clerics, were able to transform majority opinions within
their respective religious hierarchies. In the main, the Great Upheaval proved too great a challenge
for conservative clerics and served to crystallize opposition to the Knights rather than win the Order
new friends.
After the 1886 Church Congress, both the churches and the Knights continued on as
though it had not occurred. The last real attempt to reach out came from the Knights. It was a
feeble gesture on behalf of John Hayes to both rekindle the church's flagging interest in the Knights
of Labor and to boost the circulation of the Journal of the Knights of Labor . In 1892, Hayes
addressed a general letter to clergymen around the country in which he reminded them of the
importance of the labor question: "He who would preach the gospel to the poor, and who would
preach it so that the common people will hear him gladly, must not only be able to tell them of
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theological and spiritual matters, but he must be able to sympathetically speak to them on those
social and industrial questions, on the right solution to which their material welfare so greatly
depends; questions which...wiU help or hinder the moral growth of the people." Hayes, never
troubled by the sinfuhiess of lying, falsely claimed the Knights of Labor "the most numerous of all
labor organizations" and that "to know the intentions and modes of the Knights of Labor is to know
the aims and objects of labor organizations generally." The rest of the letter was an advertisement
Journal of the Knights of Lahor.^ Few mbisters responded to Hayes's call, just as few
responded to Cuno eleven years earlier. The Knights of Labor made three attempts to fmd middle
ground with the church in those eleven years but came up empty. A church/KOL alliance never
materialized despite the obvious theoretical affinities between the two, because neither side made
more than rhetorical attempts at rapprochement. Rather than genuine attempts to fuse interests,
each courted the other m its own interests. Courting soon gave way to lecturing which soon
degenerated into rancor.
In accord with the spirit of the age. Knights of Labor religion became a private affair
which gave its adherents the right to make public pronouncements. Bryan Palmer is essentially right;
many Knights of Labor assemblies functioned as "workingmen's churches." And why not? If true
Christianity could not be found in the church why not in the assembly hall? Assemblies like the
Glassworkers LA. 300 noted with pride that an opening prayer was offered each time they met, just
as each General Assembly session was opened by both a morning and afternoon prayer. Though
occasionally a guest minister led assemblies in prayer, the usual pattern was for one of the members
to offer the prayer.^^ Joseph Buchanan bragged that Denver churches were angry with the Knights
and the Rocky Mountain Social League because they drew larger audiences and because "ours was
the only genuine Christian society in the city."*^^ An Allentown, New York, Knight picked up on
Powderl/s Christianity/Churchianity contrast and declared "I have no sympathy with that class of
people who cannot rise above the surroundings of their everyday lives and look out with sympathy
upon the trials and sufferings of their fellow men." For him the Knights of Labor had "more true
Christianity in it to the square inch than all the modern churches this side of Helena" and did more
to "help fallen humanity, to establish justice and equal rights for all...than all the fat, canting,
chicken-eating dominies in Christendom." In the ultimate expression of Knightly faith, "ShakeSpoke"
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[sic] declared that it was impossible to be a true Christian unless one was a member of the Knights
of Labor.^^
Others shared that sentiment. A Westfield, Massachusetts, Knight suggested creating a
fund for missionary pm-poses within each local assembly. The "best men" of each assembly would be
sent forth to preach the "new gospel of cooperation" and encourage clergymen to join the Knights.
He concluded, "Our order is noble and holy; it makes all men aUke, and if the ministers believe what
they preach they will confer a great boon upon themselves and mankind by coming forward and
making them true and noble brothers without distmction of race, color, or creed."^^ District
Assembly 49 went DA. 30 one better. New York leaders concluded that the clergy was doing more
harm than good and added "theologians" to the list of occupations that disqualified one for
membership in the Knights of Labor.^^
Few Knights took so drastic a measure as D. A. 49. Nonetheless, many of the ministers
who joined the Order were high-profile Knights and low-profile clerics. Thomas Van Ness of
Denver typifies such men. Van Ness blamed all of the evils of his day-'lockouts, boycotts, strikes,
nihilism, communism, socialism, anarchism, secularism, atheism""On the "wide-spread and growing
discontent of the masses with existing institutions, poUtical, economic, and religious." Despite his
hope that the Unitarian faith he represented would come around on the labor question. Van Ness
was highly critical of churches and their penchant for easy answers to difficult questions: "Sugar
plums of any sort won't do. [The people] want a steady supply of roast beef." As for the traditional
Christian advice to bear one's fate. Van Ness noted that "submission becomes a sublime virtue when
one believes himself to be accepting the hard necessity imposed by a higher power for a wise
purpose, but when the obstacles to success are human beings.. .then the duty falls into contempt.""^
Though Van Ness was a minister, this fact was hardly ever mentioned though he was quite active in
District Assembly 89. Like Jesse Jones, Heber Newton, Rutland, Vermont's Thomas L. Drury, and
Scranton's J. H. Amies, Van Ness was a Knight of Labor who happened to be a minister, a fellow
comrade struggling in labor's cause.'*^
A model frequently cited by the Knights of Labor was the Bishop of London who, in 1888,
shocked the religious establishment by resigning his post to work for the emancipation of labor. In
his resignation letter the Bishop shamefully recanted his role with the church "of the rich and not the
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his resignation letter the Bishop shamefully recanted his role with the church "of the rich and not the
church of the poor," and his slowness to ameliorate the poverty, fraud, starvation, and violence
inflicted upon the poor: "I have seen among you, spreading Uke a canker, the lust of the flesh and
the pride of life, and instead of reproving you as Christ would have, I have taken refuge in
generalities and have not dared to renounce your individual sins." He was resigning to take his place
"as a MAN among MEN" though it meant joining "the great army of the unemployed."
'^^^ Journal of United Labor printed the full text of the Bishop's sermon and Powderly
added his commentary.^ The JUL frequently reprinted the Bishop's speech and many letters
enthusiastically referred to it. The Bishop's action became a KOL ideal, an example of a man who
rejected Churchianity by walking away from one if its most coveted positions in order to take up
labor's cross.
By 1889, Knights of Labor newspapers saw no reason why laymen should not air their
views on religious matters of all sorts. The Critic ran articles on "Sunday Discourse," a series of
labor lectures held in Baltimore that had aU the earmarks of labor sermons. One afternoon featured
A. W. Wright and Thomas McGuire. Wright joked that he was uncomfortable speaking on Sunday
because he didn't "wish to scab on clergymen." He then proceeded to harangue the audience with
his views on man's place is the cosmology, the sanctity of toil, and the errors of Lyman Abbott.
McGuire began with an appeal to aid female workers and then suddenly recited the Lord's Prayer.
"Why do we say 'Our Father?'" he asked, "Because he is a father who never made one brother to
take advantage of another." He then argued that the entire "present commercial system" needed to
be scrapped and that the Knights of Labor was just the organization to do it."*^
In the 1890s, the Knights of Labor conducted its own religious affairs. When the Rev. E.
P. Foster of Cincinnati wrote to the Journal of the Knights of Labor to complain of the bitterness
with which Melinda Sissins attacked the church for its defense of the rich and to suggest that labor's
hostility was hurting its chances of changing denominational attitudes, it was Sissins' position that
engendered sympathetic letters."*^ The stage was set for A. W. Wright to spew his venom with
impunity as fewer and fewer Knights clung to the belief that churches had much to offer.
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No Roads l.eM to Rome
There is a final aspect of the relationship between the Knights of Labor and organized
religion that bears examining, the Order's internal anti-Catholicism. Throughout the 1880s the
Knights struggled with the repercussions of a disproportionately large Roman Cathohc national
leadership attempting to lead a largely Protestant rank and file, many of whom had internalized the
anti-Catholic bombast commonly uttered in the GUded Age. In fact, Powderl/s very attempt to
improve relations between the KOL and the Catholic church aroused Protestant ire. Good figures
are hard to come by, but if Illinois Knights are indication, Catholic Knights were Ukely a mbority,
especiaUy after the Order was essentiaUy reconstituted by the influx of new members between 1885
and 1887, An 1886 breakdown of the state's 34,974 Knights of Labor shows that 45% were
native-born, 16% German, 13% Irish, 10% British, and 5% Scandinavian.'*^ Though there is no
breakdown according to religion and one assumes that a portion of the native-born are second or
third generation Irish, reasonable inferences suggest that the bulk of Illinois Knights were not
Catholics, Even if one makes allowances for natives of Irish descent and assumes that some of the
Germans immigrants hailed from the Catholic south, it is doubtful that more than one-third of
Illinois's Knights were Catholic. In an occupational breakdown of membership only 3,537 were
miners, a Gilded Age trade where one usually found large numbers of Catholics as opposed to iron
moulders (1,203), and machinists (1,222) which were more likely to be Protestant occupations.^^
From 1840 to 1860, the number of CathoUcs in the United States increased from 663,000
to 3,103,000. This, of course, still left Catholicism a minority religious expression in America, though
one favored by many Irish, Polish, Italian, and southern German immigrants. More important for
this analysis, it was the faith of Terence V. Powderly and many of his friends and enemies within the
KOL's leadership cadre. Powderly, the son of Irish parents, spent most of his life in Scranton,
Pennsylvania, a coal mining city on the periphery on the Molly Maguire agitations. The Catholic
Church in central Pennsylvania engaged in a paranoid campaign against secret societies, nonchurch
rituals, and labor organizing in an attempt to disassociate itself from the Molly Maguires, the
majority of whom were Irish Catholics. Powderly felt the wrath of that paranoia shortly after joining
the Machinists and Blacksmiths International Union in 1871. His union badge was misinterpreted as
a Masonic symbol and he was verbally abused by Father Hennessey while trying to give confession,
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an exchange so violent that Powderly threatened to give the priest "the damnedest thrashing you ever
got" if Hennessey would step outside the church .^^ From that point on, Powderly spent enormous
amounts of energy trying to prove to Catholic authorities that the labor movement was not
synonymous with MoUy Maguirism. Norman Ware was laudatory of Powderl/s efforts to this end:
"In no other relationship did Powderly show so great dignity and ability as in his handUng of the
problem of the Order and the [Cathohc] Church."-^^
Ware's assessment has two serious flaws, as does Henry Browne's similar fmding.^^ First
of all, Powderl/s relationship with the Cathohc hierarchy was fiery and their exchanges frequently
heated and rancorous. Though Powderl/s responses were often completely justified, they were
hardly dignified. Second, and more importantly, even if his handling of the Church was dignified,
that did not make it wise. Powderly invested entirely too much personal and organizational time and
energy into attempts to remove Cathohc condemnations of the Knights. The Knights of Labor failed
to respond to Protestant clerics who might have helped the cause since such men were too few in
number and their influence too limited to overcome the hostihty that characterized majority
Protestant opinion. Powderly would have done well to adopt a similar wait-and-see attitude with the
Catholic Church. The good that came from Pope Leo XIII's encyclical Rerum Novarum (1891),
removing Rome's objections to organized labor, came too late to help the Knights. Further, the
internal anti-Cathohcism that Powderly unleashed contributed to organizational instability in the late
1880s.
It was Powderly who led the faction that lobbied for a change in the KOL ritual and the
abandonment of secrecy at the 1878 convention and it was he who led that group to victory at the
1881 Grand Assembly. In 1878, Pope Leo XIII issued an encycHcal attacking societies bent on
overthrowing "supreme truths" and those espousing socialism. Overzealous American clerics such as
bishops Francis Chatard of Vincennes, Indiana; Tobias Mullen of Erie, Permsylvania; Richard
Giknour of Cleveland; James Wood of Philadelphia; James Healey of Portland, Maine; and William
O'Hara of Scranton interpreted most labor organizations as falling under the ban. O'Hara and
Powderly had several nasty confrontations, including one in 1878 where the bishop ordered Mayor
Powderly to kneel down and beg his pardon (Powderly refused).^"* In addition. Catholic Knights in
nearby Girardville had to confront the Catholic's Workingmen's Society, ostensibly a labor union but
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m reality a dummy organization created by FrankUn Gowen, president of the Philadelphia and
Reading Company, and Father Daniel O'Connor designed to wean Catholics from more powerful
organizations.^^
It is so difficult to separate Powderly^s personal conflicts from those of the Knights of
Labor as an organization that a cynic could easily conclude that Powderly was exorcising his own
demons rather than those of the Knights of Labor as a whole. But one must remember that the
Knights of the 1870s were a small organization and Powderly, a man from a medium-sized industrial
town surrounded by smaller mining towns, was representative of the Knights in that period. Typical
of the letters coming into Powderly's office was one from Peter J. Ward, the District Recording
Secretary for DA, 36 of New Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. Ward complained that he wanted to do
something to remove the Catholic Church's objection to the Knights of Labor and had written to
James L. Wright (a Protestant!) for advice but got no reply. Ward was of the opinion that the
Knights would not grow in his district until the church's sentiments changed.^^
It was reasonable, though dangerous, for Powderly to lead the charge to alter the Knights'
ritual. As I have akeady shown, the changes in ritual led to great factional strife within the Order,
some of it led by disgruntled Protestants who were more fond of the ritual than guilt-plagued
Catholics like Peter Ward. Had Powderly dropped his efforts after 1881, things might have gone
better. In that year he wrote to Charles Litchman and complained that he was sick of courting the
Catholic Church:
"If the workingmen don't know enough to stay in the order and help themselves in
this world then go to hell when they die in preference to leaving it to accommodate
the church, remain in poverty all their lives and go to hell when they die, then 1
can't help them one bit. I believe that if God is anything of a labor man at all he'll
remember these cowardly scoundrels who flee from us to save their souls (if they
have souls)."^"^
Had Powderly only followed his own lead, he could have avoided some of the controversy that
loomed ahead.
In 1884, Roman Cathohc bishops gathered in Baltimore to discuss the Knights, Powderly
warned Archbishop Patrick Ryan of Philadelphia, a man sympathetic to the KOL, not to condemn
the Order: "Turn us out of this organization and it becomes a Protestant association with a return to
CO
oathbound secrecy, and instead of a blessing to us it will prove a curse." Powderly claimed that
Catholics dominated the KOL and estimated that one-half of its membership and the bulk of its
delegates were CathoUc. His appeals went for naught as the bishops did condemn the Knights, and
Rome followed suit later that year.
Powderly failed to see that the Knights power base was shifting and that conditions in
Scranton were no longer representative of the entire Order. In 1878, the world of the Knights of
Labor was circumscribed by a triangle with Pittsburgh, PhUadelphia, and Scranton at its points. By
1884, the Knights were truly a national organization with arms reaching to San Francisco, Denver,
Houston, Detroit, Boston, and Richmond, cities that, with the exception of Boston, were more
Protestant than Catholic. Further, medium-sized cities like Scranton were waning in importance as
urban giants hke New York and Chicago grew. New York's William Horan, a Powderly nemesis,
frequently complained that Powderly did not understand the problems of large industrial cities, and
he was right. In his letter to Archbishop Ryan, Powderly exaggerated both the Knights' overall
strength and its Catholic percentage. Had he looked more carefully, he would have discovered that
his Order was more urban and probably more Protestant than it was in 1878. He might also have
discovered that the Catholic Church had more to lose in condemning the Knights than the Order to
gain from winning its approval.
The resurgence of labor in the mid 1880s took place largely without reference to religion.
An example of Powderl/s misunderstanding of this can be seen in his battles with Quebec's
intransigent Archbishop Elzear Alexander Taschereau. Taschereau condemned the Knights of Labor
in 1885, and refused to listen to Powderly's entreaties. Powderly enlisted the aid of the sympathetic
Cardinal James Gibbons of Baltimore, who was equally unsuccessful. Powderly made several trips to
Quebec in 1885 and 1886, despite the fact that there were only 36 locals in the entire province, 26 of
them having been founded in 1886. The fact that only two were French-speaking makes it unlikely
that the majority of Quebec's locals had sizable Catholic memberships since English-speaking
Quebecers tended to be Protestant.^'
Powderly's clash with Taschereau led to a rumor within the Knights that Powderly was
planning on going to Rome to argue the Order's merits before the Pope, a trip some Canadian
Knights urged him to take. This rumor caused outrage in the Order as it seemed like Powderly was
ready to bow to Rome's demands. He also appeared to be contradicting himself. When a
controversy over ritual changes erupted in 1885, Powderly poured out his anger to Robert Layton:
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We have such damn good CathoUcs in the Order that they confess not only their
sms but their vu-tues. If they want to get drunk, if they want to fight, to He, to steal
o hbel, to cheat or act the rogue or scoundrel in any way they act and never consult
the priest. But if they are asked to do something to improve the condition of theirteUow ma^ then- conscience troubles them to the tune of 25 cents a month Now
some of them are finding fault with the A.K. fAdelohon Krnptn.] because the words
except to my religious confessor' was left out of the pledge. If my memory serves
me right it was a Cathohc who objected to that clause....! know no Protestant
objected to it."^
Many Protestants applauded Powderl/s steadfast refusal to kowtow to Cathohc demands.
Suddenly, Powderly appeared to reverse course and solicited the aid of Archbishops Ryan
and Gibbons. Rumors again flew that Powderly was contemplating a trip to Rome. Floodgates of
anti-Cathohcism were opened and Powderly was inundated with letters urging him not to go. These
letters had their effect and Powderly piously refused Montreal Bishop Fabre^s request to journey
abroad. Powderly angrily declared:
"I will never go to Rome. I am an American
. I have made every honorable
proposition to the clergy...and I am positive I know more about the condition of the
laboring people and their wants than the Pope....God it makes my blood boil. Go
to Rome? Never ! I will not leave America . And if the Church wishes to array
herself on the side of Anarchy [in Montreal] let her do so...I am not a wealthy man,
and the history of the past proves that a poor man representing a poor man's cause
need not knock on the gates of Rome."^^
Though Chicago's Knights of Labor and the Milwaukee Times cautioned readers not to jump to
conclusions about the Catholic church and that Taschereau's blast apphed only in Quebec, such pleas
fell on deaf ears.^^
A beleaguered Powderly spent most of the remainder of the decade fending off the
perceptions that he would have yielded were it not for the hue and cry against his plans. To Jpseph
Buchanan he wrote,
"Your insinuation that the Catholic Church in any way dictates the policy of the
Order is unworthy of you...You know as well as any man that it never influenced me
in my dealings with the Order."
Powderly told Buchanan that the only influence the Church held over him was in his attack on
anarchism, something he would have opposed anyway, and went on the chastise Buchanan for his
membership in the International Working Peoples' Association: "I belong to no other organization on
the face of the earth than the KNIGHTS OF LABOR."^^ Noble words perhaps, but when Powderly
visited Denver, he faced fifty prepared questions including: "Did you not reveal to Cardinal Gibbons
the whole of the secret work, and furthermore say to the Catholic Church that if there was in the
order anything which It desired altered or changed, that should be done?" and "Is it not a fact that
you attend mass, sometimes as often as three times a day; that fully confess even the secrets of the
order to the Catholic priesthood, and that you are pledged to them to bend this order as they may
wish to break it?"^ Powderly was accused of nothing less than allowing Rome to dictate the policies
of the Order, a charge he vigorously denied in Denver but which would not go away, as his spirited
restatement of that denial in an 1889 Journal of United T .^hnr editorial attests.^
By the mid 1880s labor was ready to flex its muscles and defy enemies in any form,
including the Church. Henry Browne's research bdicates that even Irish workers "had, in general,
endorsed the Knights of Labor" despite clerical opposition.^ The Church's 1882 founding of the
fraternal Knights of Columbus can be interpreted as a bow to social reality. Further, Cardinal
Gibbons conceded labor's resurgence when he ventured to Rome in 1887, and asked the pontiff to
remove the church's condemnation of the Knights. He argued that the ban was "dangerous to the
reputation of the church," and a "cruel blow to the authority of the bishops [who] would be powerless
to compel the obedience of our Catholic workingmen who find [the condemnation] false and
iniquitous." Gibbons argued that there was nothing in the Knights of Labor constitution to warrant
censure and that failure to remove it would force "sons of the Church to rebel against their mother"
ultimately resulting in "doubt and hostility" towards the Holy See.^^
The fact that Gibbons was successful indicates that the Church was as frightened of labor's
rejection of the Catholic Church as labor was of the Pope's curses. It also suggests that Powderly
made a strategic mistake in allowing himself to be associated publicly with the lobbying efforts in
Rome. This manifested itself anew in controversy surrounding Powderl/s relationship with Father
Edward McGlynn, the renegade priest who defied Archbishop Corrigan and spoke at an 1886 rally
on behalf of Henry George's mayoral campaign. This led to McGlynn's suspension and, in July,
1887, to his excommunication. Thus McGlynn became the darling of many labor agitators.
Powderly was not among McGlynn's supporters and some Knights why. When he visited Denver,
another question awaiting him was, "Do you approve of the church persecution of Dr. McGlynn? If
not, why has not your voice been raised in protest?
To make matters worse, Powderly got embroiled in a petty conflict with McGlynn that
spilled into public view and was open to various inferences. When George and McGlynn formed the
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Anti-Poverty Society and began pubUshing the Standard as its official journal, McGlynn asked
Powderly for the Journal of United T abor's mailing list. Powderly refused on the grounds that the
Ust was not in his authority to release. McGlynn suspected that Powderly opposed him, especially
since he also refused to ally himself with the society. In January, 1888, McGlymi resurrected the
charge that Powderly sent an emissary to Rome to argue on behalf of the Knights. Powderly was
furious. He wrote to Tom O'Reilly, "Is there an honest impulse in the Dr. or has he thrown off all
semblance of the gentleman as weU as the priest? I now regard McG as a viUain and Uar of the
worst type. He is acting at the dictation of George in this slander and I do not intend to deal out
any mercy when the time comes, the infamous rascal."^^ McGlynn repeated his charge in The Irish
World and Powderly vigorously denied it, but McGlynn kept alive suspicions within the Knights.^°
Suddenly Powderly was inundated with angry anti-Catholic letters. In the Journal of
United Labor he denied that he packed the executive board of the lecturer's roster with Catholics
and then repeated that defense in The Irish World . His persuasiveness was failing him, however; an
1889 fight for the post of District Master Workman of Pittsburgh's D. A. 3 was won by the Catholic
John F. Doyle over Protestant J. M. Ross. Though the Irish World insisted their was no "evidence of
bitterness" the 37-27 vote along strict religious lines seems to counter that rosy assessment.^^ A
Clinton County, Pennsylvania, Knight wrote to Powderly to condemn him for reveahng secrets to the
Catholic Church. While he was at it, he condemned Catholicism in general:
"We Protestants allow no clergy to interfere with our choice of hterature. I have
read both sides of the question [of religion] and can refer you to history for the
greater portion of my argument. I have read considerable of Robert Ingersoll's
writings, and whilst I confess his ideas and mine do not coincide, yet there is a vast
amount of information to be divined from his writings..."
Powderl/s critic went on to accuse the Catholic Church of far greater crimes than narrow reading
lists, including persecution of the Masons, destroying "freedom of thought," and plotting to take over
the Knights of Labor. He boldly declared 'I would prefer being a meek Protestant, rather than a
good Catholic.knowing as much about their workings as I do. I don't object to you being one, but I
•
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do object to being governed by Catholicism." To his old Milwaukee friend Robert Schilling,
Powderly wrote that "You know I am a Roman Catholic, and whether a good one or not makes no
difference. The fact has been published that I am only a spoke in the Pope's wheel..." He lamented
that nothing he could do will "change the minds of these bigots."^^
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He was right. PowderVs hard work on behalf of CathoUcism bore little fruit. By mid
1891, not even Cardinal Gibbons was safe from Alexander Wright's Journal of the. Knights of r.hnr
attacks. Wright was angered by a sermon in which Gibbons insisted that God "made the poor and
always intended they should be poor." Wright delivered his own sermon on pohtical economy and
then accused Gibbons of hypocrisy. Laborers were enjoined to reject "the dole of cant and
hypocrisy, the smooth-tongued orations of sleek-fed priests, the lying pretenses of selfish, sensual,
greedy, heartless, humbuggery that besmirches the sacred justice of an all-wise and beneficent
Creator..." Wright did manage to contain himself when the text of Rerum Novarum was released.
He printed it in its entirety and offered faint praise for its attack on usury.'^'*
Terence V. Powderly served as General Master Workman of the Knights of Labor for the
last time in 1893. In his address to the very General Assembly that would soon dislodge him,
Powderly gave a long account of his deahngs with Catholic hierarchy in a final attempt to derail
"bigotry and religious intolerance" within the Order. After laying open his correspondence files for
all to see Powderly warned that "there is an anti-Catholic crusade sweeping over the land...and, like
all other crusades of its kind, it carries with it more malice than reason, more of bitterness than love
of right, more of ignorance than knowledge of religion, more of a belief in wild rumor than a desire
to know the truth.,." He compared this contagion to smallpox and warned Knights not to let it
obscure the "grand and noble" action taken by Leo XIII and repeated, one last time, that Rome
could never convince him to denounce the Knights' or the United States' constitutions.^^
In retrospect there were elements of tragic comedy in Powderl/s 1893 address. By the
end of the convention Powderly was gone and with him went the last vestiges of 1870s-style
Knighthood. The Order was about the same size as it was when Powderly assumed its reins in 1878,
but its composition was quite different. Daniel DeLeon spoke for one faction of remaining Knights,
urban socialists who cared little for organized religion. At the 1893 convention, DeLeon accused
Powderly of being a reactionary: "The K. of L. under you stands in the way of progress. We have to
get rid of you and supplant the order with a more radical form of organization."^^ But there was
another group equally fed up with Powderly, rural Protestant Populists mildly sympathetic to
socialism but fearful of Catholicism. In an 1893 article entitled "The Rise and Fall of Terence
Powderly," the Brooklyn Citizen noted that the G.M.W.'s decision to seek peace with Rome was one
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of the poUcies for which he most widely criticized.^"^ When the dust finally settled after the 1893
convention, many of PowderVs long-time Catholic friends-like John Devlin and Thomas
O'ReiUy-were swept away with Powderly. The main CathoUc holdovers were two men whose
religion never got in the way of their ambition, John Hayes and Thomas McGuire. Typical of the
new leaders was new Master Workman James Sovereign, an Iowa Protestant. Also representative
was new Executive Board member James M. Kennery of Nebraska, "a member of several secret
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organizations." Appropriately, Sovereign dealt the final blow to Catholic rapprochement; after 1895
he led the Knights of Labor back to ritual secrecy.
Conclusion
Despite periodic attempts the bridge the gulf which separated them, the relationship
between the institutional church and the Knights of Labor was marked more by conflict than
cooperation. Though several outstanding clerics, Protestant and Catholic alike, made peace with the
Order, most did not. Nor can it be said that either side really tried to find common ground. Rather
each tried to exploit the other for its own gain. The Knights, for example, made changes in the
Adelphon Kruptos when it thought its growth was slowed by church opposition. In 1886, however,
the Knights of Labor addressed the church on its own terms.
Yet most Knights of Labor clung tenaciously to religious views that were labor's own brand
of evangelical Christianity. Knights jettisoned eschatology for a down-to-earth gospel that mixed
personal ethics with mutualism and stressed the human side of Christ and his earthly ministry. This
naturally led to the articulation of social protest language that was riddled with religious imagery.
The Knights of Labor was born "noble and holy" and died in the same state of grace. Throughout
the Gilded Age, Knights prided themselves as being more Christian than their critics; they may have
been right. Knights seized upon a strain of Christian perfectionism that started with self and
extended to society at large. If pulpit palliatives could not redeem the world, perhaps Powderly's
preachings could.
The Knights failed of course, though it was not for lack of morality or effort. In the end,
failure was due to a complex nexus of external and internal oppression. Externally the Knights of
Labor faced powerful opposition. When the Knights jousted with the church, it was not merely the
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Henry Ward Beechers and Cardinal Taschereaus with whom they tilted, but also with powerful
parishioners like VanderbUt, Gould, and Gowen. In other words, the very forces whom the Knights
of Labor faced in their pohtical and economic struggles hounded them to the very portals of the
church.
InternaUy the Knights always had problems. Not all members could even agree to turn
their backs on the institutional church, let alone arrive at a consensus religious view. Intolerance
remained a distressing characteristic of the Knights of Labor throughout its history and nowhere was
this more evident than in reUgion. Knights talked about the brotherhood of all, but they were not
above anti-Catholic campaigns the likes of which Josiah Strong would have approved. Knights of
Labor may have behaved in a more Christian manner than the hypocrites they denounced, but they
too fell fall short of perfection.
In 1888, Powderly ridiculed ousted executive board member Thomas Barry in a letter to
Patrick Ford, editor of The Irish World. Barry, he jested, was "so advanced in science as to no
longer have any use for the Catholic religion.""^^ Though he didn't know it at the time, Barry's path
was Powderly's future. In 1901, Powderly left the Roman Catholic Church and entered the
Freemasons. The final push came in 1900, when he was invited to join the Knights of Columbus.
When Powderly learned the K. of C. was secret, he was outraged. As he recalled near the end of his
life, "if it was wrong for the Order of the Knights of Labor to be a secret society in 1879, it cannot
be right for the Knights of Columbus to be a secret society in 1917."^^ By the time he wrote those
words, Powderly was a 33rd degree Freemason.
A great irony lay in the fact that Powderly wrote the above words in the year the Knights
of Labor finally disbanded its national organization. By then the Order was back in the hands of a
Catholic, the mercurial John W. Hayes, though no one had ever confused Hayes with a choir boy.
One wonders what thoughts passed through the mind of John Hayes as he locked the Order's
R1
records in "a leaky shed behind an insurance company" in Washington, D.C. Hayes had once
dreamed of personal glory and fortune through the very organization he now laid to rest. Far from
fame, Hayes was well on his way to becoming an historical trivia question: "Who was the last
General Master Workman of the Noble and Holy Order of the Knights of Labor?" The records and
Hayes dreams lay locked in the leaky shed for a time until the final irony came; the tomb was
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opened and the decaying remains reinterred at Catholic University in Washington, D.C. where they
remain today. Reauiescat in pace .
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CONCLUSION
"Do I contradict myself?
Very well then I contradict myself
(I am large, I contain multitudes.)"
"Walt Whitman
It is no longer fashionable to beUeve that any one person or organization can create the
world anew. But the Knights of Labor was a product of the Gilded Age, a time in which men and
women were less skeptical of the possibiUties of universal brother and sisterhood. As Knights fought
their battles to transform society they encountered the old Puritan dilemma, that is, they were in the
world, but not of it. Knights liked to brag that they were "above" economics, poUtics, and culture as
they were currently understood, and boldly offered alternative visions. In the end, the war was lost;
the Gilded Age status quo was too powerful for the KOL to topple, and popular culture proved too
attractive to supplant.
But one should resist the temptation to which Gerald Grob fell prey. The Knights of
Labor can not be dismissed as "Utopians" devoid of practical content. Though the Order contained
scores of starry-eyed dreamers, it also sported hard-headed pragmatists, shrewd pohticians, effective
lobbyists, class-conscious radicals, wily propagandists, nuts-and-bolts trade unionists, and creative
tacticians. Conversely, its ranks were also populated by bumblers, self-seekers, "labor fakirs,"
ineffective bureaucrats, bourgeois sentimentalists, power-hungry plotters, and assorted "high kickers."
For good or ill, the Knights of Labor contained multitudes.
The Knights of Labor defies easy analysis because its diverse membership makes
categorization nearly impossible. Writers like Engels and Sorge were explicit in what they thought
was wrong with the KOL: it was not class-conscious. Though few historians have been as overt and
crude as Engels or Sorge, a tacit acceptance of their position pervades some of the work that has
been done on the KOL. More important, it marks the work that has not been done. The Order's
lack of a coherent and consistent class analysis of society has helped scare off many a labor historian
My study is one of the first national surveys of the Order since Norman Ware's in 1929. Despite
their cumbersome nature, the papers of Terence Powderly have been available for decades, and
several of the KOL newspapers I found through routine inter-library loan searches have never been
cited. There are more books devoted to the Haymarket martyrs alone than to the Knights of Labor;
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the same is true of Gilded Age socialist and anarchist groups. Yet socialism and anarchism as
independent movements-thousands were shielded by the KOL umbrella-were small when compared
to the Knights of Labor, and they had far less impact. Even in 1893, a year in which most historians
interpret the KOL as irrelevant, there were more Knights of Labor than Card-carrying members of
the Daniel DeLeon's Socialist Labor Party.
Writers influenced by the John R. Commons school of labor studies dismiss the Knights
because of misplaced assumptions that Darwin's "survival of the fittest" dictum is applicable to
organizations. Stated simply, the assumption is that the Knights of Labor waned and the American
Federation of Labor waxed, because the AFL was better suited to the realities of industrial America.
But the decline of the KOL did not lead to greater unity or more efficient organization of workers; it
reinforced working class fragmentation. In 1929, Robert and Helen Lynd found an "old-timer [who]
still refers enthusiastically to the Knights of Labor as a *grand organization' with a Tine ritual/" And
why not? The Middletown the Lynds observed was drained of the excitement of Gilded Age worker
culture. Gone was the Workingmen's Library and Reading Room, steelworkers' concerts, the cigar
makers baseball team, parade banners. Knights of Labor picnics, and the days in which Sam
Gompers dined with the mayor and the town lawyer and school superintendent asked permission to
address KOL meetings. The Lynds noted, "Labor Day, a great day in the nineties, is today barely
noticed." In several trenchant passages, the Lynds described a virtual rout of working class culture:
"...the social function of the union has disappeared in this day of movies and the
automobile, save for sparsely attended dances at Labor Hall. The strong molders'
union.. .has to compel attendance at its meetings by making attendance compulsory
under a penalty of a dollar fine... .public opinion is no longer with organized
labor.,..[The] Middletown press has little good to say of organized labor. The pulpit
avoids such subjects, particularly in the churches of the business classes, and when it
speaks it is apt to do so in guarded, equivocal terms.""
Working class culture in Middletown surrendered to consumer culture. Rather than dreaming of a
transformed society, working class families longed for telephones, refrigerators, silk hose, cosmetics,
automobiles, and radios. Instead of trudging to a KOL or union hall, workers and their families
were found at movie theatres, YMCA dances, and school athletic competitions.
In 1929, there was Httle to cheer the old-timer. Though the AFL managed to organize
more workers than the Knights of Labor at its peak, its craft-centered exclusiveness stifled grandiose
dreams. Mechanization threatened to reduce several AFL craft unions to the anachronistic status of
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which Sam Gompers once accused the Knights. Communist and socialist parties proved more adroit
at forming minute splinter groups in a search for doctrinal purity than in marshaling support at the
poUs. The only organization with broad enough entry criteria to attract mass participation was the
Industrial Workers of the World. By 1929, it was a small underground movement, having been
crushed by the combined power of capital and state power.
In a cogent observation Richard Oestreicher notes, "The Knights should be remembered
not for the alleged lessons to be drawn from their extinction but for their capacity to bring workers
of different backgrounds and experiences together at a critical moment in American history...no one
else did much better than Powderly or the Knights over the next forty years."^ It was the Knights of
Labor-not socialists, anarchists, or trade unionists-that most captured working class imaginations in
the 1880s. The Order's moment in the limelight was brief, but brilliant, and its passing was
disastrous for the immediate future of working class movements.
To assess the importance of the Knights of Labor to Gilded Age men and women one
must reverse the failure assumption and ask, "why was the KOL so successful?" Oestreicher stresses
the Order's ability to convince members to cross traditional social barriers. True enough; once the
KOL was gone where could working women or people of color expect to find solidarity? Neither
socialists nor the Industrial Workers of the World came close to the KOL's achievements on this
score, and few AFL craft unions even bothered to make an attempt. But there was something
beyond its social commitments that attracted men and women to the Knights of Labor: its rich,
flexible culture. People from all walks of life found it possible to embrace an abstraction called
'Knighthood," and when the KOL worked best, it had the wisdom to not define that abstraction too
rigidly.
How could so many workers rally to an organization so loosely defined? Mistaken cultural
analyses still plague interpretations of Gilded Age culture. A syllogism is only as good as its major
premise, and one of the most-flawed is that implied by Engels and Sorge. It runs thus: True working
class culture expresses class consciousness. The Knights of Labor was not fully class-conscious;
therefore, KOL culture was not working class culture. The premise is flawed in several respects.
First, the Gilded Age working class was not a monolithic whole; the KOL was successful because it
realized that. It makes more sense to speak of multiple working class cultures and credit the Knights
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with trying to fuse them. Second, the Knights of Labor did not reject class-consciousness, it merely
found it inadequate as a unifying principle. The vast majority of workers were unorganized, and as
the KOL believed, labor was in need of "education." Most KOL leaders realized that the uneducated
were not class-conscious, but that they were susceptible to appeals for a more just society with
producers at its center. In essence, generalities reached more workers than dogma. It is no accident
that the KOL's most divisive leaders-men like Theodore Cuno and Victor Drury-were its most
doctrinaire.
The Knights of Labor tried to accommodate the vast diversity that existed in working class
cultures. This is why I assert that cultural artifacts have importance; in the heterogeneous world of
the Gilded Age a poem, short story, or song can be just as indicative of working class opinion as a
platform principle, political editorial, or fiery speech. The hfe workers lead is just as unportant as
the views they profess, and sometimes a gap exists between the two. In other words, culture and
ideology may or may not be linked. Plenty of Knights behaved the way they did because of ideology,
while still others evolved ideology because of the culture to which they were drawn. For a few, there
seemed to be no identifiable bridge between their words and their lives. It is hard, for example, to
beheve that John Hayes really believed in the working class he championed. His actions, schemes,
and private behavior reveal a man who felt himself trapped in a class he did not admire, but which
he hoped he could shrewdly use to advance himself. One can easily speculate that Hayes read KOL
fiction and identified with heroes who encountered windfalls or contracted fortuitous marriages thai
landed them in the lap of luxury.
There is much about KOL culture that is starthng and puzzling. John Hayes represents a
strain that is, frankly, bourgeois, not merely a variant of working class respectability. But one should
not exaggerate this tendency. Many Knights-Joseph Buchanan and Leonora Barry spring to
mind-were simultaneously pohtical radicals and cultural conservatives. Others, Uke Powderly, were
fairly conservative in both respects, while Knights like Victor Drury and Albert Parsons were
thoroughly radical. One suspects the majority of Gilded Age men and women fell into none of the
above models; rather they approached ideology and culture as though it were an a la carte menu and
chose among its offerings according to their current needs and pleasures. Men like Thomas
McGuire and James Quinn showed they could ally themselves with Drury or Powderly depending on
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the opportunities confronting them, just as George McNeill could defend socialism with one stroke
of the pen and write bland religious poetry with the next, KOL culture was a Gilded Age amalgam
of competing ideologies, value systems, and practices. Knights read treatises on the abolition of the
wage system in the same paper in which they read "Lever and Throttle;" they sang moving radical
songs and soppy Victorian parlor standards in the same meeting. To begin an understanding of the
Knights of Labor and the world in which it thrived is to embrace ambiguity, contrasts, and surface
contradictions.
Does this mean that the concept of a KOL culture lurking behind the veils dissolves into
fragmented nothingness? I don't think so. Knights' culture was fluid, but it was not amorphous. It
existed in the interstices between public and private realms, and between mass and working
class/folk culture. As I have argued, it was an evolving form. In its earliest days, KOL culture was
fraternal, secretive, ritualistic, exclusive, and oral. It became more public, activist, universalist,
political, and literary. As KOL culture declined, it grew more parochial and ultimately yielded its
center to mainstream popular culture. Looming above everything was the very idea of Knighthood,
that original dream of "universal brotherhood" held by Uriah Stephens. Such a grandiose vision
required that the Knights of Labor thrust itself into every aspect of working class life, and it did so
with gusto. Stephens and his followers rejected Lassallean politics, Marxian unions, and craft
exclusiveness as too narrow to contain their vision. Stephens died in 1882. Had he lived a few more
years, even he would have been surprised by the array of Knights of Labor cultural activity. By 1886,
it encompassed ritual, music, poetry, Fiction, education, parades, picnics, dances, fairs, sports,
entert£iinments, regalia, material objects, and religion as well as politics and unionism. To be
certain, the Knights was not the only segment of the working class to participate in these activities,
but few others so closely identified Hfestyle with an organization as did the KOL. When one begins
to add the various sublayers of Knights' culture and concern-temperance, personal ethics, arts and
crafts, internal debate societies, cooperative production, KOL restaurants, several hundred
newspapers, and even its own towns-the depth of KOL vision is overwhelming.
That vision was ultimately the Order's Achilles' heel. As more men and women joined the
KOL, it was inevitable that they would disagree with one another. In the earliest years of
Knighthood, ritual fraternalism tended to diffuse individual differences. The Knights never really
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found an adequate replacement as the fraternal ideal eroded after 1882. The rhetorical attractions
of soUdarity were no match for the concrete experiences of ritual. As the Order grew, bternal
disagreements simmered, boiled, and exploded, leading to expulsions, desertions, and nasty revolts
like that of the Home Club. Still, the excitement of growth, the diversity of the rank-and-file, and
success against capital aUowed the Order to thrive and create a rich cultural and material base.
It was its success against capital that did in the Knights, not internal conflicts. It is
impossible to exaggerate the euphoria the KOL's 1885 victory over Jay Gould generated. Coupled
with lesser strike and boycott victories in 1885 and early 1886, hundreds of thousands-perhaps
than a million-workers stormed the KOL veils and requested entry. But capital's resolve to crush
the surging KOL deepened and then closed ranks before the Knights could regroup and digest its
new converts. In 1886, Gould offered no quarter in the second Southwest strike, a pattern repeated
by Phihp Armour later that year, by Worcester County shoe manufacturers in 1887, and Cornelius
Vanderbilt m 1890. Demorahzing losses sapped the Order's ephemeral strength and left small
factions to bicker over who was to blame. With the expulsion of the Cigar Maker's International
Union in 1886, the Knights of Labor announced its final break with fraternalism and betrayed its
commitment to solidarity. For the first time, the KOL declared an entire segment of the working
class beyond the pale. Knighthood began to be more carefully defined and the act of definition
became a retreat to exclusiveness. By 1890, the Journal of United Labor had symbolically changed
its name to the Journal of the Knights of Labor .
But let us make no mistake, the Knights of Labor did not commit suicide; it was murdered.
Had the Order confronted Gould, Armour, and Vanderbilt from a position of unified, fraternal
strength, it would have still lost. The Knights could not possibly match the financial resources of its
determined opposition, nor could it win the battle for hearts and minds; capital controlled Gilded
Age purse strings, politics, presses, and pulpits. One need only return to what came next to realize
the magnitude of capital's triumph. Transparent gains, fragmentation, and weakness followed in the
wake of the KOL's demise as the tragedies at Homestead and Pulhnan attest. And what could be
more pathetic than Alexander Berkman's attack on Henry Clay Frick, an enduring symbol of
working class anger reduced to acts of individual desperation? Organized labor regrouped from
1898 to 1902, but the power of sprawling trusts and capitalist conspiracies blunted its gains. When
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U. S. steel crushed the Amalgamated Association of Iron, Steel, and Tin Workers in 1901, it would
be 36 years before the steel industry was effectively organized, despite strikes in 1906, 1909, and
1919. In 1912 the magnetic and courageous Eugene Debs mustered 900,000 workmg class votes for
President; this came more than a quarter of a century after the bumbling Terence Powderly attracted
roughly that many workers to the Knights of Labor, many of whom clamored for his election to
Congress.
By the time the Lynds arrived in Middletown, even Eugene Debs was a fading memory.
But not aU workers were seduced by consumer goods. The Knights of Labor died, but it left a
legacy. "Storm the Fort, Ye Knights of Labor" became "Hold the Fort" and was sung by the
Congress of Industrial Organizations in the 1930s. The CIO also organized women and people of
color, and it vigorously thrust itself into worker culture as had the KOL. The CIO, of course, did
not usher in a labor millennium. Today, the Knights' goal of making "industrial, moral worth, not
wealth, the true standard of individual and national greatness" remains an elusive goal. One hopes it
is not one that has not been totally abandoned. Through the ages, the Knights of Labor's vision has
continued to inspire the champions of working class justice. Perhaps Mary "Mother" Jones wrote the
most appropriate epitaph for the KOL. She credited the Order with her own conversion to labor's
cause and fondly recalled evenings hstening to KOL speeches and Sundays spent on its outings.
Jones wrote,
"Those were the days of sacrifice for the cause of labor. Those were the days when
we had no hall, when there were no high salaried officers, no feasting with the
enemies of labor. Those were the days of the martyrs and the saints."**
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1 Walt Whitman's "Song of Myself quoted from James E. Miller, Jr., Ed., Walt Whitma n-Complete Poetry and Selected Prn.. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1959), p. 68.
2 Robert and Helen Lynd, Middletown: A Study in Modern American r.ilfnrP (NewYork: Harcourt, Brace, Joyanoyich, 1929), pp. 73-92. '
' '
3 Richard Oestreicher, "Terence Powderly, the Knights of Labor and Artisanal
Repubhcanism," m Melyyn Dubofsky and Warren Van Tbe, Eds., Labor Leader, in An^eHr.
(Urbana: Umyersity of Ilhnois, 1987), pp. 31, 59.
4 Mary Jones, The Autobiography of Mother Jones . (Chicago: Charles H. Kerr, 1980), pp.13-14.
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